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My painting was designed to capture a few representative images from our four years in Hanover and merge those with a sense of  the wonderful tradition of  the place,
with a nod to four individuals who directly or indirectly had an exceptional impact on us—Webster, Frost, Dickey, and Seymour. Bob Aiken ’62
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As President of  our Class, I have the privilege to welcome back my fellow class-
mates and families to the Hanover Plain on the occasion of  the 50th Reunion of
the Great Class of  1962 (June 8–12, 2012). Kent “Hutch” Hutchinson and his
dedicated staff  have worked diligently to produce this magnificent book in time
to convince those procrastinating and/or undecided ’62s to join your classmates
in the celebration. The following pages filled with so many stories and photos
capture the essence of  our lives and memories of  the Class.

We (and Dartmouth) should be proud of  the accomplishments and contribu-
tions to society of  our amazing and talented classmates. We should be equally
proud to celebrate the good works of  those less famous classmates who have
worked hard, perhaps in obscurity, to make the world a better place. Often our
greatest and most significant legacies are the children that we have nurtured,
educated, and set free to roam the girdled earth.

Yes, it will be 50 years since our graduation when we join the Class of  2012 at
Commencement Exercises. Almost 54 years have passed since ’62s shook the
hand of  President John Sloan Dickey and later heard his still-familiar words of
wisdom: “Your business here is learning.”

Our reunion book will reawaken the memories of  our wonderful years in
Hanover: the thousand sunsets, the steam rising from morning-after bonfires,
the crunching snow and the spring mud season, our Freshman Trip, the infa-
mous and costly Thayer post-Princeton championship football celebration,
Freshman mixers and the Colby bus, road trips, our fantastic sporting events
and intramurals, battle nights, Great Issues, the ROTC programs, Frat rush and
parties, Winter Carnival and Green Key weekends, the stacks and “all-nighters”
at Baker, our wonderful teachers who instilled a love of  learning, and the coach-
es who guided us to greater heights.

Lest we forget, our 50th Reunion Book also remembers the lives of  our
deceased Classmates who shared so many wonderful times with us, who, having
completed their journeys, have received their just rewards.

Over the past 50 years our Class has been blessed by hard-working, dedicated,
and talented officers and Classmates. I would be remiss if  I failed to thank my
supporting officers who have contributed so much over the last five years to the
Great Class of  1962. All our committees have worked tirelessly toward our
50th. Be assured that Bill Pierce and Dick Brooks have prepared a fabulous
series of  programs with events spaced for plenty of  time for ’62s to reconnect
and reminisce. I look forward to seeing you in June on the Hanover Plain.

Gordy McKean
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A Message from Our Class President, Gordy McKean
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A Message from Dean Seymour 

Dedication 
By Jay Moyer

Thad Seymour

A young Dean, but wise beyond his years ... .
Firm but understanding, a voice of  reason and wisdom, an adult
presence when we most needed it ... .
A guide and mentor then—and since, a friend for life ... .
Like Dartmouth itself, “miraculously builded in our hearts.”
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A Message from the Reunion Chairmen Bill Pierce and Dick Brooks

Dear Classmates:

Once again, we are pleased to serve as your co-
reunion chairmen. We are honored to take on
the responsibility of  assembling the program that
reunites us 50 years after graduation in 1962.

Our four years at Dartmouth were definitive for
many of  us. Incredibly, after a half  century we
remember our experiences almost as though it
were yesterday.

The opportunity to once again interact with
classmates, some of  whom we did not know well
during college years, has been a great pleasure
over past reunions and confirms the enduring
bond developed during our time at Dartmouth.

1962 has always been a great class, and our 50th
Reunion Book is equally great as it tells our very
personal and collective story. Kudos to all who
worked to bring it together and many thanks!

Again, thank you all for giving us the opportunity
to help guide the planning of  our 50th Reunion,
hopefully the largest gathering of  our class since
graduation. It has been fun for us. Thanks to all
on our Committee who have offered ideas and
suggestions.

We look forward to seeing you all at 1962’s 50th
Reunion!

Warm regards,

Bill and Dick 





Message from the Managing Editor
When I was asked to manage the 50th Reunion Book, I thought it was a task
out of  my wheelhouse. However, with the help of  many others, I got in the
groove and found it to be very rewarding. Since then, my 18 months of  involve-
ment are best summarized by imitating a popular Letterman Show feature: 

Top 10 Reasons to Be the Managing Editor:
10. Opportunity to talk with Senior Citizens
9. Promises, promises!!!!
8. Receive lots of  questions
7. Opportunity to work on communication skills
6. You get to read the book before it’s published
5. Get to know Classmates you had no clue about.
4. 11 months of  reverie
3. Take part in the dedication to Dean Thad
2. Opportunity to answer the same questions again and again
1. The privilege of  working with Super Publisher David Prentice ’69

On a more serious note, I want to say thanks to the 330 of  you who responded
with your Questionnaires, Reflections, and Pictures. You will see these accom-
panied by some research (often difficult to find) on the 124 classmates who have
left us and who have been on our Class website’s In Memoriam section. 

In fact, as I began to read the early returns, I realized how much of  the “Wide
Wide World” so many of  you have covered. Hence the “View from the Green”
poster (at right) that I found many years ago in the Bookstore, which became
the inspiration for the ’Round the Girdled Earth We Roamed title of  your book. (We
tried to track down the artist, but even Patricia Cope, the head of  Rauner’s photo
archives, had never seen it.)

However, this book was a team effort to bring you not only individual classmate
responses, but it also looks back at the events we lived together on the Hanover
Plain, the changes in Dartmouth since we left, and the world we have been a part
of  for the last half-century. Special kudos to the section contributors: Tom Green,
Tom Komarek, John Walters, David Smith, Jim Hale, Phil Cantelon, Sandy
Apgar, Gordon McKean, Bill Baschnagel, Ross Burkhardt, Rich Barber, and
Robbi Cox. The unique design and layout  is also courtesy of  Robbi. Credit
for the fact that the books got to you from Hanover goes to the Hanover Plain
’62s who monitored  the shipping process after the books’ delivery to the College.

Much of  the credit for the 330 responses goes to Roger Usborne and Gordy
Aydelott, who spent the summer following up and cajoling the procrastinators.

Special thanks to the web gurus who made the electronic submittals all possible:
Dan Tompkins, David Smith, and Bill Sadd. In fact a collateral benefit was a

significant update of  the Class e-mail database and ListServ. And as always to
Charlie Balch, who shepherded the budget and spearheaded additions and
changes to the Class Database.

Finally a round of  snaps to Daily D President Emeritus Dick Bragaw, who combed
through all the texts finding misspellings and dangling participles and improved
our punctuation. In addition he worked closely with Balch, Tompkins, and Jim
Haines to bring the Class website In Memoriam obituaries to the printed page
side by side (you’ll find their names in 60% grey) with your submissions. And in
the belt and suspenders department, we were able to recruit Roger Usborne
from his “roundup the procrastinators” role to be the final objective QA source
on David’s, Dick’s, and my work before we sent the book off  to the printer.

Please read ’Round the Girdled Earth We Roamed all the way through and enjoy
what our classmates have achieved, endured, and contributed over the last half-
century. You’ll be amazed at the range of  things they have covered, and it’s a
great conversation starter for when we meet in June. We look forward to seeing
all of  you in Hanover. 

Thanks,

Hutch
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Men of Dartmouth

Men of  Dartmouth, give a rouse,

For the College on the hill!

For the Lone Pine above her

And the loyal sons who love her,

Give a rouse, give a rouse, with a will,

For the sons of  old Dartmouth,

The sturdy sons of  Dartmouth,

Though ’round the girdled earth they roam,

Her spell on them remains;

They have the still North in their hearts,

The hill winds in their veins,

And the granite of  New Hampshire

In their muscles and their brains;

And the granite of  New Hampshire

In their muscles and their brains.



The Still North Remembers Them
Peter M. Ambrose June 21, 2010
Ronald A. Anderson March 31, 2000
David B. Armstrong June 29, 1998
Paul C. Armstrong November 18, 1991
Thomas  Atteridge III May 23, 2011
Kendall E. Bailes March 28, 1988
Robert B. Bannerman December 20, 1986
DeWitt T. Beall March 31, 2006
Jerome H. Bentley April 5, 1989
Robert A. Bigelow August 15, 2002
Earl G. Bill June 10, 2001
Warren J. Blackstone October 31, 2011
William A. Blees May 23, 1963
Thomas F. Boudreau August 4, 1991
Robert D. Brayton January 20, 2001
Alan W. Bryant January 9, 1994
Charles F. Budd July 25, 1994
Albert H. Cass January 15, 1974
William H. Climo June 12, 2009
Michael W. Coffield March 27, 2007

James F. Connaughton October 23, 2006
Peter W. Cooney January 28, 1965
Thomas P. Cranna October 17, 1969
John S. Cushman June 27, 1993
Philip G. Dahl October 3, 2007
Roland M. Damiano April 22, 2011
Richard F. Dilllon July 26, 2004
Richard C. Dils July 19, 2008
Raymond L. Dolan December 10, 1989
David C. Downie December 29, 2008
David L. Ebersbach April 19, 1984
Richard V. Ellington December 24, 1999
Bruce J. Ennis July 29, 2000
David P. Evans March 27, 1979
Paul G. Flynn September 29, 2001
Peter J. Gelinas November 8, 1973
Charles D. Gelman November 29, 2002
Donald N. Ginter December 25, 1987
Gregor J. Hargrett December 28, 1989
Parker F. Harris November 17, 2002

Philip R. Hawes January 7, 1973
Jere R. Hawkins January 20, 2011
Lawrence E. Hazard May 23, 2009
Charles O. Hegeman December 13, 2001
John W. Heiss February 2, 2003
Douglas H. Hildreth July 21, 2009
Terry L. Holland January 19, 1980
Philip I. Huddleston July 5, 2001
Kenneth R. Karkos December 2005
Stephen C. Kennedy April 3, 2004
Brock A. Kier October 12, 2002
Steven W. Kimbell November 15, 1992
Thomas W. King March 20, 2002
Russell A. Knott August 10, 1986
Stephen P. Lasch September 1999
Philip W. Lawler December 3, 2007
Frank D. Lena May 10, 1975
Richard G. Lepeska May 30, 2005
Mark A. Lieberman January 25, 2002
Jon A. Linder July 25, 1966



Warren T. Loomis November 2, 2007
William G. Lutz October 27, 1998
Joel H. Manchester August 23, 2003
Robert M. Martin August 15, 1993
William D. McCarthy February 1975
Bruce M. McCollom February 2, 1972
Alfred L. McCray May 15, 2010
Thomas B. McGovern October 12, 2007
John S. McSherry December 1, 2000
George F. Meyer October 3, 2005
Robert B. Meyer February 6, 1964
Don L. Miller October 26, 1998
John A. Miller October 29, 2007
Herbert H. Morton June 30, 2010
J. Kent Morton March 8, 1999
David A. Myhre October 14, 1993
James R. Nattinger October 18, 1995
Charles P. Neuhardt January 22, 2007
John W. Nichols August 2, 1978
Christopher H. Nissen December 3, 2003
Robert C. Palmer September 26, 2010
David K. Park August 27, 2010

Laurence G. Peltola February 9, 2009
Stephen J. Perlin June 3, 1967
William J. Philipp April 20, 2007
Gary H. Plotnick February 1, 1997
John A. Porter September 27, 1969
William H. Quay October 28, 2000
Daniel B. Radner February 13, 1998
Jeffrey S. Reinert October 20, 2008
Peter M. Risty January 18, 2001
David A. Robbins February 3, 1986
Paul W. Roewade March 12, 1976
John J. Roth December 2, 2004
Philemon C. Roy January 30, 2011
Scott W. Sanborn February 26, 1994
William D. Satterfield November 29, 2000
Robert L. Savage 2003
Jack D. Schaeffer April 9, 2010
Robert E. Scott May 20, 1988
Louis J. Setti April 20, 1997
Edward M. Shapiro March 4, 2003

Gary A. Shelton June 22, 1963
Frederick K. Simon January 8, 2007
Richard L. Smith December 28, 2003
Jack W. Stevens February 5, 1999
Nicholas T. Stowe December 25, 2005
John E. Swanson March 19, 2003
Jeffrey C. Thomas September 16, 2009
Ellison L. Torbert December 15, 2009
Paul E. Tsongas January 18, 1997
David P. Usher March 15, 1997
Milton C. Vaughan August 20, 2006
Anthony R. Vetrone October 19, 2008
Jock F. Warden May 3, 2005
David E. Wilbur March 25, 1982
John R. Williams March 1, 1982
Joseph C. Williams May 18, 1990
John E. Winchester August 23, 1997
Eugene O. Wright September 1, 1980
Peter W. Wright December 22, 1993
Richard S. Wright February 5, 2010
Thomas F. Wright June 12, 2000
Andrew P. Zigelis May 2, 1978
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Roy Anthony Abbanat
4539 Park Woods Drive, Pollock Pines, CA 95726, 
raabbanat@gmail.com, (530) 644-2373 

High School: El Camino High School, Sacramento, Calif.
Major: Zoology, Medical Science
Unique Hanover Memory: Looking out the back of the
anatomy lab in autumn at the spectacular colored hills of
Hanover
Graduate Study: BMS, Dartmouth Medical School, 1963;
MD, University of California School of Medicine, 
San Francisco, 1965

Spouse: Carol V. Abbanat
Spouse Education: Mary Hitchcock School of Nursing; AB, Cal State U. 
Spouse Career: Nurse, Music Teacher
Children: Beth Therese Abbanat, 1968; Karen Jean Jacobson, 1970; Brian Anthony
Abbanat, 1973
Where You Grew Up: Biwabik, Minn.; Sacramento, Calif.
Resided In: Biwabik, Minn., 7 yrs.; Sacramento, 11 yrs.; Hanover, N.H., 1 year;
Seaside, Calif., 2 yrs.; Pleasanton, Calif., 27 yrs.; Pollock Pines, Calif., 11 yrs.
Employers: Pediatrician, U.S. Army, 2 yrs.; Private Practice of Pediatrics, Pleasanton,
Cal., 27 yrs.; Retired, 13 yrs.
Awards and Milestones: Board Certified Pediatrics, Fellow of The American
Academy of Pediatrics
Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army, 1968-1970, Fort Ord, California

Ronald B. Abbe 
Ron Abbe did not reply to the questionnaire. At the time
of  the 25th reunion, he was teaching art at Housatonic
Community College, living in Meriden, Conn., married
with one son. He wrote about becoming a parent at 39
and reported that after recovering from the experience of
being shot by a burglar in his home, “I found my values
reshuffled.” 

Manuel Abecassis 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

James L. Abramson Sobie
188 East 76th St., New York, NY 10021,
jimmya@nyc.rr.com, (212) 628-2098, Cell (917) 733-3998

High School: Columbia H.S., Maplewood, N.J.
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Hanging out at the fraternity; road trips
Fraternity: Sigma Nu
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1968

Spouse: Joan Paley Abramson
Spouse Education: BA, Skidmore College
Children: Wendy, 42; Nancy, 40; Susan, 37
Where You Grew Up: South Orange, N.J.
Resided In: Andover, Mass., 36 years; New York City, 41⁄2 years
Employers: U.S. Army, 2 years; Colgate-Palmolive, 3 years; Capital Distributing Co.,
30 years; Horizon Beverage Co., 7 years
Awards and Milestones: Andover Chamber of Commerce Man of the Year; Israeli
Bonds, Man of the Year, Beverage Industry; Chairman, Andover Board of Selectmen
Working or Retired: Retired
Military: U.S. Army Signal Corps, 1963-65, Fort Gordon, Ga., Germany

Hobbies: Travel, reading
Travel: All Over. Just returned from South India. Only missing Antarctica and Greece.
Alumni Activities: Was Class treasurer

How well prepared: I think the liberal arts background taught me how to
think, but the most valuable was meeting different people and the ensuing
friendships.

Historical witness: Was stationed in Germany when JFK was assassinated.
At first thought the balloon had gone up and we were going to war. Then wit-
nessed the outpouring of  grief  among the German people.
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Present Activities, Plans: Mentor undergraduate and graduate business
school students at City College of  New York. Member of  New York Metro
Chapter of  WPO. More travel. 

Iam not a reflective person. I tend to live in the present. There is one day,
though, in the past that I will always remember. The most bittersweet day of

all, graduation day. I was finally a college graduate and also a commissioned
2nd Lt. in the Army. The fact that I was still only 20 and thus could not vote or
drink legally, not a major hindrance, did seem hypocritical. However, the emo-
tion I felt most on that day was sadness. I knew there was a great big future
ahead of  me, but I also knew that I would never have the same friendships, fun,
and hilarity as I had enjoyed for the past four years. Have had a good and fortu-
nate life but still not that much fun. Sobie

Thomas Best Ackland Tom
49-540 Mission Drive West, La Quinta, CA 92253,
Stearman43@dc.rr.com, (760) 777-1398, Cell (310) 880-0120

High School: The University School, Shaker Heights, Ohio
Major: Economics/Tuck
Favorite Activity: DOC, DCAC, NROTC
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma
Unique Hanover Memory: The entire five years I spent on
the Hanover Green was delightful in every way. Colin Harley
deserves special thanks for letting me borrow his 1955 Ford
to travel on important business to Skidmore and Green
Mountain.
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck School, 1963; JD, Case Western Reserve University,
1970

Spouse: Karen Grace Ackland
Spouse Education: Southwestern College, 1965
Spouse Career: Property Management Executive, Coldwell Banker and others
Where You Grew Up: Karen states that this has yet to happen. I state that I grew
up in Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
Resided In: Shaker Heights, Ohio, 1967-1970; Manhattan Beach, Calif., 1970-2005;
La Quinta, Calif., 2005-present
Employers: USN, FPO San Francisco, Calif.; Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher and Barger 
& Wolen, Los Angeles, Calif.
Awards and Milestones: Marrying my wonderful wife Karen in 1967 and follow-
ing her instructions since that time.
Working or Retired: Retired from legal practice 2005. Currently owner/pilot of a
1943 Stearman biplane giving rides for hire in Southern California. See www.palm
springsplanerides.com for details
Military: USN, Sea duty, Western Pacific, 1963-1967

Achievements, Interests: Lifelong interest in flying and World War II history
Hobbies: Flying and golf: Good pilot, poor golfer
Travel: Various worldwide
Community Activities: Director, Palm Springs USO; Commanding Officer, Desert
Storm Squadron Association of Naval Aviation; Docent, Palm Springs Air Museum
Alumni Activities: None currently. Various past.

No one in my family had ever gone to college. I was the first because my par-
ents invested large amounts of  time and resources guiding me to what they

hoped would be a better life than they had known. This was not a unique story
in the lives of  our generation or those generations that immediately preceded
us. Many people had devoted their lives and fortunes to create a magnificent
nation called the United States of  America, where my parents’ efforts would not
go unrewarded. All I had to do was listen to their words of  guidance and work
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Sobie Abramson 
and Joan with friend



as hard on my end as they had on theirs. Growing up is never easy and always
an uneven process. What seemed to matter was learning to take the long view and
to deal with the setbacks that beset us all. My parents were always there to inspire
and backstop me through public school in Chagrin Falls, Ohio, University
School in Shaker Heights, and then, above all, Dartmouth College. At each step

of  the way I found new friends and new inspirations that made it fairly easy for
me to gain additional measures of  success. Then on to Tuck School, four years
in the Navy, and Law School at Case Western Reserve. The final piece was
marrying my wonderful wife Karen, who has guided me through life with love
and affection. I have made many mistakes and thus never really achieved my
full potential, but, thanks to the support of  the wonderful loved ones and friends
who have always been there for me, I have come darned close. Dartmouth was
the centerpiece. When I graduated, I had proved to myself  that I could play the
game of  life with some very fine people and cross the finish line. That confi-
dence never left me and saw me through the ups and downs of  my later life. I
look forward to seeing you all in June. Thanks for being my lifelong friends. 

C. Culver Adams III Culver 
5316 Girard Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55419, 
c.culver.adams.iii.62@alum.dartmouth.org, 
(612) 823-2618 

Spouse: Bonnie Adams 

Occupation: Architecture/Construction, President, Adams
Group Inc., 5316 Girard Avenue South, Minneapolis, 
MN 55419 

Robert F. Aiken Bob 
96 Catella Road, Essex Jct., VT 05452,
baikenvt@comcast.net, (802) 878-8532, 
Cell (802) 343-3991 (not the most reliable way to get me)

High School: Burlington High School
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Schmoozing with my friends and fraterni-
ty brothers
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Hanover Memory: Fall colors along the Connecticut River;
especially in connection with Saturday afternoon football
Graduate Study:Master of Science, St. Michael’s College, 1971

Spouse: Edwarda G. Aiken-DuBrul (Deceased), Divorced, 1995; 
Current Sig. Other: Lynnette Donahue
Spouse Education: BA, University of Vermont
Spouse Career: Edwarda: Professional Nurse, Black-belt judo instructor; 
Lynnette: ret. small business owner/manager; dancing instructor
Children: John Dubrul (stepson); Dawn-Dee (DuBrul) Aiken (stepdaughter)
Where You Grew Up: Burlington, Vermont, area
Resided In: Petaluma, California; Jericho, Vermont; Essex Jct., Vermont
Employers: State of Vermont, Agency of Human Services, multiple positions;
Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities, & Health Care Admin.
Awards and Milestones: 37-year career with one organization; Estimate more
than 70 paintings sold since becoming an artist)
Working or Retired: Retired/currently full time artist (painter)
Military: United States Army Security Agency; Ft. Richardson, Alaska; Two-Rock
Ranch Station, California

Publications, Achievements, Interests: See above
Hobbies: X-C skiing; light hiking (used to do moderately difficult hiking)
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Tom Ackland 
and his 

1943 Stearman

Growing up is never easy and always an uneven process.

Thomas B. Ackland



Travel: Frequently to Arizona and Colorado
Alumni Activities: Regular contributor

Okay, this is why I’m a visual artist—a painter—not a writer. If  writing
were my most proficient means of  self-expression, I would have finished this

piece weeks ago. I could title this “Treatise on Being Average (Or Maybe Just
Above It),” only I don’t want to wallow in unecessary self-deprecation. But it is
true that the 50 years since I left Dartmouth have not been characterized by high-
profile success, but rather more by surviving and perhaps accumulating shreds of
wisdom as I lurched along. I’ve been both devastated and resurrected by the fail-
ure of  a 20-year marriage (the trashing of  which I fully participated in). I success-
fully helped guide two step-children through their teen years. On occasion, I’ve
succeeded when most likely to fail and failed when most likely to succeed. Gaining
the approval of  others has always been important to me. There are a lot of  con-
tradictions. After 60 years of  life and a 37-year career in various roles in state
government (Vermont), I discovered that I really should have been an artist all
along. It’s a much better fit for my personality. And it took me that long to
merge my “avocation” with my “vocation,” which should have been my goal
from the first. My name may never be mentioned in the same breath as Claude
Monet or Vincent VanGogh, but for a self-taught artist, I’m pretty good at it.

Some of  my favorite things are simple things: Summer sunsets on the Lake; foot-
ball games in October; painted trillium in the late-April woods; cross-country
skiing at the Trapp Family Lodge; a fire in the woodstove on a winter’s evening;
good Scotch; the comfort of  close friends and the company of  women; my
dog’s companionship when my world looked pretty bleak—I only mention
these things to give you some context about where I’m coming from.

There’s an old Vermont anecdote about a farmer in mud season—for sake of
the story I’ll call him Titus McNabb—who discovers a hat lying in the muddy,
rutted road running past his house. He picks up the hat and is surprised to find
a head under it—that of  his neighbor, Foster Kinney. “Mornin’, Fostah,” he
says. “Mornin’, Titus,” says Foster. “Fostah, tell me, where is your horse?” “It’s
under me,” says Foster. The point here being that there is more to most things
than meets the eye; or, things are not always what they appear to be. (Or maybe
that’s just how muddy things get in Vermont.)

And that (loosely) leads me to my reflection about how my four years at
Dartmouth has helped me negotiate my way through the last 50 years. It built
in me a discipline for thinking, a construct within which to try to resolve prob-
lems. Don’t accept things at face value. What history tells you is often the reflec-
tion of  who wrote the history, not necessarily of  what really happened. There’s
usually more to an event than what you first hear. I probably have a very limit-
ed recollection of  the substance of  what I was taught in my Dartmouth classes.
But what I retained was not what to think, but rather how to think. Was it worth
four years and multiple thousands of  my parents’ dollars to learn that? Well, at
age 71, looking at the world around me, I’d say yes. That’s primarily why I give
money (however modest) to the College each year. It seems to me that teaching
people how to think may be the last best hope we have.

Whether I like it or not, I perceive a lot of  ambiguities in life. And my Dartmouth
education gave me a good foundation to negotiate those ambiguities. I tend to see

shades of  grey to an issue—few of  them are black and white to me. That makes
my life more complex, but, I’d rather be approximately right than precisely
wrong (thank you, Warren Buffet). When I’m thinking straight I try to apply the
“80–20 rule.” Eighty percent of  what’s usually going on around me is noise,
while about 20 percent is of  some consequence. I hope, as I age, I’m becoming
better at identifying that 20 percent.

So, if  I’m approximately average, I’ll accept it. After all, I probably got more 
C-pluses than anything else at Dartmouth.

Somerset Maugham said, “Most people are such fools that it really is no great com-
pliment to say that a man is above the average.” That may be harsh, but there’s a
point to it. I really have to look at my life 50 years out with a sense of  humor. And
believe me, if  I ever lose my sense of  humor, that’s when I will truly be dead.
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Bob Aiken and
Lynette Donahue

If writing were my most proficient means of self-expression,
I would have finished this piece weeks ago. 

Robert F. Aiken 



Charles S. Allen Chuck 
156 Woodstock Avenue, Kenilworth, IL 60043,
callen@sloanvalve.com, (847) 251-2162 

Occupation: Manufacturing, President & CEO, Sloan Valve
Company, 10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, IL 60131,
(847) 671-4300 

John S. Allen 
3940 Chaneyville Road, Owings, MD 20736, 
(443) 550-3313 

Spouse: Rhoda A. Allen 

Barry J. Alperin Alps
875 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10075, 
balps@aol.com, 
(212) 861-4485, Cell (914) 576-8047

High School: West Senior High School, Pawtucket, R.I.
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Weeks with Mimi; Fraternity parties and
learning
Fraternity: Pi Lam
Unique Hanover Memory: Meeting with Professor Vince
Starzinger at the Inn for a full trimester to discuss
Constitutional Law as part of my independent study term, a
life-changing and career-directing experience
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck School; JD, Harvard Law School

Spouse: Mimi Alperin
Spouse Education: BA, Wellesley College

Spouse Career: Non-profit management
Children: Daniel S. Alperin; Julie Alperin Salomon
Where You Grew Up: Rhode Island
Resided In: 875 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.; 42 East Ridge Road, Waccabuc, N.Y.
Employers: Various law firms (1966-1985); Hasbro Inc. (1985-1995); consultant
and five corporate directorships (1995-present)
Awards and Milestones: 49 years of marriage; five grandchildren; reaching 70
Retired? Yes, but still working hard

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Music; literature; travel; golf; collecting
art; family; receipt of Dartmouth Alumni Award; serving as President of the Jewish
Museum in New York City; charitable activities
Hobbies: Photography; travel; golf; opera and theatre
Travel: All over the world for business, now pleasure; most recent, China and Tibet
Community Activities: Chair of boards of a prep school, a social services organi-
zation, and a human rights organization; President of a museum and on boards of
a performing arts organization and a community relations organization
Alumni Activities: Chair of Board of The Tucker Foundation, and Head Agent and
Reunion Giving co-chair for 25th and 50th reunions

How well prepared: Dartmouth opened eyes to learning, sparking curiosity and
a willingness to take risks to achieve goals, which then was reinforced by analytical
thinking learned at business and law school, all of  which has served me well.

Memories: Marching against Vietnam War in Washington; Births of  children
and grandchildren; Living and succeeding in the most exciting city in the world

Present Activities, Plans: Non-profit and charitable activities and serving on
five corporate boards; Consulting and trying to enjoy life as well as investing for
the future of  my family
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Impact on Society: I hope I have improved the lives of  a few people here
and there.

I thought five years in Hanover would be tough to beat, but how wrong I was.
From Tuck, on to Harvard Law, a not too wonderful experience, and on to

the first job as an attorney in a small but well known New York City law firm
specializing in corporate law. I thought I would be there forever, but five years
later, the firm split in two. That event propelled me, ultimately, to the business
world, where I travelled the world on behalf  of  my employer, I continued to live
in New York City, where I learned to appreciate culture of  all kinds, raised a

wonderful family, and participated in non-profit activities that I hope made a
difference. All this for the son of  immigrants who knew the value of  giving their
children the best possible education they could get. But, I am now quite con-
cerned that the direction our country seems to be taking will make stories like
this rare if  not impossible. The attack on immigration, the failure to support
education, the weakening of  the safety net, the increasing poverty levels in face
of  massive accumulations of  private wealth, all make me worry about the coun-
try my five grandchildren will inherit. I hope we can, as a country, regain those
traditional values that made this country the place that I experienced for most
of  my life.

Peter M. Ambrose 
Dr. Peter Ambrose died June 21, 2010, at the age of  70.
Born in Seattle to Clarence and Elizabeth Ambrose, he
attended Lakeside High School, where he played football
and track and was president of  his senior class. He next
enrolled at Dartmouth, where he played rugby, majored in
economics, and was a member of  Psi Upsilon, and then at
the University of  Washington Business School for his
MBA. He completed medical school at the University of
Washington in only three years. After residency training in
Texas and working in Los Angeles, he and his wife returned
to the Northwest and settled in Bellingham in 1974. He practiced Emergency

Medicine in Bellingham for approximately 25 years and eventually started and
continued his practice of  medicine in the Whatcom Occupational Health Clinic.

Dr. Ambrose was a man of  love, humility, and humor. He loved to keep busy
with friends and family and continued to practice medicine. He was an avid
sailor, skier, golfer, fisherman, Husky fan, friend, and family man. He is survived
by his wife, Pat, two daughters, Kan Aggerholm (husband Chris) and Heidi
Shors (husband Andy), and two sisters, Florence Covey (husband Dave) and Sis
Woodside (husband Chet). He has four grandchildren: Larsen, Chase, Allie, and
Jake and one on the way. (Bellingham Herald, June 26 to June 28, 2010)

Douglas C. Anderson 
2100 Newport Place #4, Washington, DC 20037, 
(202) 296-8618 

Ronald Anthony Anderson 
Ronald A. Anderson died of  cancer at his home in Roseville, California, March
31, 2000. Ron came to Dartmouth from Fernley, Nevada, but did not graduate
from the College. After attending Dartmouth, he went to the University of  Nevada
at Reno, where he was on the football team. He is survived by wife Beverly; for-
mer wife Rhoda; children Shawn and Shannon; stepchildren Ken, Sandra, and
John; and sister Diane.

I hope we can, as a country, regain those traditional values
that made this country the place that I experienced 
for most of my life.

Barry J. Alperin
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Sam R. Anderson
240 Iris Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303, samrand1@comcast.net,
(650) 856-7979, Cell (650) 681-7616

High School: Cubberley High School, Palo Alto, Calif.
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Exploring the deepest recesses of the
stacks of Baker Library, followed by snoozing in the comfort-
able Tower Room “recliners.” Those of us who know how to
use a card catalogue are soon to become the carburetors of
the 21st century.
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Marilee and I were married in
Rollins Chapel on Winter Carnival Weekend in 1962. I skied to Norwich that morn-
ing to buy a couple of bottles of champagne. 
Graduate Study: Attended Fresno State University in 1962-63; Attended San Jose
State University in 1964-65 to acquire a California Teaching Credential

Spouse: Marilee
Spouse Education: UCLA and San Jose State University
Spouse Career: Educator, starting at Plainfield School in 1962
Children: Sarah Anderson, 1988; Mary Anderson; Grandchildren: Sofie and Finn
Where You Grew Up: San Francisco and Palo Alto, Calif.
Resided In: Palo Alto from 1965 to the present. Same little house we could barely
afford for $25K back then. 
Employers: I was an English teacher at Mills High School in the San Mateo Union
High School District for 35 years. 
Awards and Milestones: English Department Chair, 1983-1997; Teacher of the
Year, 1980; National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Fellowships: 1979,
1986, 1994
Working or Retired: Retired

Hobbies: Cross-country walking (Offa’s Dyke and the Coast to Coast Path in
England), gardening, building
Travel: For three fascinating summers (1987, ‘88, ‘89), Marilee and I took groups
of 30 high school students to the progressively dissolving USSR. Otherwise: Europe,
England, China
Community Activities: Volunteer and leader with Sequoia Seminar, Beyond War,
and Foundation for Global Community
Alumni Activities: Enrollment Interviewer and ultimately local Enrollment Director,
1973-1983

Ihave often thought about what my years at Dartmouth did for me. Certainly,
they did not launch me into wealth or position. They didn’t motivate me to

prepare for and rise in challenging professions. I didn’t develop relationships
that might have opened up the realms of  policy or politics. In fact, much of  my
time there I was lost and oblivious.

Fortunately, however, I was also curious, impressionable, and above all, the great-
est part of  the time, happy.

I’m sure those around me saw me as unfocused and irresponsible. Freshman
year, I spent at least a week reading all the poetry of  Robinson Jeffers and lis-
tening to Bach’s The Art of  the Fugue, courtesy of  the Tower Room LP collec-
tion—no other work in any course. And it wasn’t until I had been teaching high
school English for a couple of  years that I realized I had completely missed the
point of  the introductory criticism course required for English majors. The C-
hadn’t even made that clear at the time.

Warner Bentley knew I was oblivious when he sacked me from The Boy Friend
production of  Winter Carnival Weekend, 1959. I’d neglected a costume fitting
and hadn’t really learned the dances. I was thoughtless of  the honor of  being
chosen for a part and heedless of  the deep professional pride others had in this
production and in the theater in general. (I wasn’t happy then.)

I went back to Dartmouth each fall just because it was September and because I
was happy there. That was enough direction for me. I traveled across country by
train, so I had days to complete the summer reading before arriving in Hanover.
(Three of  the books are still on my shelf: In the American Grain, by William Carlos
Williams; Freud’s Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis; and Gandhi’s An Autobiography.)
In Hanover I rejoined interesting and dependable friends and acquaintances—
Basil Condos, Charlie Balch, Al Houser, Kent Morton, Art Hoover, Phil Meyer,
and my fraternity brothers at Sig Ep, Dave Armstrong, Denny Barnes, John
Cushman, Bob Willis, Lew Coronis, among numerous others. 

I’ve kept a few textbooks that return me to those active but unhurried days
when I was unconcerned about where I was going. The works of  Chaucer from
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Booth’s class. An often-referenced and falling-apart Works of  Shakespeare with
Satterfield’s cigarette burns in it. (I had loaned it to him when he came back
from a year off.) A Finite Mathematics by Kemeny. Ulysses, Under the Volcano, and a
bunch of  D.H. Lawrence titles from Goldberg’s class. The Victorian Poetry text
from Professor Schultz’s class. A musty European History text from Professor
Williams’ class in which I had underlined all the wrong things. I thumb through
these books and enjoy the fact that I still enjoy them.

I sampled randomly of  campus offerings. A weekend of  music performance where
I heard an aged Percy Grainger play. Studying beneath the “Jesus with the Axe”
in Baker basement. The map room and periodical room in Baker. Practicing
with students and community members in the Handel Society Chorus. I never
attempted to put it all together. For an aimless young man, Dartmouth, with its
limitless resources and comfortable routines, was an unappreciated paradise. 

By senior year the fog had begun to clear. On a mid-November afternoon in
1961, Buck Cass and I studied biochemistry for several hours and then went out
to the soccer field to kick a ball around. It was really cold, the ground was hard,
the trees were ablaze, and our minds were ablaze with the details of  what must
have been the Krebs Cycle. I’ll never forget it. Everything was stimulating. My
mind was a muscle that I had finally worked enough to be aware of  its power.
The cold was just a reminder of  the power of  the environment. The red and
purple and black and green trees were simply beautiful, reminding of  nothing
but themselves. It would have been impossible to wear ourselves out that day.
But the sun was going down, and we returned to our routine, prepared to end

our last year at Dartmouth. Impressionable? I hope so. Happy? Incredibly. Lost?
Probably still. Oblivious? To the world outside of  Hanover, absolutely. To my
immediate surroundings, I was completely in-tune.

I married Marilee on Winter Carnival Weekend of  1962. We moved into a little
house across from the high school for which we paid $100 per month. We loved
our spring of  1962 and drove back cross-country with skis on the top of  our old
Plymouth. 

Eventually, pretty soon really, I found my way and began to pay attention to the
“significance of  things.” Assuming the responsibilities of  family and profession
and becoming aware of  one’s social responsibility made all the difference. 

I returned to Dartmouth twice to study. The National Endowment for the
Humanities used to offer six-week-long summer seminars for high school teach-
ers on various topics around the country. I was selected for two of  them—con-
ducted at Dartmouth by Dartmouth professors. Those two summers in Hanover
with my family were superb—the setting and the course work. Purposefully, I
worked my ass off. I am proud of  the education that Dartmouth offers, the edu-
cation I had wandered through in my undergraduate years.

Robert S. Andrew Bob
1120 No. Shore Drive NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33701,
J39CaptnBob@aol.com, (727) 954-3133, Cell (203) 979-0421

High School: Manchester, Conn.
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Yacht racing
Fraternity: Sig Ep
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1963

Spouse: Janet Vance
Spouse Education: BA, Wilson College
Spouse Career: Legal Assistant
Children: Two daughters
Where You Grew Up: Manchester, Conn.
Resided In: Florida winters and Stamford (Conn.) summers
Employers: Pitney Bowes
Working or Retired: Later this year
Military: USMC
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Publications, Achievements, Interests: Lots of trophies from ocean yacht racing
Hobbies: Boating, previously my 50-foot Midnight Sun and currently 24-foot Chris
Craft (1959)
Travel: Spent four years working in South America for Exxon and Xerox
Community Activities: New York Yacht Club
Alumni Activities: Seven mini-reunions in October

Historical witness: Two trips to Russia, one to New Zealand/Tahiti, and ten
to various places in Europe

Present Activities, Plans: Golf  in the winter and boating in the summer

Impact on Society: Brought up two fine and successful daughters. Married
46 years.

After Dartmouth and Tuck, I spent a year in NYC and then four years in
South America as an Internal Auditor for Exxon. After working in

Columbia, Venezuela, and Aruba, Janet and I were married in Cape May, N.Y.
We took a honeymoon trip around the world on Pan Am, where Janet had worked
in HR. Then together we lived in Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru, and finally, San
Salvador before being assigned to Miami with Exxon Latin America. We have
lovely reflections of  the people, cultures, and countries, especially Santiago, Chile,
with its nearby great beaches and great skiing in the Andes.

Later in my career with Xerox, I again was immersed in Brazil as Controller
for South America. Then again for a few years with Avis as VP Operations—
Caribbean and Mexico. 

Retired for the first time in 1995 but flunked and went back into the workplace.
As President of  Core International, made the INC 500 in 1997 for growth and
profitability. Had my own small business for eight years, sold it, and retired for

the second time. Again hated it and went to work for Pitney Bowes, first as an
Accounting Manger in Stamford HQ and then mostly in the Transactional Tax
Shared Services Tampa office. As I go forward towards retirement, I am now
working as a “internal management consultant” from the Pitney Bowes Tampa
office for the seven winter months and the Stamford, Conn., office for the five
summer months. I will try retirement again pretty soon but our current life is
pretty nice, and we love living in St. Petersburg, overlooking Tampa Bay.

Mahlon Apgar IV Sandy
405 Warren Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21230, 
sapgar@apgarco.com, (410) 685-0895, Cell (410) 382-9664

High School: Blair Academy
Major: Sociology/Urban Studies
Favorite Activity: Glee Club/Injunaires
Fraternity: Bones Gate
Unique Hanover Memory: Lew Stilwell brought military
history alive. Went Eldredge and Frank Smallwood stimulated
my interest in new communities. The sheer beauty of the
College and its environment set the standard by which I
measure design and development. And Injunaire/Glee Club
road trips (including that incredible summer at Radio City!) bonded us forever. 
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1966-68; Graduate Study,
Oxford University, 1965-66 

Spouse: Anne Nelson Apgar
Spouse Education: BA, Wellesley College; MSc, London School of Economics
Spouse Career: Antiques Consultant, Interior Designer, Company Administrator,
Development Officer, Volunteer, Outstanding Mom! 
Children: Clayton, 1979; Sarah, 1980; James, 1986 
Where You Grew Up: Ridgewood, N.J.
Resided In: Giessen and Coburg, Germany, 1962-65; Oxford, UK, 1965-66;
Boston, Mass., 1966-68; New York, N.Y., 1968-70; London, UK, 1970-79; Wash-
ington, D.C., 1979-87; Baltimore, Md., 1987-present 
Employers: U.S. Army, 1962-65; McKinsey & Company, 1968-81; Apgar & Compa-
ny Inc., 1980-present; Department of the Army, 1998-2001; Boston Consulting
Group Inc., 2002-06
Awards and Milestones: Arthur May Award, American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers (1972); Counselor of Real Estate (1986); Decoration for Distinguished
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Civilian Service, Department of the Army (2001); Chairman’s Award for Federal
Leadership in Historic Preservation, President’s Advisory Council on Historic Preser-
vation (2001); William S. Ballard Award, The Counselors of Real Estate (2002);
James Felt Creative Counseling Award, The Counselors of Real Estate (2002); Fel-
low, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (2003). 
Working or Retired: Yes to both! Strategic advisor, board member. Woodrow Wil-
son Fellowships. 
Military: U.S. Army: Fort Benning, Ga., 1962; Fort Holabird, Md., 1962; Giessen
Field Office, Germany, 1963; Coburg Resident Office, Germany, 1963-65

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Harvard Business Review: seven articles
(1971-2009); 65 other journal articles, cases (1968-present); Editor, New Perspec-
tives on Community Development, McGraw-Hill (1976); Apgar Awards for Excel-
lence program (1982-present): established to honor outstanding junior teachers
and other professionals. U.S. Patent: “system and method to evaluate real estate.” 
Hobbies: Travel, reading
Travel: Travel has been a centerpiece of our family life, before, during, and now
after children. Following our glorious BC experience during nine years in England,
with travel to Europe, Asia, and Africa, we made a point of spending several weeks
abroad as a family every two years, usually renting cottages in the countryside and
exploring towns and villages. As we’d hoped, our children thus gained a worldview
and many reference points that have since informed their educational, career, and
personal choices. 
Alumni Activities: President, Dartmouth Club of London. Member, Class of ’62
Faculty Fellowship Committee. Host, Dartmouth Club of Maryland

How well prepared: Dartmouth introduced me to a wide range of  topics
and diverse people, which and who helped me to become a professional strate-
gist with a specific interest in cities and in the human condition. 

Present Activities, Plans: Co-founding a new organization to help restore
Baltimore’s historic Federal Hill Park; stimulate development of  the South

Harbor. Preparing a new MBA course on real estate and entrepreneurship
(based on my Oxford, Yale, and Princeton courses). 

Impact on Society: I’ve been privileged to contribute in two ways: first, by
defining the field of  corporate real estate as a strategic management topic
through my professional practice, research, and writings; and second, by leading
the design and launch of  the Army’s Residential Communities Initiative, which
has improved over 80,000 homes for soldiers and their families and is now the
federal government’s largest public-private partnership. 

Dartmouth at dawn is a lonely yet magical place. I saw it daily after rising at
3:00 a.m., assembling and delivering newspapers to dorm rooms, and read-

ing on the Green with Lou’s coffee and donuts. Hauling papers was heavy lifting,
requiring dedication and teamwork for meager but essential pay. It crystallized
my belief  that manual labor should ground the lives of  leaders and professionals. 

College gave me purpose and reach. Urban Studies inspired my career interest in
cities; residence in Boston’s Roxbury neighborhood during our senior year sensi-
tized me to poverty and slums. Glee Club and Injunaires imprinted a lifelong
love of  a cappella singing and the camaraderie of  performing it; choral music
became a pillar of  my Oxford days and, later, our family life. Bones Gate was a
convivial place to forge fast friendships and a commitment to civil rights; I co-led
our secession from a segregated national fraternity and followed the Freedom

Riders to Mississippi. Army ROTC required leadership responsibilities that I
feared at first but prepared me for a challenging role in the Cold War. Most impor-
tant, I learned from talented teachers who were, and remain, Dartmouth’s pre-
mier attribute for me. 

My reflections on the years since are rooted in family, profession and other pur-
suits. Through 42 years, Anne has been the ideal partner for a peripatetic, rich-
ly rewarding life. Exploring the world together has taught us that out-of-the-way
places are the best way to understand, tolerate, and adapt to new cultures.
Children have brought us joy, inspiration, and pride (anxieties too!) as we shared
life experiences and new horizons: Clayton’s talent and resilience as an actor,
writer, and designer; Sarah’s zest for life and passion for entrepreneurship and
public service, complemented by husband Ben (she also redeemed my Big
Green credits!); Jamie’s unique musical gifts and keen intellect, now focused on
a doctorate in musicology and an academic career; and the unbridled love of
Jester, our yellow lab and fourth “child.” 
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Consulting has been my vehicle for shaping the built environment and improving
real estate management. Among hundreds of  fascinating projects on four conti-
nents, perhaps the most challenging was the transformation of  Saudi Arabia’s
tribal governance to modern urban management, visiting ancient sites and teem-
ing souks, meeting hospitable nomads, and infusing best practices from other
cultures. One major lesson from four decades as an advisor: people are willing
to be persuaded, even cajoled, but they do not want to be controlled. The con-
sultant relies on knowledge and wit, not structural authority, to influence clients’
decisions. So too, leaders should form decisions from facts, not ideology, and
guide colleagues’ actions, not command them. 

At the pinnacle of  this calling, I reentered public service in 1998 with a man-
date to “fix Army housing.” After a deep assessment and the conclusion that
then-current programs were broken, I launched the Army’s Residential Commu-
nities Initiative (RCI) to engage private enterprise in meeting the military’s needs.
RCI has become the government’s largest public-private partnership, trans-
formed its approach to contracting and infrastructure management and, conse-
quently, improved the lives of  thousands of  soldiers and their families. I have
been brought to tears by the gratitude of  residents and gratified that this tradi-
tion-bound institution embraced radical change. RCI shows that complex public
problems can be solved by experienced, non-political professionals applying an
objective, analytical, multidisciplinary approach; bi-partisan engagement; the
willingness to take career risks; and the will to succeed. The adage goes that a
person leaves a legacy with one deed. RCI is mine.

Writing and teaching have been rewarding avocations. The discipline of  organ-
izing and composing under deadlines at times has been excruciating. However,
my contributions to the literature of  policy and practice have been well received
and deeply satisfying. Similarly, through teaching entrepreneurship and real
estate, I have been invigorated by inquisitive students while imparting judgment
and experience—an effective antidote to aging! 

Inspired by the ’62 Faculty Fellowship, Anne and I endowed a program of  awards
for excellence to honor junior faculty in colleges, schools, and other organizations
where we have personal links. We have been awed and enlivened by the contribu-
tions of  over 200 recipients in the past 30 years. I hope that our children will share
in sustaining and adapting this program as their own philanthropic interests evolve. 

Looking ahead, my hope is that Dartmouth sharpens her focus on the liberal arts
as her main mission and on teaching as her core competence amid the increas-
ing pressures for academic research. Outstanding teachers enable Dartmouth to
educate leaders and should drive faculty advancement. Our family’s interest in
the Award for Innovation in Teaching, supplementing the Class’s support of  the
Faculty Fellowship and the Writing and Rhetoric Program, reflect this aspiration.

Ira F. Archer III 
6119 Greenville Avenue, #623, Dallas, TX 75206, 
bca5862@att.net, (214) 682-4372 

Occupation: Buyers Capital Advisors Inc., 6119 Greenville 
Avenue #623, Dallas, TX 75206, (214) 682-4372 

David B. Armstrong 
Dave Armstrong, who died June 29, 1998, was a fraternity
brother of  mine in Sigma Phi Epsilon. He was an econom-
ics major and a member of  Green Key and the band. We
lived near Dave and Muriel both in Maryland and
California, where he was an airline lawyer. Also, his widow
remarried in 2000: Muriel (and John) Ogilvie, in Rockville,
Md. (Hal Deane)

Paul C. Armstrong 
Paul C. Armstrong died suddenly of  a heart attack at his
home in Applegate, Calif., November 18, 1991. Paul was
a Class VIII C-S field auditor in the Church of  Scientology
and had been active in the church for many years. He
maintained a lifelong involvement with music, having
been a member of  the San Francisco band Country Joe &
the Fish in the ’60s. He performed in the Sacramento
area. Paul came to Dartmouth from Malden, Mass., via
Phillips Andover Academy. He was a member of  Chi Phi
and the track team, and an English major. Upon gradua-
tion, he traveled to California where he lived and worked until his death. He is
survived by his wife, Nancy Santa Maria, and two sons.
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Thomas Atteridge III 
Thomas Atteridge III died May 23, 2011. He came to
Dartmouth from Santa Monica High School in
California. He passed away in Long Beach. He did not
graduate with the Class. 

Jon S. Auten 
575 Parsonage Road, Cornish, NH 03745, (603) 542-4227 

Occupation: Law, Attorney, Elliot Jasper Auten & Shklar LLP,
35 Main Street, Newport, NH 03773, (603) 863-4105 

Gordon Beasley Aydelott Gordy 
100 Maple Ave., Katonah, NY 10536, gaydelott@aol.com,
(914) 232-7244, Cell (914) 522-5208

High School: The Hill School, Class of 1958
Major: Psychology
Favorite Activity: Hanging out with the guys and drinking
beer. Also loved playing rugby in the fall and tennis in the
spring.
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma, a great bunch of guys
One Memory: My most treasured memory occurred 50 years
ago when I met my wife Green Key weekend of our senior
year. Johnny Knight (alias three dog) fixed me up with a
blind date from Smith, and fearing the worst I lubricated myself with several games
of beer pong in the basement of our fraternity prior to meeting my date. Bad idea,
because after several of my brothers advised that “she was really good-looking,” 

I needed to sober up fast so she wouldn’t be “snaked away.” Needless to say we had
a great weekend and have been together for the past 50 years, and she has been a
tremendous influence on my life.
Graduate Study: JD, Villanova Law School, 1970

Spouse: Judith A. Aydelott
Spouse Education: Smith, 1963; Pace Law School, 1979
Spouse Career: Lawyer and homemaker
Children: Deborah Gorman, 1964; Amy Berkner, 1967
Where You Grew Up: Born in the Midwest but grew up in northeastern
Pennsylvania in a small town named Waverly about 10 miles north of Scranton
Resided In: After the service spent three years in Bryn Mawr, Pa., during law
school and then seven years in Mahopac, N.Y. The past 34 years we have lived in
Katonah, N.Y., which is about an hour north of NYC.
Employers: After law school worked for a local lawyer and judge in Putnam
County, New York, prior to establishing my own practice. My wife joined the prac-
tice in 1985 and remained until 2000, when we merged with a Long Island firm.
Working or Retired: Am semi-retired. I go into the office four days a week, but 
I don’t stay a full day.
Military: Interesting story. Upon receiving my commission in June 1962, I was
assigned to a destroyer out of Norfolk. After a year I was ordered to Newport, R.I.,
as a tactics instructor at OCS. While in Newport I won the Base and North Atlantic
regional tennis tournament, and in 1964 I won the All-Navy men’s doubles tourna-
ment. If I played with the same partner today they would have to call it the All-
Navy mixed doubles championship! Yep, I played with Renee Richards who was
then known as Richard Raskin. (There is much more to this story, but space does
not permit.) After Newport I became an aide to a tennis-playing Admiral in
Portsmouth, Va. Not a bad tour of duty, I might say.
Hobbies: Love to play tennis and golf. Am still playing with my old prep school
partner and classmate Jimmy Biggs. We’ve been doing this for 57 years—yikes!
Travel: Have loved the class trips organized by Tom Komarek. Fortunately we got
to New Orleans six months before Katrina and to Greece before the economic col-
lapse. Charleston was a ball. Also have competed all over the world in friendly
international team tennis competitions.
Community Activities: Current activities include assistant varsity tennis coach at
local high school; president of local Rotary club; participant in church choir; com-
missioner of summer tennis league. Four years ago I organized our 50th prep
school reunion
Alumni Activities: Long time alumni interviewer for applicants to College.

Fifty years! Wow-hard to believe! I remember arriving as a naive pea-green
freshman and leaving as a hung-over senior. In between were great times with

fraternity brothers, sports, and friends, but not much study. I had no sense of  the
future except that I was committed to the Navy upon graduation. Aside from
meeting my future spouse, the best thing that happened to me at Dartmouth was
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the cultivation and nurturing of  friendships that started in Hanover and have
continued through these past 50 years. 

Five years after Dartmouth, with the strong support of  my wife and help of  the
GI Bill, I went to law school and graduated near the top of  my class. (Most of
my growing up occurred after Dartmouth.) I have had a rewarding legal career,
mostly in small firms. It has offered me an independent and comfortable
lifestyle with time to enjoy my daughters and their families. 

Our generation has been blessed with a rising stock market, rising real estate
values, and enormous leaps in health care. Based on these blessings I would like
to think that most of  us are comfortable at this reunion and that we have a posi-
tive outlook as life goes forward. On to the 60th!

William A. Babcock 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Kendall E. Bailes 
Kendall Eugene Bailes died June 28, 1988, after a long illness.
Ken came to Dartmouth as an Alfred P. Sloan Scholar from
Shawnee Mission High School. By the time he entered col-
lege, he had already sold two essays to American Heritage.
As a sophomore, Ken won the Eugene F. Saxton Memorial
Trust Fellowship, established by Harper and Brothers to
support promising writers, and Ken took a year off  to
write a biography of  James Lane, a Kansas political leader.

After Dartmouth, Ken entered the graduate program in his-
tory at Columbia University, eventually winning his doctor-
ate in 1971. Following a year at Kansas State University, he was appointed assistant
professor of  history at the University of  California at Irvine in 1971, eventually ris-
ing to full professor and dean of  humanities. His tenure at Irvine was marked by
chairmanship of  several important committees and major publications on Soviet
science and technology, including Technology and Society under Lenin and Stalin, which
won the American Historical Association’s Adams Prize as the best book of  the
year in European History and was published by Princeton University Press in
1978. This major work marks the fruition of  a decade of  research on the Soviet
technical intelligentsia. In 1987, after an international search, Ken was named pro-
fessor at the University of  California, at Los Angeles. After two terms of  teaching
he became incurably ill and until his death devoted himself  to the completion of
his second book on Soviet science, Science and Culture in an Age of  Revolutions: Vladimir
Vernadsky and his Circle (Indiana University Press, 1990). This major work marks the
fruition of  another decade of  research on the Soviet technical intelligentsia.

Ken’s colleagues recall him with affection and sadness, emphasizing his courage
in completing his manuscript while terminally ill. He was survived by his parents.

Phillips B. Baily Phil 
36150 Pauba Road, Temecula, CA 92592,
phil@bailywinery.com 

Spouse: Carol Jean Baily 

Occupation: Agribusiness, Winemaker, Baily Vineyard &
Winery, 36150 Pauba Road, Temecula, CA 92592, 
(951) 676-9463 
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Charles A. Balch Charlie
2922 Oakton Ridge Circle, Oakton, VA 22124,
cabalch@aol.com, (703) 242-7277 

High School: Oak Park/River Forest High School, Oak Park,
Illinois
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Cross-country skiing in the deep woods
of N.H. and Vermont
Fraternity: Alpha Delta Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Touring Europe on $5/day for
three months with roommate, J. Philip Smith
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck School, 1961-63

Spouse: Ann T. Balch
Spouse Education: BS, University of Iowa
Spouse Career: Systems Engineer and Software Designer
Children: Charles R. Balch, June 17, 1970; Alan T. Balch, July 30, 1972; Gregory S.
Balch, May 9, 1977
Where You Grew Up: River Forest, Illinois
Resided In: Chicago, Ill. (1968-1970); Winnetka, Ill. (1970-1983); Atlanta, Ga.
(1983-2001); Oakton, Va. (2001-present)
Employers: Arthur Andersen Consulting/Accenture (1963-1991), Partner (1974-91);
Partner-in-Charge worldwide Financial Services consulting practice (1975-91); 
Balch & Associates, CEO (1991-2001)
Awards and Milestones: Awards: Cum Laude, Dartmouth College, 1962; Charles
I. Lebovitz Award, outstanding contribution to Tuck School daily life (January 1963);
High Distinction, Tuck School (June 1963); Class Treasurer of the Year, Dartmouth

(2001 and 2008); Spirit of Sandy Springs (Ga.) Award, 1998, $1,000; 2010 Ross
Netherton Historians Award, Fairfax County, Va., $2,500. Milestones: Married Ann
Trimble, August 17, 1968; Three sons born (1970, 1972, and 1977); Retired,
December 1, 2001
Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army, Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, and Forest Park, Illinois

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Designed and erected roadside marker at
the historic Sandy Springs (N. Atl.); designed and erected markers at seven historic
homes in north Atlanta; directed the making of one-hour driving tape “Drive
Through Sandy Springs History”; Script writer for the 76-minute “Danger Between
the Lines” DVD on the local Civil War story, shown on Wash., D.C., NPR TV; Editor
of the book, Forgotten Roads of the Hunter Mill Road Corridor; Author of the
booklet, The Civil War Story of Hunter Mill
Hobbies: Civil War history; Working on a Virginia farm; Joy of being with grand-
children; travel; reading non-fiction
Travel: 40 countries, 47 states
Community Activities: Chairman of the Caucus of Winnetka, Ill.; Co-founder and
President of the Riverside (GA) Homeowners Assoc.; An organizer for the creation
of the “City of Sandy Springs, Georgia”; Tour leader for Historic Sandy Springs and
Shepherds Center of Oakton and Vienna, Va.; Clark Howard Consumer Action
Center national call-in respondent; Volunteer-Trustee of the Sandy Springs Historic
Foundation; Volunteer for Hands-on Atlanta, Samaritan House, River Clean, Atlanta
Food Bank, NPR Atlanta and Northern Virginia, The High Museum, The Smithsonian
Institution, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, Friends of Oakton Library, Friends of
Fairfax Archaeology (Treasurer), Habitat for Humanity, Project Open Hand, Holy
Innocents PTA (Treasurer), Bull Run Civil War Round Table (Vice President)
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth ’62 Class Treasurer, 1997 to present; Applicant
interviewer, Winnetka, Ill., area; Coordinator of ’62 mini-reunions in the
Washington, D.C., area; Dartmouth Treasurers’ Association, Vice President and
President; Treasurer of ’62’s 40th and 45th Class Reunions and ’62 Tours to New
Orleans, England/Ireland, Greece, and Charleston

Dartmouth, with its powerful sense of  place, egalitarian student atmosphere,
and great challenges to be overcome, was a wonderful maturing and liber-

alizing experience for me.

Dartmouth and Tuck were outstanding launching pads. They helped in com-
munication skills and self-confidence. The key was a liberal arts education, since
my subsequent career had no connection with anything I had studied or consid-
ered while in school. Dartmouth/Tuck created a great opportunity for me at
what is now the Accenture consulting organization with its extensive training
program. That program permitted a solid transition from non-vocational edu-
cation to computer systems, project management, and strategic thinking. The
resulting career with and after Accenture provided for the basics—a fine living
standard and financial security.
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The greatest milestone after Tuck was finding my partner-for-life, Ann. We have
been simpatico in thinking, working, loving the out-of-doors, raising three sons
—all beyond expectations. While I have great pride in my career, which
brought financial resources and many positive results to clients, that seems to
pale in memory compared to the people at work and the events outside work:

Our three sons, all productive and doing what they enjoy

Travel shared with family to Greece, New Zealand, Yellowstone/Tetons,
Europe, and the Caribbean as well as the trips with Ann to the Canadian
Rockies, Alaska, and the Galapagos

Being out in nature by the sea on Sanibel Island or on a farm in western
Virginia

Since retirement in 2001, I find a real joy in working on team projects with a
known, quality objective—a 78-minute Civil War DVD and booklets about his-
tory near our Virginia home; Tom Komarek’s wonderful Class trips; regular
contact with grandchildren; various roles with Dartmouth and the Class; and

numerous volunteer activities. I find that the biggest high now comes from
working in the countryside with my wife and sons.

I have few regrets, many joys, and a real desire to maintain independence and
freedom while still enjoying so many wonderful connections.

Dartmouth has been a wonderful thread running through my adult life. My
pride in Dartmouth is huge, with doubts in the Freedman/Wright years, but it
has been rekindled with the coming of  President Kim.

Ronald A. Ball 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Robert B. Bannerman 
Robert Bullard Bannerman, age 46, died in an automo-
bile accident on December 20, 1986, in Nairobi, Kenya,
Africa.

Robert Bannerman was born in New York City and was
the son of  Robert L. Bannerman and the late Grace
Bullard Bannerman, of  Santa Rosa Beach, Fla.

He came to Dartmouth from McLean (Va.) High School,
majored in government and was a member of  Alpha Chi
Rho. He entered the U.S. State Department in 1965. He
was a Foreign Service Officer and served overseas at the
American Embassies in Mexico, Peru, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, Vientiane, Laos,
Pretoria, South Africa, and Teheran, Iran. He was stationed at the American
Embassy in Nairobi, Kenya, at the time of  the accident.

He is survived by his wife, Claire B. Bannerman, and two children, Anne, born
in Bangkok, and Robert C., born in Pretoria. He is also survived by his sister, C.
Elaine Bannerman, a Foreign Service Officer with the American Embassy in
Ottawa, Canada.
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Anson Richard Barber Rich 
PO Box 887, 80 North Main Street, Kent, CT 06757, 
barberrich@aol.com, (860) 927-4911, Cell (212) 737-7266

High School: Nutley High School, Nutley, New Jersey
Major: American History, Comparative Lit.
Favorite Activity: Dartmouth Rugby Club, Dartmouth Outing
Club, Ski Patrol, Tucker Foundation
Fraternity: SAE
Unique Hanover Memory: Connecting with Corey Ford
through the Rugby Club and having Thad Seymour help me
get a Dartmouth Fellowship to work with Corey on what
would become a book about Pres. Washington’s secret serv-
ice during the American Revolution
Graduate Study: MA, Columbia Univ., 1963; PhD coursework. Fellowship in
American History at The Phillips Exeter Academy. 

Spouse: Elaine Barber
Spouse Education: Started Vanderbilt Univ., had to leave for financial reasons,
later did Labor Law and Labor Negotiation studies at Cornell
Spouse Career: After leaving Vandy, joined Equitable Securities helping to take
American Express public. Joined American Airlines as a flight attendant and became
Vice President of APFA representing 23,000 flight attendants and handling all con-
flict resolution.
Where You Grew Up: Cambridge, Mass., Belmont, Mass., Harrisonburg, Va.,
Arlington, Va., Fredericktown, Mo., Hingham, Mass., Nutley, N.J., NYC, Mt.
Lebanon, Pa., Socorro, N.M., Hanover, N.H., NYC, Exeter, N.H., US Marines, NYC,
Kent, Conn.
Resided In: Exeter, N.H., 1963-65; NYC 1965-2005; Kent, Conn., 1987-2011 (and
Magdalena, N.M., and Mt. Shasta, Cal., for that same period)
Employers: The Phillips Exeter Academy, The United States Marine Corps, The
Sterling Lord Agency, Weybright and Talley Publishers, The Viking Press, Viking/
Penguin Publishers, A. Richard Barber and Associates, B&B Properties
Awards and Milestones: President, Publishers’ Association; Exec. Committee,
Assoc. of American Publishers; Director of Publicity, National Medal for Literature
Working or Retired: Still Pres. A. Richard Barber & Assoc., a literary agency, and
Pres. B&B Properties
Military: USMC training Btn. Camp LeJeune, N.C.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: with Corey Ford, A Peculiar Service; humor
book Chocolate Sex, articles in The New York Times Sunday Magazine, The New
Yorker, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles Herald Book Review.
Hobbies: Camera safaris in Africa, skiing, reading
Travel: England, France, Africa (a month a year for eight years), southeast Asia
Alumni Activities: Early years, Dartmouth Club of NYC

Present Activities, Plans: Just sold a 77,000-acre working cattle ranch in
New Mexico after the beef  market went south and bought a restaurant in Mt.
Shasta, Calif., which seems to be getting off  to a great start.

Frank Elliott Barber
12913 W. 7th Drive, Golden, CO 80401, 
frankenite@fastmail.fm, (303) 945-4139, Cell (303) 883-1311

High School: Brattleboro Union High School, Vermont
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: Skiing
Fraternity: Zeta Psi
Unique Hanover Memory: Prof. John Strohbehn was the
faculty leader of my “company” in Engineering Science 21.
Under his tutelage I, as a first-term sophomore, discovered
my own hidden faculties. John’s influence started me on a

Rich Barber and 
Elaine: “boogie”
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career, and a life, that would have otherwise been impossible.
Graduate Study: MS, Electrical Engineering, Northeastern University, Boston,
1970; PhD, Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, 1976

Spouse: Deborah Estey Barber
Children: Jennifer Lynn Barber Herbert, 1970; Leslie Ann Barber VanDerven, 1973
Where You Grew Up: Brattleboro, Vermont
Resided In: Orleans, France, 1961-1963; Hanover, N.H., 1963-1966; Boston, Mass.,
1966-1970; Seattle, 1970-1975; Boston, 1975-1987; Seattle, 1987-1990; West
Lebanon, N.H., 1990-1991; Westport, Conn., 1991-1994; Brattleboro, Vt., 1994-
2004; Oxford, Miss., 2004-2008; Golden, Col., 2008-present
Employers: U.S. Army, 1960-1963; Scientist, Forsyth Institute for Research and
Advanced Study in Dentistry (Bioengineering), 1966-1970; Engineer, Center for Bio-
engineering, University of Washington, 1970-1975; Asst. Prof., Harvard Medical
School, Dept. of Radiology, 1975-1987; Sr. Scientist and Director, Div. of Ultrasound,
Elscint Inc. (on leave from Harvard), 1984-1985; Senior Scientist, Institute of

Applied Physiology and Medicine, 1987-1990; Director, Engineering and R&D, Life
Sciences Inc., W. Lebanon, N.H., 1990-1991; Senior Technology Analyst, Pfizer Inc.,
Medical Devices Division, New York, N.Y., 1991-94; Owner and President, Brattleboro
Printing Inc., and Sound Products International, 1994-2004; Director, Biomedical
Acoustics, National Center for Physical Acoustics, U. of Mississippi, 2004-08;
Instructor (part time) Red Rocks Community College, Arvada, Col., 2008-present
Awards and Milestones: Tau Beta Pi (Engineering Honor Society); Sigma Xi (Sci-
entific Research Society); NIH (National Cancer Inst.) 5-year Research Career Devel-
opment Award; Distinguished Lecturer, IEEE Ultrasonics Society
Working or Retired: Semi-working as part-time Instructor in ultrasound physics,
Red Rocks Community College, Arvada, Co. Mostly retired.
Military: U.S. Army (enlisted), 1960-1963; Orleans, France, 1961-63; U.S. Military
Biathlon Team, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, Dec. ’62-Mar ’63

Publications, Achievements, Interests: 55 or so publications and abstracts in
medical ultrasound physics and engineering, and medical devices research. My prin-
cipal claim to fame is the invention of (and coining of the term) “Duplex
Ultrasound,” the integration of simultaneous real-time imaging and pulse-Doppler
blood flow detection in medical ultrasound systems. Gold Medal in the Winter
Biathlon at the Summit County (Colorado) Senior Winter Games, 70-75 age bracket
Hobbies: Hiking, biking, rock climbing, skiing, golf
Travel: Mostly domestic
Alumni Activities: Candidate interviews; Dartmouth Winter CarniVAIL

How well prepared: The challenges of  Dartmouth, and the wonderful facul-
ty that aided me as I sought to meet them, brought out from me much more

than I could ever have believed possible. Prof. John Strohbehn, my “company
professor” in Engineering Science ES-21, and the course itself, jump-started the
process; Prof. Sidney Lees guided me from there to a PhD and a faculty appoint-
ment at Harvard Medical School. Where else but Dartmouth could a poor
undergraduate student (and I was) receive so much from the best that a college
had to offer.

Historical witness: My career spanned the period in medical imaging from
when I could look at x-ray images of  the bones in my feet at the local shoe store
(ignorant of  the effects of  ionizing radiation), to the advent of  multiple radiologi-
cal suites of  2-, 3-, and 4-dimensional imaging systems in every major hospital in
the world. My specialty, ultrasound, is the least expensive of  all these modalities
and has become a procedure of  choice wherever cost is the determining factor,
such as in underdeveloped countries; or whenever speed is critical such as in
trauma care. In our present healthcare crisis, substitution of  ultrasound for much
more costly imaging procedures will play a significant role in resolving this crisis.

Present Activities, Plans: At 70 years and 106 days old, I believe old age
starts 15 years from today—every day. After being free from the demands of
making a living for two years I’ve discovered that retirement is simply a new
adventure. So I will continue to seek out, without restraint, new activities (for
the benefit of  others as well as myself) and new pleasures from the old ones. My
advice to our readers is that every life change should be regarded as a new
adventure to be cherished.

Impact on Society: As mentioned in my “creative achievements” response,
my principal claim to fame is my role in the development of  “duplex” (echo-
Doppler) ultrasound, adding motion, nominally blood flow, to the information
obtained from a diagnostic exam. The original invention, in 1974, was aimed at
diagnosis of  atherosclerosis in peripheral arteries, as embodied today in the
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popular carotid artery (in the neck) screening exam. Nearly every ultrasound
system displays both stationary anatomy and arterial, venous, and intracardiac
blood flow. Applications of  the duplex method continue to be developed based
on the differences between normal and diseased tissue motional responses to
natural and externally applied forces.

Dennis Norman Barnes Denny
4312 Bretton Road, Rockville, MD 20853, 
dnbarnes62@verizon.net, (301) 460-4523

High School: Sherwood High School, Sandy Spring, Md.
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Broadcasting on WDCR, 1340 on your
AM dial
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Meeting Louis Armstrong after
his Hanover concert in 1959 and getting his autograph, which
I still possess
Graduate Study: Juris Doctor, Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C., 1965

Spouse: Ingrid Daubitz Barnes
Spouse Education: Graduate of Koln Hoehere Handelschule, Koln (Cologne),
Germany
Spouse Career: Translator and interpreter; potter and sculptor
Children: Richard D. Barnes; Kendra D. Barnes
Where You Grew Up: Since 1947 my permanent address of record has been in
Montgomery County, Md. (i.e., suburban Washington, D.C.)
Resided In: Prior to 1947 I lived in Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Detroit, and LaGrange, Ill.
Employers: U.S. Army (1966-1970); Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP (1970-2000)
Awards and Milestones: Maritime Administrative Bar Association, president,
1989-1991
Retired? Yes
Military: Active duty, U.S. Army JAGC, 1966-1970: stationed at Ft Knox, Ken.,
1966-1968; Ft Riley, Kansas, 1969

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I continue to collect books and to play
golf at every opportunity. Each of those interests balances the other to keep me in
equilibrium.
Hobbies: See Achievements above
Travel: Ingrid and I enjoy travel to Europe, in particular
Community Activities: I have advised, and served as a board member of, our
local community association. 
Alumni Activities: I am a faithful contributor to the annual Dartmouth alumni
campaign.

Historical witness: Ingrid and I will always remember that our first child
was born in the old Mary Hitchcock hospital, only three days before Comps.

Present Activities, Plans: Numerous and family-related after 50 years of
marriage.

Impact on Society: Benign, I hope

Bert E. Barnett
5840 Haymarket Road, Memphis, TN 38120,
bbarnett2@comcast.net, (901) 685-7268, Cell (901) 409-3292

High School: East High School, Memphis, Tn.
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Travel
Fraternity: Sigma Nu Delta
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Chicago, 1964

Spouse: Carol Nassauer Barnett
Spouse Education: BA, New York University
Spouse Career: Educator, CEO, educational non-profit
Children: Betsy, Janie, Kenny
Where You Grew Up: Memphis
Resided In: New York City, 1964-’66; Memphis, 1966-present
Employers: Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, NY, 1964-’66; Main Dollar Stores,
Memphis, 1966-’75; University of Memphis, marketing instructor, 1976; Main Parts
House, 1977- ’82; Prime Automotive Warehouse, 1982-2007
Awards and Milestones: Starting my own business in 1982; selling it and retiring
in 2007
Retired? Retired 1/1/2008
Military: Army Reserve; training at Fort Polk, La., and Fort Sam, Tx.

Hobbies: Exercising, reading, attending and supporting cultural activities
Travel: New York City, adventure travel, general travel
Community Activities: Currently on several boards: Memphis Community
Foundation, Memphis Boys and Girls Clubs Foundation, Temple Israel Synagogue,
Concerts International. Mentor for the Memphis Minority Business Council
Alumni Activities: Formerly president of local alumni club, head of interviewing
activities, Alumni Council, Class fund-raising.

Historical witness: Being present and involved in the Thayer Hall food fight
and the keg in the milk machine were indelible freshman memories.

My life, looking back 50 years, has basically been filled by rewarding rela-
tionships with family and friends. I met Carol while at Dartmouth, and

we are about to celebrate our 48th anniversary. We are proud parents of  three
children who, even as adults, continue to fascinate and surprise us with their
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interesting life paths. We recently celebrated my 70th birthday with a memo-
rable family adventure trip to Costa Rica and Panama. I had the privilege of

working 10 years in business with my father, and still have the good fortune of
having my mother (95) nearby and robust.

As for friends, we have a close group of  childhood friends here in Memphis,
Dartmouth friends, and new friends we have met traveling. They are a rich and
varied group that provide us enjoyment and support.

Professionally, the opportunity to start and build a successful business in a highly
competitive field (auto parts distribution) at age 42 was a great challenge with
many rewards beyond financial.

We are now adjusting to the retirement phase of  our life. I retired 1/1/08 and
Carol two years later. We own a small apartment in Greenwich Village and will
be traveling there more frequently and for longer stays, and we hope our health
going forward will allow us the opportunity to continue some world travel.

Allan G. Barrows Jr. 
2531 Midvale Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064, 
(310) 475-1340 

Anderson Gordon Bartlett III Andy
PO Box 510, 1286 Hudson Avenue, St. Helena, CA 94574,
agbartlett3@gmail.com, (707) 963-0948, 
Cell (707) 501-8714

High School: Edison High School, Tulsa
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Studying in Baker Library and walking
across campus
Fraternity: Chi Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: The natural beauty of the
place; particularly in the fall, after a snowfall, and early May
when the leaves reappeared
Graduate Study: JD, Harvard Law School, 1965

Spouse: Rosslyn Owens Bartlett. I have enjoyed a delightful marriage with Roz for
the past 26 years. 
Spouse Education: RN
Spouse Career: Nurse
Children: Bart, 1967; Bria, 1968; Kelly, 1980; Andrew, 1983
Where You Grew Up: Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Waukesha, Wisconsin
Resided In: Tulsa, Houston, Singapore, Jakarta, Singapore, Squaw Valley, Jakarta
and Singapore, Sydney, Paris, San Francisco, Squaw Valley, Sydney, Bali, Squaw
Valley, St. Helena, Calif., Cooroy QLD Australia, St. Helena, Calif.
Employers: Reading & Bates Offshore Drilling Co., Bowater Corporation (UK), 36
years self-employed
Awards and Milestones: See above. 
Working or Retired: Business and real estate transactions consultant/attorney spe-
cializing in new ventures

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Co-authored and published Pertamina:
Indonesian National Oil, 374 pp. Edited and published Java: A Garden Continuum
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Hobbies: Practice the piano almost every morning for past 25 years, getting better.
Bike and work out a lot; finished my first triathlon, 7th in men over 50; and 1st,
2nd, and 3rd men over 60. Do the math: there were no men over 55 except me at
70. Political news junkie—very progressive Democrat views, and I mourn the loss
of Republicans like Nelson Rockefeller and Henry Cabot Lodge. Civility and respect-
ful dialogue are in too short supply. But then maybe all over 70 see it that way.
Travel: See Where I Grew Up, above. 
Community Activities: Rotary; Youth Exchange Counselor. Rotary sponsors 4,000
American high school students exchanging with 4,000 international students each
school year. All experience different customs and the solid similarity of all people.
The students become goodwill ambassadors for peace and international tolerance.

How well prepared: First-class education plus interaction with a great group
of  young men. The Class of  1926 Fellowship spurred a lifetime of  interest in
the political process, or quagmire, depending on one’s views.

Historical witness: I chronicled the development of  Indonesian nationalism
achieving control of  its most important natural resource, oil, from the major oil
companies. Idealism at its best. I was there when oil was $3/bbl.; massive cor-
ruption came a generation later, but Indonesians are marvelous people, and
they will work their way to being a great nation.

Present Activities, Plans: I try to keep the mornings for my personal interests
and afternoons for clients. Roz and I plan to continue travelling. My community

service is managing the Rotary Club’s international youth exchange program
and working with the high school Interact Club. These mature teenagers are
just great fun, dedicated and still goofy at times.

Impact on Society: I had an Alfred P. Sloan Scholarship, and at our senior
year Thanksgiving dinner with him at the Waldorf  he charged us to help send
others to college. I have done that several times.

Iremember our graduation when the Class of  1912 walked between us serving
as their honor guard of  sorts. Some really wizened old men, marveling at

how tall we were and young looking. My thoughts were focused on the next
week, not the next 50 years, but all of  a sudden here we are.

About this time last year I went to visit my roommate of  three years, Herb
Morton, before he died of  cancer. We had only seen each other twice since

graduation, but we exchanged Christmas notes each year. It was as though no
time had passed and we started talking at mid-sentence. Very sadly, that won’t
happen again.

I look forward to starting at mid-sentence with Gordon Bertrand (also room-
mate for three years) and Ben Read (senior year at Chi Phi house), even though
we have not seen each other more than a few times. I hope that many of  the
crew from Chi Phi will also pitch up to catch up. Mid-sentence is, to me, a
unique part of  the Dartmouth experience with friendships enduring.

Robert J. Barton Bob 
44 S Adams Street, Apt. 336, 
Denver, CO 80209, 
(303) 756-0493 

Spouse: Susan Barton 

Occupation: Law, Attorney, Graham & Jones, 
310 Sansome, San Francisco, CA 94104 
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I practice the piano almost every morning for past 25 years,
getting better.

Anderson G. Bartlett III

Andy Bartlett and
Rosslyn



William R. Baschnagel Bill
65 Trescott Rd, Etna, NH 03750, 
bill.baschnagel@valley.net, 
(603) 643-2972, Cell (603) 252-3200

High School: Ben Franklin, Rochester, N.Y.
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: DOC, skiing
Unique Hanover Memory: Ross McKenny, introduction to
nature and out-of-doors 
Graduate Study: MEA, George Washington University

Spouse: Fran
Spouse Education: SUNY Brockport; University of
Colorado, Boulder
Spouse Career: Teaching
Children: Josh (born 1974, Vietnam), Siri (born 1976, Thailand)
Where You Grew Up: Rochester, N.Y.
Resided In: Florida (Cape Canaveral, Ft. Walton Beach); Sumter, So. Carolina;
Saigon; Washington, D.C.; Tewksbury, Mass.; Hanover (since 1982) 
Employers: U.S. Air Force (20 years), Northern Energy Homes, Luminescent
Systems, Creare, Erigo Technologies
Awards and Milestones: Graduation, 1962; Marriage, 1969; Kids, 1975 and
1977; built home in Hanover, 1982; selectman, 2001–2009; semi-retirement, 2005
Working or Retired: Semi: part-time in a small engineering startup in Enfield, N.H.
Military: Career, Lt col, engineering, operations research, and program management

Publications, Achievements, Interests: How things work and why they work the
way they do—both mechanisms and organizations
Hobbies: Clocks, reading, playing with my tractor and “mule” on 40 acres in
Orford, N.H.
Travel: Best trip ever: Grecian Odyssey with 23 other ’62s and their partners. 

Community Activities: Hanover Parking and Transportation, Planning and Select
Boards, Board of Advance Transit (local bus company), Board of Hanover Improve-
ment Society (operates the Nugget, Storrs Pond, and Campion Rink)
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Society of Engineers Exec Committee, Alumni Coun-
cil, ‘62–’12 Class Connections

How well prepared: Yes, but awfully naive.

Historical witness: Lots of  good ones, very few not so good—couldn’t ask
for more.

Present Activities, Plans: Enjoying our (Fran and me) time together, doting
on our first grandchild. dabbling in engineering projects when the smart guys
let me.

Impact on Society: Only as a very minor bit player.

By nature I’m something of  a jack of  many trades, master of  none, and col-
lector of  irrelevant information. That, combined with majoring in DOC,

translated into being a mediocre student attracted by the new and different
rather than staying the course. Fortunately I met a wonderful woman, who has 

spent a major portion of  her life putting up with my foibles and gradually nudg-
ing me towards a modicum of  stability. Fran, with Josh and Siri, continue to pro-
vide the stable core of  my life while I’ve wandered about. And wandering has
been fun and rewarding.

Looking back, things have kind of  fallen into 20-year chunks. The first culmi-
nated in graduation, where the pull of  the world outside Hanover overcame the
smart choice of  staying around for a BS at Thayer; particularly when I got my
orders to Cape Canaveral. Over the next three years I helped launch a dozen
different NASA and Air Force satellites along with one of  the early subscale pre-
cursors to the Shuttle. With the promise of  grad school I was hooked. At GWU
I got fascinated with operations research—using math and modeling to under-
stand operational problems. The next 16 years involved bouncing back and
forth between ops research and engineering—flight testing recce systems; 18
months in Vietnam modeling the NVA infiltration system; ground sensor test-
ing; quantifying the value of  information in the intelligence world (think value
vs. dollars); testing the AWACS; learning microwave physics from real scientists;
and finally running my own acquisition program. 
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I’ve had a truly blessed life —
interesting work, wonderful family, good friends, 
and the opportunity to serve my country and community.

William R. Baschnagel

Bill Baschnagel 
and Fran



After 20 years in a blue suit, both Fran and I were ready to settle in a nice small
NE town—like Hanover. We bought a piece of  land and built a house, and 
I looked for a job. A super-insulated home startup looked promising, and off  I
went in a new direction. Three years later the kids were settled in school, we loved
our new home and Hanover, and I knew a lot more about energy-efficient con-
struction and small startups. Several months later the founder and I parted ways
in a falling housing market. 

After several years with a local hi-tech lighting manufacturer, I moved to Creare,
one of  the core engineering firms in Hanover. In my 14 years there I worked on
spacecraft cryocoolers (including the one installed in orbit that saved the Hubble),
helped develop a unique streaming data management software package, led a
project on precision superplastic forming of  metals, and ran or supported sever-
al dozen other projects. In the meantime, the kids moved through school, Fran
got seriously into quilting, and I got interested in local and regional planning
and ultimately served three terms as a Hanover selectman. Leaving Creare 23
years after leaving the AF marked the transition to our retirement years.

Our life was quite different from that of  our parents and what we might have
projected in our 20s. Part of  that was due to societal changes, but much is due
to the luck of  the draw and a consciously different approach to shaping our
adult lives. For me I’ve had a truly blessed life—interesting work, wonderful
family, good friends, and the opportunity to serve my country and community
while enjoying both challenging and rewarding experiences. Couldn’t ask for
more.

William H. Bassett Will 
4855 East 18th Avenue, Denver, CO 80220, 
wbcliffhanger@gmail.com, (303) 333-0556 

Spouse: Pamela Bassett 

Occupation: Education 

Carl J. Battaglia 
9603 Stonebridge Lake Drive, Tomball, TX 77375,
cjb@battaglias.net, (281) 357-1177, Cell (713) 829-1313

High School: Providence Classical High School
Major: Biology
Favorite Activity: Late night snowy walks into town with
Gene Gasbarro and Al Gaudet to get a mushroom burger at
the Green Lantern Inn 
Fraternity: Phi Tau
Unique Hanover Memory: My unique memory is how
much I disliked having to walk from Russell Sage dorm to
the Alumni Gym with Roy Abbanat on cold snowy mornings
to learn how to swim. I think it took me five trimesters before I could pass the
required swimming test!
Graduate Study: MD, Tufts University School of Medicine, 1966

Spouse: Nyla, whom I married in 1991
Spouse Education: Fairfield Hospital School of Nursing
Spouse Career: Nurse; but since 1991, full-time homemaker
Children: My own children are Carl Gregory, born in 1966, and Carla Marie, born
in 1968. Nyla has two children, Adam, who is 34, and Erin, who is 31.
Where You Grew Up: Providence, R.I.
Resided In: I was in the USAF from 1966 until 1979 and lived in various places
during those years, including two years in Wiesbaden, Germany, and two years in
Madrid, Spain. Since 1975 I have lived in Texas, initially with the Air Force in San
Antonio, and since 1979 in a suburb of Houston.
Employers: USAF from 1966 to 1979. Private medical practice since 1979.
Awards and Milestones: President of the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory
Health Care 1990-1992; President of the Federated Ambulatory Surgery Association,
1989-1991
Working or Retired: At the time of this writing I am still working full time. I do
plan to retire from full-time practice at the end of 2011.
Military: Active duty USAF for 14 years (1965-1979) with various assignments in
California, Missouri, Rhode Island, Germany, Spain, and Texas

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I had a few papers published in medical
journals early in my career, but nothing notable.
Hobbies: I have had no “passionate” hobbies—mostly, I think, because my work
schedule hasn’t afforded me adequate time to really get into something. I do have
about 125 orchid plants, which seem to be thriving and don’t require a lot of time.
Beyond that, I do have an interest in consumer technology, and I spend a fair amount
of time watching Boston Red Sox games on TV, an exciting, frustrating, and occa-
sionally rewarding pastime, as most New Englanders know. 
Travel: Pretty extensive. Nyla and I have visited much of the western hemisphere
and have made many trips to most of the regions of Italy over the years. 
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How well prepared: It certainly helped to combat the somewhat narrow-
minded and provincial attitude I came to Dartmouth with. Many of  the inter-
actions with the Dartmouth community started to open my eyes to the world
that existed beyond New England. In particular, I think the Great Issues course
we all took as seniors was valuable in that sense. The requirement that we all
read the New York Times every day has stayed with me, and I still make time to
look at it every day.

Charles J. Baumann 
530 Indian Trail, Billings, MT 59105, (406) 259-7671 

Spouse: Carole W. Baumann 

Occupation: Consulting, Management Consultant, Charles
Baumann Associates, P.O. Box 863, Billings, MT 59103

Michael C. Beachley Mike 
Box 331, 6048 Heckert Rd., Bakerstown, PA 15007, 
beachley.m.c@gmail.com, (724) 444-6946

High School: Central Dauphin High School, Harrisburg, Pa.
Major: Biology/Pre-Med
Favorite Activity: Fraternity, wrestling, outdoor activities
Fraternity: Gamma Delta Chi
Unique Hanover Memory: Going grouse hunting on the
Dartmouth College Grant
Graduate Study: BMS, Dartmouth; MD, Harvard

Spouse: Barbara
Spouse Career: Retired
Children: Kenneth, 9/18/68; Barbara, 12/7/73; William, 3/11/75 
Where You Grew Up: Harrisburg, Pa.; Berlin and Frankfurt, Germany
Resided In: West Lebanon, N.H., 1963; Ft. Monmouth, N.J., 1970-1972; Boston,
1963-1965; Bakerstown, Pa., 1987-present; Richmond, Va., 1965-1970, 1972-1987
Employers: U. S. Army; Medical College of Virginia; Duquesne Imaging Ltd.;
University of Pittsburgh
Working or Retired: Retired
Military: Major, Medical Corps, US Army, Ft. Monmouth, N.J., 1970-1972

Publications, Achievements, Interests: 103 Invited lectures, presentations, and
exhibits; 10 books and chapters in medical textbooks; 68 published articles in refer-
eed medical journals
Hobbies: Farming/gardening, hunting, fishing, theater and POPS concerts
Travel: Caribbean, Europe, cruises
Alumni Activities: Alumni Fund agent, numerous years

How well prepared: Excellent pre-med curriculum

Present Activities, Plans: Retired and running a small farm (23 acres)

Impact on Society: Yes. I was professor and chairman of  a major academic
department of  radiology, and trained many radiologists, radiation physicists,
technologists, etc.

Edward W. Beal Ted
5908 Bloomingdale Terrace, Rockville, MD 20852, 
malbeal@comcast.net, (301) 881-2440, Cell (301) 442-7337

High School: Pipestone Public High School
Major: Spanish Literature, premed
Favorite Activity: Fraternity ice hockey, golf, campus life
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: “All Blades” on the fraternity
ice hockey rink
Graduate Study: MD, Hahnemann University of the Health
Sciences, 1966; Menninger School of Psychiatry: General,
1972; Child, 1973

Spouse: Kathleen
Spouse Education: BA, Mundelein College; Masters, Gerontology, George Wash-
ington University 
Spouse Career: Interior Decorator
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Children: Alan Andrew Beal, 1967; Amy Rebecca Beal, 1968; Maryalice Kathleen
Beal, 1983
Where You Grew Up: Pipestone, Minnesota
Resided In: Philadelphia, Pa., 1962-67; San Antonio, Tex., 1967-69;Topeka, Kansas,
1969-73; Washington, D.C., 1973-present
Employers: Edward W. Beal, MD Chartered; Walter Reed Army Medical Center;
Superior Court of the District of Columbia
Awards and Milestones: American Board of Psychiatry, Diplomate, American Psy-
chiatric Association, Distinguished Fellow, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, George-
town University School of Medicine, Vicennial Award
Working or Retired: Private practice of Psychiatry; Walter Reed Army Medical
Center telepsychiatry; Commissioner, Superior Court of the District of Columbia;
Faculty, Georgetown University School of Medicine 
Military: U.S. Army, Captain, 1967-69; Instructor, Department of Preventive Medi-
cine, Medical Field Service School, Fort Sam Houston; Brooke Army Medical Center,
San Antonio

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Adult Children of Divorce, coauthor,
Delacorte, NY, NY, 1991; The Failure of Nerve, coeditor, Church Publishing, 2007;
Chapters and papers in professional journals; Menninger School of Psychiatry
Alumni Book Award

Hobbies: Writing, reading, golf, photography, piano, travel, exercise
Travel: Europe, Mideast, Africa, New Zealand, Australia, Russia, USA (49 states);
Golf trips to Scotland and Ireland
Alumni Activities: Prospective student interviews, reunions

My Journey to the Dartmouth Community: Dean Seymour spoke at our 70th
birthday party in Charleston. His message “loosely translated” was the

relationship between “personal struggles” and his experience of  the Dartmouth
community, and more specifically the development of  his special bond with our
Class. His speech inspired me to write the following essay for our 50th reunion:

My journey to Hanover began in July 1956 with a chip shot on the 18th hole at
the Minnehaha Golf  Club in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The shot went in for a
birdie. Suddenly, I was in a playoff  to compete in the 1956 USGA Junior
Amateur national championship.

First up in the playoff, I drove the ball a mere 25 yards. That’s not a misprint,
but rather an indicator of  how anxious I was. My poor initial drive left me in a
dire strategic position. My next shot toward the green either had to be played
long with a carry over the river and a quick stop to stay on the green or played
short and safe. My opponent’s long drive landed on the river’s edge in front of  the
first green. His drive left him a short wedge shot over the water to the green. I
thought to myself, I could go for the green—or go home. I went for the green. My
second shot carried over the water and rolled right past the cup. My opponent,
clearly anxious, and unnerved and uncertain about how close I was, hit his short
wedge shot into the river. And the rest, as they say, is history. I was off  to Williams
College where the 1956 Junior Amateur National championship was played.

While at Williams, my family encouraged me to interview for admission. When
I did interview, the dean informed me that Williams did not make a practice of
admitting students from small public high schools west of  the Mississippi. I got
the message. I applied to Dartmouth instead, where the climate seemed much
more hospitable to public school students. I was admitted. At Dartmouth my
freshman year, my advisor suggested that I not take a psychology course the first
year. I thought I was reasonably well educated and well prepared for college. I
persisted. It turns out he was right and I was wrong. I was one of  four students
in a class of  200 who failed the first exam. I had no clear idea of  what the pro-
fessor expected of  me. I confronted a fellow Minnesotan who was taking the
class and asked him how he did on the exam. He said, “I got an A—it was just
the type of  test we had in prep school.” Maybe the dean from Williams had
been correct.

Meanwhile, I engaged in extracurricular activities with which I was familiar. 
I became captain of  the Dartmouth freshman golf  team, Class treasurer, and
dorm chairman. After first trimester midterms, Dean Dickerson called me in to

Ted Beal
and Kathleen 
with their family.

They don’t know 
Ted Beal at the 
Beal Bank, nor do
they accept deposits,
but our classmate
decided it would be
a hoot to take the
family’s Christmas
picture there.
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have a talk. I felt like he knew who I was. He knew how I was doing. He said he
didn’t think anyone with grades as low as mine in freshman year went on to
graduate. I told him I thought I was working as hard as I could. I was beginning
to see that Dean Dickerson and my advisor would be following me, cared about
me, wanted me to be educated. I had learned from my public high school Latin
teacher that “to educate” means to bring out the best in someone. Dartmouth
seemed committed to trying to do this with me.

Psychology was hard, but freshman English was an even more complex task.
Not everyone understood how difficult I found it. My roommate, a graduate of
Phillips Andover, had proficiencied out of  one English course and two romance
languages. He was mystified. Fortunately, two classmates who lived across the

hall, one of  whom aspired to be a playwright, took me under wing. They spent
weeks helping me to learn the basics of  writing.

My public high school had offered biology, chemistry, and physics. Even if  I had
taken chemistry, I don’t know that it would have prepared me for freshman chem-
istry with 300 premedical students. Despite the intense competition there were
many classmates willing to help. As I struggled, I checked in with others. A lot
were struggling, but many faculty and classmates were willing to help. We were all
in this together, a journey through the liberal arts. One particular seasoned pro-
fessor’s perspective helped a great deal. Prep school students had the advantage

over public school students during the first two years. After that hard work lev-
eled the playing field. Two years seemed a long time to wait, but by junior year
my able freshman roommate had flunked out of  college altogether. I found
myself  in Spain on the Dartmouth Foreign Study Program, having combined a
major in Spanish with my premed studies. As the journey continued I was fasci-
nated by science and by the study of  human nature. Pursuing both interests led
me to a career in psychiatry. My profession has become a constantly flowing
stream of  learning about human nature and applying it to the problems patients
encounter in living out their own humanity..

Looking back on our experience at Dartmouth I agree with Dean Seymour’s
observation that we learn as much from our failures and our struggles as our
accomplishments. We have now reached the age in which it is just fun to get
together, reminisce, and exchange ideas and experiences. We all have different
abilities, skills, and interests and opinions. As the years go by, I appreciate how
much I received from each of  you. Among the many gifts to us by President
Dickey, “Our business here is learning” was one of  the best. President Kim’s gift
to the Dartmouth community is “an invitation to take on a transformative role
in the world’s troubles.” All of  this has played a significant role in what the
Dartmouth community has become. I am indebted to each of  you and I thank
you for your gifts to me.

DeWitt T. Beall 
DeWitt Talmadge Beall, firm in his belief  in the Hindu sect
Sant Mat, died from cancer March 31, 2006, in Sherman
Oaks, California. Doug Skopp ’62 writes, “DeWitt was
my first roommate at Dartmouth. He was a brilliant,
award-winning young poet. His book about life in about
in his hometown of  Parkersburg, West Virginia, ap peared
while we were still undergraduates. He was a creative,
vibrant man throughout his life. I shall always cherish his
inspiring friendship.” DeWitt came to Dartmouth on an
NROTC scholarship, majoring in English; he worked
closely with Alexander and Dilys Laing and Richard Eberhart. He took time off
from his studies to travel and then returned to the College and was named a
Senior Fellow. After graduate study at Northwestern University, he directed a
documentary film about Chicago gangs, Lord Thing, winning a silver prize at the
Cannes Film Festival.

He reported in the 25th reunion book: “My career got off  to a strong start in
Chicago in advertising and filmaking. I won numberous awards, including top
prize from the Venice Film Festival for my feature length documentary, Lord
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Thing. Filmaking was my full-time career until I moved to Hollywood, where it
hit a stone wall. I made several small films, but, as of  this writing, none of  my
feature scripts have sold. I’ve been earning my living as an architectural design-
er, redesigning and remodeling houses, mostly kitchens and baths. They say, ‘In
Hollywood, over night success takes seven years.’ If  so, I’m about due.”

DeWitt is survived by his wife, Elina, and two children from his first marriage,
Aaron and Olivia.

Don M. Beasley Jr. 
965 South Park Terrace, Chicago, IL 60605, (312) 461-9534 

Occupation: Architecture/Construction, Architect 

Haradon Beatty Had 
412 Milwaukee Street, 
Denver, CO 80206, 
hadbeatty@q.com, 
Cell (303) 885-8343

High School: DeVilbiss High School, Toledo
Major: English
Fraternity: Theta Delta Chi
Graduate Study: JD, University of Michigan, 1967

Spouse: Betsy, married 49 years
Spouse Education: Bennett Junior College, 1962; 
BA, Metropolitan State College of Denver, 1993
Spouse Career: Privately owned community service coordinator for courts
Children: Dixon, Dartmouth 1990; 
Luke, Connecticut College, 1993; ME, Harvard, 1998
Where You Grew Up: Toledo, Ohio
Retired? Practiced law for 30 years, partner of Denver law firm of Holland & Hart
Military:1st Lt. US Army, retired

Community Activities: Director and twice weekly construction volunteer for
Habitat for Humanity of Metro Denver; Board of Directors and court-appointed

child advocate for Denver CASA (court appointed special advocates for dependent
and neglected children)

Present Activities, Plans: In addition to community activities above, spend
time with grandchildren; spend time in mountains; golf; travel in U.S., Europe,
and Middle East.

Von N. Beebe 
217 E. Enid Drive, Key Biscayne, FL 33149, 
vbeebe@carrollton.org, 
Cell (305) 281-0271

High School: Bronxville H.S.
Major: Spanish
Favorite Activity: Rugby
Fraternity: Beta Theta Pi
Unique Hanover Memory: Leading, competing, and hav-
ing fun with members of the 1962 Big Green Rugby Team,
which, among other accomplishments, was the first American
team to play in Ireland
Graduate Study: MA, Columbia University, 1963; EdD, 1970, Columbia University

Spouse: Mary
Spouse Education: BA, MA
Spouse Career: Elementary School Teacher
Children: Meagan and Aspen
Where You Grew Up: Bronxville, N.Y.
Resided In: Bronxville, N.Y., 1963-65; Manhattan Beach, Calif., 1965-68; Greenwich
Village, NYC. 1968-70; Coconut Grove and Key Biscayne, Fla., 1970-present
Employers: Bronxville Public Schools, Los Angeles City Schools, Miami-Dade
County Public Schools, University of Miami, Florida International University,
Carrollton School of the Sacred Heart
Awards and Milestones: Earned a Ford Foundation and U.S. Office of Education
fellowship at Columbia University, 1969; Quoted during the 1970s in Time Magazine
as an expert in bilingual education and in Sports Illustrated for being the first school
principal to enter Miami’s Golden Gloves (TKO in 2nd round); Selected by Phi Delta
Kappa International as one of America’s “Young Educators of the Year,” 1981;
Recognized often for educational excellence and innovation during 30 years as a
principal at five different public schools in Miami, 1970-2000
Working or Retired: Director of Community Relations and Service, Carrollton
School, Coconut Grove, Florida

Publications, Achievements, Interests: “La Isla Caribe: Where Anglos Learn
Spanish by Immersion” (cover story), Phi Delta Kappan, October 1978; Bilingual
Schooling and the Miami Experience, University of Miami, 1990, with William F.
Mackey; Introducing Children to the Game of Tennis, Amazon.com, 2001, with
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Pierce Kelley
Hobbies: All sports and photography
Travel: USA, Europe, Kenya, Greece, Jamaica, the Caribbean
Alumni Activities: I have attended and enjoyed alumni reunions and mini-
reunions in Hanover, in New York City, in New Orleans and, most recently, in
Greece and the Greek Isles.

How well prepared: My Dartmouth experience prepared me to plan well
and to function with integrity.

Historical witness: My Coconut Grove Elementary students and I were
introduced to the Queen of  England when she visited Miami in 1991 and to
Maya Angelou, Liza Minnelli, and other performers when we participated in
the Concert for the Summit of  the Americas in Miami in 1994.

Present Activities, Plans: I plan to continue my career as an educator and
to enjoy semi-retirement.

Impact on Society: For almost 50 years, I have had a direct and positive
impact upon the learning and development of  thousands of  young people.

You’ll never get into Dartmouth,” my high school counselor advised.
Well, I did.

And then Dartmouth prepared me for all of  the future “you’ll never’s” that life
brings our way.

George Allan Beller
980 Turner Mountain Road, Charlottesville, VA 22903,
gbeller@virginia.edu, (434) 244-3601, Cell (434) 465-0110

High School: Forest Hills High School, Forest Hills, New York
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Learning to ski and then having the
opportunity to engage in this sport during free time was a
wonderful Dartmouth experience. Just being engaged in the
many aspects of campus life, both in and out of the class-
room, was particularly rewarding. Making friends with class-
mates from vastly different backgrounds from my own was
a great benefit of attending Dartmouth, compared to the
experience I might have had remaining in New York for my college education. Each
year, I have the great pleasure of going to a gathering of some of my Dartmouth
friends at Fred and Sara Cook’s house in the Adirondacks. To this day, I cherish the
intellectual stimulation of my Philosophy major complemented by my liberal arts
courses in Comparative Literature, Art History, and English. I am so thankful that as
a pre-med student, I was advised not to major in a science, since I would get enough
exposure to science in medical school. 
Fraternity: Pi Lambda Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: I recall the pleasure of sitting in one of those comfort-
able chairs surrounded by books; looking out on the Green from the Tower Room
of the Baker Library each day, after classes, for more than a week, reading Tolstoy’s
War and Peace for a Russian Civilization course. I became totally engrossed in the
novel and realized how much I enjoyed reading great fiction. Reading fiction has
remained a great pleasure during my entire adult life and a welcome digression
from reading articles in my medical field.
Graduate Study: MD, University of Virginia, 1966

Spouse: Katherine Brooks
Spouse Education: BA, Smith College; Masters, English, University of Virginia
Spouse Career: Teacher and then volunteer in community organizations
Children: Michael Beller, Amy Beller, Leslie Beller, Raymond Wadlow (stepson), Jef-
frey Wadlow (stepson), Sophie Gibson (stepdaughter), Anna Gibson (stepdaughter)
Where You Grew Up: Forest Hills, New York
Resided In: Madison, Wisconsin, 1966-68; Boston, 1968-1977; Charlottesville, Va.,
1977-present
Employers: Massachusetts General Hospital, 1973-77; University of Virginia School
of Medicine, 1977-present
Awards and Milestones: In 1977, after three years as an assistant professor at
Harvard Medical School and the Massachusetts General Hospital, I was recruited to
the University of Virginia Medical Center as the Chief of the Cardiology Division and
Professor of Medicine with an endowed chair. I remained in this leadership position
for 28 years, which was the second-longest tenure for a chief of an academic 
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cardiology division in the United States. Also in 1977, I was awarded an Established
Investigatorship from the American Heart Association, and two years later I received
funding for my first individual NIH research grant at UVa. I received the Distinguished
Achievement Award of the American Heart Association (AHA) in 1993. In 2000, 
I received the James B. Herrick Award from the Council on Clinical Cardiology of the
AHA. This is the highest award given to a clinical researcher by the AHA. In 2001, 
I was designated a “Master” of the American College of Cardiology after having
served as president of the College the previous year. In 2006, I received the Univer-
sity of Virginia Walter Reed Distinguished Achievement Award and the Paul Dudley
White Lifetime Achievement Award from the Cardiac Unit of the Massachusetts
General/Harvard Medical School. In 2009, I received the J. Edwin Wood Jr., M.D.
Cardiovascular Medicine Teaching Award from the cardiology fellows at the Univer-
sity of Virginia, and in 2010, I was privileged to receive the Distinguished Scientist
Award (Clinical Domain) from the American College of Cardiology. 
Working or Retired: I am still working as a Professor of Cardiology at the Univer-
sity of Virginia Health System, but I have started to take more time off. I will reduce
my effort to one or two days a week, beginning on January 1, 2012.
Military: I served in the U.S. Army for three years and was based primarily at the
U.S. Army Institute of Environmental Medicine in Natick, Mass. I spent two summers
at Fort Polk, La., engaged in research that dealt with reducing the incidence of heat-
related injuries, such as heat stroke. This was during the Vietnam War, when draft-
ed recruits were sent to Ft. Polk for basic training before shipping out to Vietnam.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I have published more than 450 scientific
papers, review articles, book chapters, and editorials. Together with a colleague
from Yale, I am the co-editor of a book in noninvasive cardiology that is now in its
fourth edition. Most recently, I have been publishing essays on aspects of our cur-
rent health care crisis brought on by rising health care costs, a large uninsured pop-
ulation, an increase in the elderly segment of our population, and various ethical
issues facing the medical profession (e.g., conflict of interest). I am on the board of

several biotech companies, which has been very interesting from the standpoint of
seeing how discoveries in the experimental laboratory are commercialized into drugs
or medical technology. I am now interested in more global health problems, such
as the growing epidemics of obesity and heart disease in developing countries.
Hobbies: Much of my vacation time is now spent in Jackson Hole, skiing in the
winter and hiking, cycling, and fly-fishing in the summer. Skiing remains a great
passion. One major hobby I have is producing olive oil from our olive tree farm in
Paliano, Italy. For relaxation, I enjoy reading fiction and attending theater and music
events. Cooking for me is another means of relaxing and expressing creativity. I look
forward to cooking more when I retire.
Travel: I am very fortunate to have travelled a great deal in my professional life. 
I have been a visiting professor and lecturer at medical schools and a participant in
national and international meetings all over the world. South Island in New Zealand
and Rio in Brazil were particularly beautiful. 
Community Activities: I have served on boards in Charlottesville related to the
arts in our community. I served on the board of our local repertory theater, Live
Arts, for nine years and am the President of Piedmont Council for the Arts, which is
an umbrella organization for arts and culture for the city and county. My wife is also
very much involved with several arts organizations in our community. I have been
an active participant in local and statewide political activities including serving as an
advisor to local legislators and two former governors related to health care issues.
Alumni Activities: For more than 10 years, I served as a Dartmouth College alum-
ni interviewer of high school seniors in our region who applied to Dartmouth. After
each interview season, we would provide the Dartmouth Admissions Office with a
ranking of applicants. I also hosted representatives from the Admissions office who
came to Charlottesville to meet with interested students and their parents. One of
my daughters and two of my stepsons attended Dartmouth. 

How well prepared: My liberal arts education, with my major in Philosophy
combined with Comparative Literature and a healthy dose of  English and Art
History courses, provided me with a foundation for a career in Medicine as
much as did my pre-med science courses. It gave me the background for under-
standing the vast array of  emotions and behaviors my patients have in response
to their illnesses. It helped me develop verbal and written communication skills
that I use in my interactions with patients, teaching of  students and residents,
and my writing of  essays and articles. 
Having grown up in Queens, New York, I discovered a much larger view of  the
world by coming to Dartmouth. Just being in rural New Hampshire was a joy. 
I fell in love with the mountains, which ultimately led to spending winter and
summer vacations in the Rockies and Tetons. My experience at Dartmouth fos-
tered lifelong friendships with classmates from vastly different backgrounds than
mine. I fondly recall having Dartmouth classmates from the Midwest and West
Coast staying at my home in New York during the rather short Thanksgiving
break and showing them “the Big City.” 
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Historical witness: I was fortunate to have worked the field of  cardiology
when many scientific discoveries, new drugs, and new technologies emerged to
reduce death and disability from coronary heart disease by more than 60 percent. 

Present Activities, Plans: I am still working full time as a professor in the
Cardiovascular Medicine Division at the University of  Virginia. I am engaged in
patient care, teaching, and research but have given up all administrative activi-
ties. I served as the Chief  of  the division for 28 years. My major research
activities relate to developing cardiac imaging techniques for detecting coronary
artery disease and assessing future risk of  adverse events. I am doing work on
the cost-effectiveness of  expensive imaging technology. Another area of  research
interest I am currently pursuing is how to best assess prognosis and identify high
risk individuals among the diabetic patient population. In this project, we are
evaluating the worth of  various imaging technologies such as CT scanning of
the coronary arteries, cardiac MRI imaging, and nuclear cardiology stress testing.
I am an editor of  a cardiology journal for which I write an essay in each issue
on whatever topic I desire. I will serve in this capacity for another three years.
My wife, children, and grandchildren are spending time together in our cabin
in Jackson Hole, where we all love skiing, hiking, cycling, and other outdoor
activities. My plans are to reduce my time at work to one or two days a week
starting in January 2012 and to give up my clinical practice altogether. One

goal for the future is to volunteer my time in a hospital in an African country to
assist in enhancing clinical care of  heart patients and the teaching of  students
and residents. I would like to establish a partnership between our UV cardiology
program and one in Africa where we can use Internet-based online technology
to link the two programs for the purpose of  education and consultations. I am
considering Ethiopia as the destination for this project.

Impact on Society: I hope that in my leadership roles in national cardiology
societies I made a contribution to improving the quality of  health care in the U.S.
When I served as President of  the American College of  Cardiology in 2000-2001,
we launched a nationwide program to enhance the quality of  cardiovascular care
through the creation and dissemination of  evidence-based practice guidelines to
clinicians and the development of  on-line learning modules for enhancing con-
tinuing medical education of  cardiovascular specialists. I would like to think that
my research work in cardiac imaging, in collaboration with colleagues at Massa-
chusetts General Hospital and the University of  Virginia, improved the detection
of  coronary heart disease among patients presenting with chest pain. I was also
privileged to have served as President of  the Association of  University Cardiologists
and the Association of  Professors of  Cardiology. These organizations promoted
basic and applied research in the diagnosis and treatment of  cardiovascular dis-
orders and the expansion of  new technologies in cardiovascular care. 
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It has truly been an extraordinary 50 years since that hot graduation day in 
Hanover in June of  1962. I recall how sad I was when leaving Dartmouth

after four wonderful and satisfying years as an undergraduate. I looked forward
to the future with optimism and with a certain self-confidence that comes from
earning an Ivy League diploma and living independently so far from home. 

During the past half-century, we have lived through the Civil Rights movement,
the Vietnam War, the turmoil of  the ’60s, the assassinations of  John Kennedy,
Martin Luther King, and Bobby Kennedy, the Space Age, the advent of  the
Digital Age, economic globalization, the worldwide AIDS epidemic, 9/11, wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan, the election of  the first African-American president, and,
most recently, the killing of  Osama bin Laden, the world’s most wanted terrorist.

In my own field of  cardiology, I practiced and taught during a 40-year period of
incredible advances in medicine. I witnessed a major reduction in death and sick-
ness from cardiovascular disease. Deaths from coronary artery disease and heart

attacks have been reduced by more than 60% since my first year in medical
school. This can be attributed, in part, to the establishment of  coronary care
units with heart rhythm monitoring, the invention of  the cardiac pacemaker and
defibrillator, the discovery of  new drugs for high blood pressure and cholesterol,
the reduction in smoking, and the emergence of  bypass surgery, coronary angio-
plasty, and stents. 

I was privileged to receive my training at the Massachusetts General Hospital.
There, I began my research in the development of  new diagnostic imaging
techniques. This imaging uses nuclear technology to detect coronary artery dis-
ease and to determine which patients will benefit most from bypass surgery or
from coronary stenting. It is hard to imagine that when I first started in medical
school the only technology we had for the noninvasive diagnosis of  heart dis-
ease were the chest X-ray and the electrocardiogram. 

In my early years as an academic cardiologist, I grew to love teaching and men-
toring others. I quickly realized that teaching and engaging in research made
me a better clinician. I have always cherished my patient practice. Even during
my years as an administrator, carrying a heavy load of  teaching and research
activities as well as an extensive travel schedule, I kept seeing patients on a regu-
lar basis. In fact, some of  my research ideas were generated from observations 
I made at the bedside and in the clinic. 

My personal life has been tremendously fulfilling and characterized by both
very joyous and very sad periods. My first marriage to Therese Michael ended
in divorce after 14 years. After 20 years in my second marriage, my wife, Emily
Couric, died of  pancreatic cancer in 2001. It was during her 15-month battle
with this dreaded disease that I came to appreciate what is like to be on the
other side of  the doctor-patient relationship. When you are very ill, you need a
caring and empathetic physician who takes the time to explain the medical eval-
uation, describes complicated medical issues in lay terms, is a good listener, does
not rush when answering questions, shows sensitivity and compassion when
conveying bad news, and displays a realistic but positive attitude about treat-
ment plans. In the wake of  Emily’s death, I have been gratified to witness the
recent opening of  the Emily Couric Clinical Cancer Center at the University of
Virginia, a project which she envisioned during her illness and which I worked
hard to realize after her death. 

I have been married for almost three years to Katie Brooks; ours is proving to
be a wonderful partnership. I never thought I would marry again, but I was for-
tunate to have been given another chance. I have a remarkable extended family,
which includes three of  my own children, two stepsons, two stepdaughters, and
six grandchildren. Together with this blended family unit and great friendships
sustained through these many years, I am still looking forward to the future with
hope and optimism. 

Jerome H. Bentley III 
Terry Bentley was killed April 5, 1989, when his solo flight
from Steamboat to Fort Collins, Colorado, missed the
final gate and crashed into the summit of  Hagues Peak
(13,450 feet) in very high winds and heavy snow. The wreck-
age was not located until June 30.

Terry Bentley went through life like a downhill racer. He
started at the top in 1940, born to Jerry and Janet Bentley
of  Westfield, N.J. He emerged from his first turn, having
lettered in football, swimming, and tennis at Westfield High
School in 1958, and accepted admission to Dartmouth
College on an NROTC scholarship. He dove headlong into Spaulding Pool as a
talented and aggressive swimmer.

Those of  us who went to the meet with Brown on Freshman Fathers’ Weekend
saw him emerge first in the 200-yard butterfly and then proceed for another
200 yards to set a new College record in his freshman year while the other rac-
ers clung to the sidelines.
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He continued setting records all his College career, finding time meanwhile to
join Beta, Green Key, Casque & Gauntlet, UGC Judiciary Committee, the
DCAC, and the Dartmouth Outing Club. In our senior year, he won the Alfred
Watson trophy as Dartmouth’s outstanding athlete of  the year.

He made a detour around our graduation in 1962 and picked up an MBA from
Tuck in 1963 on the 3-2 program. Then he turned to five years of  military serv-
ice as an officer in the U.S. Marine Corps. He went into flight training and
qualified in sophisticated A6-D night-flying jets, in which he flew combat mis-
sions in Vietnam.

In 1965, he went skiing in Switzerland with classmate Wouter Goedkoop. While
pausing mid-hill, his future wife, Meg, zipped by. Wouter pressed Terry to catch
her but got there first and introduced them. They were married two years later
after the Vietnam tour and had a son, Ryan, in 1972 and a daughter, Erin, in 1973.

Leaving the service in 1968, he started flying commercially for Pan Am but was
furloughed when the Arab oil embargo led to a surplus of  available pilots. By
then, Terry and Meg were settled in Steamboat Springs, skiing eight months a
year and running the Iron Horse Inn to support themselves. But the lure of  fly-
ing was too much, and Terry bought Steamboat Aviation, flew charter flights,
and gave instruction. Eight years later, he re-joined Pan Am and flew 727s
based out of  Berlin. He “commuted” from Berlin back to Steamboat to contin-
ue running Steamboat Aviation.

The late Mike Coffield gave the eulogy for the Class at a memorial service held
in Steamboat on May 7.

Besides Meg, Ryan and Erin, Terry is survived by his mother, Mrs. Janet G.
Bentley, and two sisters, Mrs. Janet Bell and Mrs. Zilpha Ellis.

Thomas G. Benton Tom 
P.O. Box 688, Cambria, CA 93428,
tomgbenton@yahoo.com, (805) 927-4453 

Spouse: Judith A. Benton 

Eric O. Berg Jr. 
1190 Mountain Laurel Drive, Watkinsville, GA 30677, 
gimblerlir@bellsouth.net, (706) 769-9452 

Spouse: Jean Berg 

Theodore S. Berger 
303 West 103rd Street, New York, NY 10025, 
tedsberger@aol.com, (212) 222-9236 

Spouse: Asya Berger 
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David Benjamin Bergman Bags 
5262 Caminito Providencia (PO Box 3644), 
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067, 
dbergmanmd@gmail.com, 
(858) 759-1933, 
Cell (619) 977-3524

HighSchool: Erasmus Hall H.S., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Major: Modified Philosophy/Psychology
Favorite Activity: Socializing, fraternity life, psychology
classes
Fraternity: Pi Lambda Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: In junior year I was one of
seven or eight students in a philosophy class on Aristotelian Thomism, given by a
young, charismatic, JFK-looking Jesuit priest, Thomas Purcell. About a week before
the class ended, and after much procrastination, I said to him: “Father, I gotta ask
you a question.” With a twinkle in his eye he looked at me and said, “Hmmm, a
Dartmouth man studying the philosophical arguments for the existence of God
must need to know, how can I be celibate?” He was correct. 
Graduate Study: BMS, Dartmouth Medical School, 1964; MD, Harvard Med, 1966

Spouse: Gretchen Bergman (née Krause), second marriage
Spouse Education: Cal Western U.
Spouse Career: Owner, Gretchen Productions; Co-founder and Exec. Director,
PATH (Parents for Addiction Treatment and Healing)
Children: Mindy, 7/17/63; Jill, 5/21/66; Beth, 11/12/69
Where You Grew Up: Brooklyn, N.Y.
Resided In: Hanover, 1962-64; Boston, 1964-68; NYC, 1966-70; Augusta, Ga.,
1970-72; San Diego, 1972-present
Employers: Self Prof. Corp.
Awards and Milestones: Cum laude, Dartmouth, 1962; U.S. Army commenda-
tion medal for meritorious service; Medical Director Leadership Award, PIA, 1977;
Outstanding Mental Health Professional, San Diego, 1986; A San Diego Magazine
“Top Psychiatrist” award, 2000; Distinguished Life Fellow, APA, 2004
Working or Retired: Retired
Military: Two years active duty, U.S. Army, Medical Corps, Fort Gordon, Augusta,
Ga., Major, 1970-72

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Authored Kids on the Brink, PIA Press,
1990 (Book about teen suicide). Interested in politics (campaigning), physical fit-
ness, guitar, boating, singing in a choir; performed in Carnegie Hall Feb 20, 2011
Hobbies: Physical fitness, skiing (snow and water), horseback riding, boating, read-
ing, theatre
Travel: As much as we can, thus far mainly Mexico, South America, and Europe;
some in Africa and Australia. Travel frequently to NYC and San Francisco to visit
daughters and their families

Alumni Activities: Regular interviewer of local Dartmouth undergrad applicant
candidates; Fund-raising/alumni; Member Dartmouth Club, San Diego; Reunions,
mini reunions

Icame to Dartmouth as a precocious 16-year-old. Compared to what followed,
the years 1958-’62 were a relatively “quiet time” on campus. Although I recall

with great fondness the road trips, keggers, Ma Bridges, fraternity parties, drop-
trou, and other ingredients of  the Animal House to come, our time was a bubbling
brook compared to the tsunami of  the war-ravaged, assassination-laden decade
of  the ’60s that was to follow.

As a sophomore in Mid Fayerweather, I was bequeathed the nickname, Bags, by
the Minnesota trio of  Hale, Johnson, and Olsen, in honor of  their high school
buddy, Bags Bagman. In my senior year, five fraternity brothers finally got me to

take a much-needed shower by forcing my bare, odiferous feet outside of  a Pi
Lam window into a 5-degree winter night. 

Such innocence contrasted sharply with the subsequent two years at Dartmouth
Medical School. Marriage, a first child, the JFK assassination, and the Vietnam
War catapulted me into responsible adulthood. And, over the ensuing years, as I
watched our country and college campuses deal with the decade’s perturbations,
I grew prouder yet of  Dartmouth as it transformed potential campus violence,
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I specialized early on in treating emotionally disturbed
adolescents and wrote a book about teen suicide..
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David Bergman 
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provoked by the passions of  ideological, ethnic, and cultural conflict, into a
shared learning and growth experience. 

As of  this writing, I’ve been retired for 14 months, and I am finding it satisfying
and enjoyable. Although my career in medicine and psychiatry was very fulfill-
ing, I find my new freedom from the 24-7 responsibility to patients and hospitals
quite liberating. I sing in a choir with my wife and recently performed in
Carnegie Hall. I’m learning and playing guitar and hootenanying with friends
on occasion. I exercise and read daily. As househusband, primary gardener, and
captain of  our boat, “Fly Be Free,” I have many projects, flowers, and trees to
occupy me as well. Friends, dinners, movies, and theatre round out evening and
weekend leisure. We try to travel and visit my daughters often. Since January 1,
2010, I haven’t had a single moment asking myself  what to do with my time. 

I think I’m enjoying retirement, in large part because I’m truly satisfied with my
prior 45-year career. I decided to become a psychiatrist when I chose a major as
a sophomore, because I wanted to transform my care and concern for people
into actually helping them. So, despite being terrified that I couldn’t handle the
sciences, I shifted into pre-med and got into medical school. I specialized early
on in treating emotionally disturbed adolescents and wrote a book about teen
suicide. As a medical director I developed hospital programs, supervised med-
ical staffs, and continuously treated the severely mentally ill. As an Associate
Clinical Professor of  Psychiatry at UCSD, I’ve supervised and mentored resi-
dent psychiatrists in training. I’ve been privileged to hold numerous leadership
positions in the field and to have received a number of  honors and awards dur-
ing my career, including the Army Commendation Medal and Distinguished
Life Fellowship in the American Psychiatric Association. So now’s the time for
the R&R. I just have to figure out how to get Gretchen to stop working so hard. 

Donald A. Berry Don 
609 Lindenwood Drive, Houston, TX 77024, 
dberry@mdanderson.org, (713) 722-9479 

Spouse: Donna Berry 

Occupation: Education, Department Chairman, University of
Texas Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Biostatistics,
15 Holcombe Boulevard, Houston, TX 77030, 
(713) 794-4141 

Gordon A. Bertrand 
64 Fiskdale Road, Brookfield, MA 01506,
gordini99@aol.com, (508) 867-9882 

Spouse: Elizabeth Bertrand 

Robert A. Bigelow 
Robert A. Bigelow died Aug. 15, 2002, from complica-
tions resulting from a lung transplant, in Maine Medical
Center, Portland, Maine. Robert was born July 23, 1940,
in Springfield, Mass. The family moved to Maine in the
1940s, and Robert attended a two-room schoolhouse and
occasionally rode his horse to school with his sister, Betsy.
In high school, he excelled in track, holding the Maine
title for the mile, and in skiing. He placed first in the state
of  Maine ski championship in 1959. He gained national
recognition by earning a place on the National Ski Associ-
ation’s junior team, a training ground for future Olympians. He earned a third
place medal in Nordic combined (cross-country and ski jumping) in 1957. He was
also a talented trumpet player, performing in local dance bands as well as occa-
sionally serenading neighbors and loons at the family lakeside camp. At Dartmouth,
the University of  Maine, and the University of  Delaware, he earned a B.A. in
psychology, a M.A.T., and a Ph.D. in educational research and evaluation.

While at Dartmouth, he was a class A skier, named All-America in 1960, and
became a Wearer of  the Green, a distinction reserved for Dartmouth athletes
who have been Olympians, All-Americans, national champions, or professional
athletes. Robert served in the U.S. Army and worked as a lumberjack and forest
firefighter. His professional career in research, evaluation, and assessment start-
ed with appointment as an evaluation specialist with the Pittsburgh Board of
Education, and he moved to Delaware to become state supervisor of  evaluation
and planning at the Department of  Public Instruction in 1970. He became super-
visor of  research, evaluation, and technology in the Christina, Delaware, School
District in 1986. He retired from Christina and in 1996 received a double lung
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transplant, the only available treatment for alpha-1, a genetic disorder that caus-
es lung disease. During his retirement, he taught at the University of  Delaware,
served as a consultant for districts and doctoral candidates, gardened, and
worked with pre-transplant patients as a volunteer at Christiana Hospital.

Robert was a member of  the Saddleback Mountain Ski Patrol (referring to him-
self  as Rangeley’s first ski bum), water skiing instructor, high school varsity ski
coach, aerial photographer, and an elementary and middle school teacher. Bob
Bigelow was one of  a kind. He is survived by his wife, Patricia three daughters,
Barbara McGuigan, Caryn Bartolozzi, and Tessa Bent; mother, Muriel Bigelow;
a niece, Tracy Ladd; and four grandsons.

James P. Biggs Jim 
560 Pequot Avenue, Southport, CT 06890,
jamespbiggs@gmail.com, 
(203) 259-6854, Cell (203) 993-5744

High School: The Hill School, Pottstown, Penn.
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Varsity Tennis; fraternity activities
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma
Unique Hanover Memory: I remember two classes in par-
ticular. Professor J.C. Adams taught a European History
course that brought history alive to me. And Professor Sykes
opened my ears to classical music.
Graduate Study: I attended Columbia Graduate School of Business Administration
in 1961-63.

Spouse: Elinor Upton Biggs
Spouse Education: Graduate of the University of North Carolina
Spouse Career: Marketing management across various industries and institutions
Children: Betsey, Nov. 28, 1965; Charley, April 21, 1967; Andrew, October 10, 1973
Where You Grew Up: I was born and grew up in Southport, Conn. 
Resided In: Fairfield, Conn., 1964 to 1981; Southport, 1981 to 1994; Westport,
Conn., 1994 to 2008; Southport, 2008 to the present
Employers: Peoples Bank, Bridgeport, Conn., 1964 to 1999
Working or Retired: I retired as President of Peoples Bank on January 1, 1999
Military: U.S. Army, 1963-64, serving in the U.S. (South Carolina and Virginia).
Served in the U.S. Army Reserves from 1964-69.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I wrote and published a book about my
life and the times I lived in for my children and gave it to them at my 70th birthday
celebration!
Hobbies: Tennis has been a passion of mine all my life, and I have competed nation-
ally and internationally now into seven decades. Golf, reading (preferably historical

non-fiction), and music add to my enjoyment. 
Travel: I have enjoyed travel throughout the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Europe, South
America, and Australia mostly through my tennis activities. But my wife, Elinor and
I have love affairs with London and Paris! 
Community Activities: I served on many boards, mostly not-for-profits during my
career, and now in retirement serve on the boards of a few local not-for-profits.

How well prepared: Dartmouth gave me a valuable liberal arts education that
taught me how to think clearly, how to organize my thoughts, and how to express
them articulately both orally and in print. I hope the school’s educational philos-
ophy continues to support liberal arts.

Present Activities, Plans: My life is a busy one, serving as a volunteer tennis
coach for men’s tennis team at a nearby division I university; auditing several
courses a semester at another nearby university; playing tennis three or four
times a week; but most importantly enjoying time with my wife, Elinor, my
three children, Betsey, Charley, and Andrew, and my grandchildren, William,
Molly, Pearson, Coco, and Chase. We also keep in our memory our grand-
daughter, Sierra, whom we lost at far too young an age three years ago.

Impact on Society: I think that I will leave the answer to that to those who
have known me after I am gone.

It is with a sense of  wonder that I look back at the past 50 years of  my life-
time. I realize now how innocent and naïve I was as I departed Hanover on

that hot Sunday afternoon in June following our commencement as “Grand
Old Seniors.”

Jim Biggs 
with Elinor 

and their family
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As I have grown older, I think that I have grown to gain some wisdom, which
probably comes from nothing more than the lessons learned from all the mis-
takes I have made along the way. I recall what I wrote in the book about the
Dartmouth Class of  1962, “Men Our Age.” I said, “When I got out of  college 
I had all the answers. Then by the time I was 35 or so, I had figured out that 

I didn’t know the answers, but I knew what all the questions were. Now, many
years later, I am not even sure what the questions are, so I think I am making
progress.” Now, 25 years later, it is very clear to me that in this fast-changing
world our thinking and understanding are constantly being challenged. Life is,
indeed, a learning experience, and if  we stop learning, we stop living a full life.
And when we combine our life experience with the principles and values we were
exposed to since our early years, then we come to know the true essence of  life.

What will come in the future no one knows, but I am sure it will be full of  what
life is—moments of  joy, moments of  sadness, and much contentment. I plan to
live each day to the fullest, taking care to stay balanced; not to get too high on
the “highs” or too low on the “lows.” Life has given me many roles to fill during
all my years—son, grandson, brother, student, athlete, banker, leader, teacher,
coach, mentor, and steward. But most important roles of  my life have been as a
father, grandfather, and friend. My family and friends are my world—and what
a wonderful world it is! 

Earl G. Bill II 
Earl Gordon Bill II died in San Antonio, Texas, June 10,
2011. Earl, known to his classmates as “Gordie,” came to
Dartmouth from Deerfield Academy. His father (’20H)
had been Dean of  Freshmen, Director of  Admissions, and
the first Dean of  the Faculty at Dartmouth. He played
freshman football and lacrosse and was considered an out-
standing lacrosse prospect. He left Dartmouth during his
sophomore year and enlisted in the Air Force, where he
spent his career. Since the Air Force mandated that every-
one go by his first name, “Gordie” was forever after known
as Earl. While stationed in Texas in the ’70s, Earl introduced youth lacrosse to the
state. The program expanded into the local high schools, and within a decade

expanded dramatically throughout Texas, where it continues to thrive. Earl
became known as the “Father of  Lacrosse” in the State of  Texas and received
various awards for his service. His life was ultimately defined by his love for his
wife, Pat, of  almost 50 years, who preceded him in death in October 2010, his
country, which he proudly served for 24 years, and sports, especially lacrosse.

Clark H. Billings 
67 Wanton Shippee Road, East Greenwich, RI 02818, 
(401) 884-2325 

George B. Billings 
27 Hunter Farm Road, Peterborough, NH 03458, 
(603) 924-7239 

Occupation: Consumer Goods, Salesman 
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George M. Billings Jr. 
41 Wolfpit Avenue, #7A, Norwalk, CT 06851, 
(203) 846-0642 

Spouse: Thomas C. Enely 

Occupation: Consumer Goods, Independent Nikken 
Distributor, 8 Yew Street, Norwalk, CT 06850, 
(203) 846-0642 

William F. Bilodeau 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62.

David Edward Bishop
1221 Old Franconia Road, Bethlehem, NH 03574, 
davidlynnbishop@gmail.com, 
(603) 444-2914, Cell (603) 616-3152

High School: Lower Merion High School
Major: Zoology
Fraternity: KKK
Unique Hanover Memory: Professor Francis Sears of the
text, “Sears and Zemansky,” fame could mesmerize and
enthrall an entire lecture room with his demonstrations.
What a privilege it was to be there. 
Graduate Study: MD, Jefferson Medical College, 1966

Spouse: Lynn Macdonald Bishop
Spouse Education: Colby Sawyer College
Spouse Career: Medical Office Manager
Children: Heidi Bishop Miller; Noel Evan Bishop; Kate Bishop Calhoun; Lindsey

Bishop Anderson
Where You Grew Up: Eastern Pennsylvania
Resided In: Philadelphia; Hanover, N.H.; Bethlehem, N.H.
Employers: Dartmouth Hitchcock, Self Employed, Lisbon School District
Awards and Milestones: New Hampshire Family Physician of the Year, 2000; “A True
Teacher” award, 2007; Multiple decorations, United States Army, Vietnam, 1967-68
Working or Retired: Lisbon Regional School, Lisbon, N.H., middle and high school
English and History, retired in 2011
Military: Battalion Surgeon, 1/14 US Infantry, Fourth Division, Vietnam; Army
Hospital, USMA, West Point, N.Y.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Perinatal Medicine: Practical Diagnosis and
Management, Addison Wesley Publishing, 1982; Established The Bishop’s Garden, a
design and installation company for large perennial landscapes; 21 years on school
boards, including nine as chair
Hobbies: Hiking the White Mountains; gardening; old age marathon running; squash
Travel: Hilton Head Island retreat

How well prepared: Dartmouth provided me with a sense of  confidence that
I could measure up and compete with the rest of  the world.

Historical witness: I left Mary Hitchcock for Vietnam in 1967 with a sense
that it was the wrong war from a pragmatic view. Serving with an infantry bat-
talion solidified my moral as well as pragmatic opposition both to the war and
the gross inequities of  the draft system. My opposition while still serving led to
conflict, from which only my record of  service in Vietnam managed to extricate
me. For several more years thereafter, my driving force remained ending the
war. Unfortunately, from my point of  view, Santayana’s quote on repeating his-
tory speaks volumes about Iraq today. 

Present Activities, Plans: I am just finishing six years in my second career,
public education. With 20-plus years on the other side of  the table (school
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board), I decided to try it in the trenches. To be involved, there are certainly
many rewards, but you have to be prepared for mud in your eye, also.

As I approach a second retirement and a 50th college reunion, I occasionally
reflect on how I measure my success, both past and present. Frequently for

me it comes down to several simple words—“useful,” “productive,” “contribu-
tor.” This is not to imply that I use any grand measuring scale of  earth-shaking

accomplishments but rather a much more mundane level of  judgment. The
scope of  my world after military service remained local and limited. By meas-
ures of  affluence, titles, or grand events, my life has been somewhat prosaic.

The good news for me is that I do not need those measures of  success. Rather 
I have evaluated success by family, by community involvement and, I hope, by
recognizing and supporting the needs of  our area. With 36 years of  marriage
and four highly successful children and ten and counting grandchildren, there is
a sense of  some accomplishment. I would also like to think that in community
medicine and currently in education, I was and still am useful or I am a contrib-
utor. I dislike the word “contentment,” because it can imply self-satisfied, com-
placent, a loss of  ambition, yet I could still say that 50 years after a Dartmouth
graduation, I am content.

Warren J. Blackstone 
Warren J. Blackstone died October 31, 2011, after a long
siege with Alzheimer’s disease. In his long career as a
teacher of  theater and history, he was active in promoting
theatrical activity and Dartmouth College.

Warren came to Dartmouth from Brookline High School in
Massachusetts. He graduated some years after our class,
with a major in philosophy and two years as president of
the Dartmouth Players. He earned an M.A. in Middle
Eastern Languages from Brandeis University and began
his teaching career at Eisenhower College in Seneca Falls,
New York, teaching history and founding the Seneca Falls Summer Theater. The
Eisenhower College 1981 yearbook was dedicated to him. 

Warren moved to Fort Worth in the 1980s and earned master’s and doctoral
degrees in education at the University of  North Texas. For the next 25 years, he
taught speech and drama at Trinity Valley School, and (as in Seneca Falls) pro-
moted and acted in local theater companies. At Trinity Valley he converted an
empty music room into a full scale theater. 

In 1986, Warren helped to found the Dartmouth Club of  Fort Worth, and was
active in recruiting local students for Dartmouth. Jack Stempel ’57 recalled the
theatrical flourish in Warren’s delivery of  “It is a small college, but there are
those of  us who love it.” (Another friend said that “Only Warren could make
the Code of  Hammurabi interesting.”)

Warren was a very observant member of  Congregation Ahavath Sholom in Fort
Worth. 

Warren’s friends remember him fondly:

Steve Geller: “My memory of  Warren was as an active Player, and an active
actor and thinker about theater. As I recall, he loved plays about something, and
musicals with a bite. He was a creative ‘worrier,’ which is a good thing. He was
also a mensch, which is a great thing. ... He had a strong critical sense, and a
desire to make things that would be good, and hopefully would last. ... More
than that, I believe, one cannot ask of  anyone.”

Judy Stempel, wife of  Jack Stempel ’57, writes from Fort Worth: “When we first
knew Warren, he was teaching at Trinity Valley School (a very fine private school
in Fort Worth). He had established a small theatre there, and we went to several
plays—all done so superbly that it was amazing that the actors/technicians were
high school students. Two I specifically remember were The Fantasticks and All
My Children. ... After he left Trinity Valley School, he taught in a variety of
other settings and continued to act locally. We saw him in several productions,
including one in which he played the psychiatrist in Harvey. ... We saw Warren
socially on various occasions, including a New Year’s Eve gathering with fondue
we had at our house for several years. In fact, we kept having it because Warren
kept asking us to do it! When I was working in Sacramento over two New
Year’s Eves, Warren was so disappointed that we sent him a box of  hats, horns
and confetti so he could celebrate without us. We told him it was New Year’s
Eve in a Box! ... In Fort Worth, the Dartmouth Club was Warren’s family.”

At the time of  the 25th reunion, Warren reported: “... while driving back from
a meeting of  the Dartmouth Alumni Club of  Dallas, where I’d gone to see and
hear old friend Cary Clark, I hit on the idea of  starting up a Dartmouth Club
of  Fort Worth. We meet one Saturday a month for lunch and lively conversa-
tion—again reminiscent of  more of  my fondest Dartmouth memories.”
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James Newel Blair Jim
43 Krom Rd., Stone Ridge, NY 12484,
jamesnblair@gmail.com, 
(845) 687-7196, Cell (917) 647-3370

High School: Groveton High School, Fairfax County, Virginia
Major: Mathematics
Favorite Activity: NROTC
Fraternity: Phi Kappa Psi
Unique Hanover Memory: In our senior year, I lived in the
top floor of North Fayerweather, the largest dormitory suite
on campus, with Buck Cass, Nick King, Manuel Buchwald,
John Dickey (‘63), and Mark Grady (‘61). We shared two bed-
rooms, two bathrooms, a large living room, and our own hall. Two of us were
among the six cross-country skiers in Hanover not on the ski team. XC skiing then
required a lot of messy waxes and blow torches to melt them on or off. Unlike the
team, our gear room was the hallway, and with no one else on the hall, we took
maximum liberties with it, leaving more than a few spills of pine tar and other nox-
ious substances on the floor. Well into the winter term, we received a succinct
summons to report to the director of student housing to address the totally unsat-
isfactory circumstances on the fourth floor. Our group of six made its way to the
director’s office, which turned out to be so small there was no room to close the
door after we were all inside surrounding the director’s desk. It was, perhaps, the
appearance of our massed ranks that deescalated our situation from defending
intolerable mess to accepting gracefully a polite request that we try to spill less
pine tar in future. 
Graduate Study: JD, Harvard Law School, 1970

Spouse: Wendy Ann Miller
Spouse Education: Diploma in Home Science, Otago University (Dunedin, New
Zealand)
Spouse Career: Property manager for New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
New York City
Children: Hilary Ann Blair, born 6/5/1981. Also my first wife’s daughter, Alexandra
Sielaff, born 5/17/1964, with whom I have a strong continuing relationship.
Where You Grew Up: Fairfax County, Virginia (just south of Alexandria)
Resided In: Small 1842 farm house in Stone Ridge, N.Y., about 100 miles north of
New York City in mid-Hudson Valley, purchased as weekend hangout in 1983, full
time since we sold our apartment on upper west side of Manhattan in 2009 after
35 years’ residence.
Employers: Self-employed as a partner or counsel to several law firms in New York
City since 1980, practicing commercial litigation
Working or Retired: Yes; between February 2009 and March 2011, I gradually
reduced days in office from five days a week to zero days per week. No doubt
aided in this objective by the 2.75-hour door-to-door commute after we sold our
Manhattan apartment.
Military: After NROTC, spent five years in the USN submarine force, on a diesel-
electric submarine in the Pacific and a nuclear-powered Polaris submarine in the
Atlantic. The latter had two crews, alternating between patrols in the Mediterranean
from a base in Scotland and substantial downtime in New London, Conn. Left as a
Lieutenant for law school in 1967.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I have been active in the Episcopal Church
since 1986, both in my parish in Stone Ridge (Church of Christ the King) and in the
larger Diocese of New York of which it is a part. For nearly 20 years, I was the leader
of the fundraising efforts at my parish, in which capacity I found the contrasts with
Dartmouth’s fundraising to be considerably greater than I had expected.
Hobbies: Choral singing, instrumental music (flute), XC skiing, bicycling, all forms
of camping, maintaining and improving our antique house.
Travel: Focused mostly on New Zealand, where my wife grew up. 
Community Activities: I became involved in local property tax reform efforts in
New York State in 2004, which led to my election in May 2011 as trustee of the
Rondout Valley Central School District. I am also a member of the Ulster County
Community Band.
Alumni Activities: None beyond reunions and making telephone calls for the
Alumni Fund.

Historical witness: I offer a non-memory. Everyone of  our generation seems
to know exactly where they were and what they were doing when they learned
of  the assassination of  President Kennedy, and the world stopped for a while.
My ship was preparing for the main event of  its six-month deployment to the
western Pacific, a submerged reconnaissance of  the Soviet Pacific coast. The
entire ship was so focused on final preparations and departure for this operation
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that the death of  the President barely emerged from the background noise and
was not really appreciated until several days after we had departed.

Present Activities, Plans: Church, local school board

Impact on Society: As I recall, the “impact on society” criterion was adopted
several decades ago as an antidote to criticism for the appearance of  affirmative
action on the basis of  gender, something that was not of  concern when the
Class of  1962 was being selected. If  forced to identify any impact by me on
society, I would point to my active participation over the last 20 years as a mem-
ber of  groups focused on improvement of  the civil practice statutes in New
York, including the official advisory committee on civil practice and several

committees of  the New York State Bar Association. These groups have made
steady if  incremental progress in obtaining legislation to make the civil justice
system operate more fairly and efficiently. 

After graduation, I went on to the second half  of  my grand bargain with 
NROTC; it having paid for most of  the cost of  my education at Dartmouth,

I paid it back with five years in the Navy. Being favorably impressed by the high
esprit and absence of  nonessential rules in the submarine force while on midship-
man cruises, I applied for the submarine force. I spent 18 months on a diesel-elec-
tric submarine in the Pacific, went to Admiral Rickover’s nuclear powered
university for a year, and spent another two years on a Polaris missile submarine. 

Facing four years in the Navy after graduation, I didn’t give great thought to a
career but took the LSAT test as a precaution, and no doubt influenced by having
lawyers for my father and grandfather. My approach to the LSAT was so stress-free
that I got a pretty good score, good enough to get me into Harvard when the time
came, after a fifth year tacked on for going to nuclear power school. Coinciding
opportunities for my then wife and me in New York led to employment in
Manhattan in commercial litigation, which I continued with in private practice
until my retirement in 2011. The marriage didn’t survive more than a year in New
York, but this permitted me to take maximum advantage of  my subsequent intro-
duction to Wendy Miller in 1974. A native of  the South Island of  New Zealand,
she was in New York working with the N.Z. mission to the UN. Thus began a life-
long fascination with her and all matters New Zealand. We were married in 1978
and have one child, Hilary, a court analyst with the New York State court system.

Travel to New Zealand (10 times at last count) and association with Kiwis in NYC
as well as N.Z. has given me considerable exposure to the way that at least one
other industrialized Western democracy has approached the intractable problems
of  society in the post-industrial era, such as medical care, education, and tort
compensation, to name a few. (Many of  our classmates have had much deeper
immersion in other countries and cultures, of  course.) In many arenas, the Kiwis
have come up with solutions that are cheaper, more efficient, and fairer than ours.
For instance, no one goes into bankrucptcy from a medical crisis in N.Z., which
in the U.S. is the precipitating cause of  a very substantial percentage of  personal
bankruptcies. I am coming to the conclusion that “American Exceptionalism,”
whatever its virtues might have been, has become our nation’s biggest problem.
Politicians obtain and keep high office with campaigns that ring of  jingoism and
reject any solutions to our problems that might be tainted as foreign in origin,
such as social benefits to keep children out of  poverty and medical care delivery
systems that deliver better results at way less cost. Education is the way out of
this dead end, but so far that isn’t making a lot of  progress against the world-
view of  the Rupert Murdochs of  the world.

William S. Blake 
3791 Van Dyke Avenue, White Bear Lake, MN 55110, 
(651) 429-2074 

Occupation: Finance/Financial Services 
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William A. Blees 
An automobile accident claimed the life of  William Albert
Blees II on May 23, 1963, in Culpeper, Va. Bill prepared
for Dartmouth at the Taft School in Watertown, Conn.
Before the completion of  his freshman year he decided, as
many others have done, to complete his service obliga-
tions while using the time to re-evaluate his educational
goals. He served two years with the Armored Tank Corps
of  the Army in Germany. Returning to civilian life, Bill
enrolled at Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas.
He had just completed his sophomore year at the time of
the accident. 

John C. Blew 
1320 North State Parkway, Apt. 8A, Chicago, IL 60610,
(312) 335-1066 

Spouse: Joan Blew 

Occupation: Law, Of Counsel, K & L Gates, 
70 West Madison St., Suite 3100, Chicago, IL 60602, 
(312) 807-4317 

Michael D. Bliss 
13 Barberry Road, Lexington, MA 02421, 
mbliss@rcn.com, (616) 945-5085 

Spouse: Susan Harvey Bliss 

Occupation: Law, Attorney, Connors & Bliss P.C., 
101 Arch Street, 9th Floor, Boston, MA 02110, 
(617) 375-9080 

Charles A. Bonnes Charlie 
265 Bussey Hollow Road, Andes, NY 13731,
cbonnes@nyc.rr.com

High School: Mahopac High School
Major: International Relations
Unique Hanover Memory: Walking across the Green about
three in the morning on an extremely cold, clear night. There
was nothing particularly significant about the occasion. 
I usually studied late at night and often crossed the Green
returning to my room. The cold, the silence, and the bright-
ness of the sky left an impression that still returns to me
fairly frequently.

Spouse: Cynthia Rich Bonnes
Children: Jocelyn Bonnes Bowne; Andrew Rich Bonnes

Impact on Society: Haven’t made things materially worse.

One thing I would like to achieve in the balance of  my life is freedom from
the burden of  trying to assess my life on the basis of  the criteria implicit in

many of  these questions.

Shirley Edward Boselly III Ed
3802 Kinsale Lane SE, Olympia, WA 98501, ed@boselly.com, 
(360) 438-2954, Cell (360) 951-4190

High School: Franklin High School, Seattle
Major: Pre-med
Favorite Activity: Glee Club
Fraternity: Phi Delta Theta/Alpha
Unique Hanover Memory: Too many to count, but the
spring 1960 Glee Club Tour was among the top
Graduate Study: MS, 1968, University of Utah

Spouse: Janet
Spouse Career: Commercial insurance
Children: Jason, Jennifer, Jennifer, Jeffrey, Julie, and Jeremy (blended family)
Where You Grew Up: Seattle, Wash.
Resided In: 23 years in the military, then Mountlake Terrace, Wash., 1985-1994;
St. Louis, Mo., area, 1964-2002; Olympia, Wash., 2002-present
Employers: USAF, then Matrix Management Group, Seattle; Surface Systems Inc.,
St. Louis; then own consulting firm, Weather Solutions Group, to present
Awards and Milestones: Number of medals in the USAF; elected to Sigma Xi
Research Honorary, Chi Epsilon Pi Meteorology Honorary; Elected Fellow of the
American Meteorological Society
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Working or Retired: Working part time with self-owned consulting firm
Military: USAF OTS, Lackland AFB; Univ of Washington, BS, Atmosperhic Sciences;
McChord AFB, Wash.; An Khe, Vietnam; University of Utah, MS, Meteorology;
Chanute AFB, Ill.; Biloxi AFB; Ft. Collins, Colo., PhD program at CSU; Scott AFB, Ill.;
RAF Lakenheath, US; Scott AFB, Ill.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Too many publications to list, but AASH-
TO “Guide for Snow and Ice Control” and National Academies’ “Observing Weather
and Climate from the Ground Up, A Nationwide Network of Networks” are a couple
Hobbies: Starbucks each morning with friends; golf, travel
Travel: Belong to WorldMark by Wyndham and travel at least twice a year to time-
shares. Headed for Texas in April 2011. 
Alumni Activities: Have interviewed potential students

How well prepared: I didn’t finish second year, but I learned a liberal arts
education was not my interest.

Historical witness: Vietnam was very interesting. I served as the Staff
Weather Officer (AF 1st Lt) to the 1st Cavalry Division (AirMobile) working for
an Army two-star. 

Ionly attended Dartmouth College from 1958-1960. However, the short time I
was there was interesting and, for the most part, fun. I thoroughly enjoyed my

fraternity, Phi Delta Theta/Alpha, and the Glee Club. I found, however, that
the liberal arts approach didn’t work well with my scientific leanings. I ended up

leaving Dartmouth and eventually enrolling in the University of  Washington,
where I received a BS Degree in Chemistry (54 hours in two years!). I still keep
in touch with Dartmouth people thanks to the email traffic, and I plan to attend
a fraternity reunion in the fall of  2011. I have been back to Hanover, and I find
it much different now from what it was like in the late ’50s, but still lovely.

Thomas F. Boudreau Jr. 
Thomas F. Boudreau Jr. of  Dunedin, Florida, died of  a
heart attack while playing tennis on August 4, 1991. Tom
entered Dartmouth from Keith Academy, Lowell, Mass.
While at Dartmouth he was a member of  Phi Delta
Alpha and played football. He was a math major. He
married the former Jacqueline Bourgeois upon gradua-
tion, and they were divorced in 1972. In 1974 he married
the former Nan Sheehy. He lived in Winchester, Mass.,
before moving to Dunedin, Fla., 13 years ago.

Tom was managing principal of  William M. Mercer Inc.
of  Tampa, having joined the Boston office of  Mercer Inc. in 1964. His career
spanned 25 years, including a variety of  consulting and management positions
in Boston and Baltimore. He started Mercer’s Florida operations in 1978, and,
under his direction, the Tampa office developed into Florida’s largest human
resources consulting firm. While in Massachusetts, he served as Chairman of
the board of  Catholic Charities of  Boston. In Florida he was a member of  the
Florida Chamber of  Commerce and chaired its health benefits committee. He
was also a member of  the Westshore Alliance. He is survived by his wife of  17
years, Nan, and his five children; Laura, Thomas III, Eleina, Lisa, and Grace.

Richard P. Bourgerie 
129 E 69th Street, #10-C, New York, NY 10021, 
r.bourgerie@gmail.com, 
(212) 734-6484 

Spouse: Michele Bourgerie 

Occupation: Law, Of Counsel, Emmet, Marvin and Martin
L.L.P., 120 Broadway, 32nd Floor, New York, NY 10271,
(212) 238-3027 
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Dana C. Bradford III Woody
6238 Glewood Road, Omaha, NE 68132, 
wbradford@bradfordcoenen.com, 
(402) 553-9999, Cell (402) 681-2574

High School: Omaha Benson High School
Major: Religion
Favorite Activity: Dartmouth Rugby Club
Fraternity: Beta
Unique Hanover Memory: A reading of his poems by
Robert Frost at Webster Hall
Graduate Study: LLB, The University of California at Berkeley
(Boalt Hall)

Spouse: Patricia M. Bradford
Spouse Education: University of Nebraska at Omaha
Spouse Career: Wife, mother, and restaurant manager
Children: Dana, Shane, Duke, Jonathan
Where You Grew Up: Omaha, Nebraska
Resided In: Oakland, Cal., 1963-1966; Omaha, 1967-present
Employers: Monsky, Grodinsky, Good & Cohen; Bradford & Coenen
Awards and Milestones: President of the Nebraska Bar Association; President of
the Urban League of Nebraska; Chancellor of the Episcopal Diocese of Nebraska
Working or Retired: I am currently working full time in the private practice of law
as a trial lawyer.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I am involved in the Tri-Faith Initiative,
which is in the process of building a campus in Omaha that will contain a Jewish
temple, a mosque, Episcopal church, and a Tri-Faith Center.
Hobbies: I coached Little League Baseball for many years, fished some, played lousy
golf; right now no hobbies and no leisure, but the work is great.
Travel: I travel during the fall football season on a schedule provided by the Univer-
sity of Nebraska Cornhuskers.
Community Activities: Besides the Tri-Faith Initiative (see above), I am involved in
raising money to keep several non-profits going and working to provide legal serv-
ices to those need them but feel they cannot afford them.

How well prepared: In the spring of  1962, the seniors in the Beta House
invited John Sloan Dickey to dinner. Afterwards he was asked, “Mr. Dickey,
what do you hope we have learned during our four years at Dartmouth?” and
he said, “I hope you will have learned how to preserve your idealism.” He was
right, and it did. I pray it still does.

Historical witness: I spent three years in Berkeley, California, in law school
during the “Free Speech Movement.” The events that were part of  that experi-
ence, from Oakland Police marching 16 abreast down Telegraph Ave. to remove

the students from Sproul Hall; the Hells Angels stopping a peace march in
Oakland; watching those same Hells Angels and the Black Panthers making sure
there was protection for those working at the Alameda County Hospital on
Saturday nights; Joan Baez singing folk songs in front of  the bookstore on Friday
afternoons, and Martin Luther King preaching at Grace Cathedral three days
after he was released from jail in Selma, Alabama—all shaped life in the years
to come.

Present Activities, Plans: I plan to continue practicing law until someone
close to me taps me on the shoulder and tells me it is time to hang it up. I want
to keep working with the Tri-Faith Initiative and the Episcopal Church, but most
of  all, I want to keep in contact with friends, new and old, and family.

Impact on Society: I am not sure, I hope I have been able to preserve my
idealism to the end that I have presented a positive attitude to those people that
I have been blessed to know.

Manners: I was taught manners by my father. He was born at the beginning
of  the last century, went to military school and prep school, and skipped

college to go to work. He made sure that I understood I was to stand up for
every woman or adult as they entered the room, even my little sisters. I was to
call no adult by their first name; they were either Miss, Mrs., or Mr. I was to be
seen and not heard. I was not to discuss religion or politics. I was not to talk
about people behind their backs. When I shook hands, I should look the person
in the eye and tell him or her how happy I was to meet them. I was to treat
other people the way I wanted to be treated—and so on. 
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Now I would be fibbing (using my mother’s word) if  I said that I was able to
successfully practice all that I was taught. However, as the years have passed by,
I have been extremely aware of  how poorly we treat each other, particularly in
the public forum. I have wondered what our world would be like if  we simply
taught young boys to stand up every time a woman or adult entered a room and
what that gesture would have meant to their perception of  both in later life. I
wonder what it would have meant if  they were generally taught to honor their
father and mother. 

I have watched the political debates turn into dog fights. I have watched the
coverage of  political events turn into shouting matches, with imbecilic questions
and profane rhetoric. Even the producers of  sporting activities require animation
of  those covering events to approach hysteria in order to hold their jobs. In the

din of  this climate, we have lost our manners—more accurately, we have thrown
them away, and we need to find the road back to them. 

An impossible trip? No. We need to begin by telling our own stories to our chil-
dren, our grandchildren, and, yes, even to our great grandchildren. 

In telling these stories, I hope we will sprinkle them with times that people treat-
ed each other with respect, despite their differences; with times when strangers
were helped with random acts of  kindness; with times when folks talked to one
another with love and affection; with times when hospitality was the rule, not
the exception. 

The ancient philosophers and present-day inspirational writers and speakers
recognized in human nature what Immanuel Kant called a categorical impera-
tive to do good. If  that be true, then the practice of  good manners may be a
good way to start to quiet the roar of  disrespect and, yes, even hatred. 

Richard S. Bragaw Dick
3093 Epstein Circle, Mundelein, IL 60060, 
rbragaw@bragawpr.com, 
Home and Cell (847) 997-3876

High School: Birmingham (Michigan) High School
Major: English Honors
Favorite Activity: The Dartmouth
Fraternity: Delta Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Editor’s prerogative, permit me
two: One, I’ll never forget the experience of working as
Night Editor of the Daily D, especially “putting the paper to
bed” with linotyper Sid Varney and engraver Ira Holmes.
These Dartmouth Printing Company guys were real originals—Varney earthy, pro-
fane, and full of it, Holmes a very quiet craftsman who did exactly what you told
him to do, even if he knew it was wrong. Once, in the early morning hours, I was
stuck with a hole in the paper where we were supposed to have picture of the music
critic, but we didn’t have that “cut.” We did have one of Nikita Khrushchev, and
instead of leaving a blank, I decided to substitute it. Don’t know how I ever went
on to become President of the D after that stupid faux pas. 
Two, English honors majors received keys to an exclusive little study library, up a
back staircase in Sanborn House. One Sunday morning, I was on my way up there
to study. The minute my key hit the lock I heard a frantic cry from above, “Stop,
don’t come up here now.” I recognized the voice and complied, of course. Later, 
I learned that I’d have caught my fellow English scholar and his weekend date “in
flagrante delicto” on the floor of the Honors library.
Graduate Study:MA, English Language and Literature, University of Minnesota, 1964
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Richard Bragaw: 
This was taken at

the 2007 wedding of
my middle son,

Kevin, shown with
his bride, Marina.
My wife, Lenore, 
is on the right. 

In the rear are eldest
son Rich and

youngest son Daniel, 
Kevin's twin. 



Spouse: Lenore Gonzales Bragaw
Spouse Education: Law degree, Loyola University, Chicago; BA, English, Northeastern
Illinois University, Chicago
Spouse Career: Public interest/family law attorney 
Children: Richard E., July 9, 1973; Kevin P. and Daniel B. (identical twins), August
9, 1975
Where You Grew Up: Detroit area, Birmingham, Michigan
Resided In: Minneapolis, 1962-64; San Francisco, 1964; Detroit, 1964-68; New
York City, 1969; Los Angeles, 1970; Dayton, Ohio, 1971; Columbus, Ohio, 1971-
74; Evanston, Ill., 1974-76; Annandale, Va., 1977-78; Arlington Heights, Ill., 1978-
2010; Mundelein, Ill., 2010-present
Employers: University of Minnesota, 1962-64; Thornhill Publishing, 1964; Detroit
Free Press, 1964-67; Chrysler Corporation, 1967-70; Dayton Daily News, 1970-74;
John Glenn for U.S. Senate, 1974; Super Market Institute and its successor organi-
zation, Food Marketing Institute, 1974-78; Cereal Institute, 1978-81; Bragaw Public
Relations Services, 1981-present
Awards and Milestones: Shared Pulitzer Prize given staff of The Detroit Free Press
for coverage of Detroit riots, 1967; Associated Press Award for investigative cover-
age of strip coal mining in Ohio, 1971; award from the Outdoor Writers of Ohio
for the same work; Publicity Club of Chicago silver trumpet award for Rolling
Meadows (Ill.) city newsletter, 2001
Retired? President, Bragaw Public Relations Services, but moving toward semi-
retirement
Military: None, except as a war correspondent with The Detroit Free Press on the
streets of Detroit, July, 1967

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Have ghost-written several books for
clients, not yet gotten mine written. Married a woman eight years younger than I
who has become my best friend. Fathered three sons, who have come out remark-
ably well, taking after their mother. 
Hobbies: Regular exerciser; enjoy golf. Avid reader, book club member, amateur
photographer. Enjoy movies and music.
Travel: Have traveled widely in the U.S., visiting nearly every state. Spent Dartmouth
junior year summer as an exchange student working in a bank in Ancona, Italy. Have
frequently visited my brother, who lives in Hawaii. Visited the Bahamas, Caribbean,
Dominican Republic (Punta Cana). Two tours of Spain, one of Italy. Visited London
and The Hague, Netherlands, on business (weekend in Amsterdam). Visited Mexico

several times, different locations. Last year took cruise from Acapulco to Ft. Laud-
erdale, through the Panama Canal, stopping at Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,
Jamaica. Hope to do much more leisure traveling in the years ahead.
Community Activities: 16-year member and past president, Mt. Prospect Sunrise
Rotary Club. Attended Rotary International convention in Barcelona, Spain, 2002.
Member, Public Relations Society of America, Publicity Club of Chicago. Active mem-
ber of the Church of the Good Shepherd, Burke, Va., 1977-78; St. Hilary’s Episcopal
Church, Prospect Heights, Ill., 1979-1994, and Trinity United Methodist Church, 
Mt. Prospect, Ill., 1994-present. Member of the Arlington Heights (Ill.) Centennial
Commission and Special Events Commission; served on the Board of the High School
District 214 Community Education Foundation
Alumni Activities: Longtime member of the Dartmouth Club of Chicago. I have
served as Alumni interviewer in Detroit, Washington, D.C., and Chicago. Have
interviewed and reported on hundreds of Dartmouth applicants.

How well prepared: In most ways, I believe the College prepared me very
well, in some ways perhaps too well. I didn’t find graduate study in English as
exciting as I’d hoped, though it was surely challenging. I missed the cohesiveness
of  the Dartmouth community during my first few years away from campus.
The all-male college experience had advantages, but I’m not sure it was the best
preparation for the personal, professional, and business relationships developed
during the first few years after graduation. 

Historical witness: I covered a community meeting as a young reporter for
The Detroit Free Press, early in the days of  the Great Society. It was clear from the
way people reacted that they did not trust Washington to have any idea how to
eliminate poverty. People in the community saw promises that would not be kept.
Instead of  inspiring hope, these programs often brought suspicion, resentment,
and disappointment. They were among the seeds of  the riots that broke out
later on the streets of  Detroit. Covering that week-long episode of  violence is a
searing memory: Riding streets I knew as a child in an armored personnel car-
rier, watching troops fire 50-caliber machine guns with tracer bullets at a build-
ing across the street when they thought they saw somebody move, seeing the
look of  utter despair and disappointment on the face of  the city’s young mayor,
Jerome Cavanagh, as he climbed to an observation tower at police headquarters at
dawn to see flames and devastation stretching from the west side to the east side.

Later, then as the state capitol bureau chief  for The Dayton Daily News, I covered
the 1972 Democratic National Convention in Miami Beach, taking a seat in the
press gallery right behind the glamorous Joan Kennedy. Democrats were excited
about their nominee, George McGovern, though my editor, a longtime supporter
of  Democratic politicians, was deciding that he would have to endorse Richard
Nixon, hard as that would be for him. Ohio Democrats were divided, as were
their counterparts in most areas of  the country. I eavesdropped on a poignant
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interchange between the president of  the state AFL-CIO, a battle-scarred veteran
of  many political wars who wanted to see Hubert Humphrey run again, and the
state’s confused political establishment, who weren’t sure how they were going
to sell McGovern.

A couple of  years later, I took a more active role in politics as press secretary
and research director for John Glenn, who defeated an appointed incumbent
senator, Howard Metzenbaum, in the Democratic primary and went on to win
the general election by the largest electoral majority in the state’s history. That
may sound like a given for a national hero who is the first American to orbit the
Earth, but Glenn had lost a primary to Metzenbaum four years earlier and had
abandoned a run for the Senate six years earlier after suffering an injury in a
freakish bathroom fall. 

Present Activities, Plans: Now semi-retired, I plan to stay active, exercise,
write, travel, worship, enjoy my family (three sons but only one grandchild so
far), and make the most of  life.

Impact on Society: As I thought about the reunion book questionnaire, this
question haunted me. So many times, my fellow interviewers and I had told

Dartmouth applicants the admissions office looks for candidates who will make a
significant impact on society. Have we met this standard? Is this what the admis-
sions office had in mind when they selected us? As I think about our class, I
believe most of  us have made a significant impact on society. You don’t have to
be highly visible and successful, like Paul Tsongas, Steve Roth, or Hugh Johnson
to have an impact on society, though I’m sure they all have. You don’t have to
move public opinion, the way someone like Tom Grey has, with his anti-gambling
advocacy. You don’t have to be included in lists of  a city’s best lawyers, as Mike
Coffield was, or become a distinguished neurologist who has written several
books about headaches, as Alan Rapoport has. You don’t have to have a patent
assigned to your name, or be credited with a major scientific discovery. Surely,
you don’t have to be wealthy. Most of  our classmates have had a significant
impact on society, even though they may not think about it. Doesn’t an inspired
teacher like Bill Carpenter have a significant impact on society, even if  he didn’t
also write poetry and novels? How about a CPA who guides hundreds of  clients
through the labyrinth of  America’s tax laws, or an entrepreneur who puts peo-
ple to work? They’ve all had a significant impact on society. When we think of
ourselves, though, we may not be ready to answer this question.
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I hope I’ve had a significant impact on society, but I’m not sure. As a reporter, I
was a member of  a newspaper reporting staff  awarded the Pulitzer Prize for its
coverage of  the riots in Detroit. I received awards for investigative reporting
that led to strengthening of  laws regulating strip coal mining in Ohio. As a pub-
lic relations counselor, I’ve helped elect a U.S. Senator and guided the grocery
industry’s introduction of  technology to automate the checkout. I’ve helped many
different organizations tell the world what they’re all about. I’ve held important
leadership positions in my church and community. I hope the liberating power
of  a Dartmouth education wasn’t wasted on me, but I’m not sure.

Why has Dartmouth been such a seminal experience in my life? I found part
of  the answer to that question while listening to one of  the 2011 valedic-

tory speakers. She spoke of  community. It reminded me of  the strong sense of
belonging that I came to feel during our four years in Hanover. We all also had
communities within the larger Dartmouth community. For me, it was The Daily
D, Delta Upsilon, the English Honors group, Sanborn House. I’m not sure I’ve
felt a stronger sense of  belonging to community since leaving Hanover.

I left ready to become a scholar, fresh from what I thought had been an intellec-
tual awakening. My experience in the English Department at the University of
Minnesota, where I had a teaching assistantship, was good but also an awaken-
ing. I found myself  grading the papers of  many undergraduates who had come
to the university only because their families insisted on it. I saw a future I hadn’t

seen at Dartmouth. Would I be wasting a career on students who had no desire
to learn? In retrospect, I’m sure teaching might have provided a great career,
but back then I was confused and not quite sure.

Parenthetically, let me add that my experience in graduate school included a
wonderful continuation of  the Dartmouth fellowship, as a classmate I’d hardly
known in Hanover, Bill Carpenter, became a lifelong friend. He taught me more
than I had learned from most of  my professors at Dartmouth, while we often
reminisced about teachers like Thomas Vance and discussed why WB Yeats or
TS Eliot, different as they are, might be the greater poet.

The Kennedy assassination was a motivating event. Suddenly, the idea of  a life in
scholarship seemed too cloistered. I longed to be more involved in the body politic,
and that led me back to the newspaper business with one of  the hometown

papers I’d delivered as a boy, The Detroit Free Press. I was just starting to feel truly
on a career track where I belonged in 1967, when a strike closed the newspaper.
What next? As John Lennon said, “Life is what happens while you are busy
making other plans.”

Some friends at Chrysler very kindly offered me a temporary job at a salary high-
er than the newspaper had been paying me, while I waited out the strike. The
strike ended up dragging on for nine months, and before it ended, I decided to
turn my Chrysler affiliation into a position on the public relations staff. I han-
dled publicity for the corporation’s auto racing effort, including spending the
month of  May in Indianapolis for the 500 and traveling the NASCAR circuit.

These were days when I remember traveling very extensively and often having
to take several minutes upon awakening in the morning, blinking at the details
of  a hotel room, before recalling where I was. Things began happening fast at
Chrysler, as the auto industry went through its characteristic ups and downs. I was
sent to New York City as news bureau manager for Chrysler-Plymouth, where I
had an office on the 54th floor of  what was then the Pan Am building. Going to
New York brought me together with my good friend and fraternity brother, Alan
Rapoport, who was just finishing residency at Mt. Sinai. Next thing I knew,
Chrysler moved me from New York to Los Angeles as manager of  the western
news bureau, from the Pan Am building to the Sunset Strip, 9000 Sunset Boule-
vard. Among the classmates I remember seeing in Los Angeles were Al Weeks
and Eric Mathies.

Longing for the newspaper journalist’s independence led me to The Dayton Daily
News, and while serving as its state capitol bureau chief  in Columbus, I met a
beguiling young lady from Alamosa, Colorado, Lenore Gonzales, who was attend-
ing Ohio State and working for former astronaut John Glenn. It was time to
stop traveling and settle down. We married in 1972, had our first child, Richard
E., 14 months later, and then joined her former boss in his successful campaign
for the U.S. Senate. With marriage and fatherhood came responsibilities that led
me to accept a position as Vice President of  the Super Market Institute in Chica-
go. After a merger, we moved to Washington, D.C., with the Food Marketing
Institute, then back to Chicago with Cereal Institute, and later into the world of
entrepreneurship with the founding of  Bragaw Public Relations Services in 1981.

After Richard, we were blessed with twin sons, Kevin and Daniel. After devot-
ing herself  to raising the boys for about 15 years, Lenore went back to school,
finished her college degree, and then went on to earn a law degree from Loyola
in Chicago. She’s now been an inspiration to me for 39 years. Kevin, his wife
Marina, and our grandson, Samuel, live near us in suburban Chicago. Daniel
and his wife Holly are living in Denver. Firstborn son Rich, still a bachelor, lives
in Chicago. When we can all get together, we have a great time.

I’m not sure I’ve felt a stronger sense 
of belonging to community since leaving Hanover.

Richard S. Bragaw
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I’m now semi retired, serving only a few PR clients as a sole practitioner, and
Lenore operates a solo law practice, also less than fulltime, specializing in fami-
ly law.

I’m looking forward to a Proustian experience at the 50th, gradually beginning
to remember faces changed by years of  stress and achievement, and celebrating
the Dartmouth fellowship.

Brian H. Bramson 
4419 Brookside Drive, Alexandria, VA 22312, 
bhbenter@aol.com, (703) 941-4484 

Occupation: Government Official 

George Winslow Brannen Zher, Ralph
1212 Batavia Avenue, Geneva, IL 60134, 
georgebrannen@sbcglobal.net, 
(630) 232-0055, Cell (630) 886-1108

High School: Elgin Academy
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Road Trips (still my favorite thing to do)
Fraternity: Phi Delt
Unique Hanover Memory: Throwing putty against dorm
room wall as hard as possible to see who could get it to
spread the most; food fight at Thayer Hall
Graduate Study: JD, Duke University, 1968

Spouse: Patricia
Spouse Education: BS, Biology/Math
Spouse Career: Model/teacher/remodeling/managing real estate 
Children: Two 
Where You Grew Up: Geneva, Illinois
Resided In: Aurora, Illinois (20 years); Geneva, Illinois (28 years)
Employers: Self
Awards and Milestones: Surviving to age 70
Retired? Semi-retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: One of my greatest achievements was to
have two different employees I mentored—and who moved on to become among
the top of their professions in business and in law—tell me they would never have
achieved their success without my teaching and mentoring. Interests: Flying; off-
road motorcycle riding; rafting/kayaking; scuba diving; snorkeling; boogey board-
ing; swimming.
Hobbies: Reading; planning trips; exploring anything
Travel: I love independent travel that focuses on mixing with local cultures at the
expense of a lot of monuments.
Community Activities: Treating everyone in the community in a kind and helpful
manner

Impact on Society: Nothing I’ve done has had a significant impact on society,
nor did I try to achieve this goal. I think Dartmouth recruiters should look for
people who will improve society, which I believe has been in decline throughout
my adult life.

As Lincoln said, “The world will little note nor long remember what we say 
here.” After some early medical setbacks and some time to reflect, I realized

that in my life the world would also soon forget “what (I) did here.” Thus, I
declined a job offer from a prestigious Chicago law firm and took a different path.

I decided that I could have the biggest positive impact on the world simply by
focusing on the people around me; by trying to be kind to everyone, nurse, mail-
man, maid, and stranger. 

I chose a small-town legal career, which has been extremely rewarding. I gave lots
of  free legal advice. I tried to win every case regardless of  the cost. I once tried
a traffic ticket case to a favorable jury verdict, where a policeman wrongfully
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issued a ticket to an innocent girl he hit with his police car. I ended up litigating
cases in seven counties and loved mentoring and interacting with the young
people around me. I never wanted to be anything great (other than a great
lawyer), to be head of  anything, or to be President. I never ran for any office or
sought any awards or distinctions, feeling a narrow focus would distract me
from engaging in so many other compelling aspects of  life.

To understand my life, you have to look for its center. There you will find my
wife. To quote a famous song, she’s “my kind of  wonderful,” she’s “my every-
thing.” We do everything together. We play, we study, we analyze, we debate, we

work, we explore, and we travel. Pat bought our first pair of  rollerblades, our
first folding bicycles, our first piece of  rafting equipment, and our first beach
paddle racquets. She thinks we should do everything she sees, and we do a lot.
We’re excited and energized and curious. We travel blue highways without
reservations or an itinerary. We love to hang out at cafes and coffee shops across
the United States and engage young and diverse people.

I believe that rather than trying to associate only with those who are like us, we
should engage with people who are different and try to understand their beliefs
and to bridge the gaps that separate groups of  all kinds. If  we would just listen

to others and make those around us feel better with simple kindness and under-
standing, we could significantly improve society.

Words to live by: Do what’s right regardless of  the personal cost, stand up for
others, have a sense of  humor, be thankful for your blessings.

Robert D. Brayton 
Robert D. Brayton died January 20, 2001. He was a mem-
ber of  Phi Kappa Psi as an undergraduate, and fraternity
brother Jim Blair remembers that he left Dartmouth after
our sophomore year. 

Dan Tompkins reports: “Beyond recalling him as a very
amiable person, I have one of  those vivid one-time mem-
ories of  Skeet that we likely all retain of  classmates we did
not know well. He and I did a bit with the Outing Club as
freshmen, and I recall one hike with a young sociologist
who later left Dartmouth, and whose later work I some-
times come across. Sitting beside a New Hampshire stream, we talked about the
College, and the sociologist—he’d come from Columbia—remarked that it was
10 degrees colder up there because there was no competition. 

“Later, Skeet and I stayed at one of  the DOC cabins. God, we were young. He
mentioned that he wrote poetry and recited one poem. What struck me was how
decently Skeet responded to my unperceptive and unenthusiastic comments. Not
everyone would have!

“I regret we’ve been unable to find out much more about Skeet.”

Andy Bartlett offers this recollection: “Skeet was from the LA area. We met on
the freshman hike and were very close friends that year. He loved to sing; our
favorite was Hang Down Your Head, Tom Dooley accompanied by many Buds. He
left sometime in the sophomore year. I also think he married his high school
sweetheart, Diane, who was a year or two behind us at Mount Holyoke. I tried
to contact him while in Los Angeles several years later but could not locate him.”
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Richard F. Breen Jr. Dick 
6329 Crenshaw Dr. N., Keizer, OR 97303, 
dbreen@willamette.edu, (503) 304-2130 

High School: Kennett High School, Conway, N.H.
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Ski team
Fraternity: Phi Kappa Psi, Casque & Gauntlet
Graduate Study: LLB, University of Maine School of Law,
1967; MLS, University of Oregon, 1973

Spouse: Lynn, 1998-
Spouse Education: Born and educated in England
Spouse Career: Retired
Children: Stephanie; Jonathan
Where You Grew Up: Jackson, N.H.
Employers: U.S. Army; University of Maine School of Law; Tesreau & Gardner Law
Firm, Lebanon, N.H.; Willamette University College of Law, Salem, Oregon
Awards and Milestones: Member of the 1964 Olympic Biathlon Training Squad
at West Yellowstone, Montana
Working or Retired: Currently working as Director of the Willamette College of
Law Library
Military: U.S. Army Alaska, Fort Richardson, Anchorage, Alaska, 1962-64

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Member of the Maine and N.H. Bars
Travel: Albania, ABA Central and East European Law Initiative (CEELI) Legal
Specialist, June 1995; England, June 2000 

Richard H. Briggs Richard 
P.O. Box 163235, Austin, TX 78716, 
richardhoppe@yahoo.com, (512) 745-0843 

Spouse: Mary A. Lowery 

William G. Brimmer 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Jeffrey K. Brinck 
15 West 81st Street, New York, NY 10024, 
j.brinck@snfoundation.org, (212) 486-7465 

Spouse: Nadezda J. Brinck 

Occupation: Law, CEO, Tiphys Fiduciary Enterprises LLC,
645 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022 
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Peter Hager Brink 
428 Hawk Pine Road, Norwich, VT 05055, 
peterhbrink@gmail.com, 
(802) 649-7029, Cell (802) 291-0135

High School: Birmingham High School, Michigan; Hinsdale
High School, Illinois
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Forensic Union, Wrestling
Fraternity: Beta Theta Pi; Casque & Gauntlet
Unique Hanover Memory: Starting debate as a novice and
gaining the confidence and skills to be a member of the
Dartmouth Debate Team. I’ll always appreciate the leadership
and training of Herb James, as well as the older Dartmouth team members. I chose
Dartmouth in part because of its sense of place; I still remember standing on the
Green during my high school trip from Michigan and thinking, this would be a spe-
cial place to be. The campus, Tuck Drive, and canoeing on the Connecticut River
provided rich counterpoints to the studies.
Graduate Study: JD, Harvard Law School, 1965

Spouse: Susan Gilman Brink
Spouse Education: DrPH, University of Texas School of Public Health, Houston;
MSHA, Health Administration, U of Colorado, Denver; BA, Biology, Gettysburg Col-
lege, Gettysburg
Spouse Career: Co-Founder and Partner, Healthmark Multimedia and Consent
Solutions
Children: Amy Elizabeth Gilman; Priscilla Suzanne Gilman
Where You Grew Up: Primarily Birmingham, Michigan, while moving many times

after being born at Mary Hitchcock Hospital.
Resided In: Washington, D.C. (twice); Galveston; Norwich, Vt.
Employers: Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard, & McPherson; Muskie for President; Boas-
berg, Kass, Klores & Hewes; Galveston Historical Foundation; National Trust for His-
toric Preservation
Awards and Milestones: Annual Peter H. Brink Leadership Award created by the
National Trust for Historic Preservation; Creation of the Peter H. Brink Leadership
Fund, National Trust; National Preservation Award for Galveston Historical Foundation
and, separately, for the 1877 Barque ELISSA; Lane Bryant National Volunteer Award
for work with cooperative in Lesotho; Member of the Bar, New York State and
Washington, D.C.
Working or Retired: Retired December 2009. Member, Board of Directors, Preser-
vation Trust of Vermont; Member, Historic Preservation Commission, Norwich, Vt.
Military: 4F due to eyesight

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Afterword, The Galveston That Was,
1993; articles in Preservation Forum, National Trust; multiple presentations on his-
toric preservation
Hobbies: Gardening since childhood; continuing to improve my French; Fox hunt-
ing in Virginia; long distance walking; canoeing again; and improving my cross-
country skiing
Travel: Multiple trips to France, Spain, Italy, and Great Britain. Also Portugal,
Indonesia, Croatia, Turkey, and East Africa. American Field Service exchange student
to Portugal. AIESEC business internship in Switzerland
Community Activities: Total immersion in Galveston, Tex., for 17 years. Working
with communities across the U. S. as VP, Programs, National Trust
Alumni Activities: Advisor and speaker, 70th Birthday, Charleston, S.C. Monthly
class Tip-Top lunches, White River Jct., Vt.

Historical witness: During my 21⁄2 years, 1966-69, working in Lesotho,
Southern Africa (see Reflections), I witnessed first-hand the apartheid in the
Republic of  South Africa and the tensions in Lesotho between the power of  the
Republic and newly independent Lesotho’s efforts to build a free, multi-racial
nation. I became lifelong friends with individual Basotho and my American col-
league Nick Danforth. At one multi-racial party in Lesotho, Afrikaners sought
to disrupt it, and I was involved with the Basotho in beating them off —I was
caught unaware by the passionate violence. After one year there I was prohibit-
ed from entering the Republic except for direct transit to and from Lesotho. On
another occasion I was nearly expelled because of  the political content of  some
of  my letters, which were being opened en route. On one exception to the travel
ban, I was granted permission to travel to Johannesburg with our Weaving Work-
shop Manager, Dipalesa, a striking Basotho woman; we had arranged an exhi-
bition of  our mohair rugs at the largest department store. The exhibition went
very well, but walking to and from the store with Dipalesa, I have never felt such
hatred directed at me. (We were lodging separately with Catholic nuns.) I was
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convinced that the Republic would one day explode in total war. It is a miracle
of  our times that Nelson Mandela and the people of  South Africa have instead
built a viable nation.

Present Activities, Plans: In addition to my participating actively in Vermont
and Norwich historic preservation issues, Susan and I have discovered the joys
of  walking trips abroad. Our first was in September 2010, when we decided to
join another couple in walking more than 100 miles of  the Camino de Santiago,
an ancient pilgrims’ way. This was a special challenge because my doctor had
diagnosed a slow merging of  my large toes to the balls of  the feet (hallux regidus)
and recommended surgery. Susan and I started training with extended walks
around Norwich—with me using great walking poles, good hiking shoes with
inserts, and Advil. We had a truly wonderful time on the actual eight days of
walking—starting in St. Jean Pied-de-Port in France, over a pass of  the Pyrenees,
to Pamplona and then a train to Serria to begin walking the final 100 kilometers

to Santiago de Compostela. We met fellow pilgrims, experienced the country-
side up close, and savored beer, showers, and good Spanish meals after long
days of  walking. We used Walk the Camino for reservations, orientation, and
luggage transport, but otherwise the four of  us were on our own. An added sat-
isfaction was using iPhoto to do a hardcover book on the experience. Susan and
I will soon leave (March 2011) for six days, walking from Collioure, France,
across the Pyrenees to the Costa Brava. 

Impact on Society: I believe so—please see my Reflections below.

As our Land Rover bounced across the mountainous terrain of  Lesotho 
(Southern Africa), I was fascinated by the striking designs on the rondavels

of  the villages: multi-colored geometric patterns made from pebbles and clays. 
I had arrived in Lesotho a month before this British Territory, totally surrounded
by the Republic of  South Africa, gained its political independence. My official
position on the Ford Foundation-sponsored program was Assistant Legal Drafts-
man, but I soon was spending after-hours with KOPANO, the largest cooperative
in Lesotho. I became their principal advisor: mediating with the chief  and the
Catholic priest, and raising USDA funds for two tractors, and Swedish and church
funds for a ten-loom weaving center. Village women carded and spun mohair
from the country, and then our Basotho manager guided weaving mohair rugs
(often 5¢ x 7¢) with traditional designs. We marketed the rugs in Lesotho and in

Johannesburg. After two years we obtained a Peace Corps volunteer to take my
place. Returning to the USA via Paris, I worked three years in a Washington law
firm and then was Treasurer of  the Muskie for President campaign. But instinct
and luck led me to historic preservation: First directing
an effort in North Adams, Mass., trying to acquire an
old railroad complex and then being recruited by
Galveston, Tex., to set up a real estate revolving fund
to preserve and revitalize the 1800s Strand cast-iron
district. Over the next 17 years the Galveston Histor-
ical Foundation went from a small organization to a
nationally recognized city-wide preservation organi-
zation, attracting $80 million of  investment to bring the Strand to life, restoring
the 1877 Barque ELISSA to sailing condition, creating the annual Dickens on the
Strand with 50,000 participants, running programs like Paint Partnership with
600 homes painted, and generating an operating budget of  $2 million annually.
All of  that continues strongly today. Along the way my first wife and I had
divorced amicably, and I had the great good fortune to meet and marry Susan
with her daughters Amy and Priscilla, ages 8 and 10. Galveston in turn led to
being recruited by the nonprofit National Trust for Historic Preservation, the
leader of  the preservation movement in the U.S. As Senior Vice-President, Pro-
grams I brought my on-the-ground experience to leading six regional offices,
the Main Street program for many years, and the Center for Preservation Lead-
ership (training, conference, and coalition of  150 statewide/local non-profits).
We played key roles in halting a Disney theme park in historic Virginia, aiding a
preservation-based rebirth in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, and causing
Wal-Mart to change its plans to build a superstore on the Wilderness Battlefield.
After 20 years, I’ve retired with Susan to an enjoyable, productive life in Norwich,
Vt. Yet this path, which was right for me, would never have started without the
rondavel designs and KOPANO work in Lesotho.
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Robert M. Brodkey Bob 
15 South Pershing Drive, Arlington, VA 22204, 
robert.brodkey@yahoo.com, (703) 521-5162 

Spouse: Florence A. Brodkey 

William M. Brodsky Bill 
160 East 89th Street, #7C, New York, NY 10128, 
wmbrodsky@foxlex.com, (212) 426-9831 

Spouse: Minna R. Fyer 

Occupation: Law, Partner, Fox, Horan & Camerini, 
825 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022, (212) 363-7020 

Richard Kenneth Brooks Dick
POB 1128, Quechee, VT 05059, 
richardkbrooks@comcast.net, 
(802) 295-7278, Cell (602) 999-0376

High School: Connellsville, Pa., Joint High School
Major: Zoology Pre Med
Favorite Activity: Interacting with classmates; intramural
basketball; hiking
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: Being called in by my Freshman
English Prof to tell me I couldn’t write well. A real wake-up
call!
Graduate Study: MD, Hahnemann Medical School, June 1966

Spouse: Myrna
Spouse Education: RN, BEd
Spouse Career: Health Sciences educator and textbook author

Children: Danielle, Michael, Brian, Andy
Where You Grew Up: Connellsville, Pa., 40 miles south of Pittsburgh
Resided In: Philadelphia, 1962-66; Akron, Ohio, 1966-68; Columbus, Ohio, 1970-
73; Phoenix, 1973-2010 
Employers: Self-employed as a physician until 1997, then Mayo Clinic Arizona,
1997-2005
Awards and Milestones: Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Society in Medical School;
Fellow of American College of Physicians; Fellow American College of Gastroenterology
Working or Retired: Retired in 2005
Military: United States Army Medical Corps. Served in Vietnam, 1969-70,
Preventive Medicine Officer, 1st Infantry Division

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Started the first Ethics Committee at St.
Joseph’s Hospital in Phoenix in the 1980s; served as the Medical Director of The
Mercy Hospice at St. Joseph Hospital in the early 1990s
Hobbies: Photography, tennis, golf, bridge, reading, travel
Travel: Planning to visit Prague, Vienna, and Budapest on a Danube River cruise in
Oct. 2011
Alumni Activities: Serving as Co-Chair, with Bill Pierce, of the 45th and 50th
reunions. Traveling with the Class trips organized by Tom Komarek. 

How well prepared: My Dartmouth experience taught me how to think criti-
cally and appreciate the vast array of  opportunities in becoming better informed.
I am forever grateful for the quality of  education I experienced at our beloved
College. I continue to experience Dartmouth and all it has to offer since Myrna
and I moved to Quechee in 2005. Dartmouth is the heart and soul of  the Upper
Valley, and our entre community is richer because of  it. 

Historical witness: My experience in Vietnam and serving in the military
was profound. I left behind my family and my first-born son Michael, who was
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one year old. I matured a great deal from this experience, and I continue to be
proud of  my service to my country.

Present Activities, Plans: I am teaching as a facilitator in The On Doctoring
Program at The Dartmouth Medical School. I meet with a group of  eight first-
year med students once a week and help them learn the clinical skills of  taking
a history and performing a physical exam. This is their initial experience in
becoming a doctor, and I find it very rewarding. My goal is to share my knowl-
edge and wisdom with these young students about how to become excellent physi-
cians. They are teaching me a great deal at the same time.

Impact on Society: I sure hope so. It is difficult to gauge this about oneself. 
I am certain I had a positive impact on my patients over the years. And I trust
that I have been a role model for younger physicians. Finally, I hope that I have
made a difference in a positive way with my children and family. What is more
important? 

Over the years, many of  us find ways to come back to our beloved alma
mater. Little did I know ten years ago that I would someday live only 20

minutes from Dartmouth College. My wife, Myrna, and I purchased a second
home in Quechee, Vermont, in 2002. After several long trips back and forth to
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and from Phoenix, Arizona, we decided to make our permanent residence in
Quechee in 2010. I had practiced medicine in Phoenix for over 30 years, and
we welcomed a move back East where we have the four seasons and beautiful
landscapes of  New England. In 2005 I retired from the Mayo Clinic Arizona.

We have created a new life living in the Upper Connecticut River Valley, which
is a very dynamic place amidst the quiet bucolic environment of  Northern New
England. The cultural and educational opportunities available here are abun-
dant, and Dartmouth is the heart and soul of  the Upper Valley. 

I manage to keep busy in retirement. Our home is located in the Quechee Lakes
Development, where we have made many good friends, some of  whom are
Dartmouth Alums. The various amenities include two great 18-hole golf  cours-
es, tennis, and numerous outdoor activities. I am a volunteer facilitator at the
Dartmouth Medical School, teaching first- and second-year students how to take
medical histories and perform physical exams. I find this experience to be very
gratifying as I share my knowledge and wisdom with the eager young minds of
these students who will someday become our next generation of  physicians.

Since I have returned to the Dartmouth community, I have joined my good
friend Bill Pierce in planning for our 45th and 50th reunions. This has been an
exciting experience, and I’ve learned a great deal about our Class of  ’62 and
the Dartmouth College of  today. The most rewarding part of  this activity has
been the many friendships I have made over the past 10 years. Coming back to
Dartmouth has, indeed, been a very rewarding experience for me.

One fine sunny day last fall, I was in Hanover and decided to take my cup of
coffee and sit in a rocking chair on the front porch of  the Hanover Inn. There,
I peered out over the College Green toward Baker Library and the Dartmouth
Row. I witnessed a very common scene with the students scampering across the
Green to their next class as they have been doing for ages. This simple vista was
a very mindful moment for me which rekindled distant feelings. While I sat
there contemplating the moment, I composed a brief  poem:

Walking the Big Green
Serenaded by the Baker chimes
Gleaming shuttered white walls seen
I revisit the best of  times

Thomas R. Brooks Tom 
14 River Road, Gloucester, MA 01930, 
tbrooks@wheatonma.edu, (978) 283-6925, Cell (978) 290-1647

High School: Gloucester Public High School
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Glee Club
Fraternity: Tri-Kap
Unique Hanover Memory: Ramon Guthrie’s French 12
class, which was where I really learned to appreciate poetry
Graduate Study: PhD, English Lit and Linguistics, Indiana
U., 1967

Spouse: Karen Newman
Spouse Education: AB, Randolph Macon Women’s College; PhD, Comparative Lit.,
U.C., Berkeley, 1977
Spouse Career: Professor of Comp Lit, Brown University
Children: Joshua Laurence Brooks, 1969; Frances Brooks Taplett, 1981, MBA, Tuck
School of Business, 2008
Where You Grew Up: Gloucester, Mass.
Resided In: Berkeley, Cal., 1967-77; Boise, 1977-79; Providence, R.I., 1979-2006;
New York, NY, 2006-10; Providence, 2010-present; Gloucester, Mass., 2000-pre-
sent; Paris, France, 2000-present
Employers: U.C. Berkley, 1967-74; Cal. State, Hayward, 1974-77; Boise State U.,
1977-79; Wheaton College, 1979-2006
Awards and Milestones: 15 years as Assoc. Provost, Wheaton College
Working or Retired: Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Various articles and poems
Hobbies: Sang with Providence Singers for nearly 20 years; race in SturdeeCat
Fleet at Annisquam Yacht Club; write daily
Travel: Live part-time in Paris, where we have our own apartment; recent travel in
Lebanon, Egypt, Turkey, Italy; sail regularly in BVI
Alumni Activities: none

How well prepared: Well enough. 

Present Activities, Plans: I write poetry regularly and am submitting poems
for publication. Some of  it is good!

Impact on Society: I have not been (nor thought it necessary to be) an active
member of  our class; when I left Dartmouth I got on with my life without much
reminiscence or looking back. This is not because of  any negative experience or
memories, only because constitutionally I’ve not been one to try to sustain what
is over. Went to our 25th reunion and was pretty bored with the whole self-con-
gratulatory, firm-grasp-on-the-handle-of-your-own-pump sort of  thing. Don’t
know if  I’ll come to the 50th.
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Robert S. Brower 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Derwin F. Brown 
40 Power Street, Norton, MA 02766, 
dfbrown@rtx.com, (508) 285-3273 

Spouse: Anna Inaz Torres 

Occupation: Information and Technology, President, 
Real Time Executives Inc., 686 South Street, 
Wrentham, MA 02093, (508) 384-7717 

James R. Brown 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Jeffrey B. Brown Jeff
33-17 Spit Brook Road, Nashua, NH 03060, 
sixputts@hotmail.com, 
(603) 930-7858, 
Cell (603) 930-7858

High School: Phillips Exeter Academy
Major: French
Favorite Activity: Road trips
Fraternity: Sigma Chi (Tabard)
Unique Hanover Memory: Hitchhiking back from NROTC
NavCad Aviation Intro, Pensacola, Fla.

Spouse: Shigeko
Spouse Education: Nodake Normal, Japan
Spouse Career: Mother, banker
Children: Scott, Nanci, Curt, Tracie
Where You Grew Up: Malden, Mass.
Resided In: California; Japan; New Jersey; Massachusetts; New Hampshire
Employers: Piedmont International Ltd.; Lexington Management Corporation;
Davenport Management Corporation; Self
Retired? Not yet
Military: U.S. Army, Chinese Mandarin linguist

Publications, Achievements, Interests: International business, reading, fitness 
Hobbies: Golf 
Travel: International
Community Activities: Youth sports coach, teacher of Business ESL 
Alumni Activities: NOSHMOA

Historical witness: Sackett, Guenther, Walsh, Monell, Armstrong, et alii.

Present Activities, Plans: Family, consultancy, golf
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Paul M. Brown 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Robert V. Brown Jr. 
1614-123rd S. E., Bellevue, WA 98005,
browni10@msn.com, (425) 746-6668 

Simms C. Browning
27 Khakum Wood Road, Greenwich, CT 06831,
simmsb@optonline.net, 
(203) 661-2670, Cell (203) 977-3503

High School: Manhasset High School, Manhasset, NY
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Glee Club
Fraternity: Phi Tau
Unique Hanover Memory: The beautiful fall days, the cold
white winters, and the warming spring
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1963 

Spouse: Robin R. Browning
Spouse Education: BS, Salem College, Winston-Salem, N.C.
Spouse Career: Teacher, Director of Admissions at the college level
Children: Simms C. Browning, 1973; Christina R. Browning, 1976
Where You Grew Up: Manhasset, N.Y.
Resided In: New York City, NY, 1963-1973; Greenwich, Conn., 1973-present

Employers: Lombard, Vitalis, Paganucci; Neuberger & Berman
Awards and Milestones: CFA; Director of Research at Neuberger & Berman;
Chairman and Director of Central Securities
Working or Retired: Retired
Military: NH National Guard; NY State National Guard
Hobbies: Being with my four grandchildren; gardening; following the financial
markets
Travel: Will continue to travel to new and old locations
Community Activities: President of the Khakum Wood Tax District; Director of the
Round Hill Association; Chairman of Finance, Round Hill Community Church

Historical witness: I was in my office in N.Y. City on September 11, 2001. 
I heard a plane fly over very low and a few seconds later the screams of  my
associates as the plane hit the World Trade Center. During the next two hours,
from my 38th floor office where I had an unobstructed view, I watched the two
towers implode. It changed my life.

Present Activities, Plans: In addition to the above, I closely follow the
national political scene. Our country has become too politically divisive; some-
thing has to change.

Alan W. Bryant Jr. 
Alan Willard Bryant Jr. died of  a heart attack on January
9, 1994, in San Jose, California. He had recently joined
Computer Curriculum Corporation as vice president of
human resources after a 28-year management career with
General Electric. Alan, son of  the late Alan Bryant ’37
and brother of  Timothy ’65, prepared for Dartmouth at
New Canaan High School, was an economics major and
an ROTC officer, was active in the DOC, and was an
associate sports editor for The Dartmouth. After a Tuck
MBA, Alan entered the Army while simultaneously
attending law school. He was discharged as a captain in 1965.

Al received numerous awards for his civil service and leadership in Arizona, North
Carolina, Virginia, New Hampshire, and California.

“We have been corporate nomads with GE since 1965,” he wrote in the 25th
reunion book. “We moved to our eighth location in December 1985. In most
communities we managed to initiate something of  value that we left behind … .
One love that binds the entire family is sailing. We have covered most of  the
eastern seaboard from North Carolina to Canada.” He is survived by a daugh-
ter, a son, and his wife, Karen.
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William P. Bryant 
7825 Indian Boundary, Gary, IN 46403, (219) 938-4056 

Manuel Buchwald
15 Dearbourne Avenue, Toronto, ON M4K 1M6, Canada,
mbuchwald@sympatico.ca, 
(416) 466-4976

High School: Colegio Franklin D. Roosevelt, Lima, Peru
Major: Chemistry
Favorite Activity: Doing lab work; going to the movies;
playing bridge
Fraternity: Phi Kappa Psi
Unique Hanover Memory: Professor Scott-Craig (philoso-
phy) was a wonderful mentor and teacher
Graduate Study: PhD, Biochemistry, Brandeis University,
Waltham, Mass., 1967

Spouse: Cheryl Cowan Buchwald
Spouse Education: PhD, Information Science, University of Toronto, 1999
Spouse Career: Visual artist
Where You Grew Up: Lima, Peru
Resided In: Waltham, Mass., 1962-1967 (graduate school); Toronto, 1967-present
Employers: Hospital for Sick Children (1970-2005)
Awards and Milestones: Officer of the Order of Canada (O.C.), 1992; Fellow,
Royal Society of Canada (F.R.C.S.), 1985; Fellow, Canadian Academy of Health
Sciences (F.C.A.H.S.), 2005
Working or Retired: Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: For a period of time (1974-2005), I served
on a variety of non-profit boards, including a community literacy program, a centre
for Spanish-speaking immigrants, a political group influencing city politics, a mod-
ern dance group, a visual arts school, and a hospital. I also served on a Provincial
Council on Health, Well-being and Social Justice for five years.
Hobbies: Thoroughbred horse racing (owner, fan)
Travel: Several sabbaticals in Paris and San Francisco; trips to Australia, Argentina,
Peru, and various European countries

How well prepared: My warmest memory of  Dartmouth was the professors
I met: Scott-Craig (mentioned above); the unfortunately forgotten name of  my
English 1 professor who patiently taught me how to write, a skill that helped
make my career as a research scientist; professors Wolfenden, Spencer, and
Stockmayer in chemistry.

Historical witness: Living outside the United States, my vision is different
from the bulk of  alumni: all I have seen for the past 50 years is the slow descent
of  the United States, led largely by the ignorance of  its people and the mendac-
ity of  its leaders. The title of  the Canadian movie (The Decline of  the American
Empire) can’t be bettered. I recommend Ronald Wright’s What is America as a
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possible explanatory volume. Unfortunately, led by right-wing politicians, we
seem intent in following the U.S.

Present Activities, Plans: I’m retired and writing a novel. My plan is to make
my 70s my best decade yet.

Impact on Society: I was fortunate to end up in an area of  research (human
molecular genetics) at the time of  its ascendance and was able to make some
contributions. In particular, I was one of  the co-discoverers of  the gene defective
in individuals with cystic fibrosis, and then my lab discovered the first gene that
causes Fanconi anemia. We also showed that the disease could be caused by one
of  several genes. This opened up the field to others.

My initial thoughts about what to write for the reunion book were about how
disengaged I’ve become from life in the U.S. Not even Obama’s election

has lifted the feeling that the U.S. is going down the tubes. Further reflection,
however, leads me to think that I am unfairly focusing my disappointment on
that country. 

In a more general sense, the same forces are at play throughout the world. They
just seem so much more unjust in the U.S. because of  its self-made claims about
its goodness. Unlike almost every other country, the U.S. sees itself  as meritori-
ous, a place that managed to unshackle itself  from the corruption of  the “old
world.” Growing up in Peru, I knew that wasn’t true. American corporations
and its accomplices in the Peruvian government made sure that they were

extracting as much wealth as possible from my country without having to pay a
cent more than they had to. This meant corruption and violence directed at
anyone who objected.

Unfortunately the forces at play in the U.S. now are no different than those at
play in China, the UK, Russia, France, or here in Canada. My wife Cheryl and
I have had long discussions about our good fortune. We believe that we will
have lived our life in a sort of  “golden age” where individual hard work was
rewarded but at the same time enough resources were devoted to the collectivity
that we could belong to a reasonably just and safe society. That is now disappear-
ing. The belief  that government is there to serve the larger community is rapid-
ly being replaced by the belief, wrong as it is, that only individual effort is what
matters. The idea of  the public good has disappeared.

What does this have to do with our 50th reunion? I think we belong to the gen-
eration that let this happen. We did not appreciate the experiences that our par-
ents lived during the depression and World War II and did not make safe the
many societal safety nets they developed, and that we have benefited from. In
Canada, these experiences led to income support for seniors, low tuition for uni-
versity education, universal health care, and progressive income and estate
taxes, all of  which are now under siege.

Income inequality is toxic for society, and it is only getting worse. The wealthy
have managed to convince everyone else that taxes are evil and that governments
only do bad things, unless it’s putting criminals in jails or fighting wars. This
false discourse, so obvious when one listens to the political discourse in the U.S.,
is now being heard here too. We have not stood up to this false interpretation of
history, and the generations after ours will pay the price. We should be ashamed.

John H. Buckner
95 Croton Avenue, Ossining, NY 10562,
johnbuckner@msn.com, 
(914) 923-8000, Cell (914) 715-7462

High School: Brooklyn Technical High School
Major: Psychology
Favorite Activity: Crew, Dartmouth Christian Union
Unique Hanover Memory: I still remember the first day of
crew. We ran for what seemed like hours and then did wind
sprints and calisthenics. The next day; everything in my body
hurt except my hair, my fingernails, and toenails. I remember
the beautiful dogs that wandered around the campus. They
would visit the dining hall, and students would feed them entire steaks off their
plates. I learned of kwashiorkor and the starving children in Biafra and untouchabil-
ity in India and realized that those dogs ate better than half the people on the
planet. I also recall the great debates that would pop up like little thunderstorms in
the entrance to Topliff Hall. These would often continue for days. But most of all, I
remember my many classmates from whom I learned so much more of the world
than I had been exposed to in my upbringing. In spite of the fact that at that time
we “didn’t recognize” China, and in one of the debates I asked how can you “not
recognize” nearly a billion people? We have come full circle.
Graduate Study: BMed, Dartmouth, 1967; MD, Columbia University College of
Physicians and Surgeons, 1969

Children: Niles J. Buckner, 1964; Sven A. Buckner, 1967
Where You Grew Up: Around New York City
Resided In: Kassel, Western Germany; Lubeck, Western Germany; post-Dartmouth,
New York City, South Pasadena and Long Beach, California
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Employers: Self
Awards and Milestones: “Soldier of the Month”; Board Certification in Orthope-
dic Surgery—43rd such person to achieve that distinction. (Back then there was
not one per state); Pilot’s licenses (Single Engine land and sea, Multi Engine, Instru-
ment Airplane)
Working or Retired: Currently engaged in office practice and grandfathering
Military: United States Army, West Germany

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Flying with the Flying Samaritans and
delivering babies in rural Mexico; my adopt-a-school program; first patent, current
writing
Hobbies: Reading, writing, inventing
Travel: Europe, Caribbean, extensive US in small planes
Alumni Activities: Medical School class alumni council representative

How well prepared: Dartmouth exposed me to so many ideas that were not
part of  my previous environment. My classmates, their educational experiences
and passionate interests, were so different from my own. I knew I had to explore
some of  these further. I have been fortunate enough to explore many areas that
I could never have imagined before. But the basics of  learning and really expe-
riencing that I can learn anything if  I am willing to do the work has stood me
in good stead.

Historical witness: I recall meeting Roy Wilkins, Malcolm X, and even
George Wallace. I recall chopping wood for a farmer and being invited in for a
piece of  apple pie (and also being chased off  with a shotgun) and the pleasure

of  doing something for another human being without any “payback.” I recall
hearing spoken poetry (something I had never heard before). 

Present Activities, Plans: Currently keeping office hours in orthopedics,
writing two books, and in the process of  patenting two more inventions, but
most of  all—grandfathering.

Impact on Society: One of  the most impactful things I have done, other than
being a role model for other slum dogs, was my adopt-a-school program that
cut the dropout rate in the elementary schools of  one small city. 
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Charles F. Budd 
Dr. Charles (Charlie) F. Budd, an orthopedic surgeon who
practiced in Greater Cleveland for 14 years, died July 25,
1994. He was affiliated with West Side hospitals. He was
born in Cleveland and graduated from John Marshall
High School. He majored in history at Dartmouth and
received a medical degree at Dalhousie University in
Nova Scotia. He trained in orthopedic surgery at the Uni-
versity of  Toronto.

Charlie served as a lieutenant commander in the Navy
Medical Corps during the Vietnam War. He was on the
staffs of  Southwest General, Parma Community, and Deaconess hospitals.

He was a member of  the American Medical Association, the Royal College of
Surgeons of  Canada, the American Academy of  Orthopedic Surgeons, and
Alpha Omega Alpha Medical Honor Society. He was a former president of  the
Medical Arts Club and a member of  the Pasteur Club.

For the 25th reunion book, he wrote: “I had not been back in Hanover after grad-
uation for more than twenty years, owing to work, logistics of  getting six people
there, distances involved, etc. However, I have been back three times in the last
two years, and now look for excuses to return. After such a protracted absence, it
was like entering a time warp (aside from traffic lights) to arrive at the Inn corner.
Allowing for co-education, not much seemed different, for which I am grateful. 
I even indulged in the desperado move of  going back to my old dorm room. It
was 1962 all over again. To find a familiar place unchanged in a profoundly dif-
ferent world is a source of  some comfort, and makes issues such as divestiture,
college symbols and various campus publications seem much less important.

“Really, it is the people who matter most. I think it makes me proud to read of
the exploits and accomplishments of  my classmates in the Alumni Magazine and
other sources. They have done some marvelous things in this world and have
indeed made a ‘significant positive impact on Society.’ There are giants in this
group, and things they do touch many of  us every day in one way or another.
To have lived and walked in such company is something of  which I shall always
be proud.”

Charlie is survived by his wife, Susan; sons, Charles F. Jr., of  Boston, David W.,
of  Cupertino, Calif., James A., of  Fairview Park, and Keith and Kevin DeCrane,
also of  Fairview Park; a daughter, Patricia A. of  Fairview Park; his father, Dr. John
H. Budd of  Cleveland; and a brother.

Derek H.L. Buntain
PO Box #2706 GT, George Town, Grand Cayman KY1-1104,
Cayman Islands, derekbuntain@dundee.com.ky, 
(345) 946-9485, Cell (416) 844-7819

High School: Bishops’ College School
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Hockey
Fraternity: Phi Delta Alpha
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Western Ontario, 1964

Spouse: Dianne
Spouse Career: Corporate Administrator
Children: Angus, 1969; Andrew, 1972
Where You Grew Up: Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada
Resided In: Toronto, Ontario, 30 years; Hamilton, Bermuda, 5 years; George Town,
Cayman Islands, 10 years
Employers: The Dundee Merchant Bank
Awards and Milestones: Fellow of the Canadian Securities Institute
Working or Retired: working
Military: n.a.
Hobbies: Fishing and hunting
Travel: too much
Alumni Activities: Recruited for Dartmouth for 30 years in Ontario

Michael E. Burke 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 
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Ross Messinger Burkhardt 
4955 Tobosa Road, Las Cruces, NM 88011, 
ross1962@me.com, (575) 521-1773, Cell (575) 644-5223

High School: The Lawrenceville School, Lawrenceville, N.J.
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Swim Team (freshman year); Dartmouth
College Marching Band (1958-61); Dartmouth Project Asia
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: In the spring of our sophomore
year, Dean Fred Berthold sent out a postcard to all ‘62s ask-
ing if we wanted to teach overseas for two years following
graduation. The minute I read the postcard, I knew what I
wanted to do after graduation. I went to the organizational meeting in Carpenter
Hall in May 1960, wound up being on the Steering Committee for what became
known as Dartmouth Project Asia, spent two years helping to develop the program
and hearing speakers such as Dr. James Robinson (Crossroads Africa), was ultimate-
ly not selected to serve (Frank Kehl and Mike Coffield were, along with two oth-
ers), and then applied for the Peace Corps the day after I was rejected in December
1961. Eventually I served for two years in Tunisia as a phys ed teacher. My life was
forever changed by that postcard in May 1960.
Graduate Study: Masters of Science, Education, University of Pennsylvania, 1966

Spouse: Jeanne G. Burkhardt
Spouse Education: B.U.S. University of New Mexico, 1974; MLS, University of
Arizona, 1976; MA, New Mexico State University, 1995
Spouse Career: Librarian, University of Oklahoma
Children: Jeanne’s children: Eric B. Howard (12/31/62); Brita K. Howard (5/3/66);
Ross’s children: Katie B. Budde (2/18/68); Théo A. Burkhardt (7/22/69) 
Where You Grew Up: Central Valley, New York (1940-1953) and Titusville, N.J.
(1954-1958)
Resided In: Zaghouan, Tunisia (1962-64); Philadelphia, Pa. (1964-65); Central
Valley, N.Y. (1965-72); Wading River, N.Y. (1972-98); Las Cruces, N.M. (1998-pre-
sent)
Employers: Peace Corps, 1962-64; Monroe-Woodbury High School, 1965-72;
Shoreham-Wading River Middle School, 1972-1997
Awards and Milestones: President, New York State Middle School Association,
1983-85; President, National Middle School Association, 1995-96; Inducted into
the National Teachers Hall of Fame, 1998
Las Cruces Rio Grande Rotarian of the Year, 2005
Working or Retired: Middle level education consultant and author
Military: N/A (Peace Corps Tunisia, 1962-64)

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Men Our Age: Reflections of a Generation,
1993; Writing for Real: Strategies for Engaging Adolescent Writers (Stenhouse,
2003); Using Poetry in the Classroom: Engaging Students in Learning (Rowman &

Littlefield, 2006); Inventing Powerful Pedagogy: Share, ‘Steal,’ Revise, Own (National
Middle School Association, 2009)
Hobbies: Composing poetry; creating iMovie DVDs; doing crossword puzzles; read-
ing; birding; traveling.
Travel: 2010: Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, France, Mexico, Egypt, Jordan; 2009:
Scotland; 2008: Austria, Germany, Holland, Australia; 2007: Brazil; 2006: Tunisia,
France; 2004: Belize; 2003: Australia
Alumni Activities: Class newsletter editor in the ‘80s; created three-screen slide
shows for the Class of 1962’s 20th, 25th, and 40th reunions (working on an iMovie
for our 50th); authored “Men Our Age,” an oral history of the Class of 1962 follow-
ing our 25th reunion;
Community Activities: Rio Grande Rotary; Mesilla Valley Chorale; National Middle
School Association Foundation (Chair, 2008-2010)

How well prepared: I received a broad liberal arts education at Dartmouth
—courses in foreign languages, mathematics, philosophy, the history of  archi-
tecture, comparative literature, sociology, geography. All these experiences and
others gave me a broad knowledge base, and consequently during the 35 years
that I taught young adolescents, I constantly drew upon information acquired
and lessons learned in Hanover.

Historical witness: In 1968 I ran for the New York State Assembly as a
Democrat. My decision to run was prompted by the assassination of  Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. As a result of  being a candidate, I went to Bobby Kennedy’s
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funeral at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City and then was aboard the
funeral train to Washington, D.C., later that Saturday. At one point during the
train ride, I walked into one of  the railroad cars and saw three women standing
close together and conversing quietly—Coretta Scott King, Jackie Kennedy,
and Ethel Kennedy. Seeing these three widows consoling one another remains
one of  the most memorable experiences of  my life, because their husbands rep-

resented, for me, the best of  America.

Present Activities, Plans: To create iMovies for
family reunions; to write two or three more books
about young adolescents and education; to travel; to
continue in Rotary (11 years of  perfect attendance
and counting).

Impact on Society: My 35 years working with young
adolescents had an impact on both students and fellow

teachers. Through my writings, conference keynotes, workshops, and other pre-
sentations, I have helped middle level educators to see new possibilities for teach-
ing middle level students. The key in life is to find your passion and make it
happen, to quote the song from “Flashdance.” It’s not about the money—it’s
about making a difference and liking what you do. And I did.

Looking back, my life’s arc seems almost planned in advance, but as it was
occurring, the road ahead was not always obvious, and the gifts I received

were not always apparent. Here, then, is a reflection on life and learning—
in verse:

What does life teach?
Extend your reach.
Temper your speech.
Act, don’t preach.

Use each gift. 
Offer a lift. 
Practice thrift.
Don’t stay miffed.

We’ve each had gain.
We’ve all known pain.
We’ve sung the refrain
In spite of  rain.

So, take your place.
Respect each face.
Live with grace
And enjoy the race.

Paul T. Burkhart Jr.
67 Pelletreau Street, Southampton, NY 11968, 
paultburkhart@yahoo.com, (631) 283-0552

High School: New Cumberland High School
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Injunaires and Glee Club
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: Singing and touring with the
Glee Club and the Injunaires

Partner: Carl Koivuniemi 
Partner Education: BA, Michigan State; MBA, NYU
Partner Career: Deputy Director of Budget and Planning, Metropolitan Museum
Where You Grew Up: New Cumberland, Pennsylvania
Resided In: Navy, 1962-1968; New York, N.Y., 1968-1980; London, 1980-1986;
New York, N.Y., and Southampton, N.Y., 1986-2011 
Employers: Brown Bros Harriman & Co.; Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.
Working or Retired: Retired
Military: Flight training in Pensacola, Fl.; Helicopter Combat Support Squadron
Four in Lakehurst, N.J., with assignments in Villefranche sur Mer and Antarctica
Hobbies: Choral singing, travel, gardening, skiing
Travel: Extensive

After nearly 50 years, I recently made contact with my fellow Injunaire and 
roommate Pete Halvorson. What to say after such a long hiatus? Where to

start? This is in part what I shared with Peter.

The last 20-plus years or so seem like a good place to start: Retirement came
early. I simply quit my job at Morgan Guaranty Trust Company at the age of
47 and “dropped out” of  the mainstream. Since 1987, I have done what pleases
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me. At Dartmouth, the Injunaires were my passion. In retirement I have derived
great pleasure from singing with several choruses, including the NY Choral
Society, the Dessoff  Symphonic Singers, the Robert Page Festival Chorus, and
the Berkshire Music Festival. My main group is the NY Choral Society. We per-
form in Carnegie Hall three times a year, singing major choral works with the
Brooklyn Philharmonic. Singing has taken me all over the world performing in
major venues, including two trips, sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of  Culture,
to Peking and Shanghai. We sang with 500 Chinese choristers and three orches-
tras all on stage at the same time for the first-ever performance of  Mahler’s 8th
in China. Another choral highlight was singing Carmina Burana at the Metropolitan
Opera House for an American Ballet Theater Company production a few years
ago. And we had to memorize the Latin score! Three months of  work. Not bad
for a somewhat oldish brain!

Backtracking to 1962: The Navy paid my way through Dartmouth with a
Holloway Scholarship. Upon graduation I owed the Navy and headed to
Pensacola for flight training. Got my wings and opted for helicopters. Stationed,
among other places, in Villefranche-sur-Mer for six months on the flagship of
the Sixth Fleet, flying the CIC where and when he commanded. Fellow Alpha
Theta brother Steve Bradish was aboard the same ship. We rented a small villa

between Nice and Monaco. Did lots of  skiing in the Maritime Alps and one ski
trip to Grenoble. Cushy duty. Another tour of  duty highlight was a six-month trip
on an icebreaker with two helicopters to Antarctica in support of  the USARP.

Post-Navy, the search for a career: Off  to New York City. A placement person
told me I looked like a banker and arranged some interviews. I opted for Brown
Bros. Harriman, staying for six years until I was hired by JPMorgan, who want-
ed someone with my specialty, commodity financing. Stayed at JPM for 13 years
as a Vice President, the last six years in London, in charge of  JPM’s European
commodity lending program. The banking world began to change upside down
in the ’80s. I sought more sybaritic pastures and quit in 1986.

I share my life with my partner of  the last ten years, Carl Koivuniemi. His for-
mer partner, John McSherry (Darmouth ’62), died ten years ago from cancer.
John left Carl to me in his will! Carl retired from the Metropolitan Museum of
Art a year ago where he was Deputy Chief  Planning and Budget Officer. We split
our time between New York City and Southampton. In Southampton I enjoy

one of  my passions—gardening. The other passion, skiing, is satisfied every
year in France in the Trois Vallées resort of  Meribel. Other recent travels
include a three-week stay in Sicily in September and a future trip back to Italy
for four weeks in April.

As I reflect back to 1958 and the Dartmouth experience, I consider myself  so
lucky to have spent four years in Hanover. Superior academics and a wealth of
wonderful friendships certainly favorably facilitated what has transpired since.

I am so grateful for those four years.

Graham Gill Butler
20 Country Club Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877, 
gillbutler@sbcglobal.net, (203) 431-0871

High School: Janesville H.S., Janesville, Wis.
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Killer Frisbee on Tuck lawn with Carl
Palmer, Al Huck, and Charlie Balch
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: Of many wonderful memories
from my time at Dartmouth, the ones I cherish most are of
Winter Carnival 1961. My parents and brother came out
from Wisconsin to share the event with me.
My fraternity asked for chaperone volunteers for the weekend. I put my parents up
together with a request that my brother be allowed at the house too, in that he was
an applicant for the Class of 1967.
Graham C. Butler (D1932) was thrilled to be coming back to share Winter Carnival
with his wife of 25 years. He had wanted to have her out in his undergraduate
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days, but the Depression kept the high school sweethearts apart.
Mom had come to know Dartmouth from the never-missed reunions and years of
dusting dad’s den hung with pictures from the 1932 Aegis, of which dad was edi-
tor- in-chief. Prominently displayed on the wall was a picture of President Ernest
Hopkins, along with a letter from him congratulating the staff on the yearbook and
in particular, the new section detailing the history of the College’s administration. He
idolized the man but opined that John Dickey was a leader of equal stature. When
my parents drove me out for freshman year, it was mother who pointed out key
sites for me. She was as green as dad back then. Now in letters from home, she
had more enthusiasm for the weekend than even my dad had evidenced.
Jeff and I were best friends doing much together despite a five-year age gap. 
I looked forward to showing him Dartmouth and closing the sale that our love and
respect for our father had initiated in both of us.
While dad was adamant that we not choose Dartmouth because he went there, the
celebration was hard-core when I got admitted. This was a party he hoped to repeat
for Jeff.
I did have a date for Carnival with a girl I liked, but my focus was more on the oppor-
tunity I had to make this a special occasion for my family.
Things could not have gone better. To recall three of many indelible memories from
the weekend:

1. Delayed Carnival Date Renews a Romance: Jeff and I walked a few steps behind
our hand-holding parents, as dad led us down Fraternity Row on an ice sculpture
tour to his house Delta Tau Delta, now Bones Gate. Dad showed mom his old room
before they hurried back to Alpha Theta for chaperone duty.
2. My Brother Dancing With my Date: Jeff, a great dancer, moved by the top rock
band imported for the big night and well lubricated by a strong gin grape juice
punch served out of a bathtub in the corner of the room, was dancing in the mid-
dle of the floor. Those around them peeled back and watched their jitterbug with
Jeff throwing Eva up and around. A brother came over to my parents and proposed
a trade; they leave Jeff here and take me home instead.
3. Farewell Keg Party: My family threw a thank-you party for the House’s having
given senior citizens the gift of Winter Carnival. Dad passed out green-barreled
Parker Pens from his employer embossed with “Winter Carnival 1961 Alpha Theta.”
Dick Lodamill, our president, thanked them, and they exited the basement meeting
room, a.k.a. passion pit, with a round of applause from Alpha Theta sealing a great
weekend for them.
Postscript: A letter from mom a few weeks later enclosed a clip from the travel col-
umn of our local paper. “Mr. and Mrs. Graham Butler and their son Jeff of 429
Prospect Ave. returned from Dartmouth College in Hanover, N.H., where they served
as chaperones for their son Gill’s fraternity during their Winter Carnival. Butler told
us that it allowed the couple to keep a date that was delayed over 30 years by the
great Depression and their son Jeff a chance to visit the school, which he hoped to
attend as a member of the Class of 1967.”
Mom related that dad had mentioned the weekend to Bob Bick, the paper’s editor
also a Dartmouth man. According to mom, dad’s biggest thrill was not mentioned:
being invited by his son to share such an important weekend with our family. Thank-
fully, Jeff got admitted, and he came, but Phi Delta Alpha was his House choice.
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck School, 1963

Spouse: Jane Leamey
Spouse Education: BA, Russell Sage
Spouse Career: Art Dealer
Children: Jeanney; Pam
Where You Grew Up: Janesville, Wis.
Resided In: New York City, 1963-68; Fayetteville, N.C., 1969 ; Greenwich, Ct.,
1969-70; Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1970-71; Fort Wayne, Ind., 1972-74; Nairobi,
Kenya, 1975-78; Wichita, Kans., 1979-80; Ridgefield, Ct., 1980-2011
Employers: Colgate-Palmolive, 1963-68; McKinsey & Co., 1968-72; Pepsico, 
1972-95
Working or Retired: Retired 1992, after a stroke 
Military: Pope AFB, Fayetteville, N.C., 1968-69

Publications, Achievements, Interests: n/a
Hobbies: Pre-stroke: golf, fishing; Post: swim, read
Travel: Got to travel world as international businessman, since stroke, mobility lim-
its us to domestic or cruises
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Tuck School’s 3/2 program gave me an extra year on campus and a posse of
new friends with whom to study hard and play just as hard, as we prepared

ourselves for business careers. Many of  us went on to NYC, where the Dartmouth
ties provided the fabric of  our social life as we pursued our business careers in
Manhattan. I worked both sides of  Park Ave. in the ‘60s, first with Colgate-
Palmolive in marketing, then with McKinsey as a management consultant.

On Cape Cod for Air National Guard summer camp, I had the great fortune of
meeting my wife to be. We raised two adorable daughters and marveled, watch-
ing them mature into two young adults of  whom we are rightfully proud, one as
a divorced mother of  an eight-year-old son and the other as a teacher. 

A career within PepsiCo, mentored by one of  the nation’s premier business
leaders, permitted me to build and manage four large international units in dif-
ferent industries. This provided our family with various living experiences, both
within the U.S. and Kenya and Holland and world travel. My family allowed
me to pursue my twin passions of  golf  and fishing and occasionally joined me.

Having been blessed with good health all of  my 51 years and enjoying a life that
was providing satisfaction beyond my aspirations, I was ill-prepared for the stroke
that occurred during a noontime jog at work in 1991. It left me paralyzed on
my right side with vision issues that shrunk my world. I could no longer drive a
car. Walking would be enabled by a brace and four-prong cane.

I worked with four specialists, golf  pros and therapists, who had had success in
keeping stroke victims in the game, but not with me. Fishing, though, was saved
by adaptive equipment located and given to me by fishing buddies.

Home from an extended stay in a rehabilitation hospital, my family closed ranks
and took on the job of  helping me cope with my new adventures in daily living.
My wife, Jane, became my main caregiver. The quality of  her effort was best
summarized by a ’62 wife at one of  our previous reunions. Having observed
Jane carry a heavy chair uphill for me at our Occom Pond lobster dinner, then
all but carry me up to it on her shoulder, followed by multiple trips for food and
beverage, she came close in her face and said, “Jane, some of  the wives have been
talking. You are setting the bar way too high for us to follow.”

My brother, Jeff  (D 1967), got me on a regular work schedule for aerobics and mobil-
ity. He got me in and out of  a swimming pool, helped me shower, and supported

me as we walked around a track. He provided the muscle to a wheel chair, as
our families enjoyed the many entertainments of  metropolitan N.Y.

Both daughters were frequent visitors to help us in any way they could. Just their
presence lifted our spirits, and if  the older girl, Jenny, brought along her son
Jackson, it was the best mental therapy I could have. Once when I failed to come
out of  a funk, she rightfully berated me “Come on, Dad, enjoy life. You are still
looking at the grass from the right side.”

Pam, our youngest, gave me a very moving short story she had written about
my emergence from a stroke-induced coma entitled “The Hand I Was Holding
Was Now Holding Mine.”

Jane had slept on a cot next to me in the hospital throughout this period. My
parents, who had flown in from the West Coast despite the cancer that would
claim my father’s life in a short time, put in countless hours at the hospital. Dad
(D 1932) would stay throughout my entire physical therapy sessions, as if  willing
me back to good health as he fought for his own survival.

Back home, aware that I was living life on bonus time granted me by God and
appreciative of  the efforts of  my family to help me cope with my limits, I intend-
ed to get back as much function as possible, live life fully, and find ways to make
contributions.

To that end, in rehabilitation I set goals in all facets of  my life. My therapists and
family warned me of  over-reach failure, particularly on the physical side, e.g., 
I had run only a half  marathon before the stroke so a full one with mobility
impairment was a stretch. I thought to shoot high to get back my life. With hind-
sight it was wishful thinking.

But, bottom line, not much accomplished. Among my failures was the unfinished
book about fishing with my father, finding a way to connect with my grandson
and playing a role in his life, developing a volunteer activity that added some
value and gave me satisfaction, finding a competitive area to replace the juice 
I got from delivering profit goals and improving my golf  handicap.

On the positive side my two decades-plus of  retirement and disability downtime
provided me with some major benefits:

A closer relationship with God. While not a member of  a church. I was
raised a Christian but did not have a closeness until this my time of  need. 
I was so dependent upon God to keep me safe as I moved without control,
to help me do the activities of  daily life that I feared that my never-ending
prayers were creating white noise that might be blocking out more impor-
tant and worthy prayers.

Several new friends who reached out to me and enriched my life.
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Time to read in my wife’s rose garden where the stimulation of  great litera-
ture was enhanced by sun and fresh air, the singing of  birds, and the occa-
sional chipmunk running over my feet to get some of  the granola I brought
out to make friends. In spring and summer, I literally was smelling the roses.
In the snow of  winter and foliage of  fall in the woods bordering our garden,
I still read, but smelling the roses was then figurative.

Internet connecting that enabled investment management, hobbies, travel
and restaurant research, online shopping, and email communication with
friends.

I was at a nadir following a fall on the shore of  Lake Superior that spoiled the
vacation of  three couples, high school friends. I was fearful that my travel days
may be coming to an end. At our Charleston reunion the prior week, I had been
unable to participate in many events and had to call upon classmates to help me
get around to the things I did do. Early that summer, on a Mediterranean cruise
I had to pass on many of  the excursions in Turkey, the Greek islands, Croatia,
and Italy. 

My “aha” moment came in the hospital at Mayo Clinic following the fall. A
Syrian doctor was irate that I had selected “do not resuscitate” in case of  emer-
gency. He had just been talking with Jane. “You have a family that loves you and
the resources and stamina for a month-plus of  consecutive travel. If  you can do
this and swim several miles twice a week, it is not time to check out. This fall is
not going to kill you, and we will try not to as we seek and treat the cause of  your
pain.” A long and uplifting discussion on life and religion ensued, by the end of
which I changed to “resuscitate and use extraordinary means if  necessary.”

Fifty years out of  Dartmouth, I have no illusions of  great accomplishments in
front of  me. I can, however, continue to enjoy life and tackle small projects that
can make a difference. Two priorities over the next couple of  years are
Dartmouth-related:

Complete and self-publish a book about my father, Graham C. Butler 
(D 1932). He introduced me to the school, put me through, and was my hero,
role model, and life guide. I want our future generations to know him.

Take my grandson Jackson on two trips: To Canada for a fishing week to
introduce him to walleyes, northern pike, the Northern Lights, shore lunch-
es, and the beauty of  the lake area. And to Hanover for a football game,
bonfire, and campus tour (Thayer School, future engineer), to get a leg up
on his other grandfather, a Harvard man.

Philip L. Cantelon Phil
11807 Dinwiddie Dr., Rockville, MD 20852, 
pcantelon@historyassociates.com, 
(301) 468-7331, Cell (301) 801-3127

High School: Ft. Wayne North Side
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Glee Club, Dartmouth Film Society
Fraternity: Alpha Chi Rho
Unique Hanover Memory: The summer of 1959. That’s
when I was fortunate enough to be selected for the Glee
Club’s summer stint at Radio City Music Hall. Sixteen of us
rented “suites,” four to a suite, at the Van Cortlandt Hotel, a
building on 49th St. just off Sixth that had seen better days. Across the street the
movie theater was showing “Street of Sin.” It was an omen. Murph, the hotel door-
man, opened more than doors, I discovered later. At Radio City we sang Dartmouth
and other college songs (I’ve forgotten what else was in the repertoire), rising from
the pit on a white fence, à la the Green with Dartmouth Hall in the background, and
did a stage show honoring Alaska as the 49th state by burning down Nome four
times a day. Except for one performance, which Paul Zeller suggested in no uncertain
terms we not repeat, the Glee Club was remarkably professional. One night Richard
Nixon was in the audience. We partied with the Rockettes and Corps de Ballet, most
of whom were not nearly as impressed as we were with a bathtub of Cook’s (or
André) champagne on ice. We played for six weeks, the run of “The Nun’s Story,” the
Audrey Hepburn–Peter Finch film. It was the summer I learned bridge (or didn’t,
depending on my partner) and became skilled at the Hindemeier System. It was also
the summer we closed the free lunch counter at the Taft Hotel bar. The 15-cent
schooners of beer didn’t cover the cost of the food we ate. If we had drunk more,
we could have dined longer. It was the first paradox of my Dartmouth education.
Graduate Study: MA, University of Michigan, 1963; PhD, Indiana University, 1971

Phil Cantelon
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Spouse: Eileen S. McGuckian
Spouse Education: BA, University of Maryland; MLA, Western Maryland College;
MPh, The George Washington University
Spouse Career: Historic Preservationist
Children: Philip W.
Where You Grew Up: Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Resided In: Ann Arbor, Mich.; Howe, Ind.; Bloomington, Ind.; Williamstown, Mass.;
Washington, D.C.; Westmoreland, N.H.; Fukuoka, Japan; Rockville, Md.; Mere
Point, Maine
Employers: Howe Military School; Indiana University; Williams College; Department
of Housing and Urban Development; U.S.-Japan Fulbright Commission; History
Associates Incorporated
Awards and Milestones: Franklin D. Roosevelt Award, Society for History in the
Federal Government; President, Cosmos Club of Washington, D.C.; Roger R, Trask
Award, SHFG
Retired? Not Quite

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I have long considered that one substan-
tive achievement was being hired to teach history at Williams College, a situation
made more astonishing by the fact that I had been wait-listed by Williams and
removed from the list about a week after I had accepted a place in the Class of
1962 at Dartmouth. I later learned that the schools traded lists at that time, a now
illegal activity. Of course, if I had gone to Williams and the history department had
seen what an average student I was, it would never have hired me. As it turned out,
they liked my Dartmouth background for its emphasis on close faculty-student rela-
tions and that I had won a teaching award at Indiana University. In addition, I was
able to spend nine years in Williamstown as its longest-serving non-tenured profes-
sor rather than four as a student. 
A year as a Fulbright professor in Japan provided a special opportunity to view anoth-
er culture from the outside as well as discover a great deal about my own country
and culture. Being a gaijin is akin to the treatment of minorities here. The year was
over too soon and not soon enough, depending if I was with my Japanese colleagues
and friends or learning enough Japanese to know what small children yelled at you
on the street or why people got up and left their seat when you sat next to them
on a bus. (There were not many Westerners in Fukuoka, the major city of the island
of Kyushu in southern Japan, in 1978, mostly Mormon missionaries.) A life-changing
experience to this day.
I also consider my publications an achievement of some sort, a couple of which my
wife recommends for insomnia. Books: Crisis Contained; The Department of Energy
at Three Mile Island (1980, 1982); The American Atom (1984, 1992); MCI The Early
Years, 1968-1988 (1993); The Roadway Story (1996); Never Stand Still: The History
of Consolidated Freightways and CNF (2001); Bringing Science to Life: The History
of the National Institute of Nursing Research (2010). Selected articles: “Greetin’s,
Cousin George,” American Heritage (December 1967), “The Great Red Scare of
1934,” Berkshire Review (Spring/Summer 1973) “The Origins of Microwave

Technology—Waves of Change,” Technology and Culture (1995).
Hobbies: Cooking, touring historic cemeteries (at the vigorous suggestion of my
bride)
Travel: When we can, usually to Europe. And those infernal graveyards here.
Community Activities: Board of Trustees, The American University of Rome;
President and Board, Montgomery County (Md.) Historical Society; President and
Board, Peerless Rockville Historic Preservation Ltd.; President, Society for History in
the Federal Government; Dean’s Executive Advisory Council, James Madison
University; Executive Director and Board, National Council on Public History; Chair
and Commissioner, Montgomery County (Md.) Historic Preservation Commission;
President, Cosmos Club Historic Preservation Foundation; Commissioner, Maryland
Commission on Artistic Property
Alumni Activities: Washington, D.C., Area 1962 Expedition and Eating Group led
by Charlie Balch; Alumni Interviewer

How well prepared: Enough to muddle through most of  the time. In some
ways a Dartmouth education was similar to military science: it prepared us for
the last war. It took me some time to adjust to a faster changing world brought
on by opposition to the war in Vietnam and the domestic cultural changes it
produced. In the end, Dartmouth reinforced my innate Midwestern caution in
many ways while opening my mind to fresh ideas.

Historical witness: During my first weeks at Dartmouth my faculty advisor,
Blair Watson, took us up in a small plane to see Dartmouth, Hanover, and the
Connecticut River down toward Lebanon from the air. For a less-than-well-trav-
eled Midwestern boy, it was a thrilling trip and provided a different perspective
on the College—a pre-Google view of  my new world.

Present Activities, Plans: I am writing a history of  the Institute of  Nuclear
Power Operations (INPO), an industry self-policing organization committed to
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promoting excellence and safety in the operation of  nuclear power plants. Formed
after Three Mile Island, INPO, through plant evaluations, operator training pro-
grams, plant assistance, management education, and peer review has improved
the operating performance of  nuclear plants over the past three-plus decades. 
It is a wonderful story of  establishing a culture of  safety in a previously isolated
and competitively isolated industry. INPO is probably the best example of  indus-
try-sponsored “regulators” that have made a positive difference both in this
country and globally. In a sense, this history is an appropriate bookend to my
first book on Three Mile Island.

Impact on Society: In one important part of  my professional life I’d like to
think that I have contributed to a new facet of  the history profession. Of  the
social sciences, history has lacked an applied tradition, that is, a presence beyond

the customary careers in teaching, archives, or museums. There was no tradition
of  history graduates going into the business of  practicing history as one would
practice medicine or law. Over my career, I departed from the traditional teach-
ing of  history and helped establish an applied aspect to the profession, some-
thing that did not exist previously. Most people are surprised that one can make
money providing historical services, yet History Associates has proved otherwise.
In establishing the company my partners and I were able to create a viable pro-
fessional company that provides historical, archival, records management, litiga-
tion research, and museum services to clients in the U.S. and Europe.

Over the past 30 years the company has grown from three people to more than
50 professionals, the largest company of  its kind in the U.S. and possibly the
world (I don’t think anyone tracks these statistics, so it’s easy to make the claim).
A former employee said that History Associates was “The Best Company in
History,” and that’s the way I would like it to be remembered.

In 1960 the Glee Club made an album for Campion’s entitled “Reflections on 
Dartmouth.” The cover picture, Dartmouth Hall taken after a fresh snowfall

on a brilliantly sunny winter day, was the ideal Dartmouth, the way the College
should be. There were no students in the picture. Herb West would have under-
stood. I gave it no thought whatsoever.

My memories of  Dartmouth are a mixture of  nostalgia and resentment flicker-
ing by like frames of  an old silent movie. Over time, I’ve become more selective

of  my past and Dartmouth’s shifting place in it. The History Department was
traditional in its approach to teaching and scholarship. The emphasis was firmly
on the former. We learned facts and embraced historical anecdotes. How could
you not thrill to a Battle Night with Lew Stilwell or an Al Foley story? Interpretive
history took a back seat to faculty personalities, though the College was chang-
ing as younger professors arrived, more evident in mathematics than in history.
Nevertheless, Dartmouth’s History Department served me well, both in gradu-
ate school and in teaching. I had a firm grounding in history and understood
the value of  dealing directly with students, to challenge, stimulate, and praise
them. My Dartmouth experience was crucial to landing a teaching position at
Williams College. 

After a long period of  disaffection from the College for reasons not germane
here, I rediscovered that the strength of  Dartmouth is in its people. Among all
the jobs Charlie Balch performs for the College, I most appreciate his gather-
ings of  the ’62s in the Washington area, which has reestablished old ties and
nurtured new ones. Dan Tomkins linked us together in ways we could never
imagine as undergraduates. Kent Hutchinson cajoled me into returning for our
40th reunion, which reacquainted me with classmates, and insisted we attend
our class’s 70th birthday celebration in Charleston, which made me realize how
thoughtful we had become about Dartmouth. Amid renewed friendships, it’s
apparent that the cover of  “Reflections on Dartmouth” had it all wrong. The
importance of  Dartmouth was not the classrooms of  Dartmouth Hall. It was
the faculty and students who filled them.

When we gather for our class picture at the June reunion, we should correct Jim
Campion’s album cover and stand on the steps of  Dartmouth Hall with Thad
Seymour in the front, the man who, as much as anyone, brought us “safe at last
in the wide, wide world.”

Albert H. Cantril 

Tad Cantril did not reply to the questionnaire. A sociolo-
gy major and member of  Delta Upsilon and Casque &
Gauntlet, he was living in Cambridge, Mass., at the time
of  the 25th reunion and working as a fellow at the Insti-
tute of  Politics, John F. Kennedy School of  Government,
Harvard. He had written two books on polling and politics.
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George C. Capelle III 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Arnold M. Carlin Archie 
205 Rosemary Street, #1, Needham, MA 02494, 
amcentpr@msn.com, (781) 449-3210 

Occupation: Government/Military, Economic Analyst,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 Rosemary Street,
Needham, MA 02494, (781) 626-6499 

William M. Carpenter Bill 
1135 US Route 1, Stockton Springs ME 04981,
carpentr@coa.edu, (207) 567-4172, Cell (207) 322-1110

High School: Waterville, Me., HS
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Drinking
Fraternity: Gamma Delt
Unique Hanover Memory: See reflections
Graduate Study: PhD, U of Minnesota, 1967; Postdoc, U of
Chicago, 1970

Spouse: Donna Gold
Spouse Education: Bennington, UCLA, New School
Spouse Career: Writer, Public Relations
Children: Matthew Carpenter, 7/10/65, Dartmouth ’87; Daniel Carpenter-Gold,
5/29/90, Columbia ‘12
Where You Grew Up: Waterville, Maine

Resided In: Minneapolis, 1962-67; Chicago, 1967-72; Southwest Harbor, Me.,
1972-1980; Stockton Springs, Me., 1980-present
Employers: University of Chicago, College of the Atlantic
Awards and Milestones: Associated Writing Programs Award in Poetry, 1980;
Samuel French Morse Prize in Poetry, 1985; National Endowment for Humanities
Individual Artist Fellowship, 1984
Working or Retired: Currently 2/3 time Professor of English, Director Creative
Writing Program, College of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor, Me.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Books: The Hours of Morning (1980);
Rain (1985); Speaking Fire (1992); A Keeper of Sheep (1994); Wooden Nickel 2002
Hobbies: Sailing, biking, running, AT hiking.
Travel: Russia last year.
Alumni Activities: Alum interviewer, Bar Harbor region

How well prepared: See “reflections”

Iwas a kid from Maine who had come to Dartmouth for the skiing, but I quickly
discovered alcohol, and my beautiful Kneissls stayed in the corner for four

years. I also discovered literature and encountered the resplendent Dartmouth
teachers who were to become role models for the rest of  my life. It was a great
time to be an English major. I will never forget the slant of  light of  winter sun-
sets in Sanborn House and the elegance of  a china teacup in Tom Vance’s hand.

Severn Duvall’s aristocratic bearing seemed right out of  Faulkner’s Sartoris nov-
els. Jack Hirschmann was our own beatnik, always a bit bewildered as if  he’d
been teleported by aliens from Brooklyn to the New Hampshire wilderness.
After Fran Gramlich’s Freud lectures, our parents would never be the same. 

Many of  the faculty were still from the Greatest Generation. Harold Bond had
been under fire in the invasion of  Sicily, and you could feel that depth of  expe-
rience even in the delicacy with which he dissected a Spenser sonnet. Ramon
Guthrie had lived on a canal barge on the Seine with Andre Breton, and the
slightest hint would drift him back to Paris in the surrealist days. Somehow Vernon
Hall got us to read Ulysses, two or three Proust novels, The Brothers Karamazov,
The Magic Mountain, The Trial, and Portrait of  the Artist, all in ten weeks! How did
he do that? How did we? There was nothing else to do in Hanover. It was a
reader’s paradise. We were free from sexual distractions as we would not be for
another 50 years. 
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I barricade my office, remembering those great 
Dartmouth profs in their awesome glory and fallibility, 
and I try to carry them as far into the future as time allows.

William M. Carpenter



I have spent my professional life attempting to live up to their dedication and
passion for books and the words inside them. At this point I can barely hear the
students. I can’t tell one from the other, youth makes them so alike. I’m weary
from long struggles with the postmodernists. My administration is strenuously
working to retire me. But I barricade my office, remembering those great
Dartmouth profs in their awesome glory and fallibility, and I try to carry them
as far into the future as time allows.

Dale Cornell Carr 
Ranonkelstraat 29, 9741 LS Groningen, The Netherlands,
dale.cornell.carr.62@alum.dartmouth.org 

Gilbert Lawrence Cashion Larry 
20 Powder Horn Rd., Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567, 
lcashion@verizon.net, (914) 737-3354, Cell (914) 400-7801

High School: Madison High School, Madison, New Jersey
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Learning and socializing
Fraternity: The Tabard
Unique Hanover Memory: I had a creative writing class
with Richard Eberhart. This was quite a change of pace for
an economics major, but it helped me write better, which
has been useful all my life. Now that I’m retired, one of my
hobbies is songwriting—both music and lyrics. I’m sure that
my creative writing experience with Professor Eberhart influenced my motivation many
years later to try songwriting, which is much fun.
Graduate Study: MBA, Economics, New York University, 1978

Spouse: Patti Liggett Cashion, whom I was dating in college
Spouse Career: Raising two kids and keeping me under control
Children: Kimberly Cashion Rosendorf, May 20, 1968, Now married with three
children and living in Chappaqua, New York; Brian Hagar Cashion, July 28, 1969,
just married for the first time in January 2011, living in Manhattan 
Where You Grew Up: Madison, New Jersey. We had three ‘62s from our high school

class: Charlie Failmezger, Bill Pierce, and I. John Hubbard, also from Madison, went
to a private high school. Two ‘61s were also from Madison. 
Resided In: After I married Patti in 1964 we lived in Millburn, New Jersey. My job
took me to Columbus, Ohio, from 1966 to 1970. Then we moved to Vancouver,
Washington, from 1970 to 1975. We moved back east to Randolph, N.J., in 1975.
When the Bell System broke up in 1984, we moved to Cortlandt Manor, N.Y.,
where we have stayed even after I retired. 
Employers: Western Electric from 1962 to 1975; AT&T from 1975 to 1984; NYNEX,
a “Baby Bell” spinoff, from 1984 until I retired in 1997
Awards and Milestones: See reflections.
Working or Retired: Retired in 1997 but stayed living an hour north of New York
City.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Member of Town of Cortlandt Economic
Committee from 1998 to 2009.
Hobbies: Music and sports. One of my hobbies is songwriting, and I’m in a com-
munity chorus. I play golf once or twice a week.
Travel: Patti and I enjoy traveling, both domestically and in Europe. We generally
plan our own itinerary and go by ourselves, not with a group. Last fall we spent
two weeks in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands, traveling by car and by train.
Boy, those European trains sure are nice! 
Alumni Activities: Enrollment interviewer and Alumni Fund solicitor. 

My “Bureaucratic Period” was the 35 years after graduating from Dartmouth,
during which I worked for the Bell System and one of  its successors. This

was the second of  the three periods into which I classify my life. The first, my
“Formative Period,” lasted from birth up to graduation from Dartmouth. Thank
you, 1962 classmates, for helping me to survive this period. The third and last
period, which began when I retired in 1997 and continues to this day, is my
“Freewheeling Period,” characterized by doing pretty much whatever the hell 
I feel like doing. 

Being a bureaucrat for 35 years—precisely one half  of  my total life up to now as
I write this at age 70—was not really so bad. I started out working for Western
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and Patti



Electric, manufacturer for the Bell System. This funded room and board, enabled
me to live for five years in Columbus, Ohio, where our two children were born,
and to live for five more years in Vancouver, Washington (people thought we
were in Canada, although, being across the Columbia River from Portland,
Oregon, we were no closer to Canada than we are now living an hour north of
New York City) picking up new and lasting friends along the way. 

We returned to the New York area in 1975, where I worked for Ma Bell at AT&T’s
headquarters. There I got to participate in the historic upheaval of  the telephone
business highlighted by the breakup of  the Bell System in 1984. That’s when 
I was “divested” from AT&T to NYNEX, one of  the “Baby Bells” created by the
breakup. Public policy of  the time was to encourage competition and make buy-
ing telephone service something like buying candy at a newsstand—choosing
from dozens of  potential suppliers all displayed in colorful wrappers for hungry
and eager consumers. As it turns out, building and operating a telephone network

is something different from packaging a candy bar. To try to make this work the
courts and the regulators crafted a kaleidoscope of  shifting rules compartmen-
talizing what portion of  telephone service different players could provide and
under what terms they could provide it. What fertile ground for a bureaucrat!

You may recall that the key protagonist of  all this was MCI, the start-up com-
petitor to Ma Bell whose efforts brought the anti-trust action that led to the Bell
System breakup. As fates would have it, I wound up running the “MCI Account”
for NYNEX. Now, this was not like your cousin’s sales manager job. MCI was,
indeed, a major customer; our biggest customers (AT&T, now a “long distance
company” and MCI) were our primary competitors in the strange world at the
time. However, MCI’s business plan was essentially to interconnect with the
established telephone network (that we had spent a hundred years building) and
take away our most lucrative customers. It may not surprise you that some of  my
telephone colleagues didn’t care for that idea. On the other hand, Bill McGowan,
who founded MCI (he had a heart transplant during all this and survived for a
while, but he is now gone) put together a team of  creative, energetic young peo-
ple just dying to change the world and work long hours to make their then rap-
idly growing company succeed. They had no patience for the traditional behavior
of  a stodgy baby bell whose management thought MCI had no business being
in business in the first place. Standing between these two factions was—me. 

So, I got to see a remarkable period of  the telephone business up close and per-
sonal. Actually it was fascinating, and a challenge, and I wound up with many
friends from both camps. The coda to the story is that the year after I retired,
MCI was acquired by Worldcom (in what was then the largest merger in U.S.
history), which in turn went bankrupt (which was then the largest bankruptcy in
U.S. history) aided by an accounting scam that put its chairman, Bernie Ebbers,
in jail for 25 years. The key portion of  the MCI network, which carried the
lion’s share of  Internet traffic at the time, was purchased by, would you believe,
Verizon, which is the successor to NYNEX after several more mergers, and
which company sends me my pension check. So I still get a little legacy of  those
NYNEX/MCI years every month. 

At the Class of  1962’s 35th reunion in June of  1997, I sat with my wife, Patti,
on the porch of  College Hall, overlooking the Green with Dartmouth Row
beyond. I was about to retire at the end of  that month, and I said to Patti, “This
probably sounds hokey, but I feel very much like I felt 35 years ago when 
I graduated. I’m about to embark on a whole new period of  my life, and I don’t
know where it will lead, but I believe the possibilities are endless. I have this
exciting feeling of  freedom that I can do whatever I want, and much of  that joy
is because of  my connection with this place, Dartmouth. It has equipped me to
enjoy the world as well as I could possibly imagine.”

And so I embarked on my “Freewheeling Period” that continues to this day.
Family has been a big part of  my retirement. Daughter Kim and her three kids
live 25 minutes away, and son Brian, who lives an hour away in Manhattan, just
got married for the first time at the tender age of  41. My wife, Patti, is one of
five Tabard girlfriends who married and stayed with the guys they were dating
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I sing worse than I played the trumpet, 
but with 60 voices, who can tell?

G. Lawrence Cashion 

College Hall



in college. Sadly, two of  them are now widows: Susie (Phil) Lawler and Mary V.
(Carl) Palmer. The others are Judy (Stu) Heydt and Sarah (Fred) Cook; the
Cooks live about two miles from us. 

One of  my freewheeling hobbies is songwriting. I was in the Marching Band at
Dartmouth, but I was never much of  a trumpet player, and after college I did
nothing with music until I retired. Music sticks with you, though, and with the
magic of  computers I can use my music knowledge to have a lot of  fun compos-
ing, arranging, and producing stuff, mostly for others to sing and play. I’m in The
Old Mill Singers, a community chorus. (I sing worse than I played the trumpet,
but with 60 voices, who can tell?) I make practice discs for them in my studio,
and they occasionally even sing some of  my original pieces. For amusement,
check out my web site, songsyoulike.com. 

Dartmouth seems to be in good hands as I write this. President Kim is getting
good marks, and the school is certainly popular. I continue to do enrollment inter-
viewing, and this year (for the Class of  2015) we had an incredible 18% jump in
applicants to over 22,000. I saw five candidates and continue to be encouraged
by the quality of  these young people. If  I were applying today I wouldn’t get in!

In June of  2012 I plan to return with Patti to the College Hall porch. It will be
good to relive once again the thrill of  unlimited opportunities that I felt 15 years,
and 50 years before.

Albert H. Cass 
Buck Cass died January 15, 1974. He had come to
Dartmouth from Essex Junction, Vermont, where he had
been valedictorian of  his high school class. At Dartmouth,
he was active in the Ski Patrol and Alpha Theta. His room-
mates in our class included Nick King, David DeWilde,
Bob Aiken, Pete Ambrose, and Manuel Buchwald. He
joined Bob and me, Jim Blair, our sophomore year, and 
I roomed with him in various combinations for the rest of
our time at Dartmouth. He was an extremely able student,
but most of  the time he did not let that get in the way of
having a good time. His loyalty to his friends who were not so gifted was intense;
he had a great gift for making the rest of  us feel smarter than we had any right
to be. Our last year, his interest in skiing morphed into cross country skiing to
which he lured me, previously not a skier, and we became two of  the approximate-
ly six people in Hanover not on the ski team who possessed and used XC skis. 

He was always destined to be a biology major, and he was accepted as a Senior
Fellow going into our last year. However, he realized that his background in basic

science was, like many bio majors, rather limited, so he withdrew from his
Senior Fellowship program to take basic math and physics courses. They were
more challenging than he had expected, but in the end they helped his admis-
sion into the molecular biology Ph.D. program at the Rockefeller Institute (now
Rockefeller University) in New York City and didn’t prevent his admission to
Phi Beta Kappa and graduation cum laude.

While at Rockefeller, he married Louise Emmons, a student at Sarah Lawrence
College. He became fascinated with rock climbing and organized two expedi-
tions to the Brooks Range in north central Alaska, a wilderness of  unclimbed
peaks. His Ph.D. thesis was on membrane actions at the molecular level, and he
received his degree in 1969. Not long after, his marriage broke up, leaving a
cloud of  unresolved issues that never totally dissipated. In 1970 and 1971 he
held a post-doctoral fellowship at the University of  Copenhagen in Denmark.
While there, he revived his piano playing, in remission since early high school
days. Despite the absence of  serious snow in Denmark, he organized his use of
the overnight ferries between Copenhagen and Oslo so as to spend significant
time on XC skis in Norway, certainly then the ultimate dream of  XC skiers.

He returned to the U.S. in 1972 and another post-doctoral fellowship at the
Albert Einstein College of  Medicine. During the 1972-73 academic year, we
shared a house in Westchester County, which served as a base for many notable
joint weekend expeditions to points north. Buck left the Einstein to take a tenure-
track position in the Dartmouth Biology Department in the fall of  1973. In
January 1974 he succumbed to unbearable and unimaginable depression and
took his own life. 
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In his honor, and to celebrate his ability to maintain a scholarly life in several
widely separated locales, many friends and classmates helped create the Albert
Cass Traveling Fellowship. Since 1975 it has provided a stipend annually to a
student at Dartmouth, Rockefeller, The Albert Einstein School of  Medicine, or
the University of  Copenhagen to travel abroad for short-term research projects
related to their ongoing pursuits. 

He was survived by his parents and by a sister, Joan, and two brothers, David
and Alan. 

Richard P. Centracchio 
2130 Modena Court, Naples, FL 34105, 
centracchio09@comcast.net, (239) 234-6331 

Occupation: Finance/Financial Services, Staff Member 

Stanley Woodworth Chittick Woody 
98 South Main St., Cohasset, MA 02025,
woodychittick@gmail.com, 
(781) 383-3215, Cell (781) 956-4323

High School: Deerfield Academy
Major: International Relations
Favorite Activity: Bones Gate Fraternity; skiing
Fraternity: Bones Gate (aka DTD)
Unique Hanover Memory: Helping anthropology faculty
catalogue artifacts
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1970

Spouse: JoAnne Chittick
Spouse Education: BA, Smith College, 1965
Spouse Career: Book publishing; self-employed artist
Children: Juliana, 1972, Dartmouth ‘94; Benjamin, 1975, Dartmouth ‘97; Chloe,
1978, Colby 2000
Where You Grew Up: Fitchburg, Mass.
Resided In: Boston, 1968-1971; Cohasset, 1971-present
Employers: U.S. Navy, 1963-1966; Little, Brown & Co., 1968-1977; Bain & Co.,

1977-1980; Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc., 1980-2000
Awards and Milestones: Various regional and national volunteer positions for the
National MS (Multiple Sclerosis) Society
Working or Retired: Retired since 2000; active volunteer
Military: OCS, Newport, R.I., 1963; USS Independence (CVS 62), Norfolk, Va.,
1963-1964; NAAS, Meridian, MS, 1964-1966
Hobbies: Sailing, gardening, skiing, grandchildren
Travel: Most continents, many countries
Alumni Activities: Class Officer (Mini-Reunion chair); DED alumni interviewer/coor-
dinator

How well prepared: Exposed me to a wide variety of  accomplished people
—helped me to appreciate people’s unique qualities

Historical witness: My two years in red-clay Mississippi (courtesy of  the U.S.
Navy) during the civil rights turmoil; seeing how different strata of  that society
reacted to the times (sometimes in a surprisingly positive manner)

Present Activities, Plans: Interests above; I intend to continue being active
and involved for many years to come.

Impact on Society: My impact has been in little ways, too insignificant to
bear repeating—just leaving the world a slightly better place than when it
found me (spoken as a good Unitarian)

Perhaps I should say that Dartmouth prepared me to deal with the vicissi-
tudes of  life, and/or instilled life-transforming values, and/or raised my

political and social consciousness—but Dartmouth seems no more transforma-
tive than a dozen other experiences in my life, excepting marriage and father-
hood. It did propel me from adolescence into adulthood, and I did get a great
education—when I bothered to study (ahhh, those recurring nightmares of  the
term paper not written, except I lived it!). 

After an uneventful childhood, I left Fitchburg (Mass.) at age 14 for Deerfield
Academy. Unfortunately for me, Deerfield’s rules and regimen didn’t do much
to prepare me to be a mature or particularly thoughtful person: mandatory
study halls, meal check-ins 3x/day, early lights out, no wandering even a few
steps off  campus, and no routine female interactions left me all too vulnerable
to the unlimited social freedoms offered by Dartmouth—and I reacted as you
might expect. 

After four years of  inconsistent academic performance at Dartmouth (I wasn’t
entirely feckless; I was very consistent in attending Bones Gate events), I graduat-
ed with no clue about what I wanted to do in life. So I decided to punt. I went to
Naval OCS and spent my first 18 months on cruises to the Med and Guantanamo
Bay and only got confined to quarters twice for on-shore contretemps. Then to
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shore duty in Meridian, Mississippi, arriving just in time to help search for the
three murdered civil rights workers. I knew I was a very long way from home
when a local asked me if  I were a Yankee. “How did you know?” (Military hair-
cut? Massachusetts accent?) Response: “I could tell by your license plates—
Virginia. That’s somewhere up north, isn’t it?” I did help John McCain establish
our Key Fest Yacht Club and served as his Vice Commodore—until we were
closed down for rowdy behavior.

Fast forward through re-entry into civilian life, year one at Harvard B School
where my finest achievement was meeting my wife, JoAnne. It certainly wasn’t
academics—I was encouraged to take a LOA for a couple of  years and joined

Little, Brown’s college text division as a salesman. This was a real wake-up call,
and I returned to HBS, graduating with distinction in 1970. Now married, 
I went back to Little, Brown as Business Manager and then moved up to be
General Manager. Two children were soon born (Juliana and Ben), JoAnne began
to freelance, and we bought our first (and only!) home—in Cohasset, a seaside
town about 20 miles south of  Boston.

In the late 1970s I left book publishing for a newly founded consulting firm, Bain.
I joined just a couple of  months after Mitt Romney did—try as I might, I could
never get my hair to look as coifed as his, and I concluded that consulting was

not for me. Besides, red-eye flights got awfully old, awfully quickly. In 1980, 
I joined Ocean Spray Cranberries, where I was VP of  International, sandwiched
around stints as VP of  Strategic Planning/Business Development. Our kids made
it through the ’80s and ’90s with nary a major problem—at least none that
were noticeable by their parents. In 2000, according to a long-established game
plan, I retired from Ocean Spray. 

I loved the cranberry folks, but I’m happier now than I’ve ever been. Our kids
are very good friends with each another. Juliana, our eldest, lives here in
Cohasset with a great husband (both are architects) and two sons; our younger
daughter, Chloe, married a couple of  years ago and had a son in 2011 (she’s
Chicago-based, in consumer research), and son Ben lives in London, doing
commercial real estate. Juliana and Ben are Dartmouth grads (’94 and ’97,
respectively); Chloe graduated from Colby in 2000. JoAnne has a nice business
painting house portraits and exhibits her more serious watercolors and oils at the
Copley Society in Boston. As for me, I volunteer, pretty much full-time except
for gardening, sailing, a bit of  skiing, and travel.

I do a lot with Multiple Sclerosis on both the local and national levels (averaging
a day or two a week); as your Mini-Reunion Chair, I get to call myself  a Class
Officer. I’m an enthusiastic sailor of  a Herreshoff  12½ and past Commodore of
our local yacht club (and am still on six committees at last count), am chair of
the local zoning board, active in church, have done a bit of  pro bono consulting
for the international Fair Trade movement, and so forth. 

So here I am—same state, same house, same wife, same kids, same interests—
and very few regrets. Oh, but I did get out of  Fitchburg. Now, that was an
accomplishment!

Thomas William Choate Tom
183 Sedona Way, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418, 
choatetw@yahoo.com, 
(561) 625-6710, 
Cell (301) 661-7650

High School: Dwight-Englewood School (formerly
Englewood School for Boys)
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Being a DCAC manager (track and field)
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Prof. Lew Stillwell’s “Battle a
Day” lectures were among the best presentations I’ve ever
attended.
Graduate Study: BA, Dartmouth, 1962; MBA, Tuck School, 1969
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I graduated with no clue about what I wanted to do in life.
So I decided to punt.

S. Woodworth Chittick
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Spouse: Jane S. Herring-Choate
Spouse Education: BA, Education; MS, Early Child Development
Spouse Career: Elementary school teacher
Children: Elizabeth A. Choate; Catherine C. Choate; Seth B. Herring; Rebecca L.
Herring
Where You Grew Up: Teaneck, N.J.
Resided In: Teaneck, N.J., 1940-1958; Gaithersburg and N. Chevy Chase, Md.,
1969-2006
Employers: U.S. Marine Corps; General Electric Co.; Montgomery County, Md.,
Public School District
Awards and Milestones: Various GE and community awards for community service
Working or Retired: Retired, but part-time IT department for a small non-profit
Military: USMC officer, helicopter pilot, platoon and squadron commanding offi-
cer, in Jacksonville, North Carolina; DaNang and Dong Ha, Vietnam; Pensacola, Fla. 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I enjoy writing computer software for
non-profit organizations
Hobbies: All things computer-related, motorcycling, and now biking
Travel: My wife and I love cruises, both on the high seas and on major European
rivers, and have traveled almost yearly for the past 20 years. 

How well prepared: It gave me a good education from a school with name
recognition

Historical witness: When I left Dartmouth in 1962, technicians were “pro-
gramming computers” by twisting wires around the bases of  electron tubes.
When I returned in 1968-69, there was the Kiewit Computation Center serving
over 100 teletype terminals. It so fascinated me that I spent the next 28 years at
GE Information Systems, eight more years teaching and supporting PCs in a
high school, and the last five years writing computer programs for non-profits. 
I expect the same interest and challenges for the future.

Present Activities, Plans: See above

Impact on Society: The non-profit referred to above is a day laborer
resource center for mostly undocumented workers. The center protects these
workers against sometimes-predatory employers, teaches them English and
other positive activities. Its good works have been positively commented upon
on the NY Times and NPR. I am making my impact by happily volunteering
over 400 hours a year of  my services for the past four years.

Robert T. Christgau Bob
193 Second Avenue, New York, NY 10003, rxgau@aol.com,
(212) 475-2134, Cell (646) 619-7893 or (347) 425-6496, but
these are very bad ways to reach me—the first is my wife’s,
the second I use so seldom I had to look up the number

High School: Flushing High School, NYC
Major: English
Favorite Activity: At college, ping-pong; in my adult life, sex
Fraternity: Couldn’t afford one, and a good thing too
Unique Hanover Memory: Beating Beta’s best in ping-pong
for the greater glory of Wheeler Hall

Spouse: Carola Dibbell
Spouse Education: Radcliffe
Spouse Career: Writer and housewife, superb at both
Children: Nina, born 1985
Where You Grew Up: Flushing, Queens
Resided In: I’ve lived in Manhattan’s East Village since 1974 except for one year
teaching at Cal Arts, 1970-71
Employers: Village Voice, mostly, 1974-2006; self, mostly, fore and aft
Awards and Milestones: Guggenheim Fellowship, 1988; National Arts Journalism
Fellowship, 2002; Ferris Teaching Fellowship at Princeton, 2007; sundry other minor
writing awards, five books so far, festschrift entitled Don’t Stop ’Til You Get
Enough for my 60th birthday, 2002
Retired? Far from it

Publications, Achievements, Interests: See Milestones, plus a lot of college teach-
ing, even though I never went to grad school, and a marriage that is the greatest
joy of what has been a fun and fulfilling life
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Hobbies: Reading: only that’s really my life; big baseball fan, although I’ve written
professionally about that, too
Travel: Hitchhiked across America, 1963; Europe in various professional and recre-
ational capacities perhaps a dozen times; Jamaica, 1972; Honduras for two
months, 1985; a week in Senegal last November (that was cool)
Community Activities: I’ve volunteered sporadically for the Democratic party both
in NYC and in Ohio/Pennsylvania/Virginia ever since I realized what a dick Ralph
Nader was and have been active on my coop and condo boards.

How well prepared: I don’t know what this means.

Historical witness: I’m writing a memoir that will have at least a chapter
about Dartmouth, which taught me a great deal, but my most intense memories
are of  how my final year clarified that the great interest in writing and thinking
I developed there didn’t mean I belonged in academia.

Present Activities, Plans: Writing, listening, and loving, just like always

Impact on Society: I have been the Dean of  American Rock Critics since 
I invented the position in 1970.

Urging ’62s to share a few words of  wisdom, the editors strove to counteract
shyness, insecurity, writer’s block. These are not my problems. I make my

living selling words of  wisdom, of  which there are several million available at
my website, robertchristgau.com. Unfortunately for our purposes, most of  these
concern not just popular music, but popular music that interests very few guys
born before Pearl Harbor. In that connection the Alumni Magazine published
some 125 words by me 10 years ago that I hope won’t seem self-indulgent when
I reprint them. 

Ten-Step Program for Growing Better Ears
1. Don’t give up now.
2. Have a few drinks—smoke a joint, even.
3. At the very least, lighten up, willya?
4. Forget about soothing your savage beast.
5. Repeat three times daily: The good old days are the oldest myth in the

world. Or, alternatively: Nostalgia sucks.
6. Go somewhere you think is too noisy and stay an hour. Go back.
7. Grasp this truth: Musically, all Americans are part African.

8. Attend a live performance by someone you’ve never seen before.
9. Play your favorite teenager’s favorite album three times while doing some-

thing else. Put it away. Play it again two days later and notice what you
remember.

10. Spend a week listening to James Brown’s Star Time.

Those words came pretty quickly, as I recall, and I think they hold up. But
quickly isn’t how words usually come, and often the number I can write in a day
proves to have a physical limit. My brain just clogs up. So since I am anything
but retired, buckling down to this project has been difficult. Here goes.

My father was a fireman, and I attended Dartmouth on what was nearly a full-
tuition scholarship, for which I am tremendously grateful even if  Dartmouth

conceived it as an investment in its institutional future. Like the excellent educa-
tion I got out of  the New York City public schools in the ’50s, my Dartmouth
education enriched me enormously. Not financially so much, except as regards
entry-level journalism jobs, where my Ivy League Phi Bete was like a free pass.
Dartmouth enriched me spiritually, helping me break with fundamentalist
Christianity and then instilling in me a new faith. I ended up rejecting most of
the tenets of  that faith as it was then practiced at Dartmouth. But my determina-
tion to find personal expression and fulfillment as a writer I absorbed from such
very different literature professors as John Hurd, Jack Hirschman, and Ramon
Guthrie. And so I ended up getting more famous than rich at an ill-paying
weekly called The Village Voice, and very happily marrying a Radcliffe ’66 whose
own wonderful writing proved even less remunerative than my own.

I was too busy with “The Aesthetic Life,” as a key freshman lecture put it, to
think much about class at the time, but over the years I figured some stuff  out.
So let me point out right now that I graduated debt-free into an economy where,
after two years of  self-financed quasi-bohemian knocking around, I effortlessly
found three different entry-level journalism jobs between September 1964 and
January 1965. It was that economy that enabled me to pursue my proudly and
indeed pugnaciously low-rent version of  the aesthetic life Dartmouth set me to
theorizing. We all know that few Dartmouth ’12s of  any lineage will be as lucky
as I was—as one way or another we all were. If  Dartmouth is to have an insti-
tutional identity worth investing in, its priority must be reversing the deteriora-
tion of  the comity our generation has overseen. I don’t know about you guys.
But me, I’m still the 99 percent.
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I make my living selling words of wisdom.

Robert T. Christgau



Charles R. Church 
76 Lincoln City Road, Salisbury, CT 06068, (860) 596-4166 

Spouse: Anne A. Makepeace 

Occupation: Law, Attorney 

Paul P. Cieslewski 
233A Heritage Village, Southbury, CT 06488,
cies1338@yahoo.com, (203) 264-3544 

Occupation: Education 

Alexander S. Clark 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Cary Prescott Clark
PO Box 408, Littleton NH 03561, cary.clark@valley.net, 
(603) 444-4079, Cell (603) 443-2026

High School: Lisbon High School
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Dating
Fraternity: Sigma Nu
Unique Hanover Memory: Being offered a shot of bour-
bon by Coach Tony Lupien in his field house office
Graduate Study: JD, Harvard Law School, 1965; LLM,
Boston University, 1966

Spouse: Christina (Tina) Livingstone Clark
Spouse Education: BA, Vermont College 
Spouse Career: Youth Services and Art
Children: Lisa Quinn Clark, 11/30/67; Kristina (Nina) Tedin Clark, 9/20/69
Where You Grew Up: Lisbon, New Hampshire
Resided In: Cambridge, Mass., 1962-1965; Boston, 1965-1966;Arlington, Mass.,
1966-1968; Hanover, Mass., 1968-1974; Hanover, N.H., 1974-2006; Littleton, N.H.,
2006-present
Employers: Associate and Partner, Boston law firm of Herrick, Smith, Donald, Farley
& Ketchum (1965-1974); College Counsel and Director of External Relations,
Dartmouth College (1974-1999); Consultant, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
(1999-2004); Chairman, Acting President and CEO, Ledyard National Bank (2004-05)
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Awards and Milestones: Citizen of the Year, Hanover Area Chamber of
Commerce, 1999
Retired? Yes 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Having and raising two wonderful daugh-
ters; Working with Paul Paganucci ’53, Tuck professor Dennis Logue, and others in
founding and growing Ledyard National Bank (1989-2006); Writing a history of the
stretch of Connecticut River Valley near Hanover (2003)
Hobbies: Writing
Travel: Mostly visiting family members in the USA
Community Activities: Service on non-profit boards and town committees

Ispent a few more years at Dartmouth College than my classmates — 25 more,
to be exact. For a quarter century, I served in the administrations of  four

Dartmouth presidents on the second floor of  Parkhurst Hall.

Following graduation from the College, I lived in the Boston area while attend-
ing law school and then working for a large law firm. And while this Emmett
always dreamed of  someday returning to his roots in northern New Hampshire,

it seemed in 1974 that, having just become a partner in the firm and settled with
my budding family in a lovely 1790s Cape in the other Hanover on the South
Shore, I was facing a professional lifetime of  pushing paper in downtown Boston.

And then I learned that one of  our clients, Dartmouth College, was looking to
hire its first in-house legal counsel. My wife and I agreed: living and raising our
two young girls in Hanover, New Hampshire, was worth passing up the good
money to be made in Beantown (the College’s advertised starting salary was
$18,000). So I threw my hat in the ring, did the interview rounds, and was hired
by the College’s soon-to-retire Vice President, John Meck ’33.

My initial legal duties soon expanded considerably into the business and invest-
ment side of  things while working in my first decade for Paul Paganucci ’53,
who had succeeded Meck as Vice President responsible for most non-academic
matters. Pag was a very special boss, colleague, mentor, and friend.

With day-to-day legal matters being increasingly and ably handled by my first
assistant counsel, Tom Csatari ’74, and later his successor, Sean Gorman ’76,
my time in the 1980s shifted to working on an even wider range of  College
matters, including dealing with organizational and facilities issues in the evolv-
ing Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center and representing the College with

local, state, and federal governmental bodies, other organizations, and residents
of  Hanover and other local communities.

And then came my role in communications. Beginning in the late 1980s, I
served on a committee that dealt with managing controversy and communica-
tions generally. After budget problems in 1991 sidetracked our recommended
hiring of  a full-time senior communications officer, for the next several years 
I chaired this committee that oversaw all the College’s communications with
alumni, the community, and other important constituencies.

Through all my time in the College, I took on many roles as times required:
strategist, communicator, and—perhaps most important—problem-solver. I was
often the Big Green Bad-News Bear—the one often called when there was a
non-academic problem warranting the attention of  the College’s central admin-
istration. But I also had the pleasure of  being a part of  making good and
important things happen, one of  the last being the creation of  the Roth Center
for Jewish Life prior to my retirement in 1999. Perhaps the greatest pleasure of
my quarter-century in the Big Green trenches was working closely with a large
number of  wonderful people, many being Dartmouth alumni, and a very spe-
cial person being my wise and talented assistant, Tina Overman. 

Taking advantage in 1974 of  an opportunity to return to my alma mater was
clearly one of  the best decisions I have ever made.

John Elwood Clark Jr.
91 Metro Vista Drive, Hawthorne, NJ 07506, 
jeclark62@optimum.net; jeclark62@gmail.com, 
(201) 444-8188, Cell (201) 264-0570

High School: Ridgewood (N.J.) High School
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Let me count the ways
Unique Hanover Memory: I will never forget John
Dickey’s, “And now we say ‘so long,’ for in the Dartmouth
tradition there is no parting.”
Graduate Study: MBA, Wharton, University of
Pennsylvania, 1966; PhD, History, Princeton University, 1997

Spouse: Leda Lefcovich, mi amor
Spouse Education: World traveler, senior corporate executive spouse
Spouse Career: Interior designer
Children: Robert,11/1/67, Dartmouth ‘89 (English); Elizabeth, 7/25/72, UVM ‘94
(English); Thomas, 1/15/88, Drew University ‘10 (Economics)
Where You Grew Up: Ridgewood, N.J.; Wellesley, Mass.; Berkeley, Calif.;
Ridgewood, N.J.
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I spent a few more years at Dartmouth College 
than my classmates — 25 more, to be exact.

Cary P. Clark



Resided In: Boston area; Pittsburgh area; Ridgewood and Hawthorne, N.J.
Employers: John Hancock Life Ins. Co; O’Brion Russell and Co.; Sander Lenenberg;
John E. Clark Inc.; Paterson (N.J.) Public Schools; American Institute for History
Education
Awards and Milestones: Alumni Fund Committee Trophy, 1974; Dartmouth Alumni
Award, 1989; Appalachian Trail completer, 1997; Eagle Scout, 1955 
Working or Retired? Essentially retired, teaching and writing history, playing a lot
of bridge
Military: U.S. Army Security Agency, intelligence analyst with Top Secret Codeword
clearance, January 1960-December 1962. Fort Dix; Fort Devens; Heilbronn,
Baumholder, and Kassel, Germany

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Railroads in the Civil War: The Impact of
Management on Victory and Defeat. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
2001. Several published history and insurance articles. Second book manuscript
nearing completion. Novel in progress.
Hobbies: I love teaching and reading history, a subject I can never master; dupli-
cate bridge
Travel: Alaska; Greece; Mexico City and elsewhere in Mexico; Hawaii; still plan to
visit all of the U.S.
Community Activities: Back in the day: Chairman, Bergen-Passaic Health Systems
Agency; Chairman, Board of Directors, Ridgewood YMCA; Ridgewood Village Council
Alumni Activities: Class of 1962 Head Agent, 1972-77, President of Head Agents
Association, Alumni Council representative; Dartmouth Club of Northern New
Jersey, President and District Enrollment Director

How well prepared: I shall ever remain in Dartmouth’s debt for its gift of  a
liberal arts education and the breadth of  vision that it affords. I believe “the lib-
erating arts,” per John Dickey, remains the best way to prepare young people
for a changing present and rapidly approaching future.

Historical witness: I learned that the East Germans had started building the
Berlin Wall while drinking beer with friends on the patio of  the Kassel EM
Club one sunny Sunday afternoon in August 1961; I remember thinking how
clearly it revealed the failure of  socialism. The Missile Crisis was the only time
in my life that it has occurred to me I might not live forever.

Present Activities: I find I like sleeping in. I still have an alarm clock, though.

Impact on Society: I identified, trained, and unleashed John Walters on an
unsuspecting Class of  ’62. I’ve served in organizations that appreciated my con-
tributions, helped some students to realize their high intelligence and the work
necessary to exploit their talent. I wrote a very credible book. My kids have
turned out well, my grandchildren are terrific. I’ve had a good life and expect to
have a lot more of  it.

In our 25th Reunion Book, I fantasized about earning an advanced degree in 
history and hiking the entire Appalachian Trail. Ten years later I finished the

last section of  the Trail, and three months after that defended my dissertation
and earned a PhD in History. 

Reading the letters home by a Ridgewood doctor who commanded a U.S. Army
Portable Surgical Hospital in WWII China transformed my life. The letters tell
the story of  a truly remarkable man treating half-starved wounded nationalist
Chinese soldiers. I began the doctorate to learn how to research the letters for a
book, and with the idea of  writing history as a retirement goal. I have recently
completed my manuscript about the doctor’s experiences.

The Trail and doctoral work complemented each other. My time at Princeton
remains the most intellectually stimulating experience in my life, as a 50-some-
thing among young Phi Betes (plus a Rhodes and a Marshall), but the professors
liked the fact that I’d been around. The work almost killed me, since I also had

a business to manage and a two-year old son. The Trail became my therapist
and stress reliever, physically demanding but emotionally relaxing, endlessly
beautiful, and conducive to deep thinking. I wrote a good portion of  my disser-
tation in my head while trekking through the woods. My gift for observation
and analysis helped me identify the subject and guided its evolution. Published
in 2001, Railroads received nice reviews and still sells ten years later.

I didn’t write my dissertation about the doctor, because Princeton would have
required some proficiency in Mandarin Chinese. Asia is not my area of  interest,
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The professors liked the fact that I’d been around.

John E. Clark Jr.

John Clark 
and Leda Lefcovich 

at Cabo. 



and I wanted to study with Pulitzer Prize-winning historian James M. McPherson.
En route I decided that I wanted to spend the rest of  my life immersed in the
discipline I love. I sold my business when I landed a teaching job and began a
new career. 

I taught World and American history in the Paterson (N.J.) schools, an urban
district in a once-great city. This nice middle-class suburban white boy learned a
lot about urban education, not least that the pundits should teach urban kids
before claiming to be experts on education. My students were black and Latino,
good kids who had sometimes made poor choices of  parents. They were incred-
ibly loyal, once you earned it, though they’d die before they’d let you know.
Many had smarts but lacked role models, especially male role models, or goals,
and exhibited very low self-esteem. I was the first person to point out their high
intelligence to some of  them, that it was a gift from God, and they had to work
to develop this gift. Some believed me.

I attended every professional seminar I could and stole ideas from the master
teachers. The students said I had the clearest (and highest) expectations in my
school. I developed my own grading system based on task completion—the stu-
dent directly controlled 50 points of  his grade. If  he or she did what I asked
he’d pass, and I could help him improve; if  he didn’t he failed. Some figured it
out and did what I asked, but many did not. I failed a lot of  students.

I now possess a new shoulder and new knee, I had a brief  encounter with the
cardiologists last year, and my hearing has got an upgrade. So far, though, I’ve
managed to stay a step ahead of  the death panel. My 28-year marriage to
Norma ended with her brief  illness, a ten-week descent into hell that the Sloan-
Kettering doctors could not diagnose. Three years ago, Leda came into my life
with her beautiful smile, quiet intelligence, and caring love. God is love, and life
goes on. 

Robert W. Clark 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Henry Lee Clarke Hank (in college)
7921 Hatteras Lane, Springfield, VA 22151, 
clarkehl@cox.net, (703) 321-8595 

High School: Frankfurt American High School, Frankfurt,
Germany
Major: International Relations
Favorite Activity: Cabin and Trail Division of the Dartmouth
Outing Club
Fraternity: None, unless you count Phi Beta Kappa
Unique Hanover Memory: At the end of my junior year, 
I spent six months in Turkey, mostly with the Turkish Industrial
Development Bank, on an Overseas Fellowship. It was truly
unique, because I did it alone, and it had never been done before. It was a very
rich experience in every sense—linguistic, economic, political, geographic, interper-
sonal. Fifty years ago, not many colleges would have had the courage and interna-
tional contacts to offer such an individual educational experience.
Graduate Study: Master of Public Administration, John F. Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University, 1965-1967

Spouse: Elena A. Clarke
Spouse Education: Tashkent Institute of Technology, Masters in Engineering (equiv.)
Spouse Career: Civil engineering
Children: Ann Marie (Clarke) Brill; Edwin Lee Clarke; Yuliya V. Chikerenda; Christopher
Lee Clarke
Where You Grew Up: As part of an Army family, I moved every two years, includ-
ing (some more than once): Columbus, Georgia; Heidelberg, Bamberg, and Frankfurt,
Germany; Arlington, Virginia
Resided In: Not including military (see below): Munich, Germany, 1967-69; Lagos,
Nigeria, 1970-72; Washington, D.C., area, 1972-74, 1976-82, 1995-present;
Bucharest, Romania, 1974-76 and 1985-89; Moscow, USSR, 1982-85; Tel Aviv,
1989-92; Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 1992-95; Brcko, Bosnia-Herzegovina, 2001-03
Employers: U.S. Army, U.S. State Department, Office of the High Representative to
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Awards and Milestones: First U.S. Ambassador to Uzbekistan, 1992-95; Outstand-
ing Civilian Service Award, National War College, 1998
Working or Retired? Retired. Chairman of Board and Treasurer, Kyrgyz Children’s
Future (a charity supporting orphans in or from Kyrgyzstan)
Military: Airborne and Ranger Schools, Ft. Benning, Georgia; 3rd Armored Cavalry
Regiment, Kaiserslautern, Germany; 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment, Ft. Meade,
Maryland

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Articles on Uzbekistan, Bosnia, and Iraq
Hobbies: Hiking, skiing, music
Travel: In recent years, not including career: Russia, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan,
Bosnia, Thailand, Grand Teton and Yellowstone Parks, Charleston, S.C., Louisiana
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How well prepared: Dartmouth’s broad, liberal arts program is ideal educa-
tion for a Foreign Service Officer, and it also helped me get into a top-level
graduate program. 

Historical witness: Much of  my career was in, or dealing with, Communist
countries. So it was amazing to watch, first-hand, the Cold War end so success-
fully and to take part in the post-Communist perestroika of  the former USSR and
Eastern Europe. Likewise, what I learned working with Israelis and Palestinians
in Israel and Gaza could not be replaced any other way. Finally, four months in
Baghdad in 2007 was a searing and unforgettable experience.

Impact on Society: Of  course. If  you work within a bureaucracy, often what
you do goes unnoticed, but you often can influence the bureaucracy, or at least
your superiors, to do what you alone could never have accomplished. If  you
care about what happens, you cannot worry about who gets credit. 

Four years of  great teaching at Dartmouth, including six months in Turkey
on an overseas fellowship, followed by three years in the U.S. Army, con-

firmed my interest in international affairs and public service. I might have fol-
lowed those interests in the Army, but I passed the exams for the Foreign Service.
Looking back, I could not have found a career better suited to my interests. It
was fascinating, challenging and rewarding to be in the USSR and Romania
during the last years of  the Cold War, in Uzbekistan during the early years of

its independence from the Soviet Union, to feel the Arab-Israeli conflict (includ-
ing some work in Gaza, and being targeted by Saddam Hussein’s scuds), and to
see the revival of  Nigeria’s economy after the Biafra civil war, to cite some of
the exciting parts. President Dickey told us frequently that Dartmouth was just
the beginning of  a lifetime of  learning, and he was right; I enjoyed learning and
relearning about each part of  the world that I worked in. 

It has been a life of  more than just learning, some of  the best parts were using
my experience. I had the rare opportunity of  establishing an Embassy as the
first U.S. Ambassador to a new country, Uzbekistan, that had never had its own
relations with the U.S. After retiring from the State Department, I accepted a
unique opportunity as Supervisor of  Brcko District in Bosnia, where I had to
carry out the decisions of  an international tribunal. Together with my interna-
tional staff  and local officials, we reintegrated the public schools (the only part
of  Bosnia and Herzegovina that has done so since the war), designed and
implemented a successful system of  privatizing failed publicly owned businesses,
and installed other reforms that enabled little Brcko District to recover from the
Bosnian war faster than other areas of  the country. 

Perhaps some people would be too dismayed by the world I worked in—a
world of  dysfunctional bureaucracies, of  deadlocked zero-sum politics, of
minus-sum economics, in places often burdened by appalling ignorance, blind
ideologies, and unlimited corruption. Failures often repeated themselves. Many
hard-won successes were incomplete or were criticized, justly or unjustly. Credit
for any acknowledged success could never be personal: it would rightly be
shared by many others who were my colleagues, my leaders, my followers, and
often my counterparts from the other country. But the jobs and their hazards
worked for me. It was a great privilege to be there. 
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President Dickey told us frequently that Dartmouth was just
the beginning of a lifetime of learning, and he was right.

Henry L. Clarke

Henry Clarke



William H. Climo 
Bill died on June 12, 2009. His widow’s response to our
Questionnaire appears below, and his Obituary follows. 

30 Nightingale Lane, Bluffton, SC 29909, 
wclimo@sc.rr.com, 
(843) 705-6286 

High School: Wakefield High School, Wakefield, Mass.
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MS, Business Systems, University of
Southern California

Spouse: Christina Climo
Children: Michael Climo; Brian Climo; Katherine Climo Drumm; Kevin Climo
Where You Grew Up: Wakefield, Mass.
Resided In: Too many to list
Employers: U.S. Marine Corps; MCI; Analex Corp.
Awards and Milestones: Lt. Col. USMC Retired
Retired? *Retired to Frisco, Colorado, in 1999. Moved to Sun City Hilton Head in
2005. Bill died of cancer (three weeks from diagnosis to death) on June 12, 2009 (his
69th birthday). He was buried at Arlington National Cemetery on August 25, 2009,
with full honors. I was his second wife, and we were married 12 years at his death.
Military: Twenty Nine Palms, Calif., two tours in Vietnam, Marine Corps Base-
Hawaii, Quantico, Va.

Hobbies: Avid skier; avid golfer
Community Activities: Chairman of the Town of Frisco Planning Commission,
Frisco, Colo. 

William Harold Climo Jr. of  Sun City, Hilton Head, South Carolina, died June
12, 2009, at the Hilton Head Hospital.

Although he was born in Winthrop, Massachusetts, Bill travelled extensively dur-
ing his lifetime, residing in Oklahoma, North Carolina, California, Maryland,
Hawaii, Virginia, and Colorado prior to moving to the Hilton Head area in 2005.
After graduating from Wakefield (Massachusetts) High School, Bill attended
Dartmouth, where he majored in economics, was a brother of  Chi Phi fraternity,
played ice hockey, was an avid skier and golfer, and for four years was actively
involved in NROTC. He was also active in the Newman Club for all four years.

Following Dartmouth, Bill received a master’s degree in management systems
from the University of  Southern California. During his career in the military,
Bill served several tours of  duty in Vietnam and rose to the rank of  Lieutenant
Colonel in the Marine Corps. Bill is survived by his wife, Tina; brothers Donald
and James; children Michael, Brian, Kevin, and Katherine; stepchildren Kevin
and Joe; and seven grandchildren.

Ralph E. Coccoluto 
30 Murphy Terrace, Northampton, MA 01060, 
(413) 584-4603 

John Gleed Coe 
610 S Maple Street, 
Winchester, KY 40391, 
jgleed@earthlink.net, 
(859) 745-4324

High School: Stony Brook School
Major: Music
Favorite Activity: Dartmouth Band, Dartmouth Players,
Sigma Phi Epsilon activities
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Attending Great Issues lectures
(sometimes to cover seniors who didn’t want to attend).
These lectures opened up the world to me.
Graduate Study: No degrees: but I successfully went through eight weeks of rig-
orous Peace Corps training for Ethiopia at Georgetown University in 1962;
Completed four years of the University of the South’s Education for Ministry pro-
gram through its School of Theology in 2008. 

Where You Grew Up: New England, New York, and New Jersey
Resided In: Jimma, Ethiopia, 1962-1964; Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 1964-1966;
Dover, N.H., 1966-1970; Concord, N.H., 1971-1982; Omaha, Neb., 1983-1992;
Cheyenne, Wy., 1992-2007; Winchester, Ky., 2007-2011
Employers: Peace Corps; Theatre Resources for Youth; University of N.H., College
of Liberal Arts, Dean’s Office; State of N.H., N.H. Commission on the Arts; United
Arts Omaha; State of Wyoming, Wyoming Arts Council
Working or Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Wrote music for two musicals produced
in Amharic language in Ethiopia; Directed/managed Orchestra Ethiopia and wrote
two pieces for it; Wrote music for four children’s theatre productions, two toured
USA; Active in civic programs such as Kiwanis, Partners of the Americas, Sister
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Cities, Habitat for Humanity, and Episcopal Church.
Hobbies: Composer, member of various community choruses, host for foreign stu-
dents from nine different countries, camping, arts patron
Travel: Mexico, Canada, Ethiopia, Egypt, Tunisia, Kenya, Israel, Iran, Greece, Italy,
France, Germany, Netherlands, England, Honduras, Brazil

How well prepared: As a music major and one involved with the Dartmouth
Players, I was somewhat equipped to do my Peace Corps work as a teacher and
arts administrator. Taking Middle Eastern History helped me a great deal with
my work with Ethiopians. Great Issues was of  great value in life’s encounters
with different points of  view.

Historical witness: Working as a Peace Corps volunteer gave me an intense
exposure to a culture quite different from home. It opened doors to volunteer
and international work that has enriched and been part of  my life ever since.
More Americans should have this type of  experience in order to learn about
other cultures and valid points of  view outside of  our borders.

Present Activities, Plans: I am active with Kiwanis, church activities, and
scoring music I have written in the past 50 years. I hope to help others who are
given the responsibility of  becoming caregivers—something I did for the past
three years. I would also like to continue helping young people learn to read
through a book-buddy program. Serving on an arts or educational board also
has appeal. Finally, travel within this country and overseas is still a goal, especial-
ly if  I can be of  help in some way to others.

Impact on Society: I think my Peace Corps and arts administrative work has had
an impact. When one is involved with
teaching or providing others with
opportunities to impact others
through their talents and training, soci-
ety is enriched.

Here are two pictures of  me taken last
August 2010 in Ethiopia where I was
interviewed for a documentary about

my Peace Corps work after Dartmouth graduation. I was also there as a volun-
teer for Habitat for Humanity where I joined a team of  12 Americans to work
on several new houses in Debre Berhane.

Dartmouth helped prepare me for the work I did in Ethiopia between 1962
and 1966. In college, I majored in music and taught it at a high school in

the town of  Jimma. A colleague and I created two original musicals in the
Amharic language that our students performed and helped us write. Two years
later, I was a director of  Orchestra Ethiopia at the Creative Arts Centre in

Addis Ababa. Our musical ensemble featured traditional music and song and a
few pieces I composed. Having been a guide through the scaffolding of  Hopkins
Center, I also shared my “expertise” with my Ethiopian boss at the Arts Centre
and learned much more from him about arts administration.

This became my lifelong career in America, where I managed two state arts
councils and a united arts fund. Dartmouth has figured much in my approach
to my work through the years. I was able to draw upon countless lessons learned
in the classroom as well as from countless experiences other aspects Dartmouth
life offered.

Michael W. Coffield 
Michael W. Coffield, a prominent Chicago trial lawyer,
died of  an apparent heart attack March 27, 2007, while
sitting at his desk in a Loop office building. Michael, 67, of
Michael W. Coffield & Associates PC, was a founding part-
ner of  Coffield & Ungaretti in 1974. He practiced there
for 22 years and built the firm to about 90 lawyers before
leaving to become a solo practitioner in 1996.

A self-described “Kennedy liberal” who was born in
Evanston in 1940, Mr. Coffield received his undergradu-
ate degree in English from Dartmouth and a law degree
from the University of  Michigan in 1967.

At Dartmouth, he trained for his later career as chairman of  the Undergraduate
Council’s Judiciary Committee. He was a member of  Beta Theta Pi, president
of  Casque & Gauntlet, and a member of  Newman Club and DOC.

After graduating from Dartmouth, he married Heath Lauer. They moved to
Hong Kong for two years, where they taught English to Chinese students.

After law school, Mr. Coffield joined the Chicago firm of  Kirkland & Ellis, where
he practiced for seven years and represented clients such as the Chicago Bears.
He left Kirkland & Ellis to start a practice with Richard Ungaretti. In a 2002
interview with Crain’s Chicago Business, Mike said he’d take nearly any kind of  case.
“Do you want to call five different guys if  you have five problems with your
house? No, you’d rather call one guy. I function the same way, as a lawyer,” he
said in the interview. “People are comforted by the fact they can bring almost
any problem they have to me and I will take care of  it. I may have to recruit
another lawyer for help, but I orchestrate the whole case.”

Mike’s legal career spanned 40 years, entirely in private practice, where he rep-
resented clients in both criminal and civil matters. He liked to say he helped
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people in trouble, including gang members, politicians and fellow lawyers. One
of  his favorite lines was, “Trials are the most fun you can have with your clothes
on,” said Chicago attorney James Figliulo.

He also will be remembered among lawyers for his civility and respect of  the law.
Mike helped start a Chicago chapter of  the American Inns of  Court, whose
mission is to improve the skills, professionalism and ethics of  the bench and the
bar. In 1999, he received the group’s highest national honor, the A. Sherman
Christensen Award, named for the group’s founder.

In and out of  the courtroom, Mike never took himself  too seriously. A large man,
Mike liked to refer to himself  as the “Big Dog.”

“He was one of  those people who had an infectious personality,” Figliulo said. “He
never left anything on the table, whether it be food, drink or practicing the law.”

Besides practicing law, Mike loved to play chess, ride motorcycles and ski.

At the time of  the 25th reunion, he reported: “After raising two lovely young
women and building a law firm of  70, Heath and I are moving to the City
(Chicago) and looking forward to spending more time, between my trials, in our
Aspen, Colorado, home, to which all classmates are welcome.”

He grew up in the Chicago suburb of  Wilmette, one of  five children in an Irish-
Catholic household, and played football at New Trier High School.

Following his death Dartmouth President James Wright wrote his widow, Heath,
to express the College’s sympathies, saying: 

“Mike was an extraordinary man. His accomplishments and contributions in
the wider world give many reasons for tribute—his appearances before the
Supreme Court, the hours he gave to the Inns of  Court and the Lawyers Com-
mittee for Civil Rights Under Law, the mentoring and teaching he did in the
public schools, his zest for trial work and the courage he had to pursue it.

“I want to recognize especially, though, all that Mike did for Dartmouth. He was
a leader during his undergraduate years and remained a loyal alumnus through-
out his life. We are grateful for his work as a club officer, his involvement with
the Dartmouth College Fund, his generosity, and, above all, for the many ways
he helped keep the Dartmouth network strong. We often say that Dartmouth
friendships last a lifetime. Mike made friendships that did, indeed, last a lifetime.”

Mike is survived by his wife of  45 years, Heath, and daughters Katherine (“Kate”)
Aiello of  Ft. Collins, Col., and Heather Barefield of  Chicago; sisters Carolyn
Barrett and Katherine (“Kitty”) Courtney; brother James; and three grandsons.

Charles C. Cohen Chuck 
839 Ashburton Drive, Naples, FL 34110, 
ccohen@cohenlaw.com, 
(239) 513-1460, 
Cell (412) 370-5220

High School: Steubenville High School
Major: European History
Fraternity: Pi Lamda Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: A couple of “academic” experi-
ences that turned out to be pregnant with “pragmatic” lessons:
During our junior year, I was seized by a new spark of intel-
lectual curiosity, prompted and encouraged by a few close
friends (David Lazar ‘61, Bob Brower ’62, and Marsh Newton ’62 among them).
This led to my enrollment in a course on Russian Literature, which was way outside
my comfort zone. Nevertheless I immersed myself in the works of Chekov,
Lermontov, Tolstoy, and others and struggled, with only modest success, to absorb
the messages that the Professor attempted to deliver. My diligence won a B on the
mid-term paper and a B on the final exam. This led me, quite naturally, to expect
the same as a course grade. The Prof (whose name I have forgotten) saw fit to
reward me with an A in the course. This pleasant surprise has remained a vivid
memory for 50+ years.
Soon after that experience, I enrolled in one of Professor Herb West’s courses on
comparative literature. By then, I was a great deal more confident in myself. With
diligence and (I thought, competence) I read everything, attended every class, diplo-
matically courted the iconoclastic instructor, and looked forward to a well-deserved
A in the course. Not how it turned out. 
Graduate Study: JD with distinction, University of Michigan School of Law, 1965

Spouse: Michele McKenney
Spouse Education: BS, Boston College; MPH, University of Pittsburgh Graduate
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School of Public Health; JD, Duquesne University
Spouse Career: Health Care Consultant
Children: Andrew J. Cohen, 1964; Jared M. Cohen, 1969; Sari Cohen-Pollak ’94,
1972
Where You Grew Up: Pittsburgh, 1941-1953; Steubenville, Ohio, 1953-1965
Resided In: Pittsburgh, 1965-present; Naples, Fla., 2006-present
Employers: Reed Smith Shaw & McClay (1965-81); Cohen & Grigsby, PC (1981-);
also adjunct faculty positions at University of Pittsburgh School of Law (1976-) and
Ave Maria School of Law (2010-)
Retired? No

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Many board memberships and publications
Community Activities: Extensive legal, academic, corporate, and civic involvement

Edward M. Cohen 
139 Topaz Way, San Francisco, CA 94131 

Gerald L. Cohen
1710 Lee Circle, Rolla, MO 65401, 
gcohen@mst.edu, (573) 364-7707 

Spouse: Helga Cohen 

Occupation: Education, Professor For Languages 

Basil G. Condos 
4706 Falstone Avenue, Chevy Chase, MD 20815, 
basilcondos@yahoo.com, (301) 657-3180 

Occupation: Law, Attorney, 4706 Falstone Avenue, 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 

George T. Conklin III 
2629 South Glen Haven Boulevard, Houston, TX 77025,
(713) 667-4526 

Spouse: Ligia Conklin 

Occupation: Health/Science, Physician, Diagnostic Clinic of
Houston, 6448 Fannin Street, Houston, TX 77030, 
(713) 797-9191 

James F. Connaughton 
James F. Connaughton passed away in Lewes, Delaware, on
December 23, 2006. At Dartmouth, Jim majored in biology
and was a brother of  Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. He
was active in DOC and Winter Carnival, serving as secre-
tary junior year. Following graduation, he attended Indiana
University Medical School and went on to complete his resi-
dency in obstetrics and gynecology at the University of  Penn-
sylvania, where he also taught as an Assistant Professor of
Medicine. Jim served in the United States Navy in 1968 and
1969, including a tour at the U.S. Naval Hospital in Danang,
Viet Nam. In 1976, he went into private practice in Phoenixville, Penna., where
he lived until his retirement. He is survived by his partner, Curtis Gillis; his two
brothers, Thomas Connaughton of  Alexandria, Virginia, and Stephen Con-
naughton of  Wilmette, Illinois; and his sister, Jane Allen, of  Kenilworth, Illinois.
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Albert Thomas Thornton Cook Jr. Al
7099 East Hinsdale Place, Centennial, CO 80112,
alcook@albertttcookco.com, 
(303) 770-8238, Cell (303) 319-4465

High School: Mayfield High School, Mayfield Heights, Ohio
Major: Religion/Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Dartmouth Outing Club/Freshman Trips;
Hanover-Norwich Community Ambassador/Operation Cross-
roads Africa; Russian Club
Fraternity: Delta Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Francis Gramlich, Philosophy 25;
living off-campus with Don Jansky at home of Robert ‘29
and Alice Monahan—Bob was the College Forester and a State Senator at the time
Graduate Study: AM, School of Social Service Administration, University of Chica-
go, 1966

Spouse: Mary Jane Blackburn Cook
Spouse Education: BEd, National-Louis University, Evanston, Ill., 1965
Spouse Career: Homemaker
Children: Lara Kristin Cook Keller, August 5, 1967; Thomas Alan Andrew Cook,
March 29, 1970; Timothy Mitchell Morehouse Cook, January 10,1979
Where You Grew Up: Cleveland/Suburban Cleveland
Resided In: Houston, Tex., 1966-68; Merritt Island/Cape Kennedy, Fla., 1968-69;
Houston, 1969-1972; Hanover/Etna, N.H., 1972-77; Larchmont, N.Y., 1977-78;
Denver, Colo., 1978-present
Employers: Family Service Center, Houston, Tex.; Community Services Council of
Brevard County, Fla.; Mayor’s Office, Houston, Tex.; Dartmouth College, Office of
the Secretary; Big Brothers of New York City; Boettcher & Company, Denver; Dain
Bosworth & Co., Denver; Colorado National Bank, Denver; The Albert T.T. Cook
Company, Denver 
Working or Retired? Currently working: The Albert T.T. Cook Company/Registered
Investment Advisor

Hobbies: Woodworking, fly-fishing, winter sports, outdoor activities, golf, reading
Travel: Europe, Africa, Middle East, Finland-Scandinavia, Russia-Baltics, China
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Alumni Council, Chair, Alumni Trustee Search Com-
mittee; Dartmouth Association of Alumni, Executive Committee; President (twice),
Dartmouth Association of the Rocky Mountains; Vice President, Houston Alumni
Club; Newsletter Editor, Class of ’62; Solicitor, Dartmouth Alumni Fund; and others

How well prepared: Four formative years living in a “special place,” nur-
tured by a committed faculty and administration, exposed to the great thinking
of  generations, the opportunity to go to West Africa the summer of  1961, and
Great Issues. Dartmouth inculcated the idea that the world is your oyster and
that you are an important part in making a better world. Our children have all
picked up on international involvement, making major contributions in Tunisia,
China, and Turkey.

Present Activities, Plans: Remaining involved with my investment/financial
advisory business, enjoying the challenges involved and client contact. Currently
on Board of  the Dartmouth Association of  the Rocky Mountains and Board of
Directors of  The Humanities Institute of  the University of  Denver. Thirty-year
member of  the Lions Club of  Denver and former President.

Mary Jane and I enjoy good health and like to travel—our daughter, Lara, and
her family have spent the last five years in Ankara, Turkey, where they are with
the International School at Bilkent University. Our son, Tom, was in the Peace
Corps in Tunisia, and son Tim spent time in China, which gave us a lot of  new
experiences.

I have a workshop in the basement, where I continue to build furniture and have
built clock cases for a tall case clock and a banjo clock. Mary Jane is quilter,
winning recognition for a number of  her quilts.

Essentially, we plan/hope to continue doing what we have done and enjoy so
much—we don’t foresee a traditional “retirement”!

What started as an “Oh, Wow!” experience for a public school freshman
from Ohio continued through an incredibly full four years with memo-

rable classmates, friends, professors, administrators, and Upper Valley towns-
people. What a unique opportunity to begin life’s odyssey!

And what an odyssey! Recognizing that there will always be ups and downs and
occasional disappointments, I will focus on the many good things that have hap-
pened in these 50 years, all of  which Dartmouth has had its impact upon. First
on my list is marriage in 1963 to Mary Jane, who has been a true companion in
life, supporting me in every endeavor and favoring the world with three wonder-
ful children. All three finished at small, private liberal arts schools and became
involved in international activity: Tom in Tunisia for the Peace Corps; Tim, a
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China scholar, teaching English in western China; and, currently, Lara and her
family at the International School in Ankara, Turkey.

Internalizing a fundamental Dartmouth focus, I have always encouraged family,
friends, and clients to follow their passion. Fortunately, I have been able to fol-
low that advice, facilitated in large measure by a solid liberal arts education,
both in and out of  the classroom, that allowed me to dare to take on new chal-
lenges. Our class started out with JFK’s charge to serve others and to go to the
moon. Thus, early careers in the non-profit sector included social/public policy

opportunities that included Cape Kennedy during the initial Apollo/Saturn
launches, social work, and, best of  all, great years in the Secretary’s Office at
Dartmouth, working with and learning from the College’s great, diverse alumni
body. Later, in my 30s, I entered the financial services industry as a municipal
bond investment banker, which led to establishing my own investment advising
firm as a registered investment advisor. I expect to remain engaged in this activ-
ity for as long as I can make a positive contribution to my clients’ lives. Our
youngest son, the Asian policy expert, who was married in August 2011, has
shown an interest in joining the firm, which will be a welcome addition!

Dartmouth spawned an interest in knowing the world and its peoples, resulting in
the rewards of  extensive travel, which rubbed off  big-time with our children. We
have also pursued crafts: Mary Jane is an accomplished, award-winning quilter,
and I am a woodworker, building furniture and clock cases, which started in the
Bissell Hall shop with guidance from New Hampshire and Vermont craftsmen.

Staying physically active has been a Dartmouth credo, so I have done my share
of  marathons, triathlons, and bike rides, the best of  which is the weeklong
Colorado Ride the Rockies. Mary Jane and the kids continue our interest in the
outdoors through camping, winter sports, and for me, fly-fishing.

To summarize, Dartmouth has been the fundamental constant in all my activities,
both family and society at large. It has been a privilege to be motivated by the
highest ideals to pursue a life, which, I hope, will have made a “significant impact.”

Having received so much from Dartmouth, I have tried to be a loyal son through
many wonderful volunteer opportunities, and, yes, I have gladly contributed
annually to the Dartmouth Fund!

Frederic W. Cook Fred 
5 Oak Lane, Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567,
fredericwcook@gmail.com; fwcook@fwcook.com, 
(914) 319-4198, Cell (914) 319-4198

High School: Wm Nottingham HS, Syracuse, NY
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Lacrosse
Fraternity: The Tabard

Spouse: Sara Jasper Cook
Spouse Education: Hollins College; Briarcliff College
Spouse Career: Film Critic; Writer
Children: Laura Fellows Cook, March 23, 1965; Elizabeth
Evans Cook, May 25, 1967; Jennifer Wright Cook, June 26, 1968
Where You Grew Up: Syracuse, NY
Resided In: Jacksonville, N.C., 2 years; Beaufort, S.C., 1 year; Philadelphia, Pa., 
2 years, Cortland Manor, N.Y., 40 years
Employers: U.S. Marine Corps; Towers Perrin Forster & Crosby; Frederic W. Cook & Co.
Awards and Milestones: Fellow, National Academy of Human Resources; World
at Work Keystone Award; Adirondack 46ers
Working or Retired? Currently working
Military: Infantry Officer, USMC, 2nd Marine Division, Camp Lejeune, N.C.; Marine
Corps Battalion Afloat With Sixth Fleet, Mediterranean; USMC Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, S.C.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Numerous business-related articles, essays,
and speeches
Hobbies: Mountain climbing in Adirondacks; running; golf
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Present Activities, Plans: Keep working in my company; Continue to serve
the Department of  Defense on an advisory board

Impact on Society: I think so; I stand for high standards in serving boards of
directors on executive compensation matters

Reflections on Dartmouth and Life: The most important thing I wanted to 
do following graduation from Dartmouth in 1962 was to marry Sally (now

Sara) Jasper and start a family. However, I had just been commissioned a second
lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps and had a four-year service obligation, and
Sara was spending her Hollins College junior year abroad in Paris, so we had
to wait. 

My life at and after Dartmouth has been eventful and pleasurable, with many things
of  which I’m proud and a few less so. Today, I would say my life has been built on
five pillars: family; Dartmouth; military service; my work; and the Adirondacks.

I went to Dartmouth as an NROTC midshipman, like many of  our classmates. At
Dartmouth, I was a mediocre student, majored in Economics, played lacrosse for
four years, and was a member of  the Tabard and C&G. In hindsight, majoring in
Economics was a mistake. While my work career was in business, a major in
Economics was not helpful. I wish I had majored in something else like English or
History. Thus, while I loved Dartmouth, I grew into my adult self  later in life and
didn’t take advantage of  Dartmouth’s academic offerings like I wish I had. 

If  I may be permitted, I would like to describe those activities that have been
most important to my life:

Marrying and building a great marriage through thick and thin for 49 years
with a great and beautiful person, Sara Jasper Cook.

Helping to raise three wonderful daughters, Laura, Elizabeth, and Jennifer,
to very productive adulthoods.

With Sara, being involved in the grown-up lives of  our children and the
developing lives of  our grandchildren, Julia and Aimee.

Running first team midfield lacrosse for Dartmouth for two years with such
great athletes as John Walters (our captain), Billy King, Al Rozicki, Ron
Wybranowski, Pete Sly, Terry Rogers, Mike Slive, Ernie Weymuller, Dave
Usher, Carter Strickland, Mike Cardoza, and others too numerous to men-
tion.

Being a member of  C&G in my senior year at Dartmouth, a remarkable
senior society from which I have gained many lifelong friends, some of
whom gather annually with spouses at our house in the Adirondacks, name-
ly, Colin Harley, Mike Coffield, Zog Loomis, George Beller, John Wilkinson,
Wouter Goedkoop, John Walters, and Gordon Aydelott.

Spending four years as an infantry officer in the U.S. Marine Corps, during
which I had the greatest job I’ve ever had, namely commanding officer of
Alpha Company, 1st Marine Battalion, 2nd Marine Regiment, 2nd Marine
Division. We won the competition to be designated helicopter company for
our battalion for our Mediterranean cruise with the Sixth Fleet during
1964-65, which allowed us to deploy aboard the US LaSalle, LPD#3, a
new, plush ship with a flat deck for exercising our Marines every day instead
of  the cramped quarters of  APA troop ships.

Forming my own consulting firm, Frederic W. Cook & Co, in January 1973,
following military service in 1966 and time with the consulting firm of
Towers, Perrin Forster & Crosby from 1966-72. Bringing along and develop-
ing young people as executive compensation consultants over 35+ years and
showing them that maintaining good values is consistent with building a suc-
cessful consulting practice. Successfully transitioning the firm to new leader-
ship in 2005 as part of  a strategy of  maintaining our independence as an
independent firm, and continuing to this day as an active consultant to
Board compensation committees, to the chagrin of  Sara.

Climbing all the Adirondack high peaks above 4,000 feet, thus becoming an
“Adirondack 46er” in 1984.
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Completing five marathons (NY three times, two as a partner of  the Achilles
Track Club; the Marine Corps Marathon; and the Stamford Marathon).

Leading a search for our classmate, Terry Bentley, who was lost in a flying
accident in 1989 in the mountains of  Colorado.

Organizing men’s winter climbing trips of  Adirondack peaks for nine years
from our Adirondacks camp in Keene Valley, N.Y.

Spending nine years (2002-2011) as a founding member of  the Department of
Defense Business Board, a voluntary advisory board formed by Defense
Secretary Rumsfeld in 2002 and continued by Secretary Gates to provide
advice to the DoD’s senior leadership based on best business practices in the
private sector. As a DBB member, worked to bring back ROTC to the
“elite” colleges that kicked it off  campus in the ’70s in the aftermath of  the
Vietnam war, and to encourage American companies to purchase products
from Iraqi factories during and after a DoD-sponsored trip to Iraq during
the February-March 2007 surge; retired as Vice Chair in April 2009 but
continuing as a senior fellow to this date.

And lastly, surviving in good health to attend our 50th reunion with Sara and
many of  our good friends.

Semper fi, Fred

Peter W. Cooney 
Peter West Cooney died January 28, 1965, in Newburgh,
N.Y., after a long and severe illness. He came to
Dartmouth from Littleton, N.H., by way of  Kimball Union
Academy. He majored in economics at Dartmouth and
was president of  Kappa Kappa Kappa fraternity and a
member of  Sphinx.

After spending his senior year at Tuck School, he was
employed by Filene’s of  Boston. In February 1963 he
entered a training program with Union Mutual Insurance
Company, upon completion of  which he was assigned first
to their Boston office and then to one in Los Angeles.

Peter was an avid skier and golfer and was, in fact, proficient in nearly all athlet-
ic diversions. His enthusiasm, dynamic personality, and deep personal integrity
won for him the high respect, but more importantly, the strong friendship of
those who were fortunate enough to know him.

He is survived by his wife, Nancy, and son, David.

Edward Hayes Cooper Ed 
1210 Barrister, Ann Arbor, MI 48105, 
coopere@umich.edu, 
(734) 663-7098 

High School: Phillips Exeter Academy
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: With apologies: studying
Unique Hanover Memory: The moment, after a helter-
skelter sequence of changing majors, when I learned that to
become a real economist I would have to learn a lot of
math. That’s how I got to law school.
Graduate Study: LLB, Harvard, 1964

Spouse: Nancy C. Cooper
Spouse Career: Retired
Children: Lisa, Chandra
Where You Grew Up: Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan
Resided In: Detroit, Mich., 1965-1967; Minneapolis, Minn., 1967-1972; Ann Arbor,
Mich., 1972-present
Employers: Law Clerk, 1964-1965; private practice of law, Detroit, 1965-1967;
adjunct professor, Wayne State Law School, 1965-1967; Law School, University of
Minnesota, 1967-1972; Law School, The University of Michigan, 1972 (Thomas M.
Cooley Professor of Law, 1988-present)
Awards and Milestones: For publications, see below. Reporter, United States Judicial
Conference Advisory Committee, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 1992-present;
Council, The American Law Institute, 1988-present
Working or Retired? Working full time

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Original co-author, with Charles Alan
Wright and Arthur R. Miller: Federal Practice & Procedure: Jurisdiction (now in 2d,
3d, and in part 4th editions). Various articles.
Hobbies: Hair-down reading, cooking, grandchildren
Travel: Regular, including occasional Dartmouth Alumni tours 

How well prepared: It kept me from becoming a hopeless, one-sided intellec-
tual of  the sort that give intellectuality a bad name. I will always be grateful.

Present Activities, Plans: Keep on with my usual rounds until something
stops being fun. No sign of  that yet. 

Impact on Society: Small parts of  society, perhaps. Former students some-
times say gracious things. My professional writing is directed at bench and bar
more than the academy; it is used often, sometimes voluntarily (mostly the trea-
tise) and some times not so voluntarily (to the extent that I have had an influ-
ence on the federal civil rules).
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J. Terry Corbet 
662 West Parr Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008, 
tcorbet@ix.com, (408) 376-0814 

Lewis H. Coronis Lew 
1775 Lexington Ave. So., #20, Lilydale, MN 55118, 
lscoronis@comcast.net, 
(651) 452-5082, Cell (612) 578-0297

High School: Nashua (N.H.) High School
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Music: Marching and Concert Bands; golf
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: In 1962, I married Sandra Sharpe
in Rollins Chapel. The Reverend Fred Berthold, Dean of the
Tucker Foundation, performed the service. The reception at
Hopkins Center was the first outside event held at the newly
opened Center. The wedding was attended by many classmates, fraternity brothers,
and several of my professors. I recall specifically the joy of my father, Class of 1936,
and my father-in-law, Class of 1929, to have the wedding at Dartmouth. I heard
they partied long and hard after we left on our honeymoon.
Graduate Study: Program for Management Development (PMD-25), Harvard
Business School, 1973

Spouse: Sandra (Nickname: Sandi)
Spouse Education: BS, Skidmore College, 1962
Spouse Career: Elementary School Teacher
Children: Sharron, 1/26/1965; Anthony, 2/26/1969; Allison, 7/2/1971
Where You Grew Up: Nashua, N.H.
Resided In: Melrose, Mass., 1962-1964; Nashua, N.H., 1965-1977; Saint Paul,
Minn., 1977-present
Employers: Wm. Filene & Sons, Industrial Reproductions Inc., Buckbee-Mears Co.,
Applied Spectrum Tech., Dura-Process Co., Atrix International Inc., Garelick Mfg. Co.
Working or Retired? Retired in 2006
Military: U.S. Army Reserves, 1963-1969; Active Duty (1963) at Fort Dix, N.J., and
Fort Gordon, Ga.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Wrote several technical papers for The
International Society for Hybrid Microelectronics, which I delivered in Dallas, L.A.,
Chicago, and Munich, Germany
Hobbies: Golf, bridge, investment analysis, reading, daily physical exercise, televi-
sion sports
Travel: Extensive business travel to Europe, Asia and within the U.S.
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Club of Nashua (President), Interview Committee,
Nashua

Before sitting down with my reflections, I decided to revisit my thoughts from
the past, as written in our Class of  1962 25th Reunion Book. Intrigued by

the revelations of  others more than my own, I preceded to kick back and read
the entire book. It put me in the perfect frame of  mind to pick up where I left
off  almost 25 years ago.

Continuing our saga, we left the comfort and security of  family and friends in
Nashua, N.H., our home since birth, for the tundra called Minnesota in the late
’70s. The “we” included my wife Sandi and three pre-teen-aged children,
Sharron, Anthony, and Allison. The siren call of  a big business opportunity was
beckoning, and our family was eager for the challenge and adventure. 

Although the particular business dream that I was chasing evaporated within
five years of  our arrival, we have remained in St. Paul for over 30 years, and
now we are as much Midwesterners as New Englanders. I say “we” because
Sandi and I are still a devoted team and my three children, now in their 40s,
have all come back to Minnesota, although, thankfully, not back to the family
homestead. 
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My business career took many unexpected twists over these years; some were
scary, but most were positive. Jobs I held were in senior management of  small-
to mid-size companies, all in general management and all with manufacturing
companies. The most striking differences were in the diverse markets we served.
For example, we sold to companies in automotive, consumer electronics, semi-
conductors, telecommunications, office equipment, and marine. Products includ-
ed electronic components, metal stampings, decals and appliqués, data/voice
modems, toner vacuums for printers and copiers, and recreational boating
accessories.

Looking back, the fascination of  my work was the opportunity to learn how
each of  these industries operated and the challenge of  learning new technolo-
gies every few years. Working with competent and talented people was also a
plus. Travel, which was extensive, both domestic and international, allowed me

to see some exotic places. As you can imagine, many were not so exotic. The
negative was that frequent business travel can be exhausting, especially in later
years. More negative, my travel caused me to miss many of  my children’s activ-
ities as teenagers. Thankfully, Sandi handled my responsibility flawlessly, but 
I missed the fun.

I retired from the workplace in 2006 after 44 years on the industrial scene.
Although I was fully immersed in my work, some might even say consumed, 
I had little problem walking away from it. The ability to live in the present has
served me well over the years. 

These days I am thoroughly content to be in an exceptional marriage that will
span 50 years in 2012. I still venture out to the first tee several days a week dur-
ing the six months we are snow-free. Breaking 80 is now but a fond memory,
and 90 has become the new 80. With a long-held passion for business and invest-
ment analysis, I spend a number of  hours each week reading and researching
investment ideas, which I apply, with mixed success, to our retirement portfolio.
In the winter we try to get out of  the cold for a month to six weeks, most recent-
ly to Florida. We are blessed to have six grandchildren who range from 7 to 22
years old. Family becomes increasingly important as we age and contributes to
our fulfilling and happy life.

Richard E. Couturier Dick 
120—1232 Johnson Street, Coquitlam, BC V3B 4T2,
Canada, (604) 464-9225 

Spouse: Donna A. Couturier 

James K. Cowen 
6135 Boneta Road, Medina, OH 44256, (330) 273-6693 
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John Robertson Cox, AIA Robbi 
630 Edinburgh Drive, West Chester, PA 19382,
jcox1962@comcast.net, 
(610) 692-4037, Cell (484) 639-1793

High School: Shaker Heights (Ohio) High School
Major: Modified Art (Art, Engineering, Sociology)
Favorite Activity: Learning, sports, Kappa Sig, Dragon
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma
Unique Hanover Memory: Sitting on the steps of Wilson
Hall with Dean Seymour and Dr. Kemeny on a beautiful day
during our graduation week watching the construction of
Hopkins Center and wondering what effect this new facility
would have on the students, the College, and the region.
Graduate Study: Master of Architecture (Highest Honors), Graduate School of Fine
Arts (now the School of Design), University of Pennsylvania, 1962-64 and 1966-67

Spouse: Meredith Neely Cox
Spouse Education: Virginia College for Women; Katherine Gibbs School
Spouse Career: Executive Assistant, Housewife
Children: Cameron Meredith Cox; Todd Snowden Cox (deceased); Andrew
Spotswood Cox

Where You Grew Up: Born: Janesville, Wisconsin; Other: Shaker Heights, Ohio
Resided In: Philadelphia, Pa., 1962-1964; Pittsburgh, Pa., 1964-1966; Merion Sta-
tion, Pa., 1966-1967; Chestnut Hill, Pa., 1967-1970; Concordville, Pa., 1970-1975;
West Chester, Pa., 1975-present
Employers: 2009-Present: J. Robertson Cox, AIA–Architect for the Masters Studio.
Before opening my own semi-retirement practice in 2009, I was a principal in the
firm Blackney Hayes Architects from 2002 to 2009, with whom I maintain a consult-
ing relationship as an Associated Architect. Previously, I was Principal and Director of
Design for Moeckel Carbonell Associates of Wilmington, Delaware, from 1992 to
2002. I was also a Principal and Director of Design with Curtis, Cox, Kennerly from
1984 to 1992 and a partner and Studio Director with the Kling Lindquist Partnership
(now Kling Stubbins) from 1976 to 1984; both firms headquartered in Philadelphia.
From 1970 through 1975 I was also an Adjunct Professor of Architecture at the
Graduate School of Fine Arts at the University of Pennsylvania. I am a nationally
certified professional with active licenses to practice in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
and Delaware.
In over 40 years of practice, I have had the honor to design places for people’s
working, living, and recreating environments, including the International Monetary
Fund, Merrill Lynch, Xerox Corporation, the City of Hartford, Villanova University,
the University of Pennsylvania, the City of Wilmington, and the State of Delaware,
and Henrico County, Virginia. During that time I have been honored with awards
for projects that had much more to do with the teams of talented professionals
who worked with me than my efforts. 
Golf and Country Club Projects: Pine Valley Golf Club, Pine Valley, N.J.; LedgeRock
Golf Club, Mohnton, Penn.; Merion Golf Club, Ardmore, Penn.; Sunnybrook Golf
Club, Plymouth Meeting, Penn.; Lookaway Golf Club, Buckingham, Penn.; Philadel-
phia Cricket Club, Flourtown, Penn.; Huntington Valley Country Club, Huntington
Valley, Penn.; Burning Tree Club, Bethesda, Md.; Lancaster Country Club, Lancaster,
Penn.; Gulph Mills Golf Club, Gulph Mills, Penn.
Corporate, Institutional, and Residential Projects: Ardleigh Condominium, Ardmore,
Penn.; Merrill Lynch Family Care Center, Hopewell, N.J.; Merrill Lynch Corporate Cam-
pus, Plainsboro, N.J.; First USA Hedgehill Campus, Newark, Del.; The Village at
Applecross, Greeneville, Del.; Riverfront Market and Restaurant, Wilmington, Del.;
Swedesford Square, Malvern, Penn.; the Connelly Student Center at Villanova Univ. 

Awards and Milestones: Green Building Award/ABC Delaware, 2010; Golf Inc.
Best Clubhouses of 2008, Finalist; Award of Excellence/ABC Awards, 2008;
Excellence in Architecture/AIA Delaware, 2001; The Bucks County Award/Bucks
County Chapter AIA, 1999; Excellence in Architecture/AIA Delaware, 1999 (2 proj-
ects); Excellence in Architecture /Bucks County Chapter AIA, 1998; National Merit
Award/NAHB Commercial Division, 1998; Award of Merit/AIA Eastern Pennsylvania,
1998; Design Citation/AIA Delaware, 1997 (2); Award of Merit/Design for the
Aging, 1995; Presidents Medal/A.I.A. Philadelphia Chapter 1987; Pennsylvania State
Art Commission, Pennsylvania Award, 1986; Gold Medal in Design/A.I.A.
Philadelphia Chapter, 1980; School Medal of the American Institute of Architects,
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1967; Tau Sigma Delta Honorary Society, 1967; E. Lewes Dales Traveling Fellowship,
1966; Paul Cret Scholar/University of Pennsylvania, 1962-1964; Jaffe Memorial Art
Major Award/Dartmouth College, 1962
Retired or Working? Upon retirement from my firm at the end of 2008, I started
my own consulting architectural practice specializing in the planning and design of
facilities for private golf clubs and communities. 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: In 1970 while on the faculty in Architecture
at Penn I created and directed the nation’s first comprehensive program to educate
architects and the related professions about the fundamentals of green and sustain-
able building planning and design. The program was sponsored by the University of
Pennsylvania and a grant from the PPG Industries Foundation won in a national
competition. During that same period I was honored to be part of a university-wide
research team working on concepts for Solar Energy and Thermal Energy Storage
under a grant from the National Science Foundation.
Hobbies: Painting, golf, travel
Travel: Northern Europe, southern France, England, Scotland, Mexico. Granada,
Barbados, Virgin Islands, most (but not enough) of the United States
Community Activities: Professional and Civic Affiliations: American Institute of
Architects: President Philadelphia Chapter, 1987; Board of Directors, Philadelphia
Chapter, 1984-1990; Board of Directors Pennsylvania Society of Architects, 1988-
1990. AIA National Committee on Design; AIA National Committee on Regional
and Urban Design; Philadelphia Foundation for Architecture: Board of Trustees,
1987-1994; Executive Committee, 1990-1993. Rotary International, Paul Harris
Fellow. The Carpenters Company of the City and County of Philadelphia; Managing
Committee, Chairman, 2002; President, 2008; Trustee, 2009-2012. The St.
Andrews Society of Philadelphia. Concord Township (Delaware County) Planning
Commission, Chairman. Green Lane Village Homeowners Association: Board of
Directors; Vice President; Architectural Review Committee
Alumni Activities: Alumni Interviewer; advisor to students interested in architecture

How well prepared: Dartmouth afforded me the opportunity to explore the
world of  knowledge within an eclectic community of  bright, engaging, and imagina-
tive people. The place allowed my creativity to develop and the love of  design to
grow into a lifelong pursuit of  excellence. Creativity and imagination have been at
the core of  every aspect of  my life and I am very proud of  both the family that
Meredith and I have created together as well as the incredible opportunities I have
had to create buildings, complexes, and places that will still exist for the enjoyment of
people long after I am gone. The College and the community of  friends that I had
the good fortune to meet were a source of  warmth and strength that would later
be a source of  comfort when we lost one of  our children in the prime of  his life.

Historical witness: I have for the past 25 years been a member of  the Car-
penters’ Company of  the City and County of  Philadelphia. The organization
was founded in 1724 as the nation’s first and oldest craft guild, whose guild hall,

called Carpenter’s Hall, built in 1770, was the site of  the First Continental Con-
gress as well other significant events in the early history of  the country. The
Company, whose original members were the Master Builders of  Philadelphia
and today are the owners or partners in the region’s architectural, structural
engineering, and general construction firms, own and maintain the Hall as a
part of  the Independence National Historic Park, preserving it as a place where
the public can experience a unique part of  history. That history continues to be
made each day as past events are re-enacted or celebrated and the leaders of
the world come to visit or to meet and debate current issues. I was proud to be
President of  the Company in 2008 and now serve as the senior member of  the
Board of  Trustees.

Present Activities, Plans: Since retiring my partnership in an architectural
firm in Philadelphia I have acceded to the wishes of  several clients and opened
my own consulting practice focused on the planning and design of  facilities for
private golf  clubs and communities. It is a dream gig that allows me the privilege
of  working only for the clients that I want to work for, on projects that interest
me, and at venues that have helped define the game of  golf  in this country. My
present efforts are on focused on Merion Golf  Club, where I have completed
three projects as they prepare for the 2013 United States Open. My retirement
goal was to be able to get up in the morning and have a choice—work on golf
projects or play the game. I am rightly accused of  doing one considerably better
that the other.

Impact on Society: My five-year adventure as an Adjunct Professor of  Archi-
tecture on the faculty of  the Graduate School of  Fine Arts at University of
Pennsylvania in the early ’70s afforded me the opportunity to create the nation’s
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first graduate level program in the field of  energy conservation in buildings—
what is now known as green and sustainable architecture. The program was fund-
ed by a grant from the PPG Industries Foundation won in a national competition.
The program that ran from 1971 to 1975 was fully integrated into the three and a
half  year Masters program in Architecture at Penn and touched more than 100
young students, some of  whom are now leaders of  the green movement.

Ihad never seen the College when I ventured onto the Hanover plain in 1958 
to begin my search for a way in the world. But I was drawn to the place by

the wilderness and the space it provided for exploring and a base from which to
launch the search for something I would love to do as career. Being from the

Midwest, I arrived with few prejudices and an enormous respect for the oppor-
tunities I had to learn from others. Dartmouth did not disappoint me. The cul-
ture of  our class and the enduring close relationships of  fraternity and campus
life have been part of  a bond with the College that has helped me endure the
highs and lows of  a lifetime. Dartmouth had prepared me well when I arrived
in Philadelphia to begin graduate work in architecture. I now knew myself  and
my capabilities enough to deal with the rigors of  professional focus, the city as a
laboratory, and how to explore the cultural resources and the rough and tumble
neighborhoods that only a city can provide. 

But a year and a half  into grad school I was running out of  money, was tired of
school, and wanted to get married, so I took a leave of  absence and started
interviewing for a real job that would extend my learning in the worlds of  busi-
ness and construction. US Steel’s 60th Commercial Training Class provided me
with not only the opportunity for an education in business but also a second
family of  great friends and colleagues. We were exposed to every facet of  the
steelmaking business and its marketplace. We created the Pittsburgh Rugby Club,
partied a lot, and drank too much but built memories and friendships that have
lasted a lifetime. Two years of  corporate life convinced most of  us that our futures
lay elsewhere, and I decided that now with a new wife, a little more exposure to
the real world, and just enough money to be dangerous, I would return to
school and complete my Masters degree.

Back at Penn, my love of  architecture found renewed life and I thrived, earned
a full ride and a fellowship to travel in Europe. I graduated in 1967, first in my
class. Two years after graduating, I was invited to return as an Adjunct Professor,

and I continued to teach for the next five years, while I also helped to start a
new architectural firm. Teaching allowed me to join university teams to explore
such prophetic fields as solar energy, thermal energy storage, and energy conser-
vation in the built environment. An invitation to accept a permanent appoint-
ment to the faculty caused an in-depth evaluation of  a teaching career versus a
career designing buildings. 

I did not consider myself  a very good teacher since I had not yet designed many
buildings, so, armed with offers to join some of  the wonderful architectural
firms in Philadelphia, I chose to leave the academic world for the realities of
building buildings. For the past 35 years I have practiced architecture as a prin-
cipal with a number of  distinguished firms, including my own. 

Architecture does not exist without clients who truly want good buildings that
serve people and fit comfortably in their communities. I have always been fortunate
to have designed a range of  projects for great clients including the International
Monetary Fund, Merrill Lynch, Xerox, Henrico County, Virginia, Villanova
University, Gallaudet College, the University of  Pennsylvania, the State of
Delaware, the Commonwealth of  Pennsylvania, Pine Valley and Merion golf
clubs, my attorney, my brother-in-law, and my own family. I have never had a
client who didn’t admire the process and success of  good design and didn’t wish
he or she had become an architect (and often tried). The joy and reward of  archi-
tecture is to create something real and useful that, if  done with care, is worth
more than what it cost to build. Each project, when complete, is there to be
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experienced, touched, walked through, and filled with the life of  the people who
use it and live in it.

No project or design is perfect, and I am constantly asked which building design
is the best of  my work. My answer is always the same: the next one. The
progress of  age and my decision to enjoy the luxury of  my semi-retirement have
now reduced the opportunities to complete my best project. But I constantly take
every opportunity to go back and visit my buildings, learn from them, and enjoy
the results of  my life’s work with the full realization that, imperfect as they may
be, they will be there long after I am gone.

My career and life have not been without tough times and tragedy. Meredith
and I lost our middle child in 1995, when he passed away of  unknown causes
while studying for his board exams in the middle of  his senior year at Temple
School of  Dentistry. What a waste of  the potential of  a young man who was
devoting his life to the care of  others. We also went through a period of  near
bankruptcy when my own firm discovered financial book-cooking by the man-
aging partner and had to close its doors. Our net worth went to zero, and at age
50, we started from scratch. But good fortune, great clients and friends, and the
respect of  other professionals offered opportunities to get back on our feet and
succeed.

Our lives now are quieter, more relaxed. With my occasional work planning and
designing facilities for private golf  clubs and communities, I have the occasional
opportunity to design the next great building in truly wonderful surroundings. 
I have served on the Boards of  Philadelphia’s Chapter of  the American Institute
of  Architects and its Foundation for Architecture, and I am presently Senior
Trustee and past President of  the Carpenters’ Company of  the City and
County of  Philadelphia and historic Carpenters’ Hall. 

As the years have passed and my experiences with the design and construction of
places in which people work, live, research, worship, meet, and learn have mul-
tiplied, I have become increasingly conscious of  the values and attitudes that
were born in my youth, reinvented in my years at Dartmouth, focused in my
graduate years and professional internship and experienced in a life that has
matured to this day. I have been devoted to designing places to the highest stan-
dards that afford people the opportunity to come together. Thus it troubles me
that at a time when the world has more to offer than ever, our collective stan-
dards, values, and sense of  civility have never been lower. We have become more
diverse, while becoming more divisive. We look to place blame rather than take
responsibility. We are problem creators rather than problem solvers. My frustra-
tion is that I do not have a lifetime in front of  me to help turn the world around.
I hope that the legacy I leave behind in the form of  family, friends, and places
created for all people will carry on the battle for excellence.

Thomas P. Cranna 
Thomas Paulson Cranna died suddenly and unexpectedly
in Minneapolis on October 17, 1969, after a very brief  
illness. He had recently graduated from the University 
of  Minnesota Law School and started to practice law in
Minneapolis.

Tom came to Dartmouth from Central High School in
Devils Lake, N.D. He majored in English and succeeded
at virtually everything he attempted with a grace, charm,
and strength that complimented all who met and knew
him. At Dartmouth, he was captain of  the hockey team, a
member of  Sphinx senior honorary society, secretary of  Palaeopitus, vice presi-
dent of  Green Key, a member of  the UGC Judiciary Committee, and vice pres-
ident of  Phi Delta Alpha.

Tom was commissioned in the Marines upon his graduation. In December
1963, he married Bonnie Bird in Williamsville, N.Y. Before he left for Vietnam,
their daughter Cathy was born. In Vietnam, Tom was wounded in action while
piloting a helicopter on a rescue mission, and he received a medical discharge.

Tom and his family then moved to Minneapolis, where he started law school. In
his senior year, he was president of  the Law Review. While in law school his fam-
ily was increased by two with the birth of  twin sons, Mark Thomas and Michael
Thomas. After graduation Tom began to practice law in Minneapolis. He had
just passed the bar examination at the time of  his death and was admitted to
the Minnesota Bar in absentia on the day of  his death.

A group of  his friends and classmates established a trust fund primarily intended
to aid in the college education of  the three children.

Gary L. Crellin 
3213 Pleasant Bay Circle, #C, Modesto, CA 95355, 
(209) 985-1566 

Spouse: Margaret Crellin 
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Dennis Jay Crumbine Denny
2824 SE Dune Dr., Stuart, FL 34996, (772) 225-3934
150 Pecksland Rd. Greenwich, CT 06831, (203) 629-2387
djcrumbine@gmail.com

High School: Shaker Hts. High School
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: Tennis, poker
Fraternity: Sigma Chi/Tabard
Unique Hanover Memory: Meeting fraternity brothers,
some of whom are still brothers. Favorite prof. by far was
John Kemeny. I still have his textbook on probability theory,
50 years later. 
Graduate Study: MBA, Stanford GSB, 1964

Spouse: Maureen Dibuono Crumbine
Spouse Career: Real Estate Broker, Greenwich Fine Properties
Children: Jeffrey, 3/17/78
Where You Grew Up: Shaker Hts., Ohio
Resided In: Cincinnati, Ohio; New York, N.Y.; Greenwich, Conn.
Employers: Ford Motor Co., AT&T, Procter & Gamble, Pepsi-Cola, The Perrier Group
Working or Retired? Retired

Hobbies: Golf

How well prepared: In general, very well; some great profs and some not so
great. The best by far was John Kemeny: brilliant, funny, and a great teacher. 

John S. Cushman
John Cushman, a history major and member of  Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, died of  complications from pneumonia
June 27, 1993, in Edina, Minnesota. At the time of  his
death, he was vice president and general counsel of
Target Stores.

In 1970, he joined the law department of  Dayton Hudson
Corp. and was chief  counsel for Target Stores before
becoming vice president in 1983. He also managed Target’s
public affairs activities.

“John was an invaluable contributor, not only as general
counsel for Target but as someone who had a great perspective on almost every
area of  the business,” said Robert Ulrich, chairman of  Target. “He had a great
sense of  humor. His wit was always helpful in putting situations in the proper
perspective.”

Cushman, of  Bloomington, was born in Moscow, Idaho. After Dartmouth, he
graduated from the University of  Idaho Law School. He practiced in Idaho
before becoming a special assistant attorney general in Minnesota in 1968.

He was president of  the Minnesota Corporate Counsel Association and on the
board of  governors of  the Minnesota Bar Association. He was president of  the
Dartmouth Alumni Club of  the Northwest, co-chairman of  the academic
sweepstakes fundraiser for Breck School and a United Way volunteer. He also
lectured at the Michigan Institute of  Continuing Legal Education.

“As much as anyone I have ever known, John lived his life with an unswerving
commitment to his fam ily and to providing superb legal service to his client,”
said Jim Hale ’62, a longtime friend and colleague who is senior vice president
and general counsel of  Dayton Hudson.

Cushman is survived by his wife, Madeline; four daughters, Angela Dallman, of
Sacramento, California; Kathryn Boyer and Nicole Cushman, both of  Chicago,
and Carolyn Cushman, of  Bloomington, and his mother, Kathryn Cushman, of
Moscow, Idaho.
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C. Thomas Cutter Tom
48 Shipway Place, 
Charlestown, MA 02129, 
tcutter@cutteratlantic.com, 
(617) 242-1962 (really), 
Cell (781) 789-4799

High School: Wayland. Mass. 
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Road trips
Fraternity: Kappa Kappa Kappa
Graduate Study: SCMP-1/OPM Executive Program, Harvard
Business School 

Spouse: Lourdes Beloro Cutter
Spouse Education: Registered Nurse; Loma Linda University
Spouse Career: ICU Nurse
Children: John, James, Pim, Gina, Billy, Olly
Where You Grew Up: Mexico, Missouri; Webster Groves, Missouri; Wayland, Mass.
Resided In: 48 Shipway Place, Charlestown (Boston), Mass.
Employers: Cutter Atlantic Refractories, Woburn, Mass. (my initial and continuing
business involvement, but eight others bought, managed, sold over these many years)
Retired? Not yet, very active, but for sale
Military: Six years with six months active in Massachusetts Air National Guard, I
was squadron training NCO, and crypto top secret. Only received one article 15
(cryptic comment to those who served). 

Hobbies: Reading history and filling in the gaps 
Travel: Extensive international travel
Community Activities: Chair, parents’ committee at Noble & Greenough; Chair,
Roxbury Weston Preschool (private) Program, Boston; Chair, Cancer Crusade, Town
of Weston (Mass.); Trinitarian Congregational Church, Wayland, various leadership
roles for 25 of 50 years involvement; Young Presidents’ Organization, and the sen-
ior successor World Presidents’ Organization, which covers over 35 years, and was
Chair of the New England Chapter in 1985 and subsequently got into a minor lead-
ership role, along with our classmate B. Saxe, who was my understanding boss!
There were six or so members from the business world in this organization of CEO/
Presidents, for example, and government types, eh, who included Farleigh Lussky,
Jim Abramson, Steve Martindale, Roy Halstead, Brock Saxe, and me. We are the
few, the proud, who feed the lawyers and doctors. 
Alumni Activities: My involvement has been uneven, and those who own(ed)
businesses understand this.

How well prepared: I seldom prepare well, and long range planning is 96
hours.

Present Activities, Plans: Sadly, most of  my energy and time are gobbled up
by my intense involvement in the remaining business activity I own. Although
the company has survived for 56 years, the last eight years have been chaotic,
loss making, resulting in a scorched-earth policy, and had I forseen the “perfect
storm” brewing, with all the ingredients, the usual ones, I would have chosen
the other road in the yellow wood.

Impact on Society: Like so many I have worked very hard, very long, with
uneven results, but I did it my way, which probably yielded lower returns and
results. But for the many, many people who worked for me, most would acknowl-
edge that my way was the right way. Or, in the right direction, at least.

Memory lane: As I thought about the past 54 years and which of  my many 
memories to write about, I visited our 25th reunion book. And checked

several, of  the many, cobwebbed crannies of  my mind. And I realize how we
are wired to remember the positive and diminish or extinguish the not so good
times. When Gordie, and Carl, and Jere cobbled together that great 1987 book,
they appropriately listed in the beginning the list of  the 24 members who had
then passed. Two were next door to me in the Gile Hall penthouse, Tates Holland
and Jon Linder, who were Williamson’s roomates. Both good guys and friends.
And Peter Cooney and Peter Gelinas, both fine fellows and Tri Kap brothers.
And two Montana friends, John Porter and Dave Robbins. Real big-sky guys. 
I knew some of  the others but concluded that if  six of  my friends had checked
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out so early then we better be serious about our 50th. Our 50-year book will
sadly have fewer names, but with better tales to tell and a real fine story in their
reporting of  the last 25 years.

So enough of  the bad, and now the good. Conventional wisdom says men have
fewer friends than women. If  you have five, you are lucky; ten, you are blessed.
And some number in between are my ’62 friends and ’mates. Good for a start,
and better at the end. Add others, and I conclude that the all-male policy did
have the benefit of  making, allowing, and encouraging bonding. Those road
trips and the pressure to get a date at some faraway place made young men out
of  that unruly mob of  sort of  bright and full of  energy guys. Always trade offs
of  social versus studies, versus often too much sauce, and scrambling for a seat
hopefully with safe travel. No cell phones, no money, no time, no kidding.

And as smart as I thought I was, I could not exempt the foreign language hurdle,
so back to square one; French went by like a blur. In my junior and senior year
years in high school we won the state basketball title in Boston Garden. Doggie

Julian didn’t put me on the freshman team. Intramural sports time. High SATs
mattered not a whit. Arthur Dewing convinced me I was totally unworthy to be
taking a seat in his pipe-smoke-filled class—and you know he was right. But
somehow I got a message. No John Walters am I, had to repeat Calculus, as my
credentials didn’t count. Bancroft Brown told me so. I could go on but will spare
the few who read this that it really was good for me. I learned that you never
give up, you never quit, never ever.

And that my sense of  false pride and the mild feeling of  arrogance would be
and should be swallowed. I carried that into the Air Guard where I went in
enlisted rather than as an officer; but also because I wanted to get in and get
out, having been turned down for my physical by the Marine Corps Air
Program (PLC–AIR).

As we enter the final quarter of  our lives, it may be time to circle our wagons
and concentrate on good health, family, and fun, and forget about the fortune:
we either have it or do not, and it appears unlikely to make our bucket list. But
as I continue to meet and further know the not-so-thin grey line, I am impressed
as to how easy it is to ramp up (or is it boot up?) with classmates whom I didn’t
know or didn’t hang out with. Those intense shared few years, with infrequent
contact for most since, were an essential component to the roadmap of  life as we
got in to the fast lane to roam the girdled earth.

Philip G. Dahl 
Philip Gerhard Dahl of  Naches, Washington, died
October 3, 2007, following a long challenge with bladder
cancer. Born in Seattle, Washington, Phil grew up in the
Northwest. He attended Dartmouth for only one year on a
ski scholarship and was an active member of  the ski team. 

Friend and classmate Jerry Elfendahl reports, “After his
freshman year, Phil returned to Seattle and worked with
his father on the construction of  Pacific Raceways, the
Northwest’s premier motor sports and auto racing facility
in Kent, Washington.” Later he earned degrees in English
from the University of  Washington. Most of  his life, he was self-employed in
Naches. In addition to skiing and mountain climbing, Jerry adds, “Phil loved
hiking, river drift boat steelhead fishing, tinkering on all things mechanical, lis-
tening to jazz, bowling, and reading.” 

His wife, Nilda, preceded him in death. Two sons, a stepdaughter, and three
grandchildren survive him.

Byron Dallis 
15 Larchmont St., Ardsley, NY 10502, 
ldallis@aol.com, (914) 693-0583 

Spouse: Lydia Dallis 

Occupation: Manufacturing, Senior Vice President, 
Central National Gottesman Inc., 3 Manhattanville Road,
Purchase, NY 10577, (914) 696-9292 
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Eric Gordon Dalrymple 
143 Rocky Brook Road, New Canaan, CT 06840,
ericgdal@aol.com, (203) 966-5899 

High School: Jonathan Dayton Regional High School,
Springfield, N.J.
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: The Dartmouth
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: Beyond Hanover’s foggy Sep-
tember mornings and brilliantly colored October leaves, one
of my earliest Dartmouth memories was the food fight that
erupted in Thayer Hall on the Saturday in November of our
freshman year after the football team beat Princeton for the Ivy League championship.
I recall thinking just how “cool” that free-for-all was and how fortunate I was to be
a student in this unique College. My enthusiasm was dampened a bit a week or
two later when my irate father telephoned to tell me that he had just gotten, and
paid, a bill for $20 (?!) to cover some portion of the cleanup costs and asked me
how I expected to repay him. 
Graduate Study: MBA, Columbia Business School, 1965

Spouse: Paula (Penny) Parks Dalrymple
Spouse Education: Briarcliff College
Spouse Career: Homemaker
Children: Susan Elizabeth Sullivan; Amy Brete Molway
Where You Grew Up: Springfield, N.J.
Resided In: London, England, 1962-63; NYC, 1963-68; Rome, NY, 1968-70; NYC,
1970-73; Lausanne, Switzerland, 1973-80; New Canaan, Conn., 1980-2011
Employers: IBM World Trade Corp., U.S. Air Force, Philip Morris International,

Crane Co., Johnson & Higgins, Ernst & Young LLP
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: Second Lieutenant, United States Air Force, Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome,
N.Y., 1968-70

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Politics and the media in general. My
wife says I have an obsessive interest in both. I think she’s right.
Hobbies: Reading, skiing, golf, squash, gardening, political junkie, and amateur
“media analyst”
Travel: We’ve always enjoyed travelling and, having lived abroad for seven years,
have done our share of it. Having “done” India this year, the last major destination
on our “bucket list” is Australia/New Zealand—we hope in 2012.

David C. Dalton Dave
99 Westview Dr., Oakville, CT 06779
1423 S.E Colchester Cir., Pt. St. Lucie, FL 34952
dcdalton1@aol.com, (860) 274-4221, Cell (860) 921-8699

High School: Crosby High, Waterbury, Ct.
Major: Sociology/English
Favorite Activity: Crew
Fraternity: Phi Tau
Unique Hanover Memory: Seminar with Prof. Choukas on
Byzantine Empire: Theodora et al., a fascinating period of
history

Spouse: Patricia
Spouse Education: Masters, Biology, Iona
Spouse Career: High school and college professor
Children: Ned, Shane, Joshua
Where You Grew Up: Waterbury, Ct.
Resided In: Watertown, Ct., 40 years
Employers: Waterbury Buckle Co. ITW, Waterbury Style Inc.,Town of Watertown
Working or Retired?Finally completely retired a few months ago

Hobbies: Golf, tennis, hiking
Travel: During my career traveled extensively to at least 27 countries
Community Activities: Past chairman of both Board of Education and Town Council
Alumni Activities: Past Pres., Dartmouth Club of N.W. Ct.; was Club of the Year in
early ’70s

Present Activities, Plans: Continue to struggle at golf. Travel. 
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Roland M. Damiano 
Roland (“Rick”) Michael Damiano died April 22, 2011,
in Carmel, California. Rick came to Dartmouth from St.
Francis Prep in Brooklyn, a school that boasts such famous
alumni as Vince Lombardi and Frank Serpico. He served
variously as class president and member of  the student coun-
cil, was involved in the newspaper, yearbook, and school
magazine, and graduated cum laude. 

At Dartmouth, Doug MacPhail remembers Rick as affect-
ing “a certain Brooklyn tough-guy swagger” but concealing,
beneath the surface, a very friendly demeanor. “I remember
him on campus wearing sunglasses (very few people wore sunglasses in the fall in
Hanover!),” Doug recalls. The next year Rick became a brother of  Delta Kappa
Epsilon. He is pictured with his DKE brothers in the 1960 Aegis. At some point
thereafter, Rick left Dartmouth. The last documented word of  his activities came
from an Alumni Records Office questionnaire dated October 3, 1965, at which
time he reported that he was working on a doctorate in sociology at Brooklyn
College, CUNY, and teaching at St. John’s University in Jamaica, New York. He
indicated that he got married in 1961 and had since fathered two children. 

Dan Tompkins reports: “Rick did interesting work after leaving Dartmouth,
though reports are spotty. In 1965, Brooklyn College published his study,
Father-son relationships and ‘deviant’ behavior: a study of  the Cyrenians, an
adolescent male group in a depressed area of  Williamsburg in Brooklyn. This
may have been a master’s or doctoral dissertation.In 1968, mass firings of  facul-
ty at St. John’s University led to the publication of  Crisis at St John’s, co-
authored with Joseph A. Scimecca (Random House). This book attracted many
reviews, one of  which summarized it as saying that ‘Catholic higher education
is second rate or worse.’ It was mentioned twice in the New York Times in
1968, once as providing a ‘probing spotlight’ on events at St. John’s.” 

Rick was married three times. His second wife, Barbara Olsen, had been his stu-
dent in the ‘60s at SUNY New Paltz: she calls him “the best professor that I ever
encountered in all my years in academia.” In 1970, they settled in Jamaica. The
marriage dissolved in the early 1970s: Rick stayed in Jamaica developing the
property that became Sea Grape Villas in Negril, while Barbara Olsen returned
to the States, opened an advertising agency, earned a Ph.D. in anthropology, and
now teaches in the Department of  Marketing at SUNY Old Westbury.

Rick settled in Carmel, California, with his third wife, Margo Green. He leaves
three children, Marc, Deana and Lynn. Aspects of  his experience are used in
Mark Conklin’s novel about Jamaica, Banana Shout (2000). 

Thomas Galbraith Davies Tom
58 Beacon Hill Lane, New Canaan, CT 06840, 
(203) 972-1533, Cell (203) 912-3236

High School: Westfield Senior HS
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Intra-Murals, parties, getting a passing
grade 
Fraternity: Phi Delt
Unique Hanover Memory: Freshman year, Hitchcock
dorm, great room with fireplace, two other roommates,
equally as messy, thousands of French cards, dirty clothes
strewn about, food from weeks earlier still on the grill: door
knocks, an “adult man” in coat, tie, hat, nostalgic expression; “I used to live here,
can I see the old room?” Sure! A momentary gaze, burst into tears, and immedi-
ately leaves. Gee, I wonder why? 
Graduate Study: MBA, Columbia University, 1964

Spouse: Marianne
Spouse Education: University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Children: Erik, 1973; Kristian, 1975
Where You Grew Up: Westfield, N.J.
Resided In: New York, 1962-67, 1980-98; Bombay, 1967-68; Hong Kong, 1974-
77; Sydney, 1977-79; Hamburg, 1979-80; New Canaan, 1981-present
Employers: Colgate-Palmolive
Awards and Milestones: “Reaching 70”; never having had a tax audit
Working or Retired? Retired corporate, 1998, write, lecture, collect, and deal in
American fine arts
Military: U.S. Army, 1965, Fort Dix 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Published numerous magazine articles
and catalogues on American art, culminating in writing, designing, and self-pub-
lishing a 360-page 410-color-illustrations book, Collecting Stories: 400 Paintings,
400 Stories
Hobbies: American art, U.S. history
Travel: I lived in four countries, travelled internationally for 18 years, and have
taken Dartmouth-related trips to England, Ireland, Wales, France, Greece, and
Bermuda. Otherwise, I’ve seen enough of the world.
Alumni Activities: Attend every reunion event; on-campus, off-campus, and fra-
ternity, plus 16 years of Dartmouth Lathrop Fellow trips

How well prepared: Being surrounded by geniuses (which I definitely was
not), I learned it’s not how smart you are, it’s what you do with it that counts.

Historical witness: Aside from the Thayer food fight, living in Hong Kong
at the time of  Mao’s death, it became apparent there was a great sympathy for
the Mainland, or a very shrewd effort to plan for the future.
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Present Activities, Plans: Trying to navigate the complex and inefficient health
system in this country and continuing to pursue my activities in American art.

Impact on Society: A complex question. If  significant can be: completing
education, serving military, marrying and staying with one woman, raising car-
ing, honest children, staying employed for 35 years, still being productive, pay-
ing far too much in taxes (and still doing so), having learned a lot in corporate
work (when it was ethical and honest), and being an exceptional mentor and
teacher to the younger ones—then, yes, I made an impact.

Iguess “where to start” is no longer the appropriate question; it’s more like,
“where to finish?” At some level, it’s the last ten minutes of  a marathon. As 

I read the Alumni Magazine and glance at on-campus issues, sports, debates about
budget problems, and so on, I’m drawn quickly to the back to see who is no longer
with us. I don’t now if  this is morbid or human nature—or perhaps human
nature is morbid. 

Anyway, accompanying an enjoyable, diverse, and happy life, both family and
professional, is the often-expressed sentiment of  “being lucky.” After 18 years of
education, 34 years or work, and 13 years of  retirement, I’ve concluded with a
Confucian level of  wisdom, it’s not the presence of  good luck, it’s the absence of
bad luck, that plays an uncanny role in shaping the events of  our lives. Our own

efforts generally determine the “good luck” part of  the equation; it’s the stuff
over which we have had no control and often cannot predict or be blamed for
that constitutes the absence or presence of  “bad luck.” Upon reflection, this
may be the “heaviest” bullshit I’ve written in a long time.

I have frequently reflected upon having been raised by wonderful, nurturing par-
ents, gaining a better education than my natural abilities deserved, choosing 
a life’s partner who still loves and supports me (most of  the time), having spent a
career in an organization that demanded the best but was honest and ethical; and
best of  all, accepted eccentric employees, and having homes, caring, and creative
kids — all this while enjoying good health along the way. I’ve never subscribed to
the belief  “you can’t have too much of  a good thing.” Perhaps the darker side of
imagination prompts the question, “when does the tide turn, when do I sort of
pay the piper to even up on life’s ledger? Isn’t it supposed to be a bit of  the bad
along with all the good? Don’t trials and tribulations build character?” 

I think I’m like the man who jumps off  the roof  of  a ten-story building and as
he passes the windows of  each floor exclaims, “So far, so good.” All of  this does
lead to saying I—we—my whole family are now grappling with the incredibly
complex issues of  dealing with a long-term, undiagnosed chronic illness of  a son.
It is close to an all-consuming effort and even one that leads me to conclude
much of  what I’ve learned and experienced in the first 60 years or so has been
little more than preparation for the present difficulties and challenges. Of
course, many families have and are currently enduring similar circumstances.
It’s not new to the world of  health. It does drive home the depths of  parental
concern and love for their children, not to mention the irrational willingness to
“trade places” and swap your own good health for theirs.

I suppose I delayed writing this last part, “Reflections,” for our reunion book
trying to think of  something else to write about, but I kept saying “happy,
clever, nostalgic” is not where I am at present and, as the letter of  instructions
suggested, “Just sit down, start writing, and see where it leads.” The school and
especially the people who shared that jewel-like experience called Dartmouth
are still as important as ever, maybe even more so, but this is what I choose to
write about now. Perhaps with the “absence of  bad luck” we may have answers
and even a cure by the time this is published. Best wishes to you all, and I look
forward to our 50th.

Hibbard G. Davis 
1713 Lynnhurst, Wichita, KS 67212, (316) 942-7706 

Spouse: Joan Davis 

Occupation: Retail/Wholesale, Owner, Broom Dude, 
1713 Lynnhurst, Wichita, KS 67212, (316) 942-7706 
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Thomas P. Davis Tom 
18520 Barnesville Road, Dickerson, MD 20842

Spouse: Joyce Davis 

Occupation: Medical Marketing Consultants, 13228
Executive Park Terrace, Germantown, MD 20874 

William H. Davis Bill
3515 S. Altamont St., 
Spokane, WA 99223, 
msdwhd@comcast.net, 
(509) 535-7381 

High School: Exeter
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Social Chairman, Theta Delta Chi;
Campus Rep for Ballantine Beer
Fraternity: Theta Delta Chi
Unique Hanover Memory: When Whit Goedkoop told
Dean Seymour that he wanted to be excused from classes to
attend his Godmother’s wedding. Thad refused until Whit told him his Godmother
was Grace Kelly!

Spouse: Wife: Mary Sue Davis
Spouse Education: BA, UC Davis
Spouse Career: Stitchery shop and classes
Children: Joshua J. Davis, D’90; Thomas, VA Davis
Where You Grew Up: Upper Montclair, N.J.
Resided In: NYC, 1964-65; LA, 1966-69; SF, 1969-70; Seattle, 1970-74; Spokane,
1974 to present
Employers: Chubb & Son, 1964-74; May-Davis Inc., 1974-2008; Western States
Insurance Agency, 2008 to present
Retired? Currently working
Military: Baumholder Germany USA 42nd Art Gp 
Travel: China; Australia; Caribbean; Baltic Countries
Community Activities: President; The City Gate, an inner city ministry for 20 years

Present Activities, Plans: I am still working full time because I love what I do.

Fernando de Necochea 
147 East Holly Street #103, Pasadena, CA 91103, 
fernando.denecochea@sce.com, (626) 744-3265 

Occupation: Energy, Sr. Advisor & Dir. Community
Partnership, Southern California Edison Company, 
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue, Rosemead, CA 91770, 
(626) 302-1964 

Horace A. Deane Jr. Hal
55 East Bay Street, 
Charleston, SC 29401, 
horace.deane@att.net, 
(843) 853-5964

High School: North Muskegon, Michigan
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: WDCR
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon

Spouse: Fran
Spouse Education: University of Michigan
Children: David
Where You Grew Up: Mahwah, New Jersey; North Muskegon, Michigan
Resided In: Most recent: Charleston, S.C., 13 years
Employers: General Motors Corporation
Working or Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Historical development in Charleston
Community Activities: Charlestowne Neighborhood Association; Charleston
Preservation Society; Historic Charleston Foundation
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Club of the Low country

How well prepared: Dartmouth was critical in teaching me to write effec-
tively and to think independently. Dartmouth also taught me a valuable degree
of  self-assurance and contentment with whatever roles I chose to pursue.
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Frank C. DeGiacomo 
20 Notch Road, Clifton, NJ 07013, (973) 777-2344 

Spouse: Rhoda DeGiacomo 

Occupation: Health/Science, Physician, 6 Brighton Road,
Clifton, NJ 07012, (973) 472-2100 

James S. DeGroff 
513 Harbor Drive North, Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33785,
(727) 595-1537 

Robert L. Deines 
2081 South Cabana Circle #2, Memphis, TN 38107, 
(901) 722-5656 

Occupation: Hospitality/Travel 

John G. Dennis 
4917 14th Street South, Arlington, VA 22204,
eeyo@aol.com, (703) 998-5747 

Spouse: Carol Dennis 

Occupation: Government/Military, Deputy Chief Scientist,
National Park Service, 1849 C Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20240, (202) 513-7174 
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Anthony G.E. Denton 
3611 E Sheridan Street, Phoenix, AZ 85008, (602) 312-1565 

David P. DeSmit 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

David M. DeWilde 
2650 Green Street, San Francisco, CA 94123, 
david@dewilde-sf.com, (415) 440-0415, Cell (415) 307-3119

High School: Salem High School, Salem, N.J.
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Ice Hockey and Beer in the back yard of
the fraternity house
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: I still have a lump on my collar-
bone from an injury that didn’t heal properly. I got it 54 years
ago. I had arrived at Dartmouth showing no signs of athletic
skills but managed to make the freshman team at the
Dartmouth Rugby Club. At the time, Dartmouth was one of the few schools in the
U.S. that played rugby, and most of the members of the team seemed to be gigan-
tic football players looking for alternative ways to have fun in the spring. I was a
wing, playing my first interscholastic game at Williams College. Early in the game 

I caught a high kick and was almost immediately tackled by the Captain of the
Williams team. When I returned to the scrum I realized I couldn’t move my left arm.
At the Williams infirmary they removed a large bone chip, strapped me up, and fed
me painkillers. As I lay in bed, dazedly reflecting on this inauspicious start to my
athletic experience at Dartmouth, the door burst open. The entire Dartmouth team
poured into the room, rolling a keg. My protesting medical caretakers were ejected
from the room, and the team proceeded to have an uproarious party around my bed.
I remember that beer and painkillers do not mix well, but most of all, I remember
the camaraderie of Dartmouth Rugby. 
Graduate Study: JD, University of Virginia Law, 1967; MS, Management, GSB,
Stanford University, 1984

Spouse: Katherine August-deWilde
Spouse Education: AB, Goucher, 1969; MBA, Stanford, 1975
Spouse Career: Now President, First Republic Bank
Children: Holland, Cruz, Nick, Luke
Where You Grew Up: South Jersey-Shiloh, Salem, N.J.
Resided In: McLean, Va., 1964-67; New York City, 1967-69, 1977-81; Washington,
D.C., 1969-77, 1981-83; Menlo Park, Calif., 1983-84; San Francisco, 1984-present
Employers: Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle; General Counsel’s Office, HUD;
Lehman Brothers; FHA; Ginnie Mae; Lepercq deNeuflies; Fannie Mae; Boyden Inter-
national; Chartwell Partners International; LAI; Monster.com; Self.
Awards and Milestones: Serving as President of Ginnie Mae under Pres. Ford,
1976-’77; developing the (successful!) turnaround strategy for Fannie Mae,’81-’82;
founding, building, and selling Chartwell Partners International,’89-’97; celebrating
my 25th anniversary with Katherine,’09; watching Holland graduate from Swarth-
more, ‘93; Cruz, ‘97, and Nick,’10, from Stanford: and Luke from the college of his
choice,’16.
Retired? Don’t understand this question.
Military: Lieutenant USNR. Served aboard USS Meredith (DD980) and on staff of
COMDESDIV142, primarily in the 6th Fleet.
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Publications, Achievements, Interests: Taught in Leadership Program, Stanford
GSB, 2007-08.
Hobbies: Photography; singing (The guys in Alpha Theta will never believe it)
Travel: Best trips: a family safari to South and East Africa; a family boat trip in the
Galapagos; and a family retreat on a remote beach in Mexico. Now spending time
in Sonoma.
Community Activities: Chairman, Board of Trustees, St. Luke’s School; Int’l.
Advisory Board, McGeorge Law School: Trustee, World Affairs Council of No. Cal.;
Pacific Union Club

In reflecting on life since Dartmouth, I’m struck by the importance of  perspec-
tive. Often while you’re living through it, the successes can seem very sweet

and the failures painful. After 50 years, looking back from where I am now, many
of  those successes and failures look different. For example—

I failed to recruit Katherine August to join me at Fannie Mae. It was 1981. I was
facing the biggest professional challenge of  my career, and I badly needed her
help. I’d been a Wall Street lawyer, then President of  Ginnie Mae, and later an

investment banker in the seminal days of  mortgage-backed securities. Fannie
Mae was in crisis. The new CEO, David Maxwell, had asked me to come to
Washington to help turn it around. It wasn’t clear that we could save it, and I knew
I needed help in developing the strategy. 

After a long unsuccessful search, a friend identified an executive who was per-
fect for the job. She was also, he told me, “a very cute redhead.” I sent the
headhunter after her. He reported back that she would not leave San Francisco
and that she had flatly refused to consider any offer, reasonable or unreasonable.
I was desperate and also challenged by her cocky attitude, so I decided to fly to
San Francisco and personally recruit her. I was confident that I could bring her
on board. She reluctantly agreed to have dinner on Nob Hill.

She was just as smart and pretty as my friend had reported. I turned on the charm
and sold hard. At the end of  the meal, I was sure I had succeeded. I asked, “So,
are you ready to take the job?” She said, “Definitely not.” Then with a sly smile,
she added, “But I will have another interview.”

She came to Washington a few weeks later and the next interview led not to a
job but to a date and, ultimately, a cross-country romance. Meanwhile, we man-
aged to turn around the company without her. Two years later, the turnaround

complete (and, unlike today, spectacularly successful), I moved to California and
married her. We’ve raised four wonderful kids, Holland, Cruz, Nick, and Luke.

I started my own company, Chartwell Partners, ironically, an executive recruit-
ing firm. I found deep satisfaction in putting great executives together with great
client companies. In 2000, I received an offer for the company that I couldn’t
refuse, and I sold it. Katherine and I now lead a wonderful life with our family
around us in a house overlooking the Golden Gate. She was right about San
Francisco. I never want to leave either. I still take great pride in my recruiting
successes at Chartwell Partners, but it all started the day I failed to recruit
Katherine August.

Alfred Otto Dick Al
901 Huntsman Road, Towson, MD 21286, 
alpat93@yahoo.com, 
(443) 519-5221, Cell (703) 851-1631

High School: Tecumseh High
Major: Psychology
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Graduate Study: MA, University of Waterloo, Nov. 1964;
PhD, University of Waterloo, 1967; MS, Marymount
University, 1998

Spouse: Patricia McGrath
Spouse Education: Gwynedd College
Spouse Career: Software engineering
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Children: Bret William, 12/17/1967; Bradley Allen, 4/28/1972
Where You Grew Up: Tecumseh, Mich., then a small town of about 5,000 souls
Resided In: Lake Forest, Ill., 2 years; Rochester, N.Y., 17 years; Philadelphia, Pa., 3
years; Alexandria, Va., 20 years; Baltimore, 2 years and counting
Employers: Simon Fraser University; Lake Forest College; University of Rochester;
Behavioral Research (Rochester, NY); Analytics (Philadelphia); Computer Sciences
Corp (CSC) (Falls Church, VA)
Awards and Milestones: Graduate fellowships, research grants, membership in
scientific societies
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: 20 years working as a government contractor covering human factors
engineering (designing, testing, and evaluating systems) and information systems
(analyzing and delivering information). As a result, there was a lot of travel to such
exciting places as Ft. Belvoir, Ft. Huachuca, Ft. Wayne, Norfolk, etc.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: 50+ publications in experimental psy-
chology and cognitive neuroscience. I still track the content of several areas and,
of course, get a kick out of occasional citations to work published many years ago.
Hobbies: Having remodeled three houses since retiring, I guess that counts as a
hobby. When I say remodel, I mean doing the work myself: ripping everything out,
repairing the surprises one finds, revising the electric and plumbing, and then putting
it all back together. Of course, Pat displays great patience and provides the good
taste to design and pick out the things that matter.
Golf has been another pastime. I’ve managed to get my handicap down since
retirement about 15 strokes through a lot of trips to North Carolina, lots of trips to
the practice range, and lots of trips to the local pro.
The intellectual side gets covered by art classes (sculpture) and reading fiction and
nonfiction (e.g., Stephen Hawking, Thomas Sowell, The Bell Curve, etc.).
And last but certainly not least are the grand children. Pat and I have 10—all dif-
ferent, but each one lovable, unique, and interesting. As the saying goes, “if I had
known how much fun grandchildren would be, I would have had them first.”
Travel: Pat and I have gone west: Arizona, Utah, California (and incorporated some
of the National Parks, Zion, Yosemite, Grand Canyon of course), and the Canadian
Rockies, Alaska. We are now looking east. We have visited Budapest, Vienna, and
Germany. Next will be the Maine coast and the Maritimes (Canada) and then
France, Italy, and Spain.
Alumni Activities: I did fund raising off and on until about 2007 when I got
annoyed with the financial recklessness of the previous College administration.

How well prepared: Physical chemistry and math taught this psych major to
think logically, and diversity of  friends and student colleagues broadened one’s
perspective. Diversity then was nothing like today, but nonetheless it helped lay
the groundwork for changes no one of  us would have expected.

Historical witness: Living and working inside the Washington, D.C., beltway
for 20 years provides a viewpoint unlike any other location in the country. From

occasional things such as (a) The President decides “to go for a ride” and the
roadways are shut down for an hour or two, leaving a traffic jam that lasts for
hours to (b) playing golf  or socializing with people who have worked on the
inside of  the Pentagon, the State Department, or elsewhere. The insights into
the people and governmental workings from these encounters are simply not
available elsewhere.

Impact on Society: How do you know? Things are seldom as they seem.
There are many situations in which you cannot tell if  you had an influence. For
example, back when I was teaching, I had students who hated my course, come
up to me years later and say thank you.

David M. Dickson Dix
266 Bradley St., New Haven, CT 06510, 
dd6270@gmail.com, (203) 562-0878

High School: Phillips Exeter
Major: Art
Fraternity: Theta Delt
Unique Hanover Memory: Riding motorcycle down Route
5 at night, walled by spring fog but open to the stars above
Graduate Study: MArch

Spouse: Susan Hill
Spouse Education: BA, Sarah Lawrence
Spouse Career: Psychotherapist
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Children: Two daughters, two step-daughters
Where You Grew Up: New Jersey
Resided In: 10
Employers: 3
Awards and Milestones: The usual
Working or Retired? Partially

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Designed , built, renovated structures
Hobbies: Cooking, photography, gardening, reading
Travel: Worked in Africa and Latin America, travelled in Europe, Latin America, U.S.
Community Activities: Community organizing, neighborhood construction

How well prepared: Not at graduation, maybe never.

Historical witness: I’ve had a few ...

Present Activities, Plans: Work, some play.

Impact on Society: Small. 

Icame to Dartmouth well prepared for academics by a rigorous prep school, 
not so prepared for responsibility or personal relationships, particularly with

women. The courses weren’t so hard, except for physics, but I partied too much,
falling behind my harder-working classmates. The Thayer Hall food fight was
probably not the best way to start college, and motorcycles and Animal House
antics continued right up to graduation. Contact with women was limited to
road trips and occasional weekends.

Somehow, however, art and architecture classes pointed to my eventual career.
But the professional life promised by an elite education didn’t take hold. After a

few years of  community organizing and antiwar politics, I returned to the roots
of  building: carpentry, general contracting, and some design-build. It was, in
part, a romantic decision, but I enjoyed the physical labor and, especially, the
tangible results.

Fortunately, unlike college, there were many women in graduate school and the
political movements. Work and personal relationships built the basis of  respect,
even love. Marriage and children followed.

When my daughters were in high school, I realized that my small design-build
company was barely profitable enough to pay for college, but I was not able to
just change jobs. Divorce set me back emotionally and financially. The physical
rigors of  the work took another toll: shoulder surgeries, knee and back pains. 

When I finally gave up the business, after 30 years, and sought work as an archi-
tect again, I was unprepared for the new architectural practice, which the comput-
er had changed radically. Most architects of  our age missed the CAD revolution
entirely. Despite lacking these skills, I have been able to find some work, using
my construction experience. I am also becoming a sustainability consultant.

I get by with small jobs and part-time jobs. My daughters are well-launched
into professional careers. I’m remarried to a beautiful, wise, and funny woman,
who brought two more wonderful daughters and four grandchildren into our
life together. 

Had I chosen a more conventional career, I probably wouldn’t have so many
physical problems and such shaky retirement security. The lefty politics and the
romance of  physical labor still burn but not so brightly. I don’t regret my choic-
es, even the unwise ones.

I feel especially lucky to be surrounded by women, at last: wife, daughters, grand-
daughters. Also men: sons-in-law, grandson, and friends.

Oh, and the usual hobbies: cooking, gardening, photography, reading, and,
occasionally, travel.

Michael W. DiGennaro 
218 Pinebrook Boulevard, New Rochelle, NY 10804, 
berg9@aol.com, (914) 632-9415 
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Richard F. Dillon 
Richard Frank Dillon died July 26, 2004, at his home in
Wakefield, Quebec, Canada, after a sudden illness. Dick
came to Dartmouth from Exeter (New Hampshire) High
School, majored in psychology, and was a member of  Phi
Gamma Delta. He earned a master’s degree in psychology
from the University of  Florida and a doctorate in psychol-
ogy from the University of  Virginia. Dick was a professor
of  psychology at Carleton University in Ottawa for 34
years and retired in 2003. His academic interest was
human–computer interaction, and his avocation was
farming. Dick is survived by his wife of  41 years, Ellen (Turgeon) Dillon, sons
Mark and Sean, daughter Amy Dillon, and brother Robert.

Richard C. Dils 
Richard Charles Dils died at home in Shelburne Falls,
Massachusetts, on July 19, 2008. 

Although he matriculated with the Class of  ’62, Dick left
Dartmouth early to enlist in the Air Force, where he stud-
ied Russian linguistics and became involved in covert
operations for the CIA. After discharge from the military,
he received an A.B. and M.A. from the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and went on to study graduate-
level Slavic language and literature at Indiana University
in Bloomington. Subsequently, he taught English and
Russian at Deerfield Academy and later became dean of  students at Stoneleigh-
Burnham School in Greenfield, Massachusetts. Following his career in academe,
Dick developed a passion for selling and conserving real estate that culminated
in the founding of  his own agency in 2003. In addition to his ex-wife, he is sur-
vived by his sister, Sandra Dils Hennen, a niece and her husband, and three
great-nieces 

Richard F. Dojny Rit
226 Carter Point Rd., Sedgwick, ME 04676, 
ritmaine@gmail.com, (207) 359-4682

High School: Norwalk High School
Major: English
Fraternity: Gamma Delta Chi
Unique Hanover Memory: Being designated a sandbag in
the fraternity Hums

Spouse: Brooke Maury Dojny
Spouse Education: Acadia College
Spouse Career: Cookbook author
Children: Matthew, 1971; Maury, 1973
Where You Grew Up: Norwalk, Ct.
Resided In: Berkeley, Calif.; Mill Valley, Calif.; Westport, Ct.; Sedgwick, Me.
Employers: McGraw-Hill Publishing; Macmillan Publishing
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: Ft. Monroe, Va.

Hobbies: Fishing, marine carving
Travel: Europe, Mexico

Raymond L. Dolan Jr. 
Raymond L. Dolan Jr. (D’62, T’70) died December 10,
1989, at his home in Pelham, Massachusetts. He came to
Dartmouth from the Boston Latin School and majored in
economics. He was an executive at Citibank in New York.
Ray served in the U.S. Navy from 1962-1966. 

Rick MacMillan ’66 wrote: “I knew Ray as a classmate at
Tuck, then as a roommate in New York for three rollick-
ing, fun-filled years. Ray was his own man, at peace with
himself, warm and compassionate with others. I never met
anyone who didn’t like Ray Dolan. Ray had a gifted intel-
lect, a marvelous one to anyone who got into a serious discussion on politics,
current events, or literature. But Ray’s gift to those who knew him was not the
seriousness of  life, but levity. Ray was fun, not only because of  his Irish wit, but
because he made us laugh with him, at him, and most importantly, at ourselves.
He helped us learn not to take ourselves too seriously, how to keep perspective
and balance. Those who knew him reveled in his wit and got caught up in “rou-
tines” that were throwbacks to childlike simplicity. But there was always a sense
of  deepest compassion.” He is survived by his wife, Sandra, and son, Bradford,
and also three sisters, Linda Finerty, Susan Kostygan, and Debra Konopka.
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Craig Emery Dorman
1020 Baneberry Lane, Fairbanks, AK 99712, 
c.dorman@alaska.net, 
(907) 457-4428

High School: Bedford HS, Bedford, Mass.
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Crew (for a couple years), fraternity, sen-
ior fellowship and associated summer in Liberia
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Bob Huke—my favorite Prof,
and also our fraternity mentor. 
Graduate Study: MS, Oceanography, Naval Postgraduate
School, 1969; PhD, Oceanography, MIT/WHOI Joint Program, 1972

Spouse: Cynthia Eileen Dorman
Spouse Education: Katie Gibbs
Spouse Career: Various: now teaching and doing rug braiding, sewing, weaving, etc.
Children: Clifford (1963), Clark (1965), Curt (1968)
Where You Grew Up: Massachusetts, mostly Bedford
Resided In: Honolulu; San Diego; Panama City, Fla.; Winchester, Mass.; Woods Hole,
Mass.;, Arlington, Va.; London, England; Fairbanks, Alaska, etc.
Employers: Navy Flag rank, UDT/SEAL command, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution Director
Retired? Retired (several times), but consulting and, with wife, partner in ‘CED
Artisans’
Military: 1962-1989, a variety in UDT/SEALs, then antisubmarine warfare program
management

Hobbies: Swimming, skiing, hiking, hunting, Nantucket basket weaving
Travel: Lots—too much to detail

How well prepared: Learned to learn, and developed a life-long interest in
people and places in spite of  a mostly scientific career

Historical witness: Global change first became a major concern while at
WHOI—a lot of  what we did in those years has paid off  since in ocean instru-
mentation and understanding of  what makes the environment work (or not)

Present Activities, Plans: Travel, crafts, cross-country skiing. Also check out
http://cow-creamers.net 

Impact on Society: Mostly through others while in leadership positions.

Dorman life has been good—and may it please so continue: good wife (1,
Cynthia), good kids (3, Clifford, Clark, Curt), good grandkids (5), good

careers (several), good health. Dartmouth helped: I did well academically largely
because I came scared from a new high school and had no one with experience

to offer guidance—thus worked like heck the first few semesters. Panic pays.
Geography major and senior fellowship led to a lifelong interest in research,
travel, and man-land relationships. Good professors (e.g., Bob Huke and Barry
Floyd), good colleagues, good fraternity (SigEp). 

Navy ROTC paid the tuition—sure wish Dartmouth still had it—and set me
up for the first career. I didn’t like shipboard life so opted for UDT/SEALs,
whatever they were. Dartmouth again helped: since I’d never lettered, I gutted
out the training to prove to myself  I could hack it. The Teams sent me—during
the Vietnam era—on for an MS (Navy Postgrad School) and PhD (MIT/WHOI
—Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute—Joint Program) in oceanography.
The SEAL bosses at the time said they had enough shooters but could use at
least one academic. I did manage to make it to ‘Nam before the end (MACV/

SOG), then had a good Command tour in Coronado, but eventually got caught
in D.C., feet nailed to the 5th deck of  the Pentagon for years of  antisubmarine
warfare program management, courtesy of  the oceanography degree and the
SEAL perspective. The accomplishments of  those years live on, having proved
useful for other defense needs as well. 
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Retired after 26 years to go back to WHOI as Director. Then several years later
back again to D.C., civilian side, for research management positions in DoD
then ONR, including a fun two years traveling with Cynthia out of  London to
look for international collaborations. We never did like warm places, so in 2001
we jumped at the VP Academics and Research job at the University of  Alaska
Statewide System in Fairbanks. And here we are and plan to stay (till too old for
stairs), enjoying the cold, dark, skiing, kayaking, hunting, birding, and crotchety
lifestyle of  the far north. We’re worried about permafrost melting, but the rest
of  the country now seems to be experiencing even worse effects of  the climate
change for which we have ourselves to thank. I’m now retired for real, but we’re
both busy with our crafts (reification has its own rewards) when we’re not study-
ing new places and peoples or visiting family. 

Ray C. Dougherty
100 Bleecker St. #27-A, New York, NY 10012, 
rcd2@nyu.edu, (212) 533-0140 

Spouse: Claudia Leacock

Occupation: Education, Professor, New York University,
Linguistics Dept., 100 Bleecker Street 27A, New York, 
NY 10012, (212) 998-7958 

George Erven Douglas
215 N Birch Rd., Apt A9, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304,
ged1440@aol.com, Florida (954) 527-1101, 
Ill. (312) 266-9807, Cell (954) 895-8141

High School: Hinsdale (Ill.) Township High School, Hinsdale
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Daily Dartmouth, College Young Republicans
Fraternity: Unaffiliated
Unique Hanover Memory: I treasure my 50 years of friend-
ship with our classmate David Langum and am proud to be
a Godfather to one of his children.
Graduate Study: AB, Dartmouth, 1962; LLB, University of
Wisconsin Law School, 1965; LLM, John Marshall Graduate Law School, 1983

Partner: Ray Wieder
Partner Education: BA and MA, De Paul University, Chicago

Partner Career: Director of Reading and Teacher of English at high school for 32 years
Where You Grew Up: Chicago until 1952; Hinsdale at the time I entered Dartmouth 
Resided In: Hinsdale, 1962-1965; Chicago since 1966 (summer only since 2000);
Fort Lauderdale (winter only since 2000)
Employers: Witwer, Moran & Burlage (Chicago law firm); Amalgamated Bank
(Chicago); Chicago Title & Trust Company; Continental Illinois National Bank (now
Bank of America)
Awards and Milestones: Retired from Bank of America in 2000 as Vice President
and Trust Officer
Working or Retired? Retired since 2000

Publications, Achievements, Interests: American Bankers Association published
thesis on the Illinois Land Trust
Hobbies: Some golf, bicycling, rail fan
Travel: All 50 states ,9 provinces and Territories of Canada, Mexico, Caribbean,
most of Europe, Australia and New Zealand

How well prepared: I don’t believe Dartmouth, or any college, can truly pre-
pare one for “the wide, wide world.”

Present Activities, Plans: Economically conservative but socially liberal. Sup-
port both Lambda Legal Defence Fund and Log Cabin Republicans. Support
numerous charities and am especially fond of  Bonnet House in Fort Lauderdale

Impact on Society: I feel I served my varied trust clients and their families
very well but cannot say that I have made a specific impact on society.
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Dartmouth for me during the start of  my freshman year meant the first time
away from the comfort of  family and long-time high school friends. It was

also the first time that all my classmates had similar or superior skills and abili-
ties so I was no longer in the academic “top tier.”

I enjoyed the freedom offered by Dartmouth to do what I wanted without parental
advice. While I initially planned to enter medicine, I soon realized that I did not
possess the abilities that would lead to that profession and began the study of
history under several excellent professors.

The Dartmouth concept of  “core curriculum” was quite valuable. It forced
each of  us to take courses we would not have chosen but which were essential to
becoming more broadly educated.

My only criticism of  the Dartmouth educational experience was the lack of
assistance in developing good writing skills.

While I never joined a fraternity I enjoyed being accepted by both fraternity
members and non-members for all the social occasions and activities I wanted
to attend. I also enjoyed weekend travel to Boston and New York since I real-
ized I really preferred an urban lifestyle.

After leaving Dartmouth I entered law school, which I enjoyed enormously.
There I performed much better academically than I did at Dartmouth because
I was truly enthusiastic about the study of  law.

Neither college nor law school prepared me for “the real world,” but I do not
believe that educational institutions are capable of  truly preparing their students

for “the real world.” After several career moves in the job market, I eventually
enjoyed serving as a personal trust officer of  a large bank for 25 years before 
I took early retirement in 2000.

Since retirement I have enjoyed spending winters in Fort Lauderdale and sum-
mers in Chicago with my partner of  30 years. We enjoy bicycling, traveling,
entertaining friends, and devoting time to worthwhile charities. I do not miss
being married or having children because I do not believe that was ever a real
option for me. The word “alternative lifestyle” is not a proper description of  my
place since alternatives were not an option. Most of  all I am very happy.

Patrick A. Dowling Pat 
4 Lantern Lane, Cumberland Foreside, ME 04110, 
dapperpat@yahoo.com, (207) 781-3405 

Spouse: Bonnie Dowling 

David C. Downie 
David Collins Downie died December 29, 2008, of
degenerative post-polio syndrome, at his home in San
Rafael, California. He grew up in Mt. Lebanon, a suburb
of  Pittsburgh, and was graduated from The Mercersburg
Academy in 1958. 

Intelligent, charismatic and fun loving, Dave majored in
psychology at Dartmouth and was an active member of
Bones Gate/Delta Tau Delta. After graduation, he
attended Wharton Business School at the University of
Pennsylvania, where he received an MBA in finance. 

Self-employed, Dave was senior advisor of  Downie & Associates, focusing on
personal support services in the field of  education. He retired in 2003. In addi-
tion to his sons, David Jr. ’88 and Christopher ’91, his two brothers, Dr. Robert
Downie of  Cherry Hill, New Jersey, and Richard Downie of  Frankfurt, Kentucky,
survive him.
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Neil L. Drobny Drobs
268 Chatham Rd., 
Columbus, OH 43214, 
nld268@rrohio.com, 
(614) 784-0925, Cell (614) 268-6100

High School: Somerville (N.J.) High School
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: Outing Club and related
Fraternity: AXP/AXA
Unique Hanover Memory: Freshman Trip
Graduate Study: Master of Engineering, Thayer/Dartmouth;
PhD, Engineering, Ohio State

Spouse: Elizabeth Drobny
Spouse Education: Primary Ed, Bowling Green University 
Spouse Career: Teaching, followed by various medical administration positions
Children: Eric; Marc; Kim (stepdaughter)
Where You Grew Up: Somerville, N.J.
Resided In: Oxnard, Calif. (1964-66); Columbus, Ohio (1966-present)
Employers: Battelle; ERM-Midwest. Inc. (environmental consulting firm I started
and subsequently sold); Ohio State University (current); Self-employed consultant
(current)
Awards and Milestones: Various local awards for community service; nothing of
prominence
Working or Retired? Currently teach half time at the Ohio State Fisher College of
Business: MBA and undergraduate courses in sustainable business practices. Also
serve as executive director of two small non-profits with a recycling focus. 
Military: Naval Civil Engineer Corps. Stationed at Naval Civil Engineering Lab in
Oxnard, Calif. Worked on environmental problems associated with Operation Deep
Freeze in Antarctica, which I had a chance to visit for a month.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Lots of professional publications—noth-
ing of general interest. Total career focus has been around green/sustainability mat-
ters—long before they became in vogue.
Hobbies: Woodworking and home renovation; golf
Travel: Have been on all seven continents—mix of vacation and business travel.
Alumni Activities: Served on Corporate Advisory Board at Thayer School for sever-
al years; held a few minor offices in the Dartmouth Club of Central Ohio

How well prepared: Liberal Arts curriculum, though exposure was limited
due to heavy menu of  required courses for the engineering major.

Present Activities, Plans: Hold my course so long as health permits.

Impact on Society: Most significant impact has come through my current
involvements: teaching and non-profit leadership.

Peter P. Drowne 
P.O. Box 747, Bigfork, MT 59911, (406) 837-4603 

Spouse: Jane S. Drowne 

Occupation: Arts/Entertainment, Producer 

David C. Duncan 
1135 West Lunt Avenue, Apt. 408, Chicago, IL 60626 

Occupation: Religion, Minister 

Paul R. Duncan 
4501 Gulfshore Blvd. North, Apt. 1001, Naples, FL 34103,
tradpaul@aol.com, (239) 649-0604, Cell 508-395-4399

High School: Humes High School, Memphis, Tenn.
Major: Business (Tuck 3/2 program)
Favorite Activity: Freshman Football, intramural sports
Fraternity: Chi Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Lew Stilwell’s “Battle-A-Day”
lectures were memorable and unique, adding color to events
studied in my history courses (major before Tuck School).
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck School, 1963

Spouse: Marge T. Duncan
Spouse Education: BS, Boston University
Spouse Career: Elementary School Teacher, 4 years
Children: Kenneth, 11/27/68; Amy, 10/9/71
Where You Grew Up: Memphis, Tenn.
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Resided In: Boston,1964-1970 and 1972-2001; Mashpee, Mass. 2001-2006; Naples,
Fla., 2007-present
Employers: Ernst & Ernst, 1964-1980; Towle Manufacturing Co., 1980-1985;
Reebok International Inc., 1985-2000
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: Army Reserve: Active duty in Fort Jackson, S.C., and Fort Sam Houston in
San Antonio

Hobbies: Golf; Boston Red Sox and New England Patriots
Travel: Australia, New Zealand, Europe, Far East (business)
Community Activities: At the present time, my only community activity is the
Greater Naples Leadership Group.

Historical witness: I was on active duty in San Antonio in 1963 when
President Kennedy was shot in Dallas, only a few miles away. A few hours after
he died at the 5:00 p.m. formation, we were told simply that the Commander-
in-Chief  was now Lyndon Baines Johnson. Interesting understatement.

Impact on Society: I doubt if  I could get into Dartmouth today, if  the recruiter
knew in advance how little “impact on society” I have had. I wonder what the
“recruiter” (Bob Blackman, who initially contacted me or the wealthy Memphis
alumnus who interviewed me) was looking for when they paved the way for me
to attend. In any case, I am grateful for their help.

Before I left Memphis on the Greyhound bus for Dartmouth, I had no idea of
what I was going to find. In my mind, there could not be another student

there with a background even close to mine, so to whom would I talk, and what

would we talk about. Due to a misunderstanding with the bus company, I arrived
after Buildings & Grounds had closed for the day, and I did not know where I
would spend my first night in Hanover. I went to the front desk at the Hanover
Inn and told them my situation and asked if  they had a room for the night. Of
course, the Inn had no rooms, as it was Freshman Week at Dartmouth. 

But my tale of  woe or my Southern accent, or both, was overheard by a man
also at the front desk. He came to my rescue by suggesting that I could sleep
on the floor of  his son’s dormitory room overnight, if  I had no better choice. We
talked for a few minutes, and he realized that both his son and I planned to play
freshman football. Long story short, he took me into the dining room, introduced
me to one of  the football coaches, and shortly afterwards I had a rollaway bed in
the Inn overnight. As I remember, the man was Colin Harley’s father.

Freshman football served me well in the first few weeks at the school. I got to know
many people quickly, with whom I had at least a sport in common. More impor-
tantly, I came to realize that no one seemed to care what I did before I got to
Dartmouth. I was on a need-based scholarship, but so were many others. I worked
in Thayer Hall, but so did many others. None of  the freshmen were in fraterni-
ties, and none of  us had cars on campus. In a very short time, the fear receded. 

Dartmouth changed my expectations on my future. I had never known a doctor,
lawyer, educator, or business executive, so I did not see any profession in my
future. My goal had been to go to college to get a “good” job, thereby becoming

a good provider, unlike the experience I had growing up. But the other students
helped to re-shape my expectations, especially after I realized how many planned
to go to graduate school. If  I had not gone away to college (stayed in Memphis
at a local college), I think the odds are that I would have stayed on that original
track. Once these expectations changed, the future seemed to open up.

I have not attended any class reunions at Dartmouth (or Tuck), for no particular
reason. The 50th will be my first. I look forward to it in much the same way 
I looked at going to Dartmouth in the first instance—with apprehension and
curiosity, but excited nevertheless. I am sure that my life after Dartmouth is sim-
ilar to that of  many of  my 1962 classmates, but my old apprehension is still in
my head. I hope to rid myself  of  it during the course of  the reunion. 
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Alan Roy Dynner
227 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02116, 
alan.dynner@verizon.net, 
(617) 424-1007, Cell (617) 784-8007

High School: Coral Gables (Fla.) Senior High School 
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Glee Club; hiking; skiing; dating; discus-
sions with friends
Graduate Study: LLB, Yale Law School, 1965

Spouse: None: first marriage ended in divorce; second wife
deceased
Children: Susan Dynner, 44, independent producer,
Hollywood, Calif.; Glenn Dynner, 42, professor of history and Judaic studies, Sara
Lawrence College, Bronxville, N.Y.; Karin Dynner Petersen, 36, great mom,
Stamford, Conn.
Where You Grew Up: Dayton, Ohio, ages 0 to 10; Youngstown, Ohio, ages 10 to
15; Coral Gables, Fla., age 15 through Dartmouth
Resided In: Washington, D.C., and Potomac and Bethesda, Md., suburbs, 1965-
1993; New York City (Manhattan), 1994-1996; Boston, Mass., 1996-present
Employers: K&L Gates (law firm) and predecessors, Washington, D.C., 1965-1993;
Neuberger & Berman (investment managers), NYC, 1994-1996; Eaton Vance Corp.
(investment managers), Boston, 1996-2007
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army Reserves, 8830th MP, 1967-1973

Hobbies: SCUBA diving; tennis; art; classical music and opera; travel; children and
grandchildren
Travel: Examples last three years: Antarctica and S. Georgia Island; Amsterdam;
Argentina; Australia; Chile; Phoenix Islands (Kiribati); Italy; Prague; Budapest;

Vienna; Raja Ampat (New Guinea); Bali; Berlin; Singapore; Hawaii; Sea of Cortez;
Utah; Wyoming 
Community Activities: Chairman, Board of Overseers, and Trustee, New England
Aquarium. Trustee, Boston Lyric Opera. Member of Board of Overseers, Boston
Symphony Orchestra. Member of Chairman’s Council, Conservation International.
Member of Friends of Abreu Fellows, New England Conservatory. Member:
Longwood Cricket Club; Badminton and Tennis Club; Lenox Club

How well prepared: By providing me with a broad liberal arts education,
Dartmouth opened up the world to me, with all of  its richness, diversity, adven-
ture, and potential. In practical terms, this helped me to make connections, to
draw on lots of  historical and literary and philosophical references not only
helpful in the context of  my legal and business career, but in dealing with per-
sonal issues.

Present Activities, Plans: I stopped working for money nearly four years ago;
now I work full time on issues that I only could do incidentally before. From
childhood I had two great passions: classical music and the ocean. I found relief
from the stress of  personal and business life by listening to music, playing my
violin, swimming, sailing, and scuba diving. Now I spend my time working on
boards and committees of  the New England Aquarium, the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, the Boston Lyric Opera, and Conservation International. This
includes especially participation in scientific diving expeditions, working on
projects to establish marine protected areas around the world, and promoting
classical music and opera education and performances. I’m also continuing my
education by traveling all over the world, visiting museums, historical sites, and
natural wonders—and having a ball! Lots of  visits with my kids and grandkids
are vital and wonderful.

Impact on Society: In simplest terms, you make a good impact on society if
you’re honest, raise a family, have a good job, and pay taxes. At Dartmouth my
goal was to do a lot more: to become a lawyer at an international law firm in
Washington, hold a number of  increasingly important federal government jobs,
and ultimately become the Secretary of  State or a Supreme Court Justice. Well,
I got to square one and became an international lawyer at a Washington law firm
working of  projects in the developing world. I enjoyed my work—its intellectual
stimulation, travel, adventure, prestige, and good money—so much that I never
did go to work for the government. But I was lucky to work on a number of
things that I think had a really favorable impact on society. First, for many years
I represented builders and banks funding housing projects for lower-income peo-
ple in Latin America and, later, all over the world. Second, for many years I was
the outside general counsel for a company founded and run by African-Americans
dedicated to providing capital and advice to African entrepreneurs who couldn’t
get funding from the old colonial banks. Third, I was one of  the lead litigators
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successfully fighting the licensing of  the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant in the
middle of  Long Island. If  the Plant had opened and had an accident, there was
no way that over 1.5 million people living on the eastern end of  Long Island
could have escaped the radioactive plume. Fourth, as chief  legal officer of  Eaton
Vance Corp., I worked on bringing a lot of  investment products to market that,
unlike so many recent ones that collapsed, really did benefit investors. Today, as
indicated above, I’m doing what I can to help save the oceans and bring classi-
cal music and opera to the public.

Looking back 50 years, I realize that my life today is the result of  a careful 
planning, good decisions, hard work, some bad luck, but especially a lot of

good luck. 

Here I am in Boston, retired from working for money, living alone in a Back Bay
townhouse, with Lisa, a wonderful woman nearby, to share my life, with three
terrific children and six fantastic grandchildren a few hours away in Stamford,
and blessed with many close friends. I’m as busy as I want to be working on two
lifelong passions: ocean conservation, and classical music and opera. There’s
plenty of  time for traveling, tennis, cycling, reading, and socializing, and enough
financial resources so I don’t have to worry. It could all be shattered in a minute.

I’m going to reflect on some moments during the past 50 years, chronologically,
but definitely incomplete.

I’m in the Dominican Republic with the senior partner of  my Washington, D.C.,
international law firm, negotiating contracts for an agricultural joint venture. My
dream has come true: Yale Law School, married my college sweetheart, joined
this terrific firm, given lots of  responsibility while in my 20s, traveling around
the globe. I’m really happy and full of  myself, but working my ass off.

I’m a private in the U.S. Army, training at Ft. Dix, N.J. My wife and 8-month-old
daughter Susan are with her parents in Connecticut. I go into a trance-like state
to score highest in the physical training test, because the prize is a weekend pass.

I’m in a rowdy Greek restaurant in NYC with the senior executives of  my
client, an African-American leasing company. We’re celebrating the signing of
contracts with the Zambian Government to lease them an entire truck transport
system. Six months later the Government repudiates the contracts. Later, after
years of  an arbitration proceeding, the company receives a huge settlement.

My daughter Karin is ready to see the world, and for the first time I’m in the
delivery room. I’ll never forget the thrill of  witnessing the birth of  my child.

I’m in a courtroom of  the Federal District Court in Washington, D.C., arguing
for an injunction to prevent the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plan from going on
line. As lead trial attorney for a part of  the effort to stop Shoreham, I’ve spent a
few years litigating and nine months in actual trials. I’m exhausted, but the
stakes are high. An accident at Shoreham would leave over 1.5 million people in
eastern Long Island exposed to radiation, with nowhere to go but into the
ocean. We win the injunction. Ultimately, New York State buys Shoreham for
one dollar, and the plant never opens.

I’m in Yap, an island in Micronesia, for my first dive in the Pacific, accompanied
by a Yapese diver. We descend, and I’m overwhelmed by the incredible colors
and diversity of  the reef  life. As we swim along a reef  wall, a white-tip shark
swims at us, then veers away as I kick at it. Soon I count over 20 sharks around

us. In the distance we see a carcass the sharks are eating. My back to the wall, 
I kick and punch at each shark one after one as they barrel towards us in attack
mode. We slowly make our way back along the wall until the sharks lose interest.
We surface, get back in the boat, and neither of  us can stand because our knees
are shaking so hard.

Life has changed dramatically; my marriage of  26 years is over, and my daugh-
ter Karin and I are living in a townhouse in Bethesda. I’m off  to play tennis at
my club, and as my match ends I see a beautiful Asian woman playing a few
courts away. We meet, we date, we fall in love, we seem to share the same brain,
and I marry Akiko. 

I’m in the boardroom at Eaton Vance in Boston, which I’ve recently joined as
Chief  Legal Officer. The Chairman is trying to have the company sold for a 20%
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premium. The new CEO and I are fighting for our and the company’s future;
we’ve adopted new corporate governance guidelines and prepped the board,
and now the key vote is taken. The company (and my job) is saved. Three years
later the company’s stock has increased 600% in value.

Akiko and I are in a helicopter on a cloudless day flying past Mount Cook on the
South Island of  New Zealand, landing on a glacier near the summit. A month
later, she is diagnosed with terminal cancer, and 14 months later she is gone, and
I’m bringing her ashes back to Japan. I’m devastated.

I’m in a private room at a beautiful waterfront restaurant in Greenwich, Con-
necticut, with Lisa, my three children, Susan, Glenn, and Karin and my son-
and daughter-in-law. At other tables sit most of  my closest friends. It’s my 70th
birthday party. I feel like I’m 28!

Austin C. Eaton Jr. ACE
PO Box 2039, New London, NH 03257,
greatpines@gmail.net, 
(603) 763-7435 

High School: Exeter High School, Exeter NH
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Golf, skiing
Fraternity: Phi Gamma Delta
Unique Hanover Memory: Five years, including Tuck, that
went too fast
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1963; Mass. CPA, 1965

Spouse: Joan
Spouse Education: BA, Mount Holyoke; MA, library science, Simmons 
Spouse Career: Librarian, photographer, chairman, board of selectmen
Children: Austin III, 1969; Benjamin, 1971
Where You Grew Up: North Hampton, NH
Resided In: Boston, 1963-65; Coral Gables, Fla., 1965-72; Wellesley, Mass., 1972-
78; Waterville Valley, N.H., 1978-97; New London, N.H., 1978-present
Employers: Price Waterhouse, 1964-66; Meridian Investing, 1966-72; Village of
Loon Mtn., 1972-93; various self employed builder/developer, 1993-present
Retired? Working
Military: Coast Guard Reserve, 6 mos.-6 yrs. 

Hobbies: Golf, skiing
Travel: As much as possible
Alumni Activities: ’62 lunches in the Upper Valley

How well prepared: Very well

Present Activities, Plans: Working, grandparenting, travel

David L. Ebersbach 
Dr. David L. Ebersbach, of  Dunwoody, Georgia, died
April 19, 1984. He came to Dartmouth from Caldwell
High School, Caldwell, N.J., majored in English, and was
a member of  Alpha Theta.

William Brodsky ’62 remembered David in the Dartmouth
Alumni Magazine, October 1984: “Dave had suffered from
cancer for a couple of  years and had a tumor removed
from his abdomen some months ago. Sadly, he had a
recurrence and ultimately lost his battle with the disease. 

“Dave exemplified the ideals of  Dartmouth in many ways.
He loved the outdoors and demonstrated that determination and perseverance
can indeed move mountains. David became an accomplished orthopedic sur-
geon, specializing in delicate and intricate operations on the hand. David was a
warm, compassionate, kind human being with a hearty laugh and a keen sense
of  humor. He was also a devoted father to Peter, Lauren, and Kurt and a loving
husband to Priscilla (Hall), a Smith graduate whom he married in late 1962. 

John S. Eckels 
2612 Verona Road, Shawnee Mission, KS 66208, 
(913) 362-2612 

Spouse: Miriam Eckels 

Occupation: Law, Partner, Lathrop & Gage LC, 
2345 Grand Boulevard, Suite 2800, Kansas City, MO 64108, 
(816) 460-5804 
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Robert M. Eder 
Apartment 9B, 400 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036,
(212) 216-0003 

Clement B. Edgar Clem 
302 Garfield Parkway, Bethany Beach, DE 19930,
cedgar@mchsi.com, (302) 539-9656, Cell (302) 519-8856

High School: Hampton High School, Allison Park, Pa.
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: Parties, Road trips, singing in Hums, golf-
ing (badly)
Fraternity: SAE
Unique Hanover Memory: As a candidate for the Degree
of MS in Engineering science, I was allowed to choose my
thesis advisors and made the mistake of picking three of the
toughest. (I admired them, you see.) I eventually got the
degree, but it was a lot more work than I anticipated.
Graduate Study: AB, Dartmouth, 1962; MS, Dartmouth Thayer Engineering Science,
1964; MS, Systems Engineering, Widener University, 1972

Spouse: Christina Edgar (Tina)
Spouse Education: Wheaton College, Norton, Mass.
Spouse Career: Raised my three boys
Children: CB, 1965, RPI ’87; James, 1967, Dartmouth ’89; Tim, 1972, Dartmouth ‘94 
Where You Grew Up: Pittsburgh, Pa.
Resided In: Philadelphia, 7 yrs.; Albany, N.Y., 25 yrs.; Bethany Beach, Del., 6 yrs.
Employers: Scott Paper Company; Asten Group Inc.; Albany International
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army, Ft. Ord, Calif., and Vietnam, 1965-1967

Publications, Achievements, Interests: President of the So. Delaware Choral Society
Hobbies: Singing, golf, emergency repairs for folks in Delaware who can’t afford
them (with RC&D, an NGO)
Travel: New Zealand; Holland and Belgium
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth ’62 trips with Tom Komarek

You had better be prepared to starve to death.” So said my father when I told
him I wanted to go on playing my trombone and be a professional musician.

The truth is that I was pretty good but not nearly good enough to make a living
at it. Later, at Dartmouth and thanks to grading by the curve, I found my true
talents lay in math and engineering. Mostly, however, I just did what I liked and
didn’t worry much about the future. Made it up as I went along; my roommate,
Zog Loomis and I agreed on this.

What I liked most of  all was to search around for why some things were how
they were and how other things really worked. This comes naturally to someone
who used to spend a whole afternoon in the stream behind my parents’ house
lifting rocks and finding salamanders. While busy doing what I liked and getting
paid for it, I helped my wife raise our three boys. All are self-sufficient, two went
to Dartmouth, and there are four grandchildren coming along nicely. Surely
that has been my greatest achievement.

Two thousand years ago, most people thought the world was flat. In our life-
time, physicists have established the existence of  black holes and the Big Bang
as the origin of  the universe. Five hundred years ago, rational thought began to
replace superstition and magic in our discourse and in society. We now have
mapped the human genome, discovered DNA analysis, and constructed the
Internet. But the questions keep coming. What happened before the Big Bang?
Why is there something rather than nothing? Truly, there are miles to go before
we sleep and, we hope, Dartmouth students to walk those miles.
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William H. Edgar 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

John T. Edwards Jack 
1451 Juanita Ct., Upland, CA 91786,
jack.t.edwards@mac.com, 
(909) 982-3541, Cell (909) 921-9286

High School: Englewood, Co., High School
Major: Art History (Studio not offered then)
Favorite Activity: Canoeing
Fraternity: SAE
Unique Hanover Memory: A very expensive food fight fol-
lowing a win over Princeton.
Graduate Study: MFA, Sculpture, Colo. Univ.

Spouse: Vivian-Lee Edwards
Spouse Education: BA, Theater, Redlands Univ.; MFA, Theater, Boston Univ.
Spouse Career: High school theater teacher 
Children: Two: Vivian and Lonnie
Where You Grew Up: Englewood, Colorado
Resided In: Lebanon, NH; Little Waltham, Essex, England; Boulder, Co.; Colo. Springs,
Co; Upland, Ca.
Employers: Colo. Univ.; Colo. College; Self; Twining Laboratories of So. Cal.; Kaiser
Permanente
Awards and Milestones: Major sculpture commissions 
Working or Retired? 2006
Military: U.S. Army, 1960-1962

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Art is a consuming interest and every
once in a great while, I manage to come up with a piece that I might consider an
achievement.
Hobbies: Boating (all kinds)
Travel: Lived in England 1½ yrs., 3-month motorcycle tour of France and Italy, two
trips to Florence and Rome, one trip to Greece and the Near East 

Community Activities: Treasurer and Board
Member for Da Center for the Arts, Pomona,
Calif.; Clasp After-School Tutoring, Claremont,
Calif.; Choir Member, Claremont United
Church of Christ–Congregational

How well prepared: Allowed me to study
and master an entirly different profession
from the one I started out in.

Historical witness: DOC activities, a
late-night show on WDCR, and discovering
Hopkins Center

Present Activities, Plans: Painting and
sculpture

Impact on Society: A couple of  public
pieces that should last a while

Thad called me “the first graduate of  Hopkins Center.” Upon returning to
Dartmouth after a three-year hitch in the Army, the existence of  an

ambitious and comprehensive art center added to riches I already knew were
there and changed my life. It is a source of  great joy and pride that our small
college has managed to remain broad enough and deep enough to be opening
another grand arts center a mere 50 years after the Hop. It could mean that
we’ve kept our priorities straight.

James A. Eldridge Jim 
451 County Road 260, Niota, TN 37826, 
ellijayjim@etcmail.com, (239) 404-4210 

Spouse: Patricia H. Eldridge 
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Gerald W. Elfendahl Jerry 
7823 Westerly Lane N.E., Bainbridge Island, WA 98110,
gelfenda@earthlink.net, (206) 842-4164 

Spouse: Judie O. Elfendahl 

Richard V. “Duke” Ellington 
Richard Vincent (“Duke”) Ellington died December 24,
1999. He came to Dartmouth from Lake Success, New
York, and from Williston Academy. At Dartmouth, Duke
was a history major. He joined the Theta Delta Chi fra-
ternity, played soccer for four years, and participated in
tennis, hockey, and track for a number of  years. He
resided in Weston, Conn., and is survived by his wife,
Joan, and three children: Brad, Stephanie, and Maggie. 

Ralph L. Ellis Jr. 
136 Main Street, Southborough, MA 01772,
rellis5@aol.com, (508) 481-6406 

Spouse: Mildred L. Ellis 

King Colston Embry
985 Grove St., Winnetka, IL 60093, kcembry@aol.com,
(847) 446-6879, Cell (847) 528-2717

High School: Atherton H.S., Louisville, Ky.
Major: Economics
Fraternity: Alpha Delta Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Thaddeus Seymour. A real class
act and a great communicator.

Spouse: Mary Carolyn Embry
Spouse Education: BA, Univ. of Kentucky; Masters,
Western Kentucky Univ.
Spouse Career: Public School Guidance Counselor
Children: Katherine Embry Marek, Nurse Practitioner, Northbrook, Ill.; Elizabeth
Embry Stetson, Social Service, Boulder, Colo.
Where You Grew Up: Louisville, Ky.
Resided In: Louisville, 1962-1966; Edina, Minn., 1967-1970; Louisville, 1971-1984;
Winnetka, Ill., 1985-present
Employers: Browning Mfg. Co. (now a Div. of Emerson Electric); Beatrice Foods
Co., RC-Canada Dry Division, Louisville, Ky.; Beatrice International Food Co,
Chicago, Ill.; USABlueBook, Waukegan, Ill.; Pollardwater.com, Winnetka
Awards and Milestones: Beatrice President’s Club award
Working or Retired? Retired but working part time in product development for
Pollardwater.com

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Two patents for fire hydrant locking device
Hobbies: By pursuing career paths and projects that I thoroughly enjoyed, I have
made my work my hobby. Coming home in the evening with the satisfaction that 
I had accomplished something positive provided a degree of comfort and satisfac-
tion that rivals any form of leisure activity.
Travel: Had an opportunity to view the businesses throughout the world while
with Beatrice International. Pleasure trips to Alaska, Galapagos, and Machu Picchu
were fantastic. South Africa trip planned this year.

Present Activities, Plans: Future plans include continuing to work on proj-
ects that I enjoy within a totally flexible time schedule.
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William A. Emerson 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Bruce J. Ennis 
Bruce J. Ennis, who came to Dartmouth from Kansas
City, Mo., and later became legal director of  the American
Civil Liberties Union, died July 29, 2000, of  complica-
tions from leukemia. He was Vice President and Pledge
Master of  Phi Tau and active in several campus activities.

Bruce earned his law degree at the University of  Chicago
and joined the staff  of  the New York Civil Liberties Union
in the late 1960s, as the first director of  the Mental Patients’
Rights Project. In that capacity he was the first lawyer in
the country to work full time on the rights of  persons with
mental illness and mental retardation.

In the late 1970s, Ennis became Legal Director of  the ACLU, supervising its
Supreme Court practice and national litigation docket. After establishing a private
practice in Washington in the late 1980’s, Ennis was one of  the few, elite lawyers
who argued frequently before the U.S. Supreme Court. In 1997, he successfully
argued Reno v. ACLU, which established landmark protection for Internet speech.

“Bruce devoted his career to defending the rights of  the most vulnerable among
us,” said ACLU Associate Director Barry Steinhardt. At the time of  his death,
he was senior partner at Jenner & Block, Washington, D.C.

Phi Tau fraternity brother Dave Dalton remembered Bruce this way. “I was
most sorry to hear of  the death of  Bruce Ennis. Bruce was an ‘unforgettable
character.’ You requested anecdotes about Bruce, and they are legion. A couple
that I experienced with him follow.”

On the Friday evening of  the traditional Harvard weekend, Bruce and I had
no money and were stuck on a virtually deserted campus. He guaranteed

that we could get to Boston and back in his dilapidated 1950 red Ford
convertible with 25 cents each. We returned to Hanover several days and
a million laughs later with our original quarters intact. On another occa-
sion he, Larry Swift ’63, and I went to New York during Christmas break
to see Joey Dee and the Starlighters at the Peppermint Lounge. When
we arrived the line to get in stretched around the block. Not to be
deterred Bruce led us down a dark alley and into the joint through a
ladies room window.

Bruce exuded enthusiasm and fun. He always had some crazy scheme
going. At one point he nearly convinced our fraternity to buy a military
tank to ride to football games. Fortunately, cooler heads prevailed. If  the
adventures of  ‘the Ani’ and company (Basil Condos and Kit Nissen, you’re
in there for sure) were ever put on paper or film, I do believe it would be
more humorous and entertaining than the classic movie, Animal House. 

Robert H. Erickson Bob 
4201 Basswood Trail, N.W., Hackensack, MN 56452, 
(218) 675-6118 

Spouse: Marianne Erickson 

Occupation: Petroleum 

Robert L. Esch Bob
5394 Green Meadow Road, Northampton, PA 18067,
kb3css@verizon.net, (610) 261-2350

High School: Dunkirk High
Major: Mathematics
Favorite Activity: Glee Club, Injunaires, Chess Club
Fraternity: Delta Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Freshman Calculus under
Professor Brown
Graduate Study: EdM, University of Buffalo, 1967

Spouse: Diane (wife)
Spouse Education: BS, Sociology, McPherson College, 1969 
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Spouse Career: Director of Northampton County’s Senior Citizen Programs
Children: Jennifer (1974); Jonathan (1976)
Where You Grew Up: West Walworth, N.Y.
Resided In: Buffalo, N.Y., 1962-1967; Bethlehem, Pa., 1967-1971; Northampton,
Pa., 1971-present
Employers: Bennett High, Moravian Academy, Northampton High, Moravian College,
Cedar Crest College
Awards and Milestones: 39 years of teaching, Math Dept. Chair
Working or Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Have written several math textbooks
printed locally. Introduced a new course, “Space Geometry,” into the curriculum.
Hobbies: Ham radio, church choir, church treasurer, Allentown Chess Club (treas.
and pres.), Summer Harmony (Male singing group), genealogy
Travel: East coast and Alaska

How well prepared: Dartmouth gave me a top education in math and relat-
ed subjects, which I used throughout my career. It also prepared me for public
speaking and technical writing, as well as presenting myself  in a variety of  pro-
fessional and social settings.

Present Activities, Plans: Helping with the many facets of  family life, con-
tinuing with the research into the family history (genealogy). I hope to do more
writing in the field of  mathematics and education.

Impact on Society: During my teaching years I prepared more than 5,000
young people in mathematics, many of  whom have gone into teaching themselves.

Fifty years after graduation, I find myself  hoping for a few more good years
with my family. My heart attack in 2008 was a wake-up call for me, and so

if  God is allowing me a second chance, I’m going to take it. Smoking is no
longer an option, and a healthy diet is part of  my life. Balancing arthritis with

good exercise is still a challenge. Since retirement in 2001, I find that the com-
puter is now my university, allowing me to select my own courses and to pursue
the avenues of  interest I once traveled by more conventional means.

Although I still connect with most of  my friends and family by spoken word and
phone, I increasingly find that I value electronic mail, since it offers a more
casual way to communicate with loved ones and that new community of  important

others. Whether it is a technical issue, a deeply held spiritual belief, or idle chit-
chat, I find that the world of  the future is probably going to be connected by bits
and bytes, more than paper and pen. Oh, I suppose that I will still want to send
that Xmas card, with a few personal written notes and my handwritten signature,
but I find that typing a “cover letter” sure saves me a lot of  time—even though
my wife tells me “I have too much time on my hands.”

But I ask, “Why shouldn’t I have some time on my hands?” And despite the
efforts to make succeeding generations work longer and harder before retiring, 
I will resist those political efforts. Don’t mess with my social security, and don’t
tell me when to retire. I think I have earned the right!

David Peter Evans Dave
David died on March 27, 1979. His widow, Ann LeBoeuf
Evans, responded to our Questionnaire below, and the
Class’s Obituary follows. 

PO Box 296, 121 Walpole Street, Dover, MA 02030,
annevans717@yahoo.com, 
(508) 785-0002, Cell (508) 785-0006

High School: Concord HS, Concord, Massachusetts
Major: Biology
Favorite Activity: Football, Carcajou, skiing
Fraternity: Chi Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Scored a touchdown while playing defensive back. Chi
Phi was rolling in kegs that night!
Graduate Study: DMD, Tufts Dental School, 1969 

Spouse: Ann LeBoeuf Evans
Spouse Education: BA, Smith College, 1965; MBA, Babson College, 1984; CAGS,
Boston University, 1986
Spouse Career: Business and Mathematics Professor, UMassBoston 
Children: Jennifer Ann Evans Walker, May 16, 1967, lives in Potomac, Md., mar-
ried to attorney: Claire Marie Walker, May 21, 2004, and Daniel James Walker, Nov.
10, 2006; BA, George Washington Univ., 1989, MBA, George Washington Univ.,
1990
Glenn David Evans October 12, 1970, lives in Texas, works for L-3 Co., BS, Penn,
1995; PhD, UTAustin, 2004 
Where You Grew Up: Concord, Mass.
Resided In: Bethesda Naval Hospital, Bethesda, Md., 9/1962-5/1963; Boston,
1963-1969; Worcester, Mass., 1969-1970; West Roxbury VA Hospital, Boston,
Mass., 1970-March 27, 1979
Employers: Arthur D. Little Company, Cambridge, Mass., 1963-1969; Memorial
Hospital, Worcester, Mass., 1969-1970
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The computer is now my university, allowing me to select
my own courses and to pursue the avenues of interest 
I once traveled by more conventional means.

Robert L. Esch



Awards and Milestones: First place in all categories in Navy EOD (Explosive Ordi-
nance Disposal) at Key West, Fla.
Working or Retired? Deceased March 27, 1979. Ashes will be buried at Arlington
National Cemetery, 2013.
Military: Navy Ensign: medically retired; death was war-time service-connected.
Key West, Fla., Indian Head, Md.

Hobbies: Prior to disability: downhill skiing, scuba diving, fishing, reading, bird
watching, hiking

David P. Evans died March 27, 1979, unable to recover fully from injuries suf-
fered 16 years earlier in a diving accident. Dave came to Dartmouth from
Concord, Mass., majored in biology, and was in NROTC. After graduation, Dave
was commissioned as an Ensign in the U.S. Navy. He served first in Key West,
Florida, where he was trained in Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD.) The pic-
ture of  him in his Navy whites was taken when he received an award for being
first in his class in everything. Dave trained in EOD, hardhat diving in the
Potomac River at Indian Head, Md., near Washington, D.C. His ship was sent
to the blockade during the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962.

Dave spent a year in Bethesda Naval Hospital after a diving accident and was
medically retired as an Ensign in 1963 at 50% disability. That rating was
increased to 100% in 1970 after he had graduated from Tufts Dental School,
done a residency at Worcester Memorial Hospital, married Ann LeBoeuf, the
Smith freshman he dated while at Dartmouth, and had a daughter, Jennifer, in
1967 and a son, Glenn, in 1970. He spent the next nine years as a quadriplegic

in West Roxbury (Va.) Hospital, finally succumbing after a hard-fought battle on
March 27, 1979. 

At Dartmouth, Dave was a brother of  Chi Phi fraternity. He played football
and rugby and excelled in skiing, tennis, track, and many other sports. He was
interested in fishing, tying all his own flies, and spent hours by himself  in the
woods fishing and identifying birds by their calls and silhouettes. Dave had hopes
of  becoming a forest ranger. He will always be remembered for his unflinching
courage, his love of  life, his extraordinarily sweet nature, and his appreciation of
his friends and family. 

Dave came to Dartmouth from Concord High School where he was Class Presi-
dent, President of  National Honor Society, and captain of  football and track; he
was voted best liked, best looking, and most likely to succeed. 

In 2013, Dave will be buried with full military honors at Arlington National
Cemetery.

James S. Evans 
1308 Bel Aire Drive, Crestview, FL 32536 

Occupation: Government/Military, Government
Official/Official Lobby 

Charles Failmezger Charlie 
170 Second Ave., #17A, New York, NY 10003,
tfailmezge@aol.com, (212) 253-2545, Cell (646) 703-1341

High School: Madison H.S., Madison, N.J.
Major: Art-history
Favorite Activity: Drinking beer at the frat house Wednesday
nights
Fraternity: DKE
Unique Hanover Memory: Although Herb West’s “Cowboys
and Indians” class was everyone’s favorite, Professor John
Adams was my real mentor. His courses, “Europe Since
1919” and “The Foreign Policy of Imperial and Soviet Russia,”
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Dave Evans in 
Key West, Florida,
receiving the first
place award at the
Naval Underwater
Swimmers school 
for EOD (Explosive
Ordinance Disposal)
candidates. 



were perceptive analyses of the “real-politik” world. With his carefully measured
words and a voice like Kissinger, he predicted that the cold war would continue
with small tactical wars fought by proxies. He emphasized that Russian power
could only be checked by Western strength, which President Reagan accomplished.
My senior thesis was on the 13th-century Mongolian Empire, whose horsemen
swept to the gates of Vienna and conquered all of China but not Vietnam. Obviously
Westmoreland and Johnson did not study history.
Graduate Study: MD, Northwestern University Medical School

Spouse: Susan Woodward
Spouse Education: Masters, Speech Therapy, Temple University
Spouse Career: Mothering and singing
Children: Alexandra, 1974, entrepreneur; Peter Richard, 1975, entrepreneur
Where You Grew Up: Madison, N.J., and the streets of New York City
Resided In: Hanover, Chicago, New York
Employers: Self. What a pleasure it has been to have a private, clinical, dermatology
practice in Manhattan. As a primary caregiver, I have served as a confidante, an advi-
sor, and a comforter. I have had a multitude of educated, interesting, and inspiring
patients whom I really enjoy interacting with. I do save lives and make people feel
better. And I work with a great bunch of high-minded professionals who only want
to help others. I see a lot of messy skin conditions, wrinkles, cancers, and anxiety, but
the good stuff has provided a positive balance to make my life’s work fulfilling.
Milestones: Marriage in 1972 and the birth of two outstanding offspring
Working or Retired? Semi-retired
Military: Lt-Commander in U.S. Navy, Jamaica, Queens, 1970-72

Publications, Achievements, Interests: “On Volunteer Physicians in the Develop-
ing Nations” in JAMA; “Incidence of Skin Disease in Cuzco, Peru” in Int. J. of Der-
matology; contributor to Lonely Planet guide books and wrote “The Failmezger and
Kindred Families” history, whose earlist direct ancestor was the knight Wilhelm
Zobel von Geibelstadt, named as a participant in the jousting tournament of Con-
stance in 948.
Hobbies: Terrace gardening, cooking for family and friends, writing, photography,
travel, history
Travel: Europe, Latin America, and Southeast Asia
Community Activities: Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine, St. Vincent’s Hos-
pital in NYC; attending St. Mark’s Free Clinic in the 1970s and ’80s in the East Village;
volunteer in Community Sponsored Agriculture co-op; Instructor in the University
San Antonio Abad Cuzco Medical School and Director of the Health Volunteers
Overseas teaching program in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth College Fund

How well prepared: The College’s liberal arts tradition well prepared us to
adapt to the modern complexities of  our age.

Historical witness: Today it is difficult to be very optimistic about the planet.
Maybe I’m reading too many newspapers. Gerrymandering the voting districts

has produced a sclerotic and dysfunctional Congress. The political class of  both
parties in Washington has bankrupted us with trillions of  debt and under-funded
social entitlements. They have gotten away with it by borrowing from the non-
voting, future generations. They have been bought by special interests that have
created a morass of  complex regulations and laws that have created uncertainty
and a huge drag on the economy. ObamaCare rules filled over 2,000 pages.
What is to be done? Organize, educate, hope, and vote, but surely we dream.
Personally, life has been good, and I do count my blessings.

Present Activities, Plans: I do cardiovascular training, write emails, and
dream. In retirement, I’ll spend half  of  my time in NYC and half  in Phnom
Penh among the Buddhists. I hope to participate in the 2015 Battle of  Waterloo
bicentennial exhibition with our family heirlooms of  General Christoph von
Zieten, whose Prussian cousin actually joined Wellington to defeat Napoleon. It
promises to be one of  the premier European parties of  the century.
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Charles Failmezger
and his family

When stress 
got to you, 

sometimes the 
best thing to do was

punt.



Jonathan Thomas Fairbank Jon 
214 Upper Old Town Trail, Charlotte, VT 05445,
jonathan.fairbank@vtmednet.org, 
(802) 425-2758 

High School: University School, Shaker Heights, Ohio
Major: Biology
Favorite Activity: Outdoor activities, Cabin & Trail, Ledyard
Canoe Club
Fraternity: Phi Delta Alpha, president
Graduate Study: MD, Case Western Reserve School of
Medicine, Cleveland, Ohio, 1967

Spouse: Louise
Spouse Education: BA, Connecticut College, 1968, MSW, UVM, 1995
Spouse Career: Social Worker and Bereavement Care specialist: Hospice
Children: Hannah, 1976; Julia, 1980
Where You Grew Up: Shaker Heights, Ohio
Resided In: Cleveland 1963-67 during Medical School; Montreal, Que., 1967-68;
Newport, R.I., 1971-73; Newton, Mass., 1973-76; Burlington, Vt., 1976-present
Employers: Fletcher Allen Health Care, Burlington, VT 1976- present
Awards and Milestones: Board Certified Radiology, Board Certified Nuclear 
Medicine Fellow, American Board of Radiology, 1985; Professor of Radiology, UVM 

College of Medicine, 1991-present
Working or Retired? Part time—radiology, nuclear medicine, radiology resident
teaching
Military: LCDR (MC), USNR, 1971-73, U.S. Naval Hospital, Newport, R.I.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I have hiked and back-country skied
extensively in northern New England, some in Quebec, British Columbia, Utah, and
Colorado.
Hobbies: Hiking, skiing, fly fishing; Languages: Norwegian, Spanish, French
Travel: Extensive travel, often connected to medical meetings, language courses,
and sabbaticals: New Zealand, Australia, Scotland, Brazil, Latin America, Patagonia,
S. Africa, Botswana
Community Activities: Former Board Member, Lake Champlain Land Trust; Design
Review Board, Town of Charlotte (present)

The picture says a lot about my interests outside my career—exploration of
out of  the way spots in the U.S. and beyond. At the time we were on our

way to hike to the Great Gallery, the largest collection of  prehistoric rock art in
the U.S. 

During a 40-year career in radiology (the last 35 years on staff  at Fletcher Allen
Health Care and professor of  radiology, UVM College of  Medicine, Burlington,
Vermont), I have had the opportunity to spend sabbaticals abroad in New
Zealand, Australia, and Scotland. These breaks, and others often connected to
medical meetings, have allowed Louise, our daughters (early on), and me to
travel the world. It is said that travel enables one to see the world through differ-
ent eyes, and it is true. Along the way I have continued to study languages and

cultures and have delighted in meeting many fun and interesting folks. In 2004
Louise and I bought a small RV and spent the winter exploring the south and
southwest, usually camping in state parks. These parks are all lovely and provide
the opportunity to see some of  the most beautiful areas at your own tempo. Try
it: hit the road! 

In a case of  the apples not falling far from the tree, our daughter, Hannah, works
for the U.S. Agency for International Development in Biodiversity/Natural
Resource Management and gets to travel the world. Julia, our other daughter, is
in the Physician Assistant (P.A.) program at U. Colorado in Denver. 
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Jon Fairbank 
and Louise 
at Goblin State Park
in Utah, 
October 2010

Dartmouth provided the academic environment 
in which to thrive, and the area gave me the chance 
to develop lifelong outdoor experience.

Jonathan T. Fairbank



So I’ve been a very fortunate man—a fulfilling career, a super and supportive
family, and outside interests to keep me active, physically and mentally. And in
the end, I’ve only moved about 95 miles up the road from Hanover! Dartmouth
provided the academic environment in which to thrive, and the area gave me
the chance to develop lifelong outdoor experience. 

Very few athletic records hold long nowadays, particularly since the advent of
performance-enhancing drugs. But if  the river don’t rise too much by our 50th
reunion, Peter Knight ’62 and I will still hold the non-stop canoe record from
Hanover to Long Island Sound—218 miles in 33 hours and 50 minutes, set in
April 1960. Hey, that’s 52 years! See you at the reunion. Wah-Hoo-Wah! 

Kenneth H. Falchuk Ken 
35 Drumlin Road, Newton Center, MA 02459, 
kennethfalchuk@bestdoctors.com, (617) 969-8069 

Edward Falkenberg 
23 Oak Lane, Scarsdale, NY 10583, 
falk1940@aol.com, 
(914) 472-0571 

Spouse: Patricia Falkenberg 

Alfred Feingold 
5310 Maggiore St., Coral Gables, FL 33146, 
alfein@bellsouth.net, (305) 666-6090

High School: Souderton High School, Souderton, Pa.
Major: Psychology
Favorite Activity: Spending a quiet evening with my wife
Fraternity: TEP
Unique Hanover Memory: Thayer Food fight, freshman year
Graduate Study: MS and MD

Spouse: Susan
Spouse Education: MA, Library Science
Spouse Career: She managed my physician billing.
Children: Two
Where You Grew Up: A rural community outside of Philadelphia
Resided In: Same house in Coral Gables since 1972
Employers: University teaching and private practice
Working or Retired? Yes, for about 10 years
Military: Two years as an Air Force Anesthesiologist

Publications, Achievements, Interests: See my web site: www.imageMD.net
Hobbies: Photography and bicycling
Travel: My wife and I take one major trip a year. Last year we visited Croatia and
Slovenia.
Community Activities: Volunteer choir

How well prepared: I think I was well prepared, but that may be for others
to judge.

Historical witness: Many
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Alfred Feingold 
and Susan



Present Activities, Plans: Auditing classes at Univ. of  Miami

Impact on Society: I think society had more effect on me than I had on society.

Ihave been retired from the practice of  anesthesiology for almost eight years 
and am thoroughly enjoying it. I joke that the keys to my good retirement are

the 6 F’s: Family, Finance, Fitness, Fotography, and Filosophy. 

I am blessed with good health, a wonderful wife of  45 years, two successful chil-
dren and two beautiful grandchildren. I continue to add to my knowledge base
by auditing courses at the University of  Miami, which is a 20 minute walk from
my house. I also continue my enjoyment of  travel, bicycling, photography, and
computer graphics.

My wife and I often discuss how little we knew about what life would be like in
our retirement during the years we were going to college, building a career and
raising a family. Being 70 years old seemed so old and irrelevant back then. 
I think fondly about how the world appeared to us in the 1960’s. How much it
has changed yet how much it remains the same.

David A. Feingold 
U.S. Home: 1530 Locust St., Philadelphia, PA. 19102
Bangkok Home: Tippy Court, Flat 41, 19 Soi 35, Sukhumvit
Rd., Bangkok 10110, Thailand
ophidianfilms@hotmail.com, 
U.S. (215) 735-6777, Thailand 662-258-8796; 
Cell U.S. (267) 334-2193, Thailand 6687-930-2511

High School: Horace Mann School
Major: International Relations
Favorite Activity: Forensic Union
Unique Hanover Memory: Herb James’ quiet, understated,
and quite brilliant debate critiques; Prof. H. Wentworth
Eldredge’s critical, insightful and provocative support; Prof. Elmer Harp, chewing
thoughtfully on his pipe, embodying the joys of field anthropology; intense late-night
discussions; love in a cold climate as the best way to keep warm at Winter Carnival.
Graduate Study: MA, Southeast Asian Studies, Yale; PhD, Anthropology, Columbia

Spouse: Heather A. Peters (Lover; “Partners” are the women with whom I have
made films)
Spouse Education: BA, Barnard; MA, Sinology, Princeton; PhD, Anthropology, Yale
Spouse Career: Taught at U. of Penn.; extensive research in Yunnan, China; in
charge of building the Sackler Museum at Peking U.; consultant for UNESCO in
Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam; Senior Consultant, UNESCO Asia/Pacific
Children: Nicole Schaeffer-Sanchez (Goddaughter, but like an adopted daughter),
married

Where You Grew Up: New York City (Manhattan)
Resided In: New Haven, Conn.; Chiangmai, Thailand; New York, N.Y.; Calaw
Village, Chiangrai Province, Thailand; Philadelphia, Pa.; Phnom Penh, Cambodia;
Bangkok, Thailand
Employers: Temple University; Institute for the Study of Human Issues (ISHI);
Ophidian Films Ltd. and Ophidian Research Instiute; UNESCO
Awards and Milestones: Blue Ribbon, American Film Festival; Golden Jury Award,
WorldFest Documentary Film Festival; Documentaries given invited special screenings
by the U.S. Congress, the U.S. Department of State, the United Nations, the House
of Commons and the House of Lords (U.K.). Fellow of the Centre d’Anthropologie
de la Chine du Sud et de la Peninsule Indochinoise (CACSPI).
Working or Retired?International Coordinator, HIV/AIDS and Trafficking Projects,
Office of the Regional Advisor for Culture, UNESCO, Bangkok. Director, Ophidian
Research Institute and Ophidian Films Ltd. Visiting Professor at the American
University of Paris.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Scholarly papers include: “Opium and Poli-
tics in Laos”; “The Political Ecology of Opium on the Thai–Burma Frontier”; “Networks
of Identity: Ethnic Designations and Kin Groupings among the Johgwa Akha of
Northern Thailand;” “On Knowing Who You Are: Intra-ethnic Distinctions Among the
Akha of Northern Thailand”; “Money, Myths and Models: Opium, Economics, and
History on the Thai-Burma Frontier”; “Towards a Theory of Consumable Currencies”;
“Kings, Princes and Mountaineers: Ethnicity and the State on the Burma Frontier”;
“Environmental and Cultural Factors in the Behavioral Action of Drugs”; “Killer
Ethnography: The Social Management of Research Among the Khmer Rouge”;
“Deconstructing the Body: The Political Ecology of Land Mines in Cambodia”; “Bodies
in Evidence: Land Mines in Cambodia”; “The Hell of Good Intentions: Opium in the
Political Ecology of the Trade in Minority Girls and Women”; “Sex, Drugs and the
IMF: Some Implications of ‘Structural Readjustment’ for the Trade in Heroin, Girls
and Women in the Upper Mekong Region”; “Think Again: Human Trafficking” (for
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“Thai food is better
than Thayer”:
David Feingold with
Heather A. Peters



Foreign Policy Magazine); “One Size Does Not Fit All: Ethno-Linguistic Minorities
and ‘Inclusive Growth’”; “Targeting, Inclusion and Equity: Using Culturally Appropriate
Communication to Reduce Risks of HIV/AIDS, Human Trafficking and Non-Traditional
Drug Abuse Among Ethnic Minorities”; “Virgin Territory: Ethnographic Insight, Pub-
lic Policy, and the Trade in Minority Girls and Women in Southeast Asia”; “Trafficking
in Numbers: The Social Construction of Human Trafficking Data.” Documentary films
include: “Borderline,” “Waiting for Cambodia,” “Return to Year Zero?”, National
Geographic “Angkor Wat: Temple Under Siege,” “Inside the Khmer Rouge,”
“Washington/Peru: We Ain’t Winning,” “Silent Sentinels, Coward’s War,” Nova:
“Terror in the Mine Fields,” “Cuidado! A Right to Belong,” “Trading Women.” 
Hobbies: Still photography: Although important to my work, it is my great love and
pleasure. I was a very reluctant convert from film to digital, and still, in my heart of
hearts, I would prefer to shoot slides. However, new software, etc. should provide
another couple of decades of challenges. However, for much of what I do, it comes
down to Robert Capa’s old dictum: “If your shots aren’t good enough, you aren’t
close enough.” 
Tennis: Brief moments of brilliance illuminating long stretches of mediocrity—but I
love it.
Travel: Someone said to us that what Heather and I do in life, other people pay to
do on vacation. A couple of years ago, we were riding on horses down a mountain
outside of Lijiang in China, thinking, “They actually pay us to do this.” But then it
started to rain, so we felt justified. Still, there are many places I would like to go. I
have never been to Africa except for Mozambique. We were supposed to spend last
New Year in Copan but got snowed in in the U.S. I would like to go back to Brazil.
Community Activities: My community work has been involved with helping hill
tribe NGOs in Thailand.
Alumni Activities: Created a matching grant for the Dartmouth Forensic Union when
support for activities was cut by the College. Brought a smart and highly motivated
Dartmouth intern to UNESCO (I hope, the first of many).

How well prepared: I could say that the isolation of  Hanover when we were
there (pre-Internet; no cell phones, and pay phones in the hall, etc.) prepared me
for living for two years in a remote Akha village doing fieldwork on the Thai-
Burma border; however, at least the village was “co-ed.” More seriously, I found

that Dartmouth, at its best, fostered a spirit of  independence that has been valu-
able in all aspects of  my life. The education I received prepared me well for grad
school, but that is to be expected. Of  greater significance is the support I received
from a few inspiring professors who encouraged me to pursue my early interest

in S.E. Asia, although that region was not their main focus. The analytic and
rhetorical skills that I learned in debate at Dartmouth have been invaluable in
my work—in lecturing, teaching, and with the U.N.

Historical witness: Between my junior and senior year, I was able to work at
the Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute at Tokai Mura on a social impact
study of  the first nuclear power plant in Japan (I had done intensive Japanese
the summer before at Yale). The technology of  the plant
involved in the recent problems in Japan was of  nearly
the same vintage. I then went to Vietnam to do research
for my senior thesis.

There was a war on, but few knew it. I passed through
Cambodia and fell in love with the country. I did a paper
for a seminar senior year on Sihanouk and Cambodian
politics. Little did I think I would attend his second “coro-
nation” in 1993. I remember learning that Martin Luther
King had been shot over a squawky shortwave radio while
sitting in an Akha village on the Thai-Burma border. I was shocked, and my
Akha friends asked what had happened. Trying to explain—in Akha—was tax-
ing, to say the least, but it helped me come to terms with what happened.

I also remember coming down to Bangkok after a long stay in the hills. Bob
Brodkey was stationed there. He treated me to a milkshake that I had craved. It
was wonderful! However, after so long in the hills, my stomach could not process
it—or rather, it did so a bit too quickly. I also remember sitting in a hotel lobby
waiting to meet someone. A guy walked by with a newspaper with the headline:
“Kennedy Shot.” I thought, “Where the hell did he get that old paper?” It was
Robert, not John. I explain to my younger colleagues (they all are these days)
that when I went out to Asia you were truly out of  touch. I mention the “night
letter” telegram; air letters; etc. Now, remote little towns in China have Internet in
your room. Much of  my research has been on opium production, trade, and use.
I have been interviewed by grad students for dissertations because I was present
at, or part of, events they were writing about. Makes one feel a bit of  a fossil. 

Present Activities, Plans: I am in charge of  human trafficking and HIV/AIDS
projects in the Mekong Region for UNESCO, Bangkok. We have two mandates:
research (we ask the nasty questions) and ethnic minorities (who are dispropor-
tionately represented among both trafficking victims and HIV-positive people).
Ours is the only program producing culturally and linguistically appropriate
prevention materials (radio soap operas, video dramas, etc.) authored in minority
languages. I have projects in Northern Thailand, Yunnan, Laos, and Cambodia.
Heather is a China specialist, so we get to work together on the projects there.
Later this month, we will be with our Wa team on the China–Burma border.
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Angelina Jolie and I stopped a really vile dam project 
in Cambodia. 

David A. Feingold



Working in the field is the fun part. I would like to keep doing what I am doing,
if  “improved” management does not totally guarantee that no programatic
accomplishments stand in the way of  the smooth running of  bureaucracy.

Independent of  UNESCO, I am working on a film project on Preah Vihear/
Khao Phra Viharn, the ancient Khmer temple on the Thai-Cambodian border
that both countries have been fighting. I wrote a paper on the 1962 World
Court case on this temple my first year at Yale; little did I think it would still be
an issue nearly half  a century later.

For the future, there are a number of  documentary films that I would still like to
make and some more research I would still like to do. At my 40th birthday party,
a major elder British scholar (nameless: he had three mistresses whose ages
added up to his wife’s) told me, “David, it only gets better after 40.” At my 41st
party, he said of  himself, “The brain still works, the balls still work, but the knees
are the first to go.” I think of  this every time come back from tennis. If  the body
holds out, there are still many places to go and things to see and photograph.

Impact on Society: Tough assignment. Are Dartmouth recruiters really capa-
ble of  doing that? Wow! Would they have picked Jonas Salk? Would dorky Bill
Gates have made the cut, even though his contribution to Dartmouth athletics
may have been scant? Would Aung San Suu Kyi have made it for ethnic diversi-
ty or potential for sorority leadership? Who knows? It is difficult, short of  a
Nobel Prize, to judge one’s own impact. I have saved some lives among ethnic
minorities through my HIV and trafficking work. I spent three years working on
a documentary about landmines in Cambodia. We filmed Khmer Rouge mine-
laying operations and found Motorola computer chips inside Chinese landmines.
When it was broadcast on Nova, Motorola got significant fan mail and decided
to support demining and a landmine ban. Some of  my films have affected policy,
but some policies are impervious to information. Angelina Jolie and I stopped a
really vile dam project in Cambodia. However, I would say that a very impor-
tant impact has been through students that I have taught and supervised, and
interns and others that I have trained over the years.

Bruce Allen Feldman
9311 Marseille Drive, Potomac, MD 20854, 
bafent@verizon.net, (301) 299-7065, Cell (301) 908-6604

High School: Woodrow Wilson H.S., Washington, D.C.
Major: Medical Sciences (started as History major, but grad.
after first year of Dartmouth Medical School)
Favorite Activity: Lacrosse Manager, Green Key, TEP fel-
lowship
Fraternity: Tau Epsilon Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: One night, with a math test
looming, I could not sleep. I walked around Occom Pond to
clear my head. When I returned to my dorm room, my
roommate, Stan Sclove, awakened, helped settle me down, and helped me study
for the exam (which I passed). 
Graduate Study: Bachelor of Medical Sciences, Dartmouth Medical School, 1963;
MD, Harvard Medical School, 1965; Intern and Surgical Resident, Hosp. of the Univ.
of Pennsylvania, 1965-67; Residency in Otolaryngology (Ear, Nose, and Throat),
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (Harvard Medical School), 1967-70

Spouse: Sharon Pearlman Feldman
Spouse Education: BS, Temple University, Philadelphia
Spouse Career: Taught elementary and preschool; now a School Docent at the
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Children: Kathryn (Kathy)Ellen Feldman Forman, 6/2/69, Univ. of Wisconsin (Madison),
MS in Speech Pathology, New York University, now married to an executive in
Republic National Wine Wholesales, does speech therapy. Lives in Atlanta, Ga. Two
children: Max (age 8), Sadie (age 6).
Michael Aaron Feldman, 1/21/71, Univ. of Michigan; owner of X3o Emerging Tech-
nologies, a computer maintenance company for small businesses and homes, writes
and performs music on weekends, not married (divorced).
Where You Grew Up: Washington, D.C.
Resided In: Hanover, NH, 1958-63; Boston, 1963-65; Philadelphia, Pa., 1965-67;
Waltham, Mass., 1967-70; Camp Lejeune (Jacksonville), N.C., 1970-72; Potomac,
Md., 1972-present
Employers: After Residency (Harvard Medical School): U.S. Navy, 1970-72; What is
now the Feldman ENT Group PC, 1972-present
Awards and Milestones: Phi Beta Kappa, Dartmouth; Mosby Scholarship Award,
Dartmouth Medical School; Alpha Omega Alpha Medical Honor Society, Harvard
Medical School; Letter of Commendation, U.S. Navy; Mosher Award for Clinical
Research, Triological Society, Otolaryngology; Children’s Hospital Physician’s Recog-
nition Award, President, Washington Metropolitan Otolaryngology Society; President,
Jacobi Medical Society; President of the Medical Staff, Children’s Hospital, Wash-
ington, D.C.; Vice Chairman of the Board of Children’s Hospital; listed in “Best Doc-
tors of America”, “Who’s Who in America,” “Who’s Who in the World,” “Who’s
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Who in Science and Engineering,” “Who’s Who in Medicine and Healthcare,”
“Washingtonian Magazine” Best Doctors, “Washington Consumer’s Checkbook”
Best Doctors, “Northern Virginia Magazine” Best Doctors
Working or Retired? Currently President of the Feldman ENT Group, a 10-person
ear, nose, and throat medical/surgical practice in Washington, D.C., and Montgomery
County, Md. (Bethesda, Chevy Chase, Germantown). Working full time, doing both
surgery and patients in the office.
Military: LCDR, U.S. Navy (res), Camp Lejeune, N.C., 1970-72., practiced otolaryn-
gology on large Marine Base

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Multiple medical publications on various
aspects of Otolaryngology, including my thesis which won the Mosher Award (see
above) in Otolaryngology.
Hobbies: Biggest hobby is travel. Enjoy golf. Used to play tennis until Achilles ten-
don got in the way! Enjoy food and wine.
Travel: My wife and I have travelled to many parts of the world and are always
looking to the next place to visit. We have been to the U.S., Canada, Mexico, some
Central America, Columbia, Panama, Brazil, Argentina, most of Europe, both Western
and Eastern, Asia (China x2, Hong Kong x3, Japan, Viet Nam, Thailand), Australia,
New Zealand, Kenya, Tanzania, Seychelles Islands, Madagascar, Israel x3, most
recently on a cruise throughout the Middle East: Dubai, Oman, Egypt, Jordan, Israel,
Turkey, Greece (we could not see the pyramids because of the rioting). We are cur-
rently thinking of trips to the Galapagos and India.
Community Activities: Board of Director of Children’s Hospital, Washington, D.C.
Alumni Activities: Interviewed for Admissions for many years, Involved in Alumni
Fund for 1962 for years, on committee to select recipient of the Class of 1962 Award
to junior faculty, former officer of the Dartmouth Medical School Alumni Association

How well prepared: A wonderful education taught by superb teachers made
learning fun—and in my profession there was and continues to be a lot of  learning!

Historical witness: It was most exciting to be in medical school at the time
that Watson and Krick made their discoveries on genes. The excitement of  Dr.
Art Naitove was wonderful.

Present Activities, Plans: I am continuing to work full time, trying to think
when I will cut down and finally stop. We have a very busy social life and love to
travel and I’ll continue to work as long as we travel. I also act as a “spotter” for
the Military Bowl, a D.C.-based football bowl game. I enjoy playing golf  (poorly).

Impact on Society: I’ve done my best to practice good, ethical medicine to two
generations of  patients carrying on the tradition of  my father, who established
our practice in 1937. I’ve tried to bring similar physicians into my practice. I have
served Children’s Hospital in multiple ways including President of  the Medical
Staff  and a Member and Vice Chairman of  the Board of  the hospital.

Richard J. Feldstein 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

John E. Fitts Jr. 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

John H. Fitzgibbon Jr. Jack 
138 Cabbage Palm Lane, Naples, FL 34114, (239) 821-6303 
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Paul G. Flynn 
Paul G. Flynn died September 29, 2001, in Conroe, Texas,
from complications of  a pulmonary infection. He majored
in zoology, rowed crew, and played rugby his senior year.
He was a member of  Chi Phi and DOC. After Dartmouth,
Paul attended Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia,
receiving his M.D. degree in 1966. He completed his
internship at Presbyterian Medical Center in San Francisco
and shortly thereafter served with the Army’s First Infantry
Division in Vietnam, where he was placed on the front
lines, providing emergency medical care to wounded sol-
diers and civilians. He attained the rank of  major and was
decorated for medical service in combat. After military service, Paul held various
academic and clinical positions in emergency medicine in the Los Angeles area.
He spent the last 20 years of  his career as an emergency medicine specialist and
chief  of  staff  at several rural hospitals in Georgia. Paul is survived by his wife,
Maria, mother Mildred, and brother James ’67.

Thomas F. Foley Tom 
4 Cedar Crest Drive, 
Westerly, RI 02891, 
foleytomfoley@aol.com, 
(401) 596-6982, Cell (401) 742-1259

High School: Classical HS, Worcester, Mass.
Major: Mathematics
Favorite Activity: Sunday night flicks at Chi Phi
Fraternity: Chi Phi (Heorot)
Unique Hanover Memory: U.S. History with Lew Stilwell;
U.S. History with Al Foley; Math with John Kemeny

Spouse: Mary E. Foley (Murphy). Formerly married to the
late Susan J. Foley (Carroll)
Spouse Education: Nursing degree, Community College of Rhode Island
Spouse Career: Registered Nurse
Children: Thomas C. Foley, April 19, 1981
Where You Grew Up: Worcester, Mass.
Resided In: North Providence, R.I.; Westerly, R.I.
Employers: Industrial National Bank; Fleet National Bank; Computer Sciences Corp. 
Working or Retired? Retired. I work part time as the computer guy at Warehouse
Beer, Wine and Liquor
Military: USN, VAH-13, USS Kittyhawk, Whidbey Island NAS; USN, VAH-4, USS
Midway, Whidbey Island, NAS; USN, A-School, Millington, Tenn.

Hobbies: New England sports teams; American Civil War history
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Club of R.I. Book Award; interviewing

William Spencer Foss Bill
PO Box 748, Ross, CA 94957,
wsfoss@gmail.com, Cell (415) 377-9302

High School: The Hun School of Princeton
Major: Government
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: Robert Frost’s addresses to our
class in both our freshman and senior years.
Graduate Study: JD, Rutgers University School of Law, 1965

Spouse: Karen Foss
Spouse Education: AB, University of Michigan, 1966 
Children: Hadley Foss, 4/10/84; Spencer Foss, 4/13/86
Where You Grew Up: Pennington, New Jersey
Resided In: Quantico, Va.; Laguna Beach, Calif.; Alexandria, Va., 1966-1969 (in
U.S. Marine Corps); Madison and East Hanover, N.J., 1969-1973; New York City,
1974-1979; San Francisco, Mill Valley, and Kentfield, Calif., 1979-2007; Mill Valley,
Calif., and Charlevoix, Mich., current
Employers: Department of Justice, U.S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit; U.S. Marine
Corps; Shanley & Fisher, Attys., Newark, N.J.; Reavis & McGrath, Attys., NY, N.Y.;
Crown Zellerbach Corporation, San Francisco; DFS Group Limited, San Francisco
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: Commissioned Officer, U.S. Marine Corps/Office of the Judge Advocate
General, stationed Quantico, Va.; El Toro Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, Calif.,
Naval Appellate Review Activity, Washington, D.C.

Hobbies: Sailing, hiking, fly fishing, books, classical music, travel
Travel: During 20 years spent as General Counsel of DFS Group Limited, I traveled
extensively throughout Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and Europe.
Community Activities: Board of Directors, PRBO Conservation Science, a non-
profit organization that supports conservation through scientific research; Executive
Committee, International Law Section, State Bar of California

How well prepared: Most of  the specifics of  courses taken at Dartmouth are,
of  course, long forgotten, but the education I received there stimulated a lifelong
intellectual curiosity and gave me the tools to do something with that curiosity.

Present Activities, Plans: I am committed to ocean conservation and am
currently serving as Chairman of  the Environment of  the Sea Committee of
the Cruising Club of  America.

My wife and I are in the fifth year of  an extended cruise aboard our sailboat,
Detente, which began in the Great Lakes, went down the St. Lawrence River,
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across the Atlantic Ocean, and through the Med. The boat is currently in
Turkey. We will leave Turkey in 2012 and probably head to the Ionian Islands
of  Greece and then Sicily. Plans beyond that are a work in progress.

Impact on Society: I suppose that depends on how one defines “substantial
impact.” I believe that I have made an impact by rising to positions of  substan-
tial responsibility in the professional and non-professional organizations of
which I have been a part and thus have contributed to the success of  those
organizations.

I am also proud of  having established the William S. Foss ’62 International
Studies Fund, which, although modest by many philanthropical standards, has
helped Dartmouth students study abroad.

It was evident in June 1962 that the Dartmouth experience just completed
would, regardless of  what unfolded in the years ahead, rank among the best

of  my life, for many reasons. That judgment has easily stood the test of  time.

In the nearly 50 years that have passed since that June, we as individuals, and
the world at large, have been witness to many extraordinary developments,
some of  them good, some of  them not, on which one could reflect through the
prism of  our four years that we were privilged to spend in Hanover. What is fre-
quently on my mind these days is the stark absence of  what was at the core of  a
liberal arts education at Dartmouth: an open mind. Most of  us came away from
Dartmouth with at least the beginnings of  an ability to question our convictions,
no matter how noble they seemed or passionately they were held, and a willing-
ness to accept that perhaps those with whom we disagreed had points of  view
worth considering or at least respecting.

Today, extreme religious fundamentalism abroad has spawned the unspeakable
horrors of  terrorism, while rigid ideologies at home have made an outsize con-
tribution to a polarization and political dysfunction that ignores facts, disdains
science, and calls into question the very viability of  the system that we have
taken for granted. There are no easy fixes to these problems, but a necessary
component to ameliorating this sorry state of  affairs is, surely, more of  what is
the essence of  an education at Dartmouth. Necessary, but not sufficient.

We were told, memorably, in the fall of  1958 that our business at Dartmouth
was learning. Taking that to heart, many at Dartmouth learned well and joined
the ranks of  those who have made a real difference for the better in our lives
and the lives of  others, but as we reflect on the five decades leading to the event
that we will celebrate next June, it is well to recall that the so-called “best and
brightest” in our society, perhaps even some Dartmouth graduates among them,
brought us, among other things, the war in Vietnam, from which we seem to
have learned very little, as well as the recent financial catastrophe, which nearly
brought the world to its knees. This is a reminder that, as good as the education

which we received was, all of  us in the Dartmouth community have an ongoing
responsibility to see to it that the nature of  that education is continually scruti-
nized and evolves to meet the challenges of  a changing world. 

I cannot reflect on my four years at Dartmouth, as good as they were, without
wishing that I could do it again with the benefit of  whatever wisdom I have
accumulated over the last 50 years. What was good then would surely be even
better, difficult as that is to imagine. 
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Bill Foss 
and Karen

What is frequently on my mind these days is 
the stark absence of what was at the core of 
a liberal arts education at Dartmouth: an open mind.

William S. Foss



David F. Frankel 
20 Nibang Avenue, Old Saybrook, CT 06475,
dffrankel@gmail.com, (860) 395-1819, Cell (917) 693-5806

High School: Riverdale Country School
Major: Economics/Art
Favorite Activity: Roadtrips
Fraternity: DKE
Unique Hanover Memory: Individual studio art
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1966;
MD, U. Miami, 1976

Spouse: Linda Frankel
Spouse Education: BA, Wellesley, 1965
Spouse Career: Retail executive
Children: David W., 3/27/70; Gregory C., 11/7/75

Where You Grew Up: New York
Resided In: NYC, 1940-50; Scarsdale, N.Y., 1950-57;
Purchase, N.Y., 1958-62; Cambridge, 1964-66; NYC, 1966-
72; Miami, 1972-92; Santa Barbara, Calif., 1992-2002; Old
Saybrook and NYC, 2002-present
Working or Retired? Working
Military: U.S. Naval Reserve, shipboard and Norfolk, Va.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Many medical and
scientific
Hobbies: Sailing, golf, tennis

Travel: Extensive U.S., Europe, South America, Asia
Community Activities: Multiple non-profit boards; Municipal commissions
Alumni Activities: Not much except Overseer on Hopkins/Hood Board 

George S. Freedman Freeds
8 Lehman Road, 
Marblehead, MA 01945, 
ali12@comcast.net, 
(781) 631-1021, Cell (781) 704-8575

High School: Marblehead High School
Major: Psychology
Favorite Activity: Fraternity life
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: Great roommates for three
years: Barry Alperin and Richard Feldstein
Graduate Study: Medical School, Univ. of Kentucky;
Internship, Univ. of Penn; Residency, Duke Univ.

Spouse: Alegria (“Ali”) Freedman
Spouse Education: Duke Univ.
Spouse Career: School administration
Children: Three: Michael, Tamara, and Rachel
Where You Grew Up: Marblehead, Mass.
Resided In: Marblehead, Mass.
Employers: Solo and hospital practice of psychiatry
Awards and Milestones: Married 43 years; all children married, and three grand-
children (so far)
Retired? Yes
Military: U.S. Air Force, Flight Surgeon, 1967-1969, Texas, S.C., Japan

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Editorial cartooning, two books
Hobbies: Skiing, boating, art, community work
Travel: U.S., Europe, South America, Caribbean, Israel, Asia
Community Activities: Hospital fundraising, Jewish communal activities

Recently, I had the pleasure of  playing a game of  Frisbee with my ever-
expanding family. I haven’t played much Frisbee over time, so my thoughts

went back more than 50 years to my Frisbee days outside Gile Hall on Tuck
Mall. In my mind I was just as competitive now as I was then, which I am sure
represents bad memory rather than good conditioning. In any event, I enjoyed
it immensely and reflected on the years that have passed as I prepare myself  to
face the prospect of  my 50th reunion.

So much has happened to me and the world in one half  century, but the core of
my identity remains the same, shaped in high school and college. I am forever
grateful that my formative years were so supportive, energizing, and inspiring. My
later medical and psychiatric training added knowledge and substance prepar-
ing me for a meaningful and fulfilling career from which I have recently retired. 
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By reunion time I will have celebrated 43 years of  happy marriage to Ali. Our
three grown children have provided three grandchildren, with two more on the
way. My good fortune is enhanced by our extended family, friends, and my
interests in skiing, boating, travel, art, and community work.

One major worry is that my good fortune will have made me less prepared
when and if  misfortune strikes. My other major worry, and preoccupation, has
to do with our far from perfect world, which is frequently on the spectrum of

frustrating to frightening. Without invoking a religious reference, there is surely
evil in the world that cannot be mitigated by claims of  moral equivalence. One
of  my responses has been to develop a hobby of  editorial cartooning for a local
biweekly newspaper, which has enabled me to judge news events every other
week for the past 30 years.

I see my 50th reunion as a “wake-up” call to take a hard look at my values,
accomplishments, and failings. I am hoping there is still plenty of  time for me to
make any necessary corrections, to examine my part in “repairing the world,”
and to fully appreciate the many positives in life.

I know I will be playing more Frisbee to keep me young, healthy, and close to
dear ol’ Dartmouth.

David Ellis French Dave
144 Exeter Road, 
Hampton Falls, NH 03844, 
frenchmannh@yahoo.com, 
(603) 926-8470, Cell (603) 767-7010

High School: Montclair High School, Montclair, N.J.
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Baseball
Fraternity: Psi Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Aside from the great history
department professors, I particularly enjoyed “Battle Night”
lectures given in Reed Hall. They were so popular that stu-
dents listened to the lectures outside the ground floor windows because there was
no room if you got there late, either to the first or second repeat lecture. I’ve been
interested in military history ever since those days.

Spouse: Bonnie Lou (Owens) French
Spouse Education: BA, Penn State University, 1964
Spouse Career: Rockefeller Bros. Assn., American Field Service, Homemaker
Children: Elizabeth, 1968, Smith ’90; Allison, 1969, Smith ’91; Sarah, 1974,
Harvard ‘96
Where You Grew Up: Upper Montclair, N.J.
Resided In: Belgium, 1967-1971; Cologne, 1971-1972; Mountain Lakes, N.J.,
1977-1981; Dusseldorf, 1981-1985, 1988-1989; Tokyo, 1986-1988; Singapore,
1972-1977, 1989-2005
Employers: U.S. Navy; American Foreign Insurance Assn. (AFIA), bought by CIGNA;
Chubb & Son; Right Management Consultants; DBM
Working or Retired? Retired, but overly active as a volunteer on town boards,
commissions, societies
Military: 1962 Naval OCS, Newport, R.I.; Preflight, NAS Pensacola, Fla.; PACFLEOP-
INTELTRACEN, Alameda, Calif. (Aviation Intelligence Officer); USS Kitty Hawk (VA-
112—A4 squadron) cruise to WESTPAC, NAS Alameda, Calif.; USS Forrestal (VA-
112), NAS Virginia Beach, 6th Fleet Cruise; RAD 1966

Publications, Achievements, Interests: See Community Activities below.
Hobbies: Leisure activities range well beyond the favorite sports of golf, tennis and
fishing; I have a small former domestic farm that is in need of constant attention,
both in maintaining the 1846 historic farmhouse and barn, and tending several
apple, pear, peach, hickory, gingko, hemlock, white pine, spruce, willow, Japanese
maple, magnolia, dogwood, and assorted non-native shrubs and bushes, along with
the more common forsythia, wisteria, iris, hydrangea, rhododendron, and azalea
bushes. The 4.25-inch diameter beech tree may be the largest in Southeast New
Hampshire. After tending these (while Bonnie oversees the gentleman vegetable
garden and perennials), I always enjoy driving the garden tractor around for the
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few hours it takes to mow the pasture. The vernal pond that fills up in spring is
where I test out newly purchased fishing gear, especially waders and fly rods, with
no worries about having to clean any fish!
Travel: We lived abroad for so many years that overseas travel really lost its glam-
our. However, we have been back to Singapore for a brief visit (and some golf) and
had a fabulous river barge tour up the Saone river in the Burgundy wine region. It
turns out that my German- and French-speaking capability only needs a brief spark
to be fully revived.
Community Activities: Chairman of the Hampton Falls Heritage Commission; Presi-
dent of the Hampton Falls Historical Society. Current: Vice Chair of the Hampton
Falls Zoning Board of Adjustment; Moderator of the Hampton Falls Unitarian
Church (founded 1711); Commissioner of the Rockingham County Planning Com-
mission, N.H.
Alumni Activities: I have done some minor alumni fund and enrollment activities,
mostly when in Singapore. 

Impact on Society: At my retirement party from a firm I worked for in
Singapore for many years, the owner, a Dartmouth grad from the Class of  ’59,
recited from memory the complete Robert Frost poem “The Road Less Travelled”
and likened it to my career working abroad. Reflecting on that now, I think he
was right. I did choose a different career path, one that was in those days less
frequently pursued. In all, taking into consideration my U.S. Navy time aboard
Kitty Hawk and Forrestal, I lived overseas for over 35 years. I learned to speak
French (which I had continued to study at Dartmouth) and German fluently,
and I could make do in Japanese at an elementary conversational level and even
began to study Italian in preparation for an assignment to Milan that, in the
end, never materialized.

In a sense, I was living an early dream of  experiencing living overseas, and being
an American Pioneer in reverse. Of  course this is overblown, but in my youth 
I thought so. Now, after reading David McCulloch’s John Adams and especially
his new book, The Greater Journey: Americans in Paris, I understand that there have
been many more prominent Americans who preceded me, and who make a far
greater impact in the U.S. upon their return. Yet I do believe I made a differ-
ence in my own small way, exhibiting, I think, some of  the better traits of
Americans abroad, and not those of  the typical “ugly American.” My history
major stood me in good stead, having prepared me to be able to hold many in-
depth discussions with citizens in the countries where my family lived: Belgium,
Holland, Japan, Singapore, and especially Germany. My studies in art history
also enhanced greatly the enjoyment of  my visits to the great European museums.

In short, it’s been an interesting life, and one that I would do all over again. My wife
and three daughters, all born abroad, would agree with me. We all have a much
more worldly view of  life as a result of  having followed the road less travelled by.

Arthur J. Fritz Jay 
2006 Washington St. #8, San Francisco, CA 94109, 
fritzjay@gmail.com, (415) 922-2741

High School: St. Ignatius Preparatory School 
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Swimming
Fraternity: Delta Tau Delta/Bones Gate
Unique Hanover Memory: Herbert West
Graduate Study: JD, Stanford, 1965

Spouse: Barbara Fritz
Spouse Education: College of Marin
Spouse Career: Housewife/Entrepreneur
Children: Arthur Fritz III, Clayton Blauer Fritz, Jenner Lee Fritz 
Where You Grew Up: San Francisco
Resided In: San Francisco
Employers: Stark and McComish Esq.
Awards and Milestones: Winery startup
Working or Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Bridge and Fritz Winery startup
Hobbies: Golf and playing bridge
Travel: Extensive, including international
Alumni Activities: Interviewed prospective students

William A. Frumovitz Bill 
1 Spinnaker St. #14, 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292, waf@ucla.edu, 
(310) 822-2330, Cell (310) 351-6401 

High School: Madison High, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Major: History 
Favorite Activity: Sleeping 
Fraternity: TEP 
Unique Hanover Memory: Remember, I was sleeping 
Graduate Study: MD 

Spouse: Adrienne 
Spouse Education: BA, University of Illinois 
Spouse Career: Travel consultant 
Children: Three 
Where You Grew Up: Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Resided In: Malibu, Calif., 22 yrs.; and now, Marina Del Rey, Calif. 
Employers: Frumovitz, Matsunaga, Daly and Thordarson since 1973 
Awards and Milestones: Turned 70 and still going strong 
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Retired? Love to, but my wife won’t let me 
Military: Air Force 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Department Chair, St. Johns Hospital,
Santa Monica, Calif., and member board directors
Hobbies: Sports 
Travel: Major trips (2-plus per year), and one long weekend per month
Community Activities: Not-for-profit boards, St. Johns Hospital, local synagogue,
Upward Bound Homeless and private high school, consultant to Venice Family Clinic 

How well prepared: Not really 

Historical witness: Good Friends 

Impact on Society: I will leave that to the children; have had the opportunity
to care for and deliver many thousands of  patients. 

G. Richard Fuglesang Dick 
Plahteskogen 10, 1363 Hovik, Norway 

Spouse: Inger Fuglesang 

Occupation: Finance/Financial Services, President 

Carl H. Funke Jr.
21 Reynen Court, Ridgewood, NJ 07450,
carlfunke@yahoo.com, (201) 447-3478, Cell (201) 906-9791

High School: Canterbury Preparatory School, New Milford,
Ct.
Major: English Literature
Favorite Activity: Sports, hunting, fishing
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Weekend stay at Moosilauke
Lodge with underprivileged children my freshman year with
some of my “Pea Green” freshman classmates
Graduate Study: MBA, Marketing, NYU, 1965-1966

Spouse: Candida Fee Funke
Spouse Education: BS, Marymount College, Tarrytown, N.Y.

Spouse Career: Promotional products industry
Children: Candida F. Hoeberichts, 8/7/69; Meredith F. Vosburgh, 11/12/71; Lauren
F. Hardy-Smith, 4/29/75
Where You Grew Up: Upper Montclair, N.J.
Resided In: New York, N.Y., 1965-1967; Los Angeles, Calif., 1967-1970;
Ridgewood, N.J., 1970 to present
Employers: Celanese Corp., 1967-1970; Herman Funke & Sons, 1970-1985;
Emmanuel Roth Co., 1985-1987; Novtex Corp., 1987-1995; Bandex Corp., 1995-
2010; L.A. Najarian Inc., 2000-present
Working or Retired? Semi-retired
Military: 1st Lt., Transportation Corp., Seoul, Korea, 1962-1964; Ft. Devens, Mass.,
1964-1965

Hobbies: Gardening, fishing, hiking, skiing, tennis
Travel: Extensively in USA, Canada, Europe, and Asia, both for business and pleasure
Community Activities: Active in the ministries of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
Catholic Church in Ridgewood, N.J., and St. Therese in Montauk, N.Y.
Alumni Activities: Participation in the many wonderful trips sponsored by the
Class of 1962

In reflecting on my 50 years since graduating from Dartmouth, I cannot believe
how blessed I have been in all aspects of  my life and how dramatically my

four years at Dartmouth affected this outcome. I can sum up these experiences
in five words, family, faith, football, friendships, and flights.

Family: I am writing this essay at my home in Ridgewood, New Jersey, a New
York “bedroom “community where I have lived with my family for 40 years. My
wife of  43 years has been my soulmate, and together we have raised three beau-
tiful daughters in this amazing community from pre-school through college. They
all matriculated at Syracuse University, graduated, and have successful careers
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in diverse industries. I have spent my entire career in the textile industry, which
has allowed me to express my creativity and given me an independence that I have
always craved. Candy has spent 25 years in the promotional products industry in
a support role and has been very successful there. Both of  our careers are wind-
ing down now, although we continue to work on a diminshed basis to keep our
“hands in the game.” Nine years ago we bought a summer home in Montauk,
New York. Candy always reminds me that, other than getting married and hav-
ing three wonderful daughters, it was the best thing that we ever did. We spend
our summers commuting to and from Montauk, enjoying the beaches, fishing,
tennis, and all of  the many activities that Montauk offers us.

Faith: My affiliation with the Catholic Newman Club (Aquinas House) at
Dartmouth and my religious mentor, Father Bill Nolan, greatly strenghtened my
Catholic faith, which has survived and flourished for 50 years. My marriage to
Candy, a good Catholic girl and Marymount graduate, has further reinforced
my abiding faith.

Football: My mentor on the football field, Coach Bob Blackman, taught lessons
that were always related to life’s experiences. He would constantly remind us
that, whether we won or lost, it was always important to do our very best and

try our hardest to succeed. Many times during my life I have summoned up his
teachings to get through difficult and sometimes impossible situations. The remem-
bance of  his encouragement has always given me the strength never to give up.

Friendships: Knowing some of  the wonderful young men in the Class of  1962
at Dartmouth has been priceless in my life. Brock Saxe, my roommate for three
years, was a great friend and a very positive influence for me at Dartmouth. In
difficult situations during our careers, I could always count on Brock being there
to support me. I had been transferred out to Los Angeles early on and was feel-
ing a bit lost there. I ran into Al Huck at a Dartmouth alumni meeting a short
time after arriving in L.A. He took me under his wing and offered to share his
oceanfront bachelor pad with me. We had many adventures together, and I will
be forever grateful for his gesture. Tom Davies introduced me into a whole new
world of  fine art, navigating me through his extensive collection of  19th and
20th century Cape Ann and Southwestern painters and sculptors with a dazzling
display of  knowledge and passion. Followup trips with Tom and Marianna to

the sources of  these artists, Rockport and Gloucester, Mass., and Santa Fe, N.M.,
further enhanced my understanding and appreciation for their art. Classmates
like Brock, Al, and Tom are the salt of  Dartmouth and I am blessed to know
them and many like them.

Flights (of  fantasy): Having never travelled far afield before or during my
Dartmouth years, I was inspired by the introductory Geography and Geology
courses that I had taken there. I would sit in the “stacks” of  Baker Library and
dream of  the places around the world that I wanted to explore. Upon graduation,
and with five months of  freedom before my first Army duty station, I embarked
on a trip to Mexico with a Catholic Newman Club group to build a schoolhouse
in a small moutain village south of  Mexico City. From there I travelled up the
west coast of  California on a touring bike to visit Jack Fitzgibbon and Pete Weldy,
both of  whom were working for GE at the World’s Fair in Seattle, Washington.
Upon my return to the east coast, Dick Briggs and I borrowed a Leyard canoe
and paddled the entire length of  the Allagash Wilderness River. The adventure
had begun. Reporting for duty as an Army 2nd lieutenant, I was shipped to
Korea in November 1962. After 13 months duty there I took 60 days leave
enroute back to the USA, travelling through Southeast Asia, North Africa, and
the Middle East. I visited Lou Setti in northern Thailand and Terry Corbett in
Saigon. I continued this dream with Candy, travelling extensively through the
USA, Europe, Asia, the Caribbean, and South America, both for business and
pleasure. This adventure continues thanks to Tom Komarek, who has organized
incredible trips through Europe and the USA for our Class. Candy and I contin-
ue to make new friends among our classmates on these trips and look forward
to our next Dartmouth adventure.
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John F. Gabriel 
1749 Ullswater Place, Crofton, MD 21114, 
(301) 261-3112 

Occupation: Aerospace, Financial Analyst 

Charles W. Gaillard Charlie 
3415 Rum Row, Naples, FL 34102 , charliegail@comcast.net,
(239) 435-1626, Cell (239) 821-8568

High School: Atherton High School, Louisville, Kentucky
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Playing in a rock and roll band
Fraternity: Alpha Delta Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Walking across the Green late
on a clear, starlit, moonlit night when it was 43° below zero
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1966

Spouse: Jane
Spouse Education: Boston University
Spouse Career: Elementary school teacher early, then homemaker 
Children: Drew, 1969 (Tuck 2000); Rusty, 1972
Where You Grew Up: Louisville, Kentucky
Resided In: Minneapolis, 1966-1990 and 1994-2000; Lausanne, Switzerland, 1990-
1994; Naples, Fla., 2000-present; Summers: York, Me., 2000-2010; Santa Fe, N.M.,
2010-present
Employers: General Mills Inc.
Awards and Milestones: President, Board Member, General Mills; CEO, Cereal
Partners Worldwide, Gen Mills–Nestle Joint Venture
Retired? Yes
Military: Tank Platoon Leader, Company Commander, Munich, Germany

Hobbies: Sailing, music, travel, reading
Travel: Extensive business and personal travel worldwide
Community Activities: Vice-Chair, Minnesota Orchestra; Commodore Naples
Yacht Club; Moderator, Congregational Church; three outside board assignments;
multiple non-profit board assignments

How well prepared: Dartmouth opened significant and broader opportuni-
ties and gave me the confidence to pursue them and the greater rewards they
offered. 

Our generation is the lucky one. We grew up in what I believe are the halcy-
on years in America. The years immediately following WW II were won-

derful. Low crime, prosperity, where a single-income blue collar worker in a
factory could enjoy a good standard of  living with two cars and a house with an
affordable mortgage, political, educational, and criminal justice systems that
seemed to work, and a population with confidence in government leadership
and a respect for authority. Since then we’ve lived through five major wars —
and others more limited, inflation, major recessions, social unrest and protests,
growth in crime and a pervasive drug culture, a dysfunctional political system,
and an erosion in the effectiveness of  public education. Still we’ve prospered,
possibly the last generation to be more successful than our parents. 

Much of  the success we’ve enjoyed is attributable to the grounding we received
early in our lives. And for many of  us — and I count myself  in that group —
Dartmouth made a major contribution. 

I grew up in a small, fairly conservative, and somewhat insular southern town
where I attended a public high school. I was shy and lacked confidence when I
arrived in Hanover, and I wondered if  I was adequately prepared to compete
with guys who came from a more sophisticated and rigorous educational envi-
ronment. In a freshman calculus course of  100 or more, the professor asked
how many had studied a particular type of  problem in high school or prep
school. Everyone in the class raised his hand except for me and one other. I had
barely heard of  calculus in high school and had certainly never studied it. 
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A modicum of  educational success evolved over time, after a near disastrous
sophomore slump, and with that another evolution began: increasing confidence
and the development of  a personality and character without the guidance, or
more importantly, the supervision of  my parents. I don’t talk a lot about my
Dartmouth behavior or escapades with my wife or children. I’m glad I survived
them without major mishap. But they were a part of  growing up and shedding
the southern town ways. 

After Dartmouth there were a series of  increasingly challenging experiences:
serving in a combat arms in the Army (although never near a bullet fired in
anger), business school, a competitive business career, each with its issues and

rewards. That the challenges were met successfully stems in large part from the
foundation laid at Dartmouth, the recognition developed there of  the many
opportunities that broader horizons offer, and the confidence that they can be
capitalized on. 

On the cusp of  “old age” I am grateful for a marriage approaching the half-
century mark, children I am proud of, and the rewards business success has
brought. Societal and cultural changes created some bumps in the road and
required some adjustments. But we are very lucky to have lived when we did
and for the Dartmouth experience that helped us to prevail. 

John R. Galley Jack
70 Chickawaukie Pond Road, Rockport, ME 04856, 
jrgalley@msn.com, (207) 542-9474, Cell (207) 542-9474

High School: Northwestern Military and Naval Academy,
Lake Geneva, Wisc. 
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Sailing, WDCR, road trips to Smith (I think
it was a formal Dartmouth activity.)
Fraternity: Delta Tau Delta/Bones Gate
Unique Hanover Memory: When I returned to finish my
Dartmouth degree, I was fortunate to have several classes
with Professor Vincent Starzinger (affectionately referred to
as “the Zinger” by his many admirers). My ’62 classmates did not have this privilege
because he came to Dartmouth after they had graduated. But he was the most

brilliant man I have ever met—had quickly become a living legend on campus—
and became a good, supportive friend.
Graduate Study: Kent/IIT College of Law, Chicago, Ill., 1984

Spouse: Carrie
Spouse Education: University of Maine
Spouse Career: RN
Children: Hannah Ponte (stepdaughter); John Ponte (stepson)
Where You Grew Up: Hinsdale, Ill.
Resided In: Lake Geneva, Wisc., and Chicago, Ill., 1960-97; Mid-Coast Maine
(Camden, Port Clyde, and Rockport), 1997-present
Employers: various jobs before attending law school; self-employed lawyer;
Investor’s Exchange LLC (owner)
Working or Retired? Still working
Military: Drill Sgt., U.S. Army Reserves

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Politics, current events, serious reading,
business marketing
Hobbies: Sailing (I’ve won 28 regattas, including a National Championship in 2006)
Travel: Canada, Mexico, South America, Europe, the Mid-East, Africa
Alumni Activities: Loyal Alumni Fund supporter, served as an Alumni Interviewer
for the Admissions Office

How well prepared: In prep school, I was accustomed to being one of  the
two smartest people in the class. When I arrived at Dartmouth, I quickly real-
ized everyone was smart. It was pretty humbling and made me realize that no one
owns all the sharp pencils.

Historical witness: When I returned to Dartmouth, the student demonstra-
tions against the Vietnam War were full-blown. Being quite conservative at that
time (I’ve changed since then), I initially found it hard to relate to the prevalent
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opinions on campus. But I was forced to become more thoughtful—and care-
fully examine the facts and my feelings. It was the beginning of  becoming more
disciplined in my thinking.

Present Activities, Plans: Still working—and plan to continue in some
capacity as long as the gray matter functions. Use it—or lose it. And I hope to
convince myself  that I enjoy pleasure sailing—after so many years of  racing.

Having failed to clear the sophomore foreign language hurdle, I left
Dartmouth after our sophomore year. But Dartmouth never left my mind

or my heart. I was to eventually return and graduate, but not until after many
long years—making me quite confident I am the last in our Class to get my
Dartmouth diploma. This began what I can only describe as a pattern of  being
a belated learner and achiever—or if  you prefer, “slow to grow up.”

One way or another, I’ve managed to achieve most of  the goals people typically
seek, but I’ve just traveled a longer and slower path. After years of  mostly feed-
ing my “sailing jones,” I went to law school as I was turning 40. (Interestingly, 

I wasn’t even close to being the oldest in my class.) I’ve been fortunate to have 
a successful business career—but just when most of  you are retiring, I still feel the
entrepreneurial juices flowing strongly. I’ve stubbornly pursued sailing success
long after many would have gracefully retired. I tried to, but couldn’t stay away
—and in my 60s, embarked on what became a five-year campaign in one of
the most competitive classes in the world. And so after decades of  competition,
I was finally able to achieve my goal of  being a National Champion. Perhaps
the wait has made it sweeter.

I’ve come to believe that maybe achievement and gratification delayed may not
be all that bad. People tell me I look younger than my years (and some would
sadly say I act younger than my years too), but perhaps that means I still have a
good measure of  years in which to do some of  the things the rest of  you have
already done. I certainly hope so.

William D. Gamble Bill 
125 Waterway Drive, Havelock, NC 28532,
gamti.bill@gmail.com, (252) 444-1114, Cell (252) 725-7031

High School: Bemus Point (N.Y.) Central High School
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: Glee Club
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: Bonfires at Homecoming
Graduate Study: BEE, Thayer School; MSEE, University of
Southern California

Spouse: Merri Jo (Bowers) Gamble
Spouse Education: Freeport High School, Freeport, Ill.
Spouse Career: Radio Spectrum Management, U.S. Department of Justice
Children: Nancy (Gamble) Brandt, 1963; Gretchen (Gamble) Cary, 1967; Brett
Gamble, 1972; Mary Catherine Gamble, 1983
Where You Grew Up: Bemus Point, New York
Resided In: Edwards AFB, Calif., 1963-1968; Springfield, Va., 1968-1977;
Alexandria, Va., 1977-1982; Burke, Va., 1982-1987; Fairfax Station, Va., 1987-
2008; Havelock, N.C., 2008-present
Employers: U.S. Air Force, 1963-1968; Office of Telecommunications
Management, EOP, 1968-1971; U.S. Department of Commerce, 1968-1997;
Gamble Telecommunications Inc., 1997-2010
Awards and Milestones: Chairman of Federal Government’s Interdepartment
Radio Committee, 1984-1997; Gold Medal for Government Service, 1996 
Working or Retired? Retired in 1997 from government and in 2010 from consulting
Military: Dartmouth ROTC; Air Force Rocket Propulsion Lab, Edwards, Calif., 1963-68 
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Publications, Achievements, Interests: Woodworking, electronics, music
Hobbies: I’ve built over 10 wooden cradles including a lapstrake dinghy and played
the bagpipes in a Shrine band. I’ve also spent years finding the roots of my family.
Living on the Intracoastal Waterway, one gets involved in boating and fishing.
Travel: Primarily for business to Geneva, Switzerland, and several cruises 
Community Activities: I’ve held various positions in the United Methodist Church,
Boy Scouts, Masons, and Shrine pipe band

Present Activities, Plans: Oak Grove United Methodist Church, fishing
club, maintaining house, grounds, and garden

Newton C. Gardner Newt 
42 Alpine Drive, Gilford, NH 03249, jeelkin@hotmail.com,
(603) 293-4373 

Spouse: Janet Elizabeth Elkin 

Occupation: Human/Community Services, Psychologist 

Eugene Anthony Gasbarro Gene 
12 Tabor Drive, Johnston, RI 02919, 
eugene.gasbarro2@verizon.net, 
(401) 232-1821, Cell (401) 258-2792

High School: Classical High School, Providence, R.I.
Major: Spanish
Favorite Activity: Fraternity officer
Fraternity: Phi Tau
Unique Hanover Memory: Calculus class with members
from the football squad
Graduate Study: Graduate School of Credit and Financial
Management, 1970s; Boston University School of Law (11⁄2
years), 1963-64

Spouse: Sandra
Spouse Education: BA, Middlebury College; MEd, RI College
Spouse Career: Teacher
Children: Eric (1964); Kara (1966); Terri (1969)
Where You Grew Up: Providence, R.I.
Resided In: Johnston, R.I.

Employers: Industrial National Bank (Fleet Bank); Eastland Bank; Laborers-AGC
Education and Training Fund
Awards and Milestones: A few civic and employment awards
Working or Retired? Working part-time for the Community College of Rhode Island

Hobbies: Grandchildren
Alumni Activities: Past Officer positions with the Class of 1962 and with the
Dartmouth Club of Rhode Island
Community Activities: Served on many boards here in Rhode Island—one of
them for 44 years is a social service agency in one of Providence’s inner city neigh-
borhoods. “Retired” from all of them now but still volunteer when needed. I am
now a qualified “vendor” as a mediator/arbitrator for the R.I. Dept. of Labor and
Training. I also work part-time in the adult skills field for the Center for Workforce
and Community Education at the Community College of Rhode Island.

Present Activities, Plans: To enjoy retirement

Impact on Society: I believe I have impacted society in my work and in my
community. I also feel that my and my wife’s influence on our children will pro-
duce a compounded impact as they find their ways forward. I thank
Dartmouth’s past recruiters and interviewers who sought the same when we
were in high school.

Imust confess: it has taken me 54 years to finally understand the meaning of  
the Dartmouth “fellowship.”

Where do I begin? Perhaps it was Freshman Week 1958. I had opted out of  the
“Freshman Trip,” which had taken place the previous week, and began immedi-
ately regretting that as I listened to those who took advantage of  the week of
bonding, the sowing of  the seeds of  new and lasting friendships, and the intro-
duction and “induction” into the Dartmouth “fellowship.” I missed that oppor-
tunity and thought at the time that perhaps I would come to understand the
meaning of  “fellowship.”
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Being a relatively introverted person from New England and taking very serious-
ly the onerous responsibility of  being the first person in my immediate family to
attend college (indeed, neither my father nor mother ever finished high school),
I wrapped myself  in the task at hand to finish the college experience successfully
in hopes that this thing called the “Dartmouth fellowship” would make itself
visible to me. Sure, I had friends—fraternity brothers, those who shared my
major, or those classmates and non-classmates brought together with a common
goal of  enjoying and passing a certain course. Yet, throughout the four years the
concept of  “fellowship” eluded me.

Looking back over those wonderful years at Dartmouth from the perspective of
54 years of  hindsight, and feeling the “rush” of  enthusiasm for the upcoming
celebration of  our 50th, I have come to know the true meaning of  the Dartmouth
fellowship. It is not defined in a moment of  time, a day, a week (even the week
of  the Freshman Trip), a year, or even four years. Rather it is a spirit and mind-
set that, yes, began in 1958 but evolved, and continues to evolve, over a lifetime.
It is not an association of  people nor a membership in an exclusive or elitist
“club.” Nor is it a social network so fashionable these days. Rather it is a pride of

association with our alma mater, anyone or anything that is the “stuff ” of  that
institution (to use a term from Dartmouth’s late President John Sloan Dickey).

Yes, I know now that the Dartmouth fellowship is:

The friendships and associations with people, places, institutions, and ideas
born in 1958 but nurtured and cherished to the present 

The satisfaction felt through our commitment to, and interest in, everything
and everyone associated with Dartmouth through Alumni activity, Class and
Club participation, personal friendships, and even business associations

The pride in the College’s accomplishments and the successes of  those con-
sidered part of  the Dartmouth “family”

The concern for the future of  that great institution—a concern reflected in
our monetary and non-monetary contributions to Dartmouth’s welfare

So I thank Dartmouth for the fellowship born in 1958 and nourished through the
years. And, to the friends I’ve made over that period, I relish with you the joy
and enthusiasm that the Dartmouth fellowship has provided us. Unlike the walker

in the woods described by Dartmouth’s famous laureate Robert Frost, I have no
regrets or doubts about the road not taken, for I have chosen well to travel the
road into that world of  the Dartmouth fellowship.

Albert J. Gaudet Jr. Al 
9613 Grallatorial Circle, Pensacola, FL 32507, 
altrades@aol.com, (850) 497-8008 

Spouse: Mary L. Gaudet 

Peter J. Gelinas
Peter Joseph Gelinas died November 8, 1973, at Lenox
Hill Hospital in New York City, following a brief  illness.
Pete came to Dartmouth from Fordham Preparatory
School, where he was actively involved in school publica-
tions (newspaper, yearbook), debating, and dramatics, and
he was co-captain of  the swim team. At Dartmouth he
majored in history, was active all four years in the Newman
Club, and was a brother of  Kappa Kappa Kappa.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to find any addition-
al biographical detail. 

Stephen D. Geller 
421 East 44th Street, Savannah, GA 31405,
stephen.geller@hotmail.com, (401) 683-8002 

Spouse: Karen D. Geller 

Occupation: Education, Professor of English & Writer,
Savannah College of Art & Design, Arnold Hall, 
1810 Bull Street, Savannah, GA 31401, (912) 525-6012 
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Charles D. Gelman 
Charles D. “Chuck’ Gelman of  Oak Harbor, Washington,
died November 29, 2002, at Swedish Hospital, Seattle, from
complications of  pneumonia. Chuck came to Dartmouth
from Lakeview High School in Chicago, was a member of
Zeta Psi, and majored in Spanish. He spent his profession-
al career in marketing and communications: 17 years with
Golin/Harris Communications, a national public relations
agency in Chicago; five years heading his own PR firm.
Gelman and Gray, in Los Angeles; and two years as vice
president of  communications with the San Diego Padres
Baseball Club. Chuck then went back to his Chicago roots, joining Discovery
Zone Inc., an operator of  children’s indoor play areas, until his 1995 retirement
in Seattle. Chuck and his wife, Peggy, moved to the Seattle area in 1995 and
built their dream home on Whidbey Island overlooking Puget Sound in 1999.
Chuck is survived by Peggy and his mother, Gladys Washington.

Kendall A. Gerdes Ken 
Apt. 317, 1401 Wewatta, Denver, CO 80202,
kengerdes@comcast.net, (303) 355-0096 

Spouse: Karen Gerdes 

Occupation: Health/Science, Allergist, Self Employed, 
3525 American Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80917, 
(719) 597-6075 

Jonathan D. Gershovitz Jon 
POB 16279411 Mercaz Shapira, Israel, jdgyby@gmail.com,
972-8-8504796, Cell 972-54-3177919

High School: Mamaroneck (N.Y.) High School
Major: Psychology
Favorite Activity: Glee Club
Unique Hanover Memory: Prof. Wm. Smith’s sincere con-
cern about me, a mere Freshman, when I came down with
mononucleosis, and his meticulous and huge investment in
preparing his classes, when I studied under him as a Psych
major
Graduate Study: MSSW, Social Work, Columbia U., 1964

Spouse: Yehudith Bar-Yesha-Gershovitz
Spouse Education: BS, Animal Physiology, Hebrew U., Jerusalem 
Spouse Career: Teacher, lecturer, author—on comp. lit and Talmud
Children: Dena, Shabtai, Boaz, Elisheva, Yair
Where You Grew Up: Israel
Resided In: Mercaz Shapira, Israel
Employers: Bar Ilan U., Kupat Holim (HMO), Beit Shalom (Sheltered housing)
Awards and Milestones: Widowed and remarried, 1989; books published, 1987,
2005
Retired? Happily
Military: 17 years in Israeli reserves

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Reading, music, corresponding with
classmates and other friends
Community Activities: Member of Board of synagogue

How well prepared: Amply: wonderful faculty, superb library, first-class stu-
dent body, the unforgettable natural setting
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Historical witness: Long, black, white, and gray Hanover winters, and the
first buds on the trees, just before final exams of  the spring trimester. Walking
out of  a Great Issues lecture on an especially clear winter night, hearing a car
backfire near Webster Hall, and Ed Hirsch looking Heavenward and saying,
“My, my. Aren’t the stars noisy tonight?”

Present Activities, Plans: Translating my wife’s book on Hasidic stories into
English

Present Activities, Plans: Reading, volunteer tutoring in English

Impact on Society: Introduced social groupwork to medical settings in Israel,
established social services in hospitals and ambulatory medical services in south-
central Israel

About the same time the fourth or fifth guilt-generating reminder about our 
50th reunion questionnaire appeared in my Inbox, a non-Dartmouth

friend asked me if  I ever think about the epitaph I’d like to have chiseled into
my tombstone. It was then that the reason dawned on me as to why I had been
procrastinating so shamelessly about writing something to go with the basic phone-

book data on the questionnaire. Writing an essay about the last 50 years would
put me in the position of  looking back, summing up, and penning the final cou-
plet on my personal sonnet. In other words, confronting the inevitable, and seal-
ing it with my own epitaph.

Recalling that Frank Lloyd Wright wrote his autobiography at age 60, 30 years
before his death, I was comforted also by the projects I have in mind, translating
my wife’s book on Hasidic stories, improving a workshop I give in the use of
metaphors in helping people, and writing more children’s stories for parents.
Even if  I don’t finish any of  them, knowing that I have tied myself  to the future
makes me feel better about summing up; old as I am, I am still adding items to
the list.

In our freshman year, 1958-1959, I remember reading the obituaries of  Dartmouth
alumni in the Alumni Magazine, and wondering which life described would be
closest to my own. This was before my encounters with Chemistry 1 and 2,
Economics 1, and Mathematics 3, all of  which shunted me in other directions. 

I gave up reading obituaries and wandered (I never failed a course, but my best
marks were in Russian and French, and my final average was C) through my

four years at Dartmouth, indelibly impressed by the knowledge, humor, and
challenge provided by our wonderful faculty, stimulated by the bright-to-brilliant
questioning of  our fellow students, embraced by the hills, river, and campus sur-
rounding us physically, seduced to afternoons of  serendipity by the voluptuous
literary cornucopia of  Baker’s open stacks, and filled with music and fellowship
by my three rehearsals per week plus Spring Tour in the Dartmouth Glee Club.

I went from Dartmouth to Columbia for studies and fieldwork at their School of
Social Work, graduating with a MSSW degree two years later. For the next six
years, I was a steadily advancing member of  the staff  of  the Jewish Community
Center of  St. Louis. My late wife said to me one evening in 1968, “I was born
in St. Louis, grew up in St. Louis, was educated in St. Louis, and married in St.
Louis. I’d like to see what living in another place would be like.” Assuming that
she was thinking of  San Francisco, where we had spent and enjoyed a belated
honeymoon, I said, “Where were you thinking of ?” She surprised me by saying
“Israel.” I said “OK” and began looking for a job in Israel.

My first four years were spent teaching the use of  groups in Social Work at Bar-
Ilan University, in Ramat Gan, not far from Tel Aviv. During the next 19, I was
busy developing social services for Israel’s largest HMO in the south-central
part of  the country. I worked for a year and a half  as the head of  one-third of
the social welfare division of  the City of  Lod. After a year in that job I decided
that I was not cut out to be a management person, and I resigned a half-year
later, even though I was 54 years old and had no job waiting for me, and my
wife of  five years was wondering what kind of  unstable creature she had given
up her single life for.

Two weeks later, I began my last full-time job, as the social worker for an old
age home in Tel Aviv, housing 70 independent elderly and 25 nursing patients. 
I loved the job from the start. I was getting paid for listening to the life stories of
dozens of  people who had been waiting for years to tell them to someone. The
job entailed more than that. I was the staff  expert and advisor on individual
and intergenerational problems, as well as the institution’s representative to the
Ministries of  Health and Welfare and of  Social Security. I coordinated the work
of  volunteers who came to stay with us to help us with our residents. Even though
getting to work in the morning took two hours, and the same two hours on the
way home, it was a pleasure to arrive every day at a place where residents and
colleagues were happy to see me, and the problems awaiting were of  a sort
which my input had a fair chance of  solving.

As a classmate remarked, on hearing what I did for a living, “It must be very
rewarding”—meaning, low-paid. In fact, I’m reasonably certain that I was the
lowest paid, fulltime, employed member of  the Class of  ’62. It’s also true that 
I did find my work very rewarding. It was rewarding to see that people in my
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care perceived my appreciation of  them as human beings. This was especially
so when the people in question were paralyzed on half  their bodies, were incon-
tinent, and/or were demented to some degree or another. I’ll add here that it
was important for the children of  the inhabitants of  these partially functioning
bodies to see that others recognized that their parents were once whole and fully
functioning, and even important members of  society. 

I’ve had the good fortune to have been assigned to be of  help to people between
the ages of  five and 105, in the settings of  the New York slums, middle-class St.
Louis, welfare clients in Israel, Holocaust survivors, the dying and housebound
chronically ill and their families, so that I have learned a great deal about
human beings and their problems and even helped them solve some of  them.
My mother warned me, when I told her that I had decided to go into social
work, “You’ll never be rich!” As I recall that conversation of  51 years ago, she
even shook her finger at me as she warned me, but I answered, “I don’t care.” 

I do regret my not being rich, as it has severely limited the size of  my annual
contribution to the Alumni Fund, among other worthy institutions asking for
my aid. It has also limited the amount of  money I can grant my children as
they marry and raise families of  their own. Even though I’ve been completely
forthright regarding my financial prospects with both my wives, my children
and Dartmouth have suffered from my selfish choice of  what has been a very
rewarding profession, through no fault of  their own. Having said that, I hasten
to add that I would make the same choice today.

The last several years of  my life have been enriched by the email correspondenc-
es I have with a number of  classmates, most of  whom I knew only slightly, or
not at all, during our years at Dartmouth. There is another rich bit of  future to
which I’m tied. I will add what should be the obvious here, that my visits with
my grandchildren are a delight, as well as providing a biological connection
with the future.

I have shared my life and parenthood with extraordinarily bright and good
women. I won’t go into detail here, but will say that being a good husband and
father has been one of  my utmost important values, and my success in this area
is more important than my grades in school, my salary, or my prowess as a social
worker. Others will judge my efforts on this account, perhaps on my epitaph.

Enough said.

George Paul Gewirtz
125 Lake Drive, Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046, 
gewirtz@optonline.net, 
(973) 335-7124, Cell (862) 684-6700

High School: Midwood High School, Brooklyn, New York
Major: Pre-med; History
Favorite Activity: Hiking
Fraternity: Pi Lambda Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: My academic highlight was my
freshman seminar on Jonathan Swift with Thad Seymour. His
unique approach led to a lifelong love of literature that has
been a wonderful respite from the rigors of my career as a
physician. 
My fondest social memory was the railroading of a bus filled with Skidmore fresh-
men scheduled to go to a Dartmouth mixer to the Pi Lambda Phi house. This
became my first date with my wife Janice.
Graduate Study: Dartmouth Medical School, 1963; Harvard Medical School, 1965

Spouse: Janice Gewirtz (Winkelman)
Spouse Education: Skidmore College, 1964; Tufts University, 1965; Parsons School
of Design, 1978
Spouse Career: Space planner and designer; artist
Children: Scott Gewirtz, 10/23/65, Dartmouth 1987; EvanGewirtz, 03/30/68,
Dartmouth 1989
Where You Grew Up: Brooklyn, New York
Resided In: Boston, 1963-65; New York City, 1965-68; Washington, 1968-70;
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 1970-73; Mountain Lakes, N.J., 1973 to present
Employers: Saint Barnabas Medical Center, Endocrine and Diabetes PA
Awards and Milestones: American Diabetes Association Community Award,
1995; New Jersey Top Doctor for past 10 years
Working or Retired? Working
Military: Public Health Service: National Institutes of Health

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I have been studying classical piano for
the past 12 years. I gave my first piano recital this year for my 70th birthday. The
process of preparing for the recital over a period of nine months and the recital
itself were an amazing experience for me. 
Hobbies: Tennis, theatre
Travel: Janice and I have travelled extensively over the years. Our favorite spots
include India, anywhere in Southeast Asia, the Caribbean (particularly Barbuda),
Bryce and Zion Canyons, and our son Scott’s house in Orvieto, Italy.
Alumni Activities: Interviewing prospective Dartmouth students 

How well prepared: Dartmouth gave me the broad liberal arts education
that both prepared me for my career in medicine and opened my eyes to the
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arts, literature, and music. Balancing my time between still working full-time and
pursuing my other interests has been a difficult but rewarding challenge.

Impact on Society: Over a period of  ten years I was in charge of  creating and
serving as the Medical Director of  the Joslin Diabetes Center of  New Jersey.
This program, in conjunction with Harvard’s Joslin Center, provided treatment,
education, and preventive care to over 10,000 patients from New Jersey and
neighboring states. It also reached out to the community to increase awareness of
this frequently undiagnosed disease whose incidence is frighteningly on the rise.
Our success in improving the prognosis of  people with diabetes through lifestyle
change and medication has been particularly gratifying to me.

Prior to doing clinical medicine I spent four years doing significant medical
research. I agonized over whether to continue doing research or return to a
patient care. The decision to pursue patient care has turned out to be a good one.
I derive enormous satisfaction from dealing with the challenges new patients
provide and from the long-term relationships with many patients who, over the
years, have become friends.

Charles Patterson Giersch Charlie
266 Cross Road, Strafford, VT 05072, 
cgorman3@aol.com, 
(802) 763-2469 

High School: Morristown High School, Morristown, N.J.
Major: German
Favorite Activity: Track, outdoors activities
Fraternity: Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: John Adams, European History.
John always had a white handkerchief to mop his brow, par-
ticularly when talking about “the Man with the Mustache.” 
Frank Ryder, German Prof, the Man with “the White Patch”

Spouse: Mary Victor Giersch
Spouse Education: Mount Holyoke College, 1964; MTA, Lesley College
Spouse Career: Teaching English and writing 
Children: C. Patterson Giersch, Dartmouth 1989; Peter Gorman Giersch, Lawrence
1991; William Walker Giersch, Hamilton 1999
Where You Grew Up: Born in Asheville, N.C. ; grew up in Mendham, N.J.
Resided In: New York City, 1962-66; Atlanta, Ga.; 1966-70; Boxborough, Mass.,
1970-76; Groton, Mass., 1976-98; Strafford, Vt., 1998-present
Employers: Chubb and Sons; W.R. Grace; Arthur D. Little; Technomic; Groton
Resources (self-employed consulting firm)
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army, Fort Benning, Ga.; Fort Holabird, Md.; New York, N.Y.

Hobbies: Tennis (at Dartmouth’s Boss), hiking, gardening, shirking homeland duties
Travel: Viet Nam, China, Indonesia, Cambodia, Mongolia, Thailand, Russia, Europe,
Tanzania, South America, and West Lebanon, N.H.
Alumni Activities: 1962 Class President, Vice President, Secretary; President of the
Dartmouth Club of the Upper Valley (Hanover); Recruiter and fundraiser

Thought I’d try a different angle on my reflections for the 50th Book. I have
written my own obituary prior (and I hope hugely prior) to my actual pass-

ing. If  you think about it, an obit succinctly summarizes the life, stats, and high-
points of  one’s Earthly presence. With partial tongue-in-cheek, I hopped on my
write-up before other jealousy-filled bastards can skew (or is it screw ?) the real
me. Here goes:

Charles Patterson Giersch passed on recently after a courageous struggle against
a mysterous jungle disease. In the age range of  72-104, he was surrounded by
his adoring keening family including both English Setters. He was born May
27, 1940, on a frosty morn in DixieLand (Asheville, N.C.) to Charles Patterson
Jr. and Adna (Smith) Gorman. Charlie’s father died six months later, and his
mother subsequently married Paul Giersch, a Yankee from Pennsylvania. Charlie

was raised in Mendham, N.J., and graduated from Morristown High School.
Pizza, parties, and women filled his malleable young heart, but he did manage
to matriculate at Dartmouth College with the splendid Class of  1962.

At Dartmouth, Charlie was a Procter and Gamble scholar, a grizzled veteran of
the North Fayerweather water fights, and a brother of  Sigma Alpha Epsilon. He
rose rapidly through the ranks of  Army ROTC, recognized early on as excellent
cannon fodder. Blessed with questionable speed, endurance, and self-disipline,
he somehow made Ellie Noyes’ track team as a half-miler. He did dabble in aca-
demics as a German major, which proved invaluable in later life ordering wurst
and bier in Deutsch restaurants.
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After graduation in 1962, Charlie served in Army Intelligence (no snickers) for
two years culminating in a hazardous duty station in Manhattan, N.Y. During
this time he married Mary Victor Jones from Garden City, N.Y., by way of
Mount Holyoke, and the couple starved for two years living in the Big Apple.
Upon his pardon from Uncle Sam, Charlie joined Chubb & Son (insurance) and
transferred to Atlanta where Mary Vic (double name, please) delivered two Dixie
sons. He joined W.R. Grace (chemicals) in Cambridge, Mass., for seven years
and then jumped to Arthur D. Little (management consulting) but not before
producing a third, albeit Yankee, son. His ho-hum business career was capped
by a one-man consulting firm, Groton Resources Inc., which closed its doors in
2002 after Charlie’s business contacts and focus kept fading away. Attention and
efforts turned to tennis, fly fishing, outside work, and travel, in all of  which he
showed an “innate sense of  delicacy” (Melville). Presidencies seemed to flow his
way: Indian Hill Arts, SCORE, his Dartmouth Class of  1962, and the Dartmouth
Club of  the Upper Valley are examples of  organizations touched by Charlie’s
own professed centrist Warren G. Harding leanings. All in all, Charlie loved life,
laid low, and made it on a Gentleman’s C.

Charlie is survived by his wife of  over 47 years, his sons Charles P. Jr. of  Natick,
Mass., Peter G. of  Hollis, N.H., William Walker of  Ho Chi Minh, Viet Nam,
(no, he did not defect), three daughters-in-law, and four grandsons. He is prede-
ceased by a shit-load of  bygone relatives. Services are still up-in-the-air (we hope
along with Charlie). Arrangements are under the direction of  the Over and
Under Funeral Home. Condolences and cash contributions can be made to the
deceased at the Class of  1962 50th Reunion.

Alan Patrick Giles Pat
Blake Lodge, Bridge Lane, London SW11 3AD,
pgiles80@hotmail.com and pgiles@rawlingsgiles.eu.com,
00442075852982, Cell 00447785363934

High School: DeLaSalle High School, Minneapolis
Major: History; Tuck
Favorite Activity: Hockey
Fraternity: Chi Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: The parties at AD
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck; JD, Michigan Law School

Spouse: Nancy Stagner (separated 1989 and divorced 2008)
Spouse Education: Mount Holyoke College, 1965
Spouse Career: Mother and fund-raising in London and Oxford
Children: Elizabeth (4/28/1971); David (5/7/1975)
Where You Grew Up: Minneapolis

Resided In: 12 Coleston Street, London SW11 3EH; 36 Eaton Terrace, London
SW1; 24 Graham Terrace, London, England
Employers: Montgomery McCracken Walker & Rhoads (1972-82); Lane &
Mittendorf (1982-92); self-employed, 1992-present
Awards and Milestones: Starting my own business. All you need is a “laptop and
a friendly banker.”
Retired? Not yet 
Military: U.S. Army Intelligence, 1963-72 (retired Captain)

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I started a network of law firms called
the Bridge Group. Mike Coffield told me, “Pat, the Bridge Group will be your lega-
cy.” I miss Mike. I am hosting a meeting next month (September 2011) in London.
«www.thebridgegroup.co.uk»
Hobbies: Golf; theatre; hiking; reading; watching Chelsea Football Club
Travel: Lots of travel for business and pleasure; most states in the U.S.; most coun-
tries in Europe; some in Africa; lots in Asia and some in South America. Probably
have been to 50 to 75 countries and all states expect Hawaii
Community Activities: Board member; Boy Scouts of America, Transatlantic Council

Historical witness: Homecoming; Winter Carnival and Green Key; also Chi
Phi “tea parties”

Present Activities, Plans: I am still practicing law as an international corpo-
rate and dispute (mediation, arbitration, and litigation) lawyer. I am a member
of  the Michigan Bar (since 1968) and the Law Society of  England and Wales
(since 2000).

Impact on Society: Probably none

War and Peace! I imagined that I was a member of  the Class of  1912 (our
50th year class) writing these reflections on Friday, October 27, 1961. First,

I would not be writing from Brussels and, second, I would have been primarily
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concerned about “war”! Members of  the Class of  1912 certainly would have
fought in WWI; many were probably senior officers in WWII, and some might
have served in Korea. 

I would have been concerned about the “cold war” (the Berlin wall was erected
in August 1961); conflict with the Soviet Union; conflict with China (Quemoy
and Matsu islands were part of  the Kennedy– Nixon debates); the “domino
theory”; and the developing problems in Laos and South Vietnam. I would
have worried about another 50 years of  conflict and the impact that conflict

would have on the members of  the Class of  1962. I could imagine thermonuclear
war and the destruction of  civilization. (Kissinger published On Thermonuclear War
in 1958.)

In fact, I would have been wrong! The last 50 years have been largely peaceful.
The war in Vietnam was the last armed conflict of  the Cold War. It was proba-
bly a mistake because our policymakers did not understand the historical con-
flict between Vietnam and China. 

The last 50 years of  peace has brought on the opportunity of  “globalization”
and unprecedented economic growth and development not just for the United
States but also for Europe, Asia, Latin America and, recently, Africa. Instead of
going back to our state (or New York or Washington, D.C.), we could reflect the
verse “around the girdled earth they roamed, her spell on them remained”!

The changes (which I have witnessed) in Europe in the last 50 years have been
historical. The formation of  the European Union; the collapse of  the Soviet
Empire and the integration of  the east European states into the EU (Poland,
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and the states of  the
Balkans) as free, capitalist, and democratic countries would not have been pre-
dicted or imagined in 1962. 

However, imagine that I was a member of  the Class of  1862 writing on Sunday,
October 27, 1912. Members of  my class would have fought in the Civil War
(probably against each other). They would have graduated into very dark times
for the United States (if  it could survive). However, in fact, there was 50 years of
relative peace; high immigration and development of  the American economy.
In 1912, the world would have appeared fairly stable and peaceful with the
Russian, German, Ottoman, French, British, and American empires. Yet, within

10 years, a world war was fought and the German, Russian, and Ottoman
empires were destroyed.

Therefore, I think on Friday, October 27, 2062, the members of  the class of  2012
(we are their 50th class) will probably say, “Well, he really got that wrong!” There
could be serious conflict between India and China (over resources) and between
China and Russia (over land and resources) and maybe others. War (even ther-
monuclear war) cannot be ruled out. Does history repeat itself ? I don’t know.

As to what Dartmouth has contributed to my life (as I roam this “girdled earth”),
I recall with fondness what Eddie Jeremiah (hockey coach) said to me: “You are
good enough to make second line, but you can’t make a living in the pros. You
are flunking out and you might make something of  your life with a Dartmouth
degree. You are off  the team!”

He was right. I did!

Frederick B. Giles 
350 Ward Avenue, #106, Honolulu, HI 96814, 
fbgiles@worldnet.att.com, (808) 739-6409 

Spouse: Diana Giles 

Occupation: Health/Science, Radiologist, Radiology
Associates, 1329 Lusitana B7, Honolulu, HI 96813, 
(808) 547-4711 

Robert A. Gimby 
155 Mistic Drive, Marstons Mills, MA 02648,
rgimby@yahoo.com, (508) 420-7417 
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“You are good enough to make second line, but you can’t
make a living in the pros.”

Alan Patrick Giles



Freeman M. Ginsburg 
11403 East Mexico Dr., Aurora, CO 80012, (303) 751-2191 

Occupation: Health/Science, Partner, Aurora Pediatric
Associates, 13650 East Mississppi, Suite 110, Aurora, 
CO 80012 

Donald N. Ginter 
Donald N. Ginter died after a long illness in Woodside,
Calif., on Christmas Day, 1987. Don came to Dartmouth
from Amity Regional High School in Orange, Conn., and
was a biology major, treasurer of  Bones Gate, and a vocal
presence in the Dartmouth Glee Club. After graduation,
Don pursued medicine at the University of  Virginia,
interned at Mary Hitchcock, and served his residency (and
a specialty in neurology) at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore,
Md. Don practiced neurology in the San Francisco Bay
area with the Kaiser Hospital system for 14 years.

Don’s interests were many and varied. He continued his interest in music and
became a gourmet cook. Landscaping and raising AKC greyhounds rounded
out Don’s avocations. Although divorced, Don was deeply involved with his two
children, Christopher and Hilary. Also surviving is Don’s mother, Joyce Ginter,
of  Orange, Conn.

Brian N. Gipstein 
4407 South Madelia, Spokane, WA 99223, 
bngipstein@comcast.net, (509) 448-2692 

Spouse: Lucy Gipstein 

Louis Glatzer Lou 
5283 Sylvan Point Road, Honor, MI 49640,
louglatzer@bex.net, (231) 325-2397 

Occupation: Education, Professor Emeritus 

James G. Godsman Jim 
11 West Ave., Essex, CT 06426, jimgodsman@comcast.net,
(860) 767-5052

High School: St. Andrew’s College, Aurora, Ontario, Canada 
Major: Geology
Favorite Activity: Sailing, golf, travel, RC airplanes and
boats
Fraternity: Phi Delt
Unique Hanover Memory: Visit with Thad Seymour after
the Great Food Fight
Graduate Study: MBA, Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce

Spouse: Elizabeth (Betsy)
Spouse Education: BA, William and Mary
Spouse Career: Very supportive wife
Children: Two sons: John (Dartmouth ’91/Chicago MBA); David (Randolph Macon)
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Where You Grew Up: Clarkson, Ontario, Canada
Resided In: Essex, Conn. 
Employers: First half of career in packaged goods sales and marketing (General
Foods, Hanes), second half in the travel industry (American Airlines and cruise
industry). Retired as President/CEO of Cruise Lines International Association
Awards and Milestones: Marriage (45 yrs.), birth of boys, and retirement
Retired? Yes
Military: Qualified Diesel and Steam Locomotive Engineer, U.S. Army Reserves

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Travel Industry Executive of the Year, 2000
Hobbies: Radio Control toys—planes and boats
Travel: Much of the world due to last job of 18 years
Community Activities: Church, Essex Yacht Club, community improvement proj-
ects
Alumni Activities: Basically an observer and contributor. Periodic interviewing

How well prepared: Dartmouth was an awesome experience.

Historical witness: Too many to list. One of  best experiences is the bi-annual
Phi Delt ’62-’63-’64 reunions with wives. Great fun in great locations

Present Activities, Plans: Hobbies, travel, and developing new ventures

Impact on Society: I will let others make this call. 

Ivividly remember the stark reality of  my first semester at Dartmouth. First, 
there was my initial English 101 class with Thaddeus Seymour, who challenged

all of  the “hot shots” in the room to write about a crack in the front wall. To me,
it was a crack about 20” long that had a NNE to SSW axis. Full stop! The rest
of  the class wrote eloquently about the meandering course of  Life or perhaps a
relationship with an old girl friend or took other creative directions.

The second element of  stark reality occurred during Christmas break when my
family and I had a conversation with Thad about my 1.3 average and whether 
I should come back to Dartmouth. What a sinking feeling I had in my stomach!
The good news is the “hot shot” from Canada learned from those two experi-
ences and went on to make steady progress to a gentleman’s C+ by graduation.
More importantly, I had a great time.

Dartmouth is the best thing that has happened to me along with my marriage
of  45 years to Betsy. Dartmouth got me focused; Betsy tries to keep me focused
in my retirement

Life has been good. My business career provided a wide array of  sales, market-
ing, and leadership challenges with well-known companies that culminated with
20 years as President of  Cruise Lines International Association—the marketing/
public relations/sales training arm of  the cruise industry. A great job that
afforded Betsy and me the opportunity to see much of  the world in a very luxu-
rious manner.

We have two sons, John and David, who have excellent careers going today.
John (Dartmouth ’91) and Rachael have two girls. He is with GE Aviation, and
the family resides in Cincinnati. David (Randolph Macon ’95) and his wife,

Karyn, have two boys and one girl. He is with Bank of  America and lives in
Charlotte. Our five grandchildren are a wonderful blessing! 

The bond that Dartmouth creates is something very special. I am so thankful 
I was part of  the experience. My only frustration today is that the College seems
to be focused on a student body globalization whose only common denominator
is academic achievement. I far prefer the well-rounded male or female who is
more balanced in terms of  their potential contribution to society as a whole.
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The bond that Dartmouth creates is something very special.

James G. Godsman

Jim Godsman 
and Betsy



Wouter Goedkoop
10 Ridgewood Road, Rowayton, CT 06853, 
wouter.goedkoop@gmail.com, 
(203) 854-0408, Cell (203) 645-5463

High School: Kennemer Lyceum, Overveen, The Netherlands
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Crew
Fraternity: Beta
Unique Hanover Memory: Skiing down the ski jump on
cross-country skis
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard, 1969

Spouse: Hanneke
Spouse Education: Academy des Beaux Arts, Belgium
Spouse Career: Artist
Children: Wouter James, 1968; Johan Daniel, 1971
Where You Grew Up: Bloemendaal, The Netherlands
Resided In: Cambridge, Mass.; Detroit; Den Bosch, Holland; Brussels, Belgium;
Chicago; Deventer, Holland; Darien, Conn.
Employers: Touche Ross; ITT-Europe, Continental Group; Vitramon; Craig Capital;
APS LLC; Deltaglide Inc.
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: Royal Dutch Navy, Holland

Hobbies: Golf and tennis; history
Travel: Europe, South Africa.
Community Activities: Center for Contemporary Printmaking, Norwalk, Conn.;
Creative Connections, Norwalk, Conn.

Present Activities, Plans: Travel and history books

David M. Goldschmidt 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Henry Goldsmith
1115 Riverside Drive, 
Mays Landing, NJ 08330, 
hentess@comcast.net, 
(609) 625-3163, Cell (609) 220-8888

High School: Mill Hill School, The Ridgeway, London, England
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: WDCR
Unique Hanover Memory: Interviewing JFK, Nelson
Rockefeller, and Senator Proxmire for WDCR

Spouse: Tessa Goldsmith
Spouse Career: Floral Designer
Where You Grew Up: London, England
Resided In: London, 18 years; Southern New Jersey, Absecon & Mays Landing, 
33 years
Employers: Playboy Clubs International; Bally’s Hotel & Casino; new road construc-
tion management; self-employed, 10 years
Working or Retired? Retired and proud of it!
Military: 513th Intelligence Corps Group Frankfurt Germany with duty stations in
West Berlin, Stuttgart, and Frankfurt, 1962-65

Hobbies: Travel, photography
Travel: Extensive. We’ve visited every continent except Africa (and we’re working
on that!). Since retiring in 2005, we take one major trip a year. Have cruised
around South America (in two halves) including the Falkland Islands and Antarctica
and to Australia and New Zealand. Also try to return to England every year to catch
up with old friends.
Alumni Activities: Interviewed prospects for many years in London and also for a
few years in New Jersey.

How well prepared: Broad base of  people and programs. I had been to an
English “public” school and was not quite ready for the wide wide world, but
Dartmouth changed all that!

Impact on Society: Yes. I am a lifelong volunteer. In fact, I’m surprised that
you don’t have a specific question about volunteer activities. I have been involved
in Adult Literacy and was President of  Literacy Volunteers of  New Jersey for
two years and continue on the Board. I was a volunteer with the Miss America
Organization (security) for nearly 20 years and was Chairman of  that Commit-
tee the last two years. I have been an active member of  the Kiwanis Club of
Atlantic City for over 20 years and was President. I am currently Treasurer. We
are constantly engaged in fund raising activities to support our programs in the
community. The concept of  giving back to the community definitely was fos-
tered at Dartmouth.
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One summer, I decided to stay in Hanover during Commencement and
reunions to help keep WDCR on the air (for the first time, I think). I remem-

ber watching the Commencement procession on Sunday morning, led by the
Class of  1912 (!!) and wondering how people that old could manage to march at
all. And now it’s our turn. As we lead the Class of  2012 to their graduation, I’m
sure there will be a few among them wondering the same thing about us. Some
things are just meant not to change!

For me, it’s been a pretty good 50 years. After a spell in the Army, including a
couple of  years in Germany, I returned to London where I had lived and attend-
ed high school before coming to Hanover. I landed a job with Playboy, as assis-
tant to the Managing Director as he prepared to open Playboy’s first casino and
club in London. It was a great experience (in so many ways!). I left them after a
couple of  years and started my own marketing consultancy business in London.
Also, I got married, and we enjoyed being a part of  the London scene of  the ’60s. 

In 1977, Playboy had acquired a site in Atlantic City, N.J., and were about to
build a $75 million casino hotel. I was offered the job of  Project Director, and
so we set off  with two cats, a large Old English Sheepdog and all (or most of)
our worldly possessions. We were only planning to be in New Jersey for a couple
of  years, but life hasn’t quite worked out like that: 34 years later we are still
here! The Playboy project was a challenge, and I learned a lot more about con-
struction than I ever thought I would need to know! So much so, in fact, that 
I spent most of  the next 20+ years as a construction Project Manager working
all sides of  the equation— for an architect, contractors, and ultimately as an
Owner’s Representative, concentrating mostly on school projects in southern
New Jersey.

It turned out to be an interesting career even if  it was quite a bit removed from
the marketing side where I had started with Playboy in London all those years ago.

We settled in to life in New Jersey and, as they say here, we “have sand in our
shoes.” Since we don’t have any kids and not much family anywhere else, this is
likely to be our permanent home base. For most of  the late ’90s and early 2000s,
we were dealing with issues related to aging parents—one set in Florida and the
others in England. It meant a lot of  trips for each of  us alone to check on them.
Not that we minded, just that it would have been nice to have a vacation
together! Sadly, our opportunity came.

When I retired at the end of  2005, we had the chance to travel, and in the years
since, we have been to all seven continents, tried cruises, river cruises, safari,
cross-country touring, and quite a few other ways to get around. We have
enjoyed the opportunity to see the world, and we never cease to be amazed by
what’s out there. We plan to continue our globe-trotting now, while we can still
deal with the stress and aggravation of  travel in a post-9/11 world. 

The world has changed so much, it’s hard to deal with sometimes. I cannot
end this piece without mentioning two changes that have affected me over the

years. I have never quite forgiven the College for getting rid of  the Indian sym-
bol; I always felt it was something to be proud of  and certainly was not demean-
ing. After all, John Schiffman as an Indian was always a point of  pride! And the
second thing is letting girls in! I came from a boys-only school in England, and 
I understand how things have changed. (I have actually eased off  on this com-
plaint over the years, especially after meeting some of  the girls who are there
now.) Am I the only dinosaur in the class? Well, at least dinosaurs are Green!
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and Tessa

I landed a job with Playboy, 
as assistant to the Managing Director as he prepared 
to open Playboy’s first casino and club in London.

Henry Goldsmith



Edward J. Goldstein Ed
408 Manchester Way, Wyckoff, NJ 07481,
ejgoldst@aol.com, (201) 445-2885, Cell (201) 294-2227

High School: Somerville (N.J.) High School
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Basketball; intramural sports (football,
softball)
Fraternity: Pi Lambda Phi 

Spouse: Ronna (Wife)
Spouse Education: Bachelor of Science, New York
University
Spouse Career: Psychiatric Social Worker, Educator,
Business Executive
Children: Elizabeth, August 6, 1972, Dartmouth ’94,; Stephanie, October 4, 1975,
Colgate Univ. ‘97
Where You Grew Up: Somerville, N.J.
Resided In: Piscataway, N.J.; Freeport, N.J., 1969-75; Wyckoff, N.J., 1975-present
Employers: Colgate Palmolive, 1962-67; IBM Corp., 1967-99; BlueGolf, 2001-pre-
sent
Working? BlueGolf (software for the golf industry)

Hobbies: Golf, cooking, music
Travel: Extensive business travel throughout U.S., Canada, South America

What a difference 50 years make! 
“Who can forget her sharp and misty mornings?”*

1958: Sitting in Topliff, cranking out a paper for English 1 on a brand new
Remington typewriter—a high school graduation gift, of  course. Carefully

inserting carbon paper, calculating how much space to reserve for footnotes,
hoping (wishing, praying) for error-free keystrokes and increasing the margins to
compensate for the huge void in creativity. 

Today: MS Word forgiving a multitude of  sins. But the biggest difference is the
need to shrink margins to allow for the many reflections. We all share the amaze-
ment of  how quickly the years rolled by, as well as the difficulty in trying to cap-
ture those years in words to update classmates. Here’s an attempt:

“See! By the light of  many thousand sunsets.”

Forty-five years with dear Ronna, who still coaches, corrects, and cajoles to make
me better than I deserve to be, while unconditionally supporting me for who I am.

Elizabeth and Stephanie, our daughters who know I don’t have all the answers
but never let it show. I really am blessed. 

“Dartmouth, the gleaming, dreaming walls of  Dartmouth. Miraculously builded in our hearts.” 

Wonderful friends who started changing my life a half-century ago in Hanover.
All have made wonderful contributions to the world: Roscoe (Jeffrey), Tour
(Stephen), Bear (Steve), Prags (Elliot), Scabs (Bob), and the late Poz (Gary). How
fortunate for me to have had them to share the joys and the sorrows all these
years. There really is something magical about our Dartmouth and the incredi-
ble young people it attracts and shapes. 

After family and friends, a brief  mention of  career. A few years in research at
Colgate-Palmolive, 30+ years in sales/marketing at IBM, and the most recent
ten in sales for a golf  software startup. 

Let’s all make the next chapters as great as the past. Let’s have a good mix of
challenges and successes, old memories and new ones, the knowledge we have
gained and the new wisdom to be acquired. And, of  course, good health to be
able to enjoy it all. 

“Dartmouth Undying, like a vision starts.”

*Franklin McDuffee ’21
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There really is something magical about our Dartmouth 
and the incredible young people it attracts and shapes.

Edward J. Goldstein

Ed Goldstein
and Ronna 
with their family



Robert L. Goodman Bob
460 Overhill Rd., South Orange, NJ 07079,
rgoodman@sbhcs.com, 
(973) 313-0068, Cell (862)-438-1303

High School: Brunswick School, Greenwich, Conn.
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Hanging around with friends
Fraternity: Pi Lambda Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Birth of first daughter just prior
to graduation
Graduate Study: MD, Columbia Univ. 1966; MA (hon.),
Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1977

Spouse: Christine
Spouse Education: BA, Montclair State Univ.
Spouse Career: Owner of medical billing company
Children: Debra Naish, 5/24/62; Ellen Ross, 5/25/67
Where You Grew Up: Rye, N.Y.
Resided In: NYC, 1962-66; Boston, 1966-70; Denver, 1970-72; Boston, 1972-77;
Philadelphia, 1977-2004; South Orange, N.J., 2004-present
Employers: Harvard Medical School; Univ. of Pa.; Short Hills Radiation Oncology
Awards and Milestones: Endowed Chair at Univ. of Pa.: Henry K. Pancoast
Professor of Radiation Oncology
Working or Retired? Working
Military: Chief of Hematology and Oncology and Chief of the General Medical
Service, Fitzsimons Army Medical Center, Denver, Colorado, 1970-72

Publications, Achievements, Interests: 150 publications in peer-reviewed jour-
nals with special interest in the management of lymphomas, breast and prostate
cancer
Hobbies: Golf, reading, traveling
Travel: Australia as Visiting Prof and leisure travel to New Zealand, Europe, and the
Caribbean
Alumni Activities: Supporter of the College and occasional fund raising

Historical witness: I was spit in the face when I was dumb enough to wear
an Army uniform traveling to Madison, Wisconsin, in 1971 to take the Internal
Medicine oral board exam. Passed despite the drenching. 

Present Activities, Plans: Keep on working and helping my wife in her new
business activities

Richard Julius Gordon Bing
7101 Deerfield Drive, Rowlett, TX 75089, 
bing107@hotmail.com, 
(972) 463-9907, Cell (214) 773-7847

High School: Weehawken High School, Weehawken, N.J.
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Band; basketball; tournament bridge;
tennis
Unique Hanover Memory: Probably Professor of Govern-
ment Snead. He was a little spunky guy. I took three courses
of his, enjoyed him, and most important, learned a lot about
our government. I knew nothing before him about all of the
government agencies and how they dominate our life. Worse, most of the regula-
tions come from faceless, unelected bureaucrats.
I have the great distinction in the class of ’62: The worst eyes and the worst marital
history!
Graduate Study: Master of Arts, Teaching, Harvard; PhD, Educational Administra-
tion, New York University, 1966

Spouse: Various!!
Children: Jeffrey, 41; Sharon, 37; Karen, 34; Steven, 17; Michael, 12 (as of 2011)
Where You Grew Up: Weehawken, N.J.
Resided In: Various N.J. towns, 20 years; Las Vegas, six years; Taiwan, one year;
Dallas area, 14 years
Employers: Clark University, City University, and various public school districts
Awards and Milestones: Almost 50 years in various teaching and administrative
jobs in education; Life Master ranking in Bridge
Working or Retired? Currently working in an inner city elementary school and
appearing on various radio stations talking about urban education.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I had a lot of publications when I was a
young college professor. I published a book two years ago about race and inner
city schools. My academic interest is urban education. I have written a book (The
Emperor Has No Clothes: The Crisis ...), and I have been on the radio dozens of
times throughout the USA.
Hobbies: Tennis, contract bridge, WWII
Travel: I am an inveterate traveler who has been in some 60 countries and 48
states. Having been married to a Dominican and a Colombian certainly helped me
to satisfy my travel bug. I speak five languages, which are most helpful when I am
“on the road.”
Alumni Activities: Some alumni interviewing with Gary Schwartz

Present Activities, Plans: I am working as a teacher and do radio interviews.

How well prepared: Very much so. My junior year in Salamanca, Spain, was
helpful.
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Historical witness: I patted JFK on the back in Hanover and shook hands
there with Nelson Rockefeller. I played bridge (same room) with two of  the
world’s richest people, Bill Gates and Warren Buffet! Not very important, not
very anything, but certainly interesting!!

Present Activities, Plans: I most love to write about and debate inner city
school problems. I am often on the radio. I am usually as popular as the prover-
bial ants at a picnic, as my views are far different from the usual politically cor-
rect claptrap that one hears. I am usually the voice crying out in the wilderness,
very critical of  black pupil achievement, values, and behavior. There was an
article in the Dartmouth Alumni Mag. a few years ago on this subject. I almost had
a heart attack reading it because it was completely inaccurate, written by a jour-
nalist, not a practitioner. They would not print my rebuttal.

Impact on Society: I try to have people understand the reality of  urban edu-
cation. Things are far worse than we hear. The situation with blacks in educa-
tion is also a true disaster that the politically correct do not wish to address.

Patrick H. Gorman III Pathfinder 
828 Arkansas Street, San Francisco, CA 94107, 
apoiemana@gmail.com, (415) 285-1618 

Occupation: Chairman/Inventor, Agway, 828 Arkansas
Street, San Francisco, CA 94107, (415) 341-1158 

Jack R. Graham Jack 
10045 Cape Ann Dr., Columbia, MD 21046, 
jograh@hotmail.com, (410) 730-1858 

Occupation: Information and Technology 

Thomas Kent Graham Kent or TK
3852 Alameda Place, San Diego, CA 92103,
tkentgraham@yahoo.com, 
(619) 487-9151, Cell (626) 644-9131

High School: Weston High School, Weston, Mass., Grades
9-10; Hebron Academy, Hebron, Maine, Grades 11-12
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Golf and fraternity life
Fraternity: Alpha Chi Rho
Unique Hanover Memory: Harvard–Dartmouth Football
Weekend, with 15 to 20 classmates and fraternity brothers
bunking at our house in Weston all four years
Graduate Study: MBA, Drexel University, 1971

Spouse: Elizabeth Rose Graham
Spouse Education: 30 years on-the-job
Spouse Career: Accounting
Children: Thomas Douglas Graham, 9/2/67; Thomas Mark Graham, 1/24/69;
Tameson Lynn (Graham) McLean, 12/26/72; Ellie Robyn (MacIsaac) Ford, 11/7/78;
Joseph Colin MacIsaac, 11/21/82; Matthew Thomas MacIsaac, 3/3/86; Dennis Michael
MacIsaac, 7/22/88
Where You Grew Up: Weston, Mass.
Resided In: Newport, R.I., 1962-65; Philadelphia, Pa., 1966-76; Palos Verdes,
Calif., 1977; Del Mar, Calif., 1978-80; Beverly Hills, 1981-83; Mission Viejo, Calif.,
1984-87; Marina del Rey, Calif., 1988-2001; Pasadena, 2002-04; La Quinta, Calif.,
2005-09; San Diego, 2009 to present.
Employers: U.S. Navy, 1962-65 (active duty), 1965-71 (reserves); First Pennsylvania
Bank, 1966-76; Crocker National Bank, 1977-80; California Commerce Bank, 1980-
83; Bank of America, 1983-86; Euro-American Financial, 1987-91; Bankers Trust
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Co., 1992-95; Self-employed, 1995-2008; Selfhelpworks.com Inc., 2009-present
Awards and Milestones: Treasurer and Director, Old Philadelphia Development
Corporation, 1968/76; Director: San Diego YMCA, Chamber of Commerce and
COMBO: 1977-80; Treasurer and Director: VNA Los Angeles and VNA Foundation,
1992-95; Treasurer and Director, Prostate Cancer Research Institute, 2001-present
Retired? Still working. Tried retirement and hated it. When golf became a “chore,”
it was time to do something important with the rest of my life.
Military: U.S. Navy, Classified duty followed by three years destroyer assignment
(Communications, Operations, Senior Watch Officer, and acting XO) based in
Newport, R.I.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: None—not smart enough
Hobbies: Golf, travel, grandchildren and step-grandchildren
Travel: Europe, the Caribbean, Baltic and Mediterranean countries
Community Activities: See above. 
Alumni Activities: Hosting the Dartmouth Golf Team at our La Quinta Home dur-
ing spring break in 2008. Have also interviewed prospective applicants for 30 years.

How well prepared: Were there a graduation award for a straight “C” aver-
age, I won hands down in 1962. However, my academic “achievements” were
more than offset by the lifelong relationships at AXP and the innumerable
friendships made in the Navy, in the business world, and on the golf  course—for
each of  which the Dartmouth degree opened so many doors.

Historical witness: (1) Six months after graduation, I was sleeping with a .45
under my pillow off  the coast of  Havana and responsible for identifying all flights
over Cuba as well as freighters carrying Russian missiles—with zero contact with
my wife and family for 3-4 months at a time. Those experiences have shaped
my lifelong political preferences as well as my admiration for those who serve
our country today. (2) I had two incredible roommates Junior year—fraternity
brothers, ushers at my first wedding, Friends! Why are they now gone, and how
do I add to their legacies?

Present Activities, Plans: My plans are several-fold: (1) Finally make a con-
tribution to the health of  the world by exposing and promoting the health and
wellness coaching programs of  Selfhelpworks Inc. (2) Make a positive differ-
ence in the lives of  our grandchildren—teaching, traveling, guiding, and not
judging. (3) Most importantly, creating daily happiness and love for my won-
derful Beth to whom I have pledged at least 20 years (bring on the mono-
grammed bibs!).

Impact on Society: As a lifelong “angel” investor and investment banker, I’ve
assisted many, many men and women chase their dreams. However, I am now
working on programs that truly can change the health of  the world, whether it
be reversing obesity, stopping smoking, or eliminating Type 2 diabetes. I sincere-
ly hope this will be my “impact” on society.

Richard Gordon Green Rich
822 South Ironwood Drive, Mishawaka, IN 46544 ,
rgreensb@earthlink.net, Cell (574) 302-7492

High School: Theodore Roosevelt HS, Des Moines, Iowa
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Reporter, night editor, and reviewer for
The Dartmouth
Unique Hanover Memory: Groping for Weltanschauungen
and occasionally spending wild weekend evenings with my
closer friends, notably Sandy Lattimore, the late David Wilbur,
and Bob Christgau.
Graduate Study: MA, Comparative Literature, Indiana
University, 1966; ABD, English, Washington University, St. Louis (forced to abandon
dissertation in 1974 owing to marriage)

Spouse: Divorced
Children: Derrick, September 14, 1976; Theresa, April 5, 1981
Where You Grew Up: Des Moines, Iowa
Resided In: St. Louis, Mo., 29 years; South Bend, Ind., 17 years 
Employers: St. Louis Public Schools; Schools of the Archdiocese of St. Louis; National
Park Service (Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore); Purdue University North Central
Awards and Milestones: In the early ’90s, motivated by the desire to become 
a mentor to my daughter, I resumed practice on the clarinet, an instrument I had
not really played since adolescence. Within a 1-2 year period, I became principal in 
a community college orchestra, a guest soloist in a concert series featuring new
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emerging artists, and a recitalist at the St. Louis Symphony Music School in a con-
cert preserved on tape.
Working or Retired? Recently retired from teaching

Publications, Achievements, Interests: “Blake and Dante on Paradise,” Compar-
ative Literature, Winter 1974. Past interest (when I was physically up to it): camping
and hiking in wilderness areas. Current interest, shared with my son: amateur
astronomy. Lifelong interest: classical music.
Hobbies: Genealogical research (see Reflections)
Travel: Throughout a good portion of North America, ranging from Key West to
Hudson Bay and the Pacific Coast to Maine and Quebec, in trips designed to expose
my children to true rather than virtual reality.
Community Activities: Member, First Unitarian Church of South Bend

How well prepared: I have been able to change my opinions as facts change
and believe, not in salvation, but in what Nietzsche called self-overcoming.

Inow live with my son Derrick and his ten-year partner, Brandon. Derrick 
stands to the left of  me in the picture; the girl to his left is not my former wife

but my cousin Judy. 

My spare energy these days is devoted almost entirely to genealogical research. 
I am trying to support every date and event in my forerunners’ lives with docu-
mentation and pictures, and since one of  my lines connects with the Plantagenets

and through them the onset of  the Dark Ages, this is a task I may not live to
complete. As I work, I continue to be amazed at the proliferation and accessibil-
ity of  digitalized information in this age, at my ability, for example, to read town
histories published hundreds of  years ago and view the original sources of  even
earlier vital statistics—heraldic visitations and christening, marriage, and burial
records—simply with the click of  a mouse. 

At the same time, I am also amazed at the degree ignorance has been spreading
throughout the country since my years at Dartmouth. A sizable portion of  its
population, including many of  its leaders and some current presidential candi-
dates, consider climate change a hoax perpetrated by the socialists. Twenty years
ago, all of  my 5th-grade science students understood that when you introduce
large molecules into a solution, they will absorb extra radiation and make the
solution heat more rapidly. Is it possible that the mental age of  these leaders,
despite their law degrees and MBAs, is lower than that of  my former 5th graders?

Thomas C. Green Tom
3738 Huntington St. NW, Washington, DC 20015,
tcgreen100@yahoo.com, 
(202) 244-8850, Cell (202) 744-3480

High School: Blake School, Hopkins, Minnesota
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Broadcasting football and hockey play by
play; party and roadtrips 
Fraternity: Pi Lam
Unique Hanover Memory: Being held spellbound by my
course on WWII (would love to remember my professor’s
name)
Graduate Study: LLB, Yale Law School

Spouse: Pamela Kellogg Green
Spouse Education: Stanford and George Washington University Law School
Spouse Career: Owner of home furnishing stores
Children: Three sons, one daughter
Where You Grew Up: Minneapolis, Minnesota
Resided In: Washington, D.C.
Employers: U.S. Department of Justice; own law firm, then Sidley Austin
Awards and Milestones: Fortunate to receive various national awards for achieve-
ments as trial lawyer
Retired? Not yet
Military: U.S. Army Artillery Officer attached to 1st Air Calvary Division, Vietnam

Publications, Achievements, Interests: President of the International Anti-Corrup-
tion Resource Center, a 501 (c)(3) organization that trains law enforcement person-
nel around the world to detect and investigate corruption in development grants 
Hobbies: Sailing, golf
Travel: Had the opportunity to travel on business and pleasure to much of the world
Community Activities: Undertaking pro bono representation of numerous individuals
Alumni Activities: Giving money
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How well prepared: As for many of  us, my Dartmouth classes and professors
exposed me to subjects and a wide range of  critical thinking that stimulated my
interest in a legal career and the continuing study of  history, art, and politics. 

Historical witness: I have many memories of  the Vietnam war and the recep-
tion we received upon returning home in addition to many memories from my
involvement in the Watergate case where, four years later, I was the youngest
defense lawyer in the courtroom. The Watergate trial is still the most important
and significant criminal prosecution in the last 100 years. I have also lived
through and represented clients in many other national crises such as the Iran-
Contra affair up to and including the financial crash of  2008. I have been fortu-
nate to have been a real witness to so much of  our country’s troubling times in
recent history.

Present Activities, Plans: Actively engaged in figuring out where I go from
here. Still practicing law but taking on more lecturing at law schools on trial prac-
tice and devoting a lot of  energy to anti-corruption activities.

Impact on Society: Hoping there is enough time left to me to still make one.

Alan L. Greenbaum Allie
4401 N. 47th Pl., Phoenix, AZ 85018, 
arizonaallile@gmail.com, 
Cell (602) 481-4600

High School: New Rochelle
Major: Sociology
Favorite Activity: Swimming, reading novels, studying lan-
guages
Fraternity: Pi Lambda Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Studying for my Geology final
at the Bema. I entered the final with a 39 average and never
was so happy to receive a D in my life.
Graduate Study: MA, Education (Columbia University, Teachers College); MA,
PhD, Counseling, Arizona State University

Spouse: Calli
Spouse Education: BA and MA, Education, Arizona State
Spouse Career: Teacher, principal, special education coordinator, homebound
coordinator
Children: Lisa, 46; Kim, 44; Joseph, 25
Where You Grew Up: New Rochelle, N.Y.
Resided In: Many in New York, Conn., Ariz., and Florida
Employers: Still working for Scottsdale Unified School District as School Psycholo-
gist, monitoring private placement students (1.5 days per week)

Awards and Milestones: Married 31 years; ran 10 K’s; biked 112-mile Tour of
Tucson; currently swimming with Masters group; fluent in Spanish; conversant in
Italian and French
Working or Retired? Semi

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Spending time with my family; mentoring
a high school student through Arizona Quest Mentoring Program; ASU basketball
(men and women); going to Arizona Diamondbacks games
Hobbies: Studying languages, reading mystery novels
Travel: Mexico every year to visit daughter, son-in-law, and granddaughters in
Queretaro; two trips to Italy; RV trip to Banff and Jasper; leaving on June 13 for a
month in France
Community Activities: Have coached girls’ softball; been Kiwanis member; men-
toring through Arizona Quest

Historical witness: Dartmouth has been close to my heart since my father
went there and graduated in 1936. I remember his 25th reunion in 1961 and
thought all the guys looked old. He refused to go to his 50th as most of  his
friends had died. I feel very vibrant and alive at 71 and see myself  as a young
“old” man. I loved Dartmouth sports, recall returning to the swim team in
December of  my junior year to participate in twice-a-day workouts and walking
across campus in below zero. My Arizona body could not cope with that now.

Impact on Society: I have dedicated my professional life to helping young
people. I have been an elementary teacher, elementary school counselor, and
school psychologist since 1963. I hope that seeing each individual as having
worth will make their lives a little happier. I have always tried to have a PMA
(positive mental attitude) and hope it rubs off  on others.
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Huson Robson Gregory Hugh
38 Jewelers Ave., East Falmouth, MA 02536, 
moohu38@yahoo.com, 
(508) 548-4696 

High School: Millbrook School
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Skiing, freshman ice hockey, road trips
Fraternity: Sigma Chi/Tabard
Unique Hanover Memory: Sitting on the roof of the porch
at 3 Webster Ave. with some pals in early June 1962, we
talked softly and watched the slow movement of the cars
and the wind in the trees and in that quiet moment began
to realize how the drifting beauty gleams through the twilight, so briefly.
Graduate Study: MEd, Rutgers University, 1971

Spouse: Mimi 
Spouse Education: Boston Museum School of Fine Arts
Spouse Career: Mother, homemaker, artist, art teacher, math teacher
Children: Liza, Dartmouth and Tabard 1987; John, Trinity and A.D., 1991
Where You Grew Up: Greenwich, Conn.
Resided In: Millbrook, N.Y., 1962-64; Boston, Mass., 1964-66; Princeton, N.J.,
1966-77; Locust Valley, N.Y., 1977-2006
Employers: Millbrook School; Milton (Mass.) Public Schools; Princeton Day School;
Portledge School (Locust Valley, N.Y.)
Awards and Milestones: I served as a trustee of the New York State Association
of Independent Schools. Upon retirement after 29 years as Headmaster at Portledge
School, the trustees of the school gave my name to the Middle School building in
recognition of my work at the school.
Working or Retired? Retired

Military: I became 4F in the middle of my senior year due to asthma, which ended
my military training in the ROTC Army program and any chance to serve in the
armed forces. 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I love music and try to write poetry. My
family interests are first; then politics, educational, and environmental/science issues
are my next interests.
Hobbies: Golf is great fun, and the walking is great exercise; I broke 80 once, with
Jack Ladd as a witness, and I keep trying to do it again. I hope to play over 100
courses before I go. Wood projects including firewood production and all the yard
work keep me fit, along with walking. I am a member of a book club and play
chess with Jim Morse!
Travel: Our daughter lives just north of San Francisco, and our son lives just north
of Sydney, Australia. Guess where we travel!
Community Activities: Since 2006 I have served as the Assistant Treasurer of our
yacht club, a relatively simple task until we discovered that the bulkhead needed to
be replaced—a $650,000 job of work. I have become increasingly involved with
the Falmouth Town Democratic Committee and support work for campaigns. My
environmental interests have found a focus with fund-raising for the Waquoit Bay
National Estuarine Research Reserve, as a member of the Board of its support group
and, similarly, with the MBL Associates, a support group for the Marine Biological
Laboratory in Woods Hole. Every Wednesday morning I walk for at least an hour
doing bird observations for WBNER. As a member of the Headmaster’s Outreach
Council at Falmouth Academy, I have learned a great deal about this very, very
wonderful school and encourage local families to consider this alternative for their
children. Most recently, I am trying to connect a foundation to several individuals
with an interest in mentoring minority children in our local schools in order to bol-
ster positive attitudes and academic accomplishment. This effort will most likely
bring me back to some teaching contact with students. Time flies when you are
having fun!
Alumni Activities: I was a member of the Dartmouth Club of Long Island and am
a member of the Dartmouth Club of Cape Cod.

How well prepared: John Sloan Dickey’s admonition to remember that we
are citizens of  a community and expected to act responsibly has stayed with me
along with the great issues we explored during our senior year. So many courses
raised moral questions for discussion; my education at Dartmouth was not about
facts; it was about right and wrong and the search for truth. That we had to face
discrimination at Dartmouth, dissolve our fraternal relationship with Sigma Chi
and solve the problems of  creating a new fraternal organization, including the
purchase of  the fraternity house, provided an amazing education; our faculty
advisor, Martin Lindall, was with us all the way!

Historical witness: The horror: World Wars, gulags, assassinations: Jack
Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., Robert Kennedy; Jim Crow, anti-Semitism,
Viet Nam, Oklahoma City, Unabomber, Kill the abortion doctors, Taliban,
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9/11, Iraq, torture, Gabby Giffords; beware the military-industrial complex, the
problem is government, beware of  global warming, pollution, greed. How much
is enough?

Present Activities, Plans: I am involved with the local Democratic Town
Committee, the Waquoit Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve, the Woods
Hole Associates, and Falmouth Academy, and I am an officer of  our local yacht
club. My wife, Mimi, is on the board of  the Artists Guild and our local church
and is active with the Garden Club. I try to find time to play golf, and she tries
to find time to paint. We want to spend more time with our children and grand-
children.

Impact on Society: Education is the future.

Thomas A. Grey Tom 
2120 South Monroe Street, Spokane, WA 99203, 
thomasagrey@aol.com, (509) 838-7817 

Spouse: Carolyn Grey 

Occupation: Senior Advisor, Stop Predatory Gambling, 
100 Maryland Avenue, N.E., Room 310, Spokane, 
WA 99203, (202) 567-6996 

Walter Anthony Grudi Wally or Gruds
7035 Sleepy Hollow Road, Harrisburg, PA 17112,
grudi@comcast.net, (717) 599-7878, Cell (717) 503-9857

High School: Washington High
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Football and Marsh Potterton road trips
Fraternity: Psi Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Coach Bullet Bob’s pre-season
FB practice with no water; 17 guys pass out in one practice.
(“It is amazing how much the body can take,” as per Coach
Blackman)

Spouse: Linda Taylor Grudi
Spouse Education: Central Dauphin High School, PSU
Spouse Career: 25 years counseling HS principals
Children: Seven children, 12 grandchildren

Where You Grew Up: Central Pennsylvania
Resided In: Central Pennsylvania
Employers: Armstrong/Jostens Independent Rep
Awards and Milestones: Masters Club
Working or Retired? No way retired
Military: 4F

Hobbies: Harley Road King, driving my Kubota tractor, exercising at Golds Gym
Travel: Cruises to Ireland, Spain, France, London; Mazatlan, Mexico, every March

David H. Guenther 
20001 Chapel Trace, Estero, FL 33928, 
maripatience@att.net, (239) 948-9828 

Spouse: M. Patience Luedtke 
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David H. Gundy Dave 
8 Pebble Beach Dr., Bedford, NH 03110, 
dhgundy@myfairpoint.net, 
(603) 625-1729, Cell (603) 236-1677

High School: Rye High School, Rye, N.Y.
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Skiing
Fraternity: Beta
Unique Hanover Memory: Studying under Prof. Francis
Gramlich (not unique to me)
Graduate Study: MD, Cornell; MPH, Harvard

Where You Grew Up: Rye, N.Y.
Resided In: Sunnyvale, Calif.; Boston; Newton, Mass.; Shrewsbury, Mass.;
Wayland, Mass.; Bedford, N.H.
Employers: UMass Medical Center; Framingham Orthopaedics; Elliot Hospital,
Manchester, N.H.; New Hampshire Orthopaedic Surgery, Manchester, N.H.
Awards and Milestones: Bowed out of competitive sailing, 2002
Retired? Semi
Military: U.S. Navy Flight Surgeon, 1968-71; served in Viet Nam

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Sailing trophies, including Etchells class
firsts in Atlantic Coast Championship, New England Championship, seconds in
Etchells World Championship and North American Championship. Seven
Marblehead fleet championships. Crew member on America’s Cup Contender
American Eagle, 1964. 
Hobbies: Cycling, hiking, skiing

Travel: Many times to U.K.; also: Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Australia, Tahiti.
Community Activities: Very little. Worked on 2008 Obama campaign locally.
Alumni Activities: Formerly on Dartmouth Rowing Club Board of Stewards

How well prepared: Not completely.

Historical witness: Four years at Dartmouth were among my best. Lasting
and cherished friendships from those years.

Present Activities, Plans: Office orthopaedic practice, which is still reward-
ing, especially helping older people, like me, whose bodies are breaking down.
Cycling, which filled a huge gap when I had to give up both competitive sailing
and running. Skiing, particularly deep powder skiing in the Rockies. Hiking in
New Hampshire’s White Mountains, which I never really appreciated as a
Dartmouth undergraduate.

Impact on Society: Very little

It has become impossible to consider my frame of  mind or my perspective on
things without alluding to the way our society seems to be headed, headed in

a destructive direction. We seem to be incapable of  coming to grips with what 
I see as our rejection of  science when science seems to be giving us information
that we’d rather ignore, to wit, that human activities are polluting the environ-
ment, causing global warming, depleting our natural resources, etc. If  the facts
are uncomfortable, declare them to be lies, misinformation, or even part of  a
conspiracy to promote a lefty agenda. If  you keep bombarding the electorate
with such declarations, your set of  ideas will eventually take hold. Indeed, they
have taken hold. 

Add to this the fact that the political Right has the almost unlimited backing by
the power of  large amounts of  money influencing public opinion, and you now
have a nation that, instead of  being a beacon of  hope, has become in many ways

a destructive force in the world (witness the unwarranted invasion of  Iraq and
the world’s financial crisis precipitated by fundamentally dishonest and unbe-
lievably risky money-grubbing in our banks). We’re now even in the business of
undermining our own country, as the chasm between rich and poor widens. This
will continue as long as we equate money with free speech and allow unlimited
sums of  corporate money into our decision-making processes; in essence we often
seem to have the big corporations and banks writing our legislation, keeping the
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laws and tax policies to their advantage and, more recently, disenfranchising
substantial numbers of  voters. 

I grew up as an Eisenhower Republican and have seen the GOP move away
radically from what it once was; they espouse ideas that were once thought of  as
ideas of  a lunatic fringe. The John Birch Society was considered laughable then,
but now its ideas are taken seriously. Ike wouldn’t even belong in the party
today, not to mention the nature-loving and trust-busting Teddy Roosevelt. And
the Dems are by no means uninfluenced by big money either. These comments
read like the rantings of  a disaffected liberal. I guess they are just that, surpris-
ing in that they come from a person who was almost apolitical much of  his life.
I’m like a frequently seen bumper sticker from a few years ago: If  you’re not out-
raged, you’re not paying attention!

Wesley Richard Guylay Wes
129 Sands Point Road, 
Sands Point, NY 11050, 
wguylay@barbnet.com, 
(516) 883-1863, Cell (516) 972-4572

High School: The Hotchkiss School, Lakeville, Conn. 
Major: Spanish
Favorite Activity: Academics, Fraternity, Jack-O’Lantern
Fraternity: Gamma Delta Chi
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1965

Spouse: Terry Triest Guylay
Spouse Education: Miss Hall’s School, Vassar College,
Hofstra Business School
Spouse Career: Investment analyst, tax accountant
Children: Sandra Guylay Lawson, D’89; Jeffrey Richard Guylay, D’92
Where You Grew Up: King’s Point, N.Y.; Washington, D.C.
Resided In: New York, 50 years
Employers: J.P. Morgan; Wesley Guylay Capital Management
Working or Retired? Working
Military: United States Air Force

Hobbies: Travel, skiing, golf, reading, politics
Travel: Extensive
Community Activities: Trustee of the Hotchkiss School and Head of Investment
Committee
Alumni Activities: Former interviewer for Dartmouth applicants

How well prepared: Dartmouth fostered intellectual curiousity, an ability to
cope with challenging circumstances, and the desire for personal responsibility
and independence.

Daniel C. Hadlock Dan 
5107 Waterford Court, Temple, TX 76502, 
dchadlock@earthlink.net, (254) 773-3799 

Spouse: Elizabeth Beyer Hadlock 

Occupation: Health/Science, Staff Oncologist, Scott &
White, 2104 South 31st Street, Temple, TX 76508, 
(254) 724-7048 

Walter Theodore Haessler Ted 
P.O. Box 1376, 
Temecula, CA 92593, 
ellainee@hotmail.com, 
(951) 693-0639 

High School: Chatham (N.J.) High School
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Freshman, varsity, and NROTC rifle
teams, Young Republicans
Graduate Study: BMedSc, Dartmouth Medical School,
1968; MD, Stanford University School of Medicine, 1970

Spouse: Ellaine
Spouse Education: BA, UC Berkeley, 1963
Spouse Career: Retired teacher
Children: Alexandra (MD, Dartmouth Medical School, 1998); Lara; Dorothy
Where You Grew Up: Jersey City, Verona, and Chatham, N.J.
Resided In: I spent a lot of time in Hanover, returning for the first two years of
medical school (1966-68), internship (1970-71), and psychiatry residency (1971-74).
Employers: Mostly self-employed, I worked for the State of California from
1990-2000.
Awards and Milestones: I served on the teaching faculty of Dartmouth Medical
School (1973-74) and UC San Francisco (1978-88). I served as an examiner for the
American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology (1978-93).
Working or Retired? Physician (licensed, but not currently employed); avocado
farmer
Military: NROTC at Dartmouth, 1958-62. I served as a gunnery officer aboard USS
Topeka (CLG-8), 1962-64
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James Barr Haines V Jim
Winter: 307 Sewickley Ridge Drive, Sewickley, PA 15143; 
Summer: 1823 South Park Avenue, Cedarville, MI 49719;
jbhaines@comcast.net, (412) 741-9088, Cell (412) 715-2036

High School: The Mercersburg Academy, Mercersburg, Penn.
Major: Spanish
Favorite Activity: Walking in the snow, studying in Baker
Library, singing in fraternity Hums, enjoying honey-dip
doughnuts and hot chocolate at Lou’s with friends, listening
to Robert Frost read his poetry at Great Issues, attending
movies at The Nugget (as much to hear the irreverent com-
ments from the audience as to see the film), experiencing
Winter Carnival, Green Key, and the first warm days in May, when spring returned
with the sun and going home for the summer seemed irrelevant ... . 
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: I always enjoyed the evening creative writing seminars
of Professor Arthur Dewing. About a dozen of us sat around the table in a class-
room somewhere in the dark upstairs of the library and shared what we had writ-
ten. Professor Dewing sat at one end of the table and read what he thought were
exemplary short stories from Thurber, Hemingway, Porter, and others. Periodically
he would stop to make a point about character or style or Strunk and White, and
to relight his pipe. We all watched as he took a match from the little matchbox in
front of him, struck it, and then became so caught up in what he was saying that
he seemed to forget completely about the flame that was burning closer and closer
to his fingertips. At the very last second, he invariably waved the flame out and
struck another match. This went on for some time until he had finished what he

had to say. The effect was hypnotic. Finally he would actually light the pipe and
puff huge plumes of smoke into the air. By the end of the class his ashtray con-
tained a little Pagoda of charred matchsticks, and the matchbox was empty.
Professor Dewing was one of a kind. 
Graduate Study: MA, Spanish, Brown University, 1964; MA, English, University of
Pittsburgh, 1971; PhD, English, University of Pittsburgh, 1975

Spouse: Martha (Marnie) Scull Haines
Spouse Education: AB, Sociology, Smith College, 1962; MA, Urban Planning,
Brown University, 1965
Spouse Career: Urban Planning, Environmental Planning and Design, Pittsburgh 
Children: James (Jay) Barr Haines ‘87 (9/27/65); Thomas (Tom) Watkins Haines ‘90
(5/17/68)
Where You Grew Up: I was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on February 29, 1940.
During the war we lived in Alexandria, Virginia, where my father served as an offi-
cer in the Air Transport Command. In 1945 we moved to Scarsdale, New York, for
three years and then moved back to Sewickley, Pennsylvania, where I live today. In
the summer, I spent time at our cottage in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, in an area
known as Les Cheneaux Islands, on land that was purchased by my maternal grand-
father in 1904. We have continued to spend our summers there for many years.
Resided In: Mercersburg, Pennsylvania (1964-67); Pittsburgh, 1967-99; Sewickley,
1999-present
Employers: The Mercersburg Academy (1964-67); Mellon Bank N.A., (1967-69);
University of Pittsburgh (1969-75); Point Park University (1975-2002)
Awards and Milestones: NDEA Title IV Fellowship, Brown University, 1962; Andrew
Mellon Pre-Doctoral Fellowship, University of Pittsburgh, 1975; Professor Emeritus
of English and Spanish, Point Park University, 2002
Working or Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Some minor academic publications on
Twain and Hemingway, and charter memberships in the Fitzgerald, Hemingway,
and Wolfe Societies. Interests include literature, film, music, computers, and invest-
ment research.
Hobbies: Swimming, boating, golf, photography, travel, tasting wine, and trying to
figure out the stock market.
Travel: We have had the good fortune to see much of the United States and Europe,
including England, Ireland, France, Spain, Germany, Austria, Italy, and Greece. We
have also traveled to the Caribbean, Mexico, and Brazil, and most recently to New
Zealand with Richard and Joan Hannah. We have thoroughly enjoyed class trips
and birthday mini-reunions arranged by Tom Komarek and have participated in a
couple of alumni tours sponsored by the College.
Alumni Activities: Years ago, I helped interview Dartmouth applicants from the
Pittsburgh area and attended meetings of the local Dartmouth Club. But as I grew
older and the applicants grew younger, those activities waned. From time to time, 
I have helped with fund-raising as a Class Agent. For the past five years I have
served as Class Secretary, writing class notes and, less happily, classmate obituaries
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for the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine. Marnie and I have enjoyed attending most
reunions and mini-reunions over the years and the graduation ceremonies of our
two sons. Dartmouth has been—and remains—an important and rewarding part
of our lives.

How well prepared: The Dartmouth experience and its liberal arts orienta-
tion provided exposure to “the best that is known and thought in the world.” In
simpler terms, it helped me learn to think and express my thoughts. It also pro-
vided a network of  classmates and alumni who share a common bond. But most
importantly it provided a number of  lifelong friends.

Present Activities, Plans: I am engaged in a never-ending online Scrabble
game with Paul Weinberg. We have no plans to stop playing. Also, I exchange
haikus glorifying Spam with Tom Conger ’61, a fellow Dewing veteran. Our
haikus now number in the hundreds. We think Hormel would be pleased.

Impact on Society: As a retired college professor, I can only hope that I have
had some small positive impact on my students, but it is in the nature of  the
profession that one never really knows for sure.

After graduation I opened the window of  my fourth-floor New Hamp dorm 
room and began throwing things out. It was quicker than carrying all that

stuff  down the stairs. My sister stood below and kept an eye on my valuables
until I had finished. Then together we packed my old Buick wagon and headed
out of  town. Our destination that night was New Amsterdam, New York, and
the next day, the ridge-and-valley region of  Western Pennsylvania. As we drove
past College Hall, down the hill, and across the Connecticut River I felt overcome
by a sense of  melancholy and loss. Was this, then, the end of  “the best years of

my life?” Would I never again return to the Upper Valley or, if  I did, would it
ever seem quite the same? I did not know at the time that although I was leaving
Dartmouth after four transformative years, Dartmouth would never leave me.

The very next fall, in Providence, Rhode Island, I met—and two years later
married—my wonderful wife of  47 years, Marnie, with whom I felt an immedi-
ate kindred connection. She had graduated from Smith, our sister school just
down the road. The meeting was truly Providential. In time Marnie and I had
two sons. One summer when Jay and Tom were quite young we went camping in
the White Mountains and took a detour through Hanover. Dartmouth worked

its magic on them, for a decade later they chose—and had the good fortune to
be able—to attend the College as undergraduates. Through the years we
returned to the campus many times, first for our sons when they were students
and later for reunions with old—and new—friends after they had graduated.
Now those same sons are approaching their own 25th reunions, even as we
approach our 50th, and I am left to ponder just where the years went and how
they passed so quickly. Only yesterday, it seems, I was leaving the College behind,
perhaps forever, facing an uncertain future in an old station wagon full of  stuff
thrown from a fourth-floor window. 

I now know that my take-away from Dartmouth was much more than a carload
of  battered luggage. I took away as well an invaluable academic experience that
formed the foundation for my life’s journey in teaching. I did indeed return to
the city and for most of  my adult life taught in an urban setting about as anti-
thetical to Dartmouth as you can get. No green campus, no “gleaming, dream-
ing walls.” Just three old buildings jostled by traffic and commerce. But the
Dartmouth experience stayed with me—the love of  learning, the sharing of
ideas—through all the days, all the years spent with young people, and some
not so young, whose varied, curious and purposeful life journeys so immeasur-
ably enriched my own. Upon reflection, I can see that I was wrong upon leav-
ing Dartmouth that June day in 1962 to think that “the best years of  my life”
were ending. In truth, they were just beginning.

David C. Haist 
11074 Big Canoe , Big Canoe, GA 30143, 
dchaist@aol.com, 
(508) 358-9505 

Spouse: Lela Haist 

Occupation: Information and Technology, Controller 
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I was leaving Dartmouth after four transformative years,
Dartmouth would never leave me.

James Barr Haines V



James T. Hale Jim 
22020 Reserve Estates Drive, 
Bonita Springs, FL 334135, 
target643@aol.com, 
(239) 221-8219, Cell (763) 807-9607

High School: Washburn High School, Minneapolis, Minn.
Major: Sociology
Favorite Activity: Spending time with Sharon, Casque and
Gauntlet events, Phi Delt events, reading, Storm Kings hockey
Fraternity: Phi Delt
Unique Hanover Memory: An evening with Robert Frost
Graduate Study: LLB, University of Minnesota Law School,
1965

Spouse: Sharon
Spouse Education: University of Minnesota; supporting me at Dartmouth
Spouse Career: Homemaker
Children: David, 1963; Eric, 1967; Kristin, 1970
Where You Grew Up: Minneapolis, Minn.
Resided In: Washington, D.C., 1965-66; Minneapolis area, 1966-2007; Bonita
Springs, Fla., 2007-present
Employers: Supreme Court of the United States, 1965-66; Faegre & Benson law firm,
1966-79; General Mills, 1979-81; Dayton Hudson Corp./Target Corp., 1981-2006
Awards and Milestones: Valedictorian: high school, Dartmouth, law school; Law
Clerk, Chief Justice Earl Warren; Legend in the Law Award from the Burton Foundation
Working or Retired? No W-2 income, but teaching corporate governance at sev-
eral universities

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Author: Alienation in an Affluent Society
(Senior Fellow project); How Did It Feel? (autobiography); Don’t You Let That Deal
Go Down (history of Target Law Department); Written and recorded about 100
songs (None published)
Hobbies: Song writing and recording; joint writing projects with grandchildren;
coffee in the morning with Sharon; golf
Travel: Following 39 years of travel, 25-30 times annually during work years, spend-
ing as much time as possible at home
Alumni Activities: Alumni interviews with prospective students in early years;
occasional appearance at Minnesota gatherings and Class events

How well prepared: We were told as freshmen that after work and sleep we
would have meaningful time for other activities. Dartmouth’s broad education
gave me the platform to enjoy those activities.

Historical witness: Worked as Law Clerk in writing the Miranda opinion;
Argued in Federal Court for the unconstitutionality of  the Vietnam War; Played
as a 12-year-old in a prelim game before a Lakers-Knicks game

Present Activities, Plans: Currently enjoying every day with Sharon and
our kids and grandkids; Teaching classes and seminars on corporate governance;
Rereading the classics that we were introduced to at Dartmouth

Impact on Society: You would need to ask others who know me whether I have
made an impact

Dartmouth Plus Fifty: My freshman year at Dartmouth I roomed with Paul
Johnson and Bob Olson, two high school classmates. I still count them

among my closest friends. Sharon and I were married after sophomore year.
She supported me through junior and senior years at Dartmouth and then three

years of  law school at the University of  Minnesota. After law school we moved
to Washington D.C., where I clerked for Chief  Justice Earl Warren at the
Supreme Court.

We returned to Minnesota in 1966; I practiced law at Faegre & Benson until
1979 when I left for an 18-month stint at General Mills doing international
mergers and acquisitions.

In 1981 I joined Dayton Hudson Corporation, later to be Target Corporation
where I spent the next 25 years as Executive Vice President, General Counsel,
and Corporate Secretary. Among activities there, I was involved in buying
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Marshall Fields in 1990 and selling it in 2004 and in fighting off  two hostile
takeover bids.

During these years our family grew and expanded. With our three children and
their spouses and six grandchildren, there are 14 of  us in all. Now that I am
retired from Target, I’m spending my time doing some consulting, serving on a
few for-profit and non-profit boards, and teaching corporate governance at sev-
eral schools and seminars. We are now Florida residents and divide our time
between Florida, Minnesota, and Arizona.

In November of  2007 the Burton Foundation awarded me their inaugural award
as a Legend in the Law at the Library of  Congress. I immediately wrote and
recorded a song spoofing the thought of  being a “Legend.”

Most important these days, Sharon and I now get to spend almost every morning
together over coffee planning our day. With all the advantages we have received
from a great education at Dartmouth and beyond, we’re working to find ways
to give back to the communities where we live.

When we are asked “What was the best year of  your life?” we always respond,
”Next year.” Looking back is fun; looking forward is exciting.

Thomas P. Hall Tom 
P.O. Box 3, Etna, NH 03750, (603) 643-2582, 
sageinv@hotmail.com

Spouse: Barbara Hall 

Occupation: Finance/Financial Services, Owner, Sage
Investment Inc., 26 South Main Street, Hanover, NH 03755,
(603) 643-7714 

Ihave been blessed with a wonderful wife and three chil-
dren since I left Dartmouth. Barbara and I began dat-

ing in high school and will be celebrating 50 years of
marriage a few months after our 50th reunion. Our chil-
dren are all happily married, and we have four grandchildren. We are fortunate
to have two of  our children and their families live within an hour or so of  both
our winter and summer homes, so we get to see them often.

After leaving Tuck in 1963, I spent 31 years at Ford Motor Company before retir-
ing at age 53 with a “golden handshake.” The people at Ford were interesting,
intelligent, and stimulating, and they kept me challenged, whether I was doing
marketing, strategic planning, or merger and acquisition work. After Ford we
decided to come back to N.H. so we could be near our summer home on Lake
Winnipesaukee and live in a small town. I looked for a company to acquire but

ended up starting my own firm (Sage Investment) that will keep me active and
productive well past our 50th reunion. I also have joined and am still active in
various charitable and civic organizations or boards.

I am a “people person” who enjoys interacting with and helping others. My
work as an investment advisor has been most rewarding. Now I can listen to
and help my clients solve their financial problems and see the results of  my
work. I hope my ’62 classmates have an equally challenging and rewarding time
in whatever endeavor they choose for the next 10+ years.

William C. Hall Jr. Skip 
154 Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02139,
skipp321@yahoo.com, (617) 876-7916 

S. Dudley Hallagan Jr. 
26 Courageous Circle, Bristol, RI 02809, 
rookery@fullchannel.net, (401) 254-6103 

Spouse: Gaylord Allen Hallagan 

Occupation: Information and Technology 
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Roy J. Halstead 
Permanent: 55 Ave des Faisans, 1950 Kraainem, Belgium; 
Summer: 27 Colline du Scudo, Ajaccio 20,000 France;
rohalstead@aol.com, 
011 322 731 1773, Cell 011 32 47338 1624

High School: Mamaroneck High School, Mamaroneck, N.Y.
Major: Economics; First two years, engineering
Favorite Activity: Ice Hockey, sailing and House parties 
Fraternity: Gamma Delt 
Unique Hanover Memory: Thad Seymour having the wis-
dom and willingness to take the road less traveled by, sug-
gesting that I drop out heading into sophomore June finals
with two E’s and a D. One year off and a change of major were all I needed. 
Graduate Study: University of Chicago: worked on MBA until I went to work for IBM 

Spouse: Gabriele Halstead 
Spouse Education: Language studies in Germany 
Spouse Career: Lufthansa, translator, marketing
Children: Libby, Nov. 2, 1966; Ted, July 25, 1968 
Where You Grew Up: Larchmont, New York 
Resided In: Chicago, 5 years; Brussels, Belgium, 43 years; Corsica in summer time,
22 years
Employers: Allegheny Ludlum Steel; IBM; P.K. Halstead Associates Inc.
Awards and Milestones: A consultant’s primary reward is that his company gets
asked back for more work 
Retired? Retired from operating business; manager, family office
Military: U.S. Marine Corps, active duty, 6 months 1960/61, Parris Island and Camp
Lejeune; 6 years active reserve

Hobbies: Sailing, skiing, hiking, travel 
Travel: At least once a year we travel to distant locations, normally 10 days organ-
ized with an association and 10 days on our own. 
Community Activities: Most recently president of the Ajaccio Rotary Club
Alumni Activities: President, Dartmouth Club of Brussels (grew from two to four
members) for some 20 years; Alumni interviewer for 43 years; Almost all class
reunions; Half of the Class trips; Serious contributor to Alumni Fund 

How well prepared: I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference.
Dartmouth helped me to look at life from many sides, as epitomized by Robert
Frost. As I look back over my life, I have almost always taken the road less trav-
eled by, and those decisions have made the all the difference. A few of  many
examples:

Professional: 
After classic careers in steel and computer sales, a decision to move to Brussels
in 1968 to manage the Brussels office of  my father’s “building of  the American
supermarket in Europe” consulting firm P.K. Halstead Associates.

To change that consulting company from being a “new store opener” always
looking for new clients to an “existing client” improver. In 1969, Continuous
Improvement was not yet a buzzword.

In 1974, to make a leveraged buyout of  the company.

Starting in 1975, bringing continuous food quality improvements to normal
European supermarket chains and restaurants. We invented “Just in Time” for
supermarkets.

Starting In 1979, bringing European know-how to the U.S. supermarkets: crois-
sants, good breads, organic produce presented on market-type tables, open fish
counters, in-store freshly prepared foods, and the market look.

In 1998, to have the wisdom to sell to the existing staff, giving them very gener-
ous LBO terms.

Personal:
On Feb 28, 1979, to fall in love with a German girl who happened to be sit-
ting at our dinner table at the Club Med of  Chamonix, France, named
Gabriele. (Gabriele had met my children at breakfast that same morning.)
My life has never been the same since. Every day is a wonderful new loving
experience. 

To visit my Argentinian uncle’s summer residence in Yugoslavia in 1984; he
rekindled my (and started Gabriele’s) sailing interests, to buy a sailboat in
Holland, to get rained on almost all the time, to charter boats in the Med, to
finding ourselves stranded due to storms in Bonifacio, Corsica, and to start
looking around Corsica.
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In 1989, to buy piece of  raw land near Ajaccio and finally complete construc-
tion of  new and gracious home in 1993, where we have “summered” (now five
months long) ever since. We are still the only Americans in our 60,000+ person
city. In 1989, I wondered where I would find English publications. I did not
know the Internet was coming. (It did take a few more years than elsewhere). 

Investment Strategy
Have been unable to accept the wisdom of  the classic money manager and have
built my own investment strategy. These are trying times to tell whose road will
make the difference

Historical witness: Watching as a first mover, the reactions to improving the
foods that we eat. In 1975, no one cared what they sold to the consumer. Cancers,
obesity, and other sicknesses were someone else’s problem. Now many super-
market and restaurants work very hard to buy and sell locally grown foods with
less additives, less insecticides, etc. This has been a long hard struggle, and still
today only a few chains succeed to sell good foods at fair prices.

Someday, the food processors will also start to change. Will they initiate or will
they be obliged? 

Present Activities, Plans: The last 13 years have flown by. In some ways I have
stayed totally occupied (bound by my own agenda) as when I was working. We
always have the “pressure” of  the next event. 

Since 1998, we have been very involved with CEO, the graduate organization
of  YPO (Young Presidents Organization). 

We are involved in a couples forum that meets twice a year (once in Europe,
once in U.S.) for five days. Once in every seven meetings, we organize the event. 

I am involved in a financial forum that meets four times a year, mostly some-
where in the U.S. Once in every 10 meetings, I organize the event.

We make an extended CEO trip once a year, 2011 being the exception where
we have nothing on until Vietnam in January 2012.

Our New York-based daughter, Libby,  has followed the three generation con-
sultant tradition and is a successful consultant in her own right. Instead of  food
she works on people. We meet at least twice a year in NYC and once a year
somewhere in Europe.

For the past four years, we have been visiting our son and daughter-in-law two
weeks per year “somewhere in the world” as they circumnavigate the globe in
their 50¢ catamaran. In 2010, Ted and I sailed from Galapagos to the Marquis
as a twosome. In 2011, we visited in Hawaii and early 2012 will probably be
somewhere in Indonesia.

We meet our NYC-based daughter at least twice a year in NYC and once a year
somewhere in Europe.

I spend an inordinate amount of  time trying to stay informed and stay organ-
ized on the computer. A lot of  that time is investment-related. Do others in the
Class find that time-waste syndrome? 

We ski two to three weeks a year.

I sail my Hobie Cat three times per week in season and still race on occasions.

I want to spend more time in charitable work related to improving what people
eat.

Impact on Society: My main impact has been and will continue to be related
to improving what people eat (see above).

Peter L. Halvorson Halvo
90 David Drive, Coventry, CT 06238, 
peterhalvorson@sbcglobal.net, (860) 742-7238

High School: Manchester Central H.S., Manchester, N.H.
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Injunaires, Glee Club
Fraternity: Alpha Theta
Unique Hanover Memory: The three professors who had
the most impact on my life choices were Paul Zeller, Bob
Huke, and Frank Smallwood (in no particular order), but like
a number of other classmates I got to graduate from
Dartmouth due to the intervention of Thad Seymour.
Graduate Study: MA, Univ. of Cincinnati, 1965; PhD, Univ. of Cincinnati, 1970

Spouse: Judith A. Halvorson
Spouse Education: BA, Univ. of Cincinnati, 1964; MA, Univ. of Connecticut, 1973
Spouse Career: Primary school teacher, 1964-2000
Children: Peter C., 1964
Where You Grew Up: New Hampshire
Resided In: Berlin, N.H.,1940-54; Manchester, N.H., 1954-62; Cincinnati, Ohio,
1963-68; Greeley, Col., 1968-70; Coventry, Conn., 1970-present
Employers: Univ. of Cincinnati, 1965-67: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1967-68;
Univ. of Northern Colorado, 1968-70; Univ. of Connecticut, 1970-2003 and contin-
uing part time until 2010
Awards and Milestones: I am most proud of two awards from UConn: Outstanding
Academic Advisor and Excellence in Service
Working or Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: A series of atlases entitled Atlas of
Religious Change in America (1980, 1984, and 1994); two monographs; Patterns
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of Pluralism (1980); Atlas of American Religion 1776-90 (2000); one textbook enti-
tled The City in the Western Tradition (2003)
Hobbies: Golf, skiing both now casualties, music now as listener, UConn basketball
Travel: We vacation a good bit at favorite spots at timeshares in N.H., Hawaii, and
St. Martin, and also try to work in a trip to someplace “new” each year
Alumni Activities: Prospect interviewing during the ’70s and ’80s

N. LeRoy Hammond III Roy 
370 Righters Mill Road, Gladwyne, PA 19035, 
nlh3@comcast.net, (610) 658-2344 

High School: Haddonfield Memorial High School
Major: Biology
Favorite Activity: Glee Club
Fraternity: AXP
Unique Hanover Memory: Reading Horace with Professor
Doenges and Tom Komarek while sitting under a tree in
front of Dartmouth Hall on a lovely May morning
Graduate Study: M.D., Jefferson Medical College, 1966

Spouse: Donna Christine (Briggs) Hammond
Spouse Education: Concordia University, Wellesley Hospital School of Nursing
Spouse Career: Nurse administrator
Children: Sarah, 1970;Scott, 1974, Dartmouth 1996
Where You Grew Up: Haddonfield, N.J.
Resided In: Philadelphia, 1962-67; Norfolk, 1967-69; Wynnewood, Pa., 1969-78;
Gladwyne, Pa., 1978-present
Employers: Self-employed
Awards and Milestones: AB with Distinction, Dartmouth College; Navy Commen-
dation Medal with Combat V; Chief of Orthopedic Surgery Lankenau Hospital

Working or Retired? Retired
Military: DESTROYER DIV 222 (WESTPAC), NAS NORVA

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Scientific papers (journal publications);
orthopedic surgery
Hobbies: Gardening, fly fishing
Travel: Nowhere exotic
Alumni Activities: Have contributed to the Dartmouth Alumni Fund every year
since graduation

Timothy H. Hankins Tim
1300 North Drive, Socorro, NM 87801,
thankins@aoc.nrao.edu, 
(575) 835-1185, Cell (575) 517-0731

High School: Ramapo Regional H.S., Franklin Lakes, N.J.
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: I suppose that driving the Gamma Delta
Chi fire engine was about as good as it got.
Fraternity: Gamma Delta Chi
Unique Hanover Memory: Watching the ski jump at Winter
Carnival, 1959. Part of this memory may be a reflection of
the photograph of me and my Pembroke date, which
appeared in (I think) the Alumni Magazine.
Graduate Study: MS, Engineering Science, Thayer School of Engineering; PhD,
Applied Physics and Information Science, University of California at San Diego

Spouse: Mary E. Nutt
Spouse Education: BA, Mt. Holyoke College; MS, University of New Hampshire;
ABD, University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez
Spouse Career: Marine Biologist, Science and Math Teacher, Charter School
Principal
Children: Samuel, Jeffrey
Where You Grew Up: Haven’t yet, but I spent some time in northern New Jersey
attempting to.
Resided In: Approximately sequential: Charleston, S.C., 1962-64; Hanover, N.H.,
1964-67; La Jolla, Calif., 1967-74; Arecibo and Aguadilla, Puerto Rico, 1974-81;
Bonn, Germany, 1978-79; Hanover, N.H., 1981-88; Socorro, N.M., 1988-present;
Sydney, Australia (sabbatical leave, 1994-95); West Boothbay Harbor, Me. (summers)
Employers: University of California at San Diego, Cornell University, Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation, Dartmouth College, National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Cornell University (again)
Awards and Milestones: PhD, June 1971; Married Oct. 1977, tenured 1990,
retired 2006 and 2007.
Retired? Yes
Military: USNR, Destroyer, based in Charleston, S.C., 1962-64
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Publications, Achievements, Interests: Too many to list, of course
Hobbies: Sailing, and now wildflowers
Travel: Europe, USSR, Middle East, India, Pakistan, Australia, Central America, USA
Community Activities: Good Sam Band; Striders and Riders; Arecibo Science
Advocacy Partnership

How well prepared: One of  the educational philosophies of  the Thayer
School’s Engineering Science major back in those days was to give the student
the fundamental principles. With those, he could pursue anything. I agree with

this idea and tried to instill this in my students later on, even though their inter-
ests were often to get a degree as a ticket to a well paying job, and hence they
wanted to learn only what would get them through and hired. 

Historical witness: In about 1970 Ronald Reagan, as Governor of
California, visited UCSD. A silent protest was staged. There was amazing
restraint among the thousand or so of  us who were present. Not a word. What
the protest was about, I don’t recall, but it was probably about the Vietnam

War. Since I had already served, unlike some of  my graduate student col-
leagues, I was insulated from the threat of  a low draft number and its unpleas-
ant consequences.

Present Activities, Plans: When I am at home in New Mexico I still go to
my research office at the Array Operations Center of  the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory most days. Now I get to do the fun stuff  — I can
ignore most of  the bureaucracy and concentrate on the science. I have an active
research grant from the National Science Foundation, which provides enough
support for minor things like computer disks and some travel. But we’ve also
gotten interested in wildflowers, so many days we go to the mountains for good
hikes. We find that there is “so much to learn.” Fun.

Impact on Society: I hope that in my classrooms and research projects I have
guided a few people toward the skill of  problem-solving. Therein lies the ulti-
mate value of  the astrophysics research that I have done.

Richard Jackson Hannah 
11 Sunset Road, Salem, MA 01970, rjhannah@massmed.org,
(978) 745-6615, Cell (857) 472-3723

High School: Lexington (Mass.) High School, 1,2; Deerfield
Academy, 3,4
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Regional mini-reunions at lunch: North
Shore Men Our Age, Paul Weinberg, 62, Chair; Class mini-
reunions in Hanover; Dartmouth Alumni Council, 2010-13;
Five-year reunions in Hanover
Fraternity: Delta Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: It was senior year. My fraternity
brother decided to paint the inside of the front door of the house at 9 Webster
Avenue, but we couldn’t agree on the color or the artwork. The first effort caused
passionate discussion and no agreement as to what to do. I thought it looked
awful. One morning at 2 am I crept in, sanded the door down, and painted it solid
white. “Perfect,” I thought, “Everyone will be thrilled.”
I walked back to C&G to get a bit of sleep. It was a magical late April night with a
light snowfall. The kind where the large soft flakes drift down and mostly melt as
they hit the ground. I was blissed out by my cleverness and industry.
David H. Smith, a good friend, fraternity brother, and fellow pre-med student caught
up with me at class later that morning. “Hey, Hannah, they repainted your door!”
I was crushed and really upset. I slammed my notebook on the floor and let loose
with a couple of expletives. Dave reflected for a moment then said, “Hannah, one
day you are going to just dry up and blow away.”
Many times since, I recall how thoughtful and insightful my good friend Dave was.
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We visited Dave and his wife in Savannah a couple of years back and caught up
after decades. It was delightful. He is an accomplished reconstructive and plastic
surgeon and still a quiet and accurate observer. Our friendship spanned decades
even though there was little interval contact. 
I have thought often of the door-painting episode and how Dave offered me a
good tip. Sometimes, I follow his advice.
Graduate Study: MD, Harvard Medical School, 1966

Spouse: Joan Walker Hannah
Spouse Education: BA, University of Illinois; MEd, Boston State University
Spouse Career: Special Education, Melrose (Mass.) Public Schools, retired
Children: Rich, 1969; Amy, 1971; Dave, 1974
Where You Grew Up: Lexington, Mass.
Resided In: Boston and Brookline, 1962-66; Nashville, 1966-68; Ft. Lewis Tacoma,
Wa., 1968-70; Ft. Carson, Colorado Springs, Colo., 1970-72
Employers: Vanderbilt University Hospital; U.S. Army Medical Department; Self-
employed internist
Awards and Milestones: Secretary, Dartmouth Class of 1962, 1997-2007;
Dartmouth Alumni Councilor for Dartmouth Class of 1962, 2010-2013; Harvard
Medical Alumni Council, Vice-President, 1992-95; President, Board of Trustees, the
Bertram Houses of Salem and Swampscott, Mass., non-profit assisted living homes,
2001-2004; Deacon, First Church in Salem (Unitarian)
Working or Retired? I closed my internal medical office and practice in May 2011.
I expect to work part time as an internist in this area for some time.
Military: U.S. Army Medical Corps, Ft. Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas, Army
Medical Field Service School, July-August 1968; Madigan Army Medical Center, Ft.
Lewis, Tacoma, Wash., 1968-70; USAH Ft. Carson, Colorado Springs, Colo., 1970-72

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Some choral group and church choir singing;
“Reflections of a (Usually) Happy Internist,” Harvard Medical Alumni Bulletin, 1992

Hobbies: Tennis, family
Travel: Joan is a great traveller. She plans our trips with great enthusiasm and
study. We have been fortunate to get away reasonably often over our 28 years of
marriage: Caribbean countries, Turkey, France, England, Italy, Alaska, New Zealand,
Hawaii, and many trips in the 48 contiguous states.
Alumni Activities: As above.

How well prepared: It is hard to know how well Dartmouth prepared me for
life after college. I have no complaints in general about the education. Some of
my teachers were brilliant. Some weren’t so hot. Did I avail myself  of  all my
teachers had to offer? Probably not. How would things have turned out for me
if  I didn’t go to a prestigious college? I might not have gotten into a prestigious
medical school. Then what? Who knows? My four years at Dartmouth are
happy memories. That says a lot.

Historical witness: I learned far more about the Viet Nam war after it final-
ly ended despite serving in the U.S. Army Medical Corps from 1968 to 1972. I
guess I was busy trying to learn medicine those years. So, I missed Viet Nam,
although I would have served there if  so ordered. My four years in the Army
were important years of  post-graduate training and I think fondly of  them.

Present Activities, Plans: The badly broken medical payment system in
America continues to fascinate me. I could possibly write about it some day.
Can I help correct it? Not likely.

Impact on Society: My contribution to society is rather circumscribed. I have
not become rich or famous. However, I have made a difference for the better
with friends, family, patients, and community from time to time.

About Yourself  and Your Family ...” Things have been good in the past 25 years. 
Joan and I continue to be happily married, in good health, and truly blessed

with our three fine children, Rich, Amy, and Dave (from my prior marriage).
They in turn are happily married—and employed, for heaven’s sake! We have
seven energetic grandchildren, age 1 to 10. We continue to live in Salem, Mass.,
where I practiced general internal medicine for almost 39 years, closing the office
this past May.

Internal medicine resides at the intersection of  science and humanism. It has
been a good fit for me. I believe that of  the three learned professions—the
Clergy, the Law, and Medicine—medicine is the noblest. Tarnished, perhaps,
but still noble. 

At times, I wonder why a kid who was lucky enough to graduate from Dartmouth
College and the Harvard Medical School has not become rich or famous. Joan
reminds me, though, that rich and famous isn’t really what the practice of  medi-
cine is all about. She has that so very right. Periodic affirmations from colleagues
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and patients are nice, to be sure, but that isn’t what it is all about either. Reflect-
ing now on the choice of  career, it just seems somehow worthwhile.

To keep the little gray cells exercised and to keep my hand in my chosen profes-
sion, I have been working as a hospitalist at our local 140-bed rehabilitation

hospital some weekends since closing my office. You may know that the hospi-
talist movement came over the nation like gangbusters 15 or so years ago. It
leaves much to be desired in my view. It would have been grand to have a hand
in improving the system but that is above my pay grade.

“... Your World View” I have become somewhat less idealistic and naive in the
past 25 years. Realism is sinking in. I despair at times of  our nation, our loss of
civility, and our work ethic. I can’t abide the fact that the political candidate
with the most money to buy advertising is most likely to win elections. But our
imperfect nation continues to inspire and show greatness at times, nevertheless. 

President John Sloan Dickey concluded his convocation addresses, in part,
“Your business here is learning, and that is up to you.” I continue to learn from
friends, family, patients, and Dartmouth buddies. So, my education continues.

Can’t wait for June 2012! See all y’all then.

Russell Willis Hardy Jr. Russ 
PO Box 1496, Gualala, CA 95445, 
rwhardy40@hotmail.com, (707) 785-1078

High School: Cranford High School, Cranford, N.J.
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: WDCR
Fraternity: None
Unique Hanover Memory: Thaddeus Seymour: freshman
seminar on Jonathan Swift
Graduate Study: BMed Sci, Dartmouth Medical School,
1963; MD, Harvard Medical School, 1965

Spouse: Judith Markus Hardy
Spouse Education: AB, MLS
Spouse Career: Librarian
Children: Jennifer Van Hook; Caroline Emmet

Where You Grew Up: New Jersey
Resided In: Boston, 1963-67; Washington, D.C., 1967-69; Cleveland, Ohio (and
various suburbs), 1969-2004; The Sea Ranch, Calif., 2004-present
Employers: Practicing neurosurgeon, Cleveland Clinic, 1973-88; practicing neuro-
surgeon, University Hospitals of Cleveland, 1988-2004; Professor of Neurosurgery,
emeritus, Case Western Reserve School of Medicine, 2004-present
Awards and Milestones: AOA, Harvard Medical School; various professional awards;
Chaired or was President of several medical organizations
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: USPS, 1967-69

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Lumbar Disc Disease (book, two editions);
numerous scientific publications and book chapters
Hobbies: Fly fishing; watercolor painting
Travel: Extensive domestic and foreign travel (Europe, South and Central America,
SE Asia, Middle East, North Africa), much of it related to my profession, but contin-
ued in retirement

How well prepared: I don’t think it did.

Historical witness: During my professional lifetime, I have seen an enormous
amount of  medical progress, which has greatly expanded our useful lifespan.

Present Activities, Plans: Fly fishing and watercolor painting; more travel;
time with grandchildren

Impact on Society: My greatest impact has been on the lives of  the numer-
ous patients on whom I’ve operated (something like 5 or 6,000—I lost count
years ago). 
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I despair at times of our nation, our loss of civility, 
and our work ethic.

Richard J. Hannah

Russ Hardy
and Judith



Although I had other good options, I chose Dartmouth because it offered me
the opportunity to go to medical school after my junior year in college.

And while I did enter the Medical School as a senior, I didn’t particularly like
my undergraduate experience, and were I given the chance to do things over, 
I wouldn’t go to Dartmouth. In those days the College was too remote and too
isolated, the weather was lousy, but most particularly, campus life was dominat-
ed by fraternities, and there were few social outlets if  you didn’t belong to one.

On the other hand, I do have a strong attachment to Dartmouth Medical School,
which gave me a great start in my profession and provided role models for my
future career in neurosurgery. Over the years, I have maintained close contacts
with the Medical School but few with the College.

I’ve had a successful career in neurosurgery and to a modest degree was a leader
in my specialty and my profession. And even better, I’ve had a successful marriage
that produced two daughters and three grandchildren. In reflecting on a 40-year
career as a surgeon, I am struck by the dramatic changes that have occurred in
medicine during our lifetime and especially in my professional lifetime; without
those medical advances, fewer of  us would be around for a 50-year reunion.

When we were in kindergarten there were virtually no antibiotics; infectious dis-
eases killed many children and caused a significant mortality in adults (my younger

daughter survived falciparum malaria she caught in Kenya; 60 or 70 years ago
she probably would have died). Abdominal surgery was dangerous in the 1940s
but today is routine and done endoscopically. Polio was still a scourge when we
were in grade school, but is now a distant memory. A number of  other diseases,
including certain malignancies, which are curable today, had no effective treat-
ment when were undergraduates.

And when I was a medical student, in the 1960s, there basically was no treatment
for heart attacks; now coronary artery bypass surgery and stenting have dramat-
ically changed the prognosis from heart disease Many patients used to die fol-
lowing fractured hips, but now, thanks to artificial joint implants, they go out
and play tennis again. Neurologists had no effective treatment for most diseases
they saw, but they now have many therapeutic options. We used to see desperate
patients with end stage renal disease come to the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
and be turned away after a single dialysis—a death sentence—because that
institution, which pioneered organ transplantation, didn’t have the facilities to
treat them all, but today, dialysis is routine and organ transplantation widespread.
Finally, in 1969, when I began my neurosurgical training, intracranial surgery
was primitive, our ability to diagnose neurosurgical conditions was limited, and
diagnostic techniques were dangerous. Now MRIs have made diagnosis routine,
and better anesthesia, stereotactic techniques, functional localization, and the
use of  the operating microscope have made intracranial surgery much safer and
more effective.

You get the picture: medicine has come a long way, and it’s hard to imagine what
further progress we’ll make in the next 50 years. And with rapidly advancing
medical technology, it’s not inconceivable that some of  us might even be around
in 2058 for a 100th reunion.

Gregor J. Hargrett 
Gregor J. Hargrett died December 12, 1989. Greg came
to Dartmouth from Washington, D.C., having graduated
from Lawrenceville, where he was active in school publi-
cations, dramatics, debating, basketball, and baseball. At
Dartmouth, Greg majored in government, was a brother
of  Phi Kappa Psi, and actively participated in track and
cross-country, the Dartmouth Outing Club, and the Rifle
Club. He was in NROTC all four of  his years as an under-
graduate Regrettably, attempts to chart the course of  his
life following graduation have failed. 
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Colin Emile Harley
172 Marsh Island Drive, Kiawah Island, SC 29455,
colin.harley@davispolk.com, 
(843) 243-0456, Cell (203) 856-9176

High School: Laurens High School, Laurens, S.C.
Major: English Literature
Favorite Activity: Organizing and playing in a pretty
damned good rock and roll band, The Lancers, with Mike
Butler ‘61, Jimmy Valentine ’63, and Pete Cornish ‘63
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma
Unique Hanover Memory: Severn PC Duvall was a memo-
rably tough and rewarding teacher who made those in his
seminar read two books a week. I also enjoyed becoming friends with Herb West,
whom I disdained at first for his crip courses and his attitude toward the adminis-
tration. Then, ironically, he chose me to receive an award (a landscape painting of
Herb’s) for being his 10,000th student. I have to mention a fun memory of prepar-
ing to take the LSATs by playing in our R&R band all night long in a cabin in the
White Mountains for a fraternity party—with gas generators to make electricity for
the amps—and driving back to Hanover just in time to eat breakfast in a diner and
to take the exam. Obviously we weren’t taking that process too seriously.
Graduate Study: LLB, University of South Carolina, 1965; LLM, Taxation, New York
University, 1967

Spouse: Anita H. Laudone
Spouse Education: AB, Connecticut College; JD, Columbia University
Spouse Career: Corporate lawyer; Secretary and VP, Phelps Dodge; now a wonder-
ful watercolorist
Children: Guy, 1967; Gray, 1972; Clayton, 1982; Victoria, 1986
Where You Grew Up: Laurens South Carolina (10,000 people); My dad’s father
was the Governor of S.C. when he died in 1942, as was another ancestor in the
1690s, when S.C. was a colony. My dad returned from service on an aircraft carrier
in the Pacific in 1945 and drove around the state looking for a town he would like,
and he chose Laurens.
Resided In: Laurens, 1965; New York, 1966-84; Greenwich, Ct., 1984-2009;
Kiawah Island, S.C., 2009-present
Employers: Self employed lawyer in Laurens, 1965; Adjunct Professor, NYU; LLM,
Taxation, 1968-73; Davis Polk & Wardwell in Manhattan, 1966-2006 (partner
1973-2006)
Awards and Milestones: President, Board of Trustees, Greenwich Country Day
School (1986-96); Public Service Award, Gay Men’s Health Crisis, New York
Working or Retired? Happily retired
Military: U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, 1959-65; never called to active duty

Publications, Achievements, Interests: President of the Greenwich Riding Club
(motorcycle club); Various law review articles

Hobbies: Golf taken up at age 60 is a consuming passion. Played tennis four times
a week for 25 years before golf. Motorcycles beginning at age 53—owned ten hogs
at once, logged over 200,000 miles. Scuba diving in the Caribbean and Hawaii.
Cats: I am a certified cat lover and eccentric; I own four at the moment.
Travel: The beaches of Normandy and other WWII sites in the area were my favorite
trip. While standing in front of the church at Ste. Mere Eglise, I met two veterans in
their 80s who had parachuted into the town on D-Day, and they showed me where
they had landed. Quite a thrill!
When I retired in 2006, my wife and I had a wonderful trip to Buenos Aires to see
our son and to hike in Patagonia: spectacular! Then she flew home, and I stayed for
a memorable six-week motorcycle trip around Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, and Peru,
including Macchu Picchu: unbelievable!
In 2010, my C&G roommate, John Wilkinson, and I took a magical motorcycle trip.
This was our joint celebration of the privilege of reaching 70 by taking a once-in-a-
lifetime motorcycle trip out West that totaled about 8,800 miles in a little under
three weeks. We met in Michigan, where John has a sister and I have a daughter.
My trip there was one 935-mile day through rainstorms in North Carolina, West
Virginia, and Ohio. John’s ride from Newbury, Mass., was probably a little longer.
John was riding his trusty BMW R1200 GS. I was on a Harley Davidson 2007 Street
Glide, which I had custom painted with World War II scenes and military emblems,
including bomber pinups named Miss Behavin and Heavenly Body on the gas tank.
We toured through Nebraska, Iowa, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, Washington,
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and South Dakota, including the big motorcycle rally
(400,000 bikers) in Sturgis. We visited Mike Butler ’61, Dick Beattie ’61, and two of
John’s kids—Lara in Hood River Oregon and Lane in Seattle. We have another jour-
ney planned for 2011 from the Adirondacks down the Appalachians and the Natchez
Trace to New Orleans, Galveston, Big Bend National Park, Marfa, El Paso, and Tucson. 
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How well prepared: I received a football/track scholarship at the University
of  South Carolina, and I didn’t look outside of  S.C. for college. In February of
my senior year my coach said some Dartmouth alums were looking for football
players with good grades and that they wanted to talk to me. After I asked the
coach where Dartmouth was (I literally had never heard of  the school), he
replied, “New Jersey” and proceeded to assure me that Dartmouth was coed.
That began a life-changing relationship for me. Dartmouth had a student body
that represented the wide, wide world (though admittedly with only token repre-
sentation of  African-Americans then). We had really great, talented guys from
every state of  the union and many other countries, and that made me realize
that the possibilities for the future were endless and that I could think outside
the box I grew up in. To this day, several of  the best friends of  my life are the
Dartmouth men I knew the best. 

Historical witness: It was important to me to participate in anti-war activities
during the Vietnam era, including helping to organize a New York lawyers’ march
on Washington in 1969. My first wife pleaded with me not to do it because she
felt I would never become a partner at the venerable firm of  Davis Polk if  I did.
I replied that I didn’t believe my firm was that narrow-minded and that if  it
was, I didn’t want to be a partner there. It wasn’t.

Present Activities, Plans: I have to admit to complacency. I really like being
back in S.C. and near Charleston. My wife and I actually enjoy having unlimit-

ed time together, and I am totally satisfied
with a life of  golf, communing with my cats,
volunteering in the local pet shelter, loung-
ing, and riding bikes on a 10-mile beach, vis-
iting Charleston and having the time to read
at my leisure.

Impact on Society: I had a fascinating 40
years in a large law firm in which the people
were great to work with and the work never
became routine or boring. I managed to be
entrepreneurial enough to build three prac-
tices of  my own from scratch—oil and gas
drilling, equipment leasing (all of  the aircraft
for Delta and Fed Ex for about 30 years) and

international leasing in Europe and Asia. I am grateful for being able to survive
my first marriage and build a strong, happy second one with a woman who is
50% smarter than I am. I have allowed my four children to have an impact on
me by teaching me over and over that each one is unique and has a mind of  his
or her own which I can influence only occasionally. Bless them all!

David B. Harrel 
Dartmouth has no information, on this ’62. 

Parker F. Harris 
Parker F. Harris MD, of  Bangor, and Sugarloaf  USA,
died Nov. 17, 2002, in Portland, Ore.. He had fought a
courageous battle with metastatic melanoma and spent
the last weeks of  his life living it to the fullest, enjoying
friends and family from coast to coast. Parker was born in
Presque Isle, Maine, Aug. 4, 1940, the son of  Dr. Malcolm
D. and Grace B. Harris. He graduated from Presque Isle
High School, the University of  Maine, where he was a
member of  Phi Eta Kappa fraternity, and the University
of  Vermont College of  Medicine. He was a Captain in
the U.S. Army Medical Corps and served in Vietnam. He was honored for his
service with Army Commendations, including the Bronze Star for Achievement.
Dr. Harris was an Obstetrician/Gynecologist in Bangor for 27 years, who deliv-
ered thousands of  babies, helped thousands of  women and families, and was an
invaluable advisor to family planning providers throughout the state of  Maine.
He was a Fellow in the American College of  Obstetricians and Gynecologists
(ACOG) and was Chair of  the Maine Section at the time of  his death. He
served as the Medical Director for the Family Planning Association of  Maine’s
statewide family planning system; as the Medical Director for Penquis Health
and Family Planning in Bangor; and as a member of  the Board of  Directors of
the Family Planning Association.

His contributions to his community also included two terms as a member of  the
Bangor School Committee. In October, the Family Planning Association of
Maine established the Parker F. Harris, M.D. Institute for Reproductive Health.
Parker is survived by his wife, Linda, of  Bangor and his daughter, Susan.

No information is available about his time at Dartmouth.
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Richard Franklin Harris Dick
7 Lorrie Lake Lane, 
Houston, TX 77024, 
rfharris01@aol.com, 
(713) 785-4047, Cell (713) 898-5504

High School: Sao Paulo Graded School, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Major: Chemistry
Favorite Activity: Chi Phi, Soccer, ROTC, road trips
Fraternity: Chi Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Driving date back to her school
after Winter Carnival and getting caught in a huge snow-
storm in the middle of nowhere. In the morning when lights
came on in a house near where we were stuck, we walked over, they took us in,
and fed and cared for us until the snowplows cleared the road.
Graduate Study: MBA, Northwestern, 1964

Spouse: Carol Heidema Harris
Spouse Education: BA, Univ. of Florida; MBA, Univ. of Dallas
Spouse Career: Insurance Adjuster
Children: Cynthia Medeles (12/24/63); James Harris (3/30/66); Tamara Tran (6/5/70);
Rachel Hallmark (4/15/82); Janna Harris (12/25/83)
Where You Grew Up: Sao Paulo, Brazil
Resided In: Chicago/Evanston, 1962-64; Bakersfield, Cal., 1964; Williamsburg, Va.,
1964-65; St. Louis, Mo., 1965-66; Houston, Texas, 1966-67; Oklahoma City, 1967-
68; Phoenix and Fresno, 1968-69; Guadalajara, Mexico, 1969-71; Houston, 1971-
76; Dallas, 1976-79; Houston, 1979-80; Phoenix, 1980-83; Houston, 1983-present
Employers: Anderson, Clayton & Co./Ranger Insurance Group, 1966-88; Galtney
Group/Western Indemnity Ins./Frontier Insurance Group, 1988-99; Memorial Drive
Presbyterian Church, 2004
Awards and Milestones: Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU), 1976;
twice elected an elder at our Presbyterian Church; elected Moderator for a Cursillo
weekend 2005; President of Faith Ministry Board of Directors in McAllen, Texas,
2001-2003
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army: in the Transportation Corps and assigned to U.S. Army
Aviation Materiel Command in St. Louis. Was the Command Transportation Officer
and later the Planning Manager for the Command Controller (CFO).

Hobbies: Christian Ministry commitments, travel, family, reading
Travel: Have visited seven continents and 30 countries. Several more are scheduled
for 2011. On schedule to visit the balance of the 50 states I have missed.

How well prepared: Exposed me to a student body from all over the USA
and many different countries. Introduced to ideas and thoughts I had never
been exposed to.

Historical witness: Served during the Vietnam War. My assignment at a
point was trying to help understand how the war was developing and how to
plan for all the aviation resources they needed. This was the first war where hel-
icopters were a key part of  the effort.

Present Activities, Plans: Christian Ministry Commitments: currently very
involved and on the Board of  The Bible in 90 Days and The Barnabas Group,
Houston; travel, finding a second home in North Carolina

My reflections for the 25th Reunion captured the major events of  the first 25
years after Dartmouth. Since then there has been a notable change in my

life and its focus. While I had always been a regular church attender, participa-
tion in Bible Study Fellowship (BSF) starting in 1985 had a profound impact on
me. As a result, involvement in Church and Christian ministry has been a major
part of  my life in these last 25 years. I have been an Elder at my Church twice
and served on the staff  in 2004 as Director of  Global Missions. I had six years
on the Board and three as President of  Faith Ministry in McAllen, Texas, serv-
ing in the colonias on the border in Mexico. We were a vehicle for mission work
groups to build houses for very poor families, built three churches, and provided
essentially free healthcare to community residents. Over the years I have been
very involved with Young Life, particularly the urban ministry in Houston. Now
I serve on the Board of  Bible in 90 Days that has a program and provides mate-
rials to help/lead people to read the complete Bible in 90 days. The objective of
this ministry is to infect the whole world with all of  God’s word. I also serve on
the Board of  The Barnabas Group–Houston whose mission is to connect busi-
ness leaders with ministries with operating needs. It is exciting at this stage in my
life to be used by God to help change lives when there is so much need.
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From a secular work standpoint, after a stable and interesting career with one
company until our 25th reunion, the balance of  my work life was in the insur-
ance industry with the last 10+ years in Medical Malpractice. Twice in this time,
the company I was running was sold to an organization or individual, and each
time after a year and a half  we agreed to part ways. My life, however, seems far
from retired as I work to stay informed on the financial markets.

The family has grown in these last 25 years and more are expected. There are
three children and their families, including six grandchildren, in Houston and

two daughters and spouses in North Carolina. In Houston we are enjoying having
one of  our granddaughters live with us. Travel to North Carolina is regular, espe-
cially to escape the Houston summer heat and enjoy the cool of  the mountains.

Finally, we get great joy in traveling and have seen the seven continents. But there
are still countries and several of  the 50 states that we plan to visit, hike, and
explore. This is something exciting and invigorating to look forward to.

Paul Bone Hartley II Peter
3718 Locke Lane, Houston, TX 77027, 
babahartley@gmail.com, 
(713) 626-5483, Cell (713) 824-6260

High School: Jacksonville High School, Jacksonville, Ill.
Favorite Activity: Rifle Team 

Spouse: Carolyn Graham Hartley
Spouse Education: BA, University of Texas; Attended Law
School at UT ‘65
Spouse Career: Lots of volunteer work, Mother and Wife
Children: Graham Chambers Hartley, born 3/7/72
Where You Grew Up: Jacksonville, Illinois
Resided In: Killeen, Texas (U.S. Army, Fort Hood), 1963-65; Andrews, Texas, 1965-
67; Tyler, Texas, 1967-74; Houston, 1974-present
Employers: U. S. Army, 1st Armored Division, 1963-65; Exxon Chemical Co., 1965-96
Working or Retired? Retired since 1996 from Exxon Chemical
Military: Director of Marksmanship, 1st Armored Division, Ft. Hood, Texas, 1963-65

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Full time private investor since 1996
Hobbies: Fishing, photography, target shooting (rifle and pistol)

Travel: Have traveled rather extensively to over 50 countries since 1970. Favorite
trips include South Africa (2011), Australia/New Zealand (2000), Greece and Turkey
(2007), Poland and cruise up the Elbe River in Germany (2001), Japan and China
(2004), many trips to Central Europe and sailboat cruises in the Mediterranean,
Chilean Fjords (2006).
Alumni Activities: Alumni Travel: China (2004), Danube River (Vienna to
Bucharest, 2006)

Present Activities, Plans: Our present activities include lots of  travel, which
we hope to be able to continue. My interest in investing in the stock market
consumes lots of  time, at least five days a week!

David J. Hase Dave 
2108 West Raleigh Court, Mequon, WI 53092,
dhase@wi.rr.com, (262) 512-0762 

Spouse: Penelope Sue Hase 

Occupation: Law, Attorney & Shareholder, Cook & Franke
SC, 660 East Mason Street, Milwaukee, WI 53202, 
(414) 271-5900 

Mark H. Hastert 
2436 Sonoma St., Honolulu, HI 96822, (808) 941-8094 

Spouse: Diane Hastert 
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John B. Hatfield Jr. Jack 
jack@hatfieldandhatfield.com 

Spouse: Kathryn Ann Hatfield 

Occupation: Law, Partner, Hatfield & Hatfield, 219 West
Washington Street, Greensboro, NC 27401, (336) 273-0589 

George Haubner Haubs
211 Deerfield Lane, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 , 
gbhaubner@optonline.net, (201) 848-9057

High School: Bloomfield High School, N.J.
Major: Biology
Favorite Activity: Gardening 
Fraternity: Psi Upsilon
Graduate Study: MEd

Spouse: Kathleen Haubner
Spouse Education: BA, Seton Hall Univ.; MPA, Rutgers Univ.
Spouse Career: Real estate appraisal
Children: Laura, Tim, Julia
Where You Grew Up: Bloomfield, N.J.
Employers: Nutley, N.J. (science teacher); Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. (Personal
Trust)
Retired? 1999

Hobbies: Gardening, outdoor activities

Your business here is learning, and that is up to you.” President Dickey
always included this bit of  wisdom in his talks, and that has always stuck

with me. After all these years, I’m still learning and asking questions about the
world and the people around me. This might mean learning about natural
events such as tornados or floods, or about growing new vegetables or flowers in
the garden (a hobby of  mine), or when I travel, gaining an understanding of  the
geography of  a region or about people of  different cultures. History is another
subject that I enjoy through reading and travel. Our learning in college was from
books and teachers who pointed us in a particular direction, but it was always
up to us to commit to learning. That commitment was just one value that
Dartmouth gave us.

Today, technology has become such a part of  everyday living. Technology has
the ability to bombard us with so much information and opinions, and it becomes
necessary to filter out the meaningless from the significant and then move on. 
I struggle sometimes to understand and adapt to technology, to determine what
is useful and what is not.

I’ve also learned to appreciate and value others. They’ve taught me respect,
humility, tolerance, and humor. I try to pass these things on. We are all spinning
around on the same planet. We must try to understand and coexist with those
around us.

Being part of  Dartmouth and the Class of  ’62 has been a 50-year trip that I have
cherished. My hope is that it continues for all of  us for many more years.

Philip R. Hawes 
On August 9, 1973, the remains of  Philip Robert Hawes
Jr. were found by Special Operations Division of  the
Public Safety Department, King County, in the State of
Washington. Philip had been reported missing from the
Snoqualmie Pass, Alpental Ski Area by the Forest Ranger’s
Office on January 7, 1973.

Philip was born at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, on September
23, 1940. As a service junior he lived in many states. At
Dartmouth, he majored in economics, was a member of
Phi Kappa Psi and was active in D.O.C., Ski Patrol, and
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Cabin & Trail. After basic training, he joined the National Guard and later the
Army Reserve, in which capacity he trained and qualified in the Green Berets.

Most of  his adult years after college were spent in Washington State and other
parts of  the northwest. His most recent employment was in Petersburg, Alaska,
as a commercial fisherman (seasonal, June-December).

Although a loner, Philip had the company of  true and lasting friends who enjoyed
with him a love of  our wonderful natural wilderness: mountains, remote valleys,
and seas. His favorite sports and hobbies were scuba and skin diving (exploring
the off-shore habitat of  sea creatures). The mountains in both summer and win-
ter called him to explore hidden valleys, pools, and waterfalls and to enjoy holi-
days on skis.

Rhoderick C. Hawk Rhod 
1720 Ross Drive, Ogden, UT 84403, 
rhodhawk@comcast.net, (801) 627-5431 

Spouse: Frances Hawk 

Jere R. Hawkins 
Hawk died January 20, 2011. His questionnaire response
precedes his obituary. 

Nickname: Hawk

323 Rumstick Road, Barrington, RI 02806, (409) 245-1059 

High School: Tilton School
Major: History
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma

Spouse: Jeanne
Spouse Education: University of Michigan
Children: Julie, January 3, 1979
Where You Grew Up: Barrington, R.I.
Resided In: Barrington, R.I.
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: USMC, 18 months Orient, 9 months Europe

Jere R. Hawkins died January 20, 2011. A lifelong resident of  Barrington,
Rhode Island, Jere came to Dartmouth from Tilton School, where he was active
in student government, the Glee Club, band, dramatics, football, and track. At
Dartmouth, Jere was a brother of  Kappa Sigma fraternity. Following graduation
from Dartmouth, at the time of  our 25th reunion, he worked as a jewelry man-
ufacturer for A.M. Schuler Inc., in Cranston, Rhode Island, and listed “sailing,
carpentry, jogging, life” among his interests. At that time he wrote in our reunion
book, “Life can be positive if  one works at it unrelentingly. The combination of
experiences from great parents to Dartmouth, USMC, US Steel (production),
Fleet National Bank (commercial lending), A.M. Schuler Inc. (jewelry manufac-
turing), and most of  all a beautiful spouse and child have been very enriching.
The fruits are what one gives.” He ended by quoting Robert Frost: “And miles
to go before I sleep.” Unfortunately, attempts to follow where those miles took
him over the last 25 years have yielded only sketchy results. Al Huck, who
roomed with Jere for a year, lost touch with him over time, as did friend and 
fraternity brother Dave Walsh. Gene Gasbarro remembers Jere from banking in
Providence, Rhode Island, and writes: “Jere worked with me and for me when 
I was at Industrial National Bank/Fleet. He was a Branch Manager of  one of
the Providence branch offices when I headed up the Bank’s Providence Region.
Jere followed me (at my request) when I was appointed to head up one of  the
Bank’s Specialized Industry Groups providing lending and other commercial
services to firms within a certain industry. Jere was a conscientious and capable
colleague.” Gene says he lost track of  Jere in the early ’80s when he himself  left
banking. 
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William Thomas Hayes Bill
Nine Pinewood Drive, Pelham, NH 03076,
william.t.hayes@pelhamnhhistory.org, (603) 635-2510

High School: Kimball Union Academy, Meriden, N.H. 
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Canoeing on the River with John
Wilkinson, hanging out at Chi Phi
Fraternity: Chi Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Sharing a quad on the fourth
floor of New Hampshire sophomore year with John
Wilkinson, Tom Boudreau, and Bill Roth
Graduate Study: Juris Doctor, University of Virginia School
of Law, 1965; Graduate study, New York University School of Law, 1965-1968

Spouse: Judith Ann; 50th Anniversary coming up September 8, 2012
Spouse Education: University of New Hampshire
Spouse Career: Providing wind beneath the wings of one spouse, three children,
and six grandchildren
Children: Bill Jr., BS, MBA; Jennifer, D’92, BS, JD; Beth, BSN, MS
Where You Grew Up: Pelham, New Hampshire
Resided In: Pelham, N.H.; Meriden, N.H.; Hanover, N.H.; Charlottesville, Va.; New
York, N.Y.; Pelham, N.H.
Employers: Police Officer, Pelham and Salem, N.H., Police Departments, 1961-65;
Trial Attorney, United States Treasury Department, 1965-98; Head of the Criminal
Division of the IRS’s Boston Law Office, 25 years
Awards and Milestones: Albert Gallatin Award: The Department of the Treasury’s
highest honorary career service award. Association of Historical Societies of New
Hampshire Research and Documentation Awards, 2009 and 2010
Retired? August 1998. Still perform pro bono work for family, friends, and community

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Founded the largest, most comprehensive
all-digital single town history and genealogy library on the Net. Co-authored
Reflections, a comprehensive history of the Town of Pelham, N.H. Caused all Pelham
gravestone inscriptions (1720-1906) to be published by the New Hampshire Society
of Genealogists. Authored numerous zoning, subdivision, health, and other land
use ordinances and regulations.
Travel: Tried cases, attended CLE and management programs, and participated in
firearms training in nearly every major city in the country. More recently have begun
traveling outside the continental U.S. with my wife, rather than my briefcase.
Community Activities: I served on the Pelham Planning Board for ten years and on
virtually every other Pelham Planning Committee for a 25-year period. I also took a
turn as Pelham’s part time Planning Director. I drafted the legislation that created
Pelham’s Forestry Committee, served on Pelham’s Parks and Recreation Commission,
and initiated the acquisition or expansion of nearly every one of Pelham’s many 50-
acre and larger parks and town forests. As Chairman of the Pelham Ambulance

Committee, my responsibility was to lead the group that created the Pelham
Ambulance Service. As Chairman of the Pelham Incinerator and Recycling Center
Committee, I oversaw the creation of one of New Hampshire’s earliest and most
successful solid waste disposal recycling centers. My most visible community effort
resulted in the acquisition of 18 acres of land that became an entirely new Town
Center, aptly named the “Green.”
Alumni Activities: Conducted alumni interviews for a number of years. Missed my
Alumni Fund contribution just once in 50 years.

How well prepared: Not yet.

Historical witness: My family always groans when I begin the Abe Lincoln
version of  my life history. That hasn’t stopped me in the past and won’t stop me
now. I grew up in Pelham, N.H., which had a population of  979 people in 1940,
the year I was born. I began my education in a one-room school house, which
had one teacher, six grades, no running water, a single woodstove, and outside
toilet facilities. At age six, I walked two miles to school in all types of  weather.
(Here my son interjects that it was uphill both ways.) A few years later, Pelham
abandoned its one-room school houses for a new centralized school with single-
grade classrooms, central heat, running water, indoor plumbing, and a total stu-
dent population of  less than 150.

In 1954, I entered Lowell High School, which had a student population of  2,200.
Pelham had no high school, and Lowell was on the way to my father’s place of
employment. He got me to school. I got myself  home, eight miles. Although 
I didn’t know them, my Lowell High classmates included John Stevens, Bill
McDonald, and Paul Tsongas.

At the time, Lowell was considered the armpit of  America. Senator Paul Tsongas
changed that many years later. While Paul and I were not close at Dartmouth,
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he would often hitch a ride home on weekends. Freshmen were not allowed to
have cars on campus, but I knew a Townie who allowed me to stash my 1949
Plymouth coupe off-campus.

I completed my junior and senior years at Kimball Union Academy, just a few
miles south of  Hanover. Having been properly prepared, I flew through my fresh-
man year at Dartmouth, crashed my sophomore year, and rose from the ashes
my junior and senior years to be admitted into a number of  good law schools.
On the advice of  Andy Bartlett, I enrolled at the University of  Virginia School
of  Law with John Walters and Mike Slive. Having placed seventh in my class at
the end of  my first semester, I enjoyed a free financial aid ride during the remain-
der of  my time at UVa.

In 1965 I placed first on the New Hampshire Bar Exam and joined the Treasury
Department as a Trial Attorney in New York. A year later the office moved from
30 Church Street to Foley Square to make room for the World Trade Center. In

1968, I transferred to our Boston Office. In a weird twist of  fate, our New York
Office subsequently returned to 7 World Trade and fell to the ground several
hours after American Flight 11, captained by former Pelham resident John
Ogonowski, flew into the North Tower on 9/11. John had been to my home on
several occasions to seek my advice. On 9/11 his children were attending school
in Pelham. I was safely retired in New Hampshire on 9/11, but Ron Rothman
had his office in our 7 World Trade Center Office when Flight 11 flew low over
his office and into the tower.

My career advanced swiftly after transferring to Boston. I was promoted to Head
of  the Criminal Division and became second in command of  the Boston Office,
positions held for 25 years. At the time of  my promotion, every criminal tax
case involving a New England resident crossed my desk on its way to a Federal
Grand Jury. In addition to handling all of  the New England criminal tax cases
within the Treasury Department, my immediate staff  tried many of  the more
complex civil fraud and tax shelter cases, which permitted me to travel to most
of  the major cities in the country.

It was a successful 25-year run prosecuting white collar criminals, drug dealers,
embezzlers, Mafia chiefs, and politicians.

I retired in 1998 and am now living with my wife, children, and grandchildren
on a 10-acre compound carved out of  the farm that I grew up on. I am grateful
for having had a major league education and career, but you can’t beat retire-
ment in a small New Hampshire town just two miles from the one-room school
house where it all began. That school house still stands.

Present Activities, Plans: Family, reading, gardening, and woodworking keep
me busy at home. Serving as President of  the Pelham Historical Society keeps me
active outside the home. The Society’s building is now on the State and National
Register of  Historical Places. Our Museum is growing. The Hayes-Genoter
Online History and Genealogy Library is the largest all-digital single town library
on the Internet. When I want to get out of  town, my favorite spot is a Camp
that my cousin and I built on the Kancamagus Highway from trees that he and
I cut on the farm that I grew up on.

Impact on Society: I believe that my Town is different as a result my having
lived there.

Arthur P. Hays Rusty 
P.O. Box 235, Demarest, NJ 07627, (201) 768-5220 

Spouse: Eugenia T. Hays 

Occupation: Health/Science, Managing Director, 
Therapath, 545 W 45th Street Floor 7, New York, NY 10036, 
(800) 681-4338 

Dwight M. Hayward 
59 Amble Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824, (978) 256-3177 

Occupation: Finance/Financial Services, Partner,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, L.L.P., 125 High Street Suite 9000,
Boston, MA 02110, (617) 530-5126 
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Lawrence E. Hazard 
Lawrence Ellison Hazard of  Lafayette, California, col-
lapsed and died May 23, 2009, at the peak of  Mt. Lassen
after hiking with family members to a spot where he had
planned to ski down the mountain. Larry was a 32-year
veteran of  the National Ski Patrol and served as Assistant
Patrol Director at Squaw Valley. A history major and avid
outdoorsman at Dartmouth, Larry was a four-year mem-
ber of  the D.O.C. and a brother of  Sigma Nu fraternity.
Following graduation, he attended Northwestern Business
School and went on to pursue a career in commercial and
industrial real estate. As a hobby, Larry later established his own Hazard Hill
Vineyards, producing wine for gatherings and celebrations with family and
friends. 

At the time of  the 25th reunion, he wrote: “My relatively simple, happy and ful-
filling life changed radically in 1982. It was discovered that Brenda had cancer.
She died 8 months later. A new page in my life began as a 40-year-old bachelor
with 3 teenage daughters. In 1985, my life was brightened when Joyce
Richardson and I were married. Since Joyce has two teenage daughters, we now
have a regular sorority house.”

His wife, Joyce; his brother James L. Hazard ‘66 and sister-in-law; three daugh-
ters; two stepdaughters; five sons-in-law; nine grandchildren; and a niece and
nephew survive him.

Thomas John Hector Tom
33669 Yorkridge Street, Farmington Hills, MI 48331,
teamhector@hotmail.com, 
(248) 661-5257, Cell (248) 388-4800

High School: Horton Watkins High School, Ladue, Mo.
Major: Spanish; Minor: Business
Favorite Activity: Soccer, skiing, Winter Carnival; DOC;
Army Mountain & Winter Warfare
Fraternity: Chi Phi, Treasurer
Unique Hanover Memory: Rooming with David L. Smith,
who had one pile for dirty clothes and one pile for clean
clothes. Life was very basic and simple then.
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Michigan, 1966

Spouse: Michaela (“Mike”)
Spouse Education: MA, University of Michigan, 1975

Spouse Career: Educator; President, Complete Courier Services LLC (international
courier)
Children: Adam, February 16, 1977; Ellen, November 21, 1981
Where You Grew Up: North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Illinois,
Missouri, Michigan. Moved 22 times before I was 20 years old.
Resided In: Royal Oak and Farmington Hills, Mich., 1966-present
Employers: Ford Motor Company; Comerica Bank; Wolf Detroit Envelope Company;
Corporate Flight Inc.
Awards and Milestones: Airline Transport Pilot Rating (ATP), 1999; Hawker 800/
800XP and Citation 500 Series Type ratings, October 2005 and October 2009
respectively; Adjunct Professor of Finance, University of Michigan, 1994
Retired? Currently working as jet pilot captain for private jet charter company
(www.corporateflight.com)
Military: United States Army, Armor Branch, Fort Knox, Ky., and Fort Jackson, S.C.
Honorable discharge as Captain

Hobbies: Fishing, hunting, jogging, canoeing/kayaking, golf
Travel: Safari in Kenya was the highlight of our world adventures to date, but my
wife, Mike, and I have had wonderful trips to Australia, New Zealand, Greece, Ireland,
Scotland (Dartmouth ’62 trip), England, Italy, France, Germany, Mexico, Brazil, Spain,
and Portugal. I have also visited Argentina, Venezuela, Chile, Peru, Uruguay, Costa
Rica, Colombia, Panama, Nicaragua, Japan, Hong Kong, and Thailand.
Community Activities: Kirk in the Hills Presbyterian Church (Trustee); Habitat for
Humanity; The International Institute (Board of Directors); Lourdes Nursing Home
(Board of Directors) 
Alumni Activities: Interviewed prospective Dartmouth students
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How well prepared: Dartmouth gave me a sense of  belonging, forging bonds
of  friendship that span 50 years. She taught me to follow my moral compass in
all areas of  my life. Dartmouth stimulated my curiosity to learn and to perform
to the best of  my ability both personally and professionally.

Historical witness: (1) Fall 1962: Due to my Dartmouth major and facility
with Spanish, the U.S. Army changed my orders, with only days to go before
completing training at Fort Knox, from Germany to Fort Jackson, S.C., to train
Cubans for possible second try after the Bay of  Pigs mission in April 1961; (2)
Fort Jackson, S.C., rifle range commanding a basic training company on Novem-
ber 22, 1963, when the loudspeaker told of  the John F. Kennedy assassination;
(3) Putting on the third green at Bloomfield Hills Country Club on July 20, 1969,
and listening to the radio when Apollo 11 Eagle landed on the moon and Neil
Armstrong uttered his famous words, “One small step for man, one giant step
for mankind”; (4) Birth of  our son, Adam, on February 16, 1977; (5) Birth of  our
daughter, Ellen, on November 21, 1981; (6) Criticized by former Comerica 
boss for introducing new technology (computers) into my department; (7) Watch-
ing TV in the Comerica Bank Operations Center on January 28, 1986, when
the Challenger spacecraft broke apart on re-entry; (8) As General Manager,
Corporate Flight Inc., coordinated the grounding of  our aircraft fleet and made
alternative travel arrangements for our clients due to the terrorist attacks on
September 11, 2001.

Present Activities, Plans: Presently I am a jet pilot flying Hawker 800/800XP
and Citation II, V, Ultra aircraft for a jet charter company, Corporate Flight Inc.,
transporting clients to destinations throughout the continental United States,
Alaska, Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean. I would like to continue flying for
the foreseeable future but have an interest in training another Labrador dog as
well as a horse and, of  course, more travel—next stop, China in 2012! 

Consequences of  our choices determine who we are and what we have done
with our lives. Such has been the case with my life. Raised in a modest

family and living in many different homes throughout seven Midwestern states
because my father was promoted and moved again and again with Standard Oil
Company, now BP. While we developed friends wherever we went, the family
unit and the moral values within it were critical to my growth and development.
The longest time spent at any one school was the four years from freshman year
through graduation at Horton Watkins High School in Ladue, Mo., a suburb of
St Louis. That is where my future life started to take shape.

First, it was Spanish to satisfy a language requirement. Then on college career
night my lifelong friend, Mike Schwartz ’62, suggested I finish the evening with
him and visit the Dartmouth College booth, which we did, but the Air Force

Academy was my first choice, as I wanted to fly. Academics were high, physical
fitness good to go, a congressional appointment a done deal and a passed physi-
cal with a slight astigmatism. Then, another routine physical before deployment
to Colorado Springs, and the doctor said he would not pass the astigmatism.
Time for Plan B—Dartmouth was selected over Princeton and Stanford
because every one of  the Dartmouth alumni I met was extremely enthusiastic
about the school.

What major? I was always interested in Business. Since our family was not
wealthy I could not envision traveling internationally, but Dartmouth offered
studying abroad if  a student majored in a foreign language, and I could still
minor in business—done! The die was really cast now.

After graduation, the U.S. Army held my attention for two years. Orders to an
armored unit in Germany suddenly changed to a basic training command at
Fort Jackson, S.C., to train Cubans due to my Spanish language. While there, 
I began my flying career with the Army Flying Club.
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Following the Army, two years were spent at Ford Motor Company, then on to
Comerica Bank for a career in finance and commercial lending, initially domes-
tically and then, because of  my language once again, to the international depart-
ment, specifically Latin America, Spain, and Portugal. A boss’s request to
represent the bank in community service as a board member at the Internation-
al Institute, because of  my language, led to a casual friendship with a board
member who suggested I ask her god-daughter for a date. The result—a won-
derful marriage of  37 years (still going strong) and two wonderful children,
Adam and Ellen.

Later, as Sales Manager for Wolf  Detroit Envelope, I developed a General Avia-
tion Program (GAP) to fly a private plane on sales calls throughout our market
area. Now, I was equipped with a commercial pilot license as well as instrument
and multi-engine ratings.

Following Wolf, I decided to seek a position as a professional jet pilot before
retiring. Years of  networking resulted in an interview, a jet simulator ride, and
subsequently a position with Corporate Flight Inc. A turning point in the hiring
process was my Spanish language capability, as Corporate Flight had clients fly-
ing to Mexico. Thus, I became one of  the crew on most Mexico, Central
America, and Caribbean flights.

So a close family unit and the choices to take Spanish and fly have had a con-
tinual impact on virtually all aspects of  my life. 

Charles O. Hegeman 
Charles O. (“Chuck”) Hegeman, M.D., died December 13,
2001. Chuck was born June 15, 1940, in Detroit, Michigan,
to Hazel Louise Ringels and Garnett Langston Hegeman Sr.
He was baptised at St. Matthews Episcopal Church (Detroit)
and was later confirmed at the Episcopal Church of  the
Resurrection in Ecorse, Michigan, a new mission organized
by his parents and several other couples in 1947. He became
the first acolyte of  this newly organized place of  worship.

Chuck received his elementary and secondary education
in the Ecorse Schools, where he excelled in academia,
athletics, and music. He received letters in tennis, football, and diving. A talent-
ed musician, he played clarinet, oboe, and bassoon and sang in the choir. At 16,
he was selected by his high school to be its sole representative to participate in
its Youth for Understanding Exchange Student Program. He spent five months
in Germany with a family, who had a son his age. While in Germany, he fell in
love with the language, culture, and history.

Less than two months after his return to Ecorse, the German student with whom
he lived won a trip to the United States. He lived with the Hegemans and attend-
ed Ecorse High School with Chuck, where the two graduated together in June
1958. Chuck attended Dartmouth on an academic/athletic scholarship, where
he started as center for the football team. He majored in German and was a
member of  Tau Epsilon Phi. He spent the second semester of  his junior year at
the University of  Freiburg in Germany. Upon graduation, he began his medical
education at Howard University in Washington, D.C., graduating in 1966. In
that year, he married Jessie O. Davis, and they had four children: Lisa, Veronica,
Charles Jr., and Edward.

Chuck interned in Los Angeles County General Hospital Unit II and completed
his surgical residency at the University of  California, Irvine, in 1971. From
1971 to 1973 he served as a Major in the Medical Corps, stationed at Ft. Bragg,
North Carolina. After his tour of  duty, he returned to Los Angeles and began his
private practice in peripheral and vascular surgery. For several years, he taught
at Martin Luther King Jr. Hospital, where he was Assistant Clinical Professor of
Surgery in the Charles Drew Postgraduate School of  Medicine. He has served as
Chief  of  Staff  of  Surgery at West Adams Hospital, which later became Western
Park Hospital. He was on the staff  of  Queen of  Angels Hollywood Presbyterian
Medical Center, Los Angeles Metropolitan Medical Center, Good Samaritan
Hospital, Temple Community Hospital, and Centinela Hospital. Chuck was a
member of  several professional organizations, including the National Medical
Association, the Charles Drew Society, and the John Connaly Surgical Society.
He was a Fellow in the American College of  Surgeons. 

Upon learning of  his death, then 1962 Class President John Walters wrote,
“Chuck was an incredibly active member of  the Dartmouth Class of  ’62.
Whether on the football field, in the swimming pool, or in the classroom or lab-
oratory, Chuck never ceased to impress all of  us with his enthusiasm and will to
excel. In addition to his intensity in the athletic arena, he demonstrated a deeply
principled and compassionate attitude toward his fraternity brothers and other
’62 classmates.”
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David Smith, our Class co-webmaster, added, “Chuck and I comprised the div-
ing squad on the freshman swimming team under Coach Michaels. I fondly
remember Chuck as a determined, unflappable competitor and a dedicated
teammate, ready and willing to share his talent.” 

Doug Skopp remembers: “He had an infectious laugh and blended good fun
with seriousness, and above all, his unwavering decency, in everything he did.
We lived in the same dormitory (Smith Hall) during our sophomore year and
had many friends in common. We also were in several classes together, studying
German. When I dropped out after my sophomore year to work in Germany
(that was the only way I was going to make any progress in the language), Chuck
went on to an exchange program at the University in Freiburg in spring 1961. 
I had enrolled there too, the semester before, having pumped up my German
skills by living with a family that could not speak English. Chuck and I took
some classes together and had some good times in between. While I only had a
beat-up old bicycle, Chuck had a great motorcycle and we often zipped around
the city and beyond. It was just 15 years after the end of  the war—enormous
challenges and great experiences. Chuck’s German was exceptionally fluent—
I still remember how the locals were stunned to hear us babbling in German.
On an odd night, when we had had a bit too much of  the local beer, Chuck and
I would recite German poetry—or at least what we thought was poetry—at the
top of  our lungs as we made our way home.”

He is survived by his wife, Dr. Lynda Snead-Hegeman, two daughters, Elizabeth
(Lisa) Louise Hegeman Robinson (Ron) and Veronica Grace Hegeman, two
sons, Charles Oxford Hegeman Jr. (T’Alicandra) and Edward John Davis
Hegeman, sister, Florence Hegeman McClain, and brother, Garnett Langston
Hegeman Jr. (Rosa).

John W. Heiss Jr.
John William Heiss died February 2, 2003, of  pancreatic
cancer in San Mateo, California. John came to Dartmouth
from Racine, Wisconsin. At Dartmouth, he majored in
English and was a member of  Sigma Nu Delta. He served
in the Army in Vietnam. He earned an M.B.A. from the
Wharton School in 1969 and later became founding part-
ner of  the San Francisco management consulting firm
Hughes, Heiss & Associates. John was a world traveler, an
avid tennis player, and a voracious reader. John is survived
by his wife of  37 years, Susan, and daughters Kathryn
and Janet.

Charles F. Henderson Charlie 
66 Colonia Miramonte, 5434 E. Lincoln Dr., Paradise Valley,
AZ 85253, (480) 596-7945;
Summer/Fall: P.O. Box 699, Rockport, ME 04856, 
(207) 594-9082; 
charleshenderson847@yahoo.com, Cell (847) 682-6234

High School: West Phoenix High School
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Sports
Fraternity: Phi Delta Theta (now Phi Delta Alpha) 

Spouse: Pamela
Spouse Education: Wittenberg University
Spouse Career: Homemaker
Children: Geoffrey and Christopher
Where You Grew Up: Phoenix, Arizona
Resided In: Scottsdale, Ariz.; Cheshire, Conn.; Miami, Fla.; Wilmette, Ill.; Paradise
Valley, Ariz.; Rockport, Maine. 
Employers: E.F. Hutton, Bache, United Bank of Arizona, Wright Investors Services,
The Northern Trust Co., Chicago Trust Co., Voyageur Asset Management
Awards and Milestones: Grew assets under management from $300 million to
$10 billion in five years at Voyageur, after starting the firm. One of the fun experi-
ences as a Chief Investment Officer was being asked to give interviews to the
media, e.g., CNBC, Fortune, Forbes, Bloomberg, and several newspapers. The high-
light of these was being the special guest on Wall Street Week with Louis Rukeyser.
Working or Retired? Retired in March 2008 (perfect time to exit the money man-
agement business)
Military: Two years active duty, U.S. Army

Publications, Achievements, Interests: See “Impact on Society” below. After our
sophomore year, Dean Thad thought it would make sense for me to take a sabbati-
cal for two years and go into the Army, which I did and then returned to Dartmouth
to graduate in 1964. On that subject (the Army), I have been very concerned about
the social/moral decay in America over the last 30-40 years. It is obvious that per-
sonal responsibility is lacking, e.g., housing crisis, and has been building since the
late 1960s. We were fortunate to have been teenagers in the 1950s, as the TV
show “Happy Days” depicted. One key characteristic that we had to deal with was
the Draft. We had to plan for it, be aware that it was always there, and be respon-
sible for our actions. Not only did all the young men in the country need to plan,
but so did all the young women. Therefore, to return civility, responsibility, the abili-
ty to work with all kinds of people, we should reinstitute the draft. It would include
the military, but it could be any government service, e.g., Peace Corps, etc. This
would teach young people to live independently, work with others, manage their
own money, and be responsible for two years.
Hobbies: Golf, travel, gardening, reading
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Travel: England, Ireland, Thailand, Mexico
Community Activities: Board of Directors: Valley Big Brothers, Boys Club of
Phoenix, Crisis Nursery, Home for the Impaired (Chicago), Retirement committee of
Carle Clinic and Carle Foundation (Champaign, Ill.)., PTA president (Phoenix), referee
high school basketball (Phoenix), Scottsdale Cable TV Commission, Vestry/Finance and
Endowment Committees of St. Barnabas Episcopal Church in Scottsdale, Recordings
for the Blind
Alumni Activities: District Enrollment Director, Phoenix; President of the Dartmouth
Alumni Club of Phoenix; Alumni Council for three years

Historical witness: I was the only member of  our class from Arizona. When
I took over as District Enrollment Director, seven years after graduation, I want-
ed to have more guys from Arizona. I visited every high school, met with princi-
pals, college counselors, etc., and within 3-4 years, we had seven from Arizona in
one class, most from the Phoenix area. In two successive years, the valedictory
address was given by men from Phoenix!

Present Activities, Plans: Finance Committee for St. Thomas Episcopal
Church, Camden, Maine, and Christ Church of  the Ascension, Paradise Valley,
Ariz.; Rotary Club of  Rockland, Maine; member of  Paradise Valley Country
Club, Phoenix; Megunticook Golf  Club, Rockport, and Rockport Boat Club

Impact on Society: My wife, Pam, and I have established Scholarship Funds
in Arizona and Maine to help needy, academically motivated 8th graders attend
a better high school than they would be normally attending. It may be a private
school or a public school that would be more suitable, e.g. safer. Our philosophy
is to give a kid the basics at a good high school and then they can go to any col-
lege and be prepared.

H. Howard Henry 
2148 Green Mountain Turnpike, Chester, VT 05143, 
(802) 875-3379 

Occupation: Consultant 

Richard R. Heraty Dick 
Egelsee Str. 16, 4866 Unterach am Attersee, Austria, 
richard@heraty.ch, 43 7665 8669

High School: Marion High School, Marion, Ind.; Clarion 
High School, Clarion, Pa.
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Football, writing, skiing, Phi Delt
Fraternity: Phi Delta Alpha (Theta)
Unique Hanover Memory: Taking the liberty to name at
least two, which rank among some of the biggest “put-
downs.” The first was in a visit to Sanborn House of William
Golding (Lord of the Flies). One of the students attempted to
challenge Golding and ask him how he compared Faulkner to Hemingway. Golding’s
response was, “I understand both are very good authors, but I admit that I have never
read their works. I’ve read nothing but Euripides in original Greek for the past three
years.” The second was a Robert Frost presentation where questions were allowed,
and one student asked what Frost thought of free verse. His response was, “It’s like
playing tennis with the net down.”
Graduate Study: MBA, Fontainebleau, France, 1967

Spouse: Ulrike J. Heraty, married 4 April 1964
Spouse Education: German High School
Spouse Career: Wonderful Wife and Mother, time-method engineer
Children: Patricia C. Heraty, 30 March 1965; Christian R. Heraty, 20 December 1975
Where You Grew Up: Clarion, Pa.
Resided In: Wuerzburg, Germany, 1962-67; Toledo, Ohio, 1967-77; Melbourne,
Australia, 1977-80; Madrid, Spain, 1980-82; Toledo, Ohio, 1982-85; Dubois, Pa.,
1985-88; Singapore, 1988-92; Zurich, Switzerland, 1992-94; Zug, Switzerland,
1994-2001; Unterach am Attersee, Austria, 2001-present
Employers: U.S. Army, Owens-Illinois Inc., Brockway Inc.; Emhart Glass SA
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Awards and Milestones: U.S. Army Captain, Army Commendation Medal,
International Executive and Board Positions
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army (3d Armored and 3d Infantry Divisions), Frankfurt, Germany,
and Wüerzburg, Germany, 2d Lt.-Captain, 1962-66

Publications, Achievements, Interests: A very surprising request to have one of
my published Dartmouth poems, “Telephone Pole,” put to music by a prof. at Michigan
State Univ. It had its first (and perhaps last) performance in Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Hobbies: Skiing, hiking, attending events in the nearby cities of Salzburg, Vienna,
and Munich, research and writing, local touring
Travel: Millions of miles to all continents and numerous countries
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth interviewer

How well prepared: Just a few comments. The foreign language requirement
was important and helped me to be able to speak German, French, and Spanish.
The diverse makeup of  the student body and faculty with the resulting diverse
viewpoints increased tolerance for same. Great Issues helped with speakers like
Brezinski, Margaret Mead, etc. The requirement to compare how media treats
different information through reading articles on the same subject from the N.Y.
Times and the Manchester Union Leader. This is more important today. President
Kim should be congratulated on reviving Great Issues. With the ability to select
electives in addition to my major, a course such as Asian Thought was very help-
ful during much of  my time dealing with Asia. These are just a few thoughts
that come immediately to mind.

Although one is encouraged to not look back and only forward, it is clear that
the lessons of  history give a clearer picture of  what brought us to where

we are today and gives thought and challenge to the memories of  what we think
actually happened. Reflections are one of  those opportunities to try and recon-
struct a period of  50 years and the changes that have taken place to person, fam-
ily, society, and the surrounding world. This is not a small task and may suffer
from necessary abbreviation.

Life has been good to me in many ways. Like most, there has been a share of  ups
and downs, but more in the up category. The chance to live and work around
the world has created its challenges but many rewards. It has also provided per-
spectives that are sometimes not understood by friends and extended family.
These perspectives are formed by real-life experiences in different countries and
cultures and access to human contact, international and local media, and more
recently, the Internet. It also permits a more objective view of  one’s own coun-
try and the world of  business.

In 1962, the U.S. was still benefitting from the growth and stability after WW II.
The world looked positive with the only dark cloud being greater involvement

in the Vietnam war. During this time, I spent four years as an Officer in the
U.S. Army in Germany. (It was then that I encountered one time our Class 007,
Sandy Apgar, stationed up on the then border in Cobourg.) With the world
changing around us, it was during this time that I met and married Uli, who
has not only been the love of  my life but the greatest companion in our odyssey
around the world. From the military I went on to get my MBA in international
business at INSEAD in Fontainebleau, France, and began the long journey in
international business.

Over time, there have been many disturbing developments in society and the
world. Money has risen to the highest priority for many. Truth seems to have
faded more and more from the surface and is being replaced by disinformation

and untruths. The balance of  individual and community seems to have moved
more and more in favor of  the individual. Greed has almost become an addic-
tion for some financial individuals. Wars are bleeding the U.S. There seem to be
forces at work where money, power, and dominance are the top priorities. It is
almost as if  one has taken the once fashionable Boston Consulting growth-share
matrix, with its designations of  Star, Dog, Cash Cow, and Question Mark, and
applied it to the world. China has recently become the Star and the U.S. has
become the Cash Cow.

It is good to see the Class has continued to find a healthy balance between indi-
vidual and community. Congratulations should go to the likes of  John Walters,
Tom Komarek, Gordy McKean, Jim Haines, and the many others who have
made the strong effort over these 50 years to hold the Class of  ’62 community
together. Having lived only 13 years of  the last 50 in the U.S. has made it diffi-
cult to participate in the many Class activities, but I have continued to follow
through the DAM and the Class Newsletter. My most important community has
been my family, my wife Uli, daughter Patricia (Dartmouth ’87), and son
Christian (Wittenberg ’98). I hope we will be able to renew old contacts during
the reunion in 2012.
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My perspectives are formed by real-life experiences 
in different countries and cultures and access to human
contact, international and local media, 
and more recently, the Internet.

Richard R. Heraty



Carl F. Herbold Jr. Bold
1330 Via Zurita, Claremont, CA 91711, 
carl@cfherbold.com, 
(909) 626-2020, Cell (909) 226-4965 

High School: Shaker Heights High School
Major: History (honors)
Favorite Activity: Attending public lectures, concerts, plays;
skiing
Unique Hanover Memory: Lectures and comments by the
witty ironist, Vernon Hall Jr., Professor of Comparative Litera-
ture. (I took three courses with him.)
Graduate Study: LLB, Yale Law School, 1968; MPhil, Yale
Graduate School, 1968; PhD, Latin American History, Yale Graduate School, 1973

Spouse: Bryna Lee Herbold
Spouse Education: BA, Anthropology, UCLA, 1963
Spouse Career: Middle school teacher (world history and Spanish)
Children: Erika Louise Herbold, 1972; Julia Herbold, 1974
Where You Grew Up: Lima, Ohio, and Shaker Heights, Ohio
Resided In: New Haven, Conn., 1962-64, 1966-68, 1970-71; Panama City,
Panama, 1964-66; New Brunswick, N.J., 1971-72; Albuquerque, N.M., 1972-74;
Lima, Peru, 1969-70, 1977-78; Claremont, Calif., 1974-present
Employers: Yale University; Rutgers University; University of New Mexico; Pomona
College; Musick, Peeler & Garrett; Hanson, Bridgett, Marcus, Vlahos & Stromberg;
Best, Best & Kreiger; Maroney & Brandt; self-employed, sole practitioner, 1991-present
Awards and Milestones: Fulbright Scholar, Peru, 1977-78
Working or Retired? I am mostly retired from law practice (ca. 80%); however, as
a solo practitioner and one working from home for the past four years, I can take
on special projects for friends and former clients. It’s great having a little to do now
and then and to have extra cash coming in when the market is down! My bar dues
are paid until the end of the year, and I’ll have to review the situation before the
next renewal!
Military: U.S. Peace Corps, Panama, 1964-66

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Various publications; volunteer activities;
member of many boards
Hobbies: Skiing, biking, swimming; woodworking and furniture design and mak-
ing; art history and appreciation; jazz music; opera
Travel: South America, Mexico, Guatemala; Spain, Italy, France, England, Holland,
Turkey: yearly trips since 1990
Community Activities: Founding member, Claremont Museum of Art; Claremont
Kiwanis Club; Eastern Bar Association (President, 1995; board members since 1991);
San Gabriel Valley Lawyer Referral Service (President twice, board since 1998); vari-
ous other boards and offices
Alumni Activities: Alumni interviewer, inland southern California area, 1980-1990

How well prepared: When I entered Dartmouth, I intended to go on to law
school, and I followed the advice of  an uncle who had gone to Harvard and
was a major partner in a large Cleveland law firm, to major in economic histo-
ry. So I majored in history, wrote my honors thesis on New Hampshire railroad
history, and had almost a major in economics as well. Otherwise, I took courses
broadly, and in addition to the three required courses per trimester, I audited
one additional each term from sophomore year on, doing all of  the reading and
attending all of  the classes. I figure I got a real bargain in education: five years
of  classes for the price of  four! My academic work at Dartmouth prepared me
for a lifetime of  learning—and understanding the world around me. Of  course,
I cannot discount the superb education in law that I received at Yale Law
School, nor the two years of  service in the Peace Corps in Panama, where I
learned Spanish (which I still speak fluently) and participated in creating and
promoting projects to benefit the people I worked with.

I guess I should add that I came to Dartmouth as a pretty insular midwesterner,
with no reservations about my parents’ Republican enthusiasm, though with
considerable doubts about their religion. By the time I graduated, I was a dem-
ocratic socialist, a convinced agnostic, and an enthusiastic reader and scholar. 

Dartmouth provided me with a solid grounding in the substance of  the liberal
arts; an awareness of  the world around me; habits of  concentration, persistence,
and rational inquiry; and a dedication to wanting to make the world a better place.
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Historical witness: Having recently attended the celebration of  the 50th
anniversary of  the founding of  the Peace Corps, I am particularly proud and
aware of  my participation in the Peace Corps, in Panama. I served one year in
a small rural community, where I organized the residents to initiate poultry rais-
ing and other agricultural projects. The second year, I was a special assistant to
the country director, assisting with locating site and negotiating support for a
large number of  new volunteers throughout the country. I also worked, as rep-
resentative of  the Peace Corps with a number of  Panamanian governmental and

private sector agencies to establish and implement a volunteer corps for young
Panamanians. Sargent Shriver, the founding Director of  the Peace Corps, stated
that one measure of  the success of  the Peace Corps would be that it would work
itself  out of  a job by preparing host country personnel to do the things done by
Peace Corps volunteers. In my case, the foundation of  the Servicio Nacional de
Voluntarios survived my term of  service, and several years later, when a nation-
alistic president of  Panama decided to terminate the presence of  the Peace
Corps in his country, one of  the reasons he gave was that Panama had its own
volunteer agency, the SNV! So, I worked the whole of  Peace Corps–Panama
out of  a job! (Didn’t get a commendation from Sarge, though!)

Present Activities, Plans: I still have three cases making their way through
the courts, but the end is in sight for all, which should be finished by mid-2012!
I shall continue to serve as counselor and legal advisor for several nonprofit organi-
zations and business corporations. I will be traveling, about two major trips per
year, as long as my feet and legs hold up! Then there is a large stack of  wood
from an olive tree I had to remove, and I shall convert that into tables, benches,
and desks, for fun and profit. And I have a research project, a survey of  political
leadership in Latin America since independence.

Impact on Society: That’s hard to measure, but I think that I did in Panama.
At Dartmouth, I received the idea that each of  us should have at least one goal:
to leave the world better when we leave it than it was when we entered it. I have
felt that I achieved that through my service in the Peace Corps in Panama. When
I returned to finish my last year in law school (and undertake graduate studies
in Latin American history), I felt that the rest of  my life was “gravy” because 
I had accomplished that important goal.

Of  course, I’d like to think that some of  the clients whom I have represented
are better for my efforts, and because I represented employees who had suffered
discrimination or unlawful treatment in the workplace, I know that some have
expressed their appreciation. I have also always viewed one of  my tasks as a
lawyer to educate people in how the legal system works, and why.

Laurence T. Herman Jr. 
1835 Stonycroft Lane, Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304, 
ltherman@gmail.com, Cell (248) 496-0224

See Addendum for late submission, page 501.

Edwin H. Hermance Ed 
3214 Winter St., Philadelphia, PA 19104,
edhermance@yahoo.com, 
(215) 387-6782, Cell (215) 720-0123

High School: Mirabeau Bonaparte Lamar High School,
Houston, Texas
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Picking apples in abandoned orchards in
Vermont
Unique Hanover Memory: The only tolerant words concern-
ing homosexuality that I had ever heard were when Prof.
Guthrie said that Robert de St. Loup (in Proust’s Remembrance
of Things Past) had something to hide when he beat up someone who’d offered to
give him a blow job. Of course, Robert is discovered in a male brothel hundreds of
pages later.
Graduate Study: MA, Comparative Literature, Indiana Univ., Bloomington

Where You Grew Up: Houston, Texas
Resided In: Bloomington, Ind.; Auburn, Ala.; Terre Haute, Ind.; Feracita, Col.; San
Francisco; Westerstede, Germany; Boennigheim, Germany; Tuebingen, Germany;
Philadelphia
Employers: Universities; Ecology Food Co-op, Phila.; Van Pelt Library, Univ. of Penn-
sylvania; Giovanni’s Room, bookstore
Alumni Activities: Founded DGALA 
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I figure I got a real bargain in education: 
five years of classes for the price of four!

Carl F. Herbold



Impact on Society: October 9, 2011, the Mayor of  Philadelphia came to the
store to help us unveil the historical marker honoring the store’s contribution to
society. (See inset photo; Ed Hermance is to the right of  the sign; Mayor
Michael Nutter is at Ed’s left.)

Giovanni’s Room Honored With Historical Marker
By Karen Schechner, Thursday, Oct 20, 2011, in

“Bookselling This Week”

Giovanni’s Room, the oldest gay and lesbian bookstore
in the country, has had its place in history officially rec-
ognized by the state of  Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania
Historical & Museum Commission honored the
Philadelphia bookstore on October 9 with a state his-
torical marker commemorating its role as a “refuge
and cultural center” during the birth of  the modern lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender (LGBT) civil rights movement.

“From the store’s beginnings to the present there has been a major shift in atti-
tudes,” said owner Ed Hermance. “Philadelphia is a fairly relaxed, live-and-let-
live city, but even here the change has been dramatic, from the days when we
got our windows broken in anger in the dead of  night and when people in cars
would shout ‘faggot!’ and ‘queer’ as they sped away when the light turned green.
We haven’t had a window broken in anger in at least 10 years, and nobody shouts
insults at us anymore. The historical marker will underscore the message that we
are not to be persecuted anymore.”

About 400 people joined Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter, Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission staff, and local leaders for the dedication

of  the marker and celebration of  Giovanni’s Room. “The installation was a
roaring success for the store,” said Hermance. “Sales that day were the biggest
they’ve been in years. The store was packed with people. It was impressive how
many people in their teens and 20s were in.”

The unveiling took place during OutFest, Philadelphia’s celebration of  National
Coming Out Day, the largest such event in the country, said Hermance. “There
was speechifying by the tourist folks, me, the mayor’s liaison to the LGBT com-
munity, and the mayor himself. Then the mayor and former owners of  the store,

me, and the longest-serving staff  member pulled an enormous rainbow flag that
had shrouded the marker.”

The bookstore, founded in 1973, has a long history of  customer support. In its
early days, the bookstore turned to its community for donations to fund a down
payment on a building when they couldn’t find a landlord who would rent to a
gay and lesbian bookstore. More recently, customers donated thousands of  dol-
lars for a badly needed renovation. “We are still raising money to pay off  the
$50,085 it cost to rebuild the front wall,” Hermance said. “We’ve raised more
than $47,000. It’s wonderful to work for people who love the store so much.”

Bayard P. Heroy Bard
1858 County Road 205, Durango, CO 81301,
bheroy@hrblock.com, (970) 385-4456, Cell (970) 946-5560

High School: Hillcrest High School, Dallas, Texas
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: DOC, Winter Carnival Council
Unique Hanover Memory: My favorite memory is of “Battle
Nights” with Prof Stilwell. Extremely interesting and informa-
tive. My only regret is that we lacked the wherewithal to
record those sessions. What a waste.
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck School, 1969

Spouse: Barbara “Bobbie” Heroy
Spouse Education: BA, Nursing, University of Texas at Galveston
Spouse Career: Hospital and office nursing in a variety of places
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Children: William B. Heroy III; Catherine A. Heroy
Where You Grew Up: Dallas, Texas
Resided In: Dallas, Texas, 1969-87; Durango, Colorado, 1987-present; short
stretch in Chicago
Employers: Arthur Andersen & Co.; Fort Lewis College; Self-Employed
Awards and Milestones: CPA
Working or Retired? Currently Working. Own and operate five H&R Block franchise
locations in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico.
Military: U.S. Army, Field Artillery, Augsburg, Germany, 1965-67

Hobbies: Golf, skiing, model railroading, travel
Travel: Mostly throughout the U.S. Have managed to visit all 50 states.

Richard Reinhold Hertzberg
43 Creekside Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903, 
rhertzberg@comcast.net, (415) 472-2646 

High School: Sheffield High School, Sheffield, Ala.;
Withrow High School, Cincinnati, Ohio
Major: English, Spanish Minor
Favorite Activity: Track; Midnight Studies; Bartending and
waiting on tables at Hanover Inn
Unique Hanover Memory: Serving dinner to Robert Frost

Spouse: Adrienne
Spouse Education: Chico State
Spouse Career: Teacher, Insurance Sales
Children: Elizabeth, Richard, Nancy, Rachel, Rebecca
Where You Grew Up: Stamford, Conn.; Cincinnati; Ft Thomas, Ky.; Sheffield, Ala.
Resided In: Hartford, Conn.; Clinton, Conn.; Seattle; Houston; San Francisco; 

San Rafael, Calif.
Employers: Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co., Allianz Insurance
Co., Johnson and Higgins, Alexander and Alexander, Aon Insurance, Morgan
Stanley, Vista International
Awards and Milestones: A number of top salesman awards
Working or Retired? Still working as an independent insurance broker
Military: U.S. Navy, Concord Naval Weapons Station, USS Haleakala, USS Tolovana,
Japan

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Insurance articles for AGC, California
Surveyor and California Account Magazines
Hobbies: Reading, writing, hiking, kid coaching
Travel: U.S. and world
Alumni Activities: Some meetings

How well prepared: Good credentials, solid classical education

Historical witness: Atom bomb testing at Christmas Island

Present Activities, Plans: Still working to pay for kids’ education

Robert C. Herz Bob 
1 Grace Court, Apt. 3B, Brooklyn, NY 11201, 
rherz@earthlink.net, (718) 797-2102 

Spouse: Rosalind Fink Herz 

Alan V. Hewat 
23 South Street, Middlebury, VT 05753, (802) 388-2986 
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Stuart Heydt Stu
544 Olde Course Rd., Hershey, PA 17033,
Jheydt1553@aol.com, (717) 534-0864, Cell (717) 645-3149

High School: Montclair High School, Montclair, N.J.
Major: Pre-med
Favorite Activity: Freshman football
Fraternity: Tabard
Graduate Study: DDS, Fairleigh Dickenson University, 1965;
MD, University of Nebraska, College of Medicine, 1971

Spouse: Judith Ann Fornoff Heydt
Spouse Education: Skidmore Collage
Spouse Career: Travel Consultant
Children: Geoffrey Stuart Heydt, 1964; Tracy Evans Heydt, 1967; David Miller
Heydt, 1969
Where You Grew Up: Montclair, N.J.
Resided In: New Milford, N.J., 1961-65; Great Lakes, Ill., 1965-67; Omaha, Nebraska,
1967-72; Greenwich, Ct., 1972-73; Danville, Pa., 1973-78; Shavertown, Pa., 1978-
90; Danville, Pa., 1990-97, Hershey, Pa., 1997-present
Employers: Geisinger Health System
Awards and Milestones: CEO, Geisinger Health System
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Navy, Great Lakes, Ill., 1965-67

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Medical publications
Hobbies: Golf, music
Travel: Extensive
Community Activities: Numerous community, university, and corporate boards
Alumni Activities: Greater D.C. Dartmouth 62 Club

In reflecting on 50 years, I have decided to go back to our 25th reunion book 
and extract information from my recitation of  the first 25 years because, after

all, that first 25 years has set the tenor for much that has occurred since.

Judie and I were married after my junior year at Dartmouth, at which time 
I entered dental school. I received a dental degree in 1965 and entered the
Navy. After two years of  military service as a dental officer at Great Lakes, Ill., 
I entered an oral surgery residency at the University of  Nebraska Hospital in
Omaha. As it turned out, some innovative educators at the Nebraska College of
Medicine offered an integrated medical school curriculum with oral surgery
training. This resulted in an MD degree in 1971. Following some general sur-
gery training at Nebraska and Greenwich, Ct., I began practicing oral-maxillo-
facial and head and neck surgery at the Geisinger Medical Center in Danville,
Pa., in 1973. 

Over the years since 1973 Geisinger has evolved into one of  the premier multi-
specialty group practices and health systems in the nation, serving the health needs
of, primarily, the people of  central and northeastern Pennsylvania. I evolved in
the system from a clinician to a physician manager and ultimately served as the
CEO of  the Geisinger Health System from 1991 to 2000. It was an extraordi-
nary experience shared with many extraordinary people.

Inevitably, a high-profile role resulted in service on a number of  community
boards, a stint as President of  the American College of  Physician Executives,
service on the boards of  Bucknell University and other educational institutions,

as well as the opportunity to serve on two Fortune 500 boards, one of  which I
continue to serve on today.

The real measure of  satisfaction has been the evolution of  family and friend-
ships over the years. Judie and I will celebrate our 50th wedding anniversary
this year. We have three happy, healthy successful kids and five lovely grandchil-
dren. We divide our time between Pennsylvania and Florida and have traveled
broadly.

In my commentary for our 25th reunion book, I stated that I had been “inex-
plicably fortunate to date.” The editor of  the reunion book at that time extract-
ed that comment and used it as a highlight. I am going to stick with it after 50!
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Brian R. Hickey 
Box 34, Hinsdale, NH 03451, (603) 336-7426 

Occupation: Sports/Recreation, Athletics Coach/Participant 

Frank S. Hight III 
805 W Baker Street, Plant City, FL 33563, 
frankhight@aol.com, (813) 759-1299 

Spouse: Beth Johnson Hight 

Occupation: CEO 

Richard A. Highter 
99 Diamond Drive, North Waterboro, ME 04061, 
richard.a.highter.62@alum.dartmouth.org 

Occupation: Education 

Douglas H. Hildreth 
Douglas H. Hildreth died July 21, 2009. Doug came to
Dartmouth from Kalamazoo Central High School in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, where he was involved in the
school newspaper, basketball, and track. His freshman
year he lived in Cutter Hall. Unfortunately, we have been
unable to find any additional information about Doug. 
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Allen Charles Hill
Two Lisa Drive, Woburn, MA 01801, jajhill1allen@verizon.net 

High School: Hanover (N.H.) High School
Major: Art/Architecture
Favorite Activity: Glee Club, Madrigal Singers, Handel
Society
Unique Hanover Memory: Senior year, there was a cold
spell. Temperatures were low even by Hanover standards.
There was concern about buried water pipes freezing. Finally
it broke—at last the weather was sunny, unbutton-your-coat
warm. The thermometer on the Inn Corner registered ten
degrees—below zero.
Graduate Study: Master of Architecture, University of Pennsylvania, 1965

Spouse: Johanna Bartelink
Spouse Education: AB, Brown, 1961; MEd, Boston University, 1969
Spouse Career: Elementary school teacher
Children: Rebecca Johanna, Jeffrey Allen
Where You Grew Up: Hanover, New Hampshire
Resided In: In and around Boston, Massachusetts
Employers: Boston architectural firms, and then, for over 30 years, myself
Working or Retired? Retired
Hobbies: Family history, singing 

Living with a progressive disability means constantly losing the ability to do 
something that once was important and rewarding—hiking, bicycling, back-

packing, sailing, contradancing, playing musical instruments, snowshoeing, rising
early and retiring late, rooting around in old buildings, practicing as an historic
preservation architect, and so on and on. The trick seems to be discovering how
to deal with those losses without either dwelling on them or minimizing them
(they stink), and to find good stuff  to do in their stead. I’m not sure how I’m doing
on that score, but I do know that I seem to be busier now than I ever was, and
I’m having a heck of  a lot of  fun in the bargain. Besides that I am finally learn-
ing, 60-some years after mine came to stay, that disability has no moral value,
either positive or negative. It simply is. And it’s a damned nuisance.

Edward Hirsch Ed 
3261 Dartmouth Drive, Apt. 208, Memphis, TN 38119,
ehirsch@usa.net, 
(901) 753-5191, Cell (901) 219-4864

High School: Baldwin High School
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Since I spent most of my study time strug-
gling alone with abstract concepts, I enjoyed the camaraderie
and immediacy of working nights at the snack bar in the
basement of College Hall. I even liked cleaning up after clos-
ing. Anything to avoid hitting the books. Cooking and relat-
ed food chores, especially shopping in ethnic and farmers
markets, are still some of my favorite activities.
Unique Hanover Memory: During the short time that Jack Hirschman taught in
the English Department he had a profound impact on many people, including me.
Since I already had a full course load, I audited a poetry class he taught, which
included the works of William Blake, Walt Whitman, and Allen Ginsberg. What a
revelation! Hirschman’s personal and passionate approach to poetry and teaching
was thrilling. He not only breathed life into the poems we studied; he seemed part
of the ecstatic tradition we were exploring. In retrospect, I believe my exposure to
that tradition made me more receptive than I might have been otherwise to many
of the wild and wonderful things that were just beginning to happen in the San
Francisco Bay Area when I moved there in 1964. Hirschman and his wife, Ruth,
affected me in another way. One night they screened Alain Resnais’ powerful
Holocaust documentary, Night and Fog, in Webster Hall. Of course I knew about
the Holocaust, but I had never seen anything like the film clips it included—vivid
depictions of Nazi horrors and their aftermath as witnessed by Allied troops at the
end of the war. I think the whole audience was stunned. I know I was. That experi-
ence no doubt contributed to my spending the year after we graduated at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem, where I studied Jewish history, among other subjects.
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Graduate Study: Ed.M. (Master’s in education), Harvard, 1964; Ed.D. (Doctorate
in Education), UCLA, 1973

Spouse: Long divorced and never remarried
Where You Grew Up: Until I was five my family lived in several Queens, N.Y., neigh-
borhoods. In 1946, my father was transferred to Los Angeles, where we enjoyed
four wonderful years until he was transferred back to New York. For a couple of
years after that we lived in a garden apartment just across the Queens/Nassau County
line on Long Island. Then, my parents bought a brand new tract house in Baldwin,
a few Long Island Railroad stations down the line, where I lived until I graduated
from high school, went to Dartmouth, then out into the wide, wide world.
Resided In: After Dartmouth, I spent a year at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem
studying my Jewish heritage. I returned to the U.S. in the summer of 1963 to begin
a Master’s of Education program at Harvard, living in Cambridge, Belmont, and,
after I married at the end of the year, in Somerville. In August 1964, my wife and 
I moved to Berkeley, California, so I could teach down the road in Oakland and she
could get her B.A. at Cal. That was precisely when hippies, free speech advocates,
and anti-war protesters were coalescing into the movements that reshaped our
nation’s culture. We lived there until the summer of 1967, when we moved to Los
Angeles so each of us could pursue graduate degrees at UCLA. As our marriage
was breaking up at summer’s end in 1972, we moved to Santa Monica, six blocks
from the beach, where I lived for 17 years before moving to landlocked Memphis
in the fall of 1989 to work at FedEx. I’ve lived here ever since.
Employers: I prepared salads and sandwiches at the Shelborne Beach Club in Lido
Beach, Long Island, during the summers before and after our freshman year; picked
fruits and vegetables at Kibbutz Matzuva in Israel’s upper Galilee during the sum-
mer preceding our junior year; and was a counselor for disturbed children at Camp
Ramapo-Anchorage in Rhinebeck, New York, during the summer before our senior
year. While at Harvard, I was a paid teaching intern in nearby Newton, Massachusetts,
then taught fifth and sixth grades for three years in an inner-city Oakland, California,

elementary school. While I was getting my doctorate at UCLA, I worked full time at
the System Development Corporation (an offshoot of Rand) in Santa Monica, then
at the Southwest Regional Laboratory in Inglewood, doing educational research
and development in both places. After getting my doctorate, I spent four-plus years
developing civic education programs for Law in a Free Society, a project of the State
Bar of California. For the next 11 years I was an independent consultant and free-
lance writer. My clients included the Walt Disney Company, the Agency for Instruc-
tional Television, Sunset Magazine and Books, and Coast Community College District.
On December 12, 1988, I was hired by Flying Tigers, the world’s largest air cargo
company, to develop training programs for headquarters staff at LAX. Four days
later, Federal Express bought the company and offered me a job developing man-
agement training programs at its Leadership Institute in Memphis, where I worked
until I retired in the fall of 2003.
Awards and Milestones: Earning my B.A. at Dartmouth put me on the path of
lifelong learning, opened doors that would have been closed without it, and forged
friendships that I still treasure today. The summer of 1960 that I spent working on
a kibbutz in Israel, my first time out of the U.S., burst my cocoon, stripped away
most of my superficial values, and led me to believe I would live in Israel some day.
The year that I spent at the Hebrew University after we graduated disabused me of
that last notion and made it quite clear to me that I was a secular humanist who
belonged in the U.S. My wedding in 1963 and subsequent divorce nine years later
marked the joyous beginning and deeply sad ending of the most significant roman-
tic relationships of my life until then. The three years (1964-1967) I spent teaching
in Oakland convinced me that while I could make a difference in the lives of some
kids, I might have a greater impact if I could develop more effective instructional
programs, which is why I pursued a doctoral program at UCLA designed expressly
for that purpose. Completing that program in 1973 afforded me skills and insights
that I would eventually apply in fields I couldn’t even imagine at the time. The death
of my mother later that year marked one of the greatest losses of my life as she
had become my best friend, most trusted confidante, and most consistent source
of moral support.
Late in 1977, emboldened by a vision of how electronic media would revolutionize
the way people learn how to do any number of things, I set out on my own to
help companies get ready for that eventuality. Although I did precisely that for my
principal client, Sunset Magazine and Books, the owners eventually decided to sell
the company rather than start new ventures. As big a disappointment as that was,
things worked out well anyway. In one of the biggest flukes of my life, I ended up
working for Federal Express in Memphis, Tennessee, where I was even able to pur-
sue my interest in instructional television by developing the Leadership Series for
managers all over the world via satellite. My father’s death in 1991 was a signifi-
cant loss, but it also stamped adult on my psyche as never before. My early retire-
ment from FedEx in the fall of 2003 marked the end of my conventional work life
but presented new challenges and opportunities I’m still trying to sort out. Finally,
the onset of osteoarthritis in my hips about ten years ago and the successful hip
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replacement surgery I had on June 22, 2011, marked the most serious health chal-
lenge I’ve faced so far. I hope I come through future ones as well.
Retired? Yes, on October 31, 2003, when FedEx offered “packages” to older and
more experienced employees with no guarantee of employment if we didn’t sign on.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I’m more interested in politics, econom-
ics, and public affairs than I’ve ever been, which is why I spend a lot of time read-
ing newspapers, magazines, and blogs as well as participating in our Class listservs.
In fact, some of the most stimulating experiences I’ve had in a long time have been
my online and in-person chats with classmates and friends about healthcare and
education reform as well as solutions to the economic challenges we face.
Hobbies: I’m a movie buff who loves seeing films in theaters with other people,
reading reviews, and discussing movies with friends. The Nugget played a critical
role in nurturing that passion. I’ve also become an ardent fan of Apple products,
particularly my MacBook Pro. Mastering its software is gratifying but it also makes
me keenly aware of how much more there is to learn. My Mac has helped me pur-
sue another hobby, digital photography. I can take pictures for hours during the
day, then lose track of time editing them at night. Now that I’ve recovered from my
hip replacement, I’ve resumed another hobby, walking—alone and with friends,
especially in nature. I love being in the water too, body surfing when I was younger
and living near an ocean and lap swimming more recently. I still enjoy cooking, even
if it’s only for myself, and most of my recipes are improvised. Which reminds me
that I still get enormous pleasure listening to jazz, especially in my car on trips long
enough for at least one extended cut. Finally, I have to admit I spend a lot of time
listening to the radio and watching TV. That includes many news, talk, and public

affairs programs on NPR, PBS, and C-SPAN, but it also includes all kinds of comedy
and drama shows, even Law and Order reruns. Since my memory isn’t what it used
to be, it’s like watching them for the first time.
Travel: When I worked at Law in a Free Society during the ’70s, I traveled all over
the country training teachers in the use of our civic education programs. Toward the
end of my career, FedEx took me all over the world, sometimes in the jump seat of
our own planes. I trained managers and made videos for our satellite TV network in
Manila, Singapore, Brussels, Panama City, and a ski village outside Innsbruck. Since
I’m a Californian at heart with many friends and relatives in the Golden State, I trav-
el there several times a year. I’m also a beach person, so I’ve enjoyed vacations in
Hawaii and south Florida.
Community Activities: While working at FedEx, I joined my colleagues building
houses for Habitat for Humanity and pitching in, especially at holiday time, to make

life brighter for the kids who have come to Memphis with their families for cancer
treatment at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. Since I know several women
who have successfully battled breast cancer, every fall I participate in a massive 5K
Race for the Cure, even this year after my hip was replaced.
Alumni Activities: I attend Dartmouth holiday parties and all-Ivy events.

How well prepared: Dartmouth did an excellent job preparing me for the
wide, wide world. I’m still a firm believer in a liberal arts education to develop
well-rounded people and consider myself  to be one of  them. I don’t know if  I was
drawn to philosophy (my major) because I liked to ask questions about first prin-
ciples or simply picked up that knack as a result of  my studies. Anyway, being able
to ask good questions and get answers was the key to whatever success I enjoyed
throughout my career. Being able to write and think clearly, skills that I honed at
Dartmouth, helped too. Since my spell checker wasn’t working most of  the time
I was filling out this questionnaire, I was reminded of  a comment Professor
[Gerald] Goldberg wrote on one of  my English themes, “Mr. Hirsch, for a truly
unique experience, why not try proofreading?” I’m trying, Professor Goldberg.
I’m trying.

Historical witness: #1. A couple of  months after we graduated from Dart-
mouth, I was on a bus tour of  Israel’s upper Galilee with a group of  American
students. We had stopped briefly to cool off  in the Sea of  Galilee when we heard
shelling in the distance. Then we saw fire in the fields of  a kibbutz at the base of
Syria’s Golan Heights, very close to the road we were about to take. Apparently,
the Syrians had set the fields ablaze from their positions along the Heights. About
a half  hour later, in what seemed like utter disregard for our safety, our drivers
took us down that road and past the fire to a boat dock at another kibbutz. Then,
at dusk as we boarded a boat for a ride to the city of  Tiberias on the opposite
shore, the Syrians opened up again from the mountain top. This time the Israelis
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Being able to ask good questions and get answers was 
the key to whatever success I enjoyed throughout my career.

Edward Hirsch

Senior Fence



fired back from a position to our right. So as we crossed the Sea of  Galilee, so
important to both Jews and Christians, Israelis, and Arabs, we witnessed a fierce
fire fight, one more incident in a conflict that still hasn’t been resolved almost
50 years later. 
#2. Soon after my ex-wife and I arrived in Berkeley in August of  1964, the Free
Speech Movement (FSM) started on the Cal campus. I saw Mario Savio shouting
from the student-occupied administration building and Joan Baez singing from
the same spot for the crowd below. We lived a short walk from the tracks over
which tank-carrying trains rumbled on their way to the port of  Oakland. We
were among the many anti-war protestors who stood vigil as those trains passed.
We marched in San Francisco and confronted the “Blue Meanies,” the blue-hel-
meted Oakland police, whose tear gas and batons prevented us from crossing
the city line. 
#3. When Federal Express bought Flying Tigers four days after I was hired
toward the end of  1988, we soon realized that Fred Smith, FedEx’s founder, had
a vision that the company would become the clipper ship of  the computer age,
expediting critical and time-sensitive shipments all over the world. My job was to
help managers understand the corporate culture that would facilitate that. What
I remember most from those heady days is not what I did but what I learned. At
least once a month, Fred and our C.O.O., Jim Barksdale, who went on to become
a corporate star in his own right, talked to new managers about the company’s
people-service-profit philosophy, leadership, teamwork, the purpose of  any busi-
ness (making a profit isn’t it, by the way), why some companies succeed and others
fail, and especially the imperative to deliver impeccable service while constantly
lowering costs. It was like being in a top business school with two of  the most
gifted business leaders of  the time as our teachers. I guess it worked, because we
quickly became one of  the linchpins of  global trade.

Present Activities, Plans: Future Plans: I’d like to read all the magazines
and books that have been piling up begging to be read. I’d like to watch all the
DVD’s I’ve recorded sitting in a neat stack next to my TV. I’d like to finish dec-
orating my apartment. I’d like to take care of  a couple of  health issues I’ve been
putting off  before they get worse. I’d like to travel to places I haven’t seen that
still beckon. I’d like to visit my friends and relatives in California more frequent-
ly, perhaps even move there. I’d like to contribute to a couple of  the non-profits
where I know I could make a difference. To help pay for some of  these “likes,”
I’d like to act on a few dream projects I’ve tucked away in a corner of  my brain
so I’ll always have hope. Unfortunately I don’t have a good track record of  doing
any of  these things. At 71-plus, however, it’s time to put up or shut up. It’s if
not now, when? It’s coming to realize the wisdom of  Wayne Gretzy’s famous
line, “You miss every shot you don’t take.” No promises, but I’ve already begun
to do better.

Impact on Society: While I’ve had an impact on certain individuals and the
corporate culture at FedEx, mainly the way people from all walks of  life treat
each other there, I can’t claim any impact whatsoever on society at large. I look
forward to reading about the impact some of  our classmates have had.

After completing our reunion questionnaire, it dawned on me that I’d hardly 
said anything about relationships and the people in my life. That’s partly a

function of  the questions, but it also has to do with how I’ve lived my life.

Except for the nine years I was married a long time ago, I’ve lived alone my entire
adult life. I’ve had no children and of  course, no grandchildren. Before I begin to
sound like the guy who kills his parents, then begs the court for mercy because
he’s an orphan, I want to make it very clear that I’m not complaining. Although
I didn’t expect to live this way and realize that my life would have been far rich-
er if  I had a family, the solitary life has suited me well.

That doesn’t mean I’ve been alone all these years. I’ve stayed close to my broth-
er, Dan, in L.A. despite the many miles between us. Although we’re very differ-
ent from each other, we share so much that’s in our genes and comes from the
way we were raised. Since our father taught us to body surf, or ride the waves,
as he called it, some of  my fondest memories are being in the ocean with Dan
and riding waves right up to the sand, then laughing with shared exhilaration.

For some reason, I’ve become closer to relatives I hardly knew as I was growing
up, especially cousins, their children, grandchildren, even an ex-spouse or two.
They tend to be on the opposite end of  the political spectrum from me, so when
we get together sparks fly until we realize how fruitless our argument will be.

I’ve also got a small group of  friends in Memphis, in California, and in other
spots around the world whom I cherish. I can’t imagine living without them. 
A few of  them are the hard beds that Nietzsche said good friends should be. The
rest are easier on me as I try to be with everyone. Although I sometimes struggle
to put myself  in their shoes, I love them all. 

A few of  my best friends around the girdled earth are Dartmouth classmates
whom I see whenever I can, lately via Skype. I’m extremely pleased that our
listservs have helped me get to know and like other classmates whom I hardly
knew when we were in Hanover. We don’t get together often, but when we do,
we pick up exactly where we left off.

Finally, among the folks I’ve already mentioned are those dear friends and rela-
tives who have shared their family, family events and even pets with me. By doing
so, they have enriched my life immeasurably. I’ll be forever grateful to them.
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William R. Hjortsberg Gatz 
2586 Boulder Road, Mc Leod, MT 59052, 
gatz@mcn.net, (406) 932-6101 

Spouse: Janie Camp 

Occupation: Greenhorn Inc., 2586 Boulder Road, McLeod,
MT 59052, (406) 932-6101 

Michael E. Hobbs Mike 
419 Cameron St., Alexandria, VA 22314, 
mhobbs27@comcast.net, (703) 548-5798 

Occupation: Information and Technology, Senior Fellow,
Hartford Gunn Institute, 1320 Braddock Place, Alexandria,
VA 22314, (703) 683-8654 

Richard D. Hofmann Dick 
312 Elm Street #43, New Canaan, CT 06840,
rdhofmann@gmail.com, 
(203) 972-1635, Cell (203) 273-9250

High School: Jenkintown High School
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Football, fraternity
Fraternity: Beta Theta Pi
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Pennsylvania Wharton
School, 1962-64 

Spouse: Joan McGonigal Hofmann
Spouse Education: Chestnut Hill College
Spouse Career: Homemaker
Children: Richard Jr., 9/27/64; Elizabeth Anne, 1/7/66; Patricia Anne, 6/21/68; John
C., 1/15/75; Christopher J., 10/9/84

Where You Grew Up: Jenkintown, Pennsylvania
Resided In: Philadelphia, Pa., 1962-68; Darien, Conn., 1968-69; Northbrook, Ill.,
1970-74; Houston, Texas, 1975-76; Kenilwoth, Ill., 1977-79; New Canaan, Ct.,
1980-present
Employers: President, Continental Can Co.; Chairman, New Canaan Investments;
President and CEO, Kerr Plastics
Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: 30-year Board Member and past Chairman
of Keep America Beautiful; Currently Director Emeritus
Hobbies: Grandchildren, travel, boating, fishing, reading
Travel: Quite a bit
Community Activities: Nantucket Community Board; various environmental activities
Alumni Activities: 5th Reunion Chairman

Cecil Holland Jr. Nickname: None that I ever cared for
3361⁄2 President Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231, 
cecil.holland@gmail.com, 
(718) 855-5519

High School: Bethesda-Chevy Chase (Md.) High School 
Major: Religion
Favorite Activity: Working in “the pit” at Thayer Hall. (Just
kidding.)
Fraternity: Delta Kappa Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: It is all rather hazy now, but
things that come to mind are President Dickey’s remarks at
the freshman convocation, Robert Frost’s talk in “Great
Issues,” late-night philosophical discussions with a thoughtful fraternity brother
(long gone) in the chapter room when we should have been studying, Professor
Gramlich’s Freud course, and Professor Robin Scroggs’ seminars in the Religion
Department.
Graduate Study: JD, New York University School of Law, 1968

Spouse: Mary Jean Carey Holland
Spouse Education: BA, Vassar College; MS and PhD, New York University 
Spouse Career: Professor of Biology (Baruch College, CUNY) and medical
researcher (New York University School of Medicine)
Where You Grew Up: Washington, D.C., and environs
Resided In: New York City (Manhattan, The Bronx, Manhattan, and Brooklyn)
Employers: Hart & Hume (law firm) and its successors
Awards and Milestones: Partner, Hart & Hume, 1968; marriage to Mary Jean,
1968; 43rd wedding anniversary, 2011
Working or Retired? Yes
Military: United States Army (Artillery), active duty 1962-1964 (Fort Sill, Okla.;
Korea; Fort Knox, Ky.); Reserves 1964-1968
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Publications, Achievements, Interests: Music (including opera, choral, baroque,
country, jazz, and gospel), theatre, art (including our small collection of paintings
by Brooklyn artists), gardening, ballroom dancing, poetry, and politics
Hobbies: Not sure what a “hobby” is—probably some or all of the above
Travel: We try to get to London about once a year, primarily for theatre and art. We
stay in Hampstead, in Northwest London, which is sort of a hilly West Village. It is on
the edge of Hampstead Heath, a huge park, which provides lots of opportunities
for walking.
Community Activities: Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian Church, 1989 to date;
Brooklyn Contemporary Chorus, 1992-2010
Alumni Activities: Attended (and enjoyed) the Class’s 15th and 20th reunions and
an ad hoc reunion of DKE brothers in June 2011

How well prepared: It is hard, I think impossible, to separate the role of
Dartmouth in “preparing” me for “the world” from all of  other institutions and
persons that have shaped my character and developed my skills. There was, of
course, my family, which fostered independence (a favorite mantra of  my mother
was “I don’t care what everyone else is doing, wearing, saying, etc.”) and an aware-
ness of  what was going on in the world (my father was a national news reporter
for The Washington Star); there were good teachers in school who left me with 
an ample curiosity and some considerable basic knowledge and skills; there was,
of  course, Dartmouth, which built on prior schooling and added a strong dose
of  independent study and living (“Our business [there] was learning,” but it was
entirely up to you whether you did so or not); there was the Army, which devel-
oped one’s sense of  duty, leadership skills, and sense of  responsibility for those
under your command or relying on your actions; there has been my professional
life where I worked with men and women in many businesses and grew to

appreciate their many talents and abilities; and there has been church, which
has greatly expanded my sense of  community.

Historical witness: I think my main observation about historical events (at
least, insofar as their impact on me) is that luck plays a huge role in life. I say
this without intending to denigrate anyone’s determination, hard work, and guts
in the face of  adversity. For me, I went to Dartmouth because I was lucky enough
to have a neighbor who was an alumnus and who encouraged me to apply and
undoubtedly helped my getting accepted; I did not go to Vietnam because I was
lucky enough not to get into the ROTC flight program, which I pursued (too few
other applicants) and because I luckily went into the Army right after graduation
and came off  active duty before the war really cranked up; I somehow found
Mary Jean in a city of  8 million people; I had a productive working life because
I was lucky enough to find a collegial group of  mentors and, later, partners in
my first job as a lawyer; I suffered no direct impact on 9/11 because I was lucky
enough to have waited to vote before heading for the subway (which ran under
the Trade Center) to go into Manhattan that morning. I could go on and on,
but I am sure you get the idea.

Present Activities, Plans: See Interests, above. I also try to keep in some sem-
blance of  shape (a Pilates session twice a week, the ballroom dancing, and the
walking that comes from living in New York City and not driving a car); and I try
in some small way to keep our 120+ year-old house from falling down around us.

Impact on Society: That is for others to judge.

Ithink the most important days, projects, adventures, challenges, or what have
you, are the ones in progress and those yet to come. In other words, even at

our advanced age, we should live in the present and for the future. Certainly 
I try to learn from the past, but I don’t live in it, and I don’t regret it. Two quo-
tations come to mind: One from the poet Willie Nelson: “I could cry for the
time I’ve wasted, but that’s a waste of  time and tears; and I know just what I’d
change if  I went back in time somehow, but there’s nothing I can do about it
now.” The second is the closing line from Alan Bennett’s play Habeas Corpus: “He
who lusts last, lasts longest.”
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John A. Holland 
355 Placentia Avenue Apt. 3, Newport Beach, CA 92663, 
bigpop087@aol.com, (949) 646-0267 

Spouse: Doris U. Holland 

Occupation: Health/Science, Physician, John A. Holland
Family Practice, 355 Placentia, Suite 101, Newport Beach,
CA 92663, (949) 646-0267 

Terry L. Holland 
Terry Lee Holland died of  cancer January 19, 1980. Lung
cancer had been discovered in April 1979. Terry, a native
of  Palo Alto, was raised in Atherton, California, and grad-
uated from Menlo Atherton High School in 1958. At Dart-
mouth, he was a member of  Delta Upsilon fraternity. He
worked from 1962 to1973 as a financial manager for the
nuclear division of  General Electric in San Joe, California.

Following a desire to break with corporate life and to start
something he “could see the result of,” his wife Karen
said, Terry left GE to start the Wooden Horse stores in
Los Gatos, Santa Cruz, and Carmel, specializing in fine wooden and European
toys, miniatures, and games. Beside his wife, Karen, a schoolteacher, Terry is
survived by two daughters, two sons, his parents and two brothers. 

Arthur W. Hoover Artie or Plug
89 Merrymeeting Road, New Durham, NH 03855,
artsue@tds.net, (603) 859-2964, Work (603) 875-2800 

High School: San Luis Obispo (Calif.) High School
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Football team; Catholic Student Center
(Aquinas House); John Adams’s History class
Fraternity: Beta Theta Pi
Unique Hanover Memory: Two years with roommate Jim
Murar
Graduate Study: Law degree, University of Notre Dame,
1965

Spouse: Susan E. Hoover
Spouse Education: Nursing degree, Holy Cross School of Nursing
Spouse Career: Nurse, property manager, and office manager
Children: Jeffrey A. Hoover, 7/29/66, Dartmouth 1988; Jennifer A. Hoover,
7/29/66, Notre Dame ’88; Matthew W. Hoover, 2/15/69, University of New
Hampshire graduate; Patrick Peterson (came to live with Susan and me after par-
ents died), Curry College graduate
Where You Grew Up: Shell Beach, California
Resided In: Rochester, N.H., 18 years; New Durham, N.H., 24 years
Employers: Bemis and Davis Law firm, Somersworth, N.H., 3 years; Michael and
Wallace law firm, Rochester, N.H., 3 years; Self-employed attorney, Rochester, N.H.,
and Alton, N.H., for 40 years
Awards and Milestones: Rochester Sports Hall of Fame (for coaching youth sports
and work in developing youth sports facility); Member of Board of Directors of New
Hampshire Bar Association for 5 years
Working or Retired? Still working as lawyer at Alton Law Office with lawyer–daugh-
ter Jennifer A. Hoover

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I have maintained an interest in outdoor
activities. I still hike and climb in N.H. Also still ski. Have run three marathons
beginning at age 66. Climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro. Have skydived and whitewater rafted
several times.
Hobbies: Enjoy working in yard. Sue and I own and live on 50 acres of land with
four thousand feet of water frontage on the Merrymeeting River in New Durham.
The property requires considerable maintenance.
Travel: Most of travel is in the U.S. visiting family (Sue is one of 11 children, and
we have relatives in every corner of the country. Have traveled to East Africa, and
to London and Rome
Community Activities: Served on Board and as chairperson of Great Waters Music
Festival in Wolfeboro, N.H.; Served on Board and as secretary of Frisbie Memorial
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Hospital in Rochester, N.H.; Served on Board and as counsel for Holy Rosary Credit
Union in Rochester, N.H. (over $150 million in assets); Served on Board and as chair-
man of Saint Thomas Aquinas High School in Dover, N.H.; Life member and past
president of Kiwanis Club in Rochester, N.H.; Youth sports coach for over 30 years
in Rochester and New Durham, N.H.; On committee responsible for the construc-
tion of hockey rink in Rochester, N.H.; On committee responsible for the develop-
ment of the Roger Allen Recreation Park in Rochester, N.H.
Alumni Activities: Was second Class Secretary for Class of ’62; Past chair of the
Seacoast Alumni Club in New Hampshire

How well prepared: Instilling the value of  commitment and keeping at it
(hence the nickname “Plug”)

Historical witness: My only venture in the political arena was working for
Congressman Paul McCloskey when he ran in the N.H. Republican Presidential
Primary against Richard Nixon. I was a delegate candidate and lost by around
30,000 votes. History proved I made the right choice (anti-Viet Nam war candidate).

Present Activities, Plans: Currently I still spend around 30 hours a week in
the office. I hope I am able to continue that for some time. Most of  my activities
these days are with family and in particular grandchildren (skiing, hiking, etc.).
In the future I hope Sue and I can spend more time in Key West, where we
own property.

Impact on Society: I always felt that my coaching of  youngsters for over 30
years made a difference. This past May I was inducted into the Rochester, N.H.,
Sports Hall of  Fame. It was a small community event. At the dinner, I was amazed
at the number of  former players (now adults) who took the time to attend the
event and express their appreciation. Those youngsters are now doctors, lawyers,
and successful adults. Perhaps that was my significant impact on society.

Where did the time go? Was it not just yesterday that John Sloan Dickey
informed us that our business at Dartmouth was learning, that Jim Murar

and I set up our home at Woodward, that some enterprising ’62s (including Tom
Grey) put beer in the milk machine at Thayer, that a California native discovered
snow and the feel of  real cold?

On a lovely June day in 1962, the 50th reunion class walked with us to Baker.
Only in the past few months have I reflected on the fact that those men gradu-
ated in 1912, and now it is our turn.

The Dartmouth experience overall was kind to me. It did not take me long to
realize I was in many ways over-matched. The academic challenges I expected.
However, I was not prepared for the quality of  the young men I encountered.
The leadership skills of  my classmates, their thirst for excellence, and their
achievement levels were, and remain, impressive and in many ways discouraged me.

Responding to this reality, I made it through Dartmouth not as a sprinter, but with
one step at a time, and managed to graduate with modest success, and I was
affectionately (I think) given the nick name “Plug” by my fraternity brothers.

I survived law school and married well. Susan and I have three wonderful chil-
dren (including Jeff, Class of  ’88). Our daughter now practices law with me. We
became guardians of  a boy of  15 after his parents (friends of  ours) died unex-
pectedly. He is our fourth child.

We live in a small New Hampshire community. My daughter and I are the only
lawyers in town. Susan and I enjoy our country lifestyle and have invested our time
and efforts being involved in those things that make small-town life so rewarding.

The Dartmouth my son experienced was different from the Dartmouth I knew.
The College continues to adjust to meet the needs and goals of  an ever-evolving

student body. But over these past 50 years, the essential spirit of  the College
remains. A talented student body, strong and loyal friendships, and a sense of
community have been a constant.

My goal when leaving Hanover was to practice law in a small community, become
active in that community, and instill in my children the value of  community
involvement and service. My grade is somewhere between the gentleman’s C plus
and an A.

In reflecting upon my four years at Dartmouth, I am grateful for the insight and
the many examples of  success, no matter how measured, of  my classmates for
giving me the motivation to emulate Atticus Finch.
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Jack W. Hornbeck John 
P.O. Box 76, Sisters, OR 97759, (541) 549-3562 

Occupation: Law, Associate, The Brandi Law Firm, 
The Dividend Building, 354 Pine Street, 3rd Floor, 
San Francisco, CA 94104, (415) 989-1800 

D. Allen Houser Allen 
2111 Walsh View Terrace, Apt. 201, Silver Spring, 
MD 20902, ahouser@fbw.com, (301) 587-8368 

Spouse: Karen Roewade Houser 

Michael E. Howard Mike 
Flat 7, 30 Bramham Gardens, London SW5 0HF, UK,
meh22@btinternet.com, 44(0)20 7244-0956 

High School: Oxnard Union High School, Oxnard, Calif.;
Washington-Lee High School, Arlington, Virginia
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Winter Carnival Statue on the Green
Fraternity: Delta Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: To earn a bit of money, I started
working once a week in the garden of John Barker Stearns,
a Classics professor. Great physical work. A garden of some
mystery, as I recall, with classical notations on small signs
hidden here and there. And, as time went on, we began to have a short chat at the
end of my labours—with a glass of sherry! Apparently he didn’t do that very often
with students, so it felt to me like a real privilege at the time.
Graduate Study: MBA, University of California (Berkeley), 1967

Spouse: Ngila Boyd Howard
Spouse Education: Inchbald School of Design, London
Spouse Career: Interior Design
Where You Grew Up: All over the place, but mostly around Washington, D.C.
(My father was a career Naval Officer.)
Resided In: Athens, Ga., 1962; Newport, R.I., 1962-64; Washington, D.C., 1964-
65; Berkeley, Calif., 1965-67; San Francisco, 1967-70; Hong Kong, 1970-72; San
Francisco, 1972-74; Christchurch, New Zealand, 1974; Sydney, Australia, 1975;
Auckland, New Zealand, 1975-79; London, England, 1979-83; San Francisco, 1983-
91; Brussels, Belgium, 1991-94; London, England, 1994-present
Employers: Levi Strauss & Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Awards and Milestones: Clearly, I spent a long time working for one company, and
I guess a standard milestone would be what kind of position one eventually achieved.
But strangely, what keeps entering my thoughts is being asked around 1972 to put
together a film about our international business. Found a documentary film maker
who insisted I come along as his assistant (not a tough sell!), made all the arrange-
ments—and off we went around the world. In my memory, the trip still represents
what I liked about international business: new places and experiences, working on
one’s own, a feeling of real freedom and possibility. Also, unexpected coincidences.
In the bar of the Wentworth Hotel in Sydney, I bumped (literally) into Dartmouth
classmate Bob Barton. I always liked to imagine the series of small transactions that
led us to the same spot at that moment. 
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Navy Supply Corps School, Athens, Georgia, 1962; USS Purdy
(DD734), Newport, Rhode Island, 1963-64; Office of Naval Intelligence,
Washington, D.C., 1964-65

Hobbies: Since retiring, have become involved with some civic responsibilities,
principally to do with our London (private) garden square and the managing board
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of the building we live in. I find both keep one well-acquainted with the foibles of
human nature!
Travel: Still interested, even though the hassle factor seems to increase every year.
We manage something unusual every year or two. Last big adventure was to
Argentina and Chile, from glaciers to the driest spot on earth in the Atacama desert.

How well prepared: I think succeeding at Dartmouth made me feel confident
I could do just about anything I wanted to do. Didn’t prove to be entirely accu-
rate, of  course, but it was a good feeling. Still is, even thinking about it now.

Historical witness: I got into the Navy just after the Cuban missile crisis.
Spent a lot of  time in the Caribbean, following Russian ships, tracking alleged
weapons smugglers, monitoring traffic in and out of  Havana. It all seemed at
the time like normal life, and, strangely, not particularly dramatic. Then years
later I saw the report of  a conference involving many of  the higher level active
participants, which gave some sense of  how close we were to a nuclear event.
Kinda put one’s memories into perspective.

Present Activities, Plans: Oh, I don’t know, probably remaining in Europe.
Spending more time in France. That kind of  thing.

Impact on Society: Significant impact? I don’t really think so. But we all have
existed in a time of  great opportunity and globalisation, and it was certainly excit-
ing to be part of  that. 

My experience is that Kent Hutchinson and Dick Bragaw sure knew what
they were talking about when they made suggestions about how to get

started with this. I nearly did give up in despair, but then found I was thinking a
lot about my own time at Dartmouth. Not what came after. I’ve always been
intrigued about how some events remain crystal-sharp and others are just blank.
Like how did I get to Ripley Hall on the day I arrived at Dartmouth, after get-
ting off  a bus (I think!) with all my luggage at the corner of  the Green. Haven’t
a clue!

The Russians launched Sputnik in October 1957. I remember going out on my
front porch late at night in Arlington, Virginia, to watch it zip across the sky. Hard

to capture now exactly what it felt like: I think both amazing and ominous. This
was, after all, the middle of  the Cold War. It somehow occurred to me that in
the future it might come in handy to speak Russian.

I signed up for Russian courses at Dartmouth to satisfy the language requirement.
It also appealed because all of  us would be starting at zero, unlike French or
Spanish where people had taken it in high school. (I had selected Latin, at my
Mother’s suggestion. The basis of  all Romance languages, she said.)

So there we were in Madame Koroton’s Russian class, ploughing our way through
a new alphabet and the delights of  conjugation and declension. I can feel even
now as a kind of  exotic new discovery, exciting and reasonably difficult. Mme.

Koroton herself  was very encouraging and called us malchiki (boys), which
seemed cosy, if  a little old-fashioned. I decided to take a fourth course just to
push a little further into the language.

First semester of  sophomore year. Sitting in the classroom waiting for the instruc-
tor to arrive. And here came: Basil Milovsoroff. But he was speaking only Russian!

What a shock! Fred Cook and I turned to each other and said, “What the hell is
going on here?” What was going on was that Mr. Milovsoroff  kind of  assumed
that after three quarters of  Russian we could probably understand some basic
conversation. 

Then something surprising happened. I went to the language lab, and with
effort was actually able to make sense of  what Milovsoroff  was saying. I under-
stood he was talking about a song, originally popular in Russia, but also a hit in
the U.S. It was “Moscow Nights” (also known as “Midnight in Moscow”). And
then he suddenly broke into song! I’m pretty sure my naive image of  college
professors didn’t include them singing on my language tape. But it worked. The
one thing I still remember is the first verse of  “Pod Moscovnia Vyechera.” 

Time marched on. I passed the course, learning something about challenges
along the way, and got an insight into what causes events to stick in the mind.
Everything else was still to play for: major in history, time in the Navy, graduate
school, and a career in international business. (Russian language turned out not
to be so useful, after all.) It seems in hindsight a simpler and sweeter time, and it
has been a gift to be encouraged by our reunion book editors to focus more than
I have for a long time on what it felt like to be in Hanover during those four
amazing years. 
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John C. Hubbard Jr. 
36 Pinewood Drive, Glenville, NY 12302, 
hubbardjc@yahoo.com , (518) 399-0152 

Spouse: Ellen N. Hubbard 

Claude Alexander Huck Al 
P.O. Box 583, Eagle, CO 81631, 
alexhuck@comcast.net, Cell (941) 961-3100

High School: Glenbrook High School, Northbrook, Illinois
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Intramural sports, fraternity activities
Fraternity: Kappa Sig
Unique Hanover Memory: Freshman Fathers’ weekend
with my Dad
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck School, 1963

Spouse: Pat
Spouse Education: BA and MA, Education, Ball State University
Spouse Career: Elementary School Teacher
Children: Jason, 1973; Jenny, 1975
Where You Grew Up: Riverside and Glenview, Illinois
Resided In: Chicago, 1963-67; Los Angeles, 1967-71; Madison, Wisc., 1971-74;
Green Bay, Wisc., 1974-79; Sheboygan, Wisc., 1979-83; Green Bay, 1983-95; Cary,
N.C., 1995-2005; Sarasota, Fla., 2005-2011; Eagle, Colorado, 2011-present
Employers: Banks in Chicago, Los Angles, and Wisconsin until I formed my own
bank consulting practice in 1984
Awards and Milestones: Successfully enjoyed my own consulting practice until
2005 when I retired, until I began to do some limited engagements in 2011. 
Working or Retired? Semi-retired
Military: U.S. Army Reserves program. Active duty 1963-64 in Ft. Leonard Wood,
Mo., and Fort Gordon, Ga. Then 5.5 years of Reserve duty in Chicago area and L.A. 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Dartmouth Clubs in all communities where
we lived. Active as the class newsletter editor the last nine years. Active in Presbyterian
churches where we have lived; numerous community activities along the way. 
Hobbies: Basic photography: taking pictures of our activities over the last 45 years.

Tennis until the knees gave out. May get back to it. Sailing, enjoying the outdoors
with walking, hiking, biking. 
Travel: Numerous trips around the U.S. over the years including many memorable
family vacations. A few trips to Europe when our son and daughter were there in
school. Trip to Italy with Pat, my brother, and his wife. Three sailing trips in the
British Virgin Islands. Memorable trips with our Class to England, Ireland, Scotland.
Alumni Activities: Class Newsletter Editor for the last 9 years. V.P of Dartmouth
Club of Sarasota. Active in other Dartmouth Clubs where we have lived beginning
with the Dartmouth Club in L.A. 

Present Activities, Plans: We are currently planning to move from Florida
to Eagle, Colorado, on a full time basis. The hook, besides the beauty of  the
area, is a daughter, son in law, and grandson who live there and want us to be
close. Life is good. 

Life has been very good for our whole family over the years. My wife, Pat, 
has been a superb 40-year partner, a AAA mom/grandmother, and an avid

supporter and participant in all Dartmouth activities. Our son, Jason, married
Ginna last year, and they live in S.F. where he works for HSBC bank, handling
large commercial clients. They both enjoy life and participate in it enthusiasti-
cally with future plans involving some assignments internationally. 

Our daughter, Jenny, lives in Eagle, Colorado, with her husband, Josh, and our
first and only grandchild, Owen. Jenny works in the corporate sales area at the
Hyatt in Beaver Creek. They both are wonderful parents, if  we do say so.
They’ve been so welcoming to Pat and me, when we have spent part of  the year
there, that we have decided to move out there full time. We are planning to build
a small ranch home on a beautiful lot overlooking a golf  course and the moun-
tains. Watch out! We will be taking a number of  mooch tours to warmer climates
during the Colorado winters. 
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When I think back to my good luck and good life over the years, it, of  course,
begins with joys of  seeing our children turn into such special, interesting, suc-
cessful and loving young adults. Pat surely gets much of  the credit for this. 

Another blessing has been the friendships that I’ve been fortunate to develop
and maintain over the years as we have moved around the country, especially
including those in our Dartmouth Class. Most rewarding is the opportunity to

get to know and enjoy many whom I didn’t know while at Dartmouth. The
Class trips, thanks to Tom Komarek, have helped to make this possible along
with my newsletter responsibilities. 

Our church activities have also been quite meaningful and rewarding to our fam-
ily over the years, especially so in newer communities to which we have moved. 

So, as we all reach the red zone of  our lives, I look back and feel especially blessed.
Life has been truly good, and I thank my family, my friends, and Dartmouth for
making it possible. Also, here’s to my Dad, Class of  ’35, who loved the College
dearly and was responsible for my lifelong joy of  being able to call Dartmouth
“My College.”

Philip I. Huddleston 
Philip I. Huddleston died of  heart failure at his home in
Bowling Green, Kentucky, July 5, 2001. At Dartmouth,
Phil majored in government and was a member of  Gamma
Delta Chi, worked on WDCR, and belonged to the Pre-
law Club and the Hanover Antique Fire Engine Society.
Friend Percy Magness ’62 writes about Phil: “He was a
distinguished lawyer, a community leader, and an active,
dedicated member of  the Kentucky Higher Education
Commission at the time of  his death.”

For the 25th anniversary reunion, Philip wrote: “I am a
small-town lawyer ... . I have been practicing law in the backwoods of  Kentucky
(Bowling Green) with my two brothers and a few associates for about 17 years.
Prior to returning to Bowling Green, I served as an Assistant U.S. Attorney (fed-
eral prosecutor) for three years in Louisville. While in the U.S. Attorney’s office,
it fell my lot to prosecute a number of  draft protesters during the Vietnam

conflict ... . When I moved to the private practice of  law in Bowling Green ,
the bankruptcy judge called and announced that he wanted me to serve as the
standing bankruptcy trustee in this area, because I ‘had done such good job
putting those draft dodgers away.’ I then had no idea what a bankruptcy trustee,
or a bankruptcy judge, did. But, I needed work. Since then, my law practice has
evolved toward a specialty (to the extent a small-town lawyer can have a special-
ty) in bankruptcy and business litigation ... with reasonable success.”

His wife, Margaret, and daughters, Cameron and Robin, survived Phil. A schol-
arship fund to help a deserving Bowling Green High School student attend col-
lege was established in Phil’s memory.
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Daniel Gantt Hummel Dan 
Glanroon, Kilcrohane, Bantry, County Cork, Ireland; 
@8 Yuju jie, Dali Old Town, Yunnan, China;
danghummel@hotmail.com, 
872 266 3088 and 353 27 67259

High School: Montgomery Blair H.S., Silver Spring, Md.;
College Area H.S., State College, Penna.
Major: Geography, basically messing around
Favorite Activity: Rugby, traveling around New England,
drinking at frat lodge, culture-film club
Fraternity: Theta Delta Chi
Unique Hanover Memory: I have a seven-foot copy of
Orozco’s anti-Christianity fresco of Christ on my wall in China. I often studied below
it in Baker library.
Graduate Study: Asia Studies, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of
London, U.K., 1970

Spouse: None now or previously
Where You Grew Up: State College, Pennsylvania; Gainesville, Fla.; Silver Spring,
Md. (D.C. suburb)
Resided In: West Laughatit, Ind., 1962; Newport, R.I., 1963; Treasure Island, San
Francisco, 1963; Sasebo, Nagasaki, Japan, 1963-68; Kanazawa, Ishikawa, Japan,
London, England, 1968-70; Kyoto and Ashiya, Hyogo, Japan, 1970-71; Seattle and
Bainbridge Island, Wash., 1971-79 plus bits, Glanroon, Kilcrohane, County Cork,
Ireland, and Dali Old Town, Yunnan, China, plus short stays in Taipei, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Paris, and lots of visits to Washington, D.C.
Employers: None, really—I had a contract to work occasionally for the U.S. State
Department, Language Services Dept.
Awards and Milestones: Reaching retirement age without working!
Working or Retired? Same-o, same-o
Military: Damage Control Officer, USS Surfbird ADG 383, Sasebo, Japan. I am
guilty of receiving combat pay for being in the “War Zone” in the faked Operation
Market Time well off the coast of Vietnam.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Hopefully, the special environment I cre-
ated in Ireland will continue to inspire. I have helped locals start several businesses
in Dali.
Hobbies: Travel, pretending I am a peasant in Ireland, being an older backpacker/
hippie in China.
Travel: Lots since childhood. I usually travel 4 or 5 months of each year.
Alumni Activities: A couple of reunions.

How well prepared: Pretty good as it was, for me, pretty much a mess-around
environment with serious plans and activities put off  until later—maybe next year.
Rugby, its non-American traditions, and the trips with the team were inspiring.

Geography helped me to be interested in observing various aspects of  life in
many countries. A few contacts, friends, and the advantages that come with
dropping the name, Dartmouth–Ivy League, perhaps made life easier.

Historical witness: I suspect that I am the Vietnam vet with the least experi-
ence of  the conflict and its emotions. Cruising off  the coast was a joke (and based
on a fake incident), and I didn’t return to the U.S. or watch the TV news much
during those years. Also, I avoided talking with actual vets of  the war. I was at a
Rose Garden news conference with a green-looking Nixon, Kissinger, Yamani,
etc. at the height of  the oil crisis. That one. Security kept a sharp eye on the
bearded stranger in the press corps. I saw Nixon with his arm around Jerry Ford,
walking far from the hidden mikes in the White House grounds the day before
Ford was appointed V.P. Pardon my assumptions. I think living in various places
and often being a visitor wherever has given me some interesting perspectives on
our times. I think I was responsible for the Sony Walkman, as I went to the Tokyo
headquarters about two years before the product came out. No thanks received.

Present Activities, Plans: For the last decade or more I have lived three rather
distinct lives. I usually travel as a backpacker for four or five months a year, often
while going to and from China and Ireland. Lots of  good places there. Long
summers I putter around on the land in Ireland, and winter I’ve been in China
with more travels there, hanging out in Dali with the backpacker crowd, trying
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to help some Chinese friends start small businesses and watching lots of  perhaps
pirated DVDs to continue my Liberal Arts Education. I hope to find the right
people to give the Irish project to, maybe do some more good in China like a
cultural cafe and, if  I can find the right ghost writer, be post-humourosly (sic,
like funny) famous.

Impact on Society: Doubtful.

Fifty years! It seems like a long time with lots of  variety and travels—mostly
lived in a way self-designed and in places chosen. Surely, I have lived Life

Lite with little stress, no trauma, untimely deaths, problem children, divorce, bad
bosses, or great financial losses. I suppose most of  us have had an easy time of
relative wealth that comes with life in the super power with an Ivy League back-
ground. I have traveled in over 50 countries—which is not so many, considering
the air miles and time spent on the road. I’ve lived in four countries, each one in
a phase of  fast “tiger” growth, though I usually chose them for the bad economy
and slow lifestyle at the time. I’ve traveled in biplanes, balloons, and all sorts of
jets, trains, ships of  war and recreation, river boats for freight and folks, yachts
of  sail and power, kayaks, canoes, faluka, cable cars, cars, and cog railways,
mopeds, motorcycles, and bicycles (which I like the best), by foot or on skis on
snow or water. I’ve ridden on horses, ponies, mules, donkeys, camels, water buffa-
lo, and sheep and eaten parts of  most of  those and other strange things, indeed.

Pursuit of  happiness for me has generally been having fun. Luck has often been
on my side, and I’ve been good at going with the flow it offered. I’ve certainly had
the luck of  not being in the wrong place at the wrong time, not getting thrown
out of  Dartmouth, not getting caught at various pranks, petty crime, amateur
smuggling, or antics while posing as Mr. Hummel of  the State Department. A
strong and healthy body is at the core of  much success in life. 

My roaming started early with family car and train trips and homes in three states
before Dartmouth. I recall writing my Dartmouth application essay about the
perspective I’d learned and my critical look at people, places, and climates.
Transition to life in Hanover was easy—another college town, nice and different,
sports, booze, and such a beautiful place. I spent much time and effort—perhaps
a waste—with pre-engineering and even a stab at boring economics and thus
missed many of  the best electives. Eventually, I settled for a non-career major—
geography. Road Trips 1 and 2 were perhaps my favorite courses, though I really
liked the brain conditioning of  Bancroft Brown and the Comparative Literature
read-a-thon. I already had a clear view that living in the best possible place would
be my most important choice in life. 

Graduation and getting on with life and career soon came. I was hot to see more
of  the world and get out of  America with all its pressures and head warps. The
Navy said join and see the world, so I did. My destination of  choice—Japan—
was inspired by two frat brothers who had been flunked or thrown out, done
playful Army duty there, and come back with great stories. I used luck and a bit
of  research to get stationed on a joke of  a ship that mostly docked in a port near
Nagasaki or cruised around the ports of  our Asian allies where I enjoyed R&R
ashore and somehow managed to stay out of  trouble. I liked Japan and had lots

of  fun learning the language and customs, girls, booze, hot tubs, and journeys by
train or motorcycle looking for a good place to carry on after the Navy. I studied
a bit and played rugby at the university in Kanazawa, a nice unbombed castle
town with very few foreigners. It was easy to thrive there. 

I’m a Vietnam vet, but our steaming around in circles off  the coast was another
fake operation, and I didn’t return to the U.S. to see the media coverage and
demonstrations. I avoided talking with fucked-up vets in later years, so I have a
strange slant on that experience. In the U.S., the ’60s were happening without me
or me without them. I can only wonder how it would have been for me. I didn’t
get a chance to try marijuana until 1967. I liked it and continue to enjoy it fairly
regularly, carefully and in very small amounts. I find it great for enjoying all sorts
of  art and culture, getting lost in an observing sort of  way in new, wonderful
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I’ve loved the freedom to travel, 
I don’t think I would have been any good at family life, 
and work seems it would have been a huge waste, 
as I have no interest in the abstract world of money.

Daniel Gantt Hummel

View up 
North Main Street 
from College Hall, 
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places, and for making good basic choices in life. Perhaps it helps in being less
capable or interested in joining the fast-paced, pressurized madness of  life in
our times. 

I left Japan for travels in SE Asia. I headed back to Japan with a real job prospect,
where I supposed I would learn the suburban life, get married, and earn a lot of
money. I was shopping for a cool house and a sports car. When luck saved me
and the job fell through, so I fell back on English teaching from a posh neigh-
borhood near Kobe and Kyoto. 

After a year, the “back to the land” movement inspired me to return to the U.S.
in 1972. A simple sort of  country life made sense to me and meshed with the
living styles I’d seen and admired in Asia. I didn’t have any plan or idea of  how
to do it, but finding the best place to live came first. I think I chose well with down
and out, struggling, pre-boom Seattle. Eventually, I lived on an abandoned farm
on an island in Puget Sound, thanks to a rich ex-English student from Japan.
There I learned to enjoy physical outdoor work and introducing the Japanese-
style hot tub to many friends. Building, planting, and harvesting was hard work,
but more like play in a sandbox than real work. 

Work for money raised its ugly head briefly, but a trail of  luck and minor network-
ing soon led to my escorting job with the State Department. It must be one of
the best jobs in the world. For me, it was two months of  paid vacation (the work-
ing part) and 10 months off  (without pay). I’d learned a lot of  simple living and
cheap traveling, so I could spend long summers playing on the farm, fall- and
springtime work trips, and usually winter back in Japan or other exotic places. 
I had returned to America with the idea of  only a few years there. I didn’t want

to regain an American programmed head. Ireland had been great on previous
visits. I liked the mild marine climate, and the pace of  life was delightfully slow.
In four days of  a week-long visit I found my wonderful seaside place and the
three-year flow to buying and building was comfortable. However, it seemed like
wherever I went, the Tiger followed. I had a strong desire to hump a lot of  rocks
up a hill and build a stone hut, a pipe dream no doubt. 

That was a wonderful trip, but I was still traveling, and China opened at that
time. Some rich American doctors needed a guide, and even a blind one, like me,
was rare in those days, so I took a free trip in 1980 and found a new land with a
slow economy to explore. I was still working a month or two a year in the States
and playing in Ireland, so I didn’t get back to China often, but in 1989 I found
Dali in the mountains of  Yunnan, and I went back there again, then again. Now,
I have a second very different home there; large, comfortable, and shared with
a local family who take care of  all the projects and chores of  settled living. 

For the past dozen years, I’ve maintained a steady lifestyle in three parts. I am
still playing with the land in Ireland in summers and spend lazy, sunny winters in
China, and I usually stick to my rule that it takes two months to travel between
the two locations. I feel it is time to more or less give up on the Irish part—age-
ing raising its ugly head—and I’ve been looking for years for the next stewards.
A sort of  eco-community is my favorite idea. I would still want a second home
to make it easy to get out the door—the hardest part of  traveling. I’m thinking of
a cultural center somewhere in Europe if  I could somehow afford it. Watching
the downward trend of  all the Tigers I knew is really interesting, though I’m
often in China, the mother of  all Tigers. I certainly don’t regret the way I’ve
lived my life. I’ve loved the freedom to travel, don’t think I would have been any
good at family life, and work seems it would have been a huge waste, as I have no
interest in the abstract world of  money, though perhaps I should have prepared
a bit better for old age. Maybe I will end up really a peasant. 

John A. Hust 
N10108 Shore Drive, Au Train, MI 49806, 
tomatoes@tds.net, (906) 892-8653 

Spouse: Cynthia Elizabeth Hust 

Occupation: Brock Investor Services Inc., N10108 Shore
Drive, Au Train, MI 49806, (906) 892-8227 
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Kent Earle Hutchinson Hutch 
18 Wexford Drive, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928;
509 Cameron St., Alexandria, VA 22314, 
preziii@hotmail.com, (843) 341-2243, Cell (408) 209-5639

High School: Bishop Bradley HS, Manchester, N.H.
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Fraternity and road trips, especially
Harvard weekend
Fraternity: Alpha Chi Rho
Unique Hanover Memory: Losing NROTC scholarship and
going on Academic Probation with two years left and no
College Warning margin remaining
Graduate Study: Business courses, Johns Hopkins, 1968; and Duke Fuqua, 1993,
no degrees

Spouse: Joan H. 
Spouse Education: Brooklyn, Md., HS
Spouse Career: Exec Secy., Mother, docent, gourmet cook
Children: Craig Derek Hutchinson, Jan. 10, 1972, Duke 1993, USN F-14 Fighter Pilot

Where You Grew Up: Lowell, Mass.; Manchester, N.H.
Resided In: NAS Oceana, Va., 1963-66 (aboard USS Enterprise and USS America);
Laurel, Md.; Crofton, Md.; Bonn, Germany; Millersville, Md.; Barrington, Ill.; Ridge-
field, Conn.; Simsbury, Conn.; Pebble Beach, Calif.; Hilton Head, S.C.; Alexandria, Va.
Employers: USN, 1962-66; Westinghouse Defense, 1966-82; Northrop, 1982-91;
Norden Systems, 1991-97 (Pres); Kaman Aerospace, 1997-2000; Condor Systems,
2000-02 (Chmn/Pres)
Working or Retired? Consultant, 2002-09, and now retired
Military: USN Fighter Squadron 102, 1963-66, aboard USS Enterprise CVN-65 and
USS America CVA-66

Hobbies: Running: Marathons, 10K, Triathlons; Golf and reading
Travel: USN Med and “Around the World” Cruise, Resident Bonn, Germany, all of
Europe business and pleasure, Taiwan, Thailand, Japan, and Korea business, Canada
business and pleasure
Alumni Activities: Reunion Chairman, 1997; Class Birthday Party, SFO, 1995; 50th
Reunion Book Managing Editor

How well prepared: I did well in high school in order to get a scholarship and
be the first member of  my family to attend college. Unfortunately, I didn’t have
a clue what to do when I got to Hanover. Fortunately, I escaped in four years,
using the reputation of  the school vs. what I learned to establish a career.

Present Activities, Plans: Volunteering at Fisher Houses in the Washington,
D.C., area

Ihave often wondered if  it would have been better to be born in another time?
Looking retrospectively and prospectively, history shows that 1940 may be the

sweet spot of  birth years. Imagine what a Dartmouth 1892 graduate would have
experienced from 1870 to 1942. Comparing major technological, medical, social,
and economic changes over our respective 72 years clearly puts 1962’s lifespan
in a relatively more beneficial era. For those born in 1990, much remains to
be seen.

My Dartmouth story starts with a last-minute NROTC scholarship and post-
application deadline acceptance that got me to Hanover in 1958. Four years
later, after bilging the scholarship, the Navy took me back in Pensacola for Flight
Training as an Officer Candidate: “Oh, The Places You’ll Go.” A really excit-
ing four-year tour in a Mach 2 F-4 Phantom II Fighter Squadron experiencing
Carrier Aviation, Mediterranean, and Around the World Cruises and the career
direction that lasted for over 45 years.

First stop: The aircraft electronics (avionics) education I received by osmosis in
the squadron led me to my first Job at Westinghouse. Geography major teaches
radar! Even better, that’s where Joan and I met and married in a six-month
period during 1968. More engineering by returning to the cockpit at the Flight
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Test Center for a few years—but how much longer can this charade continue??
Must exercise core competency: BS’ing.

Switching career path to Marketing while staying with Westinghouse provided an
opportunity for Joan and me to live in Germany for three years with infant son
Craig and two collies in the early ’70s. We returned just in time for the Bicen-
tennial Celebration on the Mall in D.C.

Over the next 20 years, job opportunities led us to Chicago area with Northrop,
Norwalk, Conn., with Norden, which went from UTC to Westinghouse to

Northrop Grumman in a whirlwind of  post-Berlin-Wall defense industry consol-
idation. Time for me to move on—seen these guys before.

Somehow in this process I migrated from Marketing to General Management
as the President of  Norden and then Condor Systems in San Jose. The latter

forcing (?) a move to Pebble Beach. 

In the meantime, son Craig graduated from Duke
cum laude in Russian and Physics and then flew F-14
Tomcats for 12 years including “Shock and Awe”
over Baghdad in March 2003. All the while, Joan
gracefully moved from town to town, country to
country, and house to house while becoming a gour-
met cook and well known and loved by customers
around the world.

Since leaving full time employment in 2002, followed
by several years of  consulting, we are now sharing a
country mouse/city mouse existence in Old Town

Alexandria, Va., and Hilton Head Island, S.C. Craig and family (two kids and
two collies), since leaving the USN, are strategically located in the Virginia
Beach area. 

It’s been a fun and beneficial era. Many of  us became enthralled with fitness,
especially running. How many of  our parents ever considered a 10K, Marathon,
or even Triathlons? Technology of  our era allows instant communication with
each other: Who could have predicted? The economy and society: You decide.

Life is good, and I’m thankful to have shared it with many of  my classmates since
graduation and will see you again around the campus in June.

L. Brewster Jackson II 
18 Ridge Farms Road, West Norwalk, CT 06850, 
lbjackson@msn.com, (203) 838-7636, Cell (203) 644-3059

High School: The Lawrenceville School
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Crew
Unique Hanover Memory: Rowing on the Connecticut
River early each Saturday morning
Graduate Study: BA, Dartmouth; MA, Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies

Spouse: Elizabeth Tiede
Spouse Education: BA, Wheaton; MA, Tufts 
Spouse Career: Estate Liquidator
Children: Julia Gwyn Jackson
Where You Grew Up: Wantagh and Syosset, N.Y.; and Levittown, Pa.
Resided In: Bologna, Italy, 1963-64; Geneva, Switzerland, 1964-68; St. Louis, Mo.,
1968-84; Norwalk, Conn., 1984-present
Employers: St. Louis Post-Dispatch; Reuters; UPI; Ara Group International; Cahners
Publishing; Laird & Co.
Awards and Milestones: A few
Working or Retired? Retired but work with spouse at her company, Elizabeth
Jackson Estate Sales LLC

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Too many to list
Hobbies: Reading, travel, collecting
Travel: Every continent
Alumni Activities: Various

How well prepared: Excellent preparation

Historical witness: Too much to list

Present Activities, Plans: Thankful for one day at a time with family and
friends, and a wide variety of  interests, many of  them fulfilled through aggres-
sive reading

Impact on Society: Given the scope of  man’s time on this earth and his col-
lective achievements, only the naive would answer this in the affirmative. 
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Michael C. Jackson 
177 Sabbaday Lane, Washington Depot, CT 06794, 
mcjackson@snet.net, (860) 868-0585

High School: New Trier High School, Winnetka, Illinois
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Rugby
Fraternity: Beta Theta Pi
Graduate Study: MBA, NYU; MA, Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies; National Psychological Asso-
ciation for Psychoanalysis

Spouse: Patricia Adams McClave (Pam)
Spouse Education: Graduate of Wheaton College
Spouse Career: Partner of Lehman Brothers
Children: Patrick (1970); Emily (1974); Eliza (1988)
Where You Grew Up: Winnetka, Ill.
Resided In: New York City, 1962-66; Washington, D.C., 1966-68; New York City,
1968-88; Washington Depot, Ct., 1988-present
Employers: Time Incorporated, 1962-66; Lehman Brothers, 1968-2003; Housatonic
Partners, 1994-present; Ironwood Partners, 2003-present
Working or Retired? Psychoanalytic practice and working with two private equity
firms where I was a founder
Military: U.S. Army Reserves, 1963-68

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Chairman of Town Board of Finance,
Workshops in Business Opportunities, Greenwoods Counseling Referrals Inc.
Hobbies: Bird hunting, fishing, golf
Alumni Activities: Chairman of the Rockefeller Center at Dartmouth College, and
Board member, 1990-2004 

How well prepared: Larned how to write and analize 

Bernard J. Jacobs MD Bernie 
PO Box 321, Mahopac Falls, NY 10542,
berjacobs@verizon.net, (845) 628-6575, Cell (914) 393-4348

High School: Mahopac H.S.
Major: History, pre-med
Fraternity: DKE
Unique Hanover Memory: Professor Artemas Packard, who
taught Art 1, seemed to be stern and aloof. I was a bit uneasy
when I was summoned to his office to discuss my term paper.
We were free to write on anything, so I had chosen the artist
Reginald Marsh because my parents had one of his paintings,
and I included a photo of the painting. Professor Packard

greeted me warmly and was delighted with my paper, or, more exactly, the photo.
It turned out when Marsh was painting that scene in Ronda, Spain, on November
4, 1928, Prof. Packard was sitting back-to-back with him. The painting hangs over
our fireplace, and now and then I think of Professor Packard when I look at it.
Graduate Study: MD, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, 1966

Spouse: Elaine
Spouse Education: BA, U. of Bridgeport; MS, Fordham
Spouse Career: Teacher
Children: Matt, 41; Mitch, 39; Alli, 33
Where You Grew Up: Mahopac, N.Y.
Resided In: Brooklyn, N.Y., 1962-68, 1970-75; Dayton, Ohio, 1968-70; Mahopac,
N.Y., 1975-present
Employers: Downstate Medical Center, Dept. of Psychiatry, Division of Child Psychi-
atry, 1974-78; Self-(1977-present)
Awards and Milestones: Clinical Associate Professor, New York Medical College,
Valhalla, N.Y.
Working or Retired? Private practice, psychiatry
Military: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, 1968-70

Hobbies: Skiing, cycling. We spend as much time as we can in our second home in
Cavendish, Vt. 
Travel: Annual extended family reunion, Bar Harbor, Maine; many U.S. national parks;
London; Paris; Santorini and Naxos; Israel; Tuscany. Alaska road trip scheduled for
spring 2011 

On the way past 65, as more and more friends retired, I wondered if  it was
time for me to do likewise. Now, when patients ask if  I plan to retire, I

answer, “Maybe when I am 80 or 85!” I have been fortunate to practice psychi-
atry without the intrusion of  managed care. Free to do it my way, it is rarely
boring, often exciting, and a source of  learning and personal growth. I am one

of  a dwindling (and, yes, old) cohort who was fully trained in the art of  psy-
chotherapy. And when therapy is combined with pharmacotherapy and decades
of  experience, gratifying change can occur.

Each day in my office I am collaborating with patients old and young or with the
parents of  the children I see. Each situation is unique, and some are very challeng-
ing, requiring me to extend the boundaries of  the skills I have acquired. I see a
lot of  suffering and the despair and resignation that years of  suffering cause. I see
people who are depleted and discouraged. Lately I have been thinking about
the importance of  courage in contending with mind-generated problems. I try
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to shape the therapeutic collaboration so that it is en-couraging. It requires
courage to see with detached objectivity what’s up in one’s mind, to accept what
it is there, and to move forward where one can.

I have come to see that we each have two choices: Be this person, living this life,
or not. Mindlessly, we easily slip into choosing the fantasyland of  the latter,
ruminating over regrets, envying others, wishing we were different and so on. Of
course, we all do this at times. The crucial point is whether we develop the skill
to see it and free ourselves from its grip. Where we are successful, change hap-
pens, and in the context of  psychiatric treatment, the effect can be life-altering,
even life-saving.

What I experience in the office leads me to reflect on my life. More and more, 
I wake up each day with gratitude for life and health, for my lifelong partnership
with Elaine, for our large and expanding extended family and for all the surpris-
es, pleasures, and simple comforts that each day brings.

Carl G. Jaeger Julio
8 Highmeadow, Norwalk, CT 06854, 
jaegermeister412@gmail.com, 
(203) 855-1466, 
Cell (203) 979-2878

High School: Horace Greeley High School, Chappaqua, N.Y.
Major: Psychology
Favorite Activity: Baseball, WDCR, skiing
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma
Unique Hanover Memory: Interfraternity sports competition
Graduate Study: Attended NYU Graduate School of Busi-
ness in the early ’60s. No degree

Spouse: Helen C. Jaeger
Spouse Education: University of Rochester, 1963; MAT, German, Yale, 1967
Spouse Career: Elementary School teacher, Greece, N.Y.; High School German
Teacher, Stratford, Conn., and White Plains, N.Y.
Children: Michael V. Jaeger, 11/4/71; Douglas C. Jaeger, 9/17/73
Where You Grew Up: Chappaqua, N.Y. (Westchester County)
Resided In: New York City, 1962-68; Hastings-on-Hudson, 1968-70; Ardsley, N.Y.,
1970-73; Armonk, N.Y., 1973-76; McLean, Va., 1976-83; Darien, Conn., 1983-2007;
Norwalk, Conn., 2007-present
Employers: TIME, Inc., 1962-84; Sports Marketing Group, 1984-87; Self (Certified
Financial Planner), 1987-present
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: U.S. Army Reserves: 1/2 year active duty, Fort Dix, N.J.; 51⁄2 years Reserve,
NYC

Hobbies: Landscaping–gardening, golf
Travel: Australia, New Zealand, China, Japan, Singapore/Hong Kong, Philippines,
Scandinavia, United Kingdom (Britain, Ireland, Scotland), Western Europe, Mexico,
Canada, Bermuda, Caribbean Islands, all U.S. states except Mississippi
Alumni Activities: Interviewing and 25th Reunion Yearbook

How well prepared: See “Reflections” essay.

Historical witness: Attending complete inaugural activities for President
Reagan in Washington, D.C.; meeting and traveling with Chuck Yeager (of
“The Right Stuff ” fame)

Present Activities, Plans: Sports, reading, and travel (though somewhat
restricted by neurological condition)

The Long Green Line: We’re besieged with a wide range of  world events;
we’re overrun with emails, text messages, tweets, and twitters; yet fortunate-

ly the sustaining long Green line lives on. Amidst all the clutter, it’s reassuring to
know—and appreciate—the anchor that is our Dartmouth heritage. All too
often we’re ready to forgo one experience for the next one in line. Little is con-
served. Over our five decades, however, the spirit and value of  four years in
Hanover persevere.

It goes deeper than the mundane query, how did Dartmouth prepare you for
life? It’s not the “hard copy” Economics 101 precept learned or Ralph Edgy’s
educational principle studied: rather we gained the software for living, with the
core friendships forged, the can-do attitude hatched, and the basic regard for
living/working with others. Those experiences have stood the test of  time.

Alumni along the Dartmouth continuum emerge unceasingly. Our fraternity group
of  ’62s to this day gathers regularly, enjoys visits and reunions, and interfaces
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frequently. Those bonds are special no matter when they’re invoked. And on a
wider scale, you often detect the loyalty and fond memories of  any who spent
time on the Hanover Plain.

Our four years on Campus were indeed gratifying. It’s epitomized by the refrain
from “Dartmouth Undying”: “Who can forget her sharp and misty mornings.
The clanging bells, the crunch of  feet on snow ... .” And 50 years out, it still
feels good—even better. There are so many moments to recall: attending a foot-
ball game at Memorial Field on a crisp fall afternoon, chowing down at Thayer
Hall with a random selection of  fellow students, chipping for one of  Tanzi’s kegs,

the spring baseball trip down south, Tiger Lyons’s botany class, or the roadtrips
to Skids. The recollections are endless. Collectively, all these happenings culmi-
nated in an experience that is priceless.

Selected stanzas from the Dartmouth Songbook seem more apropos today. To
wit: “Whether in defeat or victory, we are loyal just the same.” Or “though round
the girdled earth they roam, Her spell on them remains.” And, “we wear the
Dartmouth Green and that’s enough.” How true!

We press ahead today, not always with a clear goal in mind, distracted by count-
less obstacles. We get off  point. Relationships are strained. Yet the affection for
the Dartmouth experience engenders a unifying effect. There’s something about
that place (Hanover): there’s something about those guys. There’s something
about that time of  our life. You sense the devotion, you feel the allegiance that
lives on. A Dartmouth grad is a friend for life, whenever the connection is made.
That welcoming fellowship provides a comfort zone that is unrivaled. Happily
the long Green line is very much intact.

Lowell Everett Jaeger
60 Potterstown Rd., Lebanon, NJ 08833
38 Main St., Stonington, CT 06378
3932 Outlook Crt., Jupiter, FL 33477; 
lowellj@jaegerlumber.com, 
(908) 439-3875, Cell (908) 285-1112

High School: Morristown Prep
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Fraternity sports, photography
Fraternity: Alpha Chi Rho (now Alpha)
Unique Hanover Memory: Classes with Herb West, who
taught me a love of books

Spouse: Joanne E. (Gildea) Jaeger
Spouse Education: BS, Boston College
Spouse Career: Nursing Instructor, long since retired
Children: Bryan Everett Jaeger; Heather Krysten Loeber
Where You Grew Up: Lake Valhalla, Montville, N.J.
Resided In: Montville, 20; Oldwick, 10; Lebanon, 15
Employers: U.S. Navy; Jaeger Lumber, 45 years
Awards and Milestones: Past president/chairman of five industry associations,
wholesale companies; Morristown Museum Board, Peck School Board, SHYC Founder
Working or Retired? CEO; son is now president
Military: USS Catamount, San Diego; Newport Naval Station

Hobbies: Boating, golf occasionally
Travel: Mostly England, Italy. Signed up for several Dartmouth-sponsored trips

There was no way I was ready for the world after Dartmouth. Coming from
a comfortable high school experience, the Class of  ’62 taught me I was not

unique nor would an IQ make the world a downhill coast. Enter a draft number
somewhat risky, and I decided to join the Navy. Did a lot of  maturing there and
could not wait to enter the business world. The company business awaited—a
thought up to that time that choked off  all my other dreams of  challenge. To
this day, the world of  work within a family business is rewarding and a source of
endless interest and variety. My work days are shorter now; the days off  more
frequent, but the love of  the “office” still draws me.

The sophomore slump nearly did me in. Gaining 20 lbs. on beer and a warning
from Thaddeus Seymour taught me the fear of  failure, and the lesson was never
forgotten. After 45 years at work in my own company, failure is still a threat to
be avoided at all costs. I worked long hours but also found that burnout could
only be stayed by pursuits of  pleasure. Tennis, golf, boating, staying up too late
laughing helped. Through all this, Joanne has been a wonderful companion put-
ting up with all the tensions. We were married back in ’66 when my real working
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life began. We have vacationed, built a home on the coast of  Maine, moved to
Stonington, Conn.; now, another home in Jupiter, Florida, provides escapes
from our real base in New Jersey. I believe I have owned 16 different boats from
18¢ to 50¢, sail and now power. As I write, a power boat is to be delivered to my
slip—older, cheaper with the boat depression, but another challenge for my
stays in Florida. We still have a trawler in Connecticut, where I am the cruise
chairman again for this year. Joanne and I are members #1 in the Stonington
Harbor Yacht Club, founded in 2002 as a challenge, now nearly 400 strong with
a wonderful clubhouse.

While idle days can be just awful, when I get going into a routine of  more
leisure, I can look outside my windows at my life and say things have been won-
derful. The business has grown to seven locations with some terrific employees.

Two bright and attractive children with fine son/daughters-in-law, four wonder-
ful grandchildren round out the Jaeger sprawl upon this earth. Our health is
good but not perfect; an evening cocktail lets us forget the aches. Four days at
most at work is just fine. Planning cruises to the Bahamas and Nantucket are a
few highlights on the horizon. Friends here and there, but just enough to let us
know we are here and not forgotten. Not rah, rah Dartmouth alumni, we loved
the Charleston rendezvous and look forward to the 50th. Fraternity brothers
were special, but I now realize there were so many more classmates that were
undiscovered at the time but instant friends when we meet today.

Alden James Jr. 
4 Caulk Lane, Suite A, Easton, MD 21601,
aldenjmd@yahoo.com, (410) 822-5182 

Spouse: Corrie James 

Occupation: Health/Science, Ophthalmologist, 
503 Dutchman Lane, Easton, MD 21601, (410) 822-7931 

Franklin W. James 
1301 White Oak Dr., 
Anderson, SC 29621, 
franklinjames65@yahoo.com, Cell (864) 642-8456

High School: Matthew Fontaine Maury H.S., Norfolk, Va.
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Crew (150# 8 oar shell), Occom Pond ice
skating
Fraternity: Not ever
Unique Hanover Memory: Working at rec hall snack bar
as short order cook, order changers when presented with
their order were my favorite Dartmouth animals
Graduate Study: MDiv, Wesley Theological Seminary, 1990

Spouse: 1st: Jane Dunn, M. Nursing Science; 2nd: Diana Carlson, Doctor of Optom-
etry, currently enrolled at Clemson Univ. in PTRM curriculum
Children: Anne Marie Hyer, 1965; Catherine Kellie Hogan, 1967; Jesse William
David James, 1990
Where You Grew Up: Norfolk, Va.
Resided In: Norfolk, Va.; Philadelphia; Newport, R.I.; San Diego; Monterey, Calif.;
St. Louis; Fairfax, Va.; Berryville, Va.; Lineville, Ala.; Toccoa, Ga.; Anderson, S.C.
Employers: U.S. Navy, AMSEC, UMC, Osborne Wood Products, Carolina Fresh
Farms, Joyful Planters
Awards and Milestones: Father to son Jesse at age 50, just prior to graduation
from seminary
Working or Retired? Retired for 7th time, founding plank owner. Aaargh.
Military: DD-214 available on request

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Father of three, grandfather of 7
Hobbies: Interests: Railroad history, sailing, current foreign policy, national financial
disaster, human dignity, honesty, integrity, truth, the best interests of the persons
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living in the USA, world history, nationalism; List of hobbies includes the joy of liv-
ing and exercising good stewardship
Travel: Yes.
Community Activities: Yes, several

How well prepared: To think critically and to encourage and help youth

Donald Mills Jansky Don
7703 Arrowood Ct., Bethesda, MD 21817, 
don@jansky-barmat.com, 
(301) 365-4805, Cell (202) 415-1834

High School: Bethesda Chevy Chase High School
Major: Engineering Science/Government
Favorite Activity: Concert and Marching Band, swimming
team, sailing
Fraternity: Delta Upsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Waking up at 7:50 one very
cold winter morning for an 8:00 Physics course across cam-
pus. Throwing on clothes. Arriving a few minutes late, and
professor arriving to write “laryngitis” on blackboard, “class canceled”!
Graduate Study: Bachelor of Electrical Engineering, Thayer School of Engineering,
1963; Master of Science, Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Lab., 1970

Spouse: Kay Montgomery Jansky
Spouse Education: Bachelor of Arts, Michigan State University
Spouse Career: Homemaker, teacher, volunteer
Children: Laura, Hadley (Lee), Scott, Jeff, John; Grandchildren: Devin, Jade, Aaron,
Skye
Where You Grew Up: Bethesda, Md.
Resided In: Bethesda, Md.; Bethany Beach, Del.; Geneva, Switzerland (2-3 months
a year for the last 40 years)
Employers: Executive Office of the President (White House), National Telecommuni-
cations and Information Administration (NTIA) Dept. Comm.; Jansky-Barmat Telecom-
munications Inc.
Awards and Milestones: Charter Member, Senior Executive Service, member 
Cosmos Club (1983)
Retired? Working: telecom consultancy concerned with satellite telecommunications
for various companies: Hispasat (Spain Nat’l. Sat); Aerospace (GPS), Digital Globe,
Iridium, Hughes Network Systems, Society of European Satellites

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Written three books: Communications
Satellites in the GSO, Spectrum Management, Atlas of Satellites. Aprox. 50 profes-
sional articles. Adj. Prof. at U of Penn and GWU
Hobbies: Time at the beach house, singing in the National Philharmonic Chorus
and church choir

Travel: Have traveled to many countries for pleasure and work: Most countries in
Europe, China, Australia, Korea; many in Latin America, and a few in Africa, South
Africa, Morocco.
Community Activities: Church: UCC (various committees)
Alumni Activities: Did some high school interviewing, an occasional reunion

How well prepared: My combination of  engineering and government cours-
es was the right thing for my subsequent experiences in the professional world

Historical witness: By virtue of  living in the Washington, D.C., area most of
my life, I have witnessed a lot of  historical events; some good, some not so good

Present Activities, Plans: Current activities include children and grandchil-
dren, singing in choruses, and continuing my professional activities including
preparation for a World Radiocommunication Conference in 2012.

Impact on Society: By virtue of  circumstance, I have been able to make sig-
nificant professional contributions in both domestic and international fora. In the
last area, I have written a number of  international treaty regulations for satellites.
Domestically, I was the first Associate Administrator for the Management of
Spectrum for all telecommunications owned and operated by Federal govern-
ment departments and agencies.

Claude Earl Jardon
1314 Fairmont Drive, Joplin, MO 64801,
claudejardon@att.net, (417) 781-3770, Cell (417) 529-2367

High School: Joplin, Missouri, Senior High
Major: None selected: Graduated from the Univ. of Kansas,
1962, with a BS in Business
Favorite Activity: Glee Club; watching the Ivy League
champion football and basketball teams in 1958-59
Fraternity: Sigma Nu (initiated at the University of Kansas)
Unique Hanover Memory: Rushing across the Green in
mid-winter half-wet after swimming class, trying to make
Bancroft Huntington Brown’s calculus class on time
Graduate Study: JD, 1965, Harvard University

Spouse: Gloria Jeanne Nalley Jardon
Spouse Education: Attended the University of Kansas, Bachelor in Music, New
England Conservatory of Music in Boston; MM, Pittsburg State University
Spouse Career: Teacher of Piano, home studio, and Missouri Southern State College
Children: Martin Victor Jardon, February 26, 1969; Claudette Elise Jardon Hembree,
August 15, 1972
Where You Grew Up: Joplin, Missouri
Resided In: Kansas City, Missouri, 1965-70; Joplin, Missouri, 1970-present
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Employers: Practiced law in Kansas City, 1965-70; Engaged in investment manage-
ment and trust administration in Joplin, Missouri, 1970-2006
Awards and Milestones: Served on Boards of Directors and as President of a
number of not-for-profit organizations in Joplin. (see below)
Retired? Retired.
Military: United States Naval Reserve, 1958-64.

Travel: Gloria and I enjoy traveling.
Community Activities: I have served as President of the following community
organizations: Joplin Historical Society, Joplin Public Library, Kiwanis Club of Joplin,
Missouri Southern International Piano Compensation, St. John’s Mercy Health
Foundation, Southwest Missouri Estate Planning Council, and Twin Hills Golf and
Country Club. I am presently serving on the Executive Committee and the Board of
Directors of the Missouri Southern Foundation and as Clerk of Session of our
Presbyterian Church.

How well prepared: The year 1958-59 was my first away from home for any
extended time. It was an interesting experience.

Historical witness: Watching the infamous 1958 Thayer food fight.

Present Activities, Plans: Survival. And traveling more if  I am successful.
As I have aged, my church has become a more important part of  my life.

Impact on Society: If  I have made any “significant impact,” it has been
within my family and my own very small little corner of  our world.

Larry N. Jaynes 
49 Weller Lane, Danville, CA 94526, 
lazanne@comcast.net, (925) 820-6269 

Spouse: Suzannne Jaynes 

Occupation: Communications, President, Stafford Press LLC,
696 San Ramon Valley Boulevard, Danville, CA 94526, 
(925) 838-8035 

Keith N. Jennison 
50 Winedale Lane, Napa, CA 94558, (707) 253-1272 

Occupation: Forest/Paper Products, Sales Representative 

Hugh A. Johnson Swine Brother or Huge
9 Birchwood Ct., Albany, NY 12211,
hjohnson@hjadvisors.com, 
(518) 465-8844, Cell (518) 469-9240

High School: The Nichols School
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Freshman Hockey; soccer; getting sauced
in the basement of Theta Delt with “chippies” standing by
Fraternity: Theta Delta Chi
Unique Hanover Memory: Arriving at Dartmouth with my
brother and Dad and thinking, “My, this is a really fine
place.” Leaving Dartmouth after graduation with my brother
and dad thinking, “My, that was a really fine place.” Classmate Dave McCowey
arriving first day of freshman soccer dragging on a butt. (Didn’t go well with Coach
Burian.) Getting in fight at Cornell (soccer game) our junior year during which I got
my face moved a few feet to the left, and my father got into the middle of the
brawl, wailing on some poor kid from Cornell. Hoping Dave Smith could contain
Harvard’s much renowned striker Chris O’Hiri during soccer game there in senior
year. Dave almost—unfortunately “almost”—shut the F——- down. Philosophy
classes with Doney, Gramlich, and Bernie among others. Watching Doney lecture
with four cigarettes going at same time (a real trick). Gramlich and Philosophy 25
(who can forget it). The bus from Colby Junior: where there’s smoke there’s hope.
Road trips. Very funny people like Parish, Guenther, Bill Edgar, and very solid friend-
ships with Brock, Biggsy, Sayre, and at least 50 others. The friendships were deep
and everlasting: what a wonderful group of people to be associated with for four
years—well, in most cases four years. The now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t gradua-
tion speech of Alan Shepard. Getting blasted with Funke on Graduation eve. 
Graduate Study: MA, SMU, 1966; Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters, Albany
College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences; Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters,
Union Graduate College
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Spouse: Tara Shannon
Spouse Education: Green Mountain College
Spouse Career: Alcohol and substance abuse counseling
Children: Lisa Edson Johnson (3/22/1966)
Where You Grew Up: Buffalo, New York
Resided In: Dallas, 1965-66; New York City, 1967-70; Darien, Ct., 1970-77; Albany,
N.Y., 1977-present
Employers: Uncle Sam, 1963-66 (U.S. Navy Officer Candidate School, 1963; Navi-
gator, USS Gunston Hall, 1964-65); Hugh Johnson and Company, 1966-77; First
Albany Companies, 1967-2005; Hugh Johnson Advisors LLC, 2005-present
Awards and Milestones: Two honorary doctorates. Otherwise not a thing.
Working or Retired? Yes. Hugh Johnson Advisors, Chairman and Chief Investment
Officer; Adjunct Professor of Business, RPI
Military: USS Gunston Hall, 1964-65; Dallas, Texas, U.S. Navy, 1965-66 (Question:
What’s the Navy doing in Dallas, Texas? Answer: Not much.)

Hobbies: None. Well, maybe some golf. Time with my pooch in Vermont and Kiawah
Island in spring. Some ice hockey until I got my bell rung for “nearly” the last time.
Travel: Quite a few places, to include Paris, Japan, most of Europe, golf in Ireland
and Scotland “with the boys,” and Poughkeepsie. 
Community Activities: Member, Investment Advisory Committee, New York State
Common Retirement Fund; Member, Executive Committee and Board, New York

Business Development Corporation; Member, Executive Committee and Board,
Security Mutual Life Insurance; Trustee, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences; Trustee, New York State Museum; Economic Advisor, New York State
Committee on Ways and Means; Adjunct Professor of Business, RPI

How well prepared: Confidence.

Present Activities, Plans: My plan is to spend all the time I can with my
wife Tara, my dog Una (yellow lab), and my daughter and her twin boys (my
grandsons) named (you guessed it) Hugh and Stu. Plenty of  time at our home in
Vermont and at Kiawah Island. And then some time with brother Stu exagger-
ating about our experiences in life.

Impact on Society: When all is said and done, not much impact. If  I have had
any impact it’s been on the students in my graduate school classes and the occa-
sional lectures I have given to high school students. I hope they have learned a
great deal and, importantly, that they have enjoyed the learning experience.

Welcome to the Dark Side—the Endless Search: Is it better to be an unhap-
py Socrates or a happy pig? The unexamined life is not worth living.

I’m not sure about these. I have had the same psychiatrist for 30 years and prob-
ably needed him for 40. So, you have to say my life has been examined. The
question that I will always ask is, “Shouldn’t I have left well enough alone.” Too
late now, I guess.

My guess is that, although I have examined my life in every way I can imagine,
I’m not sure it could ever have been any different. It might have been somewhat
congenital—in part due to my mother’s insistence that we discuss whether God
exists at the dinner table every night. 

On the surface, most would say no doubt, “My goodness, things have really
worked out well for Hugh.” “My goodness, he has stayed healthy, he has a great
looking resume, Navy officer and navigator, executive vice-president of  a bro-
kerage firm, member of  the New York Stock Exchange, pretty house in the sub-
urbs, money, notoriety, then his own firm, a Professor at a respected college”—
I mean, “How can you beat that?”

Well there was more to it. Most of  this shit was absurd.

I remember going to Columbia Business School and sitting in an accounting
class. Debits to the left, credits to the right. How fucked up is that? Who really
cares? Don’t think about it. 

I remember becoming a member of  the New York Stock Exchange. I mean,
“How high can you go in the world of  finance?” Wow! Trading stocks on the
floor of  the New York Stock Exchange—the center of  the world of  finance.
Double wow!
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You say things like, “I’ll take two” or “Sold to you.” You mean that was it? Well,
yes, that was it. Now how fucked up was that. We pay all these guys all this jack to
say “I’ll take two” or “Sold to you.” Don’t think about it. I did and shouldn’t have.

No wonder I would leave the stock exchange at 4 pm and wander up to NYU
to try to get a PhD in philosophy, which I probably never wanted to do. Despair;
the search goes on. 

I remember going to a two-hour lecture given by Saul Kripke, an eminent logi-
cian or philosopher from Princeton/Rockefeller. Kripke talked for two hours on
the word “I.” Imagine that: two hours on the word “I.” Now how fucked up
was that? I looked around the room at 30-40 people who were entranced with

Kripke and would mumble “ooooohhhhhh” and “aaaaaahhhhh” when Kripke
said anything, which he may never have done. It was then that I decided these
philosopher folks are surely all fucked up. I had better look elsewhere.

So back to the floor of  the New York Stock Exchange in search of  who knows
what. Now, I do remember my qualifying exam in logic. We were supposed to
memorize and recite Godel’s proof. The professor assured us that no one ever
could do that, but I did. He thought I cheated, which I did not. I don’t think he
believed me. It was really an interesting intellectual, challenging thing to do, but
it didn’t really count for squat in this world of  ours. 

So, the search went on and on. Everywhere. Until I finally found some peace and
happiness. My wife (I have had a few; they all thought I was nuts and blew me
off; they were probably in part right) and my dog and my place in Vermont.
Saturday nights eating burgers on a patio, drinking beer until I was still, real
nice. That’s about as good as it gets. The other shit? Who cares?

And of  course, my brother Stu: my best friend forever. And my daughter who
gave me my twin grandsons, Hugh and Stu. The South will rise again.

Paul B. Johnson 
4617 Cascade Lane, Edina, MN 55436, 
pauljohnson01@comcast.net, (952) 926-1281 

Spouse: Joan Eckberg 

Occupation: Information and Technology, Medical Director 

Stuart Robert Johnson Stuboy
PO Box 9, Strafford, VT 05072, 
strt.johnson@gmail.com, 
(802) 765-4964, 
Cell (802) 266-0091

High School: Nichols School
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Road Trip
Fraternity: Theta Delta Chi
Unique Hanover Memory: “Off limits”—involves Hughboy
Graduate Study: JD, Cornell Law School, 1965

Spouse: Penelope P. Johnson
Spouse Education: Sales Clerk, consignment store
Children: Jennifer, Stuart Jr., Samantha, Jay
Where You Grew Up: Buffalo, N.Y.
Resided In: Boston; Strafford, Vermont
Employers: Herrick, Smith, Donald, Farley & Ketchum; The GID Companies
Awards and Milestones: A few, some tiny, some large—all forgettable
Retired? Yes

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Ice hockey, skiing, snowshoeing, golf,
hiking
Travel: Annual ski trip to Europe; New Zealand this year; more to come
Community Activities: Theater, guest lectures at law school
Alumni Activities: None any more

How well prepared: A ticket to enter and “guts” to play the game.

Historical witness: Too many to say

Present Activities, Plans: Theater, ice hockey, skiing, snowshoeing, hiking,
golf, etc.
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The big picture? Net net, I went where no one in my immediate Johnson
family ever expected or had ever gone before: I became a lawyer. And, as

Robert Frost promised, it made all the difference. I sculpted what I became—
a source of  a bit of, mmmm, I don’t know, call it “self  esteem”—I guess that’s
it. But if  I had to do it over, I would have strayed even farther. It took time, but

eventually I got the message: some fundamental character traits—like courage
—can shape the end result, and you never really lose your infant passions, such
as my love of  ice hockey. With those two, as Terry Molloy (On the Waterfront) said,
“I could have been somebody. I could’ve been a contender.”

But gazing around, I should be grateful—wildly so. Despite some tough times,
some adversity, and some disappointments, I have been quite free of  the splash of
awfulness I witness around me every day. From 5,000 feet above sea level I think
one element of  life stands supreme in swelling my unbridled gratitude: my family
and I have lived life outdoors. “Outdoors” means a ton of  “stuff.” Suffice it to
say: on a relative basis, “outdoors” things are real good.

And I have had the unique great fortune to have an identical twin brother. There’s
nothing like it—the ability to converse on the deepest, most candid, and most
real basis—is something many will neither enjoy nor comprehend. And I have
it there any time I darn well please. Thanks, Hugh.

Not too too gifted with grey matter and probably accepted to the Class of  1962
on the coat tails of  others, I know that Dartmouth truly made an enormous 
difference. In the final analysis I could always say, hey, I got through Dartmouth

College. OK, OK, incredible as it may seem, Herb West was not too too pleased
with me, but, I made it. And the guys? Nothing like ’em — absolutely nothing
in the world like ’em, the best. 1958-62: the best four years of  my life. Amen.

Jerry M. Joiner 
2393 Mar East, Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920, 
(415) 435-4415 

Spouse: Jeanne Joiner 

Occupation: Consulting 

Barry P. Jones 
2 Fernbrooke Drive, Westampton, NJ 08060,
bjones111@aol.com 

Kenneth A. Jones Ken or Gopher
10824 Childs Court, Silver Spring, MD 20901,
kenneth.a.jones162.civ@mail.mil, 
(301) 681-6828

High School: Thief River Falls, Minn., High School
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: Fraternity sports and visiting the hospital-
ized kids at Mary Hitchcock under the auspices of the
Dartmouth Christian Union.
Fraternity: Alpha Chi Alpha
Unique Hanover Memory: One night in my sophomore
year when I was studying modern physics in a classroom at
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Thayer School, the beauty of how physics, chemistry, and math come together to
describe the hydrogen atom became much more apparent to me. Up to that time I
had more or less memorized processes without really understanding them. I had a
similar epiphany with high school geometry.
A second equally fond memory was my first victory in a crew race when we beat the
MIT boat because we were the ones with our oars in the water on the Connecticut
at the moment we finished this back and forth race. Being in the bow, I could see
it all unfold before me on that beautiful spring day.
Graduate Study: MS, Engineering Science, Dartmouth, 1964; PhD, Materials Science
(Physics of Solids Option), MIT, 1968

Spouse: Divorced
Children: Elizabeth Anne (1972); Michael Andrews (1974); Matthew Baldwin (1978)
Where You Grew Up: Thief River Falls, a small town in northwestern Minnesota
not too far from Lake Wobegone. A town that was small enough so I could make
the football, basketball, and tennis teams, and large enough so that we were com-
petitive with most of the other schools in Minnesota.
Resided In: Mahtomedi, Minn. (1968-72); Hanover, N.H. (1972-79); Fort Collins,
Col. (1979-83); Amherst, Mass. (1983-87); Brick, N.J. (1987-97); Silver Spring, Md.
(1997-present)
Employers: 3M Co. (Sr. Research Scientist); Dartmouth College (Asst./Assoc. Prof.);
Colorado State U. (Assoc./Full Prof. EE); U. Mass. (Prof. EE); Army Research Lab
(Branch Chief); Army Research Lab (Fellow)
Awards and Milestones: My contributions are represented in the hundreds of
students I have taught and mentored as graduate students; the 130 articles I have
published in technical journals and 235 presentations I have authored at technical
meetings; the textbook, Semiconductor Optoelectronics (Harper & Rowe) I wrote; and
being selected to be an Army Research Lab Fellow where I can recommend techni-
cal areas to study and become involved in technical policy issues.
Working or Retired? Still have my day job
Military: I am a civilian working for the Army.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Being the son of a high school coach with
many fond memories of being coached by him, I was my sons’ soccer and basket-
ball coach, and my daughter’s soccer coach and the one who took her to swimming
practice. Since my only rule for driving them to practice was that they could not
wear headphones, we had some of our most intimate conversations driving to and
from. I was also there with them to share in their triumphs and console them in
their defeats. What great times we had together. Even though I left Dartmouth so 
I could pursue more in-depth research, I maintained my interest in teaching after I
left academia by teaching at least one course a year at Rutgers while I was in New
Jersey or until recently at U. of Maryland since I moved to D.C. Many graduate stu-
dents did and still do much of their thesis work with my research group. While in New
Jersey I also served on the advisory committee to the Applied Physics Department
at the New Jersey Institute of Technology.
Hobbies: I took up my tennis racquet when my younger son began to play, and 

I haven’t put it back down yet. I play with friends and acquaintances 2-3 times a
week and also participate in USTA leagues at the 3.5 level. One of my fondest
memories was the time my mixed doubles partner and I, playing in the sectional
finals, came back from being down 5-1 in the second set, after losing the first set,
and won the match that enabled our team to go to the nationals. Having three
brothers who are political science professors/archivists and a mother who taught
history, I love to read history books, especially those focused on the Renaissance,
most especially those involved with Tudors. These difficult but very capable leaders
empowered people based on ability more than their contemporaries did, who laid
some of the foundation for the British Empire. One of the attractions for me at
Dartmouth was the beautiful outdoors, and I continue to enjoy hiking in it by myself,
as well as with members of outdoor clubs I belong to. In the past two years I’ve
learned how to play bridge and am enjoying it a great deal. If I hadn’t been an engi-
neer, Bob Bannerman might have taught me how to play more than 50 years ago.
Travel: My technical work has taken me to Europe and Asia on a number of occa-
sions, and I have tried to find time to do some touring as well. One time I was in
Heathrow Airport when all of Britain stopped for a minute to honor Diana on the
day of her funeral; it was an eerie and powerful moment. We have also traveled to
China with a guide who is a teacher in the Fairfax, Va., school system, who was
once a “buffalo boy,” a position near the bottom of the economic ladder. Visiting
his village was as moving and informative, as were the tours of the booming high
tech centers in Shanghai and the Great Wall. We also had a wonderful time recent-
ly visiting many of the national parks on a bus tour of the West, with most of our
busmates being visitors from English-speaking nations around the world. Can’t wait
to do more traveling.
Community Activities: Having served on the Board of Trustees and chaired numerous
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committees, I am very active in my Unitarian Church. I particularly enjoy being on
the Forum Committee because I get to communicate with and meet Pulitzer Prize
winning authors, as well as people with no credentials who have led extraordinary
lives. And, unlike Great Issues, you don’t even have to wear a tie to attend! 
I also continue my interest in education by serving on the committee that recom-
mends the members for the Board of Trustees for Montgomery County College to
the governor who appoints them.
Alumni Activities: I’ve been a member of both the Dartmouth and MIT Clubs of
Washington, and I attend a number of their forum-type presentations and social
functions such as working at food pantries and cleaning up the county parks. The
best times, however, have been at the events arranged by Charlie Balch. Perhaps
because AD and Thayer School are at the opposite ends of the campus, Charlie and
I did not know each other at Dartmouth, and he even referred to me as “Kenneth”
when we were arranging to host his first event here more than ten years ago. We’ve
been to more than a dozen such events since then, and they have been interesting,
well organized, and informative, but I don’t think I would have had to tell you that.

How well prepared: Dartmouth’s greatest gifts to me were to focus the science
and engineering on the broad fundamentals and insist that I be liberally educated,
which greatly enhanced my communication skills. Having scientific and technical
breadth has enabled me to see better how things fit together and where we should

go next. In the research world, this is a great gift because it is easy to become so
involved in your own specialty that you know more and more about less and less
until you know absolutely everything about nothing! Being able to communicate
better than those who were just technically trained gets you exposed to many
different people, but it is also a curse as well as a gift because the people who
make important technical decisions are often not well versed in the subject. Also,
here in Washington, where a widget is being made is often more important than
who can make the best widget. Accepting the idea that logic is not always the
most important tool when trying to persuade decision-makers what you think
the best policy is has been difficult for me, so I am still a work in progress. Had
I not been liberally educated, I might have remained oblivious, and I don’t think
that would have been as much fun.

Historical witness: One opportunity that was realized is my sabbatical to
England during the summer of  1995 where I fabricated semiconductor devices
at the Radar Research and Development Establishment (RRDE) in Malvern for
two months and then tested them for two months at the low temperature physics

lab at the Cavendish Laboratories at Cambridge, where one can make electrical
measurements at liquid helium temperatures—about -454°F. It was fascinating
to see how these exceptionally intelligent people work and think. Brian Josephson,
whose PhD thesis earned him a Nobel Prize, was upstairs trying to determine if
playing Mozart made the grass grow faster. At the other extreme, I had the
privilege of  helping Sir Neville Mott, who was working on a theory to explain
high temperature superconductivity, celebrate his 90th birthday! Just walking
around the university with all of  its beautiful flower gardens, attending concerts
in the Kings College Chapel, and seeing where Henry VIII had carved his and
Anne Boleyn’s initials into a post were an immense treat. My family was with
me the first few weeks, and we enjoyed our nightly trek up the hill to the pub in
Malvern, as well as our train trips to London, Oxford, and York on the week-
ends. Later, I took solo trips to Cholderton, near Salisbury, and attended a small
church where one of  my great-nth grandfathers was a Puritan preacher in the
late 1500s, and to Aberystwyth, Wales, which has a large Celtic library.

One opportunity that was missed was my trip to Russia soon after the fall of  the
Berlin Wall to help educate the Russians on how to utilize their immense scien-
tific knowledge to make useful products they could sell to support their fledgling
democracy. I had attended numerous briefings, assembled a considerable amount
of  information to present, had all of  my shots, and had made my reservations at
the hotel in Vienna where we were to meet for a week to coordinate our efforts.
On the Friday evening before the Saturday morning I was to fly out of  Kennedy,
the Secretary of  Commerce canceled the trip because he was worried that we
would help the Russians make products that would compete against ours!

Present Activities, Plans: I am still working on my science, which now is
improving the quality of  the semiconductor, gallium nitride, GaN, so that devices
can be made from it that will more efficiently convert the direct current from
the batteries in electric cars into the alternating current that runs the motors. It
will also someday be the semiconductor that will light our lights, and transistors
made from it will be in the radars that guide our planes. As few as five years ago,
the majority of  researchers attending the primary international conference
devoted to this semiconductor were from the U.S. Two years ago the conference
I attended in Korea had more people from Korea, China, Japan, Taiwan, or
Germany, and there were only two more Americans than there were Brits. As 
I wind down my scientific career, I plan to get more involved in the political and
educational side of  building back up our science, technology, and manufactur-
ing base, which is slipping relative to many Asian countries. It would be great if
we as a class could discuss this problem at our reunion.

Impact on Society: To have an impact, or to not have an impact, that is the
question. I will leave it to others to decide.
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William D. Jones Bill 
9215 Hidden Creek Dr., Great Falls, VA 22066, 
dawnjones@weichert.com, 
(703) 759-9220, Cell (703) 517-2800

High School: Thomas Jefferson
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Old guys softball 
Fraternity: Gamma Delta Chi
Graduate Study: JD

Spouse: Dawn
Spouse Education: UK, Technical College
Spouse Career: Real estate agent
Children: Alice, Owen, Hugh; 7 grandchildren
Where You Grew Up: N.J.
Resided In: N.J.; Virginia; overseas with USAID
Employers: Law firm; USAID (30 years); self-employed real estate agent 
Retired? Yes
Military: U.S. Army, 1965-67

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Continue some real estate agent support
work for spouse
Hobbies: Rec. sports, hunting 
Travel: Europe annually, mostly Spain and UK (daughter lives in Spain)
Community Activities: Some work with church group and local neighborhood
association
Alumni Activities: Participate in Washington area 1962 group

Present Activities, Plans: Old folks tennis and softball, Welsh society, hunting

Impact on Society: Try to give and show good value

Theodore S. Judson Ted 
Meherabad, Dist. Ahmednagar, Maharastra State 414001,
India, janet@ambppct.org 

Spouse: Janet Ruth Judson 

Occupation: Architecture/Construction, Staff Member-
Volunteer Architect, Avatar Meher Baba Charitable Trust,
Kings Road, Ahmedhagar M South, India 

Sumner Kabler Sonny
2902 Shire Wood Lane, Houston, TX 77082,
skabler@msn.com, Cell (713) 857-2532

High School: Boston Latin School
Major: Economics, Business
Favorite Activity: Manager, Dartmouth Baseball
Fraternity: Tau Epsilon Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Tony Lupien, Dartmouth Baseball
Coach. Although I never took a class from Tony, I learned
more valuable life experiences from him, during as well as
after my time in Hanover, than from any classroom activity
at Dartmouth.
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck School, 1963

Spouse: Carmen Kabler
Spouse Education: Universidad Central de Venezuela
Spouse Career: Language teacher to Peace Corps volunteers and expatriate business-
men and diplomats in Venezuela.
Children: Three daughters and three grandchildren
Where You Grew Up: Boston, which still ranks as one of my favorite places
Resided In: Several locations overseas and in the USA including New York, N.Y.;
Caracas; Aruba, N.A.; Santiago, Chile; Westport, Conn.; Houston, Texas
Employers: ExxonMobil Corporation and affiliated companies
Awards and Milestones: Entire work career as Financial Controller with Exxon
family of companies in oil/gas, petrochemicals, and mining businesses throughout
the Americas.
Working or Retired? Very actively retired
Military: Air Force Reserves

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Trying to pass on some life experiences
to my grandchildren, which, I find, does not take too long to do!
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Hobbies: Loyal Member of Red Sox Nation; Houston World Affairs Council; per-
fecting my Spanish language skills, which began over 40 years ago when I married
my Spanish teacher in Venezuela.
Travel: Extensively. Most recent trips included fascinating tours in Israel in 2010
and to the Grand Canyon, Bryce, and Zion National Parks in 2011.

Thanks to Kenny Rogers (“The Gambler,” written by Don Schlitz, 1978), I sub-
mit the following:

On a warm summer’s evenin’ on a train bound for nowhere,
I met up with the gambler; we were both too tired to sleep.
So we took turns a starin’ out the window at the darkness
’Til boredom overtook us, and he began to speak.

He said, “Son, I’ve made a life out of  readin’ people’s faces,
And knowin’ what their cards were by the way they held their eyes.
And if  you don’t mind my sayin’, I can see you’re out of  aces.
For a taste of  your whiskey I’ll give you some advice.”

So I handed him my bottle and he drank down my last swallow.
Then he bummed a cigarette and asked me for a light.
And the night got deathly quiet, and his face lost all expression.
Said, “If  you’re gonna play the game, boy, ya gotta learn to play it right.

“You got to know when to hold ‘em, know when to fold ’em,
Know when to walk away and know when to run.
You never count your money when you’re sittin’ at the table.
There’ll be time enough for countin’ when the dealin’s done.

“Ev’ry gambler knows that the secret to survivin’
Is knowin’ what to throw away and knowing what to keep.

’Cause ev’ry hand’s a winner and ev’ry hand’s a loser,
And the best that you can hope for is to die in your sleep.”

And when he’d finished speakin’, he turned back towards the window,
Crushed out his cigarette and faded off  to sleep.
And somewhere in the darkness the gambler, he broke even.
But in his final words I found an ace that I could keep.

You got to know when to hold ’em, know when to fold ’em,
Know when to walk away and know when to run.
You never count your money when you’re sittin’ at the table.
There’ll be time enough for countin’ when the dealin’s done.

Joseph Kaplan 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Kenneth R. Karkos
Kenneth Robert Karkos died in December 2005 at his
home in Dover, New Hampshire. Surviving Ken are his
mother, Priscilla, brother, Bob, wife, Jan, and daughter,
Victoria. Ken came to Dartmouth from Kittery Point,
Maine. Tom Komarek, a fraternity brother at Phi Tau,
recalls Ken warmly but regrets that he lost touch later on.
Ken pursued a variety of  careers over a restless and ener-
getic life. He earned a Ph.D. in neurobiology from Johns
Hopkins and a D.O. from Michigan State Medical
School. Ken particularly relished teaching, which he pur-
sued in different areas, including Lubbock, Texas, Laramie, Wyoming, and
Kansas City, Missouri. In the 25-year reunion book, Ken wrote, “In my spare
time I enjoy fly fishing for trout, trying to prove that I am smarter than a fish.”
Ken closed with regrets that his teaching schedule conflicted with our 25th: “All
I can do is send my best wishes to all.”
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David B. Karp 
6 Admiral Drive #377, Emeryville, CA 94608, 
(510) 658-4896 

Robert S. Katz Bob 
345 East 52 Street, Apt. 9D, New York, NY 10022,
katz.rs@gmail.com, (212) 217-6011, Cell (646) 436-5202

High School: George W. Hewlett High School
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Skiing
Fraternity: Gamma Delta Chi

Spouse: Magda Stark Katz, since June 1970
Spouse Education: Finch College, New York, N.Y.
Spouse Career: Market Research
Children: Erika Katz Abramson, Brent Katz
Where You Grew Up: Hewlett, Long Island, N.Y.
Resided In: New York City

Employers: Grey Advertising; Papert, Koenig, Lois Advertising; Carl Ally Advertising;
BBDO International Advertising; Hasbro Toys; Hermes Leather Corp.; Townsend
Leather Company; SUMA Industries Inc.
Retired? Still working hard, but with less stress than before, running SUMA Indus-
tries Inc., manufacturer and marketer of photoluminescent glow-in-the-dark building
safety products and systems.
Military: U.S. Army Reserves

Hobbies: Skiing, golf, reading
Travel: Extensive travel throughout Europe, Latin America, and the U.S.
Alumni Activities: Class Officer, Alumni Fund agent

Historical witness: Eight glorious years working on Pepsi-Cola business at
BBDO Advertising, 41 great years married to Magda. Two incredible children,
Erika (Dartmouth ’94) and Brent (Colby College ’98). Both Erika and Brent had
successful show-business careers as children. Erika published a book in 2011
and has made numerous TV appearances since, and Brent is a very funny
comedy writer.

Present Activities, Plans: SUMA Industries, golf, skiing, travel

John Carl Kees
11419 Isle Royale Road SE, Albuquerque, NM 87123, 
johnckees@yahoo.com, 
(505) 299-1749, Cell (505) 975-7456

High School: Carnegie High School in Carnegie, Pa.
Major: Engineering Science
Favorite Activity: Forensic Union and Band
Fraternity: Phi Tau
Unique Hanover Memory: Trying to learn to ski at the golf
course, getting my glove caught in the rope tow and stopping
it when my glove pulled the plug.
Graduate Study: Master of Divinity, Methodist Theological
School in Ohio, 1969; Doctor of Ministry, Drew University, 1981

Spouse: Pamela H. (Southerland) Kees
Spouse Education: Central Washington State College and University of Hawaii
Spouse Career: Preschool director/teacher and homemaker
Children: Cheryl Lynn, Jeffrey Christopher, Peter John, Linda, Jane
Where You Grew Up: Western Pennsylvania towns of Nanty-Glo, McKeesport,
Springdale, and Carnegie 
Resided In: San Diego, 1962-64; Honolulu 1964-66; Delaware, Ohio, 1966-69;
Tacoma, Wash., 1969-71; Munhall, Pa., 1971-78; Pitcairn, Pa., 1978-83; Crafton,
Pa., 1983-86; West Middlesex, Pa., 1986-2006; Albuquerque, 2006-present
Employers: U.S. Navy, The United Methodist Church
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Awards and Milestones: Established sister church relationship between West
Middlesex United Methodist Church in Pennsylvania and St. Nicholas Romanian
Orthodox Church in Ciurea, Romania
Retired? Retired July 2006 but resumed working part time January 2009 and con-
tinue doing so
Military: USS BUGARA SS-331, home-ported in San Diego; USS CARPENTER DD-825,
home-ported in Pearl Harbor. Made deployments to Western Pacific in both ships.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Served six years as Secretary of the Western
Pennsylvania Conference of The United Methodist Church and Editor of The Official
Journal of the Western Pennsylvania Conference of The United Methodist Church
Hobbies: Clowning, woodworking, sailing
Travel: Throughout the Far East with the U.S. Navy, Holy Lands, Romania, Germany,
Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Mexico
Community Activities: Kiwanis and Rotary
Alumni Activities: Applicant interviewing

Historical witness: On Tuesday, September 11, 2001, I was working with a
team from the Western Pennsylvania Conference of  The United Methodist Church
at Schwartzenshorf  Retreat Center near Rudolstadt in what was formerly East
Germany. Schwartzenshorf, a church camp owned by the East German Conference
of  The United Methodist Church since the 1920’s, was in need of  much repair

after nearly eight decades of  worldwide depression, the Third Reich, war, and
Russian occupation. Very early that morning, a stepladder collapsed under me,
and in the resulting fall I suffered a fractured pelvis. I was taken to the Rudolstadt
Hospital and received excellent care in spite of  a severe language barrier. My
German was nearly nonexistent, as was the English of  most of  the staff. One of
the physicians entered my room mid-afternoon and asked in broken English why
I didn’t have the TV on. I explained I had come in by ambulance from a work
accident and did not have my wallet with me. They still used a system where an
agent went around all the rooms each day and collected a cash fee for a day of
TV service. The physician said, “You need to see what’s happening,” and left
the room. Soon, my TV came on, and I saw over and over again the plane
crashing into the towers of  the World Trade Center.

I never learned whether he paid the fee himself  or simply ordered the TV
activated. Whatever the case, it was just the first of  many acts of  kindness that
followed during my five days of  hospitalization. A young recent high school grad-
uate, who was fulfilling his mandatory two years of  volunteer service by working
at the hospital, stopped by every day. His visits were partly motivated by a desire
to practice his English, but, understanding my language problem and the anxi-
eties of  the day, he sincerely wanted to befriend and assist me. 

On Saturday, September 15, I was able to leave the hospital and rejoin my group
back at Schwartzenshorf. They had been scheduled to go home on Thursday,
but all flights had been grounded following the attack. A forced extension of  our
German visit to the following Tuesday resulted. It turned out to be a marvelous
blessing. A group of  German pastors was holding a weekend retreat at the camp
and showed the same concern and compassion to the entire work team that I
had experienced at the hospital. On Sunday we shared a wonderfully moving
and meaningful worship service in both German and English. Recalling a senti-
ment expressed by President John F. Kennedy 38 years earlier, that day we were
all Americans.

Since then, I have made another trip to Germany, two trips to Romania, and
one to Mexico, all of  them for person-to-person reasons and purposes in places
off  the beaten track, none of  them on typical tourist itineraries to typical tourist
sites. To actually share life and labor for a time with fellow human beings in a
different culture with a different language is one of  the most exciting and effec-
tive educational experiences anyone can have. I am proud that Dartmouth leads
the Ivy League in undergraduate study abroad and that Professor John Rassias
has brought us the Rassias Method of  language education with its emphasis on
communicating with ordinary people in ordinary situations. That was not part
of  our Dartmouth experience, but I rejoice that the Dartmouth students of
today are so privileged. 
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Frank Kehl 
517 West 113 St., Apt. 63, New York, NY 10025, 
fkehl@us-cx.com, (212) 866-7207, Cell (917) 543-8619

High School: Bishop Loughlin Memorial High School
Major: French
Favorite Activity: Learning; study abroad; returning to the
Orozco Murals; getting out into the North Country
Unique Hanover Memory: Epiphany: One day in my French
Drama Seminar, Professor Lawrence Harvey read us a draft
of his analysis of Beckett’s “Waiting for Godot,” that mini-
malist, complex, existential, tragi-comic drama that has
become a classic of the 20th century, played by some of the
greatest comedians and mimes, e.g., Bert Lahr. His draft was being prepared for
publication. The analysis was magisterial. He even noted that the nicknames of the
two hoboes, Gogo (Estragon, who worries about food and feet) and Didi (Vladimir,
who worries about ideas), are the Chinese words for Older Brother and Younger
Brother, thus hinting at the realities of human evolution. His reading was an instance
of the method “explication de texte” that we had been taught to use in our read-
ing of literature, but raised to the highest level. It remains, I think, the most com-
plete, incisive understanding of “Godot” anywhere. In a bolt, it showed me what
the scholarly life could be.
Graduate Study: PhD, Anthropology and East Asian Studies (Chinese), Columbia
University, 1981

Spouse: Dorothy Loo Kehl
Spouse Education: BA, Chung Chi College, Hong Kong, 1962
Spouse Career: Teaching ESL, Brooklyn College, CUNY, 1973-2011; Teacher Trainer,
China, 2006-present
Children: Douglas Sequoia Kehl, Feb. 24, 1982 (Hong Kong); Andrew Denali Kehl,
July 25, 1986 (Hong Kong)
Where You Grew Up: Glendale, Queens, N.Y.
Resided In: New York, 1940-58; 1964-68; 1971-present; Hong Kong, 1962-64;
1968-71
Employers: Western Languages Department, Chung Chi College, Chinese University
of Hong Kong; United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia; Dartmouth Project
Asia, 1962-64; Brooklyn College, CUNY, 1972-75; New China Magazine, 1975-78;
CUNY, Office of Special Programs, 1978-92; Baruch College, CUNY, 1992-95; US-
China Education Foundation, Community Colleges in China Project, 1999-2000; US-
CX Inc., United States-China Exchanges, 1998-present
Awards and Milestones: Columbia University, International Fellow; Ford Founda-
tion, SSRC Foreign Area Fellow; Assoc. Dir., Weissman Center for International Busi-
ness, Baruch College
Working or Retired? President, US-CX Inc., United States-China Exchanges,
*Communication*Education*Training*

Publications, Achievements, Interests: “Chinese Nicknaming Behavior: A
Sociolinguistic Pilot Study,” Journal of Oriental Studies,” Vol. IX No. 1, 1971, Centre
of Asian Studies, Hong Kong University Press; “China! Inside the People’s Republic.”
Co-editor, writer, photographer. Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars, New York:
Bantam Books, 1972 (4th printing, 1974); “Hungry Ghosts: Chinese Ghost Festival
in Urban Hong Kong.” Writer/director. 30 minutes, 16mm, color, sound, ethno-
graphic documentary film. Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, 1972;
“Hong Kong Shantytowns: The Demography and Household Economy of Intra-urban
Migration and Housing,” Dissertation Abstracts International, Vol. 42, No.7, UMI,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1981; Conference Coordinator, “Tiananmen: An Analysis,”
Hunter College, CUNY, November 3, 1989; Founding team and co-organizer of 12
conferences, “Sino-American Education Conferences,” Shanxi Province Education
Commission and the City University of New York, 1985-2008; Teacher-Trainer, “English
Teacher Training Program,” Si Yuan Foundation, Hong Kong: Taiyuan, Shanxi 2009,
Xingyi, Guizhou 2010; Duyun, Guizhou, 2011 
Hobbies: Reading, writing, swimming, kayaking
Travel: Western Europe, 1960-62, 1968; North Africa, Lebanon, 1962; Hong Kong,
1962-pres.; Philippines, 1963; Taiwan, 1963; Vietnam, 1964; Japan, 1964; San
Francisco-NYC hitchhike, 1964; Laos, 1966; China, 1971-pres.
Community Activities: Parents’ Board, Red Balloon Daycare Center, West Harlem,
N.Y., 1990-92; Advisory Board, New York Chinese Cultural Center; and Dance
China NY, 2002-2009

Historical witness: I was a witness to or participant in three events of  histor-
ical significance in the last half-century. I’ve elaborated on them in my memoirs
—an ongoing project, not yet published. Here are the basics.

French-Algerian War: The first was the end of  the French-Algerian War and the
beginning of  the factional struggle within the Algerian FLN. In early September
1962 I was on my way out to Hong Kong via North Africa. With an Algerian
student friend I’d met at Dartmouth in June, I witnessed a massive demonstration
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of  women and boys, flowing down from the Algiers kasbah like lava from a vol-
cano, angrily chanting “Seven years, we’ve had enough!” It was a cry for peace
between two competing willayas (military regions of  the FLN) who had just
exchanged 15 minutes of  machinegun fire in the Kasbah which my friend and 
I had heard and assumed was FLN vs. the French Secret Army Organization.
The “seven years” was the length of  the war with the French, who were leaving
but still occupied the airport and a garrison at portside. The following day, 
I glimpsed Ben Bella and his bodyguards and FLN associates rapidly crossing a
room in a government building, where my student friend had brought me. The
original idea was for him to introduce me to some of  the FLN leadership, but
the events of  the night before precluded that. Not three years later, Ben Bella,
the chief  FLN negotiator with the French at Evian, was under political house
arrest, which was to last some seven years.

Student Uprising at Columbia University: The second was the student uprising at
Columbia University in late April 1968—bracketed by the assassinations of
Martin Luther King and Bobby Kennedy. The occupation of  five campus build-
ings for a week raised three issues: opposing the war, opposing racism, and oppos-
ing arbitrary rules about the conduct of  student demonstrations. The opponent
was the Columbia administration, with Grayson Kirk as President. Columbia’s
connection to the issues: the university was a participating board member for the
DOD-related Institute for Defense Analysis; the university had broken ground
to build a gym on public land in Morningside Park between Columbia on
Morningside Heights and Harlem below—front door and almost all the facility
for (then mostly white) students, back door and token use of  the facility for the
people of  Harlem; judgment and punishment for student demonstrations was then
at the sole discretion of  the administration—no judiciary committee including
faculty and students, no rules of  procedure or appeal, etc. I played a leadership

role for a brief  period in one of  the five buildings, Fayerweather Hall, initially
occupied by grad students, but, by the end of  the week, the “liberated” building
with the largest number of  students—some 250 out of  710 finally arrested—
and with the greatest diversity of  age, ethnicity, and ideology. (Fayerweather was
where the wedding took place: “I now pronounce you ... Children of  the New
Age.”) At the outset I was chair/leader/facilitator—this was the era of  participa-
tory democracy, of  leaderless leadership. After I was superseded by a half-dozen
others as our ranks swelled, I became a kind of  “Catcher in the Rye,” trying to
keep the younger, newly political protesters on an even keel between the waves
of  communal euphoria and police paranoia. (“Would they attack us with mace
or tear gas?! When do we use a wet handkerchief  over our noses?”) Like one of
my anti-war heroes, Thoreau, I spent a night in jail (The Tombs). Since I had a
fellowship to begin PhD fieldwork on Hong Kong shantytowns, I couldn’t wait
for the court disposition. Along with one other student, I pleaded “Nolo con-
tendere” and was fined $50. The other 708 had all charges dropped in August,
which was also when Grayson Kirk “retired.” The Columbia uprising sparked
anti-war campus protests across the country, culminating—in one sense—with
the killings of  four students at Kent State and two at Jackson State in the wake of
Nixon’s expansion of  the war into Cambodia. One of  my colleagues/comrades
in Fayerweather was a History grad student, Mike Wallace, who subsequently
won a Pulitzer for best non-fiction book, Gotham, the monumental history of
New York City to 1898. Just this last year, the British documentarian, Paul Cronin,
whose “A Time to Stir” portrays the week’s events from all sides, gave me a photo
of  myself  with the media leader of  the uprising, SDS Chair, Mark Rudd, who
later descended into the Weather Underground. We are back-to-back in the
middle of  the Fayerweather lounge counting votes—immediate issue forgotten.

July 1971 meeting with Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai in the Great Hall of  the People: The
third event was the July 1971 meeting with Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai in the
Great Hall of  the People. The Committee of  Concerned Asian Scholars, whose
Columbia chapter I had helped found, was invited by the Chinese to be the first
group of  American scholars to visit the People’s Republic since 1949 and second
group of  Americans after the ping pong team’s invitation in April. The day of
our late night meeting with Zhou—and two members of  what would come to be
called the Gang of  Four—the Peoples Daily printed a news item, one column-inch
at the bottom right of  the front page: “Mr. Henry Kissinger, National Security
Advisor to President Nixon, has had talks with Premier Zhou in Beijing. President
Nixon will visit China within a year.” It turned out that the reason our public
itinerary within China was switched at the last moment was that it would have
conflicted with Kissinger’s secret visit. That night, Zhou began our audience
with a sermonette on how to look upon “Old China” and “New China.” It was
prompted by an episode in Nanjing when I was “arrested” for taking a picture
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of  a shoe cobbler on the sidewalk. Toward the end of  the evening, Zhou apolo-
gized to me and jokingly (half-jokingly?) laid the blame for not educating the
masses on the government’s open photography policy for visitors at the feet of
Zhang Chunqiao, one of  those later called the Gang of  Four. (Zhang was head
of  the military region that included Nanjing.) When the CCAS group emerged
in Hong Kong a couple of  days later, we were besieged by reporters asking what
Zhou had told us. I ended up on the CBS Nightly News reporting the 6-point
PRC position on Taiwan as it affected admission to the U.N. and relations with
the U.S. I suppose that was my Andy Warhol “15 minutes of  fame,” though the
Vanderbilt University TV Broadcast Archive, which sent me a copy of  that
interview in 2009, clocks it at a little more than four minutes. Viewers will judge
whether my relaying of  Zhou’s points was “wooden” or “cool.” That historic

encounter led to a CCAS book, China! Inside the People’s Republic, and a number of
interviews, the most memorable of  which was on Chicago radio with Studs Terkel.
Five years later, while in Beijing with a Brooklyn College delegation, I attended
the official memorial for Zhou’s death, in the Forbidden City, and I appear for
two seconds in the segment “Foreign Countries and Friends” of  the official
memorial film. Quick observers might notice a tear.

Present Activities, Plans: 1 .Doing short-term, intensive teacher training of
primary and high school teachers of  English in a Miao and Dong Autonomous
Prefecture in Guizhou Province. 2. Writing my memoirs. Current focus is on
“Making a Young China Hand, 1962-72.”

Impact on Society: My “impact,” such as it is has been, is in opening new
paths and helping others organize. I was in the second Dartmouth cohort to do
Foreign Study in France. With Mike Coffield, I was the first to carry Dartmouth
Project Asia to Hong Kong. I was one of  the first to “liberate” Fayerweather Hall
at Columbia in 1968 opposing racism and the Vietnam War, which had ramifi-
cations across U.S. campuses. I was also one of  the first to use anthropology to
study urban squatters in Hong Kong. With a dozen other anti-war American
scholars, I was in the second group to visit China after 22 years of  Cold War
freeze. (The first group was the U.S. ping-pong team.) Our group was there
publicly at the same time Kissinger was there clandestinely. With the NAACP
and Brooklyn Legal Services, I coordinated CUNY’s defense and advocacy on
behalf  of  students receiving welfare, achieving victory after three years’ struggle

in the courts. When the June 3rd, 1989, Tiananmen massacre/tragedy occurred,
I coordinated CUNY’s response, an all-day analytic conference. As CUNY’s
student demographics shifted, I helped organize the Asian American Higher
Education Council, which has evolved into the Asian American/Asian Research
Institute, CUNY. I was instrumental in getting the Ford Foundation to support
the Community Colleges in China Project to introduce that pragmatic, nimble,
grass-roots higher education and economic development structure to China’s
lopsided and strait-jacketed higher education system. I helped train Chinese
bankers seeking to grapple with massive non-performing loans using both U.S.
experience, the Resolution Trust, and the experience of  other countries, which
my colleagues and I did in a comparative and critical way. My life and work
have been devoted to developing deeper U.S.-China two-way understanding via
media, teaching, art, and educational conferences. That’s the content I’ve given to
the phrase “China Hand.” That has turned out to be my life’s mission.
Dartmouth, with its strong language and international emphasis, and specifi-
cally Dartmouth Project Asia, played a major role in launching me on this five-
decade trajectory.

One Sunday afternoon, late in life—well, when I was in my mid-40s—I was
at home listening to a record on the stereo. It was by a family that played

Appalachian country music. The album said “Big Hill, The McLain Family
Band,” and the picture showed five young people striding up through a meadow
on a sunny day, an old barn in the distance. Each was holding an instrument:
mandolin, banjo, fiddle, guitar. Bringing up the rear was an older man, presum-
ably the father, helping a teenage girl carry a bass horizontally, her hand on the
neck. All were smiling with a hearty, unforced ease.

One of  the cuts was called “Our Song.” It was in memory of  their mother, who
had passed on. The song referred to her as “Babe.” It had lyrical instrumental
work—guitars, mandolins, fiddle, no banjo—and the beautiful harmony of  a
half  dozen voices. 

The words made extravagant claims that a loving child might make about a
beloved parent. The chorus went:

The sun shines just to follow you around
And the moon is in the sky to see you smile
The flowers grow just hoping you will look at them
And I was born just to be with you for a while.

It made me cry.

I looked at Dorothy sitting at her roll top desk across the living room, and said,
“What would you say if  we looked into adopting a child?”
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Bruce Maxwell Keller
300 River Road, #407, Manchester, NH 03104, 
bmk58@hotmail.com, (603) 623-9642 

High School: Holderness School, Plymouth, N.H.
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Girlfriend
Fraternity: DKE
Graduate Study: Tuck ‘65

Spouse: Cynthia
Spouse Education: BA, UNH
Spouse Career: Community volunteer
Children: Amy, 1965; Sarah, 1967
Where You Grew Up: Manchester, N.H.
Resided In: Manchester, N.H.
Employers: Keller Companies Inc.
Awards and Milestones: Graduated from college!
Working or Retired? Working
Military: Army Reserve

Hobbies: Sailing, model building
Travel: N. America, Europe
Community Activities: Many trustee and directorships in various community entities

Present Activities, Plans: Plans are to work until I drop.

Michael J. Kelly 
777 Belvidere Avenue, Plainfield, NJ 07062, 
mjpk@comcast.net, (908) 757-1434 

Spouse: Caroline O. McCagg-Kelly 

Occupation: Real Estate, Chairman & CEO, Academic
Enterprises Inc., 101 Main Street, Pawtucket, RI 02860,
(401) 726-3806 

Stephen C. Kennedy 
Stephen C. Kennedy, M.D., died April 3, 2004, in a bicy-
cle accident. A plastic surgeon practicing in Vancouver,
Washington, since 1979, Steve was in Maine visiting his
son, Andrew. The accident occurred while the two were
riding bicycles in Acadia National Park. 

Steve came to Dartmouth from St. Andrew’s School, New
York City, and majored in French. He sang in the Handel
Society, was active in Le Cercle Francais, president of
Fencing Club, and a member of  the student vestry at St.
Thomas Church. He studied abroad in Caen, France.
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After Dartmouth, Steve spent several periods abroad. He interned at Nassau
County Medical Center before his tour with the Army’s 50th Medical Corps in
Fulda, Germany. While in private practice, his work routine included adjuncting
at Oregon Health and Science University in Portland where he would do
Grand Rounds. 

He and Frank Kehl were the only French majors in the Class of  1962. They
became good friends, and Frank’s well researched “Recollections and Apprecia-
tion” can be accessed on the Class Website. Here are some of  Frank Kehl’s com-
ments about Steve:

Steve’s Way was joie de vivre. He seemed to live every moment to the
full, to enjoy so many aspects of  life, to enjoy so many people, to wear a
perpetual, natural, optimism. 

When Steve shared his knowledge with you, he did it spontaneously, gen-
erously with no thought of  impressing you. He was sharing, not showing
off. Yes, there were times when one felt he was a bit too confident of
what he was asserting, but you realized his confidence was innocent, not
overbearing. 

It was through [the] Church’s programs that he went on several trips to
Senegal to help assess the church’s development work there. He spent a
couple of  weeks in Kazakhstan with Northwest Medical Teams Interna-
tional. That involved some simple surgery with a doctor in training for
“lumps and bumps”—in a tent, with no electric sterilizer. He had a
“Sure, I’ll try it” attitude about eating and doing anything that local peo-
ple did. Both experiences were thrilling to him—adventures—and in
Africa he got a chance as well to limber up his French language skills.
But they also fit his ethic that the good life implied service to others. 

Dan Tompkins, our Class webmaster and an avid biker himself, remembers
Steve as a “wonderfully friendly and upbeat”guy. 

After receiving a Class of  ’62 email from Dan regarding Steve, Bill Carpenter,
who lives near Acadia National Park, wrote: “This was known as a bizarre and
inexplicable accident occurring only a few miles from my office here in Bar
Harbor. Until this email I had no idea that the victim was the same Steve Kennedy
who was with us at Dartmouth. I am stunned and saddened, especially at being
so near the scene and not knowing who it was till now.” 

Steve is survived by his wife of  15 years, Jan Newby Kennedy, three children,
two stepchildren, and six grandchildren. 

James Kenneth Kent Jim 
119 Indian Springs Road, Williamsburg, VA 23185,
jkent11140@yahoo.com, (757) 564-0059 

High School: Scarsdale (N.Y.) High School
Major: History
Favorite Activity: The Dartmouth daily paper staff; fraterni-
ty sports
Fraternity: Delta Upsilon, later Foley House
Unique Hanover Memory: Listening and interacting with
Robert Frost reading and discussing his poetry at Webster
Hall and Sanborn House—and later, visiting the Frost farm
in Derry, N.H. 
Graduate Study: MAT, Harvard University, 1964; CAGS, Harvard University, 1967;
EdD, Harvard University, 1969

Spouse: Phoebe Welt Kent
Spouse Education: BA, Duke University; MAT, Harvard University
Spouse Career: Teacher, then on the staff of the Mass. Centers for Excellence Pro-
gram, and for the past 15 years, Director of Research and Writing in the Develop-
ment Office of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
Children: Christopher, 1970; Andrew, 1971; Molly, 1974; Allison, 1976
Where You Grew Up: Born in New York City; moved to Alexandria, Va., during
WWII, then to Scarsdale, N.Y., grades K-4 and 7-12 with two years in my Dad’s
hometown of Dallas Center, Iowa
Resided In: Cambridge and Newton, Mass., 1962-68; Minneapolis, 1968-75; 
Marlborough, Mass., 1975-78; Marblehead, Mass., 1978-1994; Williamsburg, Va.,
1995-present
Employers: Junior high school teacher, Needham and Newton, Mass., public schools;
Assistant to Superintendent and Area Director, Minneapolis Public Schools; Superin-
tendent of Schools, Marlborough, Mass., Public Schools; Superintendent of Schools,
Marblehead, Mass., Public Schools; Superintendent of Schools, Williamsburg–James
City County Public Schools; Historical Interpreter, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
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Awards and Milestones: Several awards from school, community, civic, and pro-
fessional groups over more than 30 years in public education
Retired? Historical Interpreter for past 10 years at Colonial Williamsburg 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Continuing to teach colonial American
and British history and the ideals that created the USA, to people from all 50 states
and visitors from around the world
Hobbies: Enjoying my children and grandchildren, traveling, stamp collecting, read-
ing American history, politics, biographies, gardening
Travel: Trips in past few years to England several times, Ireland, Greece, Galapagos
Islands, Machu Picchu
Community Activities: Williamsburg Rotary Club officer and our several commu-
nity activities
Alumni Activities: Friendship with other local alumni
Historical witness: During the 1961 summer in Berlin, I witnessed the rising
Berlin Wall and Soviet T34 tanks at Brandenburg Gate, then saw the American
troops and tanks coming along the Autobahn and heard VP Johnson and General
Lucius Clay speak. I have never been so proud of  my country! Also had the oppor-
tunity for two hours that same summer to have lunch with Otto Frank and to tell
him how Americans were so proud of  his daughter Anne and the lasting impact
she has on young people!

The past half-century has been a life fulfilled, teaching and learning as a profes-
sional public school educator. The past shaped my future. Off  an Iowa farm,

my father began as a high school teacher before becoming a lawyer, while my
Massachusetts mother became a school librarian. Both my sisters started careers
in public education. I was greatly influenced by great teachers at Scarsdale High
and at Dartmouth. At 14, I began seven summers as a camp counselor teaching

4- and 5-year-old boys as well as coaching basketball to elementary students.
Realizing the importance of  quality public school education and the powerful
influence of  parents, family, and mentors, I dedicated my professional life to
teaching and as a superintendent of  schools in three communities. Together with
my wife Phoebe we provided a supportive environment for our four children, and
each has gone forward to make society better. Over the years as a community
leader, I realized that one had to always advocate on behalf  of  children with the
best research and teaching practices known. Having that focus, one then tried to
work through the politics of  any given situation to get those best practices into

the classroom. Parental involvement and support became my strong allies in all
four communities served. At times in life’s journey, there were bumps in the road
and setbacks. Yet I have never, never regretted my professional career in public
education for over 35 years. 

There were many accomplishments working with teachers, parents, and commu-
nity members. One recalls with great pride chairing the Minneapolis city schools
committee to draw up the comprehensive plan to desegregate/integrate peace-
fully the urban school district of  60,000 students. Successfully implemented over
three years this plan was adopted by many districts across the nation. Also in
Minneapolis I helped to formulate and lead the five-year implementation of
providing innovative alternative schools of  parent choice in a section of  the city
while at the same time enhancing the desegregation/integration goals. Outside
research over five years proved the mathematics and reading test scores of  chil-
dren increased measurably, and parent satisfaction in their children’s schools
increased markedly. This “Minneapolis alternatives schools of  parent choice”
model was adopted by districts across the nation as well. Gaining from my
Minneapolis years, I was able to work successfully with school boards, teachers,
parent, and students in my three public school superintendent positions to raise
students’ performance in reading and mathematics especially. 

Desiring to return to my initial teacher roots, I have enjoyed a decade teaching
colonial American history to children and adults at Colonial Williamsburg.
Usually walking or biking to work, I love imparting my love of  our country’s
founding ideals. Kindled in large measure by my liberal Dartmouth education,
teaching and learning continue to be my passion. The best hope for America is
the quality of  the education of  our youth. 

Ellis E. Kern 
1676 Flagler Pkwy, West Palm Beach, FL 33411, 
ellis.kern@comcast.net, 
(561) 514-1751, 
Cell (561) 601-8333

High School: Woodmere Academy
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Golf
Fraternity: TEP
Unique Hanover Memory: Boston Globe picture of me
next to hearse with COFFN license plate

Spouse: Anne Kern
Spouse Education: St. Johns University
Spouse Career: Director of Quality Services
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Children: Four; two grew up in New York City, two in West Palm Beach
Resided In: New York; Water Mill, N.Y.; Waverly Pa., West Palm Beach
Employers: Scott Paper, Ivy Hill Corp., Warner Music Group
Awards and Milestones: Birth of each of my children. My youngest is 13. Selling
my company, Ivy Hill Corp., to Warner Music Group
Retired? Semi-retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Successful business career; former mem-
ber of several non-profit boards
Hobbies: Watch and clock collecting, golf, sailing
Travel: Extensively through U.K., Ireland, Western Europe, Nepal, India, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Japan, the Caribbean, Argentina, Chile
Community Activities: Former BOT member, Keystone College, La Plum, Pa.;
Former BOD member, Allied Services Foundation, Scranton, Pa.; Former BOD mem-
ber, American Red Cross, Scranton, Pa.; Former Chairman, Music Division, United
Jewish Appeal, N.Y.

How well prepared: Yes

Present Activities, Plans: Active with Junior Sailing. My 13-year-old is a
member of  the U.S. Optimist Dinghy national team.

Hugh Benjamin Key II
1616 Atlantic Blvd. #3, 
Key West, FL 33040, 
hughkey@comcast.net, 
(305) 294-1210, Cell (305) 304-9167

High School: Oklahoma Military Academy
Major: French
Fraternity: Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Unique Hanover Memory: Professor Francois Denoeu
who I took three courses from sophomore year. This led
me to major in French and spend my junior year in
Paris where I got married and my first child was conceived.
Graduate Study:J.D., University of Oklahoma, 1964

Spouse/Partner: 1st: Sallie 1961-71; 2nd: Emilio 1992-present
Spouse Education: 1st: Wellesley College; 2nd: University of South Florida
Spouse Career: 1st: attorney and owner of a retail store, 2nd: telephone
exec.
Children: Sarah Elizabeth Key, 2/08/62; Jennifer Lynn Key, 9/22/64 (Dart-
mouth Class of 1986)
Where You Grew Up: Tulsa and Norman, Oklahoma
Resided In: Washington, D.C., 1965-1977; Key West, Florida 1977-present

Employers: United States Senate, United States House of Representatives,
Peace Corps, American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, Inter-American
Foundation
Retired? No, managing oil and gas interests

Hobbies: Reading, swimming, walking, working out at the gym
Travel: My husband and I take two to three two week cruises a year—mostly
transatlantic crossings and spend time in Europe
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Club of the Florida Keys; DGALA (gay alumni
association)

Brock A. Kier 
Brock A. Kier died of  cancer October 12, 2002. As an
undergraduate, he majored in economics and was a mem-
ber of  Phi Gamma Delta.

For the 25th reunion, reported that he had spent two years
in the Army and two years in graduate school before tak-
ing a job with CPA firm Coopers & Lybrand in Philadel-
phia. “Began as a business consultant and found myself
dragged ‘kicking and screaming’ into the computer world.
Spent the next 15-odd years living on airplanes, running
around the country acting like a financial/computer con-
sultant.” He was then Controller/Treasurer of  Alexander & Sons Inc., Rio
Verde, Ariz. At the time of  his death, Brock was a resident of  Rio Verde. He
left three children: Brett, Danielle, and Lane. 
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Folke Tyko Kihlstedt Tyko
305 East 140 Street, 3B, 
Bronx, NY 10454, 
tyko.kihlstedt@fandm.edu, 
(347) 862-2493, 
Cell (917) 375-7322
High School: Scarsdale High School, Scarsdale, N.Y.
Major: Art
Favorite Activity: Lacrosse; skiing
Fraternity: Phi Gamma Delta
Unique Hanover Memory: Volunteering to play goalie for
the Storm Kings one Sunday when our regular goalie (Bill
Edgar?) was too hung over to wake up. It was an away game, and I (having not
been brought up on ice hockey) felt a bit like being thrown to the wolves. Lost 6-4,
made around 16 saves, and decided never again.
Graduate Study: MA, Art History, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1967; PhD, Art History,
Northwestern University, 1973

Spouse: Andrea
Spouse Education: BA, U. Pa; MA, Brown (Philosophy, logic)
Spouse Career: Fundraising Consultant; recently founded Asking Matters
Children: Rya Kihlstedt (b. 1969), actress; lives in LA, married to actor/producer Gil
Bellows; Carla Kihlstedt (b. 1971), musician (violin, voice), lives in Dennis, Mass.,
married to Matthias Bossi
Where You Grew Up: Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela; Scarsdale, N.Y.
Resided In: Cincinnati, 1967-73; Lancaster, Pa., 1973-2009); Bronx, N.Y., 2009-present
Employers: University of Cincinnati; Franklin & Marshall College
Awards and Milestones: Various grants/fellowships, but I don’t even think I have
a copy of my CV any more; I got rid of it all once I retired; even gave away my PhD
robe and hood!
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: Luckily, somehow managed not to be drafted; did not serve.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: See Awards and Milestones above; no
interest in trying to dig up my publications, but I wrote mostly in architectural his-
tory, and more specifically, on World’s Fair architecture and on the interaction of
the automobile and architecture.
Hobbies: Art photography; oil painting
Travel: Venezuela as a kid; otherwise, mainly European countries; favorite city
abroad is Rome (and even taught a course on Rome).
Alumni Activities: Have pretty much managed to avoid any.

After graduation, I applied for Army Security, hoping to kill two birds with 
one stone: get some exotic language training in Monterey and possibly avoid

the jungles of  Nam as a grunt. Having passed all tests, I waited for assignment,
only to get rejected because I had relatives behind the Iron Curtain (Yugoslavia,
my Mother’s home country). Security determined that I was a risk for blackmail
or compromised loyalty.

This forced me into a quick re-think, and two months of  puttering around home
was enough for me. So, later that same week, I took a train New York and on to
Philadelphia, interviewed at Columbia and Penn for art history, was accepted
then-and-there at Penn. This, then, is how I stumbled into my profession, tripped-
up by Army Security.

It was mid-August 1962. Classes at Penn started in one week. With no time to
reconsider, I found myself  back in Philadelphia looking for housing.

There, a few years later, I met my wife, Andrea, an undergraduate philosophy
major at Penn who was taking a large History of  Architecture class for which 
I was one of  two TAs. I spent a fellowship year in Scandinavia researching
medieval architecture. She graduated; we met and travelled around Europe the
following summer and somehow survived that to remain an item. We married
on April 1, 1967 (a convenient time, being spring break for her now at Brown,
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and for me at Penn). She and our two fascinating daughters—now with their
own families—remain the main pleasure of  my life.

I may have turned out quite differently had I not gone to Dartmouth, given that my
other two options were more snobbish schools, Williams and Bowdoin. I wasn’t a
great student; I earned a healthy range of  As, Bs, and Cs. Only as a senior was 
I seduced more by academics, but the most meaningful intellectual experience was
Great Issues. Even today, I continue to consider it one of  the supreme concepts of

any undergraduate education. But equally important, over my four years, Dartmouth
provided a ready outlet for, and naturally fed, my love of  physical activity—lacrosse,
skiing, intramural football, body-surfing down Quechee Gorge, you name it.

So, besides my family life, an athletically active life remains my other greatest
pleasure. I played club lacrosse while in graduate school, started my own lacrosse
club when I took my first teaching position at the University of  Cincinnati, played
for the Chicago Lacrosse Club while writing a dissertation at Northwestern, and
later, when my knees began complaining, I took up USTA tournament tennis, a
sport that keeps me active even today.

Certainly, my Dartmouth education prepared me well for my profession as an
art historian, but in a way I backed into that field. What contributed more to
what I consider an enormously satisfying and healthy life is the balance between
intellectual and physical activity. Whether this balance was openly promoted or
just made so readily available, it is what defines my years at Dartmouth.

Douglas L. Killebrew 
6354 Pershing, University City, MO 63130,
dlk6354@aol.com, (314) 727-0640 

Spouse: Nanette Killebrew 

Occupation: Manufacturing, President, ENERCOR Inc., 
4656 West Florissant Avenue, Saint Louis, MO 63115, 
(314) 381-1907 

Chang H. Kim 
Keonyong 1506-202, Daehwa Dong, Koyang, Kyungki Do
411-705, South Korea, changhkim@yonsei.ac.kr 

Spouse: Yang Cha Kim 

Occupation: Education, Professor Emeritus, Yonsei
University, Dept. of Chemistry, Seoul 120-749, South Korea 

Myung Whan Kim 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Steven W. Kimbell 
Steven W. Kimbell, of  Newburgh, Indiana, died of  can-
cer, November 15, 1992, in Louisville, Kentucky, leaving
his wife, Patricia. He came to Dartmouth from Atherton
High School, Louisville, Kentucky, and majored in
anthropology. He was D.C.A.C. swimming manager and
participated in The Players, Band, Handel Society, Film
Society, and Young Republicans. He was Treasurer of  the
Lutheran Club.

Ross I. Kimmerle 
2418 West 22nd St., Minneapolis, MN 55405,
rkimmerle@comcast.net, (612) 374-3829 

Spouse: Janet Kimmerle 

Occupation: Health/Science, Physician, HealthEast Internal
Medicine, 1690 University Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55104,
(651) 232-4800 
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Nicholas S.P. King 
2430 Summit Court, Lake Oswego, OR 97034, 
(503) 635-1083 

Richard Johnston King Dick 
P.O. Box 879, Waitsfield, VT 05673, 
rjk@wcvt.com, (802) 496-3958 

Spouse: Harriet Ann King 

Occupation: Law, Attorney, King & King, P.O. Box 879,
Waitsfield, VT 05673, (802) 496-4371 

Thomas W. King 
Thomas Wayne King of  Aurora, Ohio, died March 20,
2002. Thomas came to Dartmouth from Shaw High
School in East Cleveland, Ohio, and majored in history.
He played squash and ran track our freshman year and
played football for three years. Thomas earned a master’s
of  fine arts degree from Case Western Reserve in 1966
and taught government and social studies at the second-
ary school level most of  his career. He also coached foot-
ball, basketball, and golf. In a reunion questionnaire in
1990, Thomas commented that Dartmouth “allowed me
to see the larger picture and to think effectively.” Thomas is survived by his wife
of  nearly 40 years, Sandra, and children Thomas and Kelly.

Wendell A. Kjos 
wkjos@aol.com 

Occupation: Law, Supervisory Trial Attorney, US Navy, 
3409 Lyrac Street, Oakton, VA 22124 

William P. Klein Bill
1 Windsor Court, 
Newport Coast, CA 92657, 
michelek@cox.net, 
(949) 715-3041

High School: Far Rockaway High School
Major: Biology
Favorite Activity: DOC
Fraternity: TEP
Unique Hanover Memory: The Winter Carnival
Graduate Study: MD, SUNY Downstate Medical Center

Spouse: Michele
Spouse Education: Brooklyn College
Spouse Career: Teacher
Children: Russell C. Klein, MD, 10/23/66; Ryan M. Klein, MD, 3/22/69; Keith D.
Klein, 5/10/71
Where You Grew Up: Neponset, Rockaway Beach, N.Y.
Resided In: Irvine, Calif., 1972-75; Newport Beach, Calif., 1975-2000;
Newport Coast, Calif., 2000-present
Employers: Huntington Beach Internal Medicine Group Inc., 1972-present
Awards and Milestones: Clinical Professor of Medicine, University of
California, Irvine
Retired? Working full-time with Russell and Ryan as co-partners in medical
practice of Internal Medicine, Pulmonary Disease, and Critical Care
Military: USPHS, 1968-70, Seal Beach, Calif.

Hobbies: Wine, travel, ceramics
Travel: Russia, China, Japan, South America, Europe
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Brian S. Klinger 
466 Washington Road, Rye, NH 03870, (603) 964-6235 

Spouse: Lise Klinger 

Occupation: Health/Science, Optometrist, Harbor Eyecare Inc.,
161 Dear Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801, 
(603) 436-3717 

John L. Knight Three Dog
90 East Elm Street, Greenwich, CT 06830,
johnknight7@gmail.com, 
(203) 340-2970, Cell (917) 683-1460

High School: Greenwich High School
Major: Psychology
Favorite Activity: Tennis, mountain climbing
Fraternity: Kappa Sigma
Unique Hanover Memory: Rush Night, Kappa Sig, when 
I cried after they offered me a “full ride” without which I never
could have joined and would never have met a group of
great guys who would go on to be lifelong best friends. The
Grand Gord, Biggsy, Julio, The Cruzer, Guenth, Walshi, RayBird, Hawk, Funkes,
Robbie, Tommy T, Jimmy J, Johnny W, Joe, Lou, Al, Sam, Phil, and Dennis. 

Spouse: Donna Stevenson
Spouse Education: BFA, Emerson College
Spouse Career: Independent Producer
Children: Jeffrey Laurence and Margot Stevenson
(Elizabeth Cameron and Sophie Walton by first wife Joan MacPhail)
Where You Grew Up: Greenwich, Conn.
Resided In: Newport, R.I., 1962-64; Brooklyn Heights, N.Y., 1964-74; Greenwich
Village, N.Y., 1974-85; Upper West Side, N.Y., 1985-88; Greenwich, Conn., 1988-93;
London, England, 1993-2006; Park Slope, Brooklyn, N.Y., 2006-2010; Greenwich,
2010-present
Employers: Chase Manhattan Bank, 1964-70; Paine Webber, 1970-72; First Pennco
Securities, 1972-77; Refco Partners, 1977-82; Brophy, Gestal, Knight, 1982-88;
Sanwa BGK Securities, 1988-93; Bear Stearns International, London, 1993-2006;
Hilliard Farber & Co. 2006-2008
Awards and Milestones: Married Joan MacPhail in June 1964. Two daughters,

Elizabeth and Sophie (Sophie went to Dartmouth, Class of 1992). Split in 1971.
Married the love of my life, Donna Stevenson, in 1982; we have a son Jeffrey and
daughter Margot. We will celebrate our 30th wedding anniversary this November.
Hip replacement surgery July 2010. Should have done it sooner, absolutely miracu-
lous improvement!
Retired? Are you kidding?? Margot is still in college.
Military: LTJG U.S. Navy via Dartmouth NROTC. Served as the Anti-Submarine
Warfare Officer on the Charles H. Roan, DD853, out of Newport, R.I., 1962-64.
Highlights: Was part of the blockade of Cuba during the missile crisis in 1962. Shot
across the bow of a Russian cargo ship transporting missiles to Cuba as we were
coming out of Guantanamo to go back on station. Surfaced a Russian submarine
and escorted it out of Cuban waters.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Was a founding partner in Brophy, Gestal,
Knight (BGK). Built a full-service dealer operation from scratch that received Primary
Dealer recognition 11 months after inception. Sold BGK in 1988 to the Sanwa Bank
of Japan for a record 3.8 times book. Climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro (6th tallest mountain
in the world at 19,860 feet) in 1996. Competed in the Three Peaks Challenge in
1998, climbing the three tallest mountains in England and Scotland (Snowden, Scafell
Pike, and Ben Nevis) in 51 hours, non-stop. Competed in the Caledonian Challenge
in 2002, a team hike from Inverness in Northern Scotland to the shores of Loch
Lomond, just north of Glasgow (54 miles) in 22 hours.
Hobbies: Tennis, skiing, hiking, music, theater, reading 
Travel: While based in London with Bear Stearns International for 13 years, traveled
all over England, Scotland, and Ireland. (In fact we have probably seen more of
England than most Brits!) Also traveled extensively in Europe: France, Germany, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Netherlands, and
Belgium. Traveled to Eastern Europe as well: Czechoslovakia, Greece, and Turkey as
well as Egypt.
Alumni Activities: Various roles in Alumni Fund Campaigns
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How well prepared: The combination of  four years at Dartmouth and two
years as an Officer in the Navy did prepare me well for the world. That combi-
nation of  experience opened a lot of  doors for me in my early years in Wall
Street. However, in terms of  experiences that had a more broad-based effect on
my life, nothing compares to the 13 years I spent in London with Bear Stearns
International. Living and working in a multi-cultural environment, traveling to
all parts of  Europe and beyond; both for business and pleasure, the different
languages, food, history—all left lasting impressions on me and my family.

Historical witness: Rooming with “The Cruzer” freshman year. Peeing con-
tests off  the back porch at Kappa Sig (always won by Guenth). Toga parties.
The birth of  Beer Pong at Kappa Sig (it helped having the top two tennis play-
ers on campus in Aydelott & Biggs). Czelusniak’s beer penis. Marathon bridge
games in the Card Room. Great Issues. Getting caught playing Interfraternity
hockey by Coach Elliot during the winter track season. Directing HUMS for
Kappa Sig (We never won but “In the Still of  the Night” has become a house
anthem).

Impact on Society: A good guy who is a tenacious survivor!

Peter Titcomb Knight Pete
3830 9th St. N., Apt. PH1W, Arlington, VA 22203, 
(571) 257-8868
Avenida Atlantica 4022/302, Rio de Janeiro, RJ 22070-002,
Brazil, 55 (21) 2522-9167 
ptknight@gmail.com, Cell (202) 281-4144

High School: University School, Shaker Heights, Ohio
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Ledyard Canoe Club, Ski Patrol
Fraternity: KKK 
Unique Hanover Memory: In April 1960, responding to a
rather insolent challenge from Amherst, the Ledyard Canoe
Club organized a non-stop collegiate race to the sea down the Connecticut River—
some 218 miles. We invited other colleges in the region as well as Amherst. As I
recall, 22 canoes in all participated. The start was at Ledyard Bridge, and the finish
at Old Saybrook Point in Connecticut. Jon Fairbank and I took first place, making it
in 33 hours and 50 minutes, a record that stands to this day. The competition, prin-
cipally from other Ledyard teams, was very stiff—four Ledyard canoes alternated for
the lead throughout the first night. It was during a dawn portage at Turner Falls,
Mass., and the exhilarating rapids below the dam there that we surged ahead los-
ing site of the others for the rest of the adventure. Many canoes didn’t make it to
Old Saybrook the second night, and four of first six that did were from Ledyard! 
Graduate Study: PhD, Economics, Stanford University, 1970; MA, Economics,

Stanford University, 1965; BA, Politics, Philosophy, and Economics, Oxford University
(Worcester College), 1964 

Spouse: Zaida Gusmao Knight 
Spouse Education: Degree in Romance Languages, State University of Rio de
Janeiro, 1962; MA, Latin American Literature, Georgetown University, 1971 
Spouse Career: Taught primary, secondary, and normal school in Rio de Janeiro,
then undergraduate Portuguese at Georgetown and Cornell, and 30 years of grad-
uate Portuguese at Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS)
Children: Charles, 8/1/1970, D ’92; Jonathan, 5/18/1973; Jezaira, 11/17/1974  
Where You Grew Up: Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Resided In: Washington, D.C., 1969-71; Lima, Peru, 1971-74; Ithaca, N.Y., 1975-76;
Washington, D.C., 1976-2000; Arlington, Va.; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2000-present 
Employers: Brookings Institution, 1969-71; Ford Foundation, 1971-74; World
Bank, 1976-97; Self, 1997-present 
Awards and Milestones: Fulbright Fellowship (Oxford University, 1962-64), various
Stanford Fellowships (1964-66), National Defense Foreign Language Fellowship
Portuguese (1966/67), SSRC/ACLS Foreign Affairs Fellowship Brazil (1967-69); Council
on Foreign Relations International Affairs Fellowship at Cornell University (1975-76).
Jabuti: prize for jointly edited and authored book (in Portuguese) on e-development
in Brazil and the world (Sao Paulo, 2008). 
Working or Retired? Working part time as consultant and author, mainly on use
of information and communication technologies to accelerate socio-economic
development (e-development)

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Over 150 books, monographs, chapters in
books, and articles published in English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, and Russian. 
Current interests: International relations, sustainable development, e-development.
Hobbies: Kayaking, skiing, tennis, reading
Travel: Extensive travel in all major regions of the world except Oceania
Alumni Activities: Participation in some Washington area ’62 activities, interview-
ing applicants to Dartmouth in the 1980s. 
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How well prepared: I was one of  the first two Dartmouth overseas interns,
working out of  the American Friends of  the Middle East in Cairo in the summer
and fall of  1961. My experiences in Egypt and in Gaza, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon,
and Israel (which included leading the first Experiment in International Living
group in Egypt, research for my thesis on the formation of  the Arab League,
and representing the U.S. National Student Association at events in Gaza and
Damascus) were critical in my choosing a career in international development.
Encountering massive poverty first hand led me to focus my graduate studies
increasingly on economics to complement my Dartmouth major in government
and international relations. 

Historical witness: I was in Damascus in the summer of  1961 when Syria
broke its union with Egypt (the United Arab Republic) and took part in many
demonstrations against the Vietnam War in San Francisco and Washington. But 
I think my most active involvement in historical events was participation, from my
position as a Division Chief  in the World Bank’s Economic Development Institute
(its external training arm at the time) and later leading the Bank’s Electronic
Media Center, in the transition to a market economy in various socialist countries
—including China, Vietnam, and the former Soviet Union, especially Russia. 

Having grown up in a bipolar world threatened with nuclear war, the opportunity
to reach out to former adversaries and provide technical assistance in the form of
training in market economics and national economic management was a welcome
challenge. Seeking to meet this challenge brought many interesting and even

unusual experiences. I list a few: exchanging information on Soviet entry to the
World Bank with a Soviet banker while skiing in Austria after a seminar near
Vienna in March 1990 and then joining a working group on this matter in the
Bank; participating in a Dartmouth Alumni College on “Glasnost, Perestroika,
and the Lessons of  History” in June 1990; arranging participation by top Soviet
economists in an international seminar I helped organize on fiscal federalism and
macroeconomic management in large countries and making an unofficial visit to
Moscow, where I met with key economists en route to that seminar in New Delhi
in February 1991; hiring the first Soviet economist into the World Bank in the
spring of  1991 (he later played a key role in opening the Bank’s Moscow office);
and helping conceptualize and finance the production of  Russian TV documen-
taries on inflation and a 10-episode dramatic serial with economic content
broadcast throughout Russia in 1994 and 1995, respectively. 

Impact on Society: It’s hard to measure the impact of  foundation grants,
policy dialogues, publications, TV programs, videos, web sites, or consulting
assignments. But my objective in all these endeavors was to promote more equi-
table socio-economic development. 

Ihave always felt I had to work very hard to achieve my professional goals, both
within high-powered organizations like the Brookings Institution, the Ford

Foundation, and the World Bank, and later as an independent consultant. My
focus was on trying to make a contribution to solving complex problems: among
others promoting socio-economic development (especially in Brazil and Peru);
analyzing various national and sub-national experiences with worker ownership
and management in a quest for more democratic economic institutions; seeking
new means for Brazil to end high, variable, and accelerating inflation; easing the
transition to a market economy in Russia and other former socialist countries;
and using electronic media (particularly television and the Internet) to acceler-
ate development (especially in Brazil). I am proud of  the contributions I made
in all these fields.

But this required continual efforts to use different disciplines, master new lan-
guages (Spanish, Portuguese, Russian), and learn to be a manager. Doing so
challenged my intellectual abilities, absorbed inordinate amounts of  time, and
resulted in some neglect of  economics, which, like other disciplines, was not my
passion, rather a tool for achieving broader objectives.

Looking back from my current vantage point, I regret not devoting more time to
my family, cultivating old friendships and developing new ones outside the circle
of  professional colleagues, and engaging in more “extracurricular” activities
and interests. My wife characterizes this as becoming a “one-dimensional man”
focused on work and various causes related to it. This has resulted in under-use
or atrophy of  many former sources of  satisfaction, and a failure to develop new
ones. If  I were to give advice to younger people, I would urge them to try for a
more balanced life, even at the cost of  less professional achievement. The course
I followed can make the transition to retirement more difficult and can leave
scars both on oneself  and on those whom one loves. 
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Russell A. Knott 
Russell A. Knott was killed with his wife when a plane he
was piloting crashed near St. John, British Columbia,
August 10, 1986. He had been a member of  Delta Upsilon
at Dartmouth. Russell came to Dartmouth from Benson
High School in Omaha, Nebraska, and after graduation
studied at the University of  Nebraska Medical Center. He
was an orthopedic surgeon in Kirkland, Washington. 

John H. Knowlton Red
7004 Napa Valley Drive, Frisco TX 75035,
johnknowlton@tx.rr.com, (469) 287-1140 

High School: Minnetonka High School, Minnetonka, Minn.
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Sports: Football Manager; Green Key,
sophomore year
Fraternity: Phi Gamma Delta
Unique Hanover Memory: I especially loved Professor
Stilwell’s Battle Night lectures—his research was very thor-
ough, and he did a wonderful job of bringing in the deci-
sions and options the generals faced.
Graduate Study: MBA, major Marketing, Amos Tuck School of Business

Spouse: Dixie (Dee) Batie
Spouse Education: Associate Degree
Spouse Career: Primarily homemaker, raised three fine sons while I travelled
Children: Bradley, 1966, Texas A&M, U.S. Navy, now Commander in Navy Reserve.
He is currently a Project Manager at Alcatel in Dallas; Eric, 1968, UT at Dallas, career
Marine Aviator, currently flying V-22 Osprey. He is a Lt Col, just back from Afghanistan;
Daniel, 1971, USMC 1990- 94, joined Reserve unit and served in Iraq 2005-6. Now
senior IT consultant for an accounting firm.
Where You Grew Up: Excelsior, Minn., formerly a village on Lake Minnetonka, 18
miles from Minneapolis, and now surrounded by suburbs. I can still walk down the
street and see someone I know.
Resided In: Essex Junction, Vt., 1964-68; Minneapolis, 1969-78; Dallas, 1978-2005;
Frisco, Texas, 2005-present
Employers: Xerox Corp., sales; Honeywell, time-sharing and mini-computer sales;
Software Design Inc., computer software sales, then District Mgr.; Boole & Babbage,
corporate level software sales, Dist. Mgr., Region Mgr., VP Sales; Vercom Software,

Director of Marketing; Knowlton Enterprises, Internet game sites and advertising
income
Working or Retired? Building business involving site with lots of family friendly
games and generating revenue from advertising links
Military: U.S. Army National Guard, 6/62 -12/63, Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.; National
Guard Reserve, 1/63-12/68, Vermont

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Very involved at Stonebriar Community
Church in Frisco, where Chuck Swindoll is the pastor. As a deacon, I have served in
several capacities, mostly leading large team of volunteers. I helped start the first
Citizen Volunteers in Patrol neighborhood patrol/crime prevention program in 1991,
then spent quite a bit of time teaching other Dallas neighborhoods to do this.
Hobbies: Bible Study, reading (history, military history, science). Our greatest joy is
watching our three sons grow to solid self sufficient citizens who contribute to
their communities and have developed strong marriages, and to see them raising
our seven grandkids to do the same. My wife and I enjoy travel to historic sites and
gardening, especially growing native perennials.
Travel: Business/leisure trips to France and England. Business trips to Brazil, plus
trips to Okinawa to visit son and family stationed there. There is still much of the
U.S. we want too visit.
Alumni Activities: Not very much after initial involvement in Minneapolis Alumni
group in 1970s.

Historical witness: The more I learn about the mysteries of  the vast universe,
contrasted with the incredible things we are still learning about our bodies and
how they function at the molecular level, the more I am convinced this reflects
God’s design.

Present Activities, Plans: Still very much involved with living, in decent
health, building my business, and loving my wife of  48 years. 

Horton B. Koessler Tony 
3000 Glenwood Lane, 
Billings, MT 59102, 
(406) 252-4202 

Spouse: Robyn Koessler 
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Joseph Andrew Kolupke Joe
706 Plachy Drive, Alamosa, CO 81101,
jakolupke@yahoo.com, (719) 589-9354, Cell (719) 580-9117

High School: Hall Township High School, Spring Valley, Ill.
Major: English
Favorite Activity: Attending athletic events, especially foot-
ball and basketball games
Fraternity: Alpha Chi Rho
Unique Hanover Memory: I’m sure my memory is not
unique, but I have never forgotten Professor Francis Gramlich’s
final lecture in his course Philosophy of Human Nature.
Summing up of this remarkable blend of traditional philoso-
phy and Freudian psychoanalysis, he turned to us and said, “Gentlemen, beware of
an undue skepticism: you cannot live by it.” The customary applause after the final
lecture was, in this case, a thunderous standing ovation (my recollection is that there
were about 200 students in the course). After class, a friend and fellow student said
to me, “That was no lecture—that was a secular sermon!” 
Graduate Study: MA, English, University of Iowa; PhD, English, Saint Louis University

Spouse: Barbara Horton Kolupke
Spouse Education: BA, MA, English, Illinois State University
Spouse Career: High School Teacher of English
Children: Gwen Kolupke Gray, b. 1976; Katherine Kolupke, b. 1979
Where You Grew Up: Spring Valley, Ill.
Resided In: Iowa City, 1962-64; Bloomington-Normal, Ill., 1964-69; St. Louis, 1969-
74; Winona, Minn., 1975-87; Alamosa, Col., 1987-present
Employers: Illinois State University, 1964-69; Southern Illinois Univ., Edwardsville,
1971-73 (part-time); College of St. Teresa, Winona, Minn., 1974-87; Adams State
College, Alamosa, Col., 1987-2004
Awards and Milestones: Over the course of my academic career I served in vari-
ous administrative capacities: Coordinator of Humanities at St. Teresa’s, Head of the
Department of English, Theatre, and Communications and Dean of the School of
Arts and Letters at Adams State College.
Retired? I retired from Adams State College as Emeritus Professor of English in 2004.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Articles on Joseph Conrad, literature and
psychology, writing and critical reasoning. A dozen published poems since 1987.
Hobbies: Fly fishing, skiing, chess
Travel: Ireland, England, Italy, Netherlands, France, Germany, Mexico, Belize
Community Activities: I have been a member of Trout Unlimited for about 35 years
and was the first newsletter editor for the San Luis Valley (Alamosa, Colorado), chap-
ter. I currently chair the supervisory committee of a local credit union. I am also serv-
ing (for 2011) on the editorial committee of a local literary publication.
Alumni Activities: For the past four or five years I have served as an alumni inter-
viewer for Dartmouth applicants in the San Luis Valley of Colorado.

How well prepared: Overall, I would say very well. The curriculum we stud-
ied was much narrower than that of  today’s students, but what we learned we
learned, for the most part, very well. I never felt the slightest intellectual disad-
vantage in dealing with graduates of  other schools, and in certain respects our
preparation was superior, e.g., in having taken the much-maligned (yes, I, too,
wore an out-of-fashion tie to the lectures) Great Issues course.

Historical witness: I was a doctoral student in St. Louis at the peak of  the
antiwar (Vietnam) demonstrations. At the time I thought that, whatever the
immediate impact of  these protests, no future administration would ever be so
reckless as to get involved in a conflict of  this type. So much for my powers of
historical prophecy.

Present Activities, Plans: I have just finished a novel based on a criminal
trial that I had occasion to observe first-hand. 

Impact on Society: Having been a college teacher for 40 years, I feel that every
teacher has an impact on society, small though it may be. Just as our own teachers
shaped our attitudes and ideas and thus our future actions, so, too, does every
teacher have the chance to affect the future through his or her students.

My Dartmouth experience is really two experiences: the years actually spent
on campus beginning in 1958 and ending with graduation; and all the

years since during which I followed the profession of  teaching college English.
As to the first, I suppose, like most of  us, I’ve spent the last half-century turning
over in memory the persons and events of  that ever-more-distant time. Dartmouth
was a shock for the naïve, working-class, middle-western boy that I was in 1958.
It was not so pleasant to discover that I was not as athletically or intellectually able
as I thought I was. But once I got used to that blast of  cold northeastern reality,
the true experience began—I mean the discovery of  a world of  knowledge and
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aesthetic experience that has grown ever more fascinating and exciting, from that
day to this. I am literally unable to imagine the person I might have become, for
better or worse, without the intensity of  this immersion in the world of  literature
and ideas. Nor can I bring myself  to wish that it had been something different.
Which is not to say that I haven’t wished I’d studied harder, been more sociable
and tolerant, and taken more complete advantage of  Dartmouth’s immense cul-
tural resources. But time and the foundation of  learning that the College gave
me have closed most of  these gaps. 

My other Dartmouth experience, post-1962, is perhaps less typical. I haven’t
had much face-to-face contact with classmates or other Dartmouth people since
graduation. I did finally manage to get to a class reunion in 2007, and that cer-
tainly ranks as one of  the more enjoyable times I’ve had since retiring several
years earlier. But for most of  these years since June 1962 my perspective on
Dartmouth has been from a great distance. Like everyone else, I’m sure, I’ve
enjoyed watching the public successes of  our classmates: Paul Tsongas’s bright
but tragic moment as a candidate for President, of  course, stands out. The late
Bruce Ennis’s distinguished legal career with the ACLU is another. And our

class has made some excellent contributions to literature and the arts: Steve
Geller’s widely praised screenplay for the film of  Slaughterhouse Five, Bob Christgau’s
emergence as a leading critic of  popular music, Bill Hjortsberg’s novels and film
scripts, just to name a few that come to mind. 

I used to tell the students in my literature classes that what they’d remember was
not the professor but the books themselves. That, of  course, was not quite true
—I remember all of  my professors at Dartmouth, some vividly. But if  I have
been proud, these 50 years, to write “A.B., Dartmouth College, 1962,” in the
space for “education,” it is because of  the books those professors insisted I read
while I was there. They set a direction for my life, and the riches they provided
for my intellectual, ethical, and emotional life have been incalculable. 

Thomas Charles Komarek Tom
Summer/fall: 23 Nahant Avenue, Winthrop, MA 02152,
(617) 846-1005
Winter/spring: 353 South U.S. Hwy 1, Unit C 310, Jupiter, 
FL 33477, (561) 222-0452
tckomarek@aol.com, Cell (561) 222-0452

High School: Creighton Prep, Omaha
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Ran the half mile on the track team.
Enjoyed the team road trips.
Fraternity: Phi Tau
Unique Hanover Memory: Took an advanced Latin Course
with Professor John Stearns during spring term freshman year. It was an excellent
course with only three other students. We translated the Latin poem, Mossella. For
the final exam, we sat in Professor Stearns’s garden and translated the poem about
life along the Mosel river as we sipped some Mosel wine. This great experience
almost convinced me to join my course mate Dan Tompkins as a Classics major.
Graduate Study: MBA, Northeastern University, 1970

Spouse: Judy Komarek
Spouse Education: Registered Nurse
Spouse Career: Registered Nurse
Children: Mike Komarek, 1963; Chris Komarek, 1964, Dartmouth ‘86
Where You Grew Up: Omaha, Neb. 
Resided In: Big Spring, Texas, 1963-66; Winthrop, Mass., 1966-82; Washington,
D.C., 1982-94; Jupiter, Fla., 1994-present; Winthrop, Mass., 1995-present
Employers: U.S. Air Force, 1962-66; Improved Machinery Company, 1966-67; U.S.
Postal Service, 1967-73; U.S. Department of Labor, 1973-94
Awards and Milestones: Arnow Award (Most Outstanding Labor Department
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Employee), 1994; President, Class of 1962, 1993-97; Dartmouth Alumni Award, 2002 
Working or Retired? Mostly retired, but have a fun job working at the Jupiter
baseball park for spring training for the Saint Louis Cardinals and Florida Marlins.
Military: First Lieutenant, U.S. Air Force, stationed at Webb AFB, Texas, from 1963-67

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Currently serve as ’62 “Tripmeister.” Have
enjoyed working with Classmate/Treasurer Charlie Balch organizing trips and events
for our Class.
Hobbies: Continued running competitively until 2008 when I had double knee
replacement surgery. Still walk and exercise almost every day.
Travel: Have organized ’62 Birthday Celebrations and trips to Washington, New
Orleans, Charleston, and London with Pat Giles, Ireland and Scotland with Dave
Pritchard, and Greece. Have made several other trips to Ireland and the Czech
Republic. Learned to speak a little Czech to converse with relatives there.
Alumni Activities: Served as President, Tripmeister, Newsletter Editor, Mini Reunion
and Reunion Chair for the Class.

How well prepared: Dartmouth taught me to consider all sides of  an issue or
problem before making a decision on it. Then it’s important to consider view-
points other than my own in making and implementing a decision.

Historical witness: Was able to briefly meet four Presidents as part of  my
jobs in Washington. I remember how beaten and tired President Johnson looked
before he left office. President Reagan inspired those working for him with his
optimism, GHW Bush with his competence, and Clinton with his enthusiasm.

Howard E. Kramer 
59 Barlow Lane, Rye, NY 10580, 
howard.kramer@ubs.com, 
(914) 835-4623 

Spouse: Jane Arthur Kramer 

Occupation: Finance/Financial Services, Managing Director,
UBS Financial Services Inc., 590 Madison Ave, New York, 
NY 10022, (212) 333-8854 

Irwin Posener Kramer
c/o The Pierre, Apt 12-O, 185 Prospect Avenue, 
Hackensack, NJ 07601, morgan85@aol.com, 
(201) 342-0140, Cell (201) 314-9522

High School: Crosby High School, Waterbury, Ct. 
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Boxing, DOC
Unique Hanover Memory: Carnival
Graduate Study: MBA, Columbia Business School, NYC

Spouse: Divorced
Where You Grew Up: Waterbury, Ct.
Resided In: New York, N.Y., 1962-70; Fort Lee, N.J., 1970-
82; Englewood, N.J., 1982-2002; Closter, N.J., 2002-05; Hackensack, N.J., 2005-
present 
Retired? Yes

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Avid reader
Hobbies: Hiking
Travel: A lot of this world; among others, Dakar, Senegal; Bucharest, Romania;
Kive, Ukraine; Buenos Aires
Community Activities: Hackensack University Medical Center; Consumer Advisory
Council, Program Chairman; Sunset Central Bergen Rotary Club, Paramus, N.J.;
Salvation Army, Hackensack, Advisory Board
Alumni Activities: Interviewing
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How well prepared: Excellent grounding in liberal arts; taught me how to
think things through from different perspectives and to be open-minded

Impact on Society: Participating in student admission interviews

My most memorable experiences after Dartmouth have been the opportu-
nities that I have had to see a large part of  this world. Being in Dakar,

Senegal, under a dictatorship, Bucharest, Romania, and Kiev, Ukraine, under
Communist rule, plus seeing the abysmal poverty in some parts of  rural Mexico
have given me a deep appreciation for this country in which I live. 

Dartmouth itself  has provided an anchor in my life, which we all need at some
point. The education that I received there has provided me both with a mindset
as well as a set of  values, which have helped me get through some of  the very
tough situations of  the type we all have faced from time to time in our lives. 

Frederick P. Krasner 
950 Neil Creek Road, Ashland, OR 97520, (541) 482-4303 

Spouse: Beverly Krasner 

Occupation: Energy, Drilling Contractor 

Jack W. Ladd
148 Jordan Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94118, 
jladd@laddassociates.com, 
(415) 921-1001, Cell (415) 939-0508

High School: Oak Park River Forest High School
Major: History
Fraternity: SAE
Unique Hanover Memory: Late night conversations with
Emeritus Professor Lou Stilwell; making lifelong friends
Graduate Study: MBA, Stanford Graduate School of
Business, 1965

Spouse: Adrienne
Spouse Education: AB, Brown University; MBA, USC
Spouse Career: Management Consultant
Children: Alexandra, 1968; Jessica, 1970; Joseph, 1996
Where You Grew Up: Oak Park, Illinois
Resided In: New York City, 1965-72; Tokyo, 1969-72; San Francisco, 1972-present
Employers: Benton & Bowles Advertising; Time Inc.; Saturday Review Industries;
Ladd Associates Inc.
Working or Retired? Semi-retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Environmental projects
Hobbies: Golf; photography
Community Activities: Past Chair and Board Member, PRBO Conservation
Science; Past President and Board Member, Presidio Golf Club; Team member/co-
leader of various Stanford Alumni Consulting Team projects advising Bay area non-
profit organizations
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David Bennett Laing Cap’n Ironlegs (not my idea!) or David
12 Cape Jellison Rd., 
Stockton Springs, ME 04981, 
davidlaing@aol.com, 
(207) 567-3700, Cell (239) 565-5558

High School: Hanover High School, Hanover, N.H.; Phillips
Exeter Academy, Exeter, N.H.
Major: Art History/Geology
Favorite Activity: Rock climbing, skiing
Fraternity: Delta Mu Kappa (Dartmouth Mountaineering Club)
Unique Hanover Memory: One warm spring evening, after
my cousin Steve Lattimore ‘60 and I had tired of rock climb-
ing practice on Bartlett Tower, we climbed up the stairs to view the sunset from the
top. While so doing, we noted a freshman and his date approaching the tower.
With fiendish intent, we clambered up onto the iron pipes supporting the tower’s
conical roof and listened as the two ascended the dark spiral stairs, the freshie
reassuring his worried date that he would protect her against all imaginable
demons of the dark. After they arrived at the top, and the girl had breathed a long
sigh of relief, we waited about a minute before I said to Steve in a sepulchral voice,
“I take your bishop.” To this, Steve promptly replied, “You do, and you will be mate
in three moves.” Well, it took those kids about 20 seconds to tumble down the
stairs and shoot out the door far below. They were still running full tilt as they
passed Shattuck Observatory.
Graduate Study: MA, Geology, Harvard University, 1972

Spouse: Jennifer Stewart (1962-81); Margaret Lecesne (1986-) 
Spouse Education: Wolmer’s School for Women, Kingston, Jamaica
Spouse Career: Newspaper editor, social worker
Children: Two daughters: Robin and Heather
Where You Grew Up: Hanover, N.H./Norwich, Vt.
Resided In: Too numerous to mention. Principal ones were Boulder, Colo.; Tucson;
Cambridge, Mass.; Carbondale, Colo.; Portales, N.M.; Avon, Colo.; Key Biscayne,
Fla.; Presque Isle, Me.; Wilder, Vt.; Ft. Myers, Fla.; Punta Gorda, Fla.; and Stockton
Springs, Me.
Employers: Too numerous to mention. Principal ones were U.S. National Park Serv-
ice, U.S. National Forest Service, Rosario Resources Corp., Colorado Rocky Mountain
School, Eastern New Mexico University, University of Maine, and Killington Resort.
Awards and Milestones: Listing in Who’s Who in America, 2000 edition
Retired? Retired!

Publications, Achievements, Interests: 1977, Magic Mountain, Folkways Records;
1980, Equilibrium: Songs of Nature and Humanity, Folkways Records (with Pete
Seeger, et al.); 1980, Aspen High Country: The Geology, Thunder River Press; 1991,
The Earth System, An Introduction to Earth Science, Wm. C. Brown Publishers, 551 pp.
Hobbies: Sailing, working on boats, skiing, nature study, classical music, writing,

guitar, fiddle; Also progressive online activism. Singlehanding my 38-foot ketch
Roundelay from Punta Gorda, Fla., to Stockton Springs, Maine, spring 2010.
Travel: 48 U.S. states, Canada, Mexico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Bahamas, Jamaica
Community Activities: Harbor Committee, Town of Stockton Springs, Me.

How well prepared: An excellent undergraduate education in geology, an
appreciation for beautiful and special places and people, and, above all, the
extraordinary window on the realities of  western capitalist civilization as por-
trayed in the murals of  Jose Clemente Orozco in the basement of  Baker Library.

Historical witness: Hurricane Charley, whose eye passed directly over our
house on a canal and my moored sailboat in Punta Gorda, Fla., on Sept 13,
2004. Most of  the surrounding houses and boats were destroyed or rendered
unusable. Mine survived, probably because of  the dense jungle of  tropical vege-
tation my wife and I had lovingly planted around the house.

Present Activities, Plans: Exploring the Maine coast in my 38-foot ketch
Roundelay, enjoying free skiing, and writing profound tomes that will become
beacons of  wisdom for millenia to come.

Impact on Society: Wise men seek me, but I usually tell them to direct their
searches within. Dedicated progressive online activist. Raising awareness of  the 9/11
hoax via the Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth website: www.ae911truth.org.

As a townie, the son of  Dartmouth Professor Alexander Laing ‘25, I matric-
ulated with an attitude, which I never lost. That kept me away from such

standard fare of  the Dartmouth experience as athletic events and fraternities. In
place of  these necessities, I made the most of  my four-year membership in the
Dartmouth Mountaineering Club, wherein I found much nourishment for both
soul and body. There, I scaled many a beetling crag and forged many a lifelong
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friendship. My attitude also prompted me to take a dilettantish approach to aca-
demics, in which I sampled a smorgasbord of  intellectually titillating courses in

a wide variety of  subjects without much regard for
how they might contribute to a successful and pro-
ductive career. This practice predisposed me to the
life of  a professional student, which I pursued with
good success and, I might add, very little expense to
my long-suffering parents, as I managed to keep up a
good enough academic performance to merit scholar-
ships and teaching assistantships. That said, a listing
of  my assorted fields of  study reads rather like a col-
lege course catalog, comprising art, German, geology,
biology, Chinese, and a potpourri of  other subjects.
Despite this apparent lack of  focus, I managed to
maintain enough of  a penchant for geology to get the
highest score in the world on the 1971 running of  the

geology section of  the GREs, on the basis of  which I was able to re-enter
Harvard Grad School after some years away and polish off  a master’s in geology.

Those “years away” were given to such dubious and possibly subversive activities
as seasonal park ranger work interspersed with professional skiing. Armed with
the master’s degree, however, my prospects broadened to include teaching posi-
tions and consulting work, which I pursued through the late ’90s, at which point, 
I drifted, rather accidentally, into trading real estate. I kept that up into 2007,
when I began to see cracks in the real estate bubble and got out while the getting
was good. Now, with the last shards of  the shattered bubble still drifting down
from the stratosphere, I find myself  with a very nice pied-a-terre on the Maine
coast with a guest cottage and a barn, three good vehicles, and a lovely, seaworthy
ketch, and I am 100% debt-free with an adequate, though modest, fixed income,
and both my wife and I even have good long-term care insurance policies.

Do I really deserve all this after living such a directionless, ill-disciplined life?
Well, maybe not, but in my defense, I’ll just say this: It’s been a great ride! I’ve
lived in some awfully nice places, done some really fascinating things (as well as
a few very stupid ones), and despite a lack of  what the Jamaicans call “dedlef,”
(inheritance), never once fell on financial hard times or needed to ask anyone for
money. I’ll just hold that up as a perhaps viable alternative to the “usual chan-
nels” through which the faithful doggedly pursue some high, distant goal, mov-
ing stepwise up corporate ladders and living wherever the best job opportunities
may lie until either the goal be reached or the Grim Reaper be met. Quite early
on, I decided I would live in beautiful places and look for any opportunities
lurking in such places that might permit me to stay there. I remained flexible,

uncommitted, and above all, observant. I paid very close attention to whatever
was going on around me and shamelessly sought advantage whenever I could
find it, taking care always to do so honorably and without compromising others.

And, by golly, it worked! The sad thing is that I see a lot of  people who’ve tried
to do the right thing by going through the usual channels, but because of  their
uncritical faith in “the system,” wound up getting skewered by powerful corpo-
rate entities whose only true allegiance is to their bottom line. (Well, after all,

isn’t that what corporations are all about?) They placed their faith in those enti-
ties and gave them the best years of  their lives and their allegiance assuming it
would be reciprocated, but guess what? Corporations, especially now that more
and more of  them are falling increasingly under foreign ownership, really don’t
give a damn about God, country, democracy, mom, or apple pie if  any of  those
things happen to get in the way of  what they really do care about: their profit.
Fact is, I’m glad I never went with those devious, mendacious, amoral bastards.
Must have been that attitude I had that Dartmouth never quite managed to
kick out of  me: you know, the one that says, “Lawyers, corporations, and politi-
cians are all from Uranus, and they smell like it, too!”

Lewis M. Lake Lew 
95 Wheeler Path, Guilford, CT 06437, 
(203) 457-1054 

Spouse: Gail Marie Lake 

Occupation: Retail/Wholesale, Rehabilitation Services
Manager, SNET, 530 Preston Avenue, Meriden, CT 06450,
(203) 457-1054 
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John A. Lamar 
11411 Shadow Way, Houston, TX 77024, 
jalamar@aol.com, 
(713) 984-1912 

Spouse: Mary Lamar 

Occupation: Transportation/Distribution, Director, 
LLT International, Suite 435, 123 North Post Oak Lane,
Houston, TX 77024, (713) 681-8700 

H. Helmut Lamm 
Klosterstr 86, D 50931 Koeln, Germany 

Occupation: Education, Professor, Universitae zu Koeln,
Erziehungswissenschaften, Universitat zu Koeln, 
D 50931 Koeln, Germany 

Bernard T. Lane 
tedlane@paternology.com 

Spouse: Irene Lane 

Occupation: Patternologist/Founder, Patternology
International, 19231 Mallory Canyon Road, Salinas, 
CA 93907, (831) 706-2656 

Christopher T. Lane Chris 
welwood@pacbell.net 

Occupation: Consulting, Senior Managing Director, Welling
& Woodard, 1067 Broadway, San Francisco, CA 94133,
(415) 776-4500 

Ian M. Lange 
400 Connell Avenue, Missoula, MT 59801, 
ianlange@rockisland.com, (406) 728-1777 

Spouse: Jo-Ann Lange 

Occupation: Education, Professor, University of Montana,
Geology Department, Missoula, MT 59812, (406) 243-2341 
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David John Langum Sr. David
Winter: 2809 Berkeley Drive, Birmingham, AL 35242
Summer: 821 Polk Street, Port Townsend, WA 98368,
djlangum@samford.edu, Cell (360) 809-0465

High School: Elgin High School, Elgin, Illinois
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Jack-O-Lantern; hiking
Graduate Study: JD Stanford, 1965; MA, San Jose State
University, 1976; LLM, Michigan, 1981; SJD, Michigan, 1985

Spouse: Have had several; my current partner is Grace
Spouse Education: BA, Birmingham-Southern College,
Birmingham, Alabama
Spouse Career: Owns a custom picture frame shop
Children: Virginia, 10/9/1981; John, 8/26/1983; David Jr., 10/21/1998; Audrey,
7/2/2002; Anna, 2/26/2004.
Where You Grew Up: Elgin, Illinois primarily
Resided In: San Francisco, 1965-68; San Jose, 1968-78; Detroit, 1978-83; Reno,
1983-85; Birmingham, 1985-2004 (and still winter in Birmingham); Port Townsend,
Washington, 2004-present.
Employers: Dunne, Phelps & Mills, 1965-68; Christenson, Hedemark, Langum &
O’Keefe, 1968-78; Detroit College of Law, 1978-83; Nevada School of Law, 1983-85;

Cumberland School of Law, Samford University
Awards and Milestones: Numerous book prizes; inclusion in Who’s Who in
America; founder of The Langum Charitable Trust; served on Board of Directors,
Alabama ACLU, 1999-2009, President, 2000-02
Working or Retired? Retired from teaching but am active as Research Professor
writing books.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Many publications and not enough space! 
Hobbies: Reading, hiking
Travel: Extensive, mostly Europe, Central America
Community Activities: 1) Member, Board of Directors, ACLU of Alabama, 1999-
2009, President, 2000-02; 2) Founder and Director of The Langum Charitable Trust,
langumtrust.org, 2001-present; 3) Member, Board of Directors, Friends of the
Birmingham Public Library (Ala.), 1999-2011, President, 2000-06
Alumni Activities: Attended 1987 reunion.

How well prepared: I received a first-class education.

Present Activities, Plans: Keep on writing books, growing my foundation
(book prizes in various categories) «www.langumtrust.org»

Impact on Society: Pretty modest. I have trained many hundreds (thousands?)
of  lawyers, have written several well received books, and have raised several
very bright children.

Ilargely wasted my opportunities at Dartmouth, I now know in retrospect. 
I avoided challenging courses; I did not attend nearly enough the lectures of

the speakers brought to the campus; I took insufficient advantage of  the mag-
nificent natural beauty of  the region. I drank a bit too much; I studied a bit too
little. Yet, I remember being busy all the time, but I can now understand that
those were either trivial pursuits or inefficient cramming sessions. 

Somehow, for all of  that, I still received an excellent education at Dartmouth,
and a love for history, my major, that has remained a constant throughout my

life. And I did not do that badly in grades: an overall B-, and a B in my major,
in years when such grades were highly respectable. It is just that I could have
done so much better had I applied myself. 

I suspect that many of  my classmates would admit, at least silently to themselves,
that they also missed opportunities at Dartmouth. Immaturity, my first-ever
complete control of  time, and ineffective study habits were my personal nemeses,
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and again probably those of  many other Dartmouth men. For me, law school
turned things around as I learned how to work efficiently and effectively. That
ability to work hard has transferred to other endeavors beyond law. To date, 
I have authored six university press books, more than three dozen scholarly arti-
cles, and numerous book reviews, most in the field of  history rather than law, all
as a result of  that discovery of  effective labor. 

But it still nags me why my undergraduate days, although very enjoyable, were
not, and by extrapolation to present students are not, more intellectually
rewarding. My personal suggestion for a remedy is the concept of  a “gap year,”
between high school and college, where young men and women bound for col-
lege have a break in their studies. During that time some might just loaf  or trav-
el, but I would urge the social acceptance of  rather menial employment, and
ideally residence outside of  the family home, to fill that gap. A young man or
woman would thereby have opportunity to learn how to budget time. Contact
with many adults without college study and many youths with no expectation of
college would present them with an immediate and visceral understanding of
the economic, social, and intellectual desirability of  attending college, far more
effectively than the persuasion or hectoring of  their parents. After a year of  life
on their own, supporting themselves, and seeing, as it were, how the other half
lives, young men and women would be ready for deriving the best experience
possible from college. 

Richard A. LaPoint Dick 
930 West Winona Street, Apt. 403, Chicago, IL 60640, 
dlapoint@ameritech.net, (773) 334-5925 

David E. LaPonsee 
P.O. Box 76, Wilton, NH 03086, (603) 654-6753 

Occupation: Education 

Thomas C. Laris 
13321 LaPaloma Road, Los Altos Hills, CA 94022, 
tomlaris@yahoo.com, (650) 917-1390 

Spouse: Alexia Laris 

Occupation: Consulting, Owner, Tom Laris Consulting, 
790 High Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301 
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Oliver Julian Larmi Oli
343 Llandrillo Rd., Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
1996 Millville Rd., Bloomsburg, PA 17815,
Oli_Larmi@yahoo.com, (610) 664-6412 and (570) 784-9339

High School: Glassport Sr. High School
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Dartmouth Rugby Football Club,
Lutheran Student Association
Unique Hanover Memory: Was it in Silsby Hall that I began
to dissect a living frog in the Life Science 2 lab? In any case,
I followed my instructions to pith the frog’s brain, observe
that its reflexes are nevertheless operative, and slice into its
chest to see its heart still palpitating. Then I was shocked with the realization that
beneath my skin I had similar bodily organs. It was as if I was looking right at them.
At that moment, my soul left me, that is, my belief that I possessed an immortal,
immaterial soul. I became a materialist then and there. My earlier philosophical stud-
ies, of course, had prepared the ground for this as I was well schooled in in the
mind-body problem. But seeing into a living body like my own made it real to me
that I was my body, nothing more. This was consistent with my biblical studies and
beliefs about our earthly nature and the hope for a bodily resurrection after death.
It was only inconsistent with historic later Platonic reinterpretations, which had it that
the immortal soul survived the death of the body, only to be reunited with it when it
was resurrected. Later on, I became aware of the redundancy of this, as well of how
it made a clever accommodation for biblical religions to the Platonizing tendencies
of the Greco-Roman world. It also quieted disbelief in the coming of a general res-
urrection on Judgment Day which seemed, to many, long overdue. Godot never
does come, as I read in French III.
Graduate Study: PhD, Ancient Greek Philosophy, University of Pennsylvania, 1971

Spouse: My early wife is Christine Class, the mother of my daughter, with whom 
I had a therapeutic divorce. It helped her quit drinking and smoking (two of the
toughest things people ever do) and helped me sleep safely at night. She now lives
in a good assisted living facility and has fine additional care by a caregiver, whom 
I found for her, with long experience with bi-polar persons as she turned out to be.
My late wife is Anne Kneckt Wilson, PhD, late Professor of Sociology, Bloomsburg
University. My present partner is Rosemarie Elizabeth Gaeffke. 
Spouse Education: Anne Wilson held an AB from Carlton College, and a PhD from
Johns Hopkins. Rosemarie holds an AB from Penn and an MA from the Wharton
School
Spouse Career: Christine Class Larmi was an antique collector and sometime dealer,
specializing in county primitives and early Americana. She and I bought and restored
an 1848 Georgia brick farm house and great Pennsylvania barn, which now sit on
55 acres of the original farm. Anne Wilson moved up through the ranks to become
a full professor at Bloomsburg University and a leader in its faculty union and

University Democrats. Her specialty was family sociology and statistics. (Her physical
and intellectual statistics were outstanding.) Notably she took pains to teach her
students research skills and to express their statistical results in simple English, even
in introductory courses. Rosemarie Gaeffke is a long-time financial advisor, now semi-
retired, for Penn Mutual Insurance Co. She brought in her son, Guido Gaeffke, who
now manages many of her accounts while developing more of his own. 
Children: Julia Constant Larmi, b. 1969
Where You Grew Up: I grew up “20 miles up the creek” from Pittsburgh, in Glass-
port, Pa. It’s a working-class town on the Monongahela River that produced two
All-American football players, Richie Lukas (Penn State) and Lou Cusero (Columbia)
Resided In: Philadelphia, 1962-68; Bloomsburg, Pa., 1962-present; Bala Cynwyd, Pa.,
2008-present
Employers: Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
Awards and Milestones: President of the Bloomsburg University faculty union
Working or Retired? Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Landscape design and maintenance of
my half-acre pond and ornamental and vegetable gardens. Restoration of my 1848
Georgian house and great Pennsylvania barn. Environmental activist and founder of
the Susquehanna Alliance, where I led the successful fight that defeated a proposed
nearby “energy park” consisting of 20 nukes. “An energy park is not a park,” was
my cry. “And it would be no picnic living there.”
Hobbies: Dancing, gardening, wood splitting, bicycling, swimming, Nordic and
alpine skiing, Finnish sauna bathing
Travel: Chios, Greece, Hungary, Finland, France, and Poland. Family trip to Angkor
Wat, Thailand, and Laos. Garden and country dance tour of England. Family trips to
Germany featuring equestrian “schleppjadgt” and horse-jumping in France. Accra,
Ghana, where I danced “High Life” with a prostitute whom I paid not to have sex.
Nearby I walked the catwalks in the canopy of the African rain forest and taxied
two hours out into the bush past native coffee trees, kinta cloth-weaving villagers,
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and a hunter carrying a gun to shoot bush meat, to a remote village where I had
arranged a private Ghanian folk dance workshop. In Mexico City I took a tour of the
astonishing Orozco and Diego Rivera murals with a stop at Garibaldi Square, where
I hired a Mariachi band to play at the home of my daughter’s in-laws.
Community Activities: I maintain The Milk Parlour Ballroom in my 1848 Pennsyl-
vania barn where I offer to the public weekly international dancing through my
dance group, Susquehanna International Folk Dancers. From there we perform, in
costume, at community events like the Mifflinburg Octoberfest, the Bloomsburg
Theater Ensemble Treefest, the Bloomsburg Renaissance Jamboree, and the Blooms-
burg University International Student Banquet. We also organize dancing at the
Bloomsburg University Symphony Ball. Esma, Queen of the Gypsies, has performed
in the Milk Parlour, as well as Yuri Yukanov and his Romani Wedding Band, and
Kabile, a Bulgarian Wedding Band. Leif Alpsjo, has, too, on his Swedish nickleharpa,
a medieval stringed instrument that’s made a recent comeback among Swedish
and Finnish folk musicians. New York City based ensembles, Zlatne Uste and Slavic
Soul Party, have also appeared here. Stories, photos, and a video may be seen at
www.sifd.blogspot.com. To supplement this, I am the sponsor over the years of
dancers and musicians from Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, Greece, and Finland, all of
whom have enriched our community and dance group. Along the way they earned
four BAs, four MAs in IT, a MBA, and a MEd, all from Bloomsburg University of
Pennsylvania.
Alumni Activities: Hot-tubbed and skinny-dipped with Al Huck at Dan Hummel’s
Irish coast place on our class England-Ireland tour. Danced to Treme on our class trip
to New Orleans and danced again on our class cruise to Ft. Sumter under a double
rainbow arching over Charleston. Played touch rugby with the 2003 Dartmouth
Rugby touring side in Ireland.

How well prepared: I learned how to write well and think critically at
Dartmouth. The writing program throughout the Humanities was critically
important to me as well as Tim Duggan’s logic course and the whole philosophy
program. As a result I was able to make sound decisions about what matters most:
war, peace, social justice, the environment, and personal relationships, and argue
for these decisions effectively. Dartmouth’s language program was really impor-
tant too. It helped me not only to pass my PhD language requirement with ease
but allowed me to read and converse in French and German and do research in
Ancient Greek Philosophy.

Historical witness: A new colleague of  mine at Bloomsburg University was
apparently on Nixon’s infamous enemies list (the Houston Plan), as a federal
agent disclosed his FBI file to our university president, who summarily fired him
before dessert at a philosophy department dinner over the peace button he was
wearing. The President asked, “Do you wear that to class?” My colleague said,
“Yes, for I believe thought should not be divorced from action.” “That’s in poor
taste,” he replied. “But your field is English,” he retorted, “And so you are not
competent to judge what’s appropriate in a philosophy class.”

I was an outspoken critic of  a proposed nearby nuclear plant in the early ’70s
and an early solar power and energy conservation activist at my university. This
did not endear me to the administration or to many of  my colleagues in the sci-
ences, so they were all alarmed when they read in the local newspaper of  my
sit-in at the Seabrook Nuke. Nor were they too impressed that I won an appoint-
ment to the Consumer Advisory Council of  the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission as a result of  grassroots anti-nuclear activity. As a result, I was passed
over for promotion to full professor, even though I was number one on the uni-
versity promotion committee recommended list. I was number one on the list
the next year in the middle of  the Three Mile Island nuclear accident and then
promptly promoted for being a prophet in my own time, and, I was told, “for

not gloating.” Instead, I was sheltering a woman and child who had evacuated
from Harrisburg and preparing a news conference at the site of  our local nuke,
where colleagues from the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power were among
the first to reveal that a partial meltdown was occurring at Three Mile Island.

On the Eve of  the Iraq War, I marched with “Paddies for Peace” as a diversion
from the 2003 Dartmouth rugby tour of  Ireland, in a Limerick St. Patrick’s Day
parade. Colorful signs, costumes, and flags were in abundance. Ragtag bands
played, songs sung, and chants shouted. That much was similar to other anti-war
marches I had been on. The difference was the absence of  stony-faced police,
tear gas, and billy clubs. Instead there were smiles and applause along the way,
even from the uniformed dignitaries on the reviewing stand as we passed.

At an anti-apartheid rally in Washington, D.C., I trespassed onto the South
African Embassy grounds to knock on the door of  the Embassy to deliver an
anti- apartheid message. I and others were arrested promptly, handcuffed, and
taken away to the nearby police station, where I was booked. I paid bail, was
released, and reported to court the next day for a hearing. The presiding judge
in a long black robe was a tall buxom black woman quickly dispensing justice to
one petty criminal after another. When my case came up, she broke out into a
broad smile upon learning that I was an anti-apartheid protestor and said,
“Case dismissed. Give him back his bond.”

Present Activities, Plans: I am laying in firewood for the winter both here on the
Main Line, Philadelphia, and on my country place. We plan to make maple syrup
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there again next year on our wood-fired cook stove. We have a large Austrian, blue-
tiled oven in our Main Line kitchen, which is the main source of  heat in our house.
We have log splitters on both locations, though I ferry my chain saws back and forth.
We’ve sown our early spring crops in both places and have been harvesting the greens
that over-wintered in our cold frames. The potato patch is in, and I’ve been planting
old lilacs and ornamental prune trees I uprooted with my tractor. In the near future,
I plan to have dug another half-acre pond on my north field and plant a buffer of
hardwood and ornamental trees, with state help, all along the wetlands that border
my 55 acres of  bottomland. I have visions of  a thousand of  dogwoods in bloom
along my hedgerows. Meanwhile, I will deliver on my promise to my daughter to
plant copper beech trees whose magnificence will be apparent long after I am gone. 

Impact on Society: I’ve made some impact, I suspect, by imparting the skills
of  logical analysis and argumentative writing skills to legions of  students, some
of  whom I’ve inspired to become politically active and even win political office.
I achieved this on the one hand by teaching them how to analyze an argument
into premises and conclusion and to check out the truth of  the former and the
logical validity of  the whole. I required them to formulate objections to one or
the other and then assess their strength. I had them write journal entries center-
ing on one argument from each class period as well as one for each assigned
reading illuminated by detailed examples. I required this even in my Intro to
Philosophy sections. On the other hand I worked with those who became mem-
bers of  University Democrats to register voters, lobby public officials, write
opinion pieces, get out the vote, and go to election night victory parties.

At a faculty union legislative reception in Harrisburg, I asked the Governor’s
Budget Director, over cocktails, why we could not emulate the recent public-
private partnership that built a Penn State basketball arena to build a new much
needed library at Bloomsburg University. Then I went back to campus and
helped University Democrats to generate over 1,000 letters to the Governor
that helped get his approval for such a program. The result is a big, spanking new
library, for which I, my union, and many faculty and friends of  the university
ponied up to match the Commonwealth’s contribution.

I have also made some impact in moving us toward a safer, cleaner energy future.
I’ve done this by writing many news releases about the actions of  the various
environmental groups I’ve been a member of. I’ve given speeches and done talk
shows. Personally, I set an example by heavily insulating my buildings and by
installing passive solar heating systems as well as solar hot water heaters. My
winter heat comes mainly from renewable firewood. I drive among the first of
the Hybrids and sport an average of  63 mpg over the 10 years I’ve had my
Honda Insight. One of  my secrets: Always go downhill. My main argument for
a cleaner, safer energy future is its frugality.

Stephen P. Lasch 
Stephen P. Lasch died of  cancer in September 1999.
Classmate Gordon Williamson remembers:

Steve was a very quiet member of  the Class of  1962
who was mostly unknown to those not an engineering
major, in Phi Gam, or on the football team. Among
members of  the latter two organizations, he was tagged
with the nickname Lightnin’ after a sitcom character
who was particularly slow of  foot and wit. He routinely
underestimated himself  but ended up playing the most
minutes of  football among our classmates during our
senior year and getting stellar grades in his fifth year for the Thayer School
masters degree in engineering. Steve entered the graduate program in
electrical engineering at Stanford, then recognized as one of  the two best
in EE in the country. After completing his coursework and passing his
pre-thesis oral exams (usually the most difficult hurdle in the Ph.D.
process), he decided to take a week off  before plunging into research that
would lead to a thesis and a Ph.D. That week became a month and then
six months.

Soon thereafter, he took a job back in his hometown of  Chicago working
in a factory. Efforts by this writer to woo him out of  this path failed.
Eventually, I began to wonder if  only Steve could know what was best for
him to find peace and contentment in his life. But, I never did overcome
the nagging suspicion that deep emotional issues cost us a first-rate engi-
neer. When Steve’s employer inevitably exported his job to Mexico,
Steve struggled to find other employment. Employment advisors told him
not to include his Dartmouth degrees on his resume. It would, they said,
make potential employers wonder why he was willing to take a factory
job. He never did find another factory job. Such jobs were becoming
scarce, and Steve was now middle-aged. He eventually got a civil service
job as janitor in a post office. In my middle teens, my dad had a second
job as a janitor, and I helped him. I believe that I am not a snob regard-
ing maintenance work. But Steve had so much more to offer to the world
and so much more to find out about the world and about himself.

He never got the chance. It was pure Steve that when he was diagnosed
with terminal cancer, he told only his two brothers. Only shortly before
his death did his sister and mother learn of  his condition. Classmates and
others learned only after his death. Very shortly before his death, Steve
paid one of  his visits to the home of  Don Samuelson north of  Chicago.
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He played with Don’s kids, talked and laughed with Don, and ate Nancy
Samuelson’s meal with gusto. A week or so later he was gone, and there
was just a hole in the air in Don’s backyard where Steve had been play-
ing a week earlier.

I would rather close this remembrance with the thought that despite the
tragic elements of  his life, Steve was a wonderful friend with a playful
streak. As his roommate for two years at Dartmouth, I learned to tease
him and be teased by him. He also had inexhaustible supplies of  hard
work and loyalty. I have long believed that alcohol doesn’t create charac-
ter but reveals it. When a husband berates his wife while he is drunk, it
isn’t “the alcohol talking.” The alcohol removes inhibitions that let a true
nature appear. On the few occasions that I saw Steve after he’d had a
few beers, he got progressively quieter and happier. He would observe
the antics of  those around him and chuckle without comment.

John Walkup wrote: “Steve was a true friend and all around great guy. His quiet
nature hid a lot of  his strengths.”

Stephen Lasser Steve
2760 South Ocean Blvd., Apt. 404, Palm Beach, FL 33480, 
lasser.steve@gmail.com, 
(561) 588-7046, Cell (561) 512-7526

High School: Millburn (N.J.) High School
Major: Psychology/premed
Fraternity: Pi Lam
Unique Hanover Memory: Dodging slap shots while exit-
ing Hitchcock dorm room freshman year
Graduate Study: MD, Chicago Medical School, 1966

Spouse: Beverly (Amighetti)
Spouse Career: Registered Nurse
Children: Amy Lasser ’90, 1967; Jason Lasser, 1969
Where You Grew Up: Millburn, N.J.
Resided In: Chicago, 1962-66; NYC, 1966-68; Washington, D.C., 1968-70; NYC,
1970-75; Morris County, N.J., 1975-2002; Palm Beach, Fla., 2002-present
Employers: Private medical practice
Awards and Milestones: Fellow, American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons;
Fellow, American College of Surgeons
Working or Retired? Retired
Military: LCDR, USNR, 1968-70, Submarine Medical Officer, Groton, Conn.,
Washington, D.C.

Hobbies: Skiing (ret), swimming, golf, hiking

Present Activities, Plans: American Red Cross, volunteer; Children’s Home
Society, mentor; golf, swimming, beach-combing

I’ve had a full and successful life. Beverly and I have been happily married for 
27 years and now live overlooking the Intracoastal Waterway in Florida. We

enjoy hosting friends and family during the winter months and spend our sum-
mers travelling the country as reciprocal mooches. We share a collection of
grandchildren who are a source of  great pleasure. I particularly cherish one-on-
one time with them fishing, working on projects, or story-telling. 

I have a close relationship with my two children; Amy ’90, a writer/mom in Los
Angeles, and Jason, an architect/designer in Colorado. Over the years, we have
spent many wonderful days together hiking and skiing. Thank you, Green. 

After medical school, internship, naval service, four years of  residency, and a year
of  fellowship, I practiced orthopedic surgery for 30 years. I completed my training
just as joint replacement and arthroscopic surgery were revolutionizing my spe-
cialty. Incredible timing. The opportunity to work with my hands and dramatically
change lives for the better was a priceless gift for which I am eternally grateful. 

Bev, an RN, and I retired several years ago and spend our time reading, enter-
taining, golfing, biking, and beachcombing. We work as Red Cross shelter vol-
unteers and hope that we never experience another hurricane. 
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Alexander Lattimore 
820 South 49th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19143, 
(215) 727-0235 

Jack A. Lavine 
3400 Montecito Drive, Denton, TX 76205, (214) 869-1596 

Spouse: Dorothy Bartlett Lavine 

Occupation: Hospitality/Travel, CFO, Shorty Small's
Restaurants Inc., 7315 North MacArthur Boulevard,
Oklahoma City, OK 73132, (405) 728-9200 

Philip W. Lawler 
Philip W. (“Phil”) Lawler, a longtime resident of  Encinitas,
Calif., died of  cancer December 3, 2007.

Phil is survived by his wife, Sue; daughter Kelly, sons Sean,
Brian and Ian and their families, stepmother Elizabeth. 

Phil was born May 22, 1940, in Springfield, Mass., and
grew up in Syracuse, New York. Phil majored in in eco-
nomics at Dartmouth and was President of  Sigma Chi
Fraternity (later The Tabard). He was a member of
Sphinx and chairman of  the IFC-JC.

Upon graduation, Phil entered the Navy and spent the next six years as an offi-
cer, primarily supporting the effort in Vietnam. He was then honorably discharged
and relocated to San Diego, settling in the Point Loma area in 1968 and, ulti-
mately, settling in Encinitas in 1973. Phil dabbled as a stockbroker, decided to

get his MBA, and was then employed as a project manager for Rohr Industries
for the next five years. Phil then went on to run his own furniture manufactur-
ing company with a partner for about three years. He was then employed as a
project manager for Singer Kearfott, working with defense contracts until the
mid 1980s, when he started his second career as a teacher for Encinitas Union
School District. Phil was then able to retire early with his wife, Sue, and was very
active traveling the world and spending time with friends and family. 

Classmate Fred Cook remembers: “Phil and I grew up in Syracuse, N.Y., and
went to Nottingham High School together, where Phil was President of  our sen-
ior class. We roomed together during our first three years at Dartmouth, and we
both joined Sigma Chi. We remained good friends with Billy Pierce, Stu Heydt,
Larry Cashion, Carl Palmer, and others in our class and fraternity. Phil was
president of  our house and head of  the IFC in our senior year. He majored in
economics and was a member of  Sphinx in our senior year. He married his
high school sweetheart, Sue Cain.” 

Stuart Heydt remembers: “I talked to Phil in November when he was first diag-
nosed with the malignancy and again around Thanksgiving. Phil was a lovable
guy. When you talked with him or were with him he was always warm and gra-
cious. He was always interested in what you were doing and talked little about
himself. He was clearly a social guy who liked people and interacting with people. 

Phil is survived by his wife Sue, daughter Kelly, son Sean and wife Pam, son Brian
and wife Cathy, son Ian, stepmother Elizabeth, and his five grandchildren, Patrick,
Ethan, Delaney, Caitlin, and Shane.

Peter Lawson Pete 
5505 Portland Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55110, 
(651) 340-2694 

Spouse: Carole A. Lawson 
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Sidney R. Leavitt 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

James Mahlon Lemen Jim, Mahlon, Sunkist
6730 Hickory Tree Lane, O’Fallon, MO 63368, 
lemenjames@sbcglobal.net, 
(636) 441-1546, Cell (314) 422-1186

High School: Western Hills High School, Cincinnati, Ohio
Major: History
Favorite Activity: Football, basketball, Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity: Beta Theta Pi
Unique Hanover Memory: Driving to Cincinnati for a long
weekend my senior year to make plans for my wedding with
Carole
Graduate Study: MAT, Harvard Graduate School of
Education, 1963

Spouse: Carole Elizabeth Gudgeon
Spouse Education: BS, University of Cincinnati
Spouse Career: Elementary school teacher
Children: Cathy, 1963; Scott, 1965; Brad, 1968; Jenny, 1971
Where You Grew Up: Cincinnati
Resided In: St. Louis, 1963-66; 1970-present; Ithaca, New York, 1966-70
Employers: John Burroughs School, 1963-66; 1970-present; Cornell Univ.y, 1966-70
Awards and Milestones: Won eight state titles in Football, one in Baseball; numer-
ous Coach of the Year Awards; selected as a member of the Missouri High School
Football Coaches Hall of Fame, as a member of the St. Louis Metro Football Coaches
Hall of Fame, as a member of the Western Hill High School Athletic Hall of Honor;
winner of “Unsung Hero Award” presented by the “Jewish Light”; Winner of the “Bob
Broegg” award presented by the St. Louis Amateur Baseball Hall of Fame; Press Box
of Stadium at John Burroughs has my name; a scholarship for John Burroughs School
has been named for me.
Working or Retired? I retired in June 2011. 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I am writing a book on the history of
athletics at John Burroughs School
Hobbies: Golf, tennis, horses
Travel: Mexico and Hilton Head
Community Activities: Little League athletics (baseball, football, ice hockey)
Alumni Activities: Few, no real time for them

How well prepared: Well! All my jobs were a direct result of  my association
with Dartmouth

Historical witness: While at Cornell University, we witnessed the take-over
of  the student union by a group composed predominantly of  African-American
students from Cornell. We had some African-American recruits stay at our
house since they did not wish to participate in the take-over. I also spent time at
a predominantly white fraternity where many students I had recruited were liv-
ing. While in many people’s minds, the University “gave in,” the results at Kent
State indicated that the school’s choice ultimately was the right one.

Present Activities, Plans: Golf, travel, grandchildren

My wife and I have been in education all of  our lives. I coached football for
43 years, baseball for 25 years, and basketball for 35 years and was an

Athletic Director for 25 years. I taught multi-cultural history for many years and
offered a program on the Holocaust based on “Facing History and Ourselves”
and a program offered at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem. 

In 1971, my wife and I adopted a bi-racial child (Caucasian/Afro-American)
after having three natural-born children (Caucasian). Jenny is now 40 years old.
In 1999, an inner-city African-American student (Haliday Douglas) from a dys-
functional family at our school moved in with us. He stayed with us for eight years
(two high-school, four college, two while working). He now considers us his parents,
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as do we. Haliday is in education at an inner-city independent school run
tuition-free for 140 students by the Danforth Foundation. He is presently seeking
admissions to a variety of  graduate schools. His sixth-grade students are making
an oral history documentary by interviewing civil rights activists from the city of

St. Louis. Inasmuch as our oldest natural-born daughter’s second husband was
Afro-American, we also have two bi-racial grandchildren, one of  whom is a
freshman at our school and the other is a fifth-grader at my daughter’s school.
We believe that we have lived our life in an ethical manner and that our example
made life easier for minority students at our school. In addition, I have coached
many young men who moved on to the Ivy League to play in football. Among
those who went to Dartmouth were two Captains (David Gabianelli, Greg Smith)
as well as Geno Gabianelli, Rob Hibbard, Kirk Mills, Jordan Fields. Among
those playing at other Ivies were Brian Keyes, Brennan Mulligan at Penn; Matt
Simmons and Chris Perkins at Brown; Nate Storch and Richard Hamilton at
Harvard; Kirby Mack and Jordan Davis at Columbia; Craig Schnuck, Scott
Schnuck, and Tom MacLeod at Cornell; and Rob Rogers at Princeton, to men-
tion those that I recall off  the top of  my head. In addition to the Ivies, many
players also went on to play at schools such as Williams, Tufts, Amherst, and
other Division 3 schools.

Frank D. Lena 
Frank D. Lena, one of  the class’s most popular and ener-
getic members, died May 10, 1975. Frank’s death came
suddenly, following a history of  back problems and a spinal
fusion that was not successful. 

Frank came to Dartmouth from Marblehead, Mass., where
he was active in student government and headed up the
school paper and yearbook. At Dartmouth, Frank majored
in government and was graduated Phi Beta Kappa. He
was president of  Sigma Nu, worked for four years on the
staff  of  The Dartmouth, and was very active in the Intra-
fraternity Council. Perhaps one of  Frank’s most serious interests was the
Newman Club, and those at Aquinas House remember him with deep respect.

Following graduation, Frank attended Harvard Law School. At the time of  his
death, he was operating the family business in Salem, Massachusetts, with the same
leadership and effort that made him so well liked and admired at Dartmouth. 

He was survived by his wife, Mary, and four children. Friends and classmates
started the Frank David Lena ’62 Memorial Fund, the proceeds of  which will be
used to benefit scholars of  the Romance languages, one of  Frank’s great loves.

Richard G. Lepeska 
Richard G. Lepeska died May 30, 2005, at his home in
Stuart, Florida. Classmate Laurie Herman writes: “Like
many of  us, Dick was uncertain about what path to follow
in life and came to believe that it was not in Hanover. He
left Dartmouth for a tour in the Marine Corps and then
entered the Jesuit Seminary in New Orleans. He left the
seminary and became a policeman in Washington, D.C.,
and Boca Raton, where he attended Florida Atlantic
University (FAU). He received a degree in architectural
engineering in 1967. He served as a U.S. congressional
assistant, a financial management professional, a real estate developer, and an
assistant professor of  real estate at FAU. Dick was very interested in philanthro-
py and served the Community Foundation for Palm Beach and Martin counties,
the board of  directors of  Martin Memorial Hospital Foundation, and the FAU
Alumni Association board of  directors.”
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Barry Levine 
14 Manor House Rd., Newton, MA 02459, 
blevine@partners.org, (617) 969-2415, Cell (617) 429-1722

High School: Deering High
Major: Pre-Med
Favorite Activity: Enjoying New Hampshire and dating
Ellen; watching 77 Sunset Strip at Pi Lam before exams
Fraternity: Pi Lambda Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: Freshman English 2nd semes-
ter; organic chemistry; walking around the Green and con-
suming a pint of blackberry brandy following the letdown
after my first Winter Carnival
Graduate Study: BSMed, Dartmouth Medical School; MD, Harvard Medical School

Spouse: Ellen
Spouse Education: Bradford College
Spouse Career: Office manager
Children: Susan and Rachel
Where You Grew Up: Portland, Maine
Resided In: Boston, Mass., 42 years
Employers: Self
Awards and Milestones: FACP, Who’s Who in America; Board of Governors, Union
Club; 40 years at MGH; Outstanding Intern and Resident in Medicine at Presbyterian
St. Luke’s Hospital
Working or Retired? Working, doing pulmonary medicine, Massachusetts General

Hospital and private practice

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Mul-
tiple publications in medical journals, 32nd
degree Mason
Hobbies: Boating; gardening; building walls
and using my tractor and driving my 1927
Marmon in North Haven, Maine; collecting art;
cooking; photography
Travel: Europe, Russia, Turkey

Present Activities, Plans: I will continue
working and watching grandchildren grow up.

Unfortunately I entered Dartmouth with
only marginal financial aid, and, there-

fore, I did not want to strain my family’s
finances. I took a shortcut entering Dart-
mouth Medical School after three years of
undergraduate work. As a result I focused

on achieving high marks and directing my energies on entering a medical school
after three years.

Growing up in Portland, Maine, I was able to assimilate myself  into my peer
group, becoming class president, earning three varsity letters, and being all-state
in football. I also was in a predominantly Christian fraternity. When I arrived at
Dartmouth I was assigned two roommates from Brooklyn, New York, thus ending
my quest for diversity. When it came to rushing a non-Jewish fraternity, I was
seated with the guy with a turban, the blind guy, and one of  color. I therefore
accepted a bid from Pi Lambda Phi.

Following my graduation from medical school I was again able to assimilate in a
diverse society. I have been at the Massachusetts General Hospital for 42 years.
I now see diversity at Dartmouth, having listened to Dr. Kim recently. I know
that my early years at Dartmouth no longer exist.

Arthur D. Liberman Art
751 Chimalus Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94306,
art_liberman@yahoo.com, 
(650) 493-8422, Cell (203) 470-6064

High School: West Side High School
Major: Physics
Unique Hanover Memory: During our time, Dartmouth
allowed students to keep their rooms over the course of
their college career. This was before the D plan and the
musical chair-like routine students now face. Another fresh-
man, Brian Gipstein—a great, funny, and warm-hearted guy
—and I decided to room together, and at the end of the
year Brian managed to grab hold of 209 Ripley, one of the prized corner two-room
doubles, with fireplace and half bath. This was our home for three years. What a
suite (sweet) place.
Graduate Study: PhD, Harvard University, 1969

Spouse: Annie Liberman
Spouse Education: Raised in France
Spouse Career: Real Estate
Children: Sophie, 1971, Dartmouth ’93; Arielle, 1975; Sylvie, 1980, Dartmouth
‘02, Tuck ‘10
Where You Grew Up: Newark, New Jersey
Resided In: Cambridge, Mass., 1962-69; Paris, France, 1969-70; Protvino, USSR,
1970-71; Los Angeles, 1971-74; Palo Alto, Calif.,1974-79; Ridgefield, Conn., 1979-
84; Princeton, N.J., 1984-87; Ridgefield, Conn., 1987-2004; Palo Alto, 2004-present
Employers: Université de Paris Sud, Orsay, 1969-70; UCLA, 1970-74; Stanford
University, 1974-79; Schlumberger Technology Corporation, 1979-2004
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Awards and Milestones: Principal Scientist, Schlumberger Doll Research Center 
Working or Retired? Retired 2004

Alumni Activities: Alumni interviewer, Dartmouth Club of Fairfield County, Conn.

Historical witness: I don’t know how many of  us realized, as we walked across
the stage to receive our degrees, what a remarkable decade lay in front of  us. 
I certainly didn’t. Here are some of  my memories of  the decade after leaving
Hanover, ending with periods working in Paris at the time of  student upheavals
there and then a winter in the Soviet Union. 

I was in graduate school at Harvard during the middle and late ’60s, a time of
uproar on campuses everywhere, of  great social changes in the country at large
and of  growing disaffection with U.S. foreign policy. I participated in some of
protest activities in the Boston area, a boisterous Eugene McCarthy rally during
the 1964 election campaign in Fenway Park being the most memorable. 

But as a career focused product of  the ’50s, my priority was my studies. I spent a
year away from campus at Brookhaven Laboratory on the outer reaches of  Long
Island. During the summer months, students and faculty converged at Brookhaven,
and the atmosphere was lively. I met—and shortly afterward married—a spirit-
ed Tunisian-born French woman. She has since enriched my life in immeasura-
ble ways; one of  the first was to encourage me to broaden my horizons and seek
a job overseas.

So, in 1969, I left the U.S. for France a few days after my thesis defense—which
was moved from a classroom to the cloistered faculty physics library because
undergraduates had just taken over Harvard’s main administration building and

were marching around campus in a celebratory mood, banging on garbage lids
and making a noisy ruckus. My first job was a post-doc at Orsay, a university
campus just outside of  Paris. France was slowly emerging from a convulsive
period of  student protests of  1968 that were more radical in objective and vio-
lent in methods than anything in the U.S. By 1969, the government succeeded in
preventing students from building new barricades by paving over the cobblestone
streets in the student areas of  the Quartier Latin and had regained control of  the
public institutions, including the universities. Still, despite government entreaties,
crowds of  young people, called together by signs pasted on kiosks, would assem-
ble in Paris to hold a manif, which would then be broken up by squads of  French
security police. The sting of  tear gas would waft in the air for hours afterward.
If  I happened to be in the neighborhood, I could expect to be hassled by French
security officers wanting to examine my documents. I was advised to be very
passive in these situations, that U.S. constitutional protections against unreason-
able searches and seizures did not apply, and, by not cooperating, I could be
summarily tossed out of  the country in 24 hours.

Towards the end of  1970 and still on the lookout for work and travel abroad, 
I joined a group of  physicists from UCLA who were in the advanced stages of
preparing a research project in the Soviet Union. At the time, the Soviet Union

was a closed society, the epitome of  repression and iron-fisted political control.
Although this was near the height of  the Vietnam conflict, a thaw occurred in
the otherwise chilly U.S.—Soviet relations. So both governments approved a
scientific collaboration in this field of  physics, which was bereft of  any possible
military application. It was probably only a gesture by the politicians, but it was
something that the scientific establishments in both countries had sought for a
long time.

Making this a truly international collaboration, our partner was a Russian-led
group from the Dubna scientific institute outside of  Moscow that included Poles,
Romanians, and several Uzbeks. In September 1970, I left for a eight-month
stay with my wife just a few weeks pregnant (with our daughter, Sophie ’93, who
would graduate with a major in Russian Area Studies) on a flight to Moscow
together with five other U.S. scientists and their families.

This field of  science required teams of  researchers to assemble and operate
complex equipment at high-energy particle accelerators, and the Soviets had
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Art Liberman 
surrounded by 
family at his 
70th birthday. 
Front, daughter
Arielle, wife Annie,
daughter Sophie
Beraznik ’93; 
Rear, son-in-law 
Stan Beraznik 
and daughter 
Sylvie ’02, Tu ’10

I didn’t understand much 
except for the phrase “Amerikanski Imperialism.”

Arthur D. Liberman 



just built the largest and most powerful one in the world. The locale was
Protvino, a small town about 100 km south of  Moscow, created as a “show-
piece” of  Soviet science. 

I could relate countless anecdotes—of  new but shoddy buildings constructed by
soldier conscripts, of  grocery stores usually filled with cabbage and often little
else, besieged by people from nearby villages if  word got out of  a shipment of
eggs or oranges, of  bribing laboratory workers with liters of  ethyl alcohol so
they would complete some task—but also of  talented scientists and engineers
who, with tenacity and ingenuity, persevered despite technological limitations
caused by their isolation, and of  people friendly to Americans and starved for
news of  the outside world.

One story sums up the Russian political condition at the time. This was when
we Americans were invited to the celebration of  the October Revolution. The
festivities included a daytime parade through the town festooned with red ban-
ners and an evening program in the Protvino Cultural Hall. The evening pro-
gram was in two parts; the first was a political speech written by Party leaders in
Moscow and read by one of  the poker-faced local party bureaucrats sitting on
the stage to a nearly empty auditorium. (I didn’t understand much except for
the phrase “Amerikanski Imperialism.”) Following an intermission, the second
part featured a concert of  ’60s style rock music. Suddenly the town surged to
life. We were besieged with requests for our tickets and only too happy to oblige
some grateful Russians. The auditorium overflowed with an enthusiastic crowd.
This confirmed our impressions of  a citizenry largely disengaged from—and
disinterested in—their government. One of  our Russian colleagues told us this
joke: Two signs along the road: One sign says: “The Soviet Union will pass the
U.S. grain production in a few years.” The second sign says “Be careful when
you pass.” 

In short, this was not the feared state with a long-term vision and multi-year
strategic plans I had heard Zbigniew Brzezinski, then a young Columbia profes-
sor and later Carter’s National Security Advisor, speak about in a Great Issues
lecture, but rather a country with a dysfunctional economy, a creaky political
system, and sterile ideology. I was not surprised when the Soviet system implod-
ed 20 years later, but only at why it took so long. During our stay we toasted on
many occasions to peace and friendship between our countries. I cannot help but
think that our efforts, including our frequent clinking of  glasses, paid off.

Mark A. Lieberman 
Mark A. Lieberman M.D. died in New York City of
esophageal cancer on January 25, 2002. Mark came to
Dartmouth from the Kew-Forest School in Rego Park,
New York. After Dartmouth, Mark graduated from Tufts
Medical School in 1965 and went on to train at Lenox
Hill Hospital, New York Hospital, and Manhattan Eye
Ear Nose and Throat Hospital. Mark became an ophthal-
mologist and maintained a practice in Manhattan. Mark
is survived by his mother, Gladys Lieberman, who spoke
of  how much her son enjoyed his years at Dartmouth. 

Robert P. Lightcap Bob
290 Matson Road, 
Ligonier, PA 15658, 
rlightcap@msl-attorneys.com, 
(724) 238-2273, 
Cell (412) 610-2637

High School: Latrobe High School
Major: Government
Favorite Activity: Interfraternity Activities
Fraternity: Phi Gamma Delta
Unique Hanover Memory: Being fortunate enough to
room with Lew Lake (four years) and Fred Krasner (three
years)
Graduate Study: JD, University of Pittsburgh Law School, 1965

Spouse: Jo Ann Rymer Lightcap (married since 1966)
Spouse Education: BA, Chatham College, Pittsburgh, Penn., 1964
Spouse Career: Successful retailer 1976-2002; sold business in 2002 and retired
Children: Ann Lightcap Bruno, 9/26/68, Brown University ’90, Masters, English,
Boston College, 1993, Teacher in the upper school at Wheeler School, Providence, R.I.,
married to a college professor with two children; Chris Lightcap, 4/23/71, Williams
College ’93, professional jazz musician and composer (bass), New York City. Married
to a web site designer with two children
Where You Grew Up: Latrobe, Penn. (40 miles east of Pittsburgh)
Resided In: Latrobe, Penn., 1965-2007; built house in woods and moved to Ligonier
in 2007
Employers: Lightcap, McDonald & Moore, law firm, 1965-88); freelance law prac-
tice, 1988-2003; McDonald Snyder & Lightcap, 2004-2011
Awards and Milestones: Pennsylvania Library Assn. Trustee of the Year (1999);
Certificate of Merit, Pennsylvania Library Assn., 2000; Received Commendation
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from Pennsylvania House of Representatives for work related to the rewriting of
the Pennsylvania Library Code, 2000
Working or Retired? Still practicing law; someday I’ll get it right

Travel: South America (primarily Argentina); Baja Peninsula, Mexico (whale watch-
ing excursion); Europe (England, France, Italy); Spain (twice, our favorite)
Community Activities: Primarily, volunteer for public libraries in Pennsylvania;
Member Adams Memorial Library Board of Directors, Latrobe, 30 years, President
for 25 years, retiring in 2003; Pennsylvania Library Assn. Board of Directors, 1995-
99; Chairman, Governor’s Committee to rewrite the Pennsylvania Library Code and
explore capital/infrastructure needs of public libraries in Pennsylvania, 1998-2000

How well prepared: I’m not sure it did. But it did show me that Western
Pennsylvania is not the center of  the universe—which many of  my friends and
neighbors have never figured out.

Present Activities, Plans: My life is centered around my family, my home in
the woods, and my work—in that order. I hope to keep it that way for as long
as I am physically and mentally able.

Carl Theodor Lind Ted
42 Tidewater Farm Road, 
Greenland, NH 03840, 
ctlin@msn.com, 
(603) 436-8160, Cell (603) 661-3111

High School: Arlington High School, Arlington, Mass. 
Major: Engineering Science 
Favorite Activity: Intramural sports, Great Issues Course
Unique Hanover Memory: Listening to Robert Frost read
his poetry in Webster Hall 
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1966

Spouse: Diane 
Spouse Education: BA, Biology, North Park University 
Spouse Career: Stay-at-home mom, biology teacher, marine docent 
Children: Chris Ann, D’88; Peter, D’93; Jonathan, D’95 
Where You Grew Up: Arlington, Mass. 
Resided In: Heilbronn, Germany, 1963-64; Cambridge, Mass., 1964-66; Bristol,
R.I., 1966-67; Attleboro, Mass., 1967-93; Greenland, N.H., 1993-present 
Employers: Texas Instruments; Analog Devices; Foxboro Company; Neslab Instruments
Awards and Milestones: Approaching 50-year wedding anniversary, 2013 
Working or Retired? Semi-retired; consulting for one client, and Chairman of the
Board of Directors of a previous client 
Military: Army ROTC at Dartmouth; Ordinance Corps Officer at Aberdeen Proving
Grounds and Hielbronn, Germany 

Publications, Achievements, Interests: “A New Approach to Physical Distribu-
tion,” co-author with several HBS classmates
Hobbies: Landscape gardening, photography, reading books on leadership and
strategy, music
Travel: Best memory is a family trip with our grown children to Sweden to find/see
homesteads of grandparents
Alumni Activities: Recruited three outstanding students (see above); interviewing
applicants; attended a few reunions 

How well prepared: See my Reflections. 

Present Activities, Plans: Presently semi-retired, enjoying six granddaugh-
ters ages 2-8, and transitioning from winters in New Hampshire to winters
mostly in Florida. I have interests in strategy, leadership, and photography. And
plans involve some travel, lots of  family time, and some business activity as long
at it remains energizing. 

Before I reflect on “life after Dartmouth,” I thought I would first reflect on
“life at Dartmouth.” For me, that reflection is filled with wonderful memo-

ries: a time of  stimulating intellectual growth, both in depth and breath, a time
overflowing with a broad range of  fun activities from intramural sports to play-
ing in the band, a time of  new appreciation for art, and a continued sense of
wonder about the beauty of  nature and the miracle of  creation, and certainly a
time of  “finding myself ” and developing new friends. It was a period of  experi-
encing the fullness of  life but centered on being exposed to great thinkers and
great thinking. 

My Dartmouth experience confirmed for me that while I wanted to strengthen
my engineering technical skills, I wanted to be a leader of  an organization that
made technical things in a for-profit world. Those four years shaped my dream
to want to make this a better world, and to do it in both the secular world of
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business, and in the non-profit world of  service. Those years affirmed for me, that
my dream encompassed being fully engaged “in this world, but not of  this world.” 

And so after being commissioned an officer in the Army one day, graduating
from Dartmouth the next, life after Dartmouth began. These last 50 years have
been a wonderful journey, one I have shared the entire time with my supportive
wife, Diane. Together we lived in Germany for two years and graduate school
for two years, and we have moved only three times since graduate school. 

Life has been filled with the raising of  three “kids” and now the joy of  six
granddaughters, the dedication to fulfilling work and now the more measured
pace of  Board leadership and counsel to others, the opportunities to serve in

church and non-profit leadership, and now to serve on a more personal level,
and filled with overbooked schedules with a scarcity of  Diane time, and now the
delight of  time together with no agendas, no deadlines, but new settings. 

I have had the benefit of  smart mentors and wise counsel to help guide and
encourage me along the way. And early on I was fortunate to have several
Christian businessmen as role models, who inspired and confirmed for me that
servant leadership is effective and fulfilling, and that the pursuit of  excellence
honors God and inspires people. 

I am thankful for the opportunity to have attended Dartmouth; those years pre-
pared me well for these last 50 years. I know I have been undeservedly blessed
with family, friends, and opportunities. I know the journey has been made so
much sweeter, because Diane has been with me through the valleys and on the
mountaintops. I trust I have done the best with what I was given and made the
world I touched a better place.   

Jon A. Linder 
Jon Albin Linder was killed in an automobile accident in
San Francisco July 25, 1966. Jon matriculated at
Dartmouth from Brookfield High School in Brookfield,
Missouri. He majored in history and was a brother of
Delta Upsilon. Jon will be remembered for his quiet
cheerful ways and his friendly smile. Classmate and frater-
nity brother Dick Bragaw remembers Jon as one of  the
College’s “loose hangers,” who always took time to enjoy
life. He was survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Linder of  Brookfield.

Charles S. Little 
126 Meernaa Avenue, Fairfax, CA 94930, (415) 453-4180 

Occupation: Environment, Coordinator Educ Program,
Tuolumhe River Preservation Tr, Fort Mason Building C, 
San Francisco, CA 94123, (415) 292-3531 

Jorge Llacer 
1351 Hidden Mine Road, San Jose, CA 95120,
jorge.llacer.62@alum.dartmouth.org, (408) 912-5045 
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and made the world I touched a better place.

Carl Theodor Lind



Warren T. Loomis 
Warren T. “Zog” Loomis died from esophageal cancer
November 2, 2007. He spent his final days surrounded by
loved ones in the Norwich (Vermont) home that he built
with his family 27 years ago. A keen entrepreneur, inspired
tinkerer, and clever prankster, Warren infused many lives
with warmth and vigor.

Warren was born to Natalie High and Aaron Alcorn
Loomis in Needham, Mass., on October 13, 1940. A
teacher and an engineer, Warren’s parents inspired his
incorrigible curiosity, his “do it yourself ” confidence, and
his infectious enthusiasm. He graduated from Needham High School (1958) and
Dartmouth, where his fellow hockey players knew him as “Zog.” Warren remained
at Dartmouth to earn an M.S. at the Thayer School of  Engineering (1964) and,
inspired by his mentor George Colligan, he earned a Ph.D. in metallurgy from
the University of  Michigan (1969).

Ever to pursue his own path, Warren passed up a job in metallurgy to enter the
nascent field of  computers and to settle down in the Upper Valley. In 1970 he
founded Logic Associates, a computer software company, which he led until his
retirement in 2001. Logic embodied Warren’s personal philosophy to focus on
long term, loyal commitments to products, employees, and the local community.
He was an active supporter of  women’s business initiatives, an avid hockey fan,
and a strong believer in the ACLU.

In his retirement, Warren took up his lifelong passion for invention and boating
by founding ForwardFace! LLC (www.forwardface.com). Staffed by his friends
and family, the company produced forward-facing wooden-hulled “rowing”
boats, which typified his flair for technical whimsy. Nearly every warm morning,
Warren could be found rowing facing forward on the Connecticut River.

An obituary published in The Valley News described Warren as “an energetic and
stocky young man, with a certain mischievous streak that a childhood friend
thought resembled a caveman character, named “Zog,” who appeared on the
back of  Wheaties cereal boxes. The name stuck with Loomis all his life.”

Classmate Fred Cook remembers: “Among other things, Zog was one of  the best
dancers in our class, right up there with Steve Rotter. ... He left us with the same
directness, honesty, courage, and grace that he lived his life.”

Classmate Don Samuelson adds: “Zog made the trip to Chicago for Mike
Coffield’s memorial service. I had no idea he was having the types of  problems
described in the family blog. He seemed chipper, cheerful, and concerned about

Mike. The talk was of  his “reverse paddling.” Lots of  laughter. A very good
man. Like with Mike Coffield, a real loss to his family, friends and his various
communities of  interest.”

Gerald Elfendahl adds: “I recall, and Ed Boselly concurs, that Zog Loomis had a
history of  facing things head on! Dartmouth’s feisty, short, hockey player, Loomis
laid out Army’s football All-American-turned-hockey-player, Pete Dawkins, with
a body check to end all body checks the first time the giant Army skater tried to
bring the puck up the ice! … I recall how Zog and his teammates rocked the
more gentlemanly Ivy League after Doggie Julian took them on a winter-break
tour of  the rough and physical Big Ten and midwest college hockey circuit. There
they learned to plant their skates firmly, brace themselves, and flatten oncoming
speed skaters. It was Zog who dramatically demonstrated the team’s newly
learned skills and flattened the popular All-American—an early season harbin-
ger of  what was a great hockey season circa 1960.”

Zog is survived by his wife of  seven years, Alix Manny, three children, Aaron
Loomis, Jason Loomis and Molly Loomis, and two stepchildren, John and Sam
Coburn, his mother Natalie Loomis and three sisters, Barbara Chisholm, Betsy
Whitney, and Natalie Jones.

Peter B. Lothes 
163 Royall Tyler Road, PO Box 767, Quechee, VT 05059,
pbl@lothi.com, (802) 296-6919 

High School: Shoreline High School
Major: Engineering
Favorite Activity: Skiing
Fraternity: Alpha Chi Alpha
Unique Hanover Memory: Too many to reduce to one,
but certainly included early Sunday morning tennis with Ken
Jones and vacation hospitality from Roy Hammond and his
family
Graduate Study: BME, Thayer, 1963

Spouse: Elspeth Anne Lothes
Spouse Education: AB, University of Washington
Spouse Career: Homemaker
Children: Katherine, 1970; Erin, 1972; Alison, 1980, Dartmouth ‘01

Where You Grew Up: Seattle
Resided In: Milwaukee; Richland, Wash.; San Jose, Calif.; Pittsfield, Mass.; Roanoke,
Va.; Philadelphia; Belo Horizonte, Brazil; Glens Falls, N.Y.; Wellesley, Mass., 20 years;
Worcester, Mass.; Quechee, Vt.
Employers: General Electric, Tech Ops; Dennison Mfg. Co. AEC; Chas. G. Allen Co.
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(machinery manufacturing company I purchased)
Working or Retired? Retired

Hobbies: Tennis, golf, skiing, Dartmouth ILEAD courses
Travel: Europe and Latin America while working. Europe for skiing with the
“Friends of Dartmouth Skiing,” a group organized by Pete Bleyler ‘61. Three weeks
in Italy this spring.
Community Activities: Trustee of the Quechee Lakes Landowners Association,
Shelter the Homeless Committee (church)

Having lived in nine different places after marriage in 1966, Elspeth and 
I learned to make friends and establish our interests quickly. In some places

this was easier than others, yet we always enjoyed the privilege of  living in very
different regions of  the country. There was always a lot to learn about, regional
cultures, food, customs, etc.

Extremely fortunate are those who found careers that brought them real satis-
faction and enjoyment. Yet I know that for many (most?) including myself, this
was not the case. We need a better system for helping young people make those
decisions that must be made at an early age, and for which they have little data
or experience. I entered engineering in the wake of  Sputnik and ended up
working for manufacturing companies, ultimately running a machinery manu-
facturing company that I owned. My career had its pluses, including running a
small business in Brazil for four years and a joint venture with a Russian émigré.
Yet I think I would have been happier as a lawyer. I regret having passed up two
opportunities to become one.

I have been blessed with a wonderful family that continues to provide support
and enjoyment. My wife Elspeth was a stay-at-home mom, and this made for
an extraordinarily pleasant environment for all of  us, and an effective child-
rearing environment for our three daughters as they grew up. All three of  our
daughters became very well educated, with very different career paths, and have
married extremely nice and competent husbands. However, they are all two-
income families, often with huge workloads and working hours and little time

for relaxation, and their children are spending a lot of  time with nannies, in day
care centers, etc. I understand the need for career satisfaction for women, which
for many seems to mean working outside the home in high pressure careers.
Still, there must be some way to compromise and get children the parental time
they need. 

Retiring in Quechee and being able to take advantage of  everything that
Dartmouth has to offer was an extremely good decision. Incredible recreation
opportunities (golf, tennis, skiing, biking, swimming), stimulating intellectual
opportunities (ILEAD courses, lectures ), and affordable arts and entertainment
(college football and baseball games, Hopkins Center performances, Dartmouth
Symphony)—this place has everything. The Upper Valley has a large contin-
gent of  Dartmouth grads, and many other very interesting people, all of  whom
we have enjoyed getting to know. Life here is good.

Alexander Lukeman 
P.O. Box 197, Smartsville, CA 95977,
alexlukeman@yahoo.com, (530) 639-2539 

Occupation: Human/Community Services, Executive
Consultant, Lukeman & Co, P.O. Box 197, Smartsville, 
CA 95977 
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We need a better system for helping young people make
those decisions that must be made at an early age.

Peter B. Lothes



Robert Fairleigh Lussky 
86 Wampum Road, 
Louisville, KY 40207, 
Fairleigh@insightbb.com, 
(502) 895-8458, Cell (502) 409-2198

High School: Atherton
Major: Economics
Favorite Activity: Intramurals
Fraternity: Phi Kappa Psi

Spouse: Abby Abell Lussky
Spouse Education: Vassar/Vanderbilt, 1964
Children: Stewart Lussky, ’88; Robert Lussky, ‘92
Where You Grew Up: Hopkinsville, Ky., and Louisville, Ky.
Resided In: Birmingham, Ala., 1964-66; Louisville, Ky., 1966-present
Employers: U.S. Army, 1962-64; Progress Paint Mfg. Co., 1964-present 
Retired? Yes
Military: U.S. Army, 1962-64

Hobbies: Golf, skiing, travel, biking, photography
Travel: Over 40 countries
Community Activities: Louisville Paint Assn., Kentucky Opera Assn. 
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Club of Kentucky, fund raising

William G. Lutz
Colonel William G. Lutz died October 27, 1998, in
Rockville, Md. After attending Sewanhaka High School in
Floral Park, N.Y., William Lutz arrived at Dartmouth and
played lacrosse at the College. He was then appointed to,
and ultimately graduated from, the United States Military
Academy.

After graduation from West Point and commissioning as a
second lieutenant, he spent six years stateside in adminis-
trative duties, then served as operations officer of  the
101st Airborne Division in Vietnam,
in 1970-73. After returning to the states he earned a master’s degree in opera-
tions research and systems analysis from the Georgia Institute of  Technology.

One highlight of  his military career came in the 1990s, when he was responsi-
ble for administering $750 billion in military sales to the Royal Thai Army. He
also had tours of  duty in Vietnam and South Korea. His decorations included
the Legion of  Merit, Bronze Star with Oak Leaf  Cluster, Meritorious Service
Medal with five Oak Leaf  Clusters, and the Army Commendation Medal with
one Oak Leaf  Cluster.

Col. Lutz was survived by his wife, Barbara Anne, a son, William John of  San
Antonio, a daughter, Tracy Lynn Young of  Kileen, Texas, two brothers (Martin
and George), his mother, Eleanor Lutz of  Fort Lauderdale, Fl, and two grand-
children.

Michael B. Lyon 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 
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Terry L. Lyon 
17400 Redwood Springs Drive, Fort Bragg, CA 95437, 
terrylyon@aol.com, (707) 964-7113 

Partner: James L. Cook 

Occupation: Finance/Financial Services, Investment Officer 

Michael A. Mace 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62.

Bruce G. MacPhail 
P.O. Box 159, Rochester, MA 02770, 
bgmacphail@yahoo.com, (508) 763-8568 

Spouse: Diana MacPhail 

Douglas Francis MacPhail Doug
33 Muirfield Circle, Wheaton, IL 60189, macdug@aol.com,
(630) 871-5626, Cell (630) 865-7856

High School: Fort Lee High School, Fort Lee, New Jersey
Major: Philosophy
Favorite Activity: Rugby, Freshman Baseball, Zeta Psi
Fraternity: Zeta Psi
Unique Hanover Memory: Junior Year, I suffered a concus-
sion in first rugby scrimmage and spent a terrible night in
Dick’s House. Proud of myself that I was able to continue on
and play on the “B” team for two years.
Graduate Study: Juris Doctor, Duke University School of Law,
1965; Masters of Business Management, Boston Univ. of Business Management, 1972

Spouse: Gertrude Juliette Ste. Marie
Spouse Education: AB, Salve Regina University; MS, Purdue University
Spouse Career: Central DuPage Hospital School of Medical Technology: Education
Coordinator, Manager Phlebotomy/Laboratory
Children: Douglas Dana MacPhail, December 14, 1968; Matthew Allen MacPhail,
May 4, 1971
Where You Grew Up: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Resided In: Newport, R.I., 1965-66; Waukegan, Ill., 1966-68; Fall River, Mass., two
episodes; Ridgewood, N.J., 1969-70; Indianapolis, 1972-74; Wheaton, Glen Ellyn,
Ill., 1974 to the present
Employers: Harrison, Hartmann and MacDonald, Ridgewood, N.J.; Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis; FMC Corporation, Chicago, Ill.; Motorola Inc., Schaumburg,
Ill.; Casey, Brannen and Romag Law Firm, St. Charles, Ill.
Awards and Milestones: Promoted to Law Department Manager of Motorola’s
largest business sector; Award for Excellence in Commercial Law, Motorola Inc.;
Department of Justice Award for work on Admiralty case; Massachusetts CPA
award for student article on “Accounting for Stock Options”
Retired? Working part-time as attorney; Arbitrator for Cook, Kane. and DuPage
Counties, Ill.
Military: Newport, R.I., Officer Indoctrination, Naval Justice School; Assigned to
Commandant 9th Naval District, Great Lakes, Illinois

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Article on “Accounting for Stock
Options” published in Massachusetts CPA Review. Article on Mathematical Analysis
of Litigation published in book on Corporate Law.
Hobbies: Nine Marathons, 15 Triathlons; Recently awarded Black Belt from Korea
in Tae Kwan Do. Farming. Reading, golf
Travel: Multiple trips to California by vehicle and train; multiple trips to Canada;
Alaska cruise, European trip to visit son and again to lecture on product safety in
England, Iceland, and Scotland. Motorola business trip to Singapore, Seoul, Korea,
and Tokyo, Japan
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Community Activities: President “Concerned Citizens of the South End” of Fall
River, successfully battled the LNG company from Lowell, Mass.; Campaigned for
Trustee for College of DuPage; President of Parish Council, St. Petronille Church,
Glen Ellyn
Alumni Activities: Interview potential candidates for admission to Dartmouth for
the last 20 years. Head Agent for 45th Class reunion. Serve on fundraising commit-
tee for many years.

How well prepared: Enabled me to expand my educational goals of  going
on to law school and later to get my MBA.

Historical witness: In 1968, I was Officer of  the Day at Great Lakes Naval
Station when the riots broke out in Chicago at the Democratic National Con-
vention. I received an order to put the Marines on alert for possible invasion of
Chicago. My great-aunt Rosalind was here with her husband Ted Lewis, a jour-
nalist for the Washington Post. One of  my sorrows is that I was not able to meet
them due to the turmoil in Chicago at that time.

Present Activities, Plans: Participating in Document Review projects and
would like to continue expanding my experiences in “new” law in my area.

Impact on Society: One of  my memories is of  my life at Eli Lilly during the
time when the drug DES was discovered to cause adenovaginal cancer in young
girls. I notified all the insurance companies that held coverage from 1949 to the
present that they would be “tapped” to cover the law suits that would result.
Lilly ultimately recovered $750,000,000, which was a huge benefit to the com-
pany. Also worked diligently to have DES removed from the products of  Lilly at
that time, against the desires of  the business community of  Lilly, but with the
approval of  the medical staff. As mentioned above, I was president of  the
Concerned Citizens of  the South End, thus acting as a voice for the “blue col-
lar” residents of  the area against the building of  three 20-story LNG tanks in a
residential area.

My first contact with Dartmouth happened in the fall of  1957, sitting in the
Fort Lee High School locker room getting changed after a tough football

practice. I was co-captain of  our team, playing both offense and defense at left
end and later at the end of  that season named to the first team all Bergen
County Scholastic League. I remember like it was yesterday, Coach Oxley say-
ing “Dougie, there’s someone here who would like to speak to you.” It was the
Dartmouth freshman football coach Dickenson. He said Dartmouth football
was interested in me and that he would do what he could to “get me through”
admissions. I was really honored and from that day forward I was hooked on
Dartmouth! Almost every week, as I recall, there was a mailing from Hanover,
talking about the team. I was later accepted at all the schools of  some type I
applied to (Dartmouth, Brown, Bucknell, and Rutgers), but I was set on
Dartmouth. Thank you, Coach Bob Blackman, for your extraordinary recruit-
ing efforts! 

I remember the magic of  that September 1958 day driving up from White River
Junction with my Dad and seeing for the first time the beautiful Baker Library
tower. At the first football practice, there were about 100 players on the field
and nine trying out for left end! Practice was pretty good for a few weeks, but
then came trouble with calculus and my back. I think I flunked the first hour
exam. And then one morning walking to class from Brown Hall, I was having
trouble moving my left leg and back. Dick’s House put me on crutches and
maybe some therapy but no x-rays. I guess I recovered, but thinking about pos-
sibly flunking calculus (not quite, but got a final grade of  D) and maybe never
making varsity with all the competition, I met with Coach Dickerson to tell him
I was quitting—a decision to this day I still regret. 

I tried studying pretty much all the time and went home to New Jersey for
Thanksgiving break. Taking the train from New York City at about noon on the
Sunday after Thanksgiving, we finally arrived in White River Junction at about
midnight and stepped off  the hot train into a freezing night—scared to death of
final exams coming up in about 10 days! I remember Art Hoover standing in
the freezing cold outside the train saying about upcoming final exams, “It’s not
like your whole life depends on them.” Art was clearly right, but thoughts of
going back to my Dad, high school teachers, coaches, and friends and telling
them that I had quit football and flunked out was pretty scary in my book!

Well, that winter term I thought everything was under control with classes, and
I worked hard in Alumni Gym all winter lifting weights and doing wind sprints
in preparation for trying out for the freshman baseball team. I did make the
freshman team and started at third base against some stiff  competition. That
summer I played semi-pro baseball back in New Jersey, but I did not make the
varsity baseball squad in September. I also spent a long time in therapy at
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Dick’s House for back problems. In the fall of  1960, our junior year, my then
roommate Dick Dillon convinced me to go out for rugby. In the very first prac-
tice scrimmage, I suffered a severe concussion with loss of  memory and had one
of  the worst nights of  my life with severe headaches at Dick’s House. I lost class
time that week and could easily have quit rugby, but I just did not want to quit
again like football. I went back to rugby, made the B team, and had a really good
year academically. I count the decision not to quit rugby as a turning point in
my life. 

Hope the foregoing wasn’t too much detail about some of  my experiences at
Dartmouth; however, I feel the detail is necessary to share the “heart” of  some
of  my days at Dartmouth. After graduation, I went south to Duke Law School
along with classmates George Brannen, Carter Strickland, Ric Matthies, Jay
Moyer, and Chuck Gelman. I received my second draft notice in the spring of
1965, my third year at Duke. The Navy gave me a direct commission as a LTJG
Law Specialist, contingent on passing the New Jersey Bar exam, which I did that
summer. I reported for duty in Newport, R.I., that November. How lucky was 
I to serve as a Navy JAG officer, and I met my wonderful wife Gert at Newport,
where she was a senior at Salve Regina College. I had some exciting trials as
Defense Counsel at General Court Martials. After the Navy active duty, I prac-
ticed law with Harrison, Hartman and MacDonald in Ridgewood, New Jersey
(John Harrison was Dartmouth Class of  1936). From there, I went on to get an
MBA from Boston University and then to a career as a corporate attorney with
Eli Lilly and Company in Indianapolis, FMC Corporation in Chicago, and
ending up with Motorola’s law department in Schaumburg, Ill. I took an early

retirement from Motorola in September 1998. In 2002, I started working as a
litigation attorney with classmate George Brannen’s law firm in St. Charles, Ill.
In the past year to the present I have started doing document reviews on very
large cases for major law firms. 

I have been blessed with my wonderful wife, Gert, two terrific sons, Dana and
Matt, and three grandsons, Charlie, Gabriel, and Lucas. Along the way, starting
after my 40th birthday and a serious back operation for two ruptured discs at

age 37, I finished nine marathons, including Boston, and 15 triathlons. Last
year, I was awarded my First Degree Black belt in Taekwondo from Korea.

Dartmouth holds a special place in my heart—always has and will until the day
I die. How sad it is that we have classmates who break all contact with the
school. When my Zeta Psi fraternity brother Jeff  Reinhart (a very smart guy who
graduated from Yale Law School) was treated for severe health problems by a
Dartmouth grad for free, what that Doctor said was so true—“I feel a bond to
every person who has ever gone to this school.” I will close with that great line
from Daniel Webster in the Dartmouth College case, “It is a small College, and
yet there are those who love it.”

My very best to all my 1962 Classmates as we look forward to our 50th!!

Robert B. MacPhail Bob 
2582 Grandville Avenue, Henderson, NV 89052,
mcphee98@yahoo.com, (702) 837-8127 

Spouse: Frances M. MacPhail 
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William S. Magenau Tom 
P.O. Box 597, Edgewater, MD 21037, 
tom.magenau@tristatemarine.com, 
(410) 798-7423, Cell (410) 320-3121

High School: Amity Regional H.S., Woodbridge, Conn.
Major: Physics
Fraternity: Phi Gamma Delta
Unique Hanover Memory: Please see below.
Graduate Study: MS, Physics, University of Wisconsin

Spouse: Mary Elizabeth Long Magenau
Spouse Education: George Washington University
Spouse Career: Library of Congress (1963-1968); Owner of
the Anchor Insurance Agency (1980-1990); shared self-employment: Tri-State Marine,
Deale, Md. (1968-present), commercial property investment (1980-present)
Children: Gail Elizabeth Hire (4/23/69); Lesley Anne McConnell (9/18/70)
Where You Grew Up: New Haven, Conn.; Wellfleet, Mass. (Cape Cod)
Resided In: Since 1964 (years): Cambridge, Mass. (1); Arlington, Va. (2); Washington,
D.C. (2); Tracey’s Landing, Md. (12); Davidsonville, Md. (22); Harwood, Md. (9)
Employers: Defense industry employment in Boston and D.C., 1963-68; Self-employed
(Tri-State Marine Inc., 1968; Commercial property investor and landlord, 1980
Awards and Milestones: Phi Beta Kappa, Dartmouth 1962; National Dealer
Council: Chrysler Marine, 1975-1978; Mercury Outboards, 1980-1985; Best in Class
Yamaha Mid-Atlantic Dealer, 25 out of 26 years since 1986
Working or Retired? My wife and I are active real estate investors and still main-
tain passive roles in our marine retail business.

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Active tennis player, 1975-95, Ranked
#12 USTA Mid-Atlantic, 1993; Environmental Land Conservation, 1997-present
Hobbies: Outdoor activities (boating, bicycling, kayaking)
Travel: Holland, Czech Republic, Russia, Spain, Morocco, England, China, Ecuador,

Switzerland, Germany. Multiple trips to Japan, Amazon River via Peru, Machu
Picchu, Guatemala, Cuba. Walking vacations: Italy (3x), Japan, Greece, France,
Mexico, Belize
Community Activities: Board Memberships (local Chambers of Commerce, 1985-
2000); active land conservation (1997-present)
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Athletic Sponsor

How well prepared: I believe that college and graduate years are the time in
which education and shared experiences facilitate self-understanding and good
choices for the future. Dartmouth provided a great environment: academic excel-
lence amid classmates of  varied backgrounds, capabilities, and interests. In
respect to my own future, one year at the University of  Wisconsin was enough
for me to realize that nuclear physics would not be a good career choice. 

Since a graduate degree in physics is unusual in marine retail, I am often asked
if  education has been important in respect to my lifelong business interests. My
answers are always affirmative: (1) good education is a challenge to establish high
standards for your own objectives, and (2) familiarity with statistics and science
provides a natural foundation for rational decision-making and risk management.

There is another “Dartmouth contribution” to my life that is easy to remember
and appreciate. I had the good fortune to meet my wife on a blind date arranged
by a mutual friend I met at Smith College during senior year. Mary Beth often
reminds me that my Dartmouth education was essential to her acceptance of
our first date.

Historical witness: Pranks and practical jokes have always been an impor-
tant part of  my life, even when I’ve been the target. Gordy Williamson, in an
earlier reunion book, was kind enough to describe a prank that classmate Nick
King and I arranged in a Wilder Hall physics classroom during senior year.
Using the lateral crease in an antiquated lecture desk that spanned perhaps 20¢,
we used monofilament fishing line to rig a blackboard eraser for lateral move-
ment controlled from seats in the classroom. The intended plan was to move the
eraser in small increments for subtle effect, but the disruptive effect of  classroom
laughter had not been properly anticipated. While not perfectly executed, it was
a great stunt. Physics at Wilder Hall in 1962 took place in a context of  interac-
tive student-faculty relationships. Nick and I had exclusive use of  a large lab
room where we displayed lingerie ads from the New York Times Magazine and
occasionally cared for a boisterous retriever owned by Professor Davis. I am for-
tunate to have a number of  favorite college memories that involve activities in
Wilder Hall and undergraduate physics, including compliments for the eraser
stunt that were received from several professors.

Present Activities, Plans: For the last 12 years, Mary Beth and I have been
able to spend 3-4 winter months at our home in the Florida Keys. These periods
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don’t qualify as vacations because business responsibilities follow us wherever we
are, but they do provide a significant change of  pace. We have recently made an
addition to a Cape Cod property that has been in my family for 160 years, and
we expect to start spending August and September on the Cape each year. Man-
agement of  three residences requires time and energy, but the commitments are
intended to maintain common activities with the families of  our two daughters,
Gail in Boston and Anne in Annapolis. This effort seems to be justified due to
an increase in our “grandchildren count,” which has expanded from three to
five in the time it has taken to respond to this questionnaire.

Mary Beth and I both enjoy active outdoor activities that have included walking
vacations in Italy, Greece, Japan, Mexico, and France. Bicycling and kayaking
are probably our favorite activities when in Florida and on Cape Cod. We con-
tinue to enjoy boating, with a personal taste that “smaller is better.” During our
1965 honeymoon trip up the inland waterway on a 22¢ boat, it seemed natural
to think of  retirement on a live-aboard cruising trawler. Forty-seven years later,
we view that lifestyle as confining and likely to foster inactivity.

Retirement is not a primary objective, but we do seek to rebalance our workload
by transferring more responsibility to employees. Tri-State Marine Inc. is in

large part internally managed by an excellent president and management team.
Most of  my continuing work is directed toward permitting and subdivision
involved in a limited number of  new projects. Mary Beth monitors South Coun-
ty Properties, our business entity for management of  about 60 commercial ten-
ant leases. Our objective is to build and maintain a framework of  ownership
that will enable the income stream to benefit our heirs and employees. Several
years ago, this appeared to be an easy objective, but it has become a protracted
process that requires tougher decision-making. 

Impact on Society: The accomplishments of  many ’62s in business and public
life are truly impressive. Other classmates have quietly achieved significant finan-
cial success. My initial thought was to not respond to this section, but there is a
small business perspective of  societal contribution that is not always recognized.

Tri-State Marine Inc. has always attempted to provide a stable and rewarding
work environment. Incorporated in 1965, the company had nearly 60 employees

by the early 1980s. There were two retail divisions (Sail and Power), and one
wholesale division that sold boat trailers over a five-state area. The company
downsized in the late ’80s by selling the sailboat and trailer operations and
thereafter has maintained 32-35 employees to sell and service primarily out-
board fishing boats up to 36¢ in length. 

Stable employment is not the norm in a seasonal industry that is also impacted
by cyclical economic conditions. Two simple measures are indicative of  employ-
ment patterns at Tri-State Marine: (1) no employee has ever been laid off  only
for lack of  work, and
(2) about 25 of  our
35 employees have
worked for the com-
pany for more than
25 years, including
eight with 30 to 40
years of  service. Most
long-term employees
have families and own
nearby homes. Over
44 years, the business
itself  has invested in
local real estate and
infrastructure that is consistent with community interests. The cumulative effects
of  long-term employment and local investment by the company have provided
visible and significant benefits to our community.

How do I relate to the process described above? Since I am comfortable with
the Japanese philosophy that a business is an essential part of  the community in
which it is located, it is only natural to operate a business in the manner described.
It is important to me to hear from customers that they are pleased to see the
same personnel from one year to the next. I enjoy memories of  young people
hired out of  high school to assemble trailers or drive trucks, who now own homes
and are sending their children to college. These experiences will always be more
important to me personally than the annual supplier and trade awards that we
are fortunate to receive. In a service-oriented small business, I believe that a
lasting footprint can be created by enhancing the role of  key employees rather
than allowing your own personality to dominate the “public persona” of  the
enterprise. I would like to believe that a business owner’s “effect on society” is
the sum total of  material accomplishments that arise from productivity as well
as the achievements of  individuals who have committed substantial portions of
their working lives toward success of  the business. 
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Byron Percy Magness Percy
248 East Chickasaw Parkway, Memphis, TN 38111, 
pmagness@bellsouth.net, (901) 327-6236, Cell (901) 647-7450

High School: Christian Brothers High School, Memphis
Major: Geography
Favorite Activity: Fraternity life
Fraternity: Zeta Psi
Unique Hanover Memory: Professor Arthur Wilson, who
gave me an academic citation
Graduate Study: Doctor of Laws, Vanderbilt Univ. Law School

Spouse: Perre M. Magness
Spouse Education: BA, Vassar College
Spouse Career: Historian, author
Children: Lon M. Magness, age 43; Perre C. Magness, age 40
Where You Grew Up: Earle, Arkansas
Resided In: Memphis, Tenn., 50 years
Employers: Partner, Goodman, Glazer & Kremer
Awards and Milestones: Sam Myar Award (best young lawyer in Memphis, 1972)
Retired? Retired

Hobbies: Bird hunting, wildlife conservation, farming
Travel: England, Scotland, Turkey, Greece, Germany, Italy, Zimbabwe, Argentina,
Uruguay, Mexico, Spain
Community Activities: Local bar association, Sunday school teacher, church vol-
unteer activities, drug rehab center, chamber music society
Alumni Activities: Served as District Enrollment Director for Memphis (13 years)

How well prepared: Extremely well

Present Activities, Plans: Farmer and landowner in Eastern Arkansas; built
substantial farming business

William E. Mahaney 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Thomas R. Mahoney Bob 
P.O. Box 402, Grantham, NH 03753,
t.robert.mahoney@gmail.com, (603) 863-2642 

Spouse: Leila Mahoney 

Occupation: Manufacturing, Senior Project Manager,
Yankee Barn Homes, 61 Plains Road, Claremont, NH 03743,
(603) 863-4545 

Joel H. Manchester 
Joel Haves Manchester died of  cancer August 23, 2003, in
California. Joel came to Dartmouth from Calvin Coolidge
High School in Washington, D.C., majored in history, and
was a premedical student and a member of  Tau Epsilon
Phi. Joel was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He attended the
Dartmouth Medical School from 1961 through 1963 and
transferred to Harvard Medical School for the final two
“clinical” years, earning his M.D. in 1965, then training
in cardiology at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston
and Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta. Service as assis-
tant professor of  medicine and cardiology at the University of  Pennsylvania was
followed by the private practice of  cardiology in Newport Beach, California,
since 1974. Joel is survived by his wife, Colleen; a sister; two brothers, including
Gary ’61 DMS ’62; children Craig, Caren, Erin, and Billy; and two grandchildren.

John E. Mann 
195 Crystal Lake Road, Enfield, NH 03748, 
jmann@datamann.com, (603) 632-5547 

Occupation: Information and Technology, President,
Datamann Inc., P.O. Box 1930, Wilder, VT 05088 
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Philip N. Margolius Phil 
2101 Connecticut Avenue NW, #55, Washington, DC 20008,
phil@themargoliusfirm.com, 
(202) 939-0660, Cell (202) 997-2297

High School: Coolidge High School
Major: Spanish
Favorite Activity: My life as a Spanish major, which includ-
ed a semester in Salamanca, Spain, as well as learning a new
culture and a new language.
Fraternity: Tau Epsilon Phi
Unique Hanover Memory: I loved my Spanish professors,
particularly Professor Robert Russell and Professor Francisco
Ugarte. Professor Ugarte was exactly what one would picture as a Spanish gentle-
man, so proper while at the same time being so warm; Professor Russell was more
down to earth. When I returned to Dartmouth for a visit I made sure that I visited
with my professors. When I learned that Professor Ugarte committed suicide in
1969 a short time after one of my visits to Dartmouth, I was very upset. He helped
me develop my “Spanish” soul.
Graduate Study: LLB Yale Law School 1965

Spouse: Phyllis G. Margolius
Spouse Education: BA, The American University
Spouse Career: Philanthropy and raising three great children
Children: David Alan Margolius, July 18, 1960; Kenneth Edward Margolius, May
16, 1962; Jennifer Margolius Fisher, December 29, 1970
Where You Grew Up: The Shepherd Park neighborhood of Washington, D.C.
Resided In: Washington, D.C. (and environs), 1940-present
Employers: My entire adult working life from 1965 to 2003 I was either an employ-
ee or partner of the same law firm. It had various names over the years. The first
name was Margolius, Deckelbaum, Greenspoon and Edwards. The last name was
Margolius, Mallios & Rider LLP. In 2003, I formed my own firm, The Margolius Law
Firm, where I practice law with my daughter and partner, Jennifer Margolius Fisher.
Awards and Milestones: AV Rating, Martindale Hubbell; Best Lawyers, Real Estate;
The Benjamin Ourisman Award for Community Service; The Joseph P. Ottenstein
Award (with my wife Phyllis)
Working or Retired? Currently a partner at The Margolius Law Firm LLP, 4201
Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20008

Publications, Achievements, Interests: I wrote a novel titled The Lives of Henry
Lamont. I wrote it for myself and not to be published. I have led a very interesting
life, and I am currently working on a book about my experiences, primarily so my
grandchildren will know who their grandfather really was.
Hobbies: My wife and I have a country home on the St. Mary’s River in St. Mary’s
County, Maryland. We spend every possible weekend of the year there. We relax,
read, fish (striped bass, perch, blues), and enjoy our grandchildren there.

Travel: I am general counsel to an international travel company. As a result I travel
three times a year to various interesting places in the world. During my 14 years of
representing them, I have visited such places as Shanghai, St. Petersburg, Dubai,
Jordan, Buenos Aires, Kauai, Hawaii, London, Brussels, Berlin, Acapulco, and
Bangkok. In addition my son David lives in Israel, and I have traveled to that coun-
try about 40 times. 
Community Activities: President, Jewish Community Center of Greater Washington,
1983-85; President, United Jewish Appeal Federation of Greater Washington, 1991-
93; President, United Jewish Endowment Fund, 1995-97
Alumni Activities: For a number of years I interviewed prospective Dartmouth stu-
dents in the Washington, D.C., area.

How well prepared: My Dartmouth experience provided me a new perspec-
tive on the world. At Dartmouth, I met and became friendly with people from
all over the world. As a result, I developed a thirst to explore other countries. My
four months in Spain during my junior year was a highlight that would have
been better only if  I could have stayed there longer. 

Historical witness: I was at the Lincoln Memorial when Dr. King gave his 
“I Have a Dream” speech. I was privileged to be one of  a very few people asked
to be observers of  the secret airlift of  Ethiopian Jews from Addis Ababa to
Israel during Operation Solomon. I was at the airbase in Tel Aviv when the
planes landed. I was on the dais with President Ronald Reagan at the natural-
ization process of  new Americans, where we both spoke. After he spoke, he
turned to me and asked me, “How did I do?” How do you answer that question
to the president of  the United States? I said, “Fine, Mr. President.” I have been
involved in a number of  national political campaigns and have made many good
friends as a result, even though my candidates did not always win. In the 1970s,
I went to the Soviet Union, met with refusniks, and was harassed by the KGB.

Present Activities, Plans: I currently practice law full time. My practice
involves representing well-to-do families. My daughter and I not only act as their
attorneys but as their confidants and advisors as well. We are asked often to
serve as trustees of  their trusts and managers of  their LLCs. These families are
generally very philanthropic, and we help them operate their private foundations.
I still spend a fair amount of  time traveling on business and hope to be able to
do that for a number of  years more.
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Thomas E. Markham 
1997 Countrywood Court, Walnut Creek, CA 94598,
tomm@walla.com, (925) 937-3623 

Occupation: Financial Services 

Gary L. Marquissee 
Dartmouth has no information on this ’62. 

Robert V. Marrow 
56 Rye Road, Rye, NY 10580, bmarrow630@aol.com, 
(914) 381-5042 

Occupation: Law, Attorney, Salon Marrow & Dyckman, 
685 Third Avenue 21st Floor, New York, NY 10017, 
(212) 661-7100 

William Marsh Bill
204 Columbus Ave., Port Angeles, WA 98362, 
billmarshpawa@gmail.com, (360) 457-6758 

High School: Concord, N.H.
Major: Mathematics
Unique Hanover Memory: Meeting John Kemeny.
Graduate Study: PhD, Dartmouth, 1966

Spouse: Ellen Fetchiet
Spouse Education: MSW, Michigan State University 
Spouse Career: Social worker
Children: Harry, Rebecca, Stephen
Where You Grew Up: New Jersey and New Hampshire
Resided In: New Jersey, New Hampshire, Alabama, Massachusetts, California,
Washington 
Employers: Talladega College, Hampshire College, Xerox PARC, other
Retired? Sort of

Hobbies: Aikido 

Present Activities, Plans: Mathematics education, especially preschool
through third grade

Impact on Society: Very little

Ayear before we ’62s entered, John G. Kemeny told me that Dartmouth 
would accept me. I knew in that instant that I could try to follow him in

math, getting a PhD and working in logic. Little did I know that within a year or
two, I would also want to follow him in designing new courses and curriculum
and in thinking about K-12 math education. I was hooked the next summer
when he told those of  us at an Advanced Studies Program at St. Paul’s School
that while lay people believe that no mathematics has been done since 1900,
mathematicians believe none was done before. (The Back to Basics folk have
succeeded in keeping all math done since 1900 out of  current K-12 standards
and benchmarks.) Kemeny was to be my freshman adviser and on my doctoral
committee at Dartmouth. 

Our class entered Dartmouth as it switched from a two-semester to a three-term
academic year, forcing the College to think through and reorganize its entire cur-
riculum. Kemeny thought this process had been great for the College. 

My interest in new math increased when I took a course with him from a phys-
ical science version of  Introduction to Finite Mathematics by Kemeny, Snell, and
Thompson, a book that was soon to revolutionize the undergraduate mathemat-
ics education of  social and biological scientists. Later, I helped proofread his and
Snell’s Mathematical Models in the Social Sciences. 
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The Dartmouth Math Department experience gave me the courage to design
and implement a math curriculum for the hundredth anniversary of  historically
black Talladega College when I’d just begun teaching. I am most proud of
redesigning the content of  Calculus II and III, so they could be taken concur-
rently, allowing students from segregated high schools not offering any college
prep math a full year’s makeup while still completing the three courses in calcu-
lus and one in linear algebra then suggested by the Mathematical Association of

America for the first two years in a math major. When I left Talladega, one stu-
dent in six was planning to major in math.

Visiting Goddard College as a grad student had given me a lifelong interest in
experimental and alternative education. The summer after our freshman year, 
I had worked with Kemeny and Tom Kurtz on the first computer at Dartmouth,
and my undergraduate thesis was in theoretical computer science. I essentially
minored in philosophy, and I learned some linguistics from Otto Jespersen’s books
in Baker Library. In fall 1968, I read that the about-to-be-founded Hampshire
College planned to put these disciplines together with parts of  psychology and
anthropology to create what would later be called cognitive science. I was honored

by being allowed to be part of  that effort and greatly honored when Kemeny
agreed to be part of  a ten-year outside review of  what we had done.

While I did a post-doc in math education at Berkeley almost 20 years later, 
I heard that Kemeny had been asked by some K-12 teachers if  children should
still do long division in the schools and had answered: “Yes! Definitely! Probably
twice!” When I asked him about this at his retirement dinner, he said he’d actu-
ally answered a little less colorfully.

Now I am struggling to write an essay titled “From Block Play to Real Numbers
by Age 8” that challenges the idea that fractions are what children should see
next after counting numbers. My age level trajectory in math education seems
to be leading me toward inventing a new field: “prenatal math.”

John G. Kemeny was proud of  some of  what I did, I think, but he wanted me
to do better. What more could we ask from a teacher?

Daniel W. Martin 
P.O. Box 320, Lyons, CO 80540, (303) 823-5681 

Robert M. Martin 
Robert M. Martin died August 15, 1993. A resident of
Washington, D.C., Bob came to Dartmouth from The
Hotchkiss School, where he was actively involved with the
newspaper, band, dramatics, and debating. At Dartmouth,
he lived in Cohen Hall his freshman year, majored in soci-
ology, and was active in Winter Carnival and the Chess
Club. Regrettably, we know little about Bob’s life after
Dartmouth. The only accounting comes from Bob
Christgau, who remembers him as one of  four African-
American students in our class and who, at least in 1966,
he believes was living in Montclair, New Jersey. Efforts to find additional infor-
mation have failed. 
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Arthur Stephen Martindale Steve
28864 East River Road, Perrysburg, OH 43551, 
s.martindale@kiemlehankins.com, 
(419) 874-8957, Cell (419) 467-0508

High School: Haverford High School, Penn.
Major: History
Favorite Activity: All of them.
Fraternity: Beta Theta Pi
Unique Hanover Memory: Road trips that led me to the
Love of my life. Many other great memories from campus;
Casque and Gauntlet
Graduate Study: GMBA, University of Pennsylvania, 1967

Spouse: Christine (Chris) Hankins Martindale
Spouse Education: BA, Skidmore College, 1963
Spouse Career: Homemaker
Children: Timothy I. Martindale, 1966; Victoria Martindale DalSanto, 1969; Arthur
Stephen Martindale Jr., 1972
Where You Grew Up: Haverford, Penn.
Resided In: Whitemarsh, Pa., 6; Upper Dublin, Pa., 6; Waterville, Ohio, 4; Perrysburg,
Ohio, 33; also winters in Mt. Dora, Fla., 11; Sanford, Fla., 6
Employers: Bell of Pennsylvania; Doweave Inc.; Kiemle-Hankins
Awards and Milestones: Several community, civic and industry recognitions. Young
Presidents’ Organization; Chief Executive Organization; White House Conference on
business interests.
Working or Retired? Mostly Retired

Publications, Achievements, Interests: Interests include community service; fam-
ily; sports; YPO; CEO; History books/study with emphasis on wars
Hobbies: Golf; tennis; platform tennis; sailing; travel
Travel: I visited 47 states and more than 50 countries worldwide
Community Activities: Promedica Health System, Chairman; The Toledo Hospital,

Chairman; Toledo Rotary Club, President; Boys and Girls Club of Toledo; Toledo
Area Chamber of Commerce; Committee of 100; others
Alumni Activities: Dartmouth Club of Philadelphia; Dartmouth Club of Toledo

How well prepared: Excellent exposure to many intelligent men (and
women)—students, faculty, administrators—with widely varied interests and
abilities. There were so many great guys that it stands out.

Historical witness: Detention in East Berlin during a 1962 wall bombing;
meeting three U.S. presidents; meeting many world figures including Nelson
Mandela; commercializing a new technology

Present Activities, Plans: Several boards; community activities; children and
grandchildren; sports; more reading with History emphasis

Impact on Society: I don’t know how “significant” it has been, but I have
been a job creator; run successful businesses; contributed to my community in
many ways; and helped raise successful children.

My English professors would most likely disapprove this non-essay format,
but since graduation I have lived my life (happily) in the business world.

As a result, I found I most often wrote lengthy reports and business papers, or
produced “executive summaries” that, thanks to PowerPoint, were reduced to
“bullet points.” So, herewith, are my Dartmouth reflections and recollections
presented in a brief  and “bullet-point” style that help me remember matters
and memories of  interest. I hope they will evoke similar reactions in some of
my classmates. It is also much quicker to read than an essay.

General reflections in ten words: 
• Dartmouth was about people in 1958-1962, and it still is.
• So many bright, athletic, capable young men in one place.
• Isolated we were, but a beautiful campus by any measure.
• John Sloan Dickey remains my standard for a college president.
• Thaddeus Seymour remains my standard for a dean of  students.
• The liberal arts were eye-openers for an immature youth.
• Professors Gramlich, Foley, Yuan, and many others made a lasting impact.
• We knew Kemeny and his team were special in mathematics.
• Computing was relatively new, and time-sharing was all we had.
• We were before Hopkins Center, and arts were not focused.
• My enjoyable social interactions came at the expense of  academics.
• But I did still learn the “business of  the College.”
• My lifelong history interest began then: avoid repeating mistakes.
• 1962 “Great Issues” was good exposure to the confusion ahead.

Specific reflections in ten words:
• Moosilauke Freshman Trip was a wonderful introduction to Dartmouth outdoors.
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Steve Martindale
and Chris 
with their family


